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4
SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES,

October Teem, 1915.

No. 228.

Franklin 0. Bunting,
Plaintiff in Error,

vs.

The State of Oregon.

BRIEF FOR DEFENDANT IN ERROR.

Statement of Case.

The plaintiff in error (defendant below) was con-

victed in the circuit court of Lake County, Oregon, for

violation of a statute colloquially known as **the Ten

Hour Law," (Oregon Laws of 1913, Chap. 102). The

conviction was affirmed by the Supreme Court of Oregon

(Opinion, R. 12; 71 Or. 259). In affirming the conviction

the Oregon Supreme Court sustained the constitutionality

of the statute against the claim of the defendant that it

offended the Fourteenth Amendment. This claim is the

foundation of the present writ of error.

Statute.

The pertinent provisions of the statute in question

are as follows

:

"Section 1,—It is the public policy of the State

of Oregon that no person shall be hired, nor per-
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mitted to work for wages, under any conditions or
terms, for longer hours or days of service than is

consistent with his health and physical well-being
and ability to promote the general welfare by his in-

creasing usefulness as a healthy and intelligent citi-

zen. It is hereby declared that the working of any
person more than ten hours in one day, in any mill,

factory, or manufacturing establishment is injuri-

ous to the physical health and well-being of such per-
son, and tends to prevent him from acquiring that
degree of intelligence that is necessary to make him
a useful and desirable citizen of the State.

"Section 2.—No person shall be employed in any
mill, factory or manufacturing establishment in this

State more than ten hours in any one day, except
watchmen and employees when engaged in making
necessary repairs, or in case of emergency, where
life or property is in imminent danger; provided,
hoivever, employees may work overtime not to exceed
three hours in any one day, conditioned that payment
be made for said overtime at the rate of time and
one-half the regular wage." (General Laws of Ore-
gon, 1913, chap. 102, p. 169.)

The Issue.

The sole question presented is whether this Oregon

ten hour law is unconstitutional, because in conflict with

the Fourteenth Amendment. In other words, does the

Federal Constitution interpose a barrier to the policy of

Oregon as expressed by its legislature and sustained by

its courts? The immediate issue is restricted to the fate

of this Oregon legislation. Necessarily, however, the de-

cision in this case gravely concerns every state in the

Union.
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Argument.

The issue presents the familiar case of application

and delimitation of accepted principles. The assertion

by a state of its police power is challenged by the claim

of ''liberty" as safeguarded by the Fourteenth Amend-

ment. The Court had occasion recently to consider anew

the scope of the police power, and the boundaries which

the Fourteenth Amendment imposes. It again, as here-

tofore, defined the police power, as well as its limitations,

denotatively

:

"It is the duty and function of the legislature to

discern and detect evils, and by evils we do not mean
some definite injury, but obstacles to a greater public
welfare. . . .

"But it may be said that judicial opinion cannot
be controlled by legislative opinion of what are fun-
damental rights. This is freely conceded; it is the
very essence of constitutional law, but its recognition
does not determine supremacy in any given instance '

'

{Rast V. Van Beman <& Louis Co., 240 U. S , de-
cided March 6, 1916).

Therefore the field within which the police power may
be exercised must be ascertained by specific cases, and

not bounded by speculation.

"As to what extent legislation should interfere in

affairs political philosophers have disputed and al-

ways will dispute.* It is not in our province to

engage on either side, nor to pronounce anticipatory

* For the range and change of opinion in regard to the regulation of
hours of labor as a matter of economic and philosophic theory, see e. g.

Nassau Senior, Letters on the Factory Acts; Mill's Principles of Political

Economy, (ed. Ashley), pp. 963-4; Hadley's, Economics, pp. 404-410;
Jevon's State in Relation to Labor, 65 ; 2 Walker's Discussions in Economics
and Statistics, pp. 380-2; 3 T. H. Green's Collected Works, pp. 370 et seq.;

2 Ely's Propertj' and Contract, part 2, p. 555, particularly Chap. IV, V, and
VI

; Jethro Brown's Underlying Principles of Modern Legislation, pp. 46
et seq.



judgments. We must wait for the instance. Our
present duty is to pass upon the statute before us,

and if it has been enacted upon a belief of evils that
is not arbitrary we cannot measure their extent
against the estimate of the legislature. McLean v.

Arkansas, 211 U. S. 539. Such belief has many ex-

amples in state legislation and, we have seen, it has
persisted against adverse judicial opinion. If it

may be said to be a judgment from experience as
against a judgment from speculation, certainly, from
its generality, it cannot be declared to be made in

mere wantonness." {Tanner v. Little, 240 U. S
,

decided March 6, 1916.)

Experience, then, must be allowed to challenge the

assumptions of theory and disprove its prophecies. Ex-

perience constantly has undermined such assumptions

and dispelled dire prophecies. England furnishes the

most striking and familiar illustration. In 1844 during

the heated debates in the House of Commons on Lord

Shaftesbury 's Ten Hour Act, Charles Greville could note

in his diary that "all the political economists of course

are against him." (2 Journal of Charles Greville, 236.)

Of the political opponents such noteworthy figures as

Gladstone, Sir James Graham, and J. A. Roebuck later

became enthusiastic converts to the measure. (2 Hod-

der's Life of Shaftesbury, pp. 205-6.) When that Act

had been in operation seventeen years, Professor Wil-

liam Overmarch, President of the Economics Section of

the British Association for the Advancement of Science,

in his presidential address to that section, called the

Factory Acts "wholly successful," spoke of the limita-

tion of hours as " a security against foreign competition,

a guarantee of power, and fund of undivided profits."

(2 Hodder, op. cit., p. 207.)

Experience has invalidated one assumption in regard
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to industry that for long widely dominated thought. Lord

Morley, speaking of Eichard Cobden's opposition to

Shaftesbury 's Ten Hour Act thus puts it :
" Can the re-

lations between labor and capital be safely left to the

unfettered play of individual competition? The answer

of modern statesmanship is, that unfettered individual

competition is not a principle to which the regulation of

industry may be entrusted." (Morley 's Cobden, pp.

297-298.) Moreover it is now manifest that it is not a

contest between capital and labor. The state as an or-

ganic whole is concerned.

The question, therefore, is no longer can the state

regulate the hours of labor in modem industry, but what

evils are manifest, what tendeucies are disclosed," that

present a reasonable field for legislative repression;

what remedies are available that present a reasonable

field for legislative encouragement. This field of reason-

able action is the state 's police power ; to this sphere of

statesmanship the Fourteenth Amendment offers no bar-

riers.

The scope of the field this Court has recognized in

specific cases. Holden v. Hardy (169 U. S. 366) is the

great case.

"The enactment does not profess to limit the
hours of all workmen, but merely those who are
employed in underground mines, or in the smelting,
reduction or refining of ores or metals. These em-
ployments, when too long pursued, the legislature has
judged to be detrimental to the health of the em-
ployes, and, so long as there are reasonable grounds
for believing that this is so, its decision upon this

subject cannot be reviewed by the Federal courts"

(p. 395).

"The legislature has also recognized the fact,
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which the experience of legislators in many States

has corroborated, that the proprietors of these es-

tablishments and their operatives do not stand upon
an equality, and that their interests are, to a certain

extent, conflicting. The former naturally desire to

obtain as much labor as possible from their em-
ployes, while the latter are often induced by the fear

of discharge to conform to regulations which their

judgment, fairly exercised, would pronounce to be
detrimental to their health or strength. In other

words, the proprietors lay down the rules and the

laborers are practically constrained to obey them.
In such cases self-interest is often an unsafe guide,

and the legislature may properly interpose its au-

thority" (p. 397).
''The question in each case is whether the legisla-

ture has adopted the statute in exercise of a reason-
able discretion, or whether its action be a mere ex-

cuse for an unjust discrimination, or the oppression,

or spoliation of a particular class" (p. 398).

On the other hand, in Lochner v. New York (198 U. S.

45), the state authority in the specific instance was denied

because no reasonable relation was discernible to the

majority between a ten hours law for bakers and the

public welfare. This judgment was based upon a view

of the nature of the bakers employment beyond ten hours

as known "to the common understanding" (198 U. S.

45, 59*).

It is now clear that "common understanding" is a

treacherous criterion both as to the assumptions on which

such understanding is based, and as to the evil conse-

quences, if they are allowed to govern. (See Pound's

Liberty of Contract, 18 Yale L. J. 454, 480, note 123; 2

* The decisions dealing with limitations of hours of labor were con-
sidered, as a subject of academic interest, in a paper published before
present counsel had, or anticipated having, any participation in this case.

(Hours of Labor and Realism in Constitutional Law, 29 Harv. L. Rev.
353). For convenience it is reprinted as an Appendix, p. 961.
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Ely's Property and Contract 662, 674-5.) The subject is

one for scientific scrutiny and critique, for authoritative

interpretation of accredited facts. To this end science

has been devoted all over the world. Particularly in the

last decade science has been giving us the basis for judg-

ment by experience to which, when furnished, judgment

by speculation must yield.

And this is precisely what Holden v. Hardy, supra,

looked forward to.

".
. . In passing upon the validity of State legis-

lation under that [Fourteenth] Amendment, this

court has not failed to recognize the fact, that tlie

law is to-day to a certain extent a progressive sci-

ence" (p. 385). *'
. . . They [statutory changes

passed in review] are mentioned only for the pur-
pose of calling attention to the probability that other
changes of no less importance may be made in the
future." . . .

*'0f course it is impossible to forecast the charac-
ter or extent of these changes, but ... it is im-
possible to suppose that they will not continue, and
the law be forced to adapt itself to new conditions of
society, and particularly to the new relations be-

tween emplovers and emplovees as they arise" (p.

387).

The insight thus expressed has now been amply justi-

fied by experience. What in 1898 presented a specific,

and apparently, exceptional instance—the poisoning of

the human system through long hours of labor in mines,

and the implications of this evil to the general welfare—is

now disclosed to be of far wider and deeper application.

It is now demonstrable that the considerations that were

on the surface as to miners in 1898 are to-day operative,

to a greater or less degree, throughout the industrial sys-

tem.
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It is to tliis body of experience that the court's at-

tention is invited. It is a mass of data that, partly, was

not presented in cases like Lochner v. New York, supra,

but mostly could not have been before the Court, because

it was not heretofore in existence. Inasmuch as the ap-

plication of the contending principles must vary with the

facts to which they are sought to be applied, of course

new facts are the indispensable basis to the determination

of the validity of specific new legislation. This attitude

was strikingly enforced by the New York Court of Ap-

peals, when called upon recently to pass on the validity

of legislation which it had previously, for lack of ade-

quate data, failed to sustain. "There is no reason why

we should be reluctant to give effect to new and addi-

tional knowledge upon such a subject as this even if it

did lead us to take a different view of such a vastly im-

portant question as that of public health or disease than

formerly prevailed." People v. Charles, Schiveinler

Press (214 N. Y. 395, 412).

The knowledge obtained by the increasing study of

industrial conditions is back of the state's policy, as ex-

pressed by the legislature, and sustained by the courts of

Oregon. These are facts of common knowledge of which

this Court will take judicial notice.

These facts, we submit, conclusively establish that

Oregon was exercising a reasonable judgment as to the

public welfare in passing its Ten Hour Law; and

so exercising a reasonable judgment it acted within its

rightful and constitutional sphere. The place at which

it chose to draw the line was peculiarly for the discretion

of its legislature. It is suflficient for the present that the
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line as now drawn—ten hours a day—is not an unrea-

sonable line. {Miller v. Wilson, 236 U. S. 373, 382 ; Peo-

ple V. Klinck Packing Co. 214 N. Y. 121, 128; State v.

Bunting, 71 Or. 259, 273, R., 19.)

These facts of common knowledge will be considered

as follows:

Part First.—Legislation (American and foreign)

] Lmiting the hours of labor for men.

Part Second.—The world's experience on which the

limitation of hours of labor is based.





PART FIRST
LEGISLATION LIMITING THE HOURS OF LABOR

FOR MEN:
THE AMERICAN LEGISLATION.

I. In Certain Private Businesses.

A. Mines.

I. EIGHT HOUR LAWS.
Alaska. Acts 1913, C. 29, Sec. 2.

Arizona. Acts 1912, C. 28, Sec. 2, amended C. 26,

extra session 1912 and Rev. Stat.

1913, Sec. 3108.

Includes hoisting engineers.

California. Acts 1913, C. 186, Sec. 1.

Colorado. Constit., Art. 5; Acts 1913, C. 95, Sec. 2.

Idaho. Rev. Code 1909, Sec. 1463.

Missouri. Rev. Stat. 1909, Sees. 7813 and 7814a,
added by Acts 1913, p. 399.

Montana. Constit., Art. 18, Sec. 4, Rev. Code 1907,

Sec. 1734 and Sec. 1736, amended
C. 21, Acts 1911.

Includes hoisting engineers.

Nevada. Rev. L. 1912, Sees. 1941, 6554, 6555, 6557.

Includes mechanics, engineers, black-

smiths, carpenters, topmen and all

surface employees.

Oklahoma. Rev. L. 1910, Sec. 4005.

Oregon. Lord's Ore. Laws 1910, Sec. 5058.

Pennsylvania. Acts 1911, p. 102, Sec. 1. Hoisting
engineers only.

Utah. Comp. L. 1907, Sec. 1337.

Washington. Codes and Stats. 1910, Sec. 6583.

Wyoming. Constit., Art. XIX, Sec. 1; Comp. Stat.

1910, Sec. 3499.
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2. TEN HOUR LAWS.
Maryland. Pub. local laws, 1888, Art. 1, Sec. 194.

(Allegheny and Garrett Counties
only.)

B. Smelters, Reduction Works, etc.

I. EIGHT HOUR LAWS.
Alaska. Acts 1913, C. 29, Sec. 2.

Arizona. Acts 1912, C. 28, Sec. 2, amended C. 26,

extra session 1912 and Eev. Stat.

1913, Sec. 3108.

California. Acts 1913, C. 186, Sec. 1.

Colorado. Acts 1913, C. 95, Sec. 2.

Idaho. Rev. Code 1909, Sec. 1464, amended Acts
1909, p. 4.

Missouri. Rev. Stat. 1909, Sec. 7813.

Montana. Constit. Art. 18, Sec. 4, Rev. Code 1907,

Sec. 1736, amended C. 21, Acts 1911.

Utah. Comp. L. 1907, Sec. 1337.

Wyoming. Comp. Stat. 1910, Sec. 3500.

C. Miscellaneous Private Businesses.

I. EIGHT HOUR LAWS.

a. Electric Light and Power Plants

:

Arizona. Rev. Stat. 1913, Sec. 3099.

b. Coke Ovens

:

Alaska. Acts 1913, C. 29, Sec. 2.

Arizona. Rev. Stat. 1913, Sec. 3108.

Colorado. Acts 1913, C. 95, Sec. 2.

c. Blast Furnaces:

Arizona. Rev. Stat. 1913, Sec. 3108.

Colorado. Acts 1913, Ch. 95, Sec. 2.

d. Plaster and Cement Mills

:

Nevada. Rev. L., 1912, Sec. 6559.

Arizona. Cement mills only. Rev. Stat. 1913, Sec
3108.



e. Plate Glass Works:
Missouri. Rev. Stat. 1909, Sec. 7814a, added by act,

p. 399, Acts 1913.

/. Rolling Mills, Rod Mills, Stamp Mills

:

Alaska. Acts 1913, C. 29, Sec. 2.

Arizona. Rev. Stat. 1913, Sec. 3108.

Colorado. Acts 1913, C. 95, Sec. 2. (Stamp mills.)

Idaho. Rev. Code 1909, Sec. 1464, amended Acts
1909, p. 4. (Stamp mills.)

Wyoming. Comp. Stat. 1910, Sec. 3500. (Stamp
mills.)

g. Tunnels

:

Arizona. Rev. Stat. 1913, Sec. 3108.

California. Acts 1913, C. 186, Sec. 1.

Montana. Rev. Code 1907, Sec. 1736.

h. In High Air Pressure

:

New York. Consol. L. 1909, Sec. 134b, added by C.

291, Acts 1909, amended C. 528,

Acts 1913.

New Jersey. Acts 1914, C. 121.

(When air pressure does not exceed
21 lbs. to square inch.)

t. Irrigations Works:

Montana. Rev. Code 1907, Sec. 2250.

2. NINE HOUR LAWS.

a. Telephone Operators:

Montana. Acts of 1909, Ch. 75, Sec. 1. (In cities of
3,000 or over.)

3. TEN HOUR LAWS.

a. Saw and Planing Mills:

Arkansas. Acts 1905, No. 49, Sec. 102.

b. Bakeries

:

New Jersey. Acts 1912, Ch. 127, Sec. 7. (Not more
than 60 hours in one week.)



c. Brickyards

:

New York. Cons. Laws 1909, Ch. 31, Sec. 5. (Owned
by corporations.)

d. Drug Stores:

California. Act. No. 2665 as amended by Cb. 224,

Acts of 1907, Sec. 2.

New York. Consol. Laws 1909, Cb. 45, Sec. 236, as

amended by Cb. 514, Sees. 1 and 2,

1914. (Not more than 70 bours in

one week.)

e. Cotton and Woolen Mills

:

Georgia. Code 1910, Sec. 3137, as amended by act,

p. 65, Acts 1911. (Not more tban
60 bours in one week.)

Maryland. Pub. Gen. Laws 1911, Art. C, Sec. 1.

(Except in contracts for work by
hour.)

/. Manufacturing Establishments:

Mississippi. Acts 1912, Ch. 157, as amended by Acts
1914, Cb. 169, Sec. 1.

4. ELEVEN HOUR LAWS,
a. Factories

:

North Carolina. Acts 1915, Cb. 148. (Not more than
60 bours in one week.)

h. Grocery Stores

:

New York. Cons. Laws 1915, Ch. 343, Sec. 236a. (Not
more than 70 hours in one week.

)

C. A Day's Work Defined, Unless Otherwise Stipulated.

I. EIGHT HOUR LAWS.
California. Codes 1906, Sec. 3244.

Connecticut. Gen'l St. 1902, Sec. 4692.

Illinois. Hind's Rev. Stat. 1906, Ch. 48, Sec. 1.

Indiana. Annot. Stat. 1901, Sec. 7052.

Missouri. Rev. Stat. 1909, Sec. 7812.

New York. Consol. Laws 1909, Sec. 3, as amended
Chap. 494, Acts of 1913.

Ohio. Gen'l Code 1910, Sec. 6241.

Pennsylvania. Digest 1894, p. 1158, Sec. 1.

Wisconsin. Stat, of 1901, Sec. 1729.



2. TEN HOUR LAWS.
Florida. Stat. 1906, Sec. 2641.

Maine. Rev. Stat. 1903, Ch. 84, Sec. 57.

Michigan. Comp. Laws 1897, Sec. 5454.

Minnesota. Rev. Laws 1905, Sec. 1798.

Nebraska. Rev. Stat. 1913, Sec. 3561.

New Hampshire. Pub. St. 1891, Ch. 180, Sec. 20.

Rhode Island. Gen. Laws 1909, Ch. 249, Sec. 24.

II. Railroads.

A. Telegraph and Telephone Operators, Dispatchers,
Signal Men, etc.

1. EIGHT HOUR LAWS.

Arkansas. Acts 1907, Act. No. 282, Sec. 1.

Connecticut. Acts 1909, C. 242, Sec. 1. (12 hours
in stations open only by day with
one operator.)

Maryland. Pub. Gen. L. 1911, Art. XXIII, Sec. 323.

(In 12 hours.)

Nevada. Act. 1913, C. 283, Sec. 2.

New York. Consol. L. 1909, Sec. 8 ; amended C. 466,
Acts 1913.

Texas. Rev. Civ. Stat. 1911, Art. 6586, Rev. Crim.
Stat. 1911, Art. 1555.

West Virginia. Acts 1907, C. 59. (^\niere operators
are employed 20 hours or more.)

Wisconsin. Stat. 1911, Sec. 1816m.

2. NINE HOUR LAWS.
Missouri. Acts 1913, p. 187, Sec. 1. (Railroad tower-

men only.)

Nebraska. Rev. St. 1913, Sec. 6088. (Not more than
13 hours in stations operated by
day only.)

North Carolina. Acts 1913, Ch. 112, Sec. 2. (Not
more than 13 hours in stations

operated by day only.)

Oregon. Acts 1911, Ch. 137, Sec. 2.



United States and District of Columbia. Acts 1906-7,

Ch. 2939, Sec. 2. (Not more than
13 hours in stations operated by
day only.)

B. Trainmen, etc.

1. TEN HOUR LAWS.
Michigan. Con. Laws 1897, Sec. 5459. (Within 12

consec. hours.)

New York. Con. Laws 1909, Ch. 31, Sec. 7. (Within
12 consec. hours.)

2. HOURS OF REST REQUIRED AFTER SPECIFIED
HOURS OF LABOR.

a. 8 hours of Rest Required after 16 Hours of Labor.

Arizona. Acts 1903, Act 34, Sec. 1. (9 hours rest

required.)

Arkansas. Digest 1904, Sec. 6652.

Florida. Gen. Stat. 1906, Sec. 2641. (After 13 hours
of labor.)

Indiana. Acts 1907, Ch. 131, Sec. 1.

Kansas. Gen. Stat. 1909, Sec. 7129. (Hours of labor
must be consecutive.)

Michigan. Comp. Laws 1897, Sec. 5458. (After 24
hours of labor, trainmen only.)

Missouri. Rev. Stat. 1909, Sec. 7818.

Minnesota. Acts 1907, Ch. 253, Sec. 1. (Hours of
labor must be consecutive.)

Montana. Rev. Code 1907, Sec. 1741. (Hours of

labor must be consecutive.)

North Dakota. Acts 1907, Ch. 207, Sec. 1.

Ohio. Gen. Code 1910, Sec. 9007, as amended Acts
1913, p. 557.

8 Hours of Rest after 16 Consecutive Hours of Labor.
10 Hours of Rest after 16 Aggregate Hours of Labor.

California. Acts 1911, Ch. 484, Sec. 1.

Nebraska. Rev. Stat. 1913, Sec. 6088.

Nevada. Acts 1913, Ch. 283, Sec. 2.

r



New Mexico. Acts 1912, Ch. 62, Sec. 1.

New York. Cons. Laws 1909, Ch. 31, Sec. 7.

North Carolina. Acts 1913, Ch. 112, Sec. 2.

Oregon. Acts 1911, Ch. 137, Sec. 1. (After 14 hours
of labor.)

South Dakota. Acts 1903, Ch. 220, Sec. 1.

Texas. Rev. Civil Stat. 1911, Sec. 18091.

V Washington. Codes and Stat. 1910, Sec. 6581.

Wisconsin. Stat. 1911, Sec. 18091. (All employees.)

United States. Acts 1906-7, Ch. 2939.

c. 10 Hours of Rest after Certain Specified Hours of
Labor.

Colorado. Rev. Stat. 1908, Sec. 5515. (After 16 con-

secutive hours of labor.)

Georgia. Code 1910, Sec. 2693. (After 13 hours of
labor.

)

Iowa. Code 1897, supplement 1907, Sec. 2110-a. (Any
employee after 16 hours of labor.)

III. Street Railiirays.

1. NINE HOUR LAWS.

Massachusetts. Acts 1912, Ch. 533, Sec. 2. (Within
11 hours.)

2. TEN HOUR LAWS.

Louisiana. P. 766, Act. 195, Acts 1886, as amended
Act. No. 122, Acts 1902. (Within
12 consec. hours.)

Michigan. Com. Laws 1897, Sec. 5459. (Within 12
consec. hours.)

New York. Cons. Laws 1909, Ch. 31, Sec. 6. (In 1st
and 2nd class cities hours must be
(Consecutive.)

Rhode Island. Laws 1909, Ch. 218, Sec. 1. (Within
12 hours.)

Washington. Codes and Stat. 1910, Sec. 6578.
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3. TWELVE HOUR LAWS.
Califoknia. Code 1906, Sec. 3246.

Maeyland. Acts 1898, Cli. 123, Spc. 793.

New Jersey. Comp. St. 1910, p. 4990, Sec. 57.

Pennsylvania. Penna. Digest 1894, p. 1829, Sec. 268.

South Carolina. Code 1912, Sec. 431.

IV. "Work Done in Private Business for Na-

tional, State or Municipal Governments.

I. EIGHT HOUR LAWS.
United States and District of Columbia. Act of

Congress, August 1, 1892, amended
by C. 106, Acts 1912-1913, Sec. 3738,

and C. 174, Acts 1911-1912.

Alaska. Acts of 1913, C. 7, Sees. 1 and 2.

Arizona. Constitution, Art. XVIII.

•California. Penal Code 1906, Sec. 653c.

' Colorado. R. S. 1908, Sec. 3921.

Hawaii. R. L. 1905, Sec. 122, amended Act No. 11,

Acts 1907.

Idaho. Acts 1911, C. 131, Sec. 1, amended C. 165,

Acts 1913.

Indiana. Ann. Stat. 1894, Rev. 1901, Sees. 7052, 7053.

Kansas. Gen. Stat. 1909, Sec. "4643, amended C. 220,

Acts 1913.

Kentucky. Acts 1910, C. 123, Sec. 1.

Maryland. Pub. Loc. Laws 1888, Art. 4, Sec. 31a,

amended C. 94, p. 642, Acts 1910.

Applies only to Baltimore.

Massachusetts. Acts 1909, Sec. 37, Acts 1911, C. 494.

Minnesota. Rev. Laws 1905, Sec. 1799.

Missouri. Acts 1913, Sec. 237. Applies only to cities

of second class.

Montana. Constitution, Art. 18, Sec. 4; Rev. Codes
1907, Sec. 1739.

Nevada. Rev. Laws 1912, Sec. 6778.

New Jersey. Acts 1911, C. 243, Sec. 1 ; Acts 1913, C.

253, Sec. 1.
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New Mexico. Constitution, Art. XX, Sec. 19.

New York. Consol. Laws 1909, C. 31, Sec. 3 ; amended
C. 494, Acts 1913.

Ohio. Constitution Amendments 1912, Art. II, Sec.

37; Gen. Code 1910, Sec. 17-1, Acts
1913, p. 854.

Oklahoma. Constitution, Art. XXIII, Sec. 1; Rev.
Laws 1910, Sees. 3757, 3758.

Oregon. Acts 1913, C. 1, Sees. 1 and 4.

Pennsylvania. Briglitly's Digest, 1893-1903, Act No.
379.

Porto Rico. Rev. Stat. 1911, Sec. 1658, Acts 1913;
Act No. 140.

Texas. Acts 1913, C. 68, Sec. 2.

Utah. Constitution, Art. 16, Sec. 6; Comp. Laws
1907, Sec. 1336.

Washington. Codes and Statutes 1910, Sec. 6573.

West Virginia. Code 1899, p. 1146, Sees. 1 and 2.

Wisconsin. Stat. 1911, Sec. 1729m.

Wyoming. Acts 1913, C. 90, Sec. 1.

V. Public Employment.
I. EIGHT HOUR LAWS.

United States and District of Columbia. Act of

Congress, Aug. 1, 1892, amended C.

106, Acts 1912-13, See. 3738.
Alaska. Acts 1913, C. 7, Sec. 1.

Arizona. Constitution, Art. XVIII.
California. Constitution, Art. 20; Penal Code 1906,

Sec. 653c.

Colorado. R. S. 1908, Sec. 3921.

Connecticut. Acts 1911, C. 282, Sec. 1. (Mechanics
in State Institutions.)

HawAH. R. L. 1905, Sec. 122, amended Act No. 11,

Acts 1907.

Idaho. Constitution, Art. 13, Sec. 2; Acts 1911, C.

131, Sec. 1; amended C. 165, Acts
1913.
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Indiana. Ann. Stat. 1894, Rev. 1901. Sees. 7052, 7053.

Kansas. Gen. Stat. 1909, Sec. 4643, amended C. 220,

Acts 1913.

Kentucky. Acts 1910, 0. 123, Sec. 1.

Maryland. Pub. Loc. Laws 1888, Art. "4, Sec. 31a;

amended C. 94, p. 642, Acts 1910.

Applies only to Baltimore.

Massachusetts. Acts 1909, Sec. 37; Acts 1911, C.

494; Ch. 623, Sec. 1, 1914. (In-

cludes prison and reformatory em-
ployees.)

Minnesota. Rev. Laws 1905, Sec. 1799.

MissouBi. Acts 1913, Sec. 237. Applies only to cities

of second class.

Montana. Constitution, Art. 18, Sec. 4; Rev. Codes
1907, Sec. 1739.

Nevada. Rev. Laws 1912, Sec. 6778.

New Jersey. Acts .1911, C. 243, Sec. 1.

New Mexico. Constitution, Act XX, Sec. 19.

New York. Consol. Laws 1909, C. 31, Sec. 3 ; amended
C. 494, Acts 1913.

Ohio. Constitution Amendments 1912, Art. II, Sec.

37; Gen. Code 1910, Sec. 17-1, Acts
1913, p. 854.

Oklahoma. Constitution, Art. XXIII, Sec. 1; Rev.
Laws 1910, Sees. 3757, 3758.

Oregon. Lord's Ore. Laws, 1910, Sec. 5060; Acts
1913, C. 1, Sec. 4.

Pennsylvania. Brightly 's Digest, 1893-1903, Act No.
379.

Porto Rico. Rev. Stat. 1911, Sec. 1657; Acts 1913,
Act No. 140.

Texas. Acts 1913, C. 68, Sec. 1.

Utah. Constitution, Art. 16, Sec. 6; Comp. Laws
1907, Sec. 1336.

Washington. Codes and Statutes 1910, Sec. 6572.

West Virginia. Code 1899, p. 1146, Sees. 1 and 2.

Wisconsin. Stat. 1911, Sec. 1729m.

Wyoming. Constitution, Art. XIX, Sec. 1 ; Acts 1913,
C. 90, Sec. 1.
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THE FOREIGN LEGISLATION.
For many years the usual method of regulating men's

hours of labor in some of the most important industrial

countries of Europe has been by special administrative

rulings, having the force of law. These have been con-

fined in the main to special dangerous trades. Thus,

for instance, in Germany the ''Regulations of the Im-

perial Chancellor regarding Lead and its Products"

have been promulgated from time to time. Among many
restrictions, two rulings may be cited as typical ex-

amples. According to the regulation of June, 1905, men
may not be employed more than four hours in one day

in cleaning out flues containing dry lead dust in lead

smelting works. A regulation of May, 1908, provides

that in certain processes in the manufacture of electrical

accumulators, men may not be employed more than eight

hours in one day, interrupted by a break of one and

one-half hours. {Bulletin of the United States Bureau

of Labor, No. 95, July, 1911. Pages 172 and 176.)

In contrast to such elaborate special rules for single

trades obviously dangerous to health, the foreign legisla-

tion of the last few years shows notable instances of a

tendency to limit men's hours of labor in general indus-

trial employments. Thus, for instance, in September,

1915, Norway passed a general law limiting the hours of

labor to ten hours in one day and fifty-four hours in one

week. {Gesetz hetr. Arheiterschutz in industriellen

Betriehen. Vom 18. September, 1915. Kap. III. § 23.

Bulletin of the International Labour Office. German
Ed. Vol. XIV. Nov., 1915. P. 284.)

In January, 1915, Portugal enacted a similar law lim-

iting the hours of labor in all industrial establishments

to ten hours in one day and sixty hours in one week.
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{Lei No. 296 regulando o tempo de trahalho diario, etc.,

22 de Janeiro de 1915. Bulletin of the International

Labour Office. German Ed. Vol. XIV. May, 1915. P.

90.)

In June, 1914, Switzerland reduced the hours of labor

of general factory workers from eleven to ten hours in

one day. {Bundesgesetz hetr. die Arbeit in den Fabriken.

Vom 18. Jtini 1914. Bulletin of the International Labour

Office. German Ed. Vol. XIII. July 1914. P. 298.)

One of the war measures of Germany, dated August

12, 1915, prohibits more than ten hours of labor for all

workers in textile trades, viz., spinning, weaving, manu-

facture of cotton, woollen, flax, jute, or hempen goods.

{Bekanntmacliung, betref. die Einschrdnkung der Ar-

beitszeit in Spinnereien, etc. Vom 12. August, 1915.

Bulletin of the International Labour Office. German Ed.

Vol. XIV. August, 1915: P. 179.)

In 1912, Greece by royal decree limited the hours of

labor in machine bakeries to ten hours in twenty-four.

This statute includes not only the bakers, but also stok-

ers, delivery men and salesmen. {Royal Decree With
Respect to the Regulation of Working Hours in Bakeries.

14th September, 1912. Bulletin of the International

Labour Office. Nov., lOVL P. 304.)

Similarly in 1915 Uruguay enacted a general eight

hour law for all factory workers. {U. 8. Daily Consular

and Trade Reports. No. 301. Dec. 24, 1915. P. 1169.)

The more progressive legislation of New Zealand

had already, in 1901, contained a similar eight hour pro-

vision. {The Factories Act of 1901. No. 59.)

Thus the need of a maximum limit of hours for work-

ers in general industrial employment,—in addition to

the special restrictions for dangerous trades,—shows in-

creasing and widespread recognition.



PART SECOND
THE WORLD'S EXPERIENCE ON WHICH THE

LEGISLATION LIMITING THE HOURS
OF LABOR IS BASED.

I.—MENACES TO NATIONAL VITALITY.

The outstanding fact regarding national health and

mortality rates in the United States is the extraordinary

increase both relative and absolute in the so-called degen-

erative diseases, that is, diseases of the heart, blood-

vessels and kidneys.

While the death rate from diseases such as tuberculosis

and typhoid fever has been steadily declining, and the

high mortality from diseases of infancy and childhood

have been noticeably decreased, the mortality from the

degenerative diseases shows steady and marked rise.

This record of the breakdown of the most important or-

gans of the body discloses a menace to American vitality.

While the reason for the extraordinary prevalence of

the degenerative diseases is still in part obscure, it is

clear that one important contributing factor is the stress

and strain of American ways of living and working.

The increase of degenerative diseases is apparently

not confined to any one class of society or any particular

occupation. Statistics prove that these diseases reduce

the working, productive period of life, the period of

greatest industrial activity. They are thus peculiarly

disastrous for industrial workers, already subject to

higher incidence of death and disease than other classes

of society.
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Health News. Monthly Bulletin New York State Depart-
ment of Health, Albany. May, 1915. C,-E. A.
WiNSLow, Editor. Editorial. Controlling the

Diseases of Adult Life.

One of the most important, though hitherto almost
neglected, fields of public hygiene is the control of the

degenerative diseases of later life. Statistics show that

at ages over 45 the death rate in the United States is

increasing and not decreasing, as is the case at earlier

age periods. The increase is manifested almost wholly
in the degenerative diseases of the heart and blood ves-

sels and kidneys, and in cancer. It is not a necessary and
inevitable increase, for in England and in Sweden the
death rates at all ages are decreasing.

Most of the degenerative diseases cannot be cured
in the sense that diseases of early life are cured. Old
age prevails in time. The important fact is that in too
many cases old age comes on prematurely and without
the victim suspecting its insidious onset. In a group of
supposedly normal commercial employes examined by
the Life Extension Institute of New York (average age
30 years) it is reported that 36 per cent, showed evidence
of urinary disease or disorder, 26 per cent, had abnormal
blood pressures and 13 per cent, had hardened arteries.

(P. 1.)

Industrial Health-Hazards and Occupational Diseases in

Ohio. E. R. Hayhuest, A. M., M. D., Director,
Division of Occupational Diseases, Ohio State
Board of Health, February, 1915.

(1) In Ohio, in the year 1913, there were 68,378
deaths. Over half of these would not bear scrutiny as
either timely or justifiable. Most of the questionable
deaths occurred in adult life and before 70 years of age

:

Questionable Deaths.

Lock Jaw 67 Total Circulatory Dis-
Tuberculosis (Total) 6,555 Eases 11,358

Cancer (Total) 4,049 Lung Diseases (other than
Rheumatism 226 Tuberculosis) 6,850

Anemia 240 Bright's Disease (Total) 3,958

Alcoholism 315 Skin Diseases 212

Nervous Diseases 6,882 External Causes (violence,

Organic Heart Disease 8,907 etc.) 6,266
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As against these there were but 822 deaths charged
to Old Age, as such.

(2) Diseases of the Circulation and particularly

Organic Heart Disease are causes of death pre-eminent
in adult life. The following table shows, for the State
of Ohio, the increase in death rates per 100,000 popula-
tion from these causes

:

Death Bates.

All causes
combined Circulatory Organic Heart

Year. (per 1,000) Diseases. Disease.

1909 „. 12.76

1910 13.76

1911 13.09

1912 13.34

(3) Deaths occurring under 70 years of age from Cir-

culatory or Heart Diseases should be considered pre-

ventable in the vast majority of instances. In Ohio, in

1912, over 1/6 of all deaths were due to Circulatory Dis-

eases and Vs of all deaths were due to Organic Heart
Disease alone. As a cause of death Tuberculosis has
been almost doubly outstripped by these chronic degen-
erative diseases, 58% of which have occurred before 70

years of age, and 20% of which have occurred before 50

years of age. (P. 13.)

An analysis of the General Mortality Statistics for

the registration area of the United States shows the fol-

lowing for the census year 1909

:

155.95 108.26

185.03 126.63

206.95 157.32

227.80 177.80
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Mortality Among Occupied Males.

Those in Those in 131
Agricultural Pursuits. Trades and Callings.

Deaths from pre-

ventable causes Of all deaths. Of all deaths.

(6/7 are diseases) 27.4% 43.0%
Deaths from De-

generative dis-

eases (under 70
years of age) 26.5% 31.0%

Total deaths after

70 years of age... 35.9% 13.4%

In the above '^ Occupied Males" includes professional

persons, officials, proprietors, those in domestic and per-

sonal services, as well as those we term real workers, viz.,

in trade and transportation, manufacturing and mechani-
cal pursuits, mines, quarries, etc. (P. 14.)

Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census.
Washington, Jan. 16, 1916. Principal Causes of
Death. Census Bureau's Summary of the Statis-

tics for the Registration Area in 1914.

According to a preliminary announcement with ref-

erence to mortality in 1914, issued by Director Samuel
L. Eogers, of the Bureau of the Census, Department of

Commerce, and compiled by Mr. Richard C. Lappin,
chief statistician for vital statistics, more than 30 per
cent, of the 898,059 deaths reported for that year in the

"registration area," which contained about % of the

population of the entire United States, were due to three

causes—heart diseases, tuberculosis, and pneumonia

—

and more than 60 per cent, to eleven causes—the three
just' named, together with Bright 's disease and nephritis,

cancer, diarrhea and enteritis, apoplexy, arterial dis-

eases, diphtheria, diabetes, and typhoid fever.

The deaths from heart diseases (organic diseases of

the heart and endocarditis) in the registration area in
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1914 numbered 99,534 or 150.8 per 100,000 population.

The death or mortality rate from this cause shows a
marked increase as compared with 1900, when it was
only 123.1 per 100,000.

Tuberculosis in its various forms claimed 96,903 vic-

tims in 1914, of which number 84,366 died from tuber-

culosis of the lungs (including acute miliary tubercu-

losis). As a result of a more general understanding of

the laws of health, the importance of fresh air, etc., due
in part, no doubt, to the efforts of the various societies

for the prevention of tuberculosis, there has been a most
marked and gratifying decrease during recent years in

the mortality from this scourge of civilization. In only

a decade—from 1904 to 1914—the death rate from tuber-

culosis in all its forms fell from 200.7 to 146.8 per 100,000,

the decline being continuous from year to year. This is

a drop of more than 25 per cent. ...
The only remaining death rate higher than 100 per

100,000 in 1914 was that for Bright 's disease and acute

nephritis, 102.4. The total number of deaths due to these

maladies in 1914 was 67.545, more than 9/10 of which
were caused by Bright 's disease and the remainder by
acute nephritis. The mortality from these two causes

increased from 89 per 100,000 in 1900 to 103.4 in 1905,

since which year it has fluctuated somewhat. . . .

Apoplexy was the cause of 51,272 deaths, or 77.7 per
100,000. The rate from this malady has increased grad-
ually, with occasional slight declines, since 1900, when it

stood at 67.5.

Arterial diseases of various kinds—atheroma, aneur-
ism, etc. caused 15,044 deaths, or 22.8 per 100,000, in

the registration area. . . .

Diabetes was the cause of 10,666 deaths, or 16.2 per
100,000. The rate from this disease has risen almost
continuously from year to year since 1900, when it was
9.7 per 100,000.

The mortality rate from typhoid fever has shown a

most gratifying decline since 1900, having decreased from
35.9 per 100,000 in that year to 15.4 in 1914, or by 57 per
cent.
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Chronic Diseases of the Heart, Kidneys, and Arteries,
« from the Standpoint of Etiology, Prevalence, Mor-
tality, and Prevention. A Detailed Plan for Pub-
lic Education in a Large City Looking Toward the

Prevention and Control of These Diseases. By
Ira S. Wile, M.D., New York. The Medical Rec-
ord, June 5, 1915. New York.

Despite the increase of longevity incidental to the

progress of civilization, it is noteworthy that certain

diseases reflect an increased mortality in proportion to

the total number of deaths in any age period as opposed
to the decreased mortality noticeable, for example, among
the diseases of infancy and childhood. The increased

death rate from diseases of the heart, kidneys, and arter-

ies is most prominent among the causes of death which
apparently have not been diminished by the sanitary

efforts of health officers.

According to the mortality statistics of the United
States Department of Census, the death rate from or-

ganic heart diseases and endocarditis increased from
123.1 in 1900 to 151.2 per hundred thousand population
in 1912. The death rate from nephritis and Bright 's

disease increased from 89 to 103.1, and deaths from cere-

bral hemorrhage and apoplexy from 67.5 to 75.7 during
the same years and for the same unit of population.

This increase of mortality is less evident, but still mark-
edly shown by a consideration of the average mortality
rates for five-year periods, as is indicated in the follow-

ing table:

Mortality per 100,000

Population.
1901-1905. 1906-1910.

Organic diseases of the heart 124.2 133.2

Diseases of arteries, atheroma
and aneurysm 9.4 17.7

Bright 's disease 87.4 87.4

Considering the relation of these three groups of

diseases to the general mortality of New York City for
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the year 1912, basing our figures upon the same census

report, one finds that in New York City the total num-
ber of deaths from all causes in 1912 was 73,266, of which
number 7,251 were due to organic diseases of the heart,

7,104 to nephritis and .Brig|it's disease, and 2,805 to

cerebral hemorrhage and softening. The total number
of deaths from these specified causes amounted to 17,150,

which approximated 24.08 per cent, of all the deaths in

the City of New York during 1912.

In order to determine whether this percentage of total

mortality was higher than that existent throughout the

United States, a further analysis of the deaths in the

registration area is provided. Out of a total number of

deaths in the registration area during 1912 of 838,251,

organic heart diseases were responsible for 86,175, ne-

phritis 62,267, cerebral hemorrhage 46,797. The total

number of deaths from these specified causes amounted
to 195,239, or approximately 23.2 per cent, of the total

number of deaths of the registration area. . . .

Fnasmuch as all registration States do not possess
the sfime degree of advancement in matters of sanitation

and hygiene, it is only fair to establish the facts with ref-

erence to the urban and rural population in New York
State. We find tliat during 1912 in the cities of New
York State the total number of deaths was 106,429, to

which organic heart diseases contributed 10,602, Bright 's

disease 9,098, and diseases of the arteries, atheroma and
aneurysm, exclusive of embolism and thrombosis, 2,100.

The total number of deaths from these three general
causes in the cities of New York State during 1912 was
21,800, or approximately 20.5 per cent, of the total mor-
tality. For the same period of time the number of deaths
in the rural sections of New York State amounted to

36.179, of which 4,086 were due to organic heart disease,

2,868 to Bright 's disease, and 1,115 to diseases of the

arteries, atheroma, aneurysm, exclusive of embolism and
thrombosis. The total number of deaths in the rural

portions of New York State in 1912, therefore, amounted
to 8,069, or approximately 22.3 per cent, of the total mor-
tality.

From these figures it is apparent that the mortality
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rate in New York State from these three general causes

was much below the general mortality from these causes

in the registration States, both in so far as cities are con-

cerned and the rural sections. It is equally obvious,

however, that the 24.8 per cent, of the total deaths in

New York City in 1912 is 4.3 per cent, higher than the

general average from these causes for all cities in the

State, and indeed is higher by 2.5 per cent, than the aver-

age for the rural population of New York State. These
figures lead one to assume that the proportion of deaths

from these three causes in the city of New York is con-

siderably higher than is warranted by its general place

in hygiene and sanitation in this country.

While these figures relate entirely to mortality, there

are no definite or scientific figures to indicate the preva-

lence of these diseases in terms of morbidity figures. If

one may assume a crude factor that has resulted from
the study of invalidity experience, there are approxi-

mately two years of illness for each death in the com-
munity. This would lead one to believe that the number
of individuals suifering from these diseases in New York
City during 1912 was over 150,000, in addition to the

73,266 who died from these three general causes. The
real meaning of these statistics, however, is tempered by
the fact that these three causes are increasingly active

as agents of mortality with the increase of age. From
the standpoint, therefore, of practical importance, it is

imperative to recognize the seriousness of these causes
of death at various ages. The following tables will indi-

cate the number of deaths from each of the three general
causes during five-year periods from the age of thirty to

sixty years, the period of greatest industrial activity.

Organic Heart Disease—Total Number of Deaths in

U. S. Registration Area—1912, 86,179.

30-34 Yrs. 35-39 Yrs. 40-44 Yrs. 45-49 Yrs. 50-54 Yrs. 55-59 Yrs.

1987 2935 3615 4376 5871 6613

During these thirty years the total number of deaths
v-ps 25.397. In other words, 38.9 per cent, of the total
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mortality from this disease occurred during these thirty

years.

Nephritis and Bright 's Disease—Total Number of

Deaths in U. S. Registration Area—1912, G2,267.

30-34 Yrs. 35-39 Yrs. 40-44 Yrs. 45-49 Yrs. 50-54 Yrs. 55-59 Yrs.

1982 2858 3562 4210 5429 5685

During these thirty years the total number of deaths

was 23,726. In other words, 38.1 per cent, of the total

mortality from this disease occurred during these thirty

years.

Cerebral Hemorrhage and Softening—Total Number of

Deaths in U. S. Registration Area—1912, 45,752.

30-34 Yrs. 35-39 Yrs. 40-44 Yrs. 45-49 Yrs. 50-54 Yrs. 55-59 Yrs.

488 853 1288 2095 3337 4208

During these thirty years the total number of deaths

was 12,269. In other words, 26.9 per cent, of the total

mortality from this disease occurred during these thirty

years.

In order to be certain that the mortality from these

three causes during this thirty-year period is above the

general average of percental deaths during the thirty-

year period, the following table is offered

:

All Deaths, All Causes—Total Number of Deaths in

U. S. Registration Area—1912, 838,251.

30-34 Yrs. 35-39 Yrs. 40-44 Yrs. 45-49 Yrs. 50-54 Yrs. 55-59 Yrs.

33,743 37,916 37,885 39,624 45,496 45,732

During these thirty years the total number of deaths

was 260,396. In other words, 31.1 per cent, of the total

mortality from this disease occurred during these thirty

years.

It is manifest, therefore, that the percentage of

deaths from organic heart disease, nephritis and
Bright 's disease, and cerebral hemorrhage and soften-

ing is far above the general percentage of mortality

from all causes during the thirty-year period.
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To focus the same inquiry upon conditions in New
York City I am presenting similar tables for New York
City during the year 1912, using, however, the causes of

deaths as applied to the white population.

New York City—All Deaths, All Causes (White), 1912—
70,659.

30-39 Yrs. 40-49 Yrs. 50-59 Yrs.

7249 8404 8741

During these thirty years the total number of deaths

was 26,994. In other words, 34 per cent, of the total

mortality from all diseases occurred during these thirty

years.

New York City—Organic Heart Disease—1912, 7024.

30-39 Yrs. 40-49 Yrs. 50-59 Yrs.

553 884 1204

During these thirty years the total number of deaths
from this cause was 2,641. In other words, 37.6 per cent,

of the total mortality from this disease occurred during
these thirty years.

New York City—Nephritis and Bright 's Disease—1912,

6871.
30-39 Yrs. 40-49 Yrs. 50-59 Yrs.

645 1112 1494

During these thirty years the total number from these

causes was 3,251. In other words, 47.3 per cent, of the

total mortality from these diseases occurred during these

thirty years.

New York City—Cerebral Hemorrhage and Softening

—

1912, 2750.

30-39 Yrs. 40-49 Yrs. 50-59 Yrs.

98 241 604

During these thirty years the total number of deaths
from these causes was 943. In other words, 34 per cent,

of the total mortality from these diseases occurred dur-
ing these thirty years.
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The startling fact is now apparent that in New Yor&
City during the thirty-year period these three general

diseases caused 34 per cent, of their total deaths, as

opposed to 31.1 per cent, in the registration area. Or-
ganic heart disease caused 37.6 per cent, of all its deaths,

as opposed to 38.9 per cent, in the registration area,

while nephritis and Bright 's disease yielded 47.3 per
cent, of their entire mortality, as opposed to 38.1 per
cent, for the registration area, and cerebral hemorrhage
and softening caused 34 per cent, of their total mortality
in New York City, as opposed to 26.9 per cent, in the

registration area.

From this compilation of figures, rather formal in

nature, we are brought face to face with the fact that

the mortality rate from these three general causes in the

City of New York is far higher during the thirty years
of greatest industrial productivity than they are for the

registration area as a whole. In other words, while a
greater mortality from these diseases is to be expected
in the decades after sixty years. New York City is suffer-

ing a disproportionate loss of human life from these
causes during the ages thirty to sixty years.
A recognition of the difficulties of diagnosis makes it

imperative to recognize that there are undoubted errors
in the causes of death as reported to registrars of vital

statistics. On the other hand, the interrelation of these
three diseases is such that the sum total of the mortality
may probably be regarded as reasonably accurate.

Diseases of the heart, kidneys, and arteries are very
closely interrelated. The diseases of the heart may un-
derlie arterial alterations or diseases of the kidneys.
Diseases of the kidneys may underlie diseases of the
heart and cause arterial degenerations ; and, in turn,
arterial degeneration may cause diseases of either the
heart or the kidneys, or both. Finally, diseases of. the
heart, the kidneys, and the arterial system may all be
dependent upon the same underlying cause.

Having recognized, therefore, the mortality and the
morbidity of these three diseases, the question arises as
to their preventability. . . .

It has been estimated that 42.3 per cent, of all deaths
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belong to the category of those preventable. This in

itself is sufficient argument for the necessity of bending

all efforts toward the. reduction of the morbidity and
mortality of diseases of the heart, kidneys, and arteries

which has already been shown to cause a disproportion-

ate mortality in the City of New York during the ages

of thirty to sixty years. . . .

Owing, however, to the very seriousness of these three

general causes of death, it is improbable that thera-

peutics will work wonders in decreasing the mortality

for many years to come. It becomes of the utmost im-

portance, therefore, to lay special stress upon those

measures wdiich will tend to lessen the prevalence of

these diseases. . . .

In order to lessen the prevalence of diseases of the

heart, kidneys, and arteries it is essential for a munici-

pal health department to attack the underlying factors

directly, and thus secure indirectly the benefit of a de-

creased prevalence of them. Obviously, the reduction

of the prevalence of the underlying diseases will in itself

secure a decrease in both morbidity and mortality during
all ages up to the time of life when senile changes are
productive of fatal results. . . . (Pp. 1-11.)

American Public-Health Problems. Text and Tables
prepared by Frederick L. Hoffman, Statistician,

Prudential Insurance Company of America.
Panama-Pacific Exposition Memorial Publica-
tions of the Prudential Insurance Company of
America. No. 4. 1915.

Mortality of Four Leading Cities, 1815-1914.

There are no complete vital statistics for the United
States, or even for a single state, extending over an
entire century. For the four cities of New York, Bos-
ton, Philadelphia and New Orleans, however, the records
are approximately complete, and the combined data are
presented in this chart for the purpose of visualizing
the probable trend of the urban death rate of the United
States during the last century. The mortality from all

causes during the first twenty-five years was 28.1 per
1,000 of population, increasing to 30.2 during the second
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quarter-century, diminishing to 25.7 during- the third,

and finally to 19.1 during the fourth. . . . The balance
of mortality for the last half-century, by principal
causes, is shown in the table below

:

Balance of Mortality, 1 864-1888—1889- 19 13

(Rate per 100,000 of Population)

1864-1888 1889-1913
Deaths Rate Deaths Rate

Smallpox 23,799 39-5 3,3o8 2.4

Asiatic choJera 4,506 7.5 10 o.oi

Yellow fever 8,469 14.0 821 0,6

Scarlet fever _ 39,983 66.3 25,560 18.8

Diphtheria and croup 74,274 123.2 79,396 58.3

Typhoid and typhus fevers 32,042 53.1 33,573 24.7
Pulmonary tuberculosis 220,048 364,9 303,862 223.3
Pneumonia 113,712 188.5 315,648 232.0
Stomach and intestinal dis-

eases 164,598 298.6 266,991 196.2

Heart diseases* .„ 62,565 103.7 223,991 164.6
Nephritis 47.479 78.7 179,258 131.7
Cancer 27,305 46.4 98,085 72.1

* Heavier type added in these tables.

Mortality of New York City, 1815-1914.

The quarter-century death rate of New York City
increased from 28.1 per 1,000 of population during the
period 1815-1839 to 32.6 during 1840-1864, but declined
to 27.5 during the period 1865-1889, and still further to

18.4 during the quarter-centuiy ending with 1914. . . .

The balance of mortality for the city of New York for
the last half-century, by principal causes, is shown in

the table below:

NEW YORK
Balance of Mortality, 1864-1888— 1889-1913

(Rate per 100,000 of Population)

1 864- 1 888 1 889- 19 1

3

Deaths Rate Deaths Rate
Pulmonary tuberculosis 108,477 3900 180,492 2^1.4
Stomach and intestinal

diseases „ 100442 361. i 165,627 203.1



230.2 208,604 255-9
I55-I 47,352 58.1

II5-9 ni,i44 136-3
I00.4 127,125 155.9

«3-3 18,391 22.6

46.5 57,486 70-5

41.8 13,243 16.2

237 1,177 1.4

4.5 9 O.OI

0.1 4 0.005

lia, 1815-1914.
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Pneumonia _... 64,039
Diphtheria and croup 43,^51
Bright's disease _ 32,240
Heart diseases 27,923
Scarlet fever 23,164
Cancer 12,520

Typhoid and typhus fevers 1 1,617

Smallpox 6,599
Cholera 1,281

Yellow^ fever 28

Mortality of Philadelphia

The quarter-century death rate of Philadelphia de-

creased from 23.7 per 1,000 of population during the

period 1815-1839 to 21.9 during 1840-1864; it increased
slightly to 22.3 during 1865-1889, and diminished to 18.6

during the quarter-century ending with 1914. . . . The
balance of mortality, for the city of Philadelphia for the
last half-century, by principal causes, is shown in the

table below

:

Balance of Mortality, 1864-1888—1889- 19 13

(Rate per 100,000 of Population)

1864-1888 1889-1913
Deaths Rate Deaths Rate

Pulmonary tuberculosis 60,822 310.3 69,414 210.I

Stomach and intestinal dis-

eases 41,935 213.9 60,238 182.3

Pneumonia 27,287 139.2 62,894 190.4

Heart diseases „ 20,203 103.

i

53,897 163.

i

Diphtheria and croup 18,519 94.5 21,474 65.0

Typhoid and typhus fevers 13,655 69.7 13,846 41.9
Scarlet fever 10,753 54-9 4,43

1

13-4

Smallpox 8,566 43.7 969 2.9

Bright's disease 8,284 42.3 43,630 132.1

Cancer 8,351 42.6 22,813 69.O

Cholera 1,020 5.2 —
Yellow fever 28 o.i ~
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Mortality of Boston, 1815-1914.

The quarter-century death rate of Boston increased

from 21.3 per 1,000 of population during the period 1815-

1839 to 25.0 during 1840-1864, but decreased to 23.8 dur-

ing 1865-1889, and diminished to 19.5 during the quarter-

century ending with 1914. . . . The balance of mor-
tality for the city of Boston for the last half-century, by
principal causes, is shown in the table below:

Balance of Mortality, 1864-1888—1889-1913

(Rate per 100,000 of Population)

1 864- 1888
Deaths Rate

Pulmonary tuberculosis 31, ^74 391-8
Stomach and intestinal dis-

eases 6,244* 225.5

Pneumonia 14,283 179.5
Diphtheria and croup 9,698 121.

9

Heart diseases 8,674 109.0

Scarlet fever 4,887 61.4

Bright's disease 4,272 53.7

Typhoid and typhus fevers 4,122 51.8

Cancer 4,100 51.5

Smallpox 1,567 19.7

Cholera 22 0.3

Yellow fever 7 o.i

* Seven years only, 1882-1888.

INTortality of New Orleans, 1815-1914.

The quarter-century death rate of New Orleans was
52.9 per 1,000 of population for the period 1815-1839.

This rate is without a parallel in American sanitary

history. . . . The mortality declined materially dur-

ing the quarter-century ending with 1889, when it fell to

32.3 per 1,000. . .

.

' Durino: the last quarter-century

the rate was reduced to an average of 23.9 per 1,000. The
lowest rate prevailed in 1913, or 20.0 per 1,000. . . .

1889-

Deaths
1913
Rate

31,129 219.8

23,444
31,598
8,406

26,882

165-5

223.1

59-4
iSg.B

2,45^

12,317

3,258
12,602

173
87.0

23.0

89.0

313
I

2.2

O.OI

I O.OI
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NEW ORLEANS
Balance of Mortality, 1864-1888—1889- 19 13

(Rate per 100,000 of Population)

1 864- 1888* 1889- 19 1

3

Deaths Rate Deaths Rate

Ptilmonary tuberculosis 19^575 396-5 22,^2-/ 310.7
Stomach and intestinal dis-

eases 15,977 323.6 17,682 240.7

Yellow fever 8,406 170.3 816 ii.i

Pneumonia 8,103 164.

i

12,552 170.8

Smallpox 7,o67t 136.9 849 11.6

Heart diseases 5.765 116.8 16,087 219.0

Diphtheria and croup 2.906 58.9 2,164 29.5

Bright's disease 2,683 54-3 12,167 165.6

Typhoid and typhus fevers 2,648 53.6 3,226 43.9
Cancer _... 2,522 51.1 5,184 70.6

Cholera 2,183 44-2

Scarlet fever 1,179 23.9 287 3.9

Mortality from Diabetes.

... In the registration states of the United States

during the decade ending with 1912, the urban mortality

rate from diabetes was 15.5 per 100,000 of population,

and the rural rate, 12.9.

During the period 1900-1913, the mortality from dia-

betes increased from 9.7 per 100,000 of population in

1900, to 15.3 in 1913. ...
There are no mortality statistics for the registration

area previous to 1900. The diabetes mortality in large
American cities has, therefore, been tabulated for the

present purpose for the period 1870-1913. According to

this investigation the rate was lowest in 1873, or 1.3 per
100,000 of population, increasing gradually to a maxi-
mum rate of 16.9 in 1912. (Pp. 23-24.)

Mortality from Bright's Disease.

In the registration states of the United States dur-
ing the decade ending with 1912, the urban mortality

* Exclusive of 1883, except for smallpox.

t Including 1883. The mortality from other causes is not available for
1883.
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from Bright 's disease was 114.6 per 100,000 of popula-

tion, and the rural, 74.8.

During the period 1900-1913 the mortality from
JBright's disease in the registration area increased from
.89.0 per 100,000 of population in 1900, to 102.9 in 1913.

There are no mortality statistics for the registration

area previous to 1900. The Bright 's-disease mortality

in large American cities has, therefore, been especially

tabulated for the present purpose for the period 1870-

1913. According to this investigation the rate was
lowest in 1873, when it was 52.9 per 100,000 of popula-
tion, and highest in 1907, when it attained to 131.6 per
100,000 population. Since that year the rate has fluct-

uated more or less, but has remained at a high level of

relative frequency. The data in this chart for the period
1890-1898 are of somewhat doubtful ''alue, on account
of probable inherent defects in the original returns
utilized for the present purpose. (P<^. 26-27.)

Life Extension Institute, Inc. What It Is; What It Does.
New York. 1915. Hypiene Reference Board,
Irving Fisher, Yale University, Chairman; Wm.
J. Harris, Federal Trade Commission; Hermann
M. Biggs, M.D., Commissvmer of Health, New
York; L. F. Barker, M.D , Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity; John F. Anders'' n, M.D., Director U. S.

Hygienic Laboratory.

The extraordinary^ increase in the death rate in the
United States from diseases of the heart, blood vessels,

kidneys, nervous and digestive systems affords a most
urgent reason for every person to adopt the practice of

periodic health examinations.
... In ten years, according to the census records of

a group of over 5,000,000 working people, the death rate
from these diseases increased as follows:

Apoplexy and nervous system 19%
Heart : 29%
Kidney and urinary sj^stem 43%
Liver and Digestion 34%
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This record of the early breaking-down of the most
important organs of the body presents a problem of

national importance to the American people, for the same
evidence does not exist in Europe. It indicates a decline

in American vitality.

DEATH RATE -ORGANIC DISEASES

AMERICA'S MORTALITY PROBLEM

Health Neivs. Monthly Bulletin Neiv York State De-
partment of Health. Albany, N. Y. May, 1915.

Diseases of Adult Life and Middle Age. Eugene
Lyman Fisk, M.D., Director of Hygiene, Life Ex-
tension Institute, Inc., New York, N. Y.

Medical men and sanitarians derive more comfort
from studying the death rates and vital statistics relat-

ing to infancy, adolescence, and early adult life, than
from those showing the trend of mortality in middle
life and old age. In the earlier periods of life, tremen-
dous gains in vitality have been made in the past quar-
ter century. Trench after trench has been taken from
such malignant enemies of childhood and youth as diph-
theria, diarrheal diseases, typhoid fever, tuberculosis,

and even pneumonia, long a stubborn fighter. The lines

of these foes have been steadily pushed backward, and
their ultimate control seems probable.

From full maturity to old age, death is chiefly caused
by the breaking down or wearing out of the vital organs.
Heart disease, apoplexy, paralysis. Bright 's disease of

the kidney, and cancer, are the enemies of middle life

and old age. It is well known that cancer is heavily on
the increase, but not so well known that the death rate

from diseases of the heart, blood vessels and kidneys
has practically doubled in this country during the past
thirty years, while in Great Britain there has actually
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been a slightly reduced mortality from these causes. In

1913, between the ages of 30 to 60, there were 85,000

deaths in the United States Registration Area from
these degenerative affections, exclusive of cancer. This

means that for the country at large there is an annual
loss of more than 130,000 citizens in the prime of life.

That most of these deaths were premature and that 50

per cent, of them could have been postponed many years
by early warning and guidance is a conservative esti-

mate. (P. 136.)

Protecting the Human Machine. Condensed from an
Address Before the Board of Trade of Washing-
ton, D. C, Delivered by President E. E. Ritten-
HOusE, of the Life Extension Institute, on April

27, 1915.

Evidence found in the mortality records indicates a
marked decline in the power of American workers to

withstand the strain of modern life.

In the natural order of things, the human machine
will wear out and life must end. But why should Ameri-
cans wear out sooner, now, than they did a few years
ago ? Why have the chances of early death after reach-
ing the prime of life increased?

How do we know that this has happened? Because
of the extraordinary increase in the death rate from the

breaking down of the heart, arteries, kidneys, and of the
nervous and digestive systems.

These are the diseases of old age. They are reaching
down into middle life and below, and increasing there,

and apparently at all ages.

These slowly developing afflictions are not only reduc-
ing the working, productive period of life but they are
lowering the working capacity of the individual often
before he realizes it, or recognizes the cause. They are
responsible for accidents, for damaged machines, spoiled

goods, and other costly errors. They are the concealed
enemies of alertness, accuracy and efficiency. Therefore,
every employer, small or large, is financially concerned
in checking the ravages of this steadily advancing enemy.
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' The Locomotive and the Human Motor.

Accidents to the locomotive correspond to the germ
diseases, which are really accidents, and in time will

doubtless all be prevented. ,

In the wear and tear of the valves, boiler tubes, cyl-

inders, bearings and other vital parts of the locomotive

we have organic diseases—the diseases of degeneration,

for the life of the locomotive, like that of man, is de-

termined by the strain which is put upon its hardest
worked parts.

There are two general causes for shortening the life

of a locomotive which also apply to the human machine.
If it is originally defective or structurally weak, the

stress of service soon puts it out of commission. If its

machinery is not properly cared for, it will soon go to

the scrap heap.
But we treat this machine of metal better than we do

the human machine; every bearing, every point of fric-

tion and strain is carefully watched. The engineer and
fireman are constantly inspecting the vital parts, and
they are ever on the alert for the slightest change in the

normal sound of its working, which to them would mean
that something was out of adjustment. In this event,

they promptly proceed to correct it before damage is

done. The vitals of the locomotive are not only thor-

oughly inspected at the end of each run, but every so

often it has a general overhauling.

In running the human machine, we take no such

precautions.

We feed it too much or too little fuel; we overstrain

its valves, tubes (arteries), and its vital parts generally

by making it carry a heavier load than it should, and by
excesses of various kinds. We give little heed to adjust-

ing our food to the needs of the body, and to the proper
disposal of poisons and waste.

The fact that the heart, arteries and kidneys are

among the very important organs that never rest, does

not impress us. We know that they toil night and day;
that they were working when we came into the world,

and that their task is continuous until wo leave it. Com-
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mon sense tells us that the strain upon these vital organs
is excessive. (P. 6.)

Department of Health of the City of Neiv York. No. 18.

Reprint Series. June, 1914. The Next Step in

Preventive Medicine. S. S. Goldwater, M. D.,

Commissioner of Health.

Attention has been called repeatedly to the increas-

ing mortality from diseases of the heart, blood vessels

and kidneys. The death rate from diseases of the heart
and kidneys has approximately doubled during the past
thirty years. These diseases, together with cancer and
tuberculosis, are the despair of liygienists. If we do
not know how to prevent them, we know at least how to

recognize them in their earlier stages, long before their

victims are incapacitated; and in a large percentage of

cases we can postpone their serious development, pro-
mote the comfort of the individual, and prolong his

working life. (P. 4.)

In advocating the promotion of the recently estab-
lished Life Extension Institute, Dr. Eugene Lyman Fisk
pointed out that the diseases which are gradually being
conquered, the diseases to which public health activities
in the past have been directed, are diseases of the self-

limiting t^-pe, namely, those in which the human organ-
ism, if possessed of reasonable resisting power, summons
to its aid, from its own tissues and organs, the antidote
and cure. ''But the diseases that are on the increase,"
writes Dr. Fisk, "those of the degenerative class, are
not so characterized. One their processes begin they
tend to progress to a fatal ending unless there is some
change in the habits or environment of the patient, and
even then a complete restoration of condition is often
difficult if not impossible. As the demand upon the pro-
fession to check these maladies of the nervous, renal and
cardio-yascular type increases, the value of a periodic
inspection of the apparatus that is to be guarded and
conserved becomes logically evident." (P. 8.)
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How to Live. Rules for Healthful Living Based
on Modern Science. Life Extension Institute.

Irving Fisher and Eugene Lyman Fisk. Nnv
York and London, Funk <& Wagnalls, 2nd edition,

1915.

Foreword, hy William H. Taft. While it is true that

to the public mind there is a more lurid and spectacular

menace in such diseases as small-pox, yellow fever and
plague, medical men and public health workers are be-

ginning to realize tliat, with the warfare against such
maladies well organized, it is now time to give attention

to the heavy loss from lowered physical efficiency and
chronic, preventable disease, a loss exceeding in magni-
tude that sustained from the more widely feared com-
municable diseases.

The insidious encroachment of the chronic diseases

that sap the vitality of the individual and impair the

efficiency of the race is a matter of increasing importance.
Pages VII-VIII.

Section VII.—Signs of Increase of the Degenerative
Diseases. The fact that in the United States the general

death rate has steadily fallen for the past several de-

cades, a phenomenon common to all civilized countries,

is accepted by many as evidence of a steady gain in

National Vitality. That there has been a gain in vitality

in tlie younger age groups is unquestionably true, but
this gain has served to mask a loss in vitality at the older

age periods.

This latter yjhenoinenon, a rising mortality in elderly

life, is something almost peculiar to the United States.

It is not exhibited in the mortality statistics of the lead-

ing European countries. In those countries the fall in

the death rate has not been due solely to a reduction of

mortality in infancy and adult life through the conquest
of diseases of children, tuberculosis and other communi-
cable diseases. England and Wales, Denmark, Norway,
Sweden and Prussia show improved mortality at every
age period. (P. 281.)

It seems evident that unless this increased mortality
is due to some unknown biologic influence or to the amal-
gamation of the various races that constitute our popu-
lation, it must be ascribed, in a broad sense, to lack of

adaptation to our rapidly developing civilization. (P.

282.)
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DEATH RATE PER 1,000 IN PRUSSIA BY AGE GROUPS.
1875-80 to 1901-1910.

Agea
1875-1880* 1881-1890* 1891-1900* 1901-1910t

Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females

1-2
2-3
3-5

71.8
37.1
22.2
9.3
3.9
5.1
7.7
8.6

10.9
16.7
27.6
53.0

113.3
236.4

69.1
36.1
21.7
9.2
4.3
4.6
6.3
8.2

10.3
12.3
20.7
46.3

106.2
227.2

70.2
36.3
20.8
8.8
3.8
4.8
7.0
7.6

10.6
16.3
26.9
51.4

110.2
238.2

68.0
34.6
20.7
9.0
4.3
4.5
5.8
7.5
9.7

11.7
19.8
44.8

113.9
229.0

68.0
24.7
14.2
5.9
2.9
4.3
6.0
6.1

8.3
14.3
24.2
48.7

102.5
233.1

55.5
23.8
13.9
6.1
3.3
3.8
5.1
6.1
7.9

10.0
17.5
42.0
97.1

223.3

45.3
16.5
8.9
4.2
2.4
4.0
5.2
5.3
7.0

12.5
23.5
45.5

100.6
214.4

43.1
16.0
8 8

5-10
10-15

4.4
2.7

15-20 3 6
20-25
25-30

4.6
5.5

30-40 6 7
40-50.. . 8.6
50-60 16.0
60-70
70-80

37.4
102.0

80 and over 202.6

Note that in b
at all age periods o

oth sexe'
t life dur

i there was a steady and substantial decline
ing the last quarter of the nineteenth centurj

n the death rate

*K8niglich Statistisches Bureau in Berlin Preuasische Statistik, Hft. 184, p. iv.

fZeitaehrift des KSniglich Pretianaehen Statistiehen Landeaamta, Berlin, 1912, p. xvii.
(Pages 290-291.)

DEATH RATE PER 1,000 IN SWEDEN BY AGE GROUPS.*
1801-10 to 1891-00

Ages 0-5 5-10 10-15 15-25 25-35 35-45 45-55 55-65 65 over

Years
1801-10
1811-20

79.0
76.0
63.1
60.3
56.8
60.5
57.3
52.3
43.6
36.9

12.1
9.7
7.6
7.5
7.8

10.9
9.1
8.5
7.7
6.0

7.2
5.6
4.5
4.7
4.4
5.5
4.4
4.2
4.0
3.6

8.5
7.2
6.1
6.0
5.5
6.1
5.4
5.3
5.2
5.4

11.0
9.9
9.4
9.8
8.0
8.4
7.2
7.4
6.6
6.5

14.9
14.3
13.6
14.3
12.2
11.9
10.1
9.3
8.2
7.8

22.7
21.0
20.1
20.8
18.1
17.9
15.1
13.1
11.5
10.9

40.8
37.6
35.4
35.6
31.8
32.1
28.7
23.6
21.1
19.7

111.4
102.9

1821-30 96.9
1831-40
1841-50

102.1
97.1

1851-60 91.6
1861-70
1871-80

87.2
79.4

1881-90 71.4
1891-00 71.3

Note the pronounced fall in the death rate at every age period during the past century.
*F. Priming Mediziniaehe Statiatik, Verlag von Gustav Fischer in Jena, 1906. (Page

292.)

Increasing Organic Disease. The New Public Health
Problem. Address Delivered Before the Ameri-
can Public Health Association, Rochester, Sep-
tember 9, 1915. E. E. RiTTENHOusE, President
Life Extension Institute, Inc.

The increasing waste of American vitality ancl life

from degenerative diseases among wage earners and
other classes is rapidly reaching the magnitude of a

national menace. (P. 4.)

By combining the mortality from the degenerative
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diseases, disturbances of the ratios by improvement in

diagnosis or classification are obviated, for such change
would not be apt to take them out of this group. Any
advance in completeness or accuracy would be naturally

too slight in the short period of ten years to account for

the extraordinary increase indicated by the returns.

(P. 5.)

In twenty years, 1890-1910, it (the death-rate) m-
creased in the registration area 41 per cent., divided as

follows

:

Increase
Heart and circulatory 46%
Kidneys and urinary 50%
Apoplexy and nervous system 32%

. . . It is a significant fact that the mortality from
these diseases in England and Wales, Sweden and other

hygienically advanced nations has been either stationary

or declined during these three decades. (P. 6.)

To sum up, the best available evidence shows that

American life waste from the degenerative diseases is

excessive; that it is increasing rapidly, both in city and
in rural population, and among the native and foreign
born elements; that it is increasing in the younger age
groups, but in greater ratio in middle life and old age;
that this increased mortality has caused an increase in

the general death rate commencing with age group 40-50,

and that these increases do not occur in kindred nations
in Europe. In short, American vitality appears to be
declining. . . .

This adverse trend is not only very marked but the

death rate from organic disease is very high. The life

waste from this cause is excessive. (Pp. 6-7.)

The most common and plausible reason offered for

this trend is found, however, in the statement that the
changes in living conditions during the past two genera-
tions have been so rapid and so extraordinary that we
have not yet had time to adjust our lives to them. We
know that these changes have been much more radical

and abrupt here than in Europe.
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It is a matter of common knowledge that the high

nervous tension under which Americans work and live

is virtually unknown in other countries. There is also

significance in the fact that during the past fifty years

the proportion of our population which has changed
from an outdoor to an indoor life, or from a physieally

active to a physically inactive life, has enormously in-

creased. This has been caused by the marvelous gain
in our wealth, in time-saving and labor-saving devices

and in cheap transportation. With all this has also come
a change in the nature and richness of our food.

There are millions of Americans who are living phy-
sically unbalanced lives as a result of these changes, to

whose aid preventive medicine must come.
But aside from the cause of the increase in this life

waste, the vital fact before us is that we now actually

know of the habits of life which place excessive strain

upon the heart, arteries and kidneys and cause them to

wear out too soon. (P. 8.)

United States Public Health Service. Weekhj Public
Health Reports. Vol. 30. Oct. 1, 1915. Industrial
Hygiene. A Plan for Education in the Avoidance
of Occupational Diseases and Injuries. J. W.
ScHEEESCHEwsKY, Surgcon, United States Public
Health Service.

There would hardly seem need for an extended discus-

sion of the necessity for education in industrial hygiene
and the avoidance of occupational complaints. There
are approximately from 25,000,000 to 30,000,000 indus-
trial workers in this country, all of whom are more or
less exposed to health hazards. While many of these
are the ordinary health hazards, present in the indus-
trial as in any other sphere, on the other hand many of
them are inherent to the occupation in question. There
can be no question that the steady operation of these
hazards exerts a deleterious influence upon the health of
the individual, while many of them seriously menace life

or curtail the period of productive activity.
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One of the most important results effected by the

present *' Safety First" campaign is that our eyes have
been opened to the fact that it is not sufficient to make
industries ''Safe" from an accident standpoint; they

should be ''Safe" from a health standpoint as well. In
other words, no industry ought per so to exert an injuri-

ous influence upon the health of the worker ; in no indus-

try should occupation therein entail curtailment of the

period of economic activity.

While in the absence of reliable statistics we can
only approximate the average yearly loss through the

sickness of workers, figures which have been published in

Europe enable us reasonably to conclude that the average
annual loss through sickness, to workers in this country,

is not far from eight to nine days. This would amount
to some 600,000 days each year, or an economic loss

of $360,000,000 if average annual earnings are $600. The
loss due to premature physical decline or to reduction
in productivity, the result of the continuous operation
of industrial health hazards, cannot as yet be estimated.
This can be arrived at only as a result of future studies
which are highly necessary.
A large part of the loss just adverted to is preventable

and is due to lack of knowledge or to carelessness. It

need hardly be said that the need for the conservation of
human life and health was never more imperative than it

is to-day. The gigantic destruction now going on daily
in the vast conflict of European nations only emphasizes
the urgency for methods of conservation of life and
health. In addition to this, our attention is being repeat-
edly called to the alarming increase in the so-called
"Diseases of degeneration." The conclusion seems in-

evitable that this increase can be due to nothing but the
operation of modern conditions of civilization which have
modified, more than any other particular, the ways in
which man gains his daily bread, i. e., industrial condi-
tions. (Pp. 2928-2929.)
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United States Public Health Service. Supplement No. 24

to the Public Health Reports. May 7, 1915. Exer-
cise and Health. Frederick Charles Smith,
Passed Assistant Surgeon United States Public

Health Service.

At the age of 40 the expectation of life is less now
than it was 30 years ago. This is true for both men and
women. Life expectancy during infancy and childhood

has increased owing to more intelligent care of young
children, to the introduction of diphtheria antitoxin, and
other means of combating the infectious diseases, and
to more sanitary living. But the diseases of degenera-

tion are increasing, especially those involving the kid-

neys, heart, and blood vessels, particularly among per-

sons not employed at manual labor. One reason for this

is the lessened physical and the increased mental work
entailed by our complex social fabric. More people are

engaged in sedentary occupations than formerly. More
nervous energy is required of men. Deprived of the

natural assistance which physical exercise affords in

eliminating through skin and lungs the waste products of

the body, the kidneys become overloaded and fail. Lack-
ing the normal assistance which working muscles give

to circulation as they urge the blood and lymph onward
in the natural channels, and overloaded with food poisons
which brain work cannot burn up as physical exercise

will, the arteries become brittle and weak and the heart
muscle flabby like the biceps of its unfortunate possessor.
The florid business man succumbs to apoplexy perhaps

;

another big, pasty-eomplexioned brain worker to neph-
ritis ; anotlier to a fatty heart or to chronically overtaxed
digestion, all of which could have been postponed for
many years by a moderate amount of daily exercise. As
Eager, of the Public Health Service, has said: "Most
men, perhaps athletic in youth, grow stale and deteriorate
in physical tone after 30 ; few grown women take sufficient

active outdoor exercise." And the New York City de-
partment of health ascribes part of the increased mortal-
ity after middle life to ''the wear and tear of the strenu-
ous existence in modern city Hfe, particularly associated
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with insufficient physical exercise in the open air."

(P. 3.)

Possibilities of Reducing Mortality at the Higher Age
Groups. Read before the Section on Vital Statis-

tics, American Public Health Association, Colorado
Springs, September, 1913. Louis I. Dublin, Ph.D.,

Statistician, Metropolitan Life Insurance Com-
pany, New York.

Particular interest has been concentrated, during the

last decade, on the mortality at the higher age groups.
The unfavorable changes which have been observed in

the death-rates at these ages are in striking contrast to

the conditions at the younger ages, where, during the last

fifty years, marked improvements have occurred in both
sexes. This contrast has occasioned much comment from
sanitarians, the medical profession, and especially from
insurance executives, who, as you can well understand,
are deeply concerned with the vast possibilities of check-

ing losses from premature mortality. The interest of
the community, however, is paramount to all others in
view of the great value to it of each adult, not only in
economic terms, but also in the larger social aspects
w^hich are involved in the serious disturbances to family
life resulting from the death of a parent or a wage
earner.

Mortality Changes in Ten Years.

I present herewith Table I, which gives the death-
rates for males and females for the years 1900 and 1911,
respectively, for the Registration States as they were
constituted in the year 1900. These included Connecticut,
District of Columbia, Indiana, Maine, Massachusetts,
Michigan, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,
Rhode Island and Vermont, which states enjoyed good
registration conditions at both dates. The figures pre-
sented, therefore, are quite comparable for the two
periods. Figures earlier than those for 1900 would be
most desirable for comparison, but they cannot be ob-
tained.
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Table I.—Comparison of Mortality of Males and Females
by Age Groups. Death-rates per 1,000 Population.
(Rea:istration States as Constituted in 1900.)

1900

54.2

4.7

2.9

4.9

7.0

8.3

10.8

15.8

28.9

59.6

. 146.1

— Males

1911

39.8

3.4

2.4

3.7

5.3

6.7

10.4

16.1

30.9

61.6

147.4

Per Cent.

Increase

or Decrease

—26.57

—27.66

—17.24

—24.49

—24.29

—19.28

— 3.70

-f 1.90

+ 6.92

+ 3.36

+ .89

—10.23

1900

45.8

4.6

3.1

4.8

6.7

8.2

9.8

14.2

25.8

63.8

139.5

- Femali

1911

(

33.3

3.1

2.1

3.3

4.7

6.0

8.3

12.9

26.0

55.1

139.2

Age

Under 5

5-9

Per Cent.

Increase

Dr Decrease

—27.29

—32.61

10-14 —32.28

15-19

20-24

—31.25

—29.85

25-34 —26.83

35-44 —15.31

45-54 — 9.15

55-64 -f 0.78

+ 2.42

— 0.22

65-74

75 and over

All Ages 17.6 15.8 16.5 14.0 —15.15

You will observe that, for the males, all age groups
up to and including 35-44 show decreases in the mortality
rates for 1911 in comparison with those for 1900, the per-

centages of decrease ranging from 27.66, for the age
group 5-9, to 3.70, at the age group 35-44. From this

age group onward, the rates for 1911 are persistently
higher than for the earlier date, the largest difference

being at age period 55-64, when the percentage of increase
reaches 6.92. For females, the decreases in the mortality
rates extend up to the period 45-54, inclusive, the de-
creases varying from 32.61 per cent., at the age group
5-9, to 9.15 per cent., at the age group 45-54. The ages
55-74 show a slight increase, and above 75 the rates for
the two periods are virtually identical. It is evident,
therefore, that at all ages the mortality has been much
more favorable for the females than for the males, but,
in both sexes, the various forces which have been at work
to reduce mortality suddenly lose their effectiveness dur-
ing the period of middle life, at which time an actual
deterioration occurs. Above age 75, no significant
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changes have taken place and we are not much concerned
with a problem of "old age" mortality.

The Increased Frequency of Certain Causes of Death.

It is necessary, therefore, in our analysis to concen-

trate attention on the diseases and conditions which cause

the larger part of the mortality at the advanced ages.

These include cancer, diabetes, apoplexy, organic heart
disease, diseases of the arteries, cirrhosis of the liver

and Bright 's disease. The least median age at death
of this group is about 55 years. Together, they form
51.2 per cent, of all deaths at age 40 and over, in the

Industrial mortality experience of the Metropolitan Life

Insurance Company during 1911. The corresponding
percentage in the Registration Area is 51.4.

Table II shows the rate per 100,000 for each one of
these causes for the years 1900 and 1910, respectively, in

the Registration States as constituted in 1900.

Table II.—Death-rate per 100,000 of Population for Cer-
tain Causes of Death—Male and Female Combined.
(Registration States as Constituted in 1900.)

Per Cent.
Cause of Death 1900 1910 Increase

1. Cancer (all forms) 63.5

2. Diabetes 11.0

3. Cerebral hemorrhage and
apoplexy 72.5

4. Organic diseases of the

heart 116.0

5. Diseases of arteries 5.2

6. Cirrhosis of liver 12.6

7. Bright 's disease 81.0

Total 361.8 484.1 33.8

It is evident from this array that the rate per 100,000
has increased considerably in all of the causes mentioned,
the rate for the seven diseases combined being 33.8 per

82.9

17.6

30.6

60.0

86.1 18.8

161.6

25.8

14.4

95.7

39.3

396.2

14.3

18.1
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cent, higher for 1910 than for 1900. The largest increases

are to be observed for the circulatory diseases, namely,

the diseases of the arteries and organic heart disease, the

former having increased close to fourfold in the ten

years.

We will now proceed to discuss the factors which, we
believe, are in a large measure responsible for the condi-

tions observed. In general, it is clear that we must look

to the conditions of life in the earlier ages for an explana-

tion. We shall consider this early environmental influ-

ence under three heads, namely:

(a) The occurrence of disease in childhood and early

adult life.

(b) Habits and modes of life, including especially such
as constitute what insurance men call the ''moral haz-

ards," and

(c) The effects of occupation.

The Effect of the Communicable Diseases on Mortality.

In the first place, such diseases as organic heart dis-

ease and Bright 's disease, which are exceedingly preva-
lent at the advanced ages, are often the sequelae to dis-

eases occurring previously, namely, the acute infections

of early life. These impairments often go unnoticed
until, under the stress of middle life, they terminate in

one or another of the degenerative diseases which we
have just considered. . . .

The Effect of Venereal Disease and Alcohol.

Second, the habits and modes of life have their effect

upon the mortality at the later ages. Details of personal
hygiene, such as a rational diet, a reasonable amount of
exercise, regular bathing and those subtle refinements of
mental hygiene, which are designed to conserve nervous
force, are of great significance. Most important, how-
ever, for our discussion, are the effects of the venereal
diseases and of the intemperate use of alcoholic bever-
ages. ...

Third, and most important, in our discussion of the
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factors contributing to middle age mortality, are the

effects upon the body of the habits and conditions of

work. This is what we may call the occupation factor.

We are all familiar with the picturesque example of the

modern business man who is supposed to work at white
heat and under great pressure, and who, as a result,

presents long before due time tlie classic picture of the

broken-down human machine suffering from the whole
gamut of the degenerative diseases. The sanatoria and
watering places of Europe annually reap their harvest
from this product of American commercial life. But we
cannot be much concerned with this small group in our
discussion. They do not modify our death-rates ma-
terially, which are determined rather by the conditions
of life and work prevailing among the industrial classes

of the country. We must, therefore, turn to this much
larger group, who, unfortunately, have not received
sufficient attention from medical men in their search for

the factors of occupational stress. (P. 7.)

The Popular Science Monthly, April, 1915. American
Economic and Social Problems Arising Out of the

War* The Trend of American Vitality. Louis
I. Dublin, Ph.D., Statistician, Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company, New York.

The trend of American vitality could best be deter-

mined by comparing a series of life tables for the last

three or four decades. These would tell us whether the
expectation of life at each age had increased or de-

creased during this period; but, unfortunately, no such
tables are at hand. We are only now beginning to real-

ize the value of such statistical devices for measuring
our vital resources. . . .

The New York City tables for the period 1909 to 1911,
for example, indicate that the probable span of life for
children under five has been extended by about ten years
since the earlier tables for the period 1879 to 1881 were
prepared. The improvement in life expectancy con-
tinues until about age 35. From this age onward the

* A series of papers presented before the Section for Social and
Economic Science of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science at a meeting in Philadelphia on December 29, 1914.
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expectation becomes reduced. In Massachusetts, the re-

duction in the expectation of life has occurred at an even

earlier age. Life tables for a few other states show
similar conditions, the only variation being in the age

at which the change sets in. In spite of the unsatisfac-

tory data from wliich most of these tables were derived,

we may infer that the expectation of life at the higher

ages has been lessened over a wide area of the country

during the last three decades.

It has, therefore, been assumed quite generally that

the deterioration observed after age 40 is due to the in-

crease in the incidence of these so-called "degenerative"
diseases. Indeed, much of the propaganda for better

personal hygiene at middle life has received its impetus

from the discussion of this tendency in American mor-
tality. . . . The figures are apparently confirmed by in-

dependent analyses made in a number of specialized

areas in which it appears that these degenerative

diseases have increased at about the same rate as in the

registration states. We are warranted in concluding,

therefore, in spite of the lack of absolutely accurate data,

that the trend of our mortality in middle life is at pres-

ent unfavorable and that this condition is accompanied
by an increasing incidence of the degenerative diseases.

The question we now desire to put squarely is this

:

What are the forces at work in American life which have
made for this increased mortality at the adult ages? In

a recent paper entitled "The Possibilities of Reducing
Mortality at the Higher Age Groups" the writer pointed
out some of the conditions of present-day life which he
believed tended to increase the death rates from the so-

called "degenerative" diseases. In this paper reference
was made to the greater use of alcoholic beverages and
especially to the deleterious effects of modern conditions
of industry. It was assumed that the changing condi-

tions of American industrial life involved a greater
strain on the organism, causing it to break down at an
earlier age than was fonnerly the case under the less

intense conditions of labor. In the present paper I wish
to refer to another element which is apparently at work
in the causation of these hisrher death rates from the
diseases above mentioned. (Pp. 313-.S15.)
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RESULT OF NEGLECT OF PERSONAL HYGIENE
EFFECTS OF THE "WEAR AND TEAR" OF LIVING

(otSCASes HOT VIGOROUSLY COMMAITCo)

laSO 18»0 190O I910 1800 1600 1900 1910

EWCUWD AND WALES UNITED STATES (l«g.AfM)

DEGENERATIVE DISEASES—COMBINED DEATH RATE-PER 10.000 POPULATION—FROM
DISEASES OF HEART, BLOOD VESSELS AND KIDNEYS.

RESULT OF PROGRESS, PUBLIC HYGIENE
(biscascs viconouckv combattcd)
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'
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PERCENTAGE OF DECREASE 65.2
1B90 1900 1912

PERCENTAGE OF DECREASE 48.9

DEATH RATE PER 10.000 OF POPULATION IN THE U. S. REG. AREA.

TYPHOID FEVER AND TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNGS.

(P. 316.)
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I refer to important changes in the composition and
characteristics of the population. The last thirty years

have seen a great influx of foreign peoples to this coun-

try. The reports of the Department of Labor show that

in the period since 1880, 22,300,000 immigrants reached

our shores. . . . These immigrants have settled princi-

pally in the registration states. ... (P. 317.)

This immigration to our registration area must,

therefore, largely determine the adult mortality which

these communities experience. If the immigrants are

relatively short-lived and suffer especially from the

diseases of middle life, then we must expect an increased

incidence in the mortality rates from these causes in the

area where they congregate, and correspondingly a re-

duction in the expectation of life in the total population.

While immigrants to America come from all parts of

the world, the larger number have come, in recent years,

from the countries of southern and eastern Europe. . . .

The mortality rates prevailing normally in these coun-

tries are uniformly higher than those found in the reg-

istration area. Thus, according to the latest available

figures the crude death rate in Russia was 28.9 per 1,000

in 1909; 18.2 per 1,000 in Italy in 1912; 20.5 per 1,000 in

Austria, and 23.3 per 1,000 in Hungary in 1912. We have
no right to assume that the mere entry of these foreign
peoples has at once a favorable effect upon their mor-
tality. Their adverse conditions of life, especially in our
large cities, the economic stress to which they are put,

and the dangers in the unskilled trades in which they
engage, all would point to a continuance, at least, of the
higher death rates from which they suffer in their native
countries.

This conclusion does not in any way make unneces-
sary the caution and advice which the associates of the
Life Extension Institute and other hygienists have
taught us. . . . Indeed, if a full return is to be received
from our campaigns for life extension, it is necessary
that an attempt be made to instruct the foreign popula-
tion in the principles of personal and civic hygiene. This
will involve very difficult problems of education, but the
results will prove as fruitful as those which have been
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directed toward our better circumstanced classes. The
problem of the mortality at the higher age groups is a

complex one and many things will need to be done if we
hope to accomplish our chief aim, which should be to

show a saving in life all along the line, both in our native
and foreign-born stocks, not only at the younger ages
where American medicine has made brilliant contribu-
tions, but more especially after middle life. (Pp. 317-

319.)

The Occupational Diseases. W. Gilaian Thompson, M.D.,
Professor of Medicine, Cornell University Medical
College, New York. New York and London. Apple-
ton. 1914.

Relation of Occupational to Other Diseases.

This is a very important matter, for it not rarely
happens tliat an occupational disease which is not neces-

sarily fatal, so strongly predisposes to some other disease

by undermining the resisting power of the organism that

the combination does prove fatal.

Diabetes, although not a disease of the nervous system,
is made distinctly worse and is often apparently induced
by occupations involving unusual nervous strain and
mental worry.

Arteriosclerosis is one of the inevitable processes of

advancing age, but ordinarily should not give rise to

symptoms much before the seventh or eighth decade of

life. It may, however, occur at any time after twenty-five

or thirty years of age. Hence the apt saying that '
* a man

is as old as his arteries". Arteriosclerosis and chronic

nephritis appear to be upon the increase, for both may
be caused by alcoholism, both are rapidly advanced by
worry and mental as well as physical strain. The ordi-

nary day laborer entering Bellevue Hospital, who has
handled the pick or coal shovel, or lifted heavy weights
as a longshoreman, who has solaced his leisure moments
with poor whiskey, is, if he has passed his thirty- fifth

year, morally certain to have thick-walled arteries. If

he gets a little older, he may have an aneurysm or dilated

artery; and, if older still, he may have a broken blood

vessel in the brain.
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There are two diseases often associated, namely,
Brigiits disease of the kidneys and arteriosclerosis. Their
frequent occurrence as a result of metal poisoning has
been mentioned, but in addition, they are produced by
many forms of occupations aside from those of metal
workers. Exposure to cold and wet among fishermen, the

strain of heavy lifting among longshoremen, exposure to

great heat among stokers and foundrymen are well rec-

ognized among the causes of these diseases. These types
of laborers are very prone to the constant use of strong
liquors, and chronic alcoholism is thus usually added to

the exciting causes of such diseases. These diseases may
not prove fatal for many years, but they impair general
health and strength, and lessen the capacity for work.
Moreover, any intercurrent serious infection like pneu-
monia is very liable to prove fatal ; or, a few years later,

the diseased arteries may give rise to apoplexy and the

diseased kidneys to convulsions or fatal coma. (Pp. 50-

52.)

Report of the New York Bureau of Labor Statistics,

1900.

But there is a waste of energy, nevertheless, in the

organization of labor in American factories : It is the

social wastefulness involved in wearing men out before
their time. It is indeed a singular fact that so little

attention has been drawn l)y medical men and economists
to the immense financial loss to the community involved
in the early death of overworked wage-earners or those
subject to noxious gases, dust, etc. (Pp. 60-61.)

The mortality among male workers in the industrial
districts is all but twice as heavy as it is in the agricul-

tural districts, thus showing the expensiveness to the

community of noxious pursuits. Regarding man simply
as a working animal, the community cannot afford to

permit such a disproportionate mortality. If all these
workers were slaves we may be sure that their owners
would take care to preserve their lives beyond the pres-
ent average. (P. 64.)
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American Academy of Political and Social Science. Vol.

XXVII. No. 3. 1906. Physical and Medical As-
pects of Labor and Industry. Frederick L. Hoff-
man, Statistician Prudential Insurance Co. of
America, Newark, N. J.

Sickness in one form or another, incapacity to work
and gradual impairment of physical vigor are more in-

sidious in effect than accidents, but, at the same time,

most important factors in diminishing both social and
economic efficiency.

The importance of the subject is illustrated in the

numerous and practically universal sick benefit associa-

tions established among working men of their own initia-

tive, as well as in the more recent develoimient of what
is known as health insurance, the principles and practice

of which rest upoii a fairly secure actuarial basis and
partly established sickness experience. The average
amount of sickness in weeks per annum varies consid-
erably among different classes of workmen, but the facts

are not as clearly established for this country as for
some of the more important friendly societies of Eng-
land, which for many years have had the benefit of quali-

fied actuarial advice and supervision. The bureau of
Labor Statistics of New Jersey in an earlier investigation
reported upon the annual amount of sick time lost among
men in ditferent occupations, but the results are not as
conclusive as would be desirable. The economic import-
ance of sickness is hardly less than its social aspects,

for the loss of actual working time is only one of the
evils ; the drain on the family resources to meet medical
and other expenses requires also to be taken into account.
According to AVatson, who has exhaustively investigated
the sickness experience of the Manchester Order of Unity
of Odd Fellows, representative of English workingmen
generally, the amount of sickness in weeks per annum
enhances with increasing age. Between the ages of 16
and 19 the amount of sickness to be expected is not quite

one week per annum, increasing gradually to two weeks
per annum between the ages of 45 and 49, to four weeks
per annum between 55 and 59, to 25 weeks per annum
between 75 and 79, and to not (piite 39 weeks between
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the ages of 90 and 94. The term sickness in old age,

;however, is, as a rule, equivalent to physical infirmities.

. . . The experience of friendly societies, however,

underestimates the actual amount of prevailing sickness,

since the funds of the society are not drawn upon except

in cases sufficiently serious to conform to the established

rules and usages of the society. ... It requires no
very extensive investigation, however, to establish the

fact that a very considerable amount of the prevailing

sickness is strictly preventable and due in a large

measure to unhygienic conditions of factory life or

trades generally.* (Pp. 473-4.)

Transactions of the Sixth International Congress on
Tuberculosis. Washington, 1908. Vol. VIII.

Proceedings of Section V. Tuberculosis as an
Industrial Disease. Feederick L. Hoffman.
Philadelphia, Wm. F. Fell Co., 1908.

. The problem of occupation mortality and tuberculosis,

with special reference to that period of life at which the

•degree of consumption frequency is most excessive, may
now be briefly restated as follows : The census mortality
rate of 1900 for men in gainful occupations was 15.0

per 1,000 and the consumption death rate 2.4 or 16.0 per
cent, of the mortality from all causes. Among men in

manufacturing and mechanical industries the general
death rate was 13.8 per 1,000 and the consumption death
rate 2.6, or 18.8 per cent, of the mortality from all

causes. Among men in agricultural, transportation, and
other outdoor occupations (including, however, a con-
siderable proportion of persons of advanced years) the
general death rate was 15.8 per 1,000, and the consump-
tion death rate 1.5, or 9.5 per cent, of the mortality from
all causes. Contrasting the consumption death rates in

these two groups of employments, the enormous waste
of human life in industry becomes readily apparent. If

the consumption mortality in dusty trades could be re-

duced to the corresponding proportion for men in out-

door occupations, a very large number of lives would be
saved and continue for many years, which are now, to

a large extent, needlessly wasted. The problem may be
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emphasized by a few specific illustrations of occupations
exceptionally exposed to the risk of dust inhalation. The
census mortality rate for marble and stone cutters was
14.9 per 1,000, and the consumption death rate 5.4, or
56.2 per cent, of the mortality from all causes. The
general death rate of cigar makers was 18.7 per 1,000,

and the consumption death rate 4.8, or 27.7 per cent, of

the deaths from all causes. The general death rate for
printers and compositors was 12.1, and the consumption
death rate 4.4, or 36.4 per cent, of the mortality from
all causes, while for the strictly outdoor labor class,

that is, farmers, planters, and farm laborers, the general
death rate was 17.6 per 1,000, but the consumption death
rate was only 1.1, or 6.25 per cent, of the mortality from
all causes. (P. 831.)

Report of Illinois Commission on Occupational Diseases.
January, 1911.

In connection with the subject of sickness insurance
we may cite the evidence furnished by the Board of
Commissioners of Cook County, Illinois. In a report
given out by them on September 20, 1910, they say

:

"Section 1. Increase of Hospital Population.—We
find that the hospital (that is, of Cook County, public
charity) is greatly overcrowded. In 1903 the daily aver-
age w^as 835; in 1908, five years later, it was 1,303, show-
ing an increase of 56 per cent, in daily average popula-
tion. During the last year the daily average was 1,451.

This increase is due to a number of causes: (1) The
increase in the population of the. county; (2) the exten-
sion of industrial pursuits which resulted in an in-

crease of^ accidents and occupational diseases endangering
human life; (3) the popularization of the hospital idea."

In Section 6 of the same report this board recom-
mends a bond issue of three million dollars for the con-
struction of five new buildings to meet the increased
demands.

This evidence is in accordance with the experience of
older countries with their extended systems of sickness
and accident insurance, and the statistics carefully kept
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for this purpose. These statistics show that sickness

is a far greater cause of disability of workmen than

industrial accidents.

Where statistics have been kept in this country the

same fact is made apparent. (Pp. 18-19.)

The burden of the diseased, crippled, and disabled

workman finally falls on the community; and the com-

munity in self-defense must inquire in a scientific way
for the causes of that burden to learn how to diminish

its weight. (P. 19.)

American LaJxjr Legislation Review. January, 1911.

Proceedings Fourth Annual Meeting of the Ameri-
can Association for Labor Legislation. Memorial
on Occupational Diseases addressed by a Com-
mittee of Experts to the President of the United
States.

Many employments, by their nature, predispose to

ill-health and curtail the duration of life. . . .

In the case of most trades, however, which predispose

to ill-health, the pathological results are only observed
in a higher morbidity from general diseases, particularly

tuberculosis, non-tubercular lung diseases, rheumatism,
nervous and digestive diseases, etc. In the so-called

''dusty trades," the mortality from tuberculosis is known
to be enormously in excess of the normal proportion in

recognized healthful employments. The statistical evi-

dence upon this point is the same for European coun-
tries as for the United States.

The effective protection of industrial workers against
the trade risk of ill-health and curtailed longevity is

now recognized as being largely a question of legal and
moral employers' and community responsibilitv. (Page
128.)

Some very useful tables are contained in the census
mortality report for 1908, which include the essential

facts for a selected group of occupations, emphasizing -in

a striking manner the extraordinary proportionate mor-
tality from tuberculosis in particular trades. It is shown
by this report that at ages 25-34 the proportion of deaths
from tuberculosis of the lungs was 49.2% for printers
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and compositors, 40.5% for glassworkers, 56.9% for

hatters, 54.2% for leather workers, 41.1% for marble
and stone cutters, and 39.8% for textile operatives. In

some of these trades the mortality from respiratory dis-

eases is also decidedly excessive, while in others the

mortality from rheumatism, nervous diseases, heart dis-

eases, industrial poisoning, accidents, etc., is consider-

ably above the normal. Mortality statistics, however,
inadequately measure the true effects of industry on
health and life, and what is required are national morbid-
ity statistics and sickness experience data derived from
workmen's sickness insurance associations and other
trustworthy sources. (Pp. 137-8.)

The Health of the Worker. C. E. A. Winslow, Associate
Professor of Biology, College of the City of New
York, and Curator of Public Health, American
Museum of Natural History, New York. Printed
and distributed by the Metropolitan Life Insur-

ance Company for the use of its Policy-holders,
1913.

A great many men and women die every year on
account of the conditions under which they work. . . .

If a man goes into certain trades it means he will have
five, ten or fifteen years less of life than if he earned his

living in some other way.
It is true. The death rate among cutlery grinders in

Sheffield, England, for instance, is just about twice as
high as it is for other men of the same age. Half the
men who die in this trade die of industrial disease
(chiefly tuberculosis), due, largely, to breathing in sharp
particles of dust.

Most industrial diseases are preventable. The bad
conditions that exist in factories and other industrial
establishments are due mainly to ignorance. They keep
the worker uncomfortable, they hinder his work, and
they make him an easy prey to any sicknesses that come
along. They are likewise harmful to the employer's in-

terests, for he is a constant loser from poor and care-
less work, spoiled stock, absences and the breaking in
of green hands. Dangerous conditions continue to exist
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because neither employer nor employee knows what is

going on. They do not understand that dust and fumes,

bad air, poor lighting and dirt make sick men and a

poor product. . . . (P- 3.)

Tuberculosis—The Great Industrial Disease.

—

When
a mine gets on fire or a boiler bursts, there are big head-

lines in the papers and everybody reads about it all over

the country. When here and there a workman begins to

feel poorly and cough and then drops out of the shop and
goes to the hospital or the churchyard, no one knows
or cares about it but his family and friends. A great

many more men die of industrial tuberculosis than are
killed in mine fires and boiler explosions, with railroad

collisions thrown in. (Pp. 3-5.)

Occupational Hygiene, Lee K. Feankel, Sixth Vice-

President Metropolitan Life Insurance Company,
New York. Paper read before the Detroit Confer-
ence, Niagara Falls, September 4, 1913.

Statistics of occupational diseases. The literature on
the subject is very extensive, particularly in countries

which have introduced some form of social insurance. In
practically all enlightened countries, with the exception
of the United States, a careful record has been kept for

years of industrial accidents. In countries where sick-

ness insurance has been developed there are to-day fairly

accurate statistics showing the relation between diseases
and occupation.

Effect of Occupation.

It may safely be said, at the present time, that for the
large numbers of workers in the trades, health and length
of life are determined largely by the work they do. Let
us take some specific instances. The cutlery grinders of
Sheffield, England, show a death rate of 30 per thousand,
about half of which is from tuberculosis. The population
as a whole, on the other hand, for the same age groups,
shows a rate of 15 per thousand. In other words, the
cutlery grinders have a death rate twice that of the
community at large, which is directly due to the effect

of breathing the particles of steel dust to which they
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are constantly exposed. Lead workers are subject to

very serious dangers from their trade. In the ten years

between 1899 and 1909 there were reported in the United

Kingdom alone close to seven thousand deaths from lead-

poisoning of one sort or another. Figures for the United

States are not at hand, but conditions in the shops are

worse and the number must be larger. Dr. Hamilton, in

an investigation of conditions in Illinois, found cases of

lead-poisoning in 33 out of 56 establishments where lead

was used in the process of manufacturing. (P. 1.)

I am taking the liberty of presenting as appendixes
to this paper a compilation which I have made of the

morbidity and mortality statistics of the most important
sickness society in Germany, *'The Local Sick Benefit

Society of Leipsic and Vicinity," whose sickness statis-

tics for the period 1887-1904 have been most carefully

compiled and subsequently published by the Imperial
Statistical Bureau of Germany.*

The Leipsic Experience.

The arrangement which I have made of these statis-

tics shows very clearly that occupation is a most im-
portant factor in increasing morbidity and mortality.

The table shows that based on occupation, there is an
ever-ascending scale of sickness and death. "Barbers,"
as you will see according to the table, show a rate of 395
days of sickness per hundred members per annum,
whereas "all male occupations" present an experience
of 855 days of sickness per hundred members per annum.
If we go to the other end of the table we find that

polishers and metal grinders show 1,215 days of sickness

per hundred members per annum, or 142.1 per cent, of
the morbidity among all male occupations in the Society.

I think it is safe to say that in the particular occupations
of metal grinder and polisher, the dust which is raised
is instrumental in bringing about the high morbidity.
Similarly, other trades show the results of working con-
ditions injurious to health. (P. 2.)

* For compilation see Frankel. pages 12-15.
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Experience of the Metropolitan.

The relation of occupation to mortality is strikingly

brought out in the Industrial Experience of the Metro-
politan Life Insurance Company. The following table

shows the mortality from certain causes of death lor

white males and females.

Comparison of Mortality Kates—White Males and
Females—By Principal Causes of Death. Metro-
politan Industrial Experience—1911. (Paid-up
Policies Excluded.) Ages 15 and Over.

Ratio
Per 100,000 at Risk. Males to

Cause of Death. Males. Females. Females.

Tuberculosis (all forms) 353.46 219.82 160.8

Cancer (all forms) 70.40 125.24 63.4

Cerebral Hemorrhage, Apo-
, plexy, Paralysis 107.68 107.43 100.2

Organic Diseases of the

Heart 198.85 193.45 102.8

Diseases of the Arteries 32.74 22.31 146.8

Pneumonia (all forms) 143.04 103.33 138.4

Cirrhosis of Liver 36.47 17.54 207.9

Bright 's Disease 154.92 125.72 123.2

Total Female Diseases
(non-puerperal) 18.53

Puerperal State 49.95

External Causes 199.43 53.06 375.9

It may be assumed that the males and females re-

ferred to in this table belong to the same social stratum
and that their home environment is the same. The ex-

cess in male deaths must, therefore, be attributed to

the occupational hazards to which the men are exposed.
The females, in the main, are wives of working men and
lead more sheltered lives. Of all occupational diseases,

tuberculosis is the most common. The excess of deaths
in males from the disease is proof of this statement.
Most significant are the deaths of males from external

causes, etc. Accidents still demand their unnecessary
toll from the working men of the United States.

That certain occupations may produce disease is un-
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deniable. That certain industries are more hazardous
than others needs no discussion. In fact, this has been
so clearly recognized in modern social legislation, that

in England as well as in otlier countries, under the

Workmen's Compensation Act, certain occupational

diseases have been classified as coming under the pro-

vision of the Act, and compensation is paid to workmen
suffering from such diseases precisely as if they re-

sulted from industrial accidents. I need only mention
that in England glass-blowers' cataract, a peculiar

disease of the eye resulting from working in front of

glass furnaces, is compensated in the same way as if an
employee suffered the loss of a leg in consequence of the

work in which he was engaged. In otlier countries, lead-

poisoning and i)hosphorus-poisoning and other diseases
resulting from hazardous industries are similarly pro-
vided for. (Pp. 3-4.)

It is a waste of effort to pay benefits for avoidable
sickness and accident. It is a far-seeing economy which
fosters attempts to minimize hazards incidental to in-

dustry. (P. 4.)

What has been done thus far in factory hygiene has
been largely under pressure of legislation. The em-
ployer has not yet, to any extent, wakened to the realiza-

tion that efficiency in his establishment means better
workers; that a mill or factory properly equipped so that
his workmen are exposed to a minimum of danger and
risk indicates the highest kind of good business sense.
(P. 11.)

Lecture on the Evils of Protracted Hours of Labour.
William Fergusson, Edinburgh. James Hogg,
1847.

There is much light thrown on this part of the ques-
tion in a recently published pamphlet by Dr. Stark, '*0n
the Sanitary Condition of Edinburgh," which pamphlet,
T am sorry to say, is already out of print. In that
pamphlet it is shown, by statistical tables, that the aver-
age duration of life among the working classes is im-
mensely below that of the middle, and more especially
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the "upper," classes of this city. The middle classes,,

that is, master tradesmen and shopkeepers, live one-

third longer than the working classes: while the aris-

tocracy, that is, gentry and professional men, live one-

half longer than the working classes. . . . Dr. Stark
attributes this fearful disparity chiefly to want of clean-

liness, bad air, deficient sewerage, and such like causes;

and there can be no doubt that all of these bear their

share of the evil. But, with all due deference to Dr.

Stark, I would say that excessive labour contributes

more to the result than all the other causes put together.

And, remember, what is true in Edinburgh is true of any
other town. In Paris and London the mortality in the
quarters inhabited by the working classes is proved to

be nearly double that which occurs in those inhabited by
the more wealthy. The same holds true of the rural dis-

tricts. Recent inquiries have proved, beyond all cavil,

that the average duration of life among the labouring
classes is little more than one-half of what it is among
what are called the upper classes of the community.
(Pp. 12-13.)

You are all aware that several employments, from
being carried on in a vitiated atmosphere, from the
deleterious nature of the materials wrought in, &c., are
extremely detrimental to health, so much so, that two
hours a day devoted to them is more fatal to the consti-

tution than six or eight hours devoted to other employ-
ments. Consequently, it would be unfair to compel men
to work as long at the one as the other. (Pp. 17-18.)

National Conference on the Prevention of Destitution,
1912. Papers and Proceedings. London, P. S.

King S Son, 1912. The Reduction of the Hours
of Work and the Limitation of Overtime. Discus-
sion.

Councillor A. Callighan (Jarrow Borough Council)

said that in 1898 an eight-hour day was introduced in

the Cleveland iron-producing district for all men em-
ployed in the blast furnace work with the exception of

TO per cent, of the men to whom the employers would
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not grant an eight-hour day because their work was con-
sidered to be of an easy character. This 10 per cent,

of the men worked twelve hours per day, and he should
like to give a few facts with regard to the effect of work-
ing that number of hours upon this 10 per cent, of the

men compared to the effect on the other men of working
eight hours. In the first place they had 600 men in Cleve-

land working a twelve-hour day, and yet not one of those
men held a position as an official in the Cleveland district.

He had asked his lodge secretary, the secretary of the

Jarrow Lodge, to go through the books to see how they
stood in connection with the men who were working
12 hours per day. They had 135 men on their books,
26 of whom were employed for 12 hours per day, and
for five years they could not find one who ever held a
position in their branch as an official. They also ex-

amined the sick fund in connection with the Jarrow
Branch, and, although the 12 hours' work was stated by
the employers to be easier, they found that for the year
1911 the sick money paid to the men working 12 hours
was 75 per cent, more in proportion to that paid to those
working 8 hours at the harder work. They had also gone
through the district sheet, which was in respect of 5,000
men, and they found that the death-rate among the
twelve-hours' men was out of all proportion greater than
among the men working eight hours. (P. 469.)

Work and Wages: In Continuation of Earl Brassey's
' Work and Wages' and 'Foreign Work and English
Wages.' Part III. Social Betterment. Syd-
ney J. Chapman, M. A. London and New York.
Longmans, Green & Co., 1914.

Urbanisation, with its congestion of population and
smoke, has doubtless reduced the physical vitality of
the population; and industrialism has directly helped this

retrogression by rendering nervous strain more acute
and limiting the possibilities of the open-air life. (Page
111.) . . . Arterial decay and heart troubles appear
to have been the main factors retarding improvement in
the mortality of men past middle age, and one cause no-

doubt is the strain of modern industrialism. (P. 114.)
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Documents Parlementaires. Chamhre des Deputes.
Session Extraordinaire, 5 Novemhre, 1906. An-
nexe No. 374. [Parliamentary Documents of the

French Chamber of Depwties, Special Session,

November 5, 1906. Annex 374.] Proposition de
loi ayant pour objet I'institution de la journee de
huit heures etc. [Bill for the Eight-Hour Day
and Minimui)! Wage for Male and Female Labor-
ers and Employees.]

Under a humane method of social production, in

which profit consequently would not he the main object,

the physiological limit which separates exercise from
fatigue would mark tlie maximum of effort and of work-
ing-time which in no case may be transgressed and short

of which it is hygienic wisdom to stop. . . .

As it cannot under a capitalist regime do away with
the overwork which is its foundation, the workin':>- class

is trying to reduce it to the limits of hygiene. The ex-

cessive morbidity and mortality of the worker, the de-

generation that threatens his class, have forced even his

economic and political masters to recognize the necessity

of this. . . .

In factories where tlie working day has been reduced
from eleven, ten, nine, to eight hours the workers' mor-
bidity has been considerably decreased, and decreased
in a ratio rising with the decrease of working hours.

This would have been higher still if at the same time the

intensity of the work had not been proportionately in-

creased. (P. 59.)

Fourteenth International Congress of Hygiene and
Demography. Berlin, 1907. Vol. Ill, Sec. VIII.

Berufs Morbiditdt und Mortalitdt. [The Mor-
bidity and Mortality of Occupations.] Alfred R.

voN LiNDHEiM, Vienna.

It was first through the vast insurance undertakings

of states that the interest arose as to the share of occu-

pation in producing morbidity, and, as Germany led the
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way in insurance for working people, she also leads in

resulting statistics, followed closely by Austria, Switzer
land and Italy.

But statistics arising incidentally from the work of

insurance 'do not possess that scientific character which
should mark medical statistics. . . . The statistics

of occupation morbidity and mortality are still compara-
tively scanty. . . . Yet the work of establishing ab-

solutely correct and ample statistics on these subjects is

one of the most important duties of the state. The con-

nection between the occupation and the sickness and
death of men is far closer than that wliich exists between
age, climate, and race, on the one hand, and morbidity
and mortality on the other. (Pp. 1286-7.)

Staats-und Sozialwissenschoftliche Forschungen. Thft
138. [Researches in Political and Social Science.

Vol. 138.] Edited hy Gustav Schmoller and Max
Sering. Hohere Arbeitsintensitdt bei kilrzerer

Arbeitszeit, ihre personalen und technisch-sachli-

chen Voranssefzungen. [Intensification of Work
in Shorter Working Hours: Its Personal and
Technical Basis.] Ernst Bernhard. Leipzig,

Duncker and Humhlot, 1909.

The statement has been made that mortality in indus-

try is proportionate to the degree of dust involved. Ac-
cording to Sommerfeld, 2.39 per thousand persons die of

tuberculosis in trades that involve no dust, compared
with 5.42 thousand in trades involving dust. In Lanca-
shire, as elsewhere, textile workers have a higher death
rate than miners. There is a striking ditference in the

tuberculosis figures for trades carried on in the open air

and those carried on in closed rooms.
The conservation of energ^^ through other ways of

eliminating waste of power has been already mentioned.
In a room where 40 looms are at work there is an inces-

sant thunder which makes speech almost impossible.

Some of the older operatives in machine shops regularly
become hard of hearing because of the noise of the ham-
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mers. Others become pathologically sensitive to noises.

In 575 cases of neuroses among workmen, an investiga-

tion proved 66 (111/2%) to have been caused by noise.

Every enforced position of the body, even though ?iot

tiring in itself, is fatiguing in the long run. -Continued

standing or sitting has injurious effects and causes cer-

tain specific industrial diseases, especially if, as in the

case of machine sewing, it is connected with a bent posi-

tion of the body. . . .

The following description of Paul Grohres gives clear

expression to the fact that the "passive expenditure of

tnergy, the waste of power," causes more fatigue than
the performance of the actual act of production. "It is

really not the hardest manual effort or performance, but

this living, breathing, sweating together of many human
beings, the resultant oppressive and fatiguing air, the

never-ceasing', nerve-wearing, creaking, roaring, rattling

noise and the incessant monotonous standing for eleven

hours, often in one and the same place—all this together

makes our factory work an activity that strains and in-

jures all our powers. . . ."

For all these reasons reduction of hours more or less

quickly decreases morbidity and mortality alike. Ma-
chine shops like Allan & Co., cotton mills, after the pas-

sage of the ten-hour bill, together with other plants,

affirm the improvement of health among their operatives.

A large German textile mill, which has been working for

some time at considerably reduced hours, finds that the

number of cases of sickness has decreased "to a notable
degree." . . . The continued decrease in the mor-
tality figures for English miners must certainly be in

part ascribed to reduction of hours. ... In South
Yorkshire the morbidity rate fell in 1889, since the adop-
tion of the eight-hour day for miners, by 28.32%. The
average age of English machinists rose from 38i/4 in

1871 to 4814 in 1889. Since 1872 they have had the nine-
hour day. "Part of this increase," says Schulze-Gaver-
nitz, "is doubtless to be ascribed to general sanitary im-
provements, but half of it at most. The other half is due
t) the shortening of the working day." (Pp. 75-78.)
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II.—THE DANGERS OF LONG HOURS.

A.—BAD EFFECTS OF LONG HOURS ON HEALTH.

1.

—

Relation of Fatigue to Disease,

a. general predisposition.

Science teaches that imnninity from disease is due

chiefly to the individual's adequate power of resistance.

Health is preserved not by absence of exposure, but by

the power of resisting the ever present chances of disease.

The first study of so-called ''occupational diseases"

was begun two hundred years ago. It has long been

recognized that workers in certain occupations, clearly

subject to special dangers, succumb to special forms of

disease and premature death.

Obviously, workers in the dangerous trades who are

over-fatigued and exhausted, are more readily attacked

by occupational diseases. Fatigue intensifies all the spe-

cial dangers and lessens all the chances of escaping the

peculiar hazards of the trade. It was formerly supposed

therefore that only in occupations subject to such special

risks was special protection needed for the workers.

More recent investigations show that not only in the

dangerous trades, but in all industries, a permanent pre-

disposition to disease and premature death exists in the

common phenomenon of fatigue and exhaustion. This is

a danger common to all workers, even under good work-

ing conditions, in practically all manufacturing industries^

as distinguished from the specially hazardous occupa-

tions.

In ordinary factory work, where no special occupa-
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tional diseases threaten, fatigue in itself constitutes the

most imminent danger to the health of the workers be-

cause, if unrepaired, it undermines vitality and thus lays

the foundations for many diseases.

Industrial Medicine. Papers and discussions presented

at the 39th Annual Meeting of the American Acad-
emy of Medicine, 1914. Fatigue as an Element of

Menace to Health in the Industries. L. Duncan
BuLKLEY, A. M., M. D., Physician, New York Skin
and Cancer Hospital, Consulting Physician, New
York Hospital, etc.. New York City.

Damage to the Individual "When Neglected.

Excessive fatigue when neglected leads to a depres-

sion of vital powers to such a degree that recuperation

is not possible under a continuance of the same condi-

tions of life and work ; indeed, when these are persisted

in there is a continued lowering of vitality, so that each
day one is less able to bear the exhausting fatigue, and
thus a vicious circle is formed, often ending in a com-
plete breakdown. True, this is often not recognized for

a while, but the individual, finding each day's work
harder, exercises more and more will power, and, like

a hard master, forces the unwilling slave to do work,
physical or mental, with increasing disability until a
breakdown occurs.

Few grasp sufficiently the fact that lowered vitality

leads to many diseases which either shorten life or de-

velop invalidism. Surrounded as we are by multitudes
of micro-organisms, many of which are beneficent and
many injurious, a full vitality with active metabolism
makes proper use of those favorable to life, but succumbs
to those which are harmful. We all know that the tubercle
bacillus is almost omnipresent, and pathologists state
that every autopsy can show evidence of some slight

invasion by this micro-organism, and yet relatively few
come under its full influence and develop signs which can
be recognized as active tuberculosis; and we all recog-
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nize now that those who are thus affected are those who
suffer from lowered nutrition, often caused by prolonged
and excessive fatigue. The same may be said in regard to

pus coci and many other microbes, and nature has pro-

vided phagocytes, v/hich in healthy blood continually

guard us against their harmful influence, but which fail

in this duty when the vital system is lowered by excessive

fatigue, either physical or mental. (P. 47.)

Many of the great industries are recognizing that effi-

ciency of work is best attained when perfect vitality of

their operatives is secured, and happily very great ad-
vances have been made in many directions in regard to

reaching this end ; but unfortunately there are multitudes
of other industries, great and small, where no such far-

sighted policy prevails. There is need, therefore, of
much education and enlightenment, not only in the inter-

est of the employed, but also on behalf of the industry or
occupation, for those who have adopted this course testify

to even its great pecuniary benefit to all concerned.
(P. 48.)

Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Labor. No. 75.

March, 1908. Industrial Hygiene. Geo. M.
KoBER, M.D., LL.D.

Measures for the Protection of Wage-earners.

One of the important predisposing causes to disease
is overwork or fatigue, because the accumulation of
waste products in the blood, from muscular wear and
tear, together with the expended nervous energy, com-
bine to render the system more susceptible to disease.
Excessive work is inimical to health, and long hours and
hard work are calculated to diminish the general power
of resistance, and thus bring about physical deteriora-
tion. Hence the necessity of laws regulating the hours
of labor and the enforcement of a day of rest as con-
templated by the Sunday laws. (P. 536.)

The statistics of the morbidity and mortality of
various occupations, while far from satisfactory, and
subject to more or less erroneous conclusions, neverthe-
less indicate that persons habitually engaged in hard
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ivork are more frequently subject to disease and present

a higher mortality than persons more favorably situ-

ated; and this is especially true of factory employees,
because their work is generally more monotonous,
fatiguing, performed under less favorable surroundings,

and they are too often also badly nourished and badly
housed. (P-. 473.)

The effects of a constrained position, combined with
a sedentary life, are very injurious. This is especially

seen in weavers, shoemakers, engravers, watchmakers,
tailors, lithographers, etc., all of whom are obliged to

assume a more or less constrained attitude, which inter-

feres with a proper distribution of the blood supply and
is liable to be followed by internal congestions. But
perhaps the greatest harm results from deficient move-
ment of the chest and consequent interference with nor-

mal respiration. As a matter of fact, many of these

artisans suffer from phthisis, constipation, dyspepsia,
and hemorrhoids, and all have a low average duration of

life. (P. 522.)

There is abundant statistical evidence to show that
industrial workers pay a very heavy tribute to the so-

called ''white plague"; nor is this surprising when the

many unfavorable factors to which the workers are sub-

jected are considered, such as crowded and insanitaiy
workshops, deficient light, overwork, long hours in a bad
air, dampness, exposure to extremes of heat and cold,

sudden changes in tempeiature, and the inhalation of
irritating dust, vapors, etc. All of these factors are cal-

culated to lower the power of resistance and favor the
spread of disease, especially when some of the workmen
themselves are already afflicted. ... (P. 535.)

Bulletin of the Committee of One Hundred on National
Health. Prepared for the National Conservation
Commission by Professor Irving Fisher, Yalf"

University. No. 30. Washington. July, 1909.

The present working day is a striking example of the

failure to conserve national vitality. In order to keep
labor power unimpaired, the working day should be
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physiological

—

i. e., it should be such as would enable the

average individual to completely recuperate over night.

Otherwise, instead of a simple daily cycle, there is a

progressive deterioration. A reduction in the length of

the work day would be a chief means of improving the

vitality of workmen, as well as the worth of life to them.
The fatigue of workmen is largely traceable to their long
work day and serves to start a vicious circle. Fatigue
puts the workman in an abnormal frame of mind. He
seeks to deaden his fatigue by alcohol, tobacco, exciting

amusements, and excesses of various kinds. The mo-
mentary relief which he thereby obtains is purchased at

the expense of an increasing susceptibility to fatigue,

resulting sooner or later in complete depletion of his

vital energies and in the contraction of tuberculosis or

other fatal disease. (P. 45.)

The relatively slight impairment of eflBciency due to

overfatigue leads to more serious impaijrment. Just as

minor ailments prove to have an unsuspected importance
when considered as gateways to serious illness, so the

inefficiency from fatigue is vested with great significance

as the first step toward minor ailments. Obviously if

overfatigue could be reduced to a minimum, this reduc-
tion would carry with it the prevention of the major part
of minor ailments, which in turn would lead to a great
reduction in more serious illness, and this finally would
lead to a great reduction in mortality. A typical succes-
sion of events is first fatigue, then colds, then tubercu-
losis, then death. Prevention, to be effective, must begin
at the beginning. (P. 47.)

Social Insurance with Reference to American Conditions.
I. M. EuBiNow, Chief Statistician Ocean Accident
S Guarantee Corporation; Former Statistical Ex-
pert, United States Bureau of Labor. New York,
Henry Holt and Company, 1913.

. . . All investigations have demonstrated a higher
mortality rate and, consequently, a higher sickness rate

among the poorer classes.

It is quite true that the same causal connection cannot
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always be established between all sickness and occupa-
tion as between the trade and industrial accident. . . .

There are non-industrial accidents as there are non-
industrial diseases. There are specific occupational dis-

eases directly traceable to certain industrial processes^
no less than certain classes of accidents are traceable to
certain machinery. But as most accidents are due to the
general conditions of the industry, rather than specific

mechanical appliances, so most ailments are due to the
general conditions under which the workmen live and
work as wage-workers.

In a very interesting paper on "How to Attain Good
Health and Longevity," a physician* enumerates the
following decalogue of a normal life: (1) Plenty of good
food; (2) abundance of fresh air; (3) physical exercise
in the open air; (4) a substantial annual vacation; (5)
peace of mind; (6) intellectual work; (7) proper distri-

bution between city and county life; (8) congenial occu-
pation; (9) norftial sexual life; (10) good medical care»

... (P. 207.)

For the vast and growing majority of the workingmen
and workingwomen, not a single one of these conditions
can be realized. In fact, these ten conditions are lack-

ing in such a marked degree that only by a high degree
of resistance of the human body, and by its essential

inherited healthfulness, can the fair degree of health of
our wage-workers be explained. But the effect of the

absence of all these conditions is often invidious, and
manifests itself more in premature superannuation and
various ailments than in acute attacks of illness. (P. 208.)

... As far as the wage-worker is concerned, physical

exercise in the open air is possible for a few trades only,

and then it must be performed in all sorts of weather
conditions leading to diseases of exposure, catarrhal and
rheumatic conditions.

The indoor worker has neither the time nor the

strength for it, for a full day's work is not calculated to

develop the desire for more physical exercise. The sort

of physical exercise the factory workman gets is monoto-
nous, limited often to a few muscles, too fast to be

*Dr. William J. Robinson in Critic and Guide, November, 1911.
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healthy, and produces muscle fatigue rather than harmo-
nious bodily development. And the whole tendency of

modern industry is to make this muscular exercise faster,

more uniform, and more monotonous. . . . The rapid
growth of our cities is producing a generation to which
country life is absolutely unknown, for even the brief

vacation of clerical employments is altogether unknown
to the industrial wage-workers. Interruption of work
occurs only during periods of unemployment, whether
because of dull times or labor conflicts, when extreme
anxiety destroys all advantages of the enforced rest. . . .

(P. 210.)

If such are the negative factors preventing a high
standard of health among all wage-workers, there are
other positive ones which directly lay the responsibility

of the workingman's illness upon the industry.

First, there is the large class of occupational diseases,

a phrase to which we as yet give a very narrow, limited
interpretation, i. e., such diseases as only occur as a
result of a definite occupation. As yet the study of this

problem in this country is in its infancy. There are the
many forms of industrial poisonings as a result of
handling hundreds of poisonous substances. . . . There
is hardly any one line of modem manufacture which is

free from the dangers of industrial poisoning. But in-

dustrial poisonings do not complete the whole list of
industrial diseases. . . . Under this definition a great
many ailments may properly be included in addition to

the industrial poisonings due directly to harmful sub-
stances. (Pp. 211-212.)

. . . The influence of occupation upon the sick-rate,

which we have established by statistical illustrations, is

exercised primarily in one of two ways ; either in a gen-
eral lowering of vitality and resistance power, or by
creating specific dangers to certain organs, specific pre-
dispositions to certain diseases. It is difficult to tell which
is the more important factor. (P. 218.)

And if these influences are so strong as between one
occupation and another, one industry and another, they
must appear still stronger when the wage-workers are
compared with the more prosperous classes of the com-
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munity. . . . Industrial insurance companies show a very

much higher mortality rate than ordinary insurance com-
panies; ''wealthy" blocks in cities have been found to

have a lower mortality rate than "slum" blocks, etc. . . .

(P. 220.)

United States Public Health Service. Weekly Public

Health Reports. Vol 29. May 29, 1914. Indus-

trial Conditions. Their Relation to the Public
Health. B. S. Warren, Surgeon, United States

Public Health Service, and Sanitary Adviser,

United States Commission on Industrial Rela-

tions.

In the study of methods for the prevention of disease

investigators have found that many of their problems
are industrial and economic and that success in disease

prevention very largely depends upon the proper adjust-

ment of the industrial relations of employer and em-
ployee upon a basis that will permit employer and
employee to live according to hygienic standards.

The public health forces should co-operate with those
at work on these economic problems. They can thereby
add to the powerful influences already working for in-

dustrial betterment, and can help not only to obtain sani-

tary shops, but also to secure the better adjustment of

industrial relations, which are so potent in lowering the

resistance of the individual employee and of all those
who are dependent on him for a livelihood. . . .

. The national campaign for the study and prevention
of tuberculosis has developed the fact that practically all

persons at one time or another have the germs of the
disease introduced into their bodies, and that these
germs remain there without causing any apparent dam-
age until the resistance of the individual is lowered from
some cause due to inheritance and environment. There
is little doubt that industrial conditions are frequently
responsible for the environment which is active in lower-
ing individual resistance.

This deleterious environment resulting from existing
industrial conditions begins to exert its blighting influ-

ence with the beginning of life itself. It puts its stamp
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on the child yet unborn. It continues its influence

through infancy and childhood. . . -

In view of the well-recognized fact that disease af-

fects more readily people with lowered resistance, whose
bodies present conditions more favorable to the develop-

ment of disease than do the bodies of average persons, it

becomes necessary to study every circumstance in the

occupation of the sick and disabled industrial worker,
because occupation largely determines the environment,
which is such a potential cause for lowered resistance,

(Pp. 1348-1349.)

Diseases of Occupation and Vocational Hygiene. Edited
by George M. Kober, M. D., Professor of Hygiene^
Georgetown University, and William C. Hanson,
M. D., Massachusetts State Board of Health, P.
Blakiston's Son S Co., Philadelphia, 1916. Fatigue
and Occupation. Frederic S. Lee, New York.

The immediate causative relation of fatigue to other
diseases than those mentioned [viz. infections and neu-
rasthenia] is neither so obvious nor so clearly estab-

lished, but it is probable. Fatigue in a normal degree is

a harmless, even a healthful, phenomenon—in its essen-
tials metabolic—which involves a physiological depres-
sion of the bodily functions and induces its own termina-
tion and a return* to the former capacity for work, but it

can easily be carried too far ; destruction of cellular ma-
terial and the accumulation of toxic katabolic substances
unwisely persisted in without adequate opportunities for
recuperation can proceed to a pathological degree and in-

terfere profoundly with the normal metabolic processes
of the organism. Thus the foundation of profound dis-

eased conditions may be laid. (P. 256.)

Fatigue and Borderland of Illness.—Even where
diminution of output is not present and where specific

diseases cannot be traced directly to the fatigue of labor
it is undoubted that industrial overwork often occurs
and puts the worker into a physical condition, at present
difficult to reco.gnize by any specifi'c test, wherein his
physiological mechanism is in a state of depression and
ready to fall a prey to specific maladies. Treves speaks
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of this as not presenting *'a well-defined morbid pic-

ture; but it is a slow deviation, often obscured by its

very slowness, and predisposing to illness of any nature

;

it is the borderland of illness. " The future careful study
of individuals will doubtless make this condition more
precise. (P. 259.)

The Occupational Diseases. W. Gilman Thompson, M.D.,
Professor of Medicine, Cornell University Medical
College, New York. New York and London. Apple-
ton. 1914.

General Fatigue.

Fatigue of muscles, nerves and the mind constitutes

an important factor in predisposition to disease among
many classes of workmen and operatives. Its effects have
become very noticeable in recent years, owing to the prac-
tice of ''speeding up" or increasing the output of svork

under contracts where time-saving is an essential matter.
General fatigue is most often met with among mill and
factory operatives in the textile fabric industries. In
these industries much complicated machinery is employed,
and the faster it is operated and the longer the hours
of work, the greater the physical and mental strain and
consequent fatigue re-action. . . .

Patent factors in inducing fatigue found in large fac-

tories are incessant floor vibrations, as where many looms
are working, constant noise, the confusion resulting from
overcrowding, poor air, poor light and monotony of work.
Fatigue is known to diminish the quantity of antibodies

in the system, and hence to increase its susceptibility and
lower its resistance to infectious diseases such as grippe,

pneumonia and tuberculosis. General fatigue further

acts by inhibiting digestion and ultimately interfering

with nutrition. (P. 525.

)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. VI. 1901. Report from
the Select Committee of the House of Lords on
Early Closing of Shops.

6. . . . Sir W. MacCormac stated that ''There is no
doubt in my mind that such long hours (an average of
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fourteen hours per day) must contribute to the incidence

of disease; that it must lower the general vitality of

persons so engaged and render them more liable than
they otherwise would be to attacks of different forms of

disease. . . ."

7. Furthermore, he urged on us that the evil is one
which increases as time runs on ; "it is gradual and pro-

gressive in its effects, and it goes on, I am afraid, in a
cumulative degree."

8. Sir W. Selby Church, the president of the College
of Physicians, gave similar evidence. (Pp. v-vi.)

Work and Wealth: A Human Valuation. J. A. Hobson.
New York, The Macmillan Company, 1914.

From the great body of the factory labour whidi
goes to the provision of our national income, the first

great human cost that emerges is the burden of injurious

fatigue which results from muscular or nervous over-

strain, and from the other physical and moral injuries

which are the natural accompaniments of this overstrain.

(P. 63.)

To this account of the physical costs of excessive work-

in muscular and nervous waste must be added the greater
liability to accidents and the greater susceptibility to
industrial and non-industrial diseases which fatigue en-
tails. (P. 67.)

That over-fatigue connected with industry is respon-
sible for large numbers of nervous disorders is, ot
course, generally admitted. The growing prevalence of
cardiac neurosis and of neurasthenia in general among
working-people is attested by many medical authorities,
especially in occupations where long strains of atten-
tion are involved. But the general enfeeblement and
loss of resistance power to disease germs of all kinds
are even more injurious consequences of over-exertion.
Many experiments attest the fact that fatigue reduces
the power of the blood to resist bacteria and their toxic
products. (Pp. 67-68.)
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Revu^ Internationale de Sociologie. Nov., 1895. Le Tra-

vail Humain et ses Lois. [The Laws of Human
Worh.j Fba'Ncesco S. Nitti, University of Naples.

Paris, Giard et Brieve.

It may be that the workman can continue working for

a long time without feeling the harmful effects of fatigue.

But, after he has lost a certain amount of his organic sub-

stance he no longer possesses the necessary resistance to

external conditions and he is exposed to all sorts of ills.

Fatigue constitutes a permanent predisposition to all

diseases. ... (P. 1035.)

Many prevalent maladies arise from' nothing else than

a genuine overstrain, the result of exhausting and bur-

densome toil, which predisposes the worker to fall a vic-

tim to disease.

Too much importance has at times been attached to

exterior conditions of work, and too little to the power of

resistance of the worker. The reports of factory inspect-

ors have, however, often pointed out that, wherever the

work is too prolonged and degenerates into fatigue, the

salubrity of the surroundings does not suffice to guard
the worker against the results of overwork and exhaus-
tion. (P. 1035.)

Crichton, even in his time, showed in what a sinister

fashion fatigue acted upon the sensibility and upon alert-

ness, and proved that it was the predisposing cause of

disease. (P. 1037.)

Fourteenth International Congress of Hygiene and
Demography. Berlin, 1907. Vol. II, Sec. IV.
Ermudung durch Berufsarheit. [Fatigue as a Re-
sult of Occupation.] De. Zaccakia Teeves, Twrm.
Berlin, Hirschwald, 1908.

The reports which we have heard (Roth and others)
here prove conclusively that overstrain resulting from
occupation does exist; that it is also entirely possible to
combat it: there is, in short, a problem of overwork.
(Pp. 626-627.) This overstrain which physiologists,
psychologists, clinicians, and above all nerve specialists
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and alienists, encounter so often as to be no longer de-

ceived by it, does not present a well-defined morbid pic-

ture ; but it is a slow deviation, often obscured by its very

slowness, and predisposing to illness of any nature ; it is

the borderland of illness.

There are physical manifestations of general or local-

ized muscular weakness; signs of incertitude or of awk-
wardness in rapid and rhythmical movements ; insomnia
or troubled restless sleep ; atony of digestive organs, ir-

regularity of pulse, vertigo, nausea, pain, troubles of

motor and vaso-motor reflexes; there are the most ca-

pricious manifestations in the psychic realm. . . .

The differences in objective symptoms will depend
on the organ that may be especially overtaxed in the

overworked individual under consideration, but such dif-

ferences must not deceive us as to the essence of over-

strain. We must keep this general proposition before
our eyes always, in order to understand the phenomenon
of overstrain, especially in order to comprehend it in the
working class, more particularly in those attached to
highly specialized industries. For in these persons one
does not observe such extreme evidences of fatigue in the
physiological meaning of the word as can be experiment-
ally exhibited in the laboratory, and consequently we
shall fail to explain the chronic symptoms of fatigue in
them if we do not recall their whole mode of life, as de-
termined by their occupational environment, as well in
the mill or factory as out of it. (Pp. 627-628.)

De la Fatigue et de son nYuenlce Pathogenique. [Fatigue
and its Pathogenic Influence.] Dr. M. Careieu,
University of Montpellier. Paris, Balliere et Fits,

1878.

The pathogenic role of fatigue is so imperfectly
known and so differently estimated that in beginning its

study it is necessary to reach a clear idea of what fatigue
is before going on to examine those diseases in whose
origin it is concerned. (P. 59.)

Like many other causes, fatigue does not always act
in an identical way in the production of disease, nor play
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the rfame pathogenic part. In brief, the result depends

also on the illness that develops and upon the organism

ill question; it is therefore evident that it will vary ac-

cording to the kind of niness and condition of the patient.

It is not, indeed, that transitory state, to which the

cessation of activity puts an end, that induces illness.

This state simply indicates the need of rest, as hunger
indicates the need of food. But if these appeals are not

attended to, if these needs are not satisfied or only

partly so, then it comes about that we have morbid
troubles, provoked on one hand by an exaggerated func-

tional over-activity, and on the other by defective repara-

tion. (P. 60.)

A special pathogenic cause does not always give the

same results, nor always act in the same way: an entire

regiment is subjected to cold; it might be supposed that

this would have an identical effect on all the men, but

two will have pneumonia, ten bronchitis, fifteen rheuma-
tism, and the greatest number will not be affected. This
comparison serves to show how, under the influence of

fatigue, we may expect to see a variety of diseases ap-

pear.
In some cases it will be simply a predisposing cause

;

its part is reduced to a minimum. Nevertheless it is

there ; compare for instance the resistance of the vigor-

ous individual to malarial poison with that of the un-
fortunate, exhausted by severe toil; whose excessive
tissue waste cannot be repaired even by an ample food
supply. There we have a general predisposition to dis-

ease. (P. 61.)

Fatigue seems sometimes to have closer connections
with the outbreak of illness, without its influence being
precisely definable. Again, there are cases where the
pathogenic role of fatigue is more precise and important,
so that one may even say, given certain personal pre-
dispositions, that fatigue will determine the development
of definite diseases. . . .

But in general, a thorough study of pathogenesis
shows that fatigue is not one of those etiological agents
whose powerful action imprints upon the organism
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such an injury that a definite disease is sure to follow.

How far removed, for instance, is the insidious effect

that we have traced, from the active and almost certain

effect of poisons ? . . . That the germ of smallpox alone

is capable of producing smallpox no one will deny. Yet
how different are the variolas that occur in exhausted
overworked individuals and those which are not compli-

cated by fatigue or any other depressing secondary
cause. (P. 63.)

If fatigue is not a powerful cause in the production of

disease, it is so in engendering superadded elements
which are sometimes of capital importance.

Disease is not an entity always identical with itself.

I'he simplicity of doctrinal description is often lost in

the presence of the patient. And it is upon the patient
and not on the illness, that fatigue exerts its action.

(P. 63.)

Handbiich der Hygiene. Bd. 8^. [Handbook of Hygiene.
Vol. 8^.1 Edited by Dr. Theodore Weyl. Allge-
meine Gewerbehygiene wnd FabriUgesetzgebung.
{General Industrial Hygiene and Factory Legis-
lation.'] Dr. Emil Eoth. Jena, 1894.

It is an uncontested fact that all detrimental condi-
tions of factory work—whether they arise from length of
working hours or burden of work, or from the close
proximity of many persons in one room, or from the spe-
cial so-called occupation diseases,—^become obvious just
so much the sooner and so much the more permanently
as the individuals in question are less resistant. Thus,
of all the individuals engaged in a certain industry (no
matter whether it is a question of handling poison or
dust-creating materials or of working with irritants, or
of the weather and bad air, or of unnatural positions or
overexertion of special groups of muscles)—of all these
persons some will not suffer in health, while others will
suffer after the lapse of some years. Still others in a
much shorter time display all the well-known mischievous
effects in typical forms, either as poisoning or as diseases
of specially taxed or specially weak organs, or as char-
acteristic crippling and deformity.
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The explanation of this is not that the first and second

groups were less exposed or knew better how to avoid the

dangers, but that they were better protected than the

last group. This protection is partly inherited and con-

stitutional, based on the strength of individual organs,

and is partly the result of the whole standard of living.

.... The more favorable these social factors and the

more obedient to hygienic laws the whole mode of life,

the greater the resisting power of the whole organism
and its separate organs will be. The more unfavorable
those conditions are, the less resistant is the organism.

. . . (Pp. 1-3.)

Archiv fiir Sosiale Hygiene, VI. 1911. Arbeit und Tu-
herhulose. {Work and Tuberculosis.) Koelsch.

A long duration of the working time has an unfavor-

able effect, through the disproportion between work and
rest. Fatigue without subsequent adequate rest, dam-
ages the entire body, and lowers its power of resistance.

The nature of fatigue presumably rests on a variety of

physiological and anatomical causes; the accumulation
of toxic waste products in the gray substance of the

cerebral cortex, or in the muscle itself ; the consumption
of an energy-producing substance in the nerves and
muscles ; or a structural change of the anatomical tissue-

elements, in the nerves and muscles. Like the muscle
itself, the nervous functional capacity is also altered and
involved.

To the deficiency of consecutive rest, after long or
strenuous work, must be attributed a considerable share
of the serious diseases of wage-earning individuals, espe-
cially the workers in industrial concerns. The brief rest

on Sunday is unfortunately not often utilized for health-
ful exercise in the open air. A properly employed con-
secutive resting-period of one to two weeks in the year,
is an important hygienic demand, and is needed to main-
tain in the worker's body a certain amount of elasticity,

without which he will promptly succumb to disease-pro-
ducing conditions. (P. 212.)
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Overfatigue predisposes to the infectious as well as

to general diseases. Scientific laboratory experiments

prove that fatigue markedly diminishes the power of the

blood to overcome bacteria and their toxic products. Thus,

for instance, of two groups of animals, the one resting

and the other fatigued by muscular work and both inocu-

lated by pathogenic bacteria, the fatigued animals suc-

oumb more quickly and in larger numbers. The resting

animals may wholly resist the infection.

Hence overfatigue constitutes a danger to the public

health, as well as to the individual, since working people

who are overfati£:ued more readily take and spread in-

fectious disease.

Diseases of Occupation and Vocational Hygiene. Edited
by George M. Kobeb, M. D., Professor of Hygiene,
Georgetown University, and William C. Hanson,
M. D., Massachusetts State Board of Health. P.
Blakiston's Son S Co., Philadelphia, 1916. Fatigue
and Occupation. Preperic S. Lee, New York.

Fatigue and Disease.—The connection between fa-

tigue and disease is probably much more frequent and
close than is usually recognized. To disease fatigue
stands in the relation of both cause and effect. That it

may be a factor in causing disease is, indeed, often be-
lieved, and this belief is justified by laboratory experi-
ments. Thus, it has been shown experimentally that of
two groups of animals, the one resting and the other
fatigued by muscular work and both inoculated by patho-
genic bacteria, the fatigued animals exhibit a fall of the

opsonic index and succumb to the disease in larger num-
bers. This may best be interpreted as indicating that
the resistance of the body to the action of bacteria is
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diminished by the metabolic changes involved in the

fatigue processes. If this is true of one species of bac-

terium it is probably true of others, and from the preva-
lence of the infectious diseases in the life of man it is

obvious how important is the matter of avoiding undue
fatigue. (P. 253.)

La Riforma Medica, No. 31, 1910. L'Importama dello

strapazzo fisico nel meccanismo dei processi

d'infezione e d'immumta. [The Significance of
Physical Fatigue, in the Mechanism of Infectious
Processes, and for Immtmization.] Domenico Db
Sandro. [Experimental investigations.]

Fatigue greatly favors the development of infections,

because under the chemical changes of the body-interior,

—nervous exhaustion, heart-weakness, and circulatory
disturbances,—there occurs a weakening of the defensive
powers of the organism, in form of a diminished phago-
cytic activity and a lessened chemotactic power of the
cells, with a lowered production of bacteriolysins, anti-

toxins, agglutinins, opsonins, and so forth. Physical
over-exertion, of any kind, predisposes to the onset of
infections. The first results of a severe taxation of the
individual's strength consist in a lowering of the body-
metabolism, nervous exhaustion, weakening of the heart,

and impaired blood-formation. These conditions in their

turn restrict the forces through which the body defends
itselt, as stated above. The findings are based upon
numerous experiments on dogs, rabbits, and guinea-pigs.
(P. 84.)

La Riforma Medica, Vol. XXVIIL 1912. Alcuni
fenomieni che rafaticamento produce sul sangue
e nelle infezioni. [Some Phenomena produced by
Fatigue, on the Blood, and in Infections.] D. Scal-
FATI.

The author's investigations are exclusively restricted
to certain changes produced by fatigue, on the blood and
on the course of infections. Blood-examinations were ac-
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cordingly carried out in all the animals serving for the

experiments : Every other day, an equal quantity of an
emulsion of typhoid-bacillus-cultures was injected into

the marginal ear-vein of the animals (rabbits). Some
of these were fatigued every day, during altogether seven

days. . . . The other animals were allowed to remain
at rest. Bepeated examinations were made of the blood

of all the animals, fatigued or not, the blood of the

former being examined soon after the exercise. . . .

The coagulation-power of the blood was investigated

for the same purpose. The coagulability of the blood in

the fatigued animals was found to be considerably di-

minished. . . , The retarded coagulability in the

fatigued animals indicates a diminution of the body-
resistance. . .

It is a well-knowi. fact that the typhoid bacillus does

not rapidly develop in the blood of animals, after the

injection of a less than fatal dose. As a rule, in the

blood of the ordinary laboratory animals, such as rabbits

and guinea pigs, the typhoid bacillus is not found untD
after a relatively long time (five, six, eight days), pro-

vided these animals are kept under normal conditions of

food and rest. Such conditions favor the animals' re-

sistance against the various infections, whereas fatigue
(like other unfavorable factors, such as cold or hunger)
diminishes or prevents the production of these resistant

powers. The author found that typhoid-bacillus cultures

grew within 48 hours, in the blood derived from fatigued
animals, whereas cultures prepared with blood from rest-

ing animals remained sterile.

Fatigue was furthermore found to diminish the pro-

duction of the agglutinins in the blood serum of the ani-

mals. The phagocytic power of the blood serum of

fatigued animals is considerably diminished, as compared
to that of unfatigued animals.

These various results again confirm the modem
views, according to which in fatigue certain substances
are produced in the organism which must be regarded
as true toxins, since they possess all the properties of

toxins. Such harmful factors render the animals less
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resistant against infections, through the various changes

brought about in the properties of the blood. (P. 145.)

La Riforma Medica, No. 44, 1914. II valore delle heno-

tossine nei processi d'ifnmunita. [The Value of

The Kenotoxins in the Immunity-processes.'] V.
Palmulli.

Neuromuscular exertion is followed by a period of

fatigue, which is subjectively perceived as an inability

to make new efforts. We know that fatigue physiologi-

cally produces changes, in part well-defined, in the func-

tional capacity of practically all organs, systems, and
apparatus, such as the heart, the vessels, the blood, the

lungs, the nervous system, the kidneys, the suprarenals,

and so forth. Continued exertion exaggerates these

changes and lowers the power of resistance of the organ-

ism towards any kind of disease. It has been positively

shown, by numerous clinical observations, that great

fatigue is a predisposing cause, of no slight importance,
in the origin of disease. Especially in the infectious

diseases, fatigue represents a predisposing factor which
must not be left out of consideration.

Investigating the part played by the so-called keno-
toxins or fatigue-poisons, in the processes of immunity,
it was found, in personal experiments upon animals, that

the intravenous injection of such substances, from
fatigued animals, into dogs, led to a reduction in the

immune power of their blood serum. This reduction
manifests itself by a diminution of the agglutinating,

bacteriolytic, phagocytic, and opsonic powers of the
blood. The observations therefore suggest a delayed or
arrested production of protective and offensive sub-

stances, such as agglutinins, opsonins, bacteriolysins, in

the blood, during fatigue, which accordingly predisposes
to bacterial infection. The experiments were carried out
on dogs which had been infected with the endotoxins of
the typhoid bacillus and in addition were given subcu-
taneous or endovenous injections of kenotoxins, in pro-
gressive doses on three consecutive days (10-20-40 ccm).
The results undoubtedly showed that the injection of
kenotoxins causes a lowering of the various immunizing
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properties of the blood serum in these animals. In other

words, the outcome of these experiments very clearly

demonstrates the acquired inferiority of th^j animal or-

ganism towards infectious agents, in consequence of

muscular fatigue: The kenotoxins, being the specific

substances of fatigue, when injected into infected organ-
isms, give rise to the same changes as are caused by
physical strain. (P. 1205.)

Thirteenth International Congress of Hygiene and
Demography. Brussels, 1903. Vol. V., Sec. IV.
Dans quelle mesure peut-on, par des methodes
physiologiques , etudier la fatigue, ses modalites et

ses degres dans les diverses professions? Quels
sont les arguments que les sciences physiologiques
et medicates peuvent ou pourraient fairs valoir en
faveur de tel ou tel mode d' organisation du tra-

vail? [To what extent may fatigue resulting from
occupation he estimated by physiological methods,
and what arguments can medical and physiologi-

cal science present in favor of special methods of
industrial organization?] Dr. Zaccaria Treves,
University of Turin. Brussels, 1903.

One of Lagrange's chief services has been in being
one of the first to point out that the wastes due to exces-

sive consumption or the poisonous materials due to in-

sufficiently repaired muscular work, accumulate in the

body, and that this causes a greater predisposition and
a lowered resistance to disease, especially infectious

maladies. In especially grave cases this accumulation
may manifest its presence by a characteristic sympto-
matology. (P. 31.)

II Ramazzini. Giornale Italiano di Medicina Sociale.

Anno I. Fasc. 1. [Italian Journal of Social Medi-
cine. 7, 1. January, 1907.] Antagonismi igieni-

. co-economici. [The Conflict between Hygiene and
Industry.] Prof. A'ngelo Celli, Director of the
Institute of Experimental Hygiene at Rome.

Fatigue also predisposes to infectious diseases.
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Typhoid, for instance, is much more easily taken after

excessive and exhausting labor. It has even been proved

that the poison of fatigue predisposes to disease individ-

uals who might be able to resist infection under other

circumstances. (Pp. 36-37.)

II Ramazzini. Giornale Italiano di Medicina Sociale.

Anno I. Fasc. 12. {Italian Journal of Social Medi-
cine. I. 12, December, 1907.] Nuove ricerche e

nuove conquiste net campo delta patologia e dell'

igiene. [New Researches and Acquisitions in the

Pathology and Hygiene of Labor.] Dr. G. Y.
GiGLIOLI.

The influence of overfatigue in inducing predisposi-

tion to disease even in organisms capable of resisting in-

fection under more favorable circumstances has been
again demonstrated by Ronzani in some experiments
showing the diminution of bacteriocidal power exhibited

by the lungs of overfatigued animals or of those exposed
to other deteriorating conditions.

On the other hand, the part which fatigue plays in

bringing about morbid local conditions and in rendering
the organism more susceptible to the influence of the

poisons used in manufacture has not received as much
attention as the importance of the subject demands. The
fact of such increased susceptibility is confirmed by
many clinical observations, especially as regards toxic

neuroses. (P. 704.)

Archives de Physiologic Normale et Pathologic. No. 2,

1890. Contribution a I'Etude Experimentale du
Surmenage, Son Influence sur I'Infection. [Ex-
perimental Investigations of Over-exertion and its

Influence upon Infections.] Chabbin and Roger.

Over-exertion, in man, has been held responsible for
various more or less serious pathological manifestations,
without its being possible to state if we are here dealing
with an auto-intoxication through waste-products, or
with infections, favored by the bad condition of the
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organism. Fatigue apparently diminishes the resistance

against microbic diseases, for it is known to favor their

development and to aggravate their course. The exact

part played by over-exertion in this connection is not

easily determined, however. When armies in the field,

for example, are decimated by infectious diseases, as is

often the case, the excessive work done by the soldiers

is not the only possible etiological factor, for it is also

necessary to keep in mind the part played by emotions,

deprivation, poor hygienic conditions in general, and so

forth.

In order to study the influence of fatigue upon the

development of infectious diseases, 36 white rats were
inoculated with anthrax germs. Of this number, 15 rats

served as controls (i.e., standards for observation), 21

rats were fatigued after the inoculation, being kept mov-
ing on three consecutive days ; those which had not died

by the end of this time were left alone. . . . All the

rats were inoculated at the same point, under the skin of

the flank. The outcome was that the general fatigue of

the inoculated animals greatly favored the development
and generalization of the infections: The hard-worked
animals always died before those which were left at rest

;

sometimes they succumbed to the disease, whereas the
latter resisted it. (P. 841.)

La Semaine Medicate, No. 4. 1890. La Fatigue et les

Maladies microhiennes. {Fatigue and Microhic
Diseases.) Chaekin and Eoger.

In order to ascertain the influence of bodily exertions
upon the development of microbic disease, animal ex-
periments were made, in such a way that the animals'
were caused to run for a certain length of time in a sort
of treadmill wheel. White rats were found the most
suitable subjects. Dogs and cats were not desirable for
these experiments, on account of their immunity against
various micro-organisms. White rats tolerated this

exercise for seven hours daily, during which time they
travelled a distance of 15 kilometers in their cage.
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In the first set of experiments, weak anthrax cultures

were employed for the infections. Four rats which re-

ceived twelve drops of anthrax virus, but which were
allowed to rest afterwards, remained alive ; of eight other
rats, which were inoculated in the same manner and were
made to run in the treadmill afterwards, only one rat

survived; the seven remaining animals died within one
to three days. Next in order, experiments were carried
out with virulent anthrax cultures. Of the eleven inocu-
lated rats, five animals which were left at rest in their

cage after the inoculation, resisted the infection ; whereas
the six other rats, which were made to run in the tread-
mill after the inoculation, died in 24 to 30 hours. The
local manifestations of the disease in these animals were
slight, or altogether absent, but the liver and spleen were
found to be full of anthrax bacilli. Guinea-pigs which
were inoculated with small pieces of these organs from
the infected rats, promptly died. . (P. 29.)

Bulletin de V Inspection du Travail. Fasc. 1-2. Min-
istere du Commerce, de VIndustrie, des Postes, et

des Telegraphes. Travaux originaux des Inspec-
teiirs. [Bulletin of the Labor Department. Leaf-
lets, 1-2. Original Contributions of the Inspec-
tors.] Le Repos Hebdomadaire. [The Weekly
Rest Day.] M. de Las Casas. Paris, Imprimerie
Nationale, 1907.

Physicians and hygienists declare that the man who
does not rest sins against his own health ; that he is guilty
of slow suicide and shortens appreciably the years of life

that nature meant him to have. Doctors say, too, that
the man who works but does not rest, is more susceptible
than others to the epidemic diseases which are prevalent
in industrial centres, and they add, finally, that such a
man, if he is actually attacked by such maladies, offers

less resistance to them and is more likely to succumb.
(P. 146.)
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Eighth International Congress of Hygiene and Demo-
graphy. Budapest, September, 1894. Vol. Ill, Sec.

IV. tyher den Einfliiss der Arheitszeit auf die

Geswndheit der Arheiter im Allgemeinen. {The
Influence of Working Hours on the Health of

. Workers in General.] Dr. Emil Both, Potsdam.
Budapest, 1895.

All overwork—no matter whether it is such hy reason

of its severity or excessive degree of exertion or of its

continuance beyond the normal length of time—may
either cause illness: (1) Directly; as shown by bad
effects on the digestion or the circulation. This results

in a general disturbance of nutrition with consequent
impairment of function or disease of individual organs.

Or (2) indirectly, in depressing the normal power of

resistance of the tissues, and thus favoring the invasion

of infectious bacteria. The lowered resisting power in-

creases predisposition to disease. (P. 94.)

Handbuch der Arbeiterivohlfahrt. Bd. II. [Handbook
of the General Welfare of the Working Glasses.

Vol. II.] Edited by Dr. Otto Dammer. Arbeiter-
schutz. [Injuries of Occupation.] Dr. Ascher.
Stuttgart, Enke, 1903.

Such overworked individuals are not only completely
incapable of obeying the laws of hygiene, they are also,

on account of their lowered resistance to every form of

disease, especially the infectious forms, a standing men-
ace to society, a menace which is also serious in regard
to sexual diseases both as to their immediate and remote
environment. . . .

The diminution of working time is a measure of self-

protection demanded by the state. The fear of lessened
production under shorter hours has, moreover, never
been realized, hence this argument is without force. (P.

79.)
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C. FATIGUE AND NERVOUS DISEASES.

Overfatigue from excessive working hours not only

renders overtaxed workers susceptible to general and in-

fectious diseases, it predisposes them effectually to more

subtle nervous disorders, especially neurasthenia in its

various forms.

Neurasthenia and other nervous diseases are due to

overstrain of the nervous system. Since the central

nervous system regulates all the vital functions, nervous

exhaustion or neurasthenia may affect all organs and

functions of the body.

Intense and long lasting fatigue is a characteristic of

the disease. Disorders of the heart, circulation, the

special senses and the digestive apparatus are common

symptoms.

Nervous exhaustion, considered until recently a dis-

order of brain workers and the well-to-do solely, has been

found by physicians and physiologists to be alarmingly

prevalent among industrial workers, subject to the strain

of overlong hours. Overexertion from excessive work,

combined with the strain of continuing at work after

fatigue has set in, constitutes an important factor in

bringing on such nervous derangements, which exhibit

among working people exactly the same clinical appear-

ance as among other classes of society.

American Labor Legislation Review. Jan. 1911. Neuras-
thenia among Garment Workers. Sidney I.

Schwab, St. Louis University.

In the private practice of neurology where the aver-

age physical surroundings are good, where various trades
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are represented, and in which factory workers are very

much in minority, the diagnosis of neurasthenia is jus-

tified in only about five per cent, of cases. In the Grand
Avenue Dispensary, in which the patients are largely

laborers, foundry workers, workers in the metal trades

and various out-of-door businesses, neurasthenia is com-

paratively rare. In the Jewish Dispensary, on the other

hand, where from 40 to 60 per cent, are factory hands in

the garment trades, it is the most common neurological

diagnosis made. The total percentage of this diagnosis

can easily reach from 25 to 30 per cent. Now this dis-

crepancy is sufficiently startling to warrant an inquiry,

directed towards the discovery of the factors which are

found among garment workers particularly, to explain

so marked a prevalence of neurasthenia in that occupa-

tion. (P. 29.)

Work in factories which produce garments is not con-

tinuous, but is planned to meet exigencies of fashion and
season. This means that at stated periods of the year
work must necessarily be rushed to completion. During
such periods the worker is compelled to work overtime,

and at the highest possible productive capacity. Such a

period of intense exertion is followed by a great slacken-

ing of work, during which the factory force is cut down
sometimes to a minimum proportion. The economic ef-

fects of being out of work, or working at what, from the

individual worker's point of view, is an economic loss,

invalidates whatever value there might come from the

cessation of lessening of labor. This brings up naturally
the insecure tenure of labor among this class of workers.
The anxiety incident to loss of the accustomed wage, the
doubt as to the permanence of position, the irregularity

of work, all tend to increase the load which the worker
must carry. (Pp. 31-2) ...

American Labor Legislation Review. June, 1912. Occu-
pational Nervous and Mental Diseases. Chaeles
L. Dana, Cornell University Medical College.

Take a man or woman and make him or her do a dex-
terous piece of work over and over again during long
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hours and under a nervous strain. Underfeed a little,

shorten or disturb the sleep, and you can produce neural-

gia or neuritis or a cramp within from two or three

months. Take a person who has not a very stable ner-

vous system and put him at work for long hours, at

tasks of concentration or skill. Let him have no real

recreation and not quite enough restful sleep and you can
produce a mental trouble of at least a minor type.

Those who work on a certain tension, like mill opera-
tives in charge of machinery, engineers, etc., and those
who work always with a strain and effort to finish a cer-

tain fixed amount in a fixed time, get nervous or mental
troubles unless they have periods of real recreation. Real
play is needed for hard, tense work. For the ordinary
worker it is not so important. Scientific management
therefore, which speeds up the human machine, must give
it longer rest and an absolute change of nervous and
mental interest. (Pp. 221-222.)

Umted States Public Health Service. Public Health Bul-
letin No. 71. May, 1915. Studies in Vocational
Diseases. I. The Health of Garment Workers. J.

W. ScHERESCHEwsKY, Surgcon U. S. Public Health
Service.

While it is self-evident that the health of workers and
the hygienic conditions under which industries are carried

on have always been of fundamental importance to so-

ciety, it is only within the past decade or so, in this coun-
try at least, that these questions have begun to receive

their merited recognition as a part of the general
problem of safeguarding the public health. In the past
the true correlation of conditions affecting the health
of workers to those affecting the public welfare has been
misapprehended in that questions involving the hygiene
of industries have been treated more or less as separate
and accidental branches of sanitary science, constituting

a field entirely apart from that of the study of general
hygienic conditions. Fortunately, however, the old view-
point is being rapidly replaced by the concept that, far
from constituting a separate field of their own, the
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hygienic conditions in industries must be considered as

forming a part of the general field of public-health work.

(P. 13.)

Attention has been called by Schwab to the high rate

of prevalence of neurasthenia among garment workers.

Data upon this point are therefore of interest. Among
3,086 individuals there were 239 cases of nervous affec-

tions, of which 207 were in males and 32 in females, a
rate of prevalence for each sex of approximately 10 per
cent, and 3.2 per cent, respectively. (P. 78.)

There was a considerably large number who pre-

sented no definite condition which could be diagnosed,

but gave a strong impression of being predisposed to

neuropathic affections. Of the nervous affections en-

countered neurasthenia was by far the most prevalent, 89
male workers presenting well-marked clinical pictures

of neurasthenia. (P. 79.)

There are two factors, generally speaking, which tend
to cause overstrain among pieceworkers in the garment
trades, hence especially operative for operators and fin-

ishers. First, the temptation to overspeed for the pur-
pose of earning high wages when work is brisk, followed
by a period of inactivity in the slack season, during which
time is afforded for introspection, consideration of the
future, worry as to whether work will be forthcoming
during the next season, depression t)ver the present bad
season, and similar concepts. (P. 79.)

Next to neurasthenic and psychasthenic conditions,
the condition about to be described, for want of a better
term, under the name of "occupational" pains, seemed
the most common nervous affection observed. These were
present in 2.73 per cent, of the workers examined. . . .

No physical signs could be found, in most cases, to ac-
count for these pains. (P. 80.)

Nervous affections, particularly neurasthenia, are
common among garment workers, especially males. Piece-
workers are mainly affected. The element in the garment
trades thought to be particularly active as an etiological
factor, consists in the characteristic fluctuation in sea-
sonal activity of the industry. This fluctuation seems to
be operative in the following way: During the busy sea-
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son pieceworkers overdrive themselves in order to earn

a high wage to provide for themselves and their fam-
ilies during the dull season. When this sets in a reaction

takes place, feverish energy being replaced by introspec-

tion, forbodings over the future, and similar painful

mental states known to favor the genesis of neuroses.

(P. 100.)

Eighth Report of the Henry Phipps Institute for the

Study, Treatment and Prevention of Tuberculosis.

Factors Affecting the Health of Garment Workers.
W. E. M. Landis, M. D., Director of the Clinical

and Sociological Departments, and Janice S.

Reed, Research Assistant in Sociology. Philadel-

phia, Henry Phipps Institute, 1915,

Evidences of -Fatigue as Shown in Hospital and Dispen-
sary Records.

In addition to ailments which seemed to be attributable

to the trade itself, it was found that muscular strain

was complained of by 78 of the 402 males, and 47 of the
341 females intensively studied. Headache was noted
among 43 of the males and 95 of the females.

The hospital records, already alluded to in a previous
part of the report, also revealed some interesting data
relating to fatigue. The condition most frequently en-
countered was neurasthenia. After giving due allow-

ance to the laxity which prevails in the use of this term,
and the large percentage of Jews represented among the
patients, it is a reasonable supposition that in a great
many instances the diagnosis was correct, if the term
neurasthenia can be used to imply nervous exhaustion.
The condition was noted as having occurred in 147 of
916 males (16.2%) and in 90 of 236 females (38.2%).
It is more than likely that among those who complain,
from time to time, of muscular strain, headache, etc.,

while at work, the condition in many instances develops
into nervous exhaustion sufficiently marked to be desig-

nated neurasthenia. It is claimed by some that an occu-
pational neurasthenia is not of infrequent occurrence, and
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that the nervous exhaustion can usually be shown to lie

due to some trade process. In many instances either
' the trade process itself predisposes to fatigue, or the con-

ditions under which the work is done contribute largely

to that end.

In some cases the muscular strain either becomes
chronic, or the pain becomes sufficiently severe to cause

the worker to seek relief. Among the hospital cases

studied, 40, or 4.4% of the males, 8, or 3.4% of the females,

were designated as suffering from myalgia. In addition,

41, or 4.5% of the males, and 8, or 3.4% of the females,

had chronic muscular rheumatism. While the latter term
should not be used, it is often employed to indicate pain-

ful affections presumably muscular in origin.

In addition to the affections noted above, the hospital

records showed that among the 916 males, 52, or 5.7%,
suffered from neuritis or occupational neuroses; among
the 236 females 4, or 1.7%, were so designated. While
the majority of the cases were diagnosticated as having
neuritis, it is more than likely that in most instances

they had an occupational neurosis rather than true neur-

itis. Among the 52 instances encountered among tlie

males, it is interesting to note that just one-half were
pressers. If in each case the exact trade process had
been indicated rather than the use of the general term
** tailor," it is quite probable that the number of pressers
would have been even greater. It will be recalled that
in the table showing the relation between fatigue and
the trade process, the pressers were most subject to that
condition. Evidently in not a few instances the fatigue
of certain muscle groups becomes sufficiently marked to

constitute a true occupational neurosis.

In considering the relation of tuberculosis to the trade
we considered in detail the various factors which might
contribute to the condition. This analysis showed that
the morbidity rate of tuberculosis was dependent on two
general conditions:

(1) The conditions under which the trade is operated,
plus the working environment, and

(2) The home environment and the general habits of
the worker.
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These two factors also determine to a great extent the
occurrence of fatigue. (Pp. 91-92.)

Diseases of Occupation and Vocational Hygiene. Edited
by GrEORGE M. KoBER, M. D., Professor of Hygiene,
Georgetown University, and William C. Hanson,
M. D., Massachusetts State Board of Health. P.
Blakiston's Son S Co., Philadelphia, 1916. Fatigue
and Occupation. Frederic S. Lee. New York.

Outside the realm of infections, fatigue as a causative
factor in disease is perhaps most obvious in neurasthenia.
The most common single precedent of this form of neu-
rosis is excessive activity of the nervous system. Con-
tinued muscular fatigue, if it is without accompanying
excessive excitation of the nervous system, probably can-

not induce neurasthenia; the nervous system is the pri-

mary seat of the preceding fatigue process. There are,

of course, many contributing causes, but overwork, over-

pressure, overstrain are the unavoidable precedent of

the nervous breakdown. (P. 256.)

Fatigue and Health of Industrial Workers.—One of

the most striking evidences of the existence of fatigue

and its seriousness in industrial work is found in a con-

sideration of the health of workers. Here we must dis-

tinguish between localized and general affections. Local-
ized affections comprise those in which one part of the
body, such as a group of muscles with their nervous con-

nections, is overstrained by long-continued use. Here
are to be grouped the fatigue neuroses, such as writers'

cramp, telegraphers' cramp, and the various other spas-

modic muscular conditions that occur in violin and piano
players, seamstresses, shoemakers, hammermen, and
others, as well as miners' nystagmus and the professional
torticollis of tailors and cobblers. The seat of these
pathological conditions is probably the central nervous
system; they have, however, not yet been critically

analyzed sufficiently from the physiological standpoint,

and their real nature is therefore unknown. The ascrip-

tion to fatigue as the causative agent of the more
general diseases from which industrial workers suffer
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is not so clear as with the localized affections. It

is doubtful, for example, whether the proneness of

locomotive engineers to diabetes is rightly to be at-

tributed, as has been done, to the nervous strain of

their work. With nervous disorders and especially

neurasthenia, however, the connection seems quite

evident. There can be no question that this state

of chronic generalized fatigue, which has usually been
supposed to be peculiar to professional men, men of large

affairs and the wealthy unemployed, is often directly tlie

sequel of the cumulative fatigue of the long-continued,

monotonous, wearing labor of industrial workers. There
is a general consensus of opinion among those best fitted

to know that in recent years there has been a marked
increase of neurasthenia among working people, and that

this is due largely to the overstrain of their occupations.
(P. 258.)

Ibid. Etiology and Prophylaxis of Occupational Dis-
eases. George M. Kober, Washington, D. C.

Neurasthenia is by no means confined to mental work-
ers. Of 285 cases treated by Petren, 189 belonged to the
laboring and agricultural classes. It is true that certain
occupations involving exposure to industrial poisons,
such as coal gas, carbon disulphide, lead and manganese,
predispose to this disease, as do also occupations involv-
ing exposure to excessive heat, light and noise. But when
we see an increase all along the line of industrial work-
ers, affecting, according to Schwab, about one-fourth of
the garment workers in St. Louis, it is evident that the
foundation is chiefly laid in the "speeding up system,"
which has also invaded Europe. (P. 448.)
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Thirteenth Congress of Hygiene and Demography.
Brussels, 1903. Vol. V, Sec. IV. Dans quelle

mesure peut-on par des methodes physiologiques,

etudier la fatigue, ses modalites et ses degres dans
les diverses professions? Quels sont les argu-

ments que les sciences physiologiques et medicates

peuvent ou pourraient faire valoir en faveur de
tel ou tel mode d'organisation du travail? [To
ivhat extent may fatigue resulting from occupa-

tion he estimated by physiological metJiods, and
what arguments can ^nedical and physiological

science present in favor of special methods of in-

dustrial organization?] Dr. Zaccaria Treves,

University of Turin.

PLysieians have long insisted that neurasthenia, once

supposed to be exclusively characteristic of intellectual

over-exertion, is extending widely among workers whose
labor is mechanical and material. (P. 36.)

Fourteenth International Congress of Hygiene and De-
mography. Berlin, 1907. Vol. II, Sec. IV. Ermii-
dung durch Berufsarheit. [Fatigue as a Result of
Occupation.'] Dr. Zaccaria Treves, Turin. Berlin,

Hirschwald, 1908.

Does what physicians call ''exhaustion" (surmen-
age) really exist in the working population? This ques-

tion, which was not thought of in the earliest studies of

neurasthenia, since neurasthenic conditions were sup-

posed to be ailments of the liberal professions and those
engaged in intense intellectual application exclusively,

has to-day been answered by the medical profession in

the affirmative; the daily observation of workers in hos-
pital and dispensary has led to this conclusion. Above
all, what has led us to it is that the observation of well-

established morbid conditions, the study of their etiology
and course, has disclosed among workers who might
easily pass for normal a variety of circumstances favor-
able to the invasion of these maladies and to general
morbidity; circumstances, all of which are ultimately
linked with the problem of fatigue.
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From this knowledge have proceeded all the efforts

made by hygienists to ameliorate the general conditions

of existence in and out of the factory, to plan for insur-

ance, etc. ... to shorten hours of labor, to limit the

work of women and, above all, of children.

Thence have resulted all those ameliorations which,

as proved by statistics, have had substantial results for

good. To-day, in fact, we possess, in the practical field

of industrial enterprise, extensive proofs that it is pos-

sible to introduce along with technical improvements a

more logical organization of hours and wages, which
allows a certain improvement of the physical, moral,
economic, and mental conditions of the worker, or, in

other words, an increase of his productive capacity, and
the output of industry. (Pp. 626-627.)

We will endeavor to decide in accordance with the

laws of voluntary work, what are the physiological
sources of overstrain. Acute as well as chronic fatigue

cannot be gauged solely by the output of workers. I
agree (with a previous speaker) that one is not struck by
signs of overfatigue or exhaustion among workers in

shops and factories, and that such workers do not reach
such a point that they absolutely' cannot control their mo-
tions or concentrate their attention—excepting those in

certain lines of work which demand very rapid motions.
. . . But it must be recalled, from the physiological
standpoint, that the production of voluntary work,
whether mental or manual, follows a curve essentially

different from the curve of organic fatigue. . . . The
oscillations of the will (urging on a fatigued workman)
varying with the interest which work inspires, have the
effect of intensifying application and minimizing the
sensation of effort, thus concealing fatigue. I believe
that these volitional curves—oscillations of the will

—

which have to-day a more definite significance than for-

merly in experimental psychology, constitute in their
entirety the complete psychic personality of the individ-
ual and the reason for different capacities of production
and of resistance. In the exaltation or the depression of
this personality, with resultant changes in the organs,
and the subjective ills which warn the individual of these
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organic changes, is found the complete picture of over-

strain ; that is to say, of work done in a state of exertion
where there is a more or less marked and persistent dis-

proportion between the usefulness of the work in itself

and in the worker's estimate, on the one hand; and the
amount of energy and will power expended on it, on the

other hand. When, however, in the industrial field, such
a degree of fatigue is reached that the workers can ap-
preciate it by a difference in output, it cannot be con-

cluded that they have the power of instinctive self-pro-

tection to guard against the premonitory onset of fa-

tigue; that depends, obviously, on the conditions of the
contract of labor. As a physiologist, I believe that even
if these fatigued workers produce less, this production,
diminished as it is, costs the workers more dear than
their previous labor; the more so because a moderate
degree of fatigue has the effect, with many persons, of a
general stimulus of the nervous factors involved in work.
Here we have indeed the crux of the whole question. If
the physical cost of the long hours and overstrain which
characterize unintelligent industrial organizations were
directly and proportionately evident, both in the sensa-

tion of fatigue and in the output of the industry indi-

vidual and collective, the problem of fatigue, as a result

of industrial labor, would in my opinion have been solved
long ago, instead of being obscured by the illusory pro-
fits of long hours and insufficient wages. (Pp. 629-630.)

Proceedings of the First International Convention on
Industrial Diseases. Milan, 1906. Frenastenia e
delinquenza in rapporto a taluni ordinamenti del

lavoro. [Imbecility and Criminality in Relation
to Certain Forms of Labor.] Prop. Crisapulli.

Mental fatigue with its two fundamental factors (ex-

cess of work and of excitation ; insufficiency of rest and of

recuperation) contributes largely to the pathogenesis of

nervous industrial diseases.

Excess of work (overwork) surrounds the nervous
cellular tissue with the products of disintegration accen-

tuating the auto-poisoning phenomena and, with them,
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the functional exhaustion and insufficient reintegration of

the nerve cells : in such a condition the whole metabolism
changes, with evil consequences to the entire nervous
organization especially because the gray matter of the

nerve centres '4n the physiological state has a most
active material metabolism. " (Luciani.) (P. 151.)

II Ramazzini. Giornale Italiano di Medicma SociaXe.

Anno I-Fasc. 1. {Italian Journal of Social Medi-
cine, I. 1. January, 1907.] Antagonismi igienico-

economici. [The Conflict between Hygiene and In-
dustry.] Prof. Angelo Celli, Member Of Parlia-
ment, Director of the Institute of Experimental
Hygiene at Rome.

In normal work, an equal balance between assimila-

tion and elimination is maintained in the muscular sys-

tem. When this limit is passed fatigue results. Fatigue
develops an actual and active poison, and its influence is

manifest not only in the muscular system, but in the
respiratory, circulatory and nervous system. Excessive
labor may lead to neurasthenia. It is to be noted that
the result may follow excessive muscular labor, as well as
intellectual effort. The nervous system is more slowly
influenced by fatigue, which increases the danger of neu-
rasthenia. In many cases indeed the effects harmful to
the muscular system are combined with those affecting
the nervous system when the gravest results follow.
Many trades lead to muscular and nervous exhaustion^
which is in fact one of the most serious evils of our civil-

ization. (P. 36.)

II Ramazzini. Giornale Italiano di Medicina Sociale.
Anno I-Fasc. 12. [Italian Journal of Social Medi-
cine, 1-12, December, 1907.] Nuovo ricerche e

nuove conquiste nel campo delta patologia e dell'

Igiene. [New Researches and Acquisitions in the
Pathology and Hygiene of Labor.] Dr. Gt. Y.
GrIGLIOLI.

In a critical study of the first International Congress
on the Diseases of Labor, I have described the evolution
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of the medical study of health conditions as they concern

the wage-earning classes. I attempted to show how the

first vague Ramazzinian conception of trade diseases has
developed into the wider and more definite theory of the

pathology of labor. This most important division of

social medicine has developed in a very short time into a

well organized and distinct study. It is not, nor does it

tend to become, what is popularly called a "specialty,"

but it has the dignity of being considered the most modern
branch of medical study, and has its ardent expounders,
clinics, laboratories and students.

It is a very modern development, stimulated by the

most recent scientific researches and acquisitions in hy-
giene, economics and politics. Through it, new methods
of study have developed, by which not only the typical
' * diseases of labor, '

' but all the factors which bear upon
the health conditions of wage earners are estimated and
studied clinically and experimentally.

. . . Modem pathology thus unites studies of fatigue

and nutrition with the most recent theories of predispo-
sition to infection induced in fomierly healthy organisms.
It reconciles the very latest theories of neuro-pathology
with the latest ideas about the neurasthenics of labor.

While it does not attempt to invade the other branches
of medicine, it does draw from them facts and data with
which to reinforce its own postulates on social economic
matters. This most modern development may appear
to some too vague and general, to others too restricted,

but it is certainly gaining ground and growing continu-
ally more complete and definite.

There have been many valuable contributions to the
pathology and hygiene of labor of an experimental,
clinical and legislative nature in the last few months.
(Pp. 699-700.)
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Eighth' International Congress of Hygiene and Demo-
graphy, Budapest, 1894. Der Physische Riickgang

der Bevolkerung in den modernen Culturstaaten

mit hesonderer Riicksicht auf esterreich-Ungarn.

[The Physical Degeneration of the Population in

Modern Civilized Countries with Particular Refer-

ence to Austria-Hungary.'] De. Julius Donath,
University of Budapest. Budapest, 1896.

Nerve specialists and alienists can no- longer avoid

the admission that the enhanced struggle for existence

in modem society, the pursuit of wealth and pleasure

in the higher strata of society, and overwork, depriva-

tion and the increasing uncertainty of life itself in the

lower, conduce to the weakening and ruin of the nervous
system, and powerfully advance the spread of neuras-

thenia, hysteria, the desire for stimulants and opiates

(alcohol, morphine, cocaine, etc.), with all the serious

disorders resulting from them for the present genera-
tion and for posterity as well. (P. 607.)

Vher die Wachsende Nervosiidt Unserer Zeit. [The In-

crease of Nervousness in our Times.] Dr. Wilt
HELM Erb, Professor of. Medicine, Heidelberg Uni-
versity. Heidelberg, Koester, 1894.

The neurasthenic may appear at first to be as capable
as a healthy person, but he wearies quickly, is easily ex-

hausted, and cannot shake off his fatigue ; moreover, he
is unduly susceptible to all stimuli, and this in turn reacts
unfavorably upon his fatigue and capacity for exhaustion.

Thus it is quite relevant ... to compare neurasthenia
with fatigue and to define it as a pathological excess and
fixity of fatigue. (Page 11.)

Heightened irritability, then, on the one hand, and
great weakness, fatigue, and tendency to exhaustion, with
the resultant loss of efficiency, on the other, make up the
picture of neurasthenia.

These conditions may affect every part of the ner-
vous system—brain, mind and spirit, organs of sense,
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spinal cord and sympathetic nerves, circulatory, digestive

and generative organs—in short, the entire body ; but as

they are by no means of identical extent in all organs,

there results the inexhaustible variety of symptoms of

neurasthenia. (P. 11.)

Without a doubt, one of the most important funda-
mental requirements of health is found in the correct al-

ternations of work and rest. (Pp. 28-29.)

Die Pathologic v/nd Therapie der Neurasthenie. [Pa-
thology and Therapeutics of Neurasthenia.] Dr.
Otto Binswanger, Professor of Psychiatry and
Director of the Psychiatric Hospital at Jena. Jena,
Fischer, 1896.

(For the comprehension of neurasthenia) we must first

clearly define a process which absolutely controls the

pathogenesis of neurasthenia. This is fatigue, which,

under pathological conditions, may be characterized by
the terms "chronic fatigue" (Dauerermiidung) and ex-

haustion. . . .

There will be complete reparation of the state of over-

fatigue which has not gone beyond physiological limits,

while complete reparation or compensation for chronic
fatigue can only be attained with difiiculty after long
periods of recuperation or, in many cases, it can never be
fully attained. (P. 20.)

If exertions are demanded of the chronically fatigued
person which bear no relation to his remaining supply of

energy, a condition finally comes on in which the func-

tional mechanism involved absolutely refuses to work.
This condition we call exhaustion. It may be only transi-

tory, or may remain fixed for a long time. (P. 21.)

Pathological conditions of activity of the nervous sys-

tem rest upon disturbances of the molecular mechanism
which are capable of injuring, either temporarily or per-
manently, the legitimate play of forces—the physiological
ecjuilibrium between synthetic processes and those of
oxidation. (P. 23.)
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Diseases of the Nervous System. H. Oppenheim, M. D.,

University of Berlin. Authorized translation by
Edward E. Mayer, A. M., M. D. Philadelphia and
London, J. B. Lippincott Company, 1900.

Neurasthenia, or Nervous Exhaustion, is a very com-
mon disease today, especially in the large cities. Even
though it may have occurred at all times (and had been
known for a long time as nervousness), it has without

doubt increased in extent in the last years by the extra

demands that have been made on man in his struggle for

existence and in his social life. (P. 703.)

Symptomatology.—The chief symptom of neuras-
thenia is the irritable weakness,

—

i. e., the abnormal ex-

citability accompanied by exhaustion, the latter being pre-

dominant. The patient is irritable and easily excited ; but
the excitement, whether pleasurable or otherwise, soon
leads to exhaustion, producing and leaving a feeling of
weakness and apathy. (P. 704.)

Fatigue, however, easily results, his ability for work
is markedly abridged, and the least exertion exhausts
him. The intensity and duration of this fatigue are char-
acteristic. It may be so marked that all mental work is

rendered impossible. Occasionally the ability to conduct
visual memory pictures to the brain, to remember the ap-
pearance of a certain person, place or object, is greatly
impaired. (P. 705.)

Disorders of the special senses are also found and
likewise bear the marks of increased sensitiveness and
exhaustion. The eye and ear are particularly often af-
fected. Seeing stars or spots (mouches volantes), a mist
before the eyes, fatigue in reading (''the letters seem to
swim or run together or dance before the eyes"), in-
creased sensitiveness to noises, buzzing in the ears, ring-
ing, whistling, or murmuring in front of the ears, etc.,

are frequent and painful and stubborn disorders. (P.
706.)

Many of the "asthenopic disorders"—especially the
onset of fatigue of the sight—are probably to a great ex-
tent due to an increased exhaustion of the muscles of ac-
commodation and of the recti intenii. Sight and hearing
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are not weakened, and an opthalmoscopic examination

never reveals any disease of the optic nerves. A moder-
ate contraction of the visual field is also occasionally ob-

served in cases of pure neurasthenia. A neurotic im-

pairment of hearing may likewise be combined with it.

(P. 707.)

Of the motor disorders, the common symptoms are

weakness (not paralysis), tremor, and slight fatigue. (P.

707.)

The vasomotor disorders deserve special attention,

being found in many patients. . . . The disturbances of

the heart are closely allied to these vasomotor disorders.

They may be subjective or objective. Palpitation of the

heart is an important subjective symptom. . . . Accelera-

tion of the heart may also be recognized objectively.

(P. 709.)

Digestive Disorders.—These are prominent symptoms.
Nervous dyspepsia is not an independent disease, but one
of the most frequent forms in which neurasthenia ex-

presses itself. (P. 712.)

Zeitschrift fur pddagogische Psychologie, Pathologie
und Hygiene. IV. Der Einfluss des Grossstddtisch-

en Lebens und des VerJcehrs auf das Nerven-

system. {The Influence of the Life and Rush of
Great Cities on the Nervous System.] Albert
Moll. Berlin, 1902.

Nervous diseases are not unknown among laborers

and all those whose work is with their muscles; indeed,

they occur here more frequently than is often supposed.
It is to be remembered that the nervous system shares
in every act of muscular exertion—muscles cannot act

without nerves. As, however, the ordinary day laborer
does not make as intensive or as strenuous a demand
upon his nervous system as does the brain worker, the

more frequent occurrence of nervous diseases among the

latter is readily explainable. Ordinary working men are
rendered more liable to nervous disorders by being
exposed to definite conditions which are harmful to the
nervous system, and long hours of work must be placed
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in this category because, as weariness becomes more
pronounced, the nervous effort induced by the will power
must be constantly greater in order to overcome or

resist fatigue.

Numerous cases of neurasthenia may be observed
among the workers in home industries, either in town or

country.
In general, many cases come under observation where

sleep has been insufficient, or, by nature of the occupa-

tion, irregular, as with waiters and railroad men. And
also, as Mobins has correctly pointed out and empha-
sized, those workers are especially liable to nervous
disease whose tasks require an excessive precision, ex-

cessive attention to fine details, this making exhausting
demands upon the nervous centres. (P. 127.)

Vber die Ursachen der Neurasthenie und Hysterie bei

Arheitern. [The Causes of Neurasthenia and
Hysteria among Working People.'] Paul Schon-
HAi^. A study of 200 Cases in the Workingman's
Sanitariwn at Schonoiv Zehlendorf. Berlin, 1906.

The opinion that nervous affections resulting from
mental overstrain are confined to the well-to-do classes

has long been disproved by practical experience. It was,
however, for a long time, not easy to bring ample proofs
that the lower working classes shared to a considerable
extent in the distribution of nervous diseases, because
such data lay solely in the hands of private practitioners
or hospitals. The State compulsory insurance has now
given the needed opportunity. (Pp. 5-6.)

Amtliche Mittheilungen aus den Jahres-Berichten der
Gewerhe-Aufsichtshemnten. XXII. 1897. [Offi-
cial Information from Reports of the (German)
Factory Inspectors.] Berlin, Bruer, 1898.

Hours of work in the industrial establishments of
Reuss i. L. are, on an average, 111/2. Nervous diseases
and lung diseases are stated to be the results of occupa-
tion. The same diseases have been observed bv the offi-
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cers of the sickness insurance department in Chemnitz
to be the consequences of the long hours (amounting to

13) of the mill hands; in this connection a workman said

that the prolonged hours of work were senseless, when
one considered the inevitable destruction of strength.

The establishment of a maximum day was a mandate of

hygiene. (P. 242.)

Nerurologisches Centralblatt, No. 5, 1915. Uber Poly-
neuritis, als Begleiterscheinung nervoser Erschop-
fungszustdnde im Kriege. [Polyneuritis, as an as-

sociated phenomenon of nervous exhaustion, in

warfare.] Mann.

Great physical exertions, and psychic emotions, were
followed by a state of grave exhaustion, which presented
the typical picture of neurasthenia: Loss of body
weight; bodily and mental fatiguability ; insomnia; a

sensation of functional incapacity; psychic depressionai
headache, and similar disturbances. Objective examina-
tion yielded the usual trifling findings, in neurasthenic
cases, in form of lively reflexes, slight tremors, fluttering

eyelids, rapid irregular pulse, a certain degree of psychic
inhibition and retardation. The essential feature in

these cases was represented by a more or less extensive
polyneuritis, involving different nerve areas. These
polyneuritic symptoms were purely sensory in character,

whereas symptoms of motor paralysis were altogether
absent. The general exhaustion, the impairment of the
entire constitution, through over-exertion and depriva-
tions incident to the war, here apparently acted in two
directions ; namely, in the determination of neurasthenia,
on the one hand, and of damage to peripheral nerves, on
the other. (P. 150.)
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Insurance Societies.

The close causal relation between overfatigue and

nervous diseases is illustrated by the statistics of foreign

sickness insurance societies. Close medical observation

of working people receiving state treatment or sick pay

in Germany has shown that nervous diseases have in-

creased markedly alarmingly among them. Medical

study of individuals shows further that among the causes

of nervous breakdown the most effective is precisely the

strain of industrial occupations, characterized, as they

are, by speed and monotony of repetition. The preval-

ence of neurasthenia and nervous disorders is so wide-

spread that they are designated by physicians abroad as

modern occupation diseases. Curtailment of excessive

working hours is declared a physiological necessity.

Since speed and specialization are admittedly greater

in American industry than in any other, it is certain that

medical observation of working people in this country

must disclose an even greater prevalence of nervous

exhaustion.

Vber die Wachsende Nervositdt Unserer Zeit. [The In-
crease of Nervousness in our Times.'] Dr. Wil-
HELM Erb, Heidelberg University. Heidelberg,
Koester, 1894.

In all grades of society . . . among the poor and
wretched, also, neurasthenia is clearly a more wide-
spread evil than formerly. It is to be found in shocking
frequency not only among educated men, officials . . .

railroad and telegraph employers . . . but also

among factory workers, sewing women, etc. (P. 15.)
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It only needs a superficial survey to teach us that

everything which overstrains, fatigues, and exhausts the

nervous system is capable of inducing that condition

which I have characterized as a pathological fixation of

fatigue—as irritable weakness and exhaustibility. (P.

15.)

Deutsche Medizinische Wochenschrift, Nr. 21, 25. Mai,
1905. Die Neurasthenie in Arheiterkreisen.

[Neurasthenia in the Working Classes.] Dr. P.

Leubuscheb and Dr. W. Bibeowicz, formerly of
the Beelitz Sanitarium of the State Old Age and
Invalidity Department of Berlin.

The increase of diseases of the nervous system among
working people in the last decade is a fact that, is now
firmly established by extensive and carefully conducted
statistical inquiry. This is most clearly evident in re-

spect to the psychoses ; but there is also no doubt, in the

minds of the most informed authors, that neurasthenia—
which, though less menacing than insanity to the effici-

ency and labor capacity of the worker, is still sufficiently

serious in this respect—is also steadily increasing in

frequency and in severity. (P. 820.)

Whatever different causes of neurasthenia may be

brought forward by different authors since Beard de-

picted its general features, there is one point on which
all are agreed ; namely, that the modern organization of

industry, with all its factors and sequels, is a most pro-

lific source of neurasthenia. Though, for some years,

not only the laity, but also the chief medical experts on
neurasthenia, as Lowenfeld and Binswanger, overlooked
the working classes in relation to this disease, this atti-

tude is now radically changed. On all sides, in the clinics

and physicians' offices, and by the managers of the large
insurance funds, proofs of the enormous increase of

neurasthenia as a cause of inability to work are being
presented. There are two reasons for this change: 1.

The observation of chronic diseases of working people
has become vastly more far-reaching and exact. 2.
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Altered conditions in the labor world have created an
unusual liability to acquired nervous troubles. We are

inclined to think that both of these factors contribute,

though not in the same proportion, to the explanation of

the tact.

it is certain that the question of diseases of working
people has come more prominently to the front than was
the case in the past. And employers are learning that

the health and strength of the people is an advantage to

them as well. (P. 821.)

. . . How frequently delay in seeking medical ad-

vice may have formerly happened is, of course, not pos-

sible to estimate. Frequently enough, without doubt,

and yet we regard our second explanation of increased
neurasthenia, the altered conditions of life and labor, as

of much greater weight. Work has become very differ-

ent. Piece work has indeed obtained larger wages, but
has developed an impetus and speed and intensity of

effort that used to be unknown, and this invariably
crushes the weaker workers, those for whom all work is

a heavier burden than for the strong. Continuous anxi-

ety is felt by these lest they fall behind. Then sometimes
voluntarily, sometimes compulsorily, overtime is under-
taken, and so it turns out that the working hours, instead
of being comparatively shorter than the usual day, are
really much longer, and by reason of the irregularity far
more exhausting. (P. 821.)

Thorough and ample observation bearing on the

forms and etiology of neurasthenia among working
people has been made possible only by the creation of the
great Sanitaria of the State Insurance Department.
When the first one, that at Giitergotz, was built in 1894
for about 100 chronic male cases, the applications were
so numerous that the large sanitorium for 220 men and
110 women at Beelitz was next erected.

Of the patients treated in these establishments on an
average, 26% have been neurasthenics, and the percent-
age for individual years has risen from 18% in 1897 to

about 40% in the past few years. (P. 821.)
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Classification According to Occupation. Among 1564
Cases.

Typesetters 246=15.75% of the cases

Carpenters 148= 9.45% '' '' "

Locksmiths 77= 5.00% '' "
Mechanics 30= 3.09% " *' "

(P. 821.)

The whole mimber of typesetters insured is about 1%
of all insured persons; the whole number of carpenters,

about 5%. When this proportion is considered, the per-

centage of neurasthenic cases among typesetters—15.75%
of all neurasthenic cases—is most striking, while that

of the carpenters,—9.45%,—though high, is not quite so

disproportionate. Oppenheim also points out the fre-

quency of neurasthenia among newspaper typesetters.

(P. 822.)

We wish to suggest that a key to explain the great
increase of neurasthenia among workers generally in our
great cities may be found in the unusually large number
of cases in the above-mentioned trades. We have here
to do with classes of workmen who stand perhaps highest

among their associates.

. . . The typesetter must follow with strained atten-

tiveness an occupation of indescribable monotony, for

the speed to which he is forced destroys all meaning of

what he sets.

It is the same with the work of many mechanics, who
never see a completed piece of work go out of their

hands, who only make a part of some whole. But here
we have to do with the best of our modern city working-
men and their growing claims, not only for material but
also for spiritual things. What to the common workman
is only work, should be a calling to every true craftsman,
and this can no longer be the case. (P. 822.)

He who is not strong and enjoying the vigor of health

must under these conditions become neurasthenic. When
workingmen have an occupation which brings with it a
certain pleasure there is, according to our observations,

little trace of neurasthenia to be found. Such is, for in-

stance, the case with painters, who in spite of the dis-
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tinctly unfavorable circumstance of liability to lead

poisoning are seldom neurotic.

The influence of uncongenial work is naturally intensi-

fied by cares, illness—troubles to which the worker and
his family are constantly exposed—and yet, contrary to

what one might expect, the latter causes alone have been,

in our experience, insignificant in accounting for neuras-
thenia. But almost always in answer to the question,

"What caused your illness?" comes the reply, "The hard
work." (P. 822.)

We must here state plainly that as to clinical appear-
ances we have found nothing to differentiate the neuras-
thenic workingman from the neurasthenic patient of any
other social class. The symptoms and conditions are the
same for both. (P. 824.)

The most important curative factors for our city

wage-earners, as well as for the patients of the middle
and higher classes, are, removal from the monotony of
their work, often also from painful family conditions, the
opportunity to enjoy from time to time the pleasures of a
fairlv comfortable existence, freedom, air, and light.

(P. 824.)

The dangers threatening the health and well-being of

the nation from the increase in nervous diseases, though
not recognized by all, have yet been emphasized by many
experts, in recent years.

Pelman, Mobius, Grohmann, Laehr, Determann,
Cramer, and Windscheid have energetically promoted
the combating of neurasthenia among workingmen, and
the influence of the State Insurance Department and the
large private benefit societies tends to agitate the ques-
tion more and more generally. (P. 825.)

Verwaltungshericht der Landes-Versichernngsanstalt
Berlin, fur das Jahr 1906. [Report of the State
Invalidity and Old Age Insurance Department for
Berlin, for 1906.] Report of the Physician-in-

Chief of the Beelitz Sanitarium. (Tuhercidosis
not included.)

In the course of the year, 1655 men and 824 women
were treated. . . .
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By far the largest number of the patients were
nervous cases, and those suffering from gouty diathesis

and articular rheumatism, cardiac and stomach diseases

also took an important place. Of the cardiac cases, aside

from valvular troubles, most suffered from myocarditis,

hypertrophy of the heart, weakness of heart, dilatation

or a complication of the last two disorders, that naturally

presented a markedly severe type of illness. . . .

Forty per cent, showed simple, idiopathic hypertro-

phies, 35 per cent, were neuroses of the heart, 10 per
cent, dilatations, and 10 per cent, primary weakness of

the heart.

Along with the major cardiac neuroses there is also

seen, among the working people of Berlin, as a result of

overwork, an extremely prevalent neurasthenia, which is

more or less a concomitant of heart disease ; the features

of this latter reveal the frequency of maladies to which
special trades, such as typesetters (compositors) are

specially predisposed. . . . (P. 61.)

Of the 1450 (1410) men patients who were discharged,

748 (684) or 52 (49) per cent.—over one-half—were
nervous cases, whose breakdown was in the majority of

cases directly due to their overworking in their various
occupations. ... (P. 67.)

Ibid. For the year 1909.

During the past year the patients discharged from
the Beelitz Sanitarium numbered, men 1815, women 803.

Of this whole number 1707 men (94 per cent.) and 762
women (95 per cent.) were restored to earning capacity.

As was the case last year, nervous ailments predom-
inated among the men, the most frequent form of nervous
illness being neurasthenia.

Of the 1815 male patients 1206, in round numbers
almost 70 per cent., were nervous cases, and, while in

some the exciting cause of breakdown might be variously
explained, in by far the largest proportion it arose from
the overstrain of their daily labor. (P. 112.)

The seriousness of nervous disorders to wage-earners
may be seen in the following figures showing the entire
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number of days lost from work by sickness. The total
number, which is here reproduced, includes all the time
from when the patients first stopped work, and the time
spent in sanitarium. To emphasize the figures, a few only
of the other most serious disease groups are shown in

comparison.*

Whole Number of Working Days
Lost from Time of Cessation

of Work to Time of Discharge

from Sanitarium,

Disease Groups.

Men Women
Infections 60 373

Poisonings 1,259

Malnutrition 2,773 7,861

Skin, muscles, joints, etc 5,177 935

Digestive troubles 3,425 2,057

Nervous disorders 44,965 25,075

* The whole table is not reproduced. (P. 112.)

Zeitschrift fur Klinische Medizin. Bd. 60. 1906. Aus
dem Sanitarium der Landes-Versicherungsanstalt
Berlin in Beelitz. t)her Herzerkrankungen in der
Berliner Arbeiterbevolkerimg. [Heart Disease
among the Working People of Berlin.] Dr. Lube-
NAU, Assistant Physician in the Beelitz Sanitarium

of the Old Age and Invalidity Insurance Depart-
ment of Berlin. Berlin, 1906.

... Of the cardiac cases here treated, the number
of neuroses of the heart and of simple, idiopathic hyper-

trophies preponderated greatly, being 35 per cent, for

the former, and 40 per cent, for the latter. Dilatations

of the heart followed, some of them primary, a few re-

sulting from cardiac hypertrophy, other cases of primary
weakness of the heart (Debilitas cordis) with 10 per
cent.

The essential purpose of this work is to show how
cardiac diseases develop in working people as a result

of injurious conditions of labor, and therefore, beside

hypertrophies and dilatations, only those diseases are
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considered in whose origin occupational and industrial

dangers play a more or less leading part, and which,

therefore, according to this origin, may be properly des-

ignated as genuine working-class diseases.

Dilatations resulting from the drink habit are ex-

cluded. (Pp. 134-135.)

In coming to the class of cardiac neuroses it is to be

remarked that nervous affections of the heart among
Berlin workmen are very common, as may be inferred

from the extraordinary prevalence of neurasthenia. (P.

136.)

It has been found that when these workers are re-

moved from the enormous competition and rush of the

city, overstrained working energy soon fails. This con-

tinuous overwork is the cause of the general and often

grave neurasthenia, as has been recently shown in an
instructive article.* (Leubuscher und Bibrowicz, "Die
Neurasthenie in Arbeiterkreisen.") (P. 137.)

In most of these cases of simple neurasthenia, ner-

vous affections of the heart are the rule. There is the

sensation of palpitations, pain in the region of the heart,

a feeling of great anxiety, and shortness of breath after

exertion. Such diseases have serious importance for
workers on account of cardiac complication. (P. 137.)

The cases described above are limited to those in

which the heart symptoms of nervous origin present the
dominating features and which, therefore, may be re-

garded purely as cases of cardiac neuroses.
The causative factors of such maladies, as in general

neurasthenia, may be admittedly of manifold kinds
;
yet

it is worthy of especial mention, in considering cases here
reported, that the cause of sickness was repeatedly
ascribed to the definitely injurious influences of the
patients' work, to physical or mental overstrain or
anxiety of one kind or another in connection with occu-
pation. (P. 137.)

The tendency of cases of cardiac neuroses to relapse
must be pointed out: Certain of our cases show this

tendency very interestingly. With some, after treatment
in the sanitarium, light employment was permitted, and
by the strict avoidance of physical overstrain the disease
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then followed a favorable course. In other cases invalid-

ism was declared, and the invalidity pension secured.

These, also, showed a gratifying improvement as the re-

sult of relief from exertion and the saving of strength.

Mental as well as physical overstrain frequently re-

sults in cardiac neuroses. The patients of this class are

recruited from salesclerks, bookkeepers, secretaries, ma-
chinists and telephone clerks.

Printers (typesetters) especially are numerously rep-

resented in this category, for the acuter forms of neuras-

thenia in general are extraordinarily widespread among
them. The night work necessary in this occupation, and
the ever more exacting piecework, exhibit a steady ten-

dency to strain the nerve-energy of the individual to its

very uttermost limit. (P. 139.)

tyher die Ursachen der Neurasthenic und Hysteric hei

Arheitern. [The Causes of Neurasthenia and Hys-
teria among Working People.'] Paul Schonhals.
Berlin, 1906. A Study of 200 Cases in the Work-
ingman's Sanitarium at Schonoiu Zehlendorf.

. . . Another group of injurious factors is to be found
in the work itself. In all, 45 cases, or almost 22.5 per
cent., gave physical overstrain from work as the prime
cause of illness, and here the piecework system seemed to

play an especially injurious part. In 15 cases I concluded
that piecework was the original cause of the breakdown,
and in 10 of these cases I could discover no other con-
tributory factor. Four of the others had some slight

hereditary predisposition, and the overstrain here acted
as the excitant of disease. The fifth had returned to

piecework after several brief illnesses, until he finally

became permanently overstrained.
Thus, to repeat, 5 per cent, of all the cases of neuras-

thenia were traceable entirely to the overstrain of piece-

work, with no other discoverable cause for illness.

This is a high figure, but whoever has been inside of a
factory and has observed the prodigious rapidity of the
pace of work there, and the foresight and attention which
pacli worker must exercise, will be able to estimate cor-
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rectly the wearing nature of piecework. It is not alone

the physical strain, but in a high degree the psychic fac-

tor that must be taken into consideration. It is the ner-

vous tension and strain that is felt by the workers them-

selves to be the hardest feature of their work. Few can

long endure such work. One patient had done piecework
from his eighteenth to the forty-sixth year. He was an
exception. 'Most workers can only keep it up for four

to five years,' then seek something easier.

Even night work is not quite so harmful. In eight

cases I found it (night work) as one cause, but only three

cases where night work was the exclusive cause of disease.

In the other five, it was, it is true, the chief cause, yet

other slightly predisposing conditions were also present.

(Pp. 14-15.)

Among twenty-two cases caused by unfavorable con-

ditions of work, fourteen showed that overstrain in work,
especially where overtime was required, was chiefly re-

sponsible for the breakdown, while other less prominent
factors had also had some injurious influence, and had
helped in the result. (P. 16.)

We find then three specially dangerous factors in the
life of the worker: Trauma (accident). Alcohol and Over-
strain. Other dangers, such as ordinary illness, etc.,

threaten all classes alike.

What is to be done? The State is making provision
for accident : a campaign is being waged against alcohol

:

there remains the question of overstrain to be dealt
with. (Pp. 22-23.)

Jt is^ now generally recognized that the combination
of physical and mental overstrain is especially danger-
ous for the nervous system : Artisans will therefore show
a higher percentage of nervous disease than laborers,
and the skilled artisan will suffer more than the casual
worker or man of all trades whose work is largely me-
chanical. In fact, my inquiries showed that 57 per cent,
of the cases were skilled artisans, to 43 per cent, of the
others. (Accident cases are not included.)

The diiference is even sharper when we compare the
liability to nervous diseases among artisans, and the
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more skilled workers with such liability among common
laborers. The relation is then T-t.0 :26.0, as seen by the

following table

:

1. Artisans, highly skilled 57.0%

( skilled 17.0% 74.0%
2. General Workers 43% \

(unskilled 26.0%
(Page 24.)

In the endeavor to find out what employment was most
injurious I distinguished between factory work and or-

dinary business employment; further, between public

transportation, and ordinary day labor. I then found
that of the artisans, 21.0 per cent, of the cases of illness

were in small businesses, to 36 p«r cent, in factories.

(P. 25.)

Of the general workers, again, 18 per cent, were fac-

tory workers, while transportation showed 7.0 per cent.,

and day laboring work 6.0 per cent.

These last figures are by many writers found to be
higher, but the differences may be accounted for by the
localities where their observations are made. (P. 25.)

It seems indubitable that factory work considerably
outweighs other occupations in the sense that it provides
the great number of factors tending to produce the
neuroses of work in the industrial populations, and I am
compelled to conclude that modern industry, continually
developing as it is on more and more colossal lines, con-
stitutes a dangerous and potent cause for a continuous
increase of neurasthenia and hysteria. (P. 26.)

Fowrteenth International Congress of Hygiene and Demo-
graphy. Berlin, September, 1907. Vol II, Sec.
IV. Ermudung durch Berufsarbeit. [Fatigue re-

sulting from Occupation.] Dr. EmilRoth. Berlin,
Hirschwald, 1908.

Beside the intensity of work and other factors, . . .

there is still another factor to be considered, whose im-
portance is universally underestimated; that is the
psychic factor. Mosso, in his investigations of the law of
fatigue has shown ergographically the influence of psychic
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weariness on muscular strength, by demonstrating that

whenever there is fatigue of the psychic centres there is

always a resultant corresponding condition of the motor
centres. In proportion as physical work is, at the same
time, mentally fatiguing, the greater the attentiveness

that it requires, so much sooner does fatigue appear.

This is the case in all occupations which are linked

with special dangers, and where especial demands are

made upon the responsibility of the worker, or where an
extreme and unremitting attentiveness is required. . .

The psychic factor is furthermore of decisive import-

ance for the working capacity as such. Even the skilled

workman does not work as evenly as the machine, but

his capacity displays certain regular, recurrent variations

due to the psychic factor. (P. 611.)

The researches of Pieraccini into the curve of work
showed that, with the calling of a muscle or nerve into

activity, the extent and certainty of its functioning first

gradually increased, and in the second period of work
was lowered. The second and third hours displayed, with
manual workers (handworkers), the highest point of

achievement, which was not exceeded through the rest of

the whole day.

With this the results of a large steel and rolling mill

agree, as it was there shown that of the average output
of 40 t, 23 t belonged to the morning, and 17 to the rest

of the day.
The psychic factor is also important in another re-

spect. With the progressive division of labor, work has
become more and more mechanical. . . .A definite share
of overfatigue and its sequels, especially neurasthenia,
must be ascribed to this monotony; to the absence of
spontaneity or joy in work. How alarming the increase
of anaemia and neurasthenia among working people has
been in the past ten years is shown by the records of the
sick benefit funds, the polyclinics, and the hospitals.

Many medical and scientific authorities have emphasized
the increase of neurasthenia in the working classes. The
ample materials of the Berlin State Insurance Sanitarium
at Beelitz have more particularly served to prove the
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steady increase of neurasthenia,—actually from 18 pei

cent, in 1897, to 40 per cent, in 1904. Similar figures are

shown by the sanitarium at Zehlendorf, where the highest

percentage of neurotic patients were hand-workers and

skilled workers, with whom the combination of physical

and mental strain reacted destructively on the nervous

system. . . . (Pp. 613-614.)

But that monotony is also of importance in so far as

it nullifies pleasure in work, thereby favoring the onset

of fatigue, must also be admitted from a part of the sta-

tistics. So, according to a factory inspector, the effect of

certain light work with corset steels, admitting of no

break for several hours, was distinctly fatiguing; the

remedy was a periodical change of work for the em-

ployees in question. (P. 615.)

Of greater importance is the excessive overstrain of

piecework, which indeed pays better, but at the cost of a

speed and intensity of work which was formerly un-

known. That these injurious effects first assail the weaker
part of the working population is self-evident. My own
observations, especially in textile mills, confirmed the

frequency of anaemia and neurasthenia, especially among
young women. (P. 615.)

To estimate more correctly the influence of kinds of

work, we may observe the results noted as to pulse and
respiration in a large electric works. Here, in no case

was heightened pulse or respiration observed at the end
of work. The difference between this and textile factory

work is that in the latter the Worker is to a great extent

dependent on the machine, and must keep up with its

speed, while in the electric establishment the workers are,

as a rule, dependent on the machinery only to an extent
which they determine for themselves. (P. 617.)

As the textile workers are dependent, at the mercy of

the machine, so the clerks in the big stores are at the
mercy of the public, and it is this unremitting attention,

coming and going, and nerve strain that explain the high
percentage of anaemia that is continually found among
shop girls in these places. (P. 617.)
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Fourteenth International Congress of Hygiene afid Dem-
ography. Berlin, 1907. Vol. Ill, Sec. VIII. Berufs
Morhiditdt und Mortalitdt. [The Morbidity and
Mortality of Occupations.] Alfeed R. von Lind-
HEiM, Vienna. Berlin, 1908.

Sources of information : 1897-01 inclusive. The Vienna
District Sickness Insurance Societies ; General Working-
men's Insurance and Eelief Society; Electric Street Rail-

ways Insurance Society; eleven Steam Railways Insur-

ance Funds.
I have endeavored to elucidate the question of how

far the increasing nervousness of- modern life is con-

nected with occupation. The question is, indeed, not.

a

new one. (P. 1293.)

I selected two occupations, railroading and electric

works. . . . The number investigated reached about
98,480 members of the sick benefit funds. . . . (Sum-
mary. The number of these investigated, 98,480 in the two
modern industries, railroading and electricity—including
in the latter only those whose work was in some way re-

lated to the electric current—was compared with about
388,000 membprs of other occupations. Relation of former
to latter, 98,480: 388,000—about 1:5.) ... It was evi-

dent that the respiratory organs of those engaged in the
railroad service were much less endangered than those of
the industrial workers in more sedentary occupations in

Vienna.
From various tables relating to the two occupations

under examination it may be asserted that these two
modern callings show a persistently greater contingent of
nervous diseases than do other occupations. To this is

to be added that nervous diseases must be recognized as
occupation diseases in all great modern industries. (P.
1297.)

These disorders may with perfect right be truly desig-
nated as modern occupational diseases. (P. 1299.)

. . , Nervous diseases are to be recognized as most
characteristic phenomena of our modern industries.
(P. 1299.)
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Sociale Medizin. Dr. Walther Ewald. Vol. II. Ursachen

der Invaliditdt. [Causes of Invalidity.] Berlin,

Julius Springer, 1914.-

It is a mistake to suppose that neurasthenia is a dis-

ease of the upper classes only. It is very frequent among
working people. In the records of the Sick Fund of the

General Miners' Union at Bochum in 1910, for example,

among 223,000 cases of sickness there occurred 513 cases

of neurasthenia and 102 cases of epilepsy, while in the

same year among 4,100 cases of invalidity among miners,

48 cases of neurasthenia and 13 cases of epilepsy led to

invalidity. (P. 290.)

(2) Ages of Incidence.

Adults are more susceptible to nervous disorders

than young persons. Liability to these diseases is found

highest between the ages of twenty and forty-five years.

Hence adults, as well as young persons, must be guarded

from excessive overstrain, which engenders nervous

exhaustion.

Die Pathologie und Therapie der Neurasthenie. [Patho-
logy and Therapeutics of Neurasthenia.] Dr.

Otto Binswanger, Professor of Psychiatry, and
Director of the Psychiatric Hospital, Jena. Jena,
Fischer, 1896.

Finally, in considering the importance of age, it is to

be said that certain stages of the physical and mental
development are unconamonly perilous to the nervous
system in individuals with a hereditary handicap and
constitutional predisposition to nervous disorders. Even
healthy persons are more liable to neurasthenic ills in

certain periods of life than in others. Still more im-

portant than the time of puberty, when the physical

growth has increased claims made upon it, is the age
between 20 and 30, for then the physical and mental
strength is put forth most strenuously and incessantly in

the struggle for a livelihood. Yet even in mature man-
hood, 30 to 40, neurasthenia frequently occurs. . . .
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Hosslin's statistics showed that among 828 neu-
rasthenias 83 per cent, occurred between the ages of 20
to 50 years.

My own experience is, that of 131 cases, in whom I was
able to locate exactly the starting point of the disease as
to the time it began, the relation to age was as follows

:

Began in the first decade of life— 4 cases
" second '* '' ' ' —46 "
'' third '' '' '

' —43 "
'* fourth " " ' ' —32 "
a

fifth '' '' ' ' — 3 ''

" sixth '' " * ' — 2 ''

" seventh " ''
' ' — 1 ''

(P. 46.)

Deutsche Medizinische Wochenschrift. Nr. 21; 25. Mai,
1905. Die Neurasthenie in Arbeiterkreisen.
[Neurasthenia in the Working Classes.] Dr. P.
Leubuscher and W. Bibrowicz. Formerly of the
Beelitz Sanitarium of the State Old Age and Inva-
lidity Department of Berlin. Berlin, 1905.

Our reasons for the age groupings in our tables are
as follows : Age up to 20 years is, for various reasons^
unimportant in the c6nsideration of neurasthenia. . . .

We therefore end one period here. The next five years
we regard as the period of completed growth. The time
between 26 and 35 years seems to be the most serious
epoch—that of founding and supporting the family, of
care and responsibility, of intensive work. Almost
equally important is the period from 36th to 45th year.

We chose the latter as a limit because after this the
organic changes of age, arteriosclerosis, emphysema,
etc., begin to make themselves evident. Following this

grouping we find the following figures

:

I. (16-20 years) 3.8% of the Neurasthenics
II. (21-25 '' ) 11.0% '' ''

III. (26-35 '' )40.0% '' ''

IV. (36-45 '' )31.0% '' ''

V. (over 45" ) 14.0% " " "

(P. 822.)
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In these statistics we have not shown the period of

the onset of neurasthenia, but that stage where the

gradually developing symptoms had reached a degree

that seriously threatened the working capacity, a cri-

terion that is justified by practical considerations.

Our results correspond closely with those of Lowen-
feld, who found most cases fell between the years of 20

and 45. Krafft Ebbing 's figures at Aethaus were alsa

similar. (P. 822.)

Verwaltungshericlit der Landes-Versicherungsanstalt

Berlin, fiir das Jahr 1906. [Report of the State

Invalidity and Old Age Insurance Department for

Berlin, for 1906.] Report of the Physician in

Chief of the Beelitz Sanitariuifi. (Tuberculosis

not included.) Berlin, Loewenthal, 1907.

As regards age most of the male patients, 59 per
cent., were in the prime of manhood—between 30 and 50

years, whilst patients under 20 or over 60 were only 2

per cent. each. (P. 72.)

(3) Nervous Disease and Heredity.

A predisposition to nervous disorders may be trans-

mitted, and may constitute a marked disability in the

second generation. The protection of workers from the

excessive fatigue which may lead to nervous disorders is

needed for the preservation of the race.

Die Pathologie u. Therapie der Neurasthenic. [Path-
ology and Therapeutics of Neurasthenia.] Dr.

Otto Binswanger. Prof, of Psychiatry and Direc-

tor of the Psychiatric Hospital, Jena. Jena,
Fischer, 1896.

(Having studied the subject of heredity) what does
this inherited predisposition signify? What influence
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will it have upon the future development of the indi-

vidual? As we have seen that the neuropathic predis-
position is exhibited by a general diminution of the
efficiency of the nervous system as the result of, appar-
ently, insignificant hindrances to development, its im-
portance from the clinical standpoint is not hard to

state.

Such detrimental factors as those to which human
society as a whole or individual members of individual
occupations or of social classes are all equally exposed,
will have the effect of producing insanity and nervous
diseases with distinctly greater frequency in individuals
of neuropathic predisposition. (P. 37.)

Grenzfragen des Nerven imd Seelenlehens, Bd. IV.
[Borderland Problems of Nervous and Psychic
Life.] Edited by Loewenfeld and Kurella.
Berufswahl und Nervenleben. [The Choice of Oc-
cupation and Nerve Life.] Dr. August Hoffman.
Wiesbaden, Bergmann, 1904.

It is universally agreed by physicians that diseases

of the nervous system have become inordinately more
frequent in the last few decades than in an earlier period.

ICven granting a more faulty diagnosis of nervous dis-

orders in former years, and admitting that the- attention

of physicians was less drawn to such disorders then than
now, it is nevertheless certain that insanity and nervous
diseases did not formerly take the frightfully prominent
place that they take to-day. . . .

The causes are varied. In the foreground stands the

rush of modern civilization, and, when one generation
has become permeated with nervous affections, the next
one suffers these ills, through inheritance, in doubly dis-

tilled strength. (P. 5.)
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Deutsche Medizinische Wochenschrift. Nr. 21. 25. Mai,
1905. Die Neurasthenie in Arbeiterkreisen. [Neu-
rasthenia in the Working Classes.] Dr. P. Leu-
BuscHER and W. Bibrowicz, formerly of the Bee-
litz Sanitarium of State Old Age and Invalidity
Department, Berlin.

Neurotic diseases, if not counteracted, are often the
first step in the direction of organic diseases or severe
mental disorders.

But our generation is not alone in being menaced with
the grave dangers of these diseases. A terrible question
is involved, that concerns the future—the question of
heredity. We shall not attempt here to answer the query
as to the inheritance of acquired characteristics. . . .

But one thing is undeniable; the influence exerted upon
the sensitive and impressionable natures of children by
neurotic parents is inexpressibly unfavorable. (P. 825.)

Verioaltungshericht der Landes-Versicherungsanstalt
Berlin, fiir das Jahr 1906. [Report of the State
Invalidity and Old Age Insurance Department for
Berlin, for the year 1906.] Report of the Physician
in Chief of the Beelitz Sanitarium. (Tuberculosis
not included.) Berlin, Loewenthal, 1907.

A considerable proportion of the cases, of both sexes,

and especially those belonging in the category of nervous
patients, were handicapped by inherited disease on one
or on both sides of their parentage. Such cases usually
exhibited the gravest symptoms, ran the most unsatisfac-
tory course, and showed a uniform tendency to relapse.
The inherited taint was evidenced by epilepsy, insanity,
love of drink, general nervousness or migraine. (P. 70.)

According to our tables as shown, out of 5538 (4665)
men, there were 1859 (1596) or over one-third (34 per
cent.) who had inherited taints, and of 1128 (816) women
there were 729 (565), or 65 (69) per cent, with inherited
taints.

Of those suffering from diseases of the lungs, 14-15
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per cent, had inherited the diathesis; of the nervous
patients, 20-29 per cent. ; of those suffering from cancer,
ulcers, and abscesses, 5-7 per cent., and of gouty-rheu-
matic cases, 6-11 per cent. (P. 71.)

Vber die Ursachen der Neurasthenie und Hysterie bei

Arheitern. [The Causes of Neurasthenia and
Hysteria among Working People.] Paul Schon-
HALS. A Study of 200 Cases in the Workingman's
Sanitarium at Schonoiv Zehlendorf. Berlin, 1906.

Predisposition plays an important part in all internal

diseases, but is specially menacing in the case of nervous
diseases. Those persons in whose families nervous dis-

eases have occurred are more inclined to similar dis-

orders than those who are not hereditarily so burdened.
Such predisposition may be variously described

—

Binswanger defines it as ''a molecular inferiority of the
nervous system." Inherited weakness being present,

some external exciting factor is usually required to pre-
cipitate actual disease. (P. 7.)

It is clear that the more pronounced the heredity, the
more easily will an insignificant cause be capable of
bringing on illness ; and vice versa, in a person of better
heredity, external influences must be more intense and
harmful to cause illness. (P. 8.)

Such hereditary handicap I found beyond question in

9.5 per cent, of 200 cases in the Workingman's Sani-
tarium at Schonow Zehlendorf. This figure is without a
doubt too low, but the difficulty of getting family histories

from these patients is great. Binswanger gives 49 per
cent, of men and 35.5 of women as hereditarily predis-

posed. Binswanger 's figures are not confined to work-
ing people. Leubuscher and Bibrowicz state it at 21.5

per cent. (P. 8.)
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(4) Nervous Diseases and Overstimulation.

The onset of nervous exhaustion is often unperceived.

A special danger to health arises when, after excessive

work, this form of overfatigue shows itself in unnatural

stimulation, which conceals fatigue and creates a false

exhilaration. Only after health is seriously threatened,

does the overstrain become apparent, overstimulation be-

ing succeeded by reaction and exhaustion.

The Mental Symptoms of Fatigue. {Reprinted from the

Transactions of the New York State Medical Asso-
ciation.) Edward Cowles, M. D., Medical Super-
intendent of the McLean Hospital, Somerville,

Mass. New York, Fless and Ridge, 1893.

The sensory function by which the complex normal
feelings of fatigue are appreciated, may itself be over-

exercised to exhaustion. There is tire of the power to

feel the tire. This condition may be called fatigue
anaesthesia, and, beginning with the early stages of

pathological fatigue, there is usually some degree of it.

Every physician has experienced this when, after a night
of anxious professional work, with loss of sleep, he has
had a day of excitable alertness of mind and body, and
there is a sense of nervous strain, with, perhaps, undue
mental facility and physical irritability. Many hours'
sleep may be gained in the following night, but instead
of feeling refreshed he has a sense of malaise, languor,
and fatigue. The real fatigue was greater the day be-
fore, but he could not feel it as such. It is not until the
second day after the excessive effort that he has recov-
ered his exhausted power to feel the fatigue. In a lesser
degree this fatigue anaesthesia becomes a constant accom-
paniment of the neurasthenic condition. (Pp. 22-23.)

The Harvey Lectures,^ 1905-1906. Fatigue. Frederic S.

Lee, Ph.D. Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1906.

. . . The chief sign of fatigue is, in a word, depression
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—depression of irritability, wherein a given stimulus
calls forth a response of less intensity than before ; and
depression for the total capacity for work, whatever the
intensity of the stimulus; its early stages may show,
however, a temporary heightened irritability and an ap-
parent, not real, heightened capacity for work. (P. 169.)

Thirteenth Congress of Hygiene and Demography. Brus-
sels, Sept. 1903. Vol V, Sec. IV. Dans quelle mesure
peut-on, par des methodes physiologiques, etudier
la fatigue, ses modalites et ses degres dans les

diverses professions? Quels sont les arguments que
les sciences physiologiques et medicates peuvent ou
pourraient faire valoir en faveur de tel ou tel mode
d'organisation du travail? [To tvhat extent may
fatigue resulting from occupation he estimated by
physiological methods, and what arguments can
medical and physiological science present in favor
of special methods of industrial organizationf]
Dr. Zaccaria Treves, University of Turin.

Lagrange observes that the intensity and rapidity of
modern industry are attained rather by making excessive
drains on nervous force than by the use of muscular
power. ''There results a special form of fatigue" (says
Lagrange), ''not that kind which inclines us frankly to
rest,—which gives a sensation of well-being or content
after work well and thoroughly done, with sufficient time
to do it in, but a species of exhaustion accompanied by an
abnormal nervous irritability,—an enervation—perhaps
appearing in the form of depression, perhaps as excita-
tion and impressionability."

Die Pathologic und Therapie der Neurasthenic. [Path-
ology and Therapeutics of Neurasthenia.] Dr.
Otto Binswanger, Prof, of Psychiatry and Direc-
tor of the Psychiatric Hospital at Jena. Jena,
Fischer, 1896.

Simple fatigue is the natural consequence of every
considerable expenditure of energy. ... If this simple
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weariness is intensified beyond a certain limit . . . as in

climbing mountains, a condition of overstimulation oc-

curs.

One is temporarily capable, apparently, of a still more
considerable exertion, the sensation of fatigue disappears,

the general flagging gives way to an unnatural elasticity

of movement, so that one pursues his aim with acceler-

ated speed. As soon, however, as the wished-for goal is

reached, the artificial tension vanishes, the unstrung con-

dition asserts itself. In this state, it is often impossible

to sleep, for the overfatigue is combined with a peculiar

unnatural overstimulation of the senses. . . . But with
healthy individuals, such symptoms also disappear after

a short time (1 to 2 hours) and deep sleep finally banishes
all trace of fatigue. (P. 20.)

Fourteenth International Congress of Hygiene and
Demography. Berlin, 1907. Vol. Ill, Sec. VIII.

Berufs Morbiditdt und Mortalitdt. [The Morbid-
ity and Mortality of Occv/pation.] Alfred R. von
LiNDHEiM, Vienna. Berlin, Hirschwald, 1908.

Of these victims of modern speed and rush, the neuras-
thenics. Professor Erb has rightly said, ''They appear
to be capable of doing everything that the robust can do

;

but as soon as they are tired, exhaustion comes on, and
their incessantly increasing irritability intensifies their
fatigue." (P. 1300.)

Medizinische Klinik, No. 15. 1913. Uebermudung
[Over-fatigue.] Dr. Ad. Schmidt.

The laity speak of over-fatigue, when people are un-
able to find their urgently desired rest or sleep, after
having undergone excessive physical or mental strain.

The medical profession have not yet devoted much atten-
tion to this " over-fatigue, " which is usually grouped
with exhaustion through overwork or overstrain, and con-
sidered as a cause of acute and chronic neuroses, general
or organic.
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I believe that a strict distinction should be made be-

tween over-fatigue and exhaustion : Both are the results

of taxation of the organs beyond their natural functional

capacity. But, whereas in exhaustion, the organ ulti-

mately fails to respond to the ordinary stimulus, or even
to a maximum stimulus, although it shows no pathological

disturbances when at rest,—the organ in over-fatigue

still remains irritable, actually craving stimuli, as it were,

and it becomes diseased, when it is put to rest.

Experience teaches that persons with a healthy ner-

vous system, when exposed to maximum stimuli, react

only up to the point of exhaustion ; meaning that they fail

to react after the functional capacity of their organs has
been used up. On the other hand, persons with an un-

stable nervous system are sometimes capable of an ex-

cessive output of work, under the influence of extraordin-

ary conditions. The fatigue-sensation which irresistibly

forces the normal person to sleep, is displaced in these

cases by the stronger stimulus of the psychic excitement,

so that they remain awake and active for an unnaturally
long time. When finally they break down, their organs
cannot jfind repose, which is so urgently needed, but they
crave action, and develop a condition of pathological irri-

tability.

Psychic factors are accordingly involved, in most of
the manifestations of over-fatigue. In chronic condi-
tions, the pathological irritability of such organs is al-

ways associated with an abnormal weakness of function.
From this point of view, the cases may also be inter-

preted as the manifestations of a neurasthenic tendency,
elicited through over-stimulation. (P. 567.)
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The fatigue which follows excessive working hours

may become chronic and result in general deterioration

of health. While it may not result in immediate disease,

it undermines the vitality of the worker and leads to gen-

eral weakness, anaemia or premature old age.

Continuous overexertion has proved even more dis-

astrous to health than a certain amount of privation;

and lack of work in industrial crises has entailed less

injury to health than long-continued overwork. The ex-

cessive length of working hours, therefore, constitutes in

itself a menace to health.

The Survey. Vol. 31. New York, Jan. 3, 1914. Can
American Steel Plants Ajford an Eight-hour
Turn? William B. Dickson, Former Vice-Presi-

dent United States Steel Corporation.

In my judgment a large proportion of the steel work-
ers who, from early manhood, work twelve hours a day,

are old men at forty. (P. 376.)

New Hampshire. House Journal. June, 1847. Report
recommending Shortening Hours of Labor, Regu-
lating Child Labor, and Establishing 10-hour Day.

Their duties do not generally require great exertion
of physical strength, but are rendered fatiguing by the
constant attention required by the rapid and increasing
motion of the machines, attended by a constant noise and
jar, which are distracting to persons unaccustomed to

the mills.

It seems certain to the undersigned that labor of this
nature eannot be continued any great length of time
without serious injury to the health of the operatives.
. . . If the slow and fearful diseases which this mode
of life tends to bring on are escaped, a loss of strength
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and activity must ensue from it, which may result in the

perpetual evil of a sickly and enervated population in all

the large manufacturing towns. (P. 476.)

Massachusetts House Documents No. 153. 1850. Minor-

ity Report of the Special Committee Re Limitation

of Hours of Work.

That there are great evils suffered by the operatives,

from excessive hours of labor, is not now denied by intel-

ligent people, however much they may differ as to the

proper remedy. ...
Among the most important consequences of protracted

hours of labor will be the effects upon the health of the

laborers. The undersigned believe that ten hours a day
of constant application to labor, of any description, and
under any circumstances, if continued for any consider-

able length of time in succession, is as much as the powers
of the human constitution can bear, and, that a longer

application than this must result in serious detriment
and premature decay of the vital powers. They believe

that any number of persons working ten hours a day
will accomplish during their lives far more labor than
the same persons would do by attempting to work more
time than that per day. If this be true relative to per-

sons in ordinary employments, it must be true in relation

to operatives in the factories, subjected as they are to

extraordinarily unhealthful influences and conditions.

The nature of factory employments is such that large

numbers are congregated in carefully closed rooms, and
are obliged to breathe, during the whole day, the impure
air which is not properly changed by ventilation during
some of the seasons of the year for months in succession.

Of course, the evils of excessive hours of labor must be
from this cause greatly aggravated. (Pp. 9-10.)

Leaving theories and deductions from imperfect statis-

tics, the following business letter from an officer of a
health insurance company to one of its agents may be
deemed of some weight as throwing light upon the ques-
tion of health

:
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Office of Nobfolk County Heai.th Insurance
Company.

Lower Floor, Merchants' Exchange, Boston.

July 27, 1849.

Mr. C. V. N. Brundige.
Sir:

We have determined not to take any more applica-

tions, especially from the factories. Such places have
been the graves of other companies, and wc mean to

avoid them. From what few policies we have there, we
are constantly receiving claims. Doubtless there may be
some good subjects there, but, from past experience, it

would seem that there was not more than a grain of

wheat to a bushel of chaff—we can't distinguish them. .

Yours,
Steph. Baley.

Here we have the opinion of no visionary theorist

upon the relative health of factory operatives. It is a
practical business conclusion from the results of previous
experience, and formed purely with a view to the risks

and profits of a business transaction. Health insurance
companies have suffered losses, both from real and
feigned ill-health ; and this determination of the Norfolk
Company proves that their opinion was that there was
more ill-health or more dishonesty among the operatives
in the factories than elsewhere in the community. It will

not be urged anywhere that the letter quoted was in-

tended to impeach the morality of the operatives. (Pp.
18-19.)

Massachusetts House Documents. No. 98. 1866.

Dr. Jarvis, physician of Dorchester, says:
(Specific) cases are not necessary to show the injuri-

ous effect of constant labor at long hours. . . . There
may be serious evils from constant and exhausting labor,

that do not show themselves in any positive, clearly de-
fined disease; while nevertheless the vital forces of the
whole man, physical and mental, are very greatly im-
paired. (Pp. 35-36.)
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Every man has a certain amount of constitutional

force. This is his vital capital, which must not be dimi-

nished. Out of this comes daily a certain and definite

amount of available force, which he may expend in labor

of muscle or brain, without drawing on his vital capital.

He may and should work every day and expend so much
force and no more, that he shall awake the next morning
and every succeeding morning until he shall be three-

score and ten, and find in himself the same amount of

available force, the same power, and do his ordinary

day's work, and again lie down at night with his . . .

constitutional force unimpaired. (P. 36.)

Judging by this standard, there can be no doubt of the

serious injury often resulting from overwork, even when
no palpable evidence appears. (P. 36.)

Dr. Ordway, practising physician many years (in

Lawrence), has no hesitation in saying that mill work,
long continued, is injurious to bodily and mental health,

and materially shortens life. (P. 63.)

Massachusetts Senate Documents. No. 1. 1874. Ad-
dress of Governor WilUam B. Washburn to the

two branches of the Legislature. January/ 8, 1874.

Though a statute provision fixing the number of hours
that operatives shall be required to work never has ap-

peared to me of such vital importance as some consider

it, yet I freely admit that there is one aspect of the matter
which seems to entitle the question of enacting such a
statute to careful consideration. While as a general
proposition it may be desirable to leave employers and
employees free to agree upon prices and hours of labor,

yet the State cannot afford to be utterly regardless of
the health and social well-being of a large class of its

citizens for fear of interfering with some established
custom or some prevailing system. That the strength
of our operatives in many of our mills is becoming ex-

hausted, that they are growing prematurely old. and that
they are losing the vitality requisite to the healthy enjoy-
ment of social opportunity, are facts that no careful and
candid observer will deny. Ten hours is the standard of
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the longest day's work known to any branch of mechanical

industry in this commonwealth outside a portion of our

large manufacturing corporations. What would be lost

to employers, and what would not be gained to employees,

by adopting the ten-hour system in these establishments.

(Pp. 33-34.)

The limit of a day's work to three-fourths of the labor-

ing class in this commonwealth being ten hours, I am not

able to see that any great detriment would result if the

same limit should be extended to the other fourth. I

have no hesitancy in recommending that the experiment
be tried, and you may anticipate executive approval if

you enact a ten-hour law. I know of no reason why it

should not apply to male as well as to female operatives.

(P. 35.)

Some Ethical Gains Through Legislation. Florence
Kelley, General Secretary of the National Con-
sumers' League. New York and London, Macmil-
lan, 1905.

Daily assured leisure serves a purpose of the highest
social value by enabling the wage-earner to husband that
resource of nervous energy which is required to continue
active working-life after the passing of youth. In the
garment-trades men are old at forty and women are
superannuated at thirty, largely by reason of the alterna-
tions of overwork and enforced idleness, and the absence
of that regularly recurring sufficient period of rest be-
tween the close of one day's work and the beginning of the
next, which alone permits body and mind to bear years
of continuous work without wearing out. Premature old
age is induced by overwork as effectively as by dissipa-
tion, and old age in the wage-earning class means de-
pendence, if not pauperism.

The philanthropic world is all astir on behalf of the
crusade against tuberculosis. Funds are readily forth-
coming for the foundation of sanatoria for the use of
working people, especially young girls and children. But
tuberculosis is promoted by over-work as much as by
any other single cause. To shorten the hours of daily
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labor, to afford daily leisure for rest and recreation to

young employees during the years of life in which the

susceptibility to infection is greatest ... is quite as

clearly a life-saving service as to build and maintain

sanatoria (Pp. 109-110.)

The Steel Workers. John A. Fitch. The Pittsburgh

Survey, Russell Sage Foundation Publication.

New York. Charities Publication Committee,
1910.

As long as the twelve-hour day prevails, attempts to

improve health conditions in the mills will be largely

nullified. If the best of bathing facilities were installed,

although the men to-day feel their lack, it would prob-

ably be the unusual man who would avail^ himself of

them. At the end of twelve hours in the mill most men
want the shortest cut out to what remains of the day.

When the mills are running full the men are chroni-

cally tired. The upsetting of all the natural customs of

life every second week when the men change to the night

shift, is in itself inimical to health. It takes until the end
of the week, the men say, to grow sufficiently accustomed
to the change to be able to sleep more than four or five

hours during the day. And then they change back. The
alternation of day and night shifts every fortnight is

desired by the men ; it gives each man 26 weeks a year of

day employment. But the seven-day week and the

twelve-hour shifts accentuate the evils inherent in all

night work.
By far the greatest menace to health in the steel in-

dustry is, in my belief, this twelve-hour day. Besides
this, heat and even speeding are unimportant. If the

other conditions that I have mentioned are at all un-

hygienic in their nature, the effect of everyone is intensi-

fied by the abnormal work-day. Who can doubt that to-

ward the end of a twelve-hour shift a man's vital energy
is sub-normal, and his power of resistance to disease
materially lowered? If this is true, it must be trebly so

at the end of the twenty-four-hour shift, which is experi-

enced fortnightly in Allegheny County by nearly 6,000
blast furnace men. (Pp. 62-63.)
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The standard of efficiency required and maintained in

the mills has grown along with the growth in the ton-

nage. The steel mills to-day offer an excellent demon-
stration of the theory of the survival of the fittest. The
steel workers are men of strong, sturdy constitutions;

they must be, for when they begin to fail they cease to be
steel workers. Often I was told by workmen of forty and
forty-five that they had been at their best at thirty years
of age, and that at thirty-five they had begun to feel a
perceptible decline in strength. The superintendents
and foremen are alert in detecting weakness of any sort,

and if a man fails appreciably, he expects discharge. A
few years ago a general order was reported to have been
sent from headquarters to all mills of the Carnegie Steel

Company directing the superintendents to accept no
more men over forty years of age in any department, and
in some departments to hire only men of thirty-five and
under.* In the rules for its pension department adopted
January 1, 1902, the American Steel & Wire Company
has this provision: ''No inexperienced person over
thirty-five years of age and no experienced person over
forty-five years of age shall hereafter be taken into the
employ of the company." There is a provision for sus-
pending this rule in case of "special" or professional
seryices,t thus indicating an expectation of physical de-
terioration on the part of mill workers at an age when
professional men are esteemed capable of discharging
their duties. (Pp. 183-184.)

Worhingmen's Insurance in Europe. Lee K. Frankel.
amd Miles M. Dawson. Russell Sage Foundation
Publication. New York, Charities Publication
Committee, 1910. •

The authorities insist, therefore, that increase of
sickness is genuine and is due in Germany to the stress
and strain of modem industry. Hours of labor vary
from eight to fifteen per day. The large stores, for in-

* Pittsburgh "Dispatch," September 26, 1904.

t Regulations of Pension Department, American Steel & Wire Com-
pany, No. 6.
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stance, open at 8 a.m. and close at 8 p.m., allowing one
hour for luncheon. It has been ascertained that in those

factories where the hours are longest, the greatest num-
ber of cases of accident and sickness occur. Many work-
men continue to work even when really incapacitated, and
only when the slack season comes do they take advan-
tage of the opportunity to consult a physician. This, it is

asserted, accounts for the increase of sickness during
such periods which others ascribe to simulation and
malingering. (P. 242.)

American Labor Legislation Review. June, 1912. Effects

of Confined Air. Upon the Health of Workers.
George M. Price^ Netv York State Factory Inves-
tigating Commission.

The effects of constant and continuous inhalation by
workers of the vitiated atmosphere of shop or factor}'

will undoubtedly manifest themselves upon the general
health of the workers, but more immediately and directly

in the organs of respiration and digestion. Lassitude,
fatigue, headaches, anorexia, anaemia, indigestion, defec-

tive oxygenation, lack of vital resistance, and a predis-

position to catarrhal affections ^of the air passages, are

the inevitable results of a chronic intoxication by vitiated

air.

The diseases, therefore, which we would expect to

find among workers in vitiated atmospheres are bron-
chitis, anaemia and indigestion. Pulmonary tuberculosis

and diseases of metabolism would probably be the
sequelae. (Pp. 312-313.)

Hours of Labor in the Steel Industry: A communication
to 15,000 Stockholders of the United States Steel

Corporation. Written, after full investigation, by
John A. Fitch, for Charles M. Cabot, 95 Milk
Street, Boston, a stockholder of the Steel Corpora-
tion. Boston, 1912.

An employe of the Pennsylvania Steel Company
. . . remarked to me: *'I never get used to the long
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turn; it always leaves me nearly dead, and then on the

end of it I go onto the night shift for a week—thirteen

hours of work every night. I never get a decent rest in

the daytime, and I feel miserable all the week. The end
of the week on night turn comes Sunday morning. I

get twenty-four hours off then, so I try to stay up and
have dinner with the family; it's the only time in the

week that I have with them—but it's pretty hard. I'm
so sleepy all the time." (P. 12.)

''It's a great strain on a man," another at Lacka-
wanna told me. *'I could stand eight hours all right,

but the twelve-hour schedule is a terribly nerve racking

thing. I am only twenty-seven years old and my nerves
are getting pretty bad. It's simply a killing pace in the

steel works, and no pleasure in it. Most of the skilled

men that I know are just trying to save their money un-

til they get a stake and go out into something else be-

fore the industry kills them." (P. 13.)

American Labor Legislation Review, March, 1914. Work-
ing Hours in Continuous Industries. Introductory
Address. William C. Redfield, Secretary of
Commerce.

We know too little, practically, although among the

well-informed we know quite a bit theoretically, of the

loss from fatigue. I doubt if I could afford to have at

work in my shop a thousand men who were partially poi-

soned. Yet I believe it to be true, and to be the consensus
of medical opinion, that tired men are partly poisoned
men. Fatigue, therefore, is a thing I cannot afford to

have in my shop. It stands against my revenue as a
blockade, and I cannot afford to run my factory, nor you
your factory, beyond the point where the willing mind
finds an untired hand to respond to its motor forces.

It seems to me that on the side of costliness of fatigue
we know altogether too little, and it appears very prac-
tically in a great deal of our work. . . .

I believe with all my heart, and I believe it increas-
ingly, that when the day shall come that we rim our fac-
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tories such hours and in such ways that our men shall

go home at night without excessive fatigue, then, and
not until then, shall we reach the height in quality and
quantity of product which we need to compete in the

markets of the world. (Pp. 107-108.)

Social Insurance with Special Reference to American
Conditions. I. M. Rubinow, Chief Statistician,

Ocean Accident & Guarantee Corporation; Former
Statistical Expert, United States Bureau of Labor.

New York, Henry Holt & Co., 1914.

It is sufficient to mention tuberculosis in dusty trades

to convey this idea. A disease is no less occupational

because it occurs outside the occupation as well, as long

as a close, causal connection between the occupation and
disease exists, and while tuberculosis is the gravest and
most widespread form of occupational disease, it is not

the only one. There are the many ruptures of persons
required to carry heavy weights. There is the forced

exposure to unfavorable climatic and weather conditions,

as in railroading or in building trades. There is the

over-exertion of certain muscles of organs of sense, as

in drafting, in railroading, for the eye ; as in boiler-shops

for the ears; there is the harmful result of improper
postures upon lungs and digestive organs, as in the seden-

tary occupations of the clerical force, or upon the female
organs because of excessive standing of the salesgirls,

and there are the harmful results of night work for a
large and growing army of workers who have been forced
to reverse the normal conditions of life and work; and,
finally, there is the vastly more universal phenomenon
of excessive fatigue due either to excessive hours or ex-

cessive speed, or both. In short, though it is difficult to

measure it in individual cases, there is no doubt that
modern industry is responsible for a large proportion
of the workingman's illness, as it is responsible for the
majority of industrial accidents. (P. 212.)

Even physiologically speaking, old age actually ar-

rives earlier than it did, at least in the case of the work-
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ingman. Perhaps there is no better illustration of the

glaring economic contrasts of modem social life than

the difference of the effect of old age upon the propertied

classes and the wage-workers. The constant speeding

up of the industrial processes, the almost inhuman in-

tensity of effort which grows even more than in direct

proportion to the shortening of the workers' hours, the

work at great depths in mines, or dizzy heights in build-

ing operations, the ever-present danger of bodily injury,

all these facts have their effects. We have scarcely

begun to study the problem of pathological effects of

fatigue, but that it must result in producing premature
old age is quite evident. The result is the pathetic prob-

lem of the man at fifty, of which we hear so much at

frequent intervals, and which threatens to become the

problem of the man at forty-five. Modern tendencies in

industry all work together to aggravate this situation.

(Pp. 304-305.)

Industrial Health-Hazards and Occupational Diseases
in Ohio. E. R. Hayhuest, A. M. ; M. D. ; Director,

Division of Occupational Diseases, Ohio State
Board of Health. 1915.

Fatigue symptoms should never be permitted to exist

in industries. These are, in a minor way, tiredness, sore
muscles, stiff joints, aches and pains, etc., while in a more
severe form we have such signs as muscular cramps, ob-

stinate lumbago, wry neck, neuritis, neuralgia, and "oc-
cupational neuroses," in which any attempt to return to

the regular work results in spasms of the muscles used,
accompanied by soreness, constant aches and pains,
trembling, gradual emaciation and partial paralysis of
the parts. In time, ligaments weaken so that flat feet
occur (perhaps with varicose veins, eczema and ulcers),
round shoulders, bowed backs and sunken necks. In-
ternal organs drop downward (especially the kidneys
and the female organs), causing much chronic invalidism.
Such signs are usually accompanied with a mental condi-
tion of anxiety which is out of all apparent proportions
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to what can be seen, and along with headache and con-

stipation make up the disease conditions known as '

' neu-

rasthenia." . . . The next stage is "nervous break-

down." Many persons, of slightly unsound condition to

begin with, develop a "fatigue psychosis," that is, in-

sanity which may be sudden and violent or just a gradual

deterioration characterized' as "played out," "no good
any more," "can't make his day's wages," etc. Our
hospitals, dispensaries, charities, various institutions and
asylums are crowded full of these classes of persons.

About 90 per cent, of them are over 40 years of age,

which make a significant contrast with the age-group
figures for wage-earners in manufacturing industries,

about 90 per cent, of whom appear to be under 40 years
of age.

Fatigue which affects the steady worker causes
anemia, enlargement of the heart, increased blood pres-

sure, circulatory diseases, kidney disease, and neurasthe-
nia or nervous exhaustion. This latter is a very common
complaint of the working classes. Chronic fatigue pre-

disposes to weakness and paralysis of special parts, and
to nervous breakdowns. The general fibrosis of all or-

gans and parts encroaches upon the reserve forces of
these organs and parts. Premature old age is a conse-
quence. During the course of any of these chronic affec-

tions, which are usually progressive when once incited,

the person is predisposed to all manner of acute diseases,

one of which, in the end, is finally signed upon the death
certificate as the cause of demise. (Pp. 35-36.)

New York Medical Journal, September 4, 1915. Occupa-
tion as an Etiological Factor in Disease. Nathan
ScHWAKTz, M. D., Acting Medical Inspector, Divi-
sion of Industrial Hygiene, Department of Labor.

Another cause of anemia in factories is poor ventila-
tion and overcrowding. In such cases, there is a gradual
pallor, languor, and then an anemia, and this is ascribed
to improper oxygenation of the blood from vitiation of
the air by gases from the intestinal tract, from eructation
and exhalation, and also from organic matter given off
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with perspiration. In certain occupations anemia is due

directly to the toxic nature of the gases or dust arising

in the process of work, as in metal plating, smelting,

printing, foundry work, etc. (P. 517.)

Diseases of Occwpation and Vocational Hygiene. Edited

by George M. Kober, M. D., Professor of Hygiene,

Georgetown University, etc., and William C. Han-

son, M. D., Massachusetts State Board of Health,

etc. Philadelphia. P. Blakiston's Son S Co., 1916.

Etiology cmd Prophylaxis of Occupational Dis-

eases. George M. Kober, M. D.

Illustrations of the acute and chronic eiYects of ex-

cessive muscular strain are seen in the undue prevalence

of cases of hernia, among persons engaged in hard work,

especially in those who lift or carry heavy weights on

ladders, as in the building trades. Fortunately derricks

and lifts are diminishing these hazards. The effects of

habitual hard work in the causation of diseases of the

heart and circulatory system, which in some instances

may result in sudden death from cardiac exhaustion or

rupture of the blood-vessels have been pointed out.

Indeed, there is ample statistical evidence to justify

the conclusion that persons habitually engaged in hard
work are more frequently subject to disease and accident

and present a higher mortality than persons more favor-

ably situated. (P. 447.)

Preventive Measures.—The general effects of over-

work and chronic fatigue are characterized by loss of

appetite, anaemia, digestive derangements, respiratory

and cardiac affections, fatigue neuroses, neurasthenia,

and general deterioration of health. . . .

It is obvious that there must be proper intervals for

rest and recuperation, hence the necessity of regulating

the hours of labor and the enforcement of a day of rest.

We have referred ... to the high mortality of the

industrial workers of Great Britain at the beginning of

the nineteenth century. This was at a time when em-
ployees in the cotton mills were obliged to work from
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14-18 hours a day. Koelseh informs us that after the

reduction of the hours of labor, from 12-8 hours a day,

in the alkali works of Norwich, the morbidity rate sank
from 10.12 per cent, to 6.1 per cent. After the introduc-

tion of the 9-hour shift in the English machine shops, in

1872, the average span of life of these workers was length-

ened in the course of 17 years from 8814 to 481/4 years.

In estimating the general efficiency of such commendable
laws it is but fair to concede that the general health move-
ment in the last four decades, especially the improvement
of the air we breathe and the water we drink, has played
an important part in the prolongation of human life.

The physiological remedy for fatigue is rest and sleep,

which offers an opportunity for recuperation.

Hours of Labor.—The enactment of laws limiting

actual labor to 8 hours a day finds ample support in a
study of the relation of fatigue to accident liability and
can also be defended upon general health principles.

(Pp. 448-449.)

Ihid. Diseases of the Blood, Circulatory System and
Kidneys. Thomas S. Lee, Washington, D. G.

Broadly speaking, the etiological factors of the dis-

eases of the blood, the circulatory system and the kid-

neys,' considered as occupational diseases, are either
those that act mechanically, such as strain and exi3osure
to physical forces,^ or the industrial chemical poisons.
The defective hygienic surroundings under which, al-

most of necessity, many trades are carried on also have
their part in causing certain of these diseases.- (P. 235.)

Primary Cardiac Overstrain.—Although many, per-
haps most, of the persons who are subject to attacks of
cardiac failure with dilatation are possessors of a dam-
aged myocardium, most authors now agree that disturb-
ance, inefficiency or failure of the circulation may be
brought about in a healthy heart by overstrain. As an
occupational disease primary cardiac overstrain is fre-
quent among soldiers, porters, miners, blacksmiths and
metal workers. (Pp. 239-240.)

Arteriosclerosis.—Arteriosclerosis, local or general,
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is undoubtedly the commonest form of circulatory dis-

ease, due directly to the influence of occupation. Two
of its etiological factors are prevalent among many in-

dustrial workers, namely, arterial strain and lead poi-

soning. The former is brought about by prolonged and
heavy muscular exercise, especially that associated with

much lifting, or by constantly repeated sudden efforts

which produce a great increase in blood pressure, and ul-

timately a permanent high tension. This condition may
be also brought about by occupations that are accom-
panied by severe and prolonged mental strain or worry.
The manner in which lead acts on the arterial system is

still somewhat uncertain. It may act directly as an
irritant to the arterial waUs, and it certainly raises the

blood pressure, probably by its action on the kidneys.

Increased blood pressure in itself, if sufficiently long
continued, inevitably leads to arteriosclerosis. A third

factor which is doubtless very prevalent among these
patients, though perhaps no more so than among other
classes of the population, is intestinal auto-intoxication,

more particularly that caused by the decomposition of

certain proteids. We find arteriosclerosis very com-
mon among stevedores, iron and steel workers, smiths,
butchers, and soap boilers, painters and others exposed
to chronic poisoning by the heavy metals ; as also among
those who are subjected to severe mental strain and wor-
ry. (P. 245.)

Hours of Labour. George J. Eccarius. London, Office

of Labour Representation League, 1872.

The death rate settles all disputes as to the effect of
overwork on health and life. On two recent occasions
the death rate has proved that constant work, which
is generally synonymous with overwork, is more dan-
gerous to life than a certain amount of privation. Dur-
ing the cotton famine the death rate of Manchester fell,

and when all work stopped in the East of London, and
the distress of the poor was at its height, the death rate
of St. George's in the East sunk to the level of the most
favored districts. (P. 27.)
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A general reduction of the hours of labour is neces-

sary on social, economical, sanitary, and moral grounds,

and is demanded by the working classes all over the

world. (P. 29.)

Eight-Hour Movement. Verbatim Report of a Debate
between H. M. Hyndmaist and C. Bkadlaugh. Lon-
don. Freethought Publishing Co., 1890.

If it can be shown, as shown it undoubtedly can, that

in industry after industry—in nearly every industry in

this country—workmen and workwomen are worked to

an extent which not only is not profitable to them, but
which absolutely saps their vitality, destroys their intel-

ligence, and leaves them no leisure for consideration,

and crushes them down like brutes of the field, and
worse—then I say no industry is profitable. No indus-

try is profitable which can only be carried on under con-

ditions which mean degradation for those who practice

that industry. There are few perhaps who consider
what is the pecuniary value of health. That to the com-
munity must be the most profitable industry that can
possibly be entered upon which obtains the best pos-
sible health for every man, woman, and child in the par-
ticular community, for in that lie the great resources
of this great country. (P. 6.)

What are the effects of over-work? One of the ef-

fects is this. I do not say that over-work is the only
cause of the early decease of the working classes, but
the working classes at this time die at just half the age
of the class to which I belong—^the class, namely, of
those who live upon labor. The average of the working
classes at the present time is about twenty-seven years
as against fifty-five for those who do not work. . . .

So bad is this over-work for the people that during per-
iods of depression, when the workers are not permitted
to work owing to the system of industrial anarchy which
at present prevails, positively the death-rate among the
workers falls, although at that very time they are ex-
posed to semi-starvation, and worse. That was the case
during the time of the Lancashire cotton famine, when
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positively during that awful period the death rate among
the workers of Lancashire fell, although a cotton famine
and a period of no work prevailed throughout that great

country. (Pp. 6-7.)

The Hygiene, Diseases, and Mortality of Occupation. J.

T. Aelidge, M. D., a. B., F. R. C. P., Late Milroy
Lecturer at Royal College, London, Percival,

1892.

Excessive exertion may operate either over a long

period and produce its ill results slowly, or be sudden
and severe. . . . AVhen such people are seized by
some definite lesion, attention is so completely attracted

to it that the antecedent over-toil laying the foundation
for the malady is apt to be overlooked. (P. 16.)

The want of exercise of the body induces torpidity

of functions, reduces lung capacity and respiratory
completeness, and the activity of the abdominal muscles,
which aid both respiration and the functions of the di-

gestive organs. Hence, the proclivity to venous stasis

(congestion), particularly in the pelvis and lower ex-

tremities and in the rectal vessels, with the production
of constipation, adds to these disorders of digestion in

their multiform shape, debilitated muscular power, and
a low vitality and vigor generally. (P. 19.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXXIX. Part I. 1893.

Royal Commission on Labour.

Testimony of Mr. William Allan, Messrs. Allan &
Co., Marine-Engine Builders. (Sunderland).

6866 . . . Have you observed any physical re-

sult? A great improvement. I have observed a great
improvement in the lads and in the tone of the men,
more especially with my apprentices. We used to have
at one time from, perhaps, 10 to 15 out regularly, and
since that has been introduced I have observed that
they have been in far better health, and I have asked
their parents and themselves too.
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6868 ... If anything, you get more production?
Yes.

6869 . . . The cost of production, therefore, is,

if anything, a little less?—It is.

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXXV. 1894. Royal
Commission on Labour. Fifth and Final Report.

Part I. General Review of the Evidence.

In favour of intervention by the Legislature the chief

arguments put forward were as follows: . . .

(2) In many industries the hours are still so long

as to be injurious to health. Even if this does not af-

fect the health of the present generation of workers, it

may injure that of the next. In some industries long
hours are a source of danger to the men employed and
to the public. In any case the working classes should

have additional opportunities for recreation, for self-

improvement, and for the fuller realization of family
life. (P. 61.)

Ibid. Minority Report by Mr. William Abraham, Mb.
Michael Austin, Mr. James Mawdsley, and Mb.
Tom Mann.

The prevention of excessive hours of labor stands,

in our view, second in importance only to the reform of
the sweated industries. We believe that no factor in the
degradation of the standard of life is more potent than
the physical exhaustion and absence of leisure involved
in long hours of manual work.
A regular working day not exceeding eight hours,

with the suppression of all but inevitable overtime, would
produce, in our judgment, not only a marked improve-
ment of the health and eflSciency of the wage-earning
class, but also an incalculable extension of education,
trade union organization, co-operation, and other agen-
cies for raising the condition of the workers. We think
that the influence of every department of the government
should be persistently employed to achieve this important
result. (P. 131.)
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Eight Hours for Work. John Eae, London and New
York, Macmillan & Co., 1894.

In the first place, while it is true that under the short-

hours system men work harder while they are at their

work than they do under the long-hours system, it is also

true that the short hours and hard work impose less

strain on the body than long hours and dawdling,

especially if the hours are passed in a hot, or dusty, or

poisoned atmosphere, such as many trades are obliged

to work in. The increased exertion during work-hours
has always been balanced, and more than balanced, by
the restorative effects of the longer period of repose or

recreation in good air. While the men do as good a

day's work as they did before, they improve in health or

vigor. After the Ten Hours Act was six months in op-

eration Mr. Horner reported that the workpeople had,

many of them, told him they enjoyed better health than
they used to enjoy; and their story was confirmed by
managers and overlookers, who said there had been less

sickness in the mills than before, one manager, who was
personally unfriendly to the ten-hours day, expressing
great surprise to find how much better his men were in

health, and how much more vigorously they worked, al-

though their wages had sunk so low that many of them
got scarce a bellyful of food. The effect of the Act of
1874 only repeated this experience of the Act of 1847.

The textile workers again intensified their exertions, till

they did their old day's work in the shorter term, and
their intenser exertions have again in no way hurt their
growth in bodily health and vigor. (Pp. 100-101.)

Messrs. Brunner, Mond & Co., . . . write Messrs.
Webb and Cox that '

' the effect on the health and physique
of the men of this change has been most beneficial." and
they supply some striking particulars to the Depart-
mental Committee of the Home Office on the health of
chemical workers. The figures of the sick club connected
with the works show that during the summer quarter in
1889, before the introduction of the three shifts, the per-
centage of men who received sick pay was 7.1, while
during the same quarter of 1893, after the introduction
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of the three shifts, the percentage was only 5.1, making

a reduction of 28.32 per cent.. In 1889 the men attended

by the doctor amounted to 10.12 per cent, of the whole,

but in 1893 it was only 5.1 per cent., showing a reduction

of 49.6 per cent. (P. 105.)

Indeed the rate of mortality among miners in this

country observes almost a strict proportiop with the

customary duration of their working-day, being less in

the short-hour districts than in the long-fiour districts.

(P. 106.)

Seasonal Trades. Edited by Sidney Webb and Aenold
FREEMAN. London, Constable S Co., 1912. The
West End Tailoring Trade.

... It is not the low rates of pay, but the irregular

work, the long hours, and the high pressure under which
work, when it comes, is carried out, which are the great

evils of the West End trade. ... In the busy season
sixteen and eighteen hours a day, for six or even seven
days a week, will be worked for several weeks on end.

Overtime is extended until after midnight; buttonholes
are given out to the women to be worked at all night;

and the pressor takes up the process in the small hours
of the morning when the ethers leave off, so that the
finished garment may be delivered in the shop by 9.30

A. M. sharp. In fact, in many cases, workshops are never
closed; and the men drop to sleep on their tools, or lie

down in their clothes too exhausted to return home to

rest. (Pp. 84-85.)
.

Sanitary regulations of all kinds are indeed more
strictly enforced than those relating to the limitation of
hours, and workshops are clean—cleaner than the ordi-
nary living-rooms of persons of the same class. But
little enforcement is possible in the domestic or small
home-workshop of the provision which limits the women's
work from 8 A. M. to 8 P. M., in the rare visits of the
Factory Inspector, the offending women are smuggled
into the back room, or if needs be, into bed ; and the In-
spector has not the face to disturb ''my sister asleep."
(This failure is the more to be regretted as any effec-
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tive enforcement of the Factories and Workshops Act
would at the same time check the excessive overtime of

the men, for the work is seldom able to proceed for any

length of time without the help of the women.) These
long hours of persistent toil inevitably affect the health

of both men and women. Meals are taken at any time

and in any shape. The men go for hours without food,

and are then too tired to eat. The whole household is

demoralized; and, whether windows are open or closed,

the air becomes vitiated during the heat of the long sum-
mer day. Perhaps the presser's workshop suffers most
heavily; windows are shut to keep in the damp atmos-
phere favorable to the work, and the heat rising from
the steaming irons and wet cloth is intolerable. But
everywhere men and women look haggard and white;

few do not suffer from indigestion and nervous strain;

all are anaemic; and the prevalence of phthisis, or con-

sumption, is excessive. Over one-third of the cases of

consumption known to the Westminster Health Society
in North Westminster (Soho, Strand and Mayfair areas)
are tailors, or members of a tailor's family; and of these
four-fifths are Jewish. These figures are the more sig-

nificant in that the earnings of the tailor average con-
siderably higher than those of other wage-earners in

the same district ; and the incidence of consumyition nor-
mally follows that of poverty. Indeed, outside the privi-

leged individual system, it is rare to find an elderly tailor

at work; the consensus of opinion among Trades Union
officials, as well as among the men themselves, is that the
tailor on sectional work is worn out between forty-five
and fifty, and that the presser and machiner are those
to drop out first. Perhaps the men suffer more severely
than the women. (Pp. 86-87.)

Rational Hours of Work. I. The Case for Reduction.
Shorter Hours and Greater Efficiency. A. H.
Crosfteld. Reprinted from the ''Manchester
Guardian," June 27, 1913.

If we turn now to consider the disastrous physical,
mental, and moral effects of excessively long hours and
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exhausting conditions of work on men and women in

their family and civic life, the most eloquent testimony
against these evil conditions of work undoubtedly comes
from those who have experienced and suffered under
them. The evidence against excessive hours of work

—

which in point of fact not seldom becomes positively

inhuman—is of course overwhelming. ' I may perhaps be
permitted to give one illustration. Alderman Patrick

Walls, general secretary of the National Union of Blast-

furnacemen, has described to me his experience of six-

teen years' work on twelve-hour shifts. 72 hours one
week and 96 the next, making an average of 84 hours
a week (inclusive of meal-time). When two gangs of

men work at a continuous process such as blast furnaces,

once a fortnight 24 hours' continuous work is necessary
for one gang, in order that the men may change from
day to the night shift or vice versa. Mr. Walls as a
young man in his prime must have been a fine specimen
of a powerful, athletic Briton. Yet he told me that,

walking home at the end of that 24-hour shift, he used
to feel as if a straw in his path would throw him on his

face. So much for the physical effects of such iniquit-

ously long hours of work. It represents a strain such
as no man would dream of putting on his horse. (P. 5.)

Rational Hours of Work. 11. Eight-Hour Shifts in

Iron and Steel Trades. A. H. Crosfield. Re-
printed from the ''Manchester Guardian," June
30, 1913.

Take the case of the strike of the smelter workers
which occurred at Swansea last November. This was
not in any way caused by differences about wages. It

was a question of conditions of employment. The work
is very hard, hot, and injurious to health. There is no
stoppage of work at the week-end, because the manu-
facture is absolutely continuous, and, while the number
of hours per week vary, the average of working hours
week by week is 70 per man. The complaint of the men,
to quote their own language, is that they are "sapped
out, prematurely aged, made miserable by chronic poi-
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soiling, and crushed by unnatural fatigue." Their of-

fer was to sacrifice one-seventh of their wages in re-

turn for the concession of Sunday rest! (Pp. 12-13.)

The Case for the National Minimum, with Preface by
Mrs. Sidney Webb. London, National Committee

for the Prevention of Destitution, 1913.

The extent of the physical deterioration due to exces-

sive hours can be measured by the experience of the

working of the eight hours day in the Durham and Cleve-

land iron industry in 1908. A number of the men
performing easy work were kept on twelve hours per
day. Investigations made in one of the trade union
branches showed that the men working twelve hours
drew 75 per cent, more sick pay in proportion to their

numbers than those working eight hours, despite their

easier work. Over the whole district the death-rate
among the twelve-hour men was out of all proportion
greater than among the men working eight hours.

Overwork and the National Purse.—Mention of sick

pay suggests that not only do long hours of labour make
a heavy drain on the national health, they will make an
equally heavy drain on the national purse. When the
Insurance Act is in full workins: order it is probable that
a sum largely in excess of £30,000,000 will be spent by the
insurance, poor law and public health authorities in cop-
ing with the various forms of ill-health. The experience
of the Durham and Cleveland iron workers indicates that
a large portion of this sum will be spent in repairing the
ravages of excessive overwork on the health and physique
of the workers. (Pp. 17-18.)

Work and Wages. In Continuation of Earl Brassey's
''Work and Wages" and "Foreign Work and
English Wages." Part III. Social Betterment.
Sidney J. Chapman, M. A., London and New
York, Longmans, Green S Co., 1914.

_
In Grermany practically all iron and steel workers

toil in twelve-hour shifts, which is the more serious in
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that the sickness and accident rate among such workers-

is exceptionally high. (P. 253.)

Much more inquiry is requisite, not only into mat-

ters affecting the dangerous trades, but also into such

problems as that of industrial fatigue with the intention

of securing if needful the regulation of specially tiring

work and conditions—like the carrying, pushing, and
hauling of heavy weights, prolonged standing, exces-

sive nervous tension, and bad ventilation. (P. 277.)

British Medical Journal. April 24th, 1915. Munition
Factories.

At the Enfield Lock small arms factory, which is under
government control, the men work in two shifts, a day
and a night. The day shift works out at 54 hours per
week, and the night shift at 75 hours. The men are al-

lowed an alternate Sunday off, and the whole factory

takes a Sunday holiday once a month. At the Easter
holiday a rest of four days was given. The men are paid

by piece work . . . extra pay is given for night work. . . .

The catering is good. The health of some of the men
who have come under our observation has been deteriorat-

ing. They are looking thinner, their faces are pale and
some show a highly-colored patch of venules on each
cheek. The appearance of the men suggests that the

conditions of their occupation will lead to an increased
incidence of phthisis. They complain of the heat and
closeness of the factories. . . .

The management ought to take full advantage of the

hours of daylight, and not put on the larger shift at
night when artificial lighting must be used, when the
factory is closer and hotter, and when the men are nat-

urally less able to bear fatigue. A night shift of 11 hours
is too long a strain for men, impelled as they are by
patriotism and money to work against time. The over-
warm, close atmosphere diminishes the tone and vigour
of the workers and lowers their metabolism. The ex-

hausting effect of factory labour is largely due to its

monotonous nature. One set of neuro-muscular mechan-
isms is continually used and fatigued. . . . Owing to the
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greatly diminislied loss of body heat in the confined,

warm factory, the need of the whole body for food is

lessened ; at the same time, the exhausted nervous system
craves for restitution. . . . From the atmospheric condi-

tions mentioned arises the need for stimulants and an im-

pulsion to eat too much food. . . . The result is alimentary
disorder. Hence the whole train of an impoverished
metabolism is started which leads to diminished vigour
and lessened joy in life. The confined atmosphere at the
same time exposes the workers to massive infection from
the carriers of the germs of tuberculosis, influenza and
other infections. . . . The shutting of windows favors mas-
sive infection . . . while at the same time the natural
immunity is lowered by the depression of the metabolic
processes. (P. 729.)

Annalen des Deutschen Reichs. Bd. XXI. 1888. [4«-
nals of the German Empire. Vol. XXI. 1888.]
Der inteniationale Schutz der Arheiter. [Inter-

national Labor Legislation.] Db. George Adler,
University of Freiberg. Munich and Leipsig,
1888.

The results to the worker of an unduly long work-
ing day are easy to perceive. His health, his energy,
and working capacity are undermined. His body be-

comes more receptive to disease; his family life is

ruined. His whole time is spent in work, except for the
sleep that is necessary to maintain life—with the result

that he is deprived of all that tends to culture and is re-

duced to a purely animal existence. (P. 482.)

Eandbuch der Hygiene. Bd. 8^. [Handbook of Hy-
giene. Vol. S^] Edited by Dr. Theodore Weyl.
Allegemeine Geiverbehygiene und Fabrikgesetz-
gebung. [General Industrial Hygiene and Fac-
tory Legislation.] Dk. Emil Eoth. Jena, 1894.

Among the dangers of occupation in the more re-

stricted sense those injuries that are induced by a too
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prolonged working time and by too heavy an amount of

work take first place.

It is evident that the health of even the most robust
workingman suffers if he is compelled to exceed the lim-

its of his physical capacity—if wearied organs are de-

nied the necessary reparation. There must be, there-

fore, in every case a relation between the length of work-
ing time and severity of work if occupation dangers are
to be considered. (P. 26.)

Amtliche Mittheilungen aus den Jahres-Berichten der
Gewerbe-Aufsichtsbeamten, XXII, 1897. [Offi-

cial Information from the Reports of the (Ger-
man) Factory Inspectors.] Berlin, Bruer, 1898.

The physicians connected with the local insurance

against sickness in Aachen, in reply to a question of the

president as to how far they attributed ill-health among
adult working men to extremely long hours of work, re-

plied that the freedom of employers to work their men
without legal restriction had certainly led to grave
abuses, and that there were workmen who at times were
subject to over-exertion that could not but be preju-

dicial to health. (P. 240.)

In the interest of the workingmen's health it is great-

ly to be regretted that such long hours are prevalent
. . . especially as experiments have so often shown
that product has not been lessened by reduction of

hours of work. It is greatly to be desired that the phy-
sically broken down factory workers (of this region)

might have the beneficent aid of a maximum working
day.

Well-meaning and clear-sighted employers lament the

conditions, but can do nothing individually.

One employer declares that '

' the very fact that weav-
ers who have 3 or 4 looms to attend to cannot even stand
up straight, because they must keep them continuously
going—is reason enough for a shorter day." (P. 241.)

Bad conditions are prevalent in tailoring and shoe-
making. . . . The results of excessively long hours
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and bad conditions are seen in the pale faces, roiind-

shouldered attitude and low vitality of these workers.

Their most apparent disease forms are articular rheu-

matism, eye troubles, chest and lung diseases, inflam-

mation of the joints and of the abdominal organs. In

order to overcome the evils of shoemaking and tailoring,

there should be the same regulation of working time and
pauses as in bakeries. (P. 259.)

Jahresberichte der Gewerhe-AufsicJitsheamten im Kon-
igreich Wurttemberg fur das Jahr 1901. [Re-

ports of the Factory Inspectors in the Kingdom
of Wurttemberg, 1901,] Stuttgart, LindemoAfin,

1902.

Human physique has not progressed proportionate-
ly with the perfection of machinery,—on the contrary,

there are signs that it is suffering deterioration, and it

is therefore not surprising that the workman's body
cannot for a long stretch of time keep pace with the ma-
chine and the extensive demands it makes upon his at-

tention and vigilance, without suffering serious injury
to health. The efforts made in consequence by the work-
ers to preserve their health (their only capital) by at-

taining a reduction of working hours and a legal nor-
mal day are entirely justifiable. (P. '14.)

Jahresberichte der Gewerbe-Aufsichtsbeamten und
Bergbehorden fur das Jahr 1906. Bd. III. [Re-
ports of the [German) Factory and Mine Inspec-
tors for the Year 1906. Vol. III.] Berlin, Deck-
er, 1907.

Alsace-Lorraine

:

The^ efforts toward establishing shorter hours are so
gratifying that it is all the more regrettable still to find
a number of industries, even some which stand high, re-
taining the systematically long hours of work which are
bound to exhaust prematurely the mental and physical
power of the workers. (P. 26.®*)
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Stenographic Reports of the German Reichstag. 1 Ses-

sion, 1908. Appendix 8. Report Nr. 701. Um
Gesetzliche Verhinderimg des die Gesundheit
Ruinirenden Uberschichtenwesens, im Bergre-
vier. [For the legal Prohibition of Excessive

shifts Ruinous to Health in Mines.] Report
brought in by Representative Sachse.

The second point of the petition sets forth the great

overstrain to which the miners are subjected through
extra long shifts and the injury therefrom both to them-

selves and to the insurance office. Many men had from
40 to 48 shifts a month and their health was injured and
the insurance funds drained thereby.

The following statistics are offered as proof of this

statement

:

Sick pay rose 20 per cent, in two years. In 1900 and
1902 the cases of sickness per member and per year were
0.5 per cent. ; in 1904 they were 0.6 per cent.

Days of sickness per member and per year totaled, in

1900, 8.2 per cent. ; in 1902, 8.6 per cent. ; and in 1904 9.6

per cent., which means a rise of 17 per cent, in time lost.

Accidents getting compulsory compensation num-
bered, in 1900, 12.19; in 1902, 13.55 and in 1905, 15.55 per
1000 members.

The accidents reported rose from 103.48 in 1900 to

126.45 in 1905 per 1000 insured men.
The age of miners invalidated fell as follows: The

average age at which invalidity pay was begun was in

1892, 50 years. In 1900 it fell to 48.9; in 1903 to 46.6

(statistics of the miners' union.)

The miners' union of Bochum gave 42.2 years as the
average age for invalidity in 1904 ; and 43 years in 1905.

These are frightful figures and a disgrace to German
social conditions. They prove not only that hours of

work are too long, but also that the practice of excessive
shifts is absolutely murderous.

The Commission appeals to the government for pro-
tective legislation. (P. 4465.)
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Working Hours in Continuous Processes of the Iron and
Steel Industries. Report to the International As-
sociation for Labor Legislation. Franz Wieber,
Chairman of the Christian Metalworkers Union of

Germany. Duisburg, 1912.

High Accident and Morbidity Eates as Consequences of

Long and Exhausting Work.

The iron and steel industry shows the highest rate of

accidents and disease; the rate of accidents exceeds even
that of mining. The constantly increasing complexity

of mechanical installations involves constantly increasing

danger. Even though the modem development of ma-
chinery no longer makes such severe demands on the

physical strength of the worker, there has been a signifi-

cant increase of the speed and strain of the work. The
pace of the machines, derricks and cranes is constantly

increased and with it the danger of accidents rises. There
is danger to life and limb merely in going through a roll-

ing mill in operation.

On the other hand, the severity of the work and the

excessive heat before the furnaces, together with drafts
and drinking large quantities of cold drinks, the dust
and poisonous fumes—all combine to endanger the health

of the workers. ... In the hot summer months it is an
everyday occurrence to see workmen faint with exhaus-
tion at their work. The irregular meal-times also have
a bad effect on health. To be sure, the morbidity figures,

in contrast to those concerning miners, are very difficult

to obtain. The sickness insurance is in the hands of the
special industrial associations, which are exceedingly
chary of giving any statistical information. The follow-
ing figures are therefore based in part on earlier years.

In the Krupp firm, at Essen-on-the-Ruhr, the inci-

dence of sickness for the entire working force was as fol-

lows:

Days.
1902=57.22 per cent. Average duration of sickness 15.29
1906=62.87 *' '' '' *' '' '' 15.56
1910=65.45 '' " '* " " *' 18.30
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This period of nine years shows a rise not only in the

incidence, but also in the duration of sickness. We must
take into account, however, that not even half of these

workers are employed in the most taxing processes of

the industry. The majority are employed in the muni-
tion works and the machine shops. (Pp. 35-38.)

Moreover, only thoroughly strong and healthy men
are employed in these heavy processes. The applicants

have to undergo an exceedingly careful physical exami-
nation and their employment depends upon the report of

the physician. The great majority of the iron and steel

works take on no workers over 40. . . . (Pp. 38-39.)

We must not fail to emphasize, in discussing the prob-
lem of securing labor, the fact that the introduction of

the eight hour shift will defer the onset of invalidity. In
the heavy processes of steel manufacture the average
industrial life of the workers is fifteen years. This is

shown, for example, by a provision of the Krupp Pension
Fund. The fumacemen in the Krupp plants qualify for
the pension after fifteen years, while the time limit for
the other workers is set at twenty years. With the intro-

duction of the eight hour day the steel industry will have
no further difficulty in securing labor. (P. 60.)

The preceding facts go to prove that a change is not
only imperatively necessary, but also entirely within the
realms of possibility. The long and exhausting working
hours in the iron and steel industry, with their many
accompanying dangers, are in no way consistent with the
technical and cultural progress of the present time. (P.

63.)
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Deutsche Vierteljdhrsschrift fur offentliche Gesv/nd-

heitspflege. Vol. 43. 1911. Zur Phyziologie und
Pathologie der Arheit, mit hesonderer Berucksicht-

igung der Ermiidungsfrage. {Physiology cmd
Pathology of Work, with Special Reference to the

Fatigue Problem.] Dr. E. Roth.

The more the body is inundated with fatigue-products,

the more evident become the signs of chronic fatigue or
over-fatigue. The principal expressions of chronic fa-

tigue are digestive disturbances, anomalies of blood-

formation, symptoms of anemia, nervous disturbances,
such as neurasthenia, and finally, general invalidism. Un-
doubtedly, the condition of the organs, the constitution
of the body, have a decisive influence upon the earlier or
later onset of fatigue and over-fatigue. The most im-
portant external factors in this connection are sufficient

recreation and suitable nutrition. A period of rest in
the middle of the day's work is an important factor for
the easing of the work and the saving of the worker's
strength. (P. 651.)

Berichte uber die Fdbrikinspektion irri' Jahr 1879. [Re-

ports of the (Swiss) Factory Inspectors, 1879.]
• Berne, Stdmpflische Printing House, 1880.

It is a great pity that, in estimating the pros and cons
of the ''normal day of work," so little consideration is

paid to the results of the long hours both on the physical
and moral well-being of the worker.

In going about in the embroidery regions, one hardly
thinks of physical drawbacks, when seeing the factories,

which are usually clean, light, and airy; but when one
meets men who, formerly robust, have. lost their healthy
looks after a few years of the excessively long hours of
work and who are now worn out and unstrung ; when one
hears embroiderers of 48 years called old and invalid,
one feels like inquiring further. It will be found that the
work is in itself extraordinarily strenuous. . . . The
physicians in these regions universally affirm the extreme
danger to health in the unreasonably long hours of work.
(P. 14.)
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Berichte uber die Fabrikinspektion im Jalir 1881. [Re-

ports of the (Swiss) Factory Inspectors, 1881.]

Schaffhausen, Brodtmann, 1882.

When the normal day was introduced by law for fac-

tory workers, it was first of all based on reasons of health.

More and more numerous protests had been made as to

the excessive labor imposed upon the worker, and the

injury to Health and strength that was being suffered by
our people was emphasized on all sides. Measures of

prevention against these abuses were regarded as coun-

selled by nature, which provides men with the instincts

of self-preservation. To these reasons were added others

of a social nature. It was hoped to elevate the working
classes morally and intellectually, to give them more time
for family life, social amenities and education. (P. 13.)

Sixth International Congress of Hygiene and Demo-
graphy. Vienna, 1887. Par XIV. Sec. on Hygiene.
Fabrikhygiene und Gesetzgebung. [Factory Hy-
giene and Legislation.] Dr. Feidolin Schulbr,
Swiss Factory Inspector, Vienna, 1887.

In the factory inspection reports of many countries
there may be found ample observation of the destructive
influence of long hours. Thus a Saxon report says of

glassmakers ''they have high wages, and live well, but
do not live to old age. They have excessive hours of
work." (P. 35.)

jStude sur I'Influence de la Duree du Travail Quotidien
sur la Sante Generale de I'Adulte. [Study of the

Effect of the Length of Working Hours upon the

General Health of Adults.] Dr. Ilia Sachnine.
Lyon, Waltener Ft Cie, 1900.

There is a weighty factor, over and above such ex-

ternal conditions as housing, nutrition, etc., etc., which
exercises a widespread influence upon the health of the
people. This is no other than the duration of the working
hours of wage-earners. (P. 20.)
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Revue d'Hygiene. T. 26, 1904. Enquete sur la Situation

Sanitaire des Ouvriers du Textiles dans I'Arron-

dissement de Lille. [Inquiry into the Samitary

Conditions in the Textile Trades in Lille and its

Environs.'] Dr. D. Verhaeghe. Paris, Masson et

Cie.

The longer the working hours and the whole period of

occupation in the mills the less probability is there that

the textile worker may retain his health unimpaired.

(P. 1066.)

42.08 to 100 of the textile workers had poor health.

. . . Some ailments were due to bad hygienic con-

ditions, ... the others were due rather to physical

overstrain. (P. 1078.)

Eighth International Congress of Hygiene and Demo-
graphy. Budapest, 1894. Vol. VII, Sec. V. Vher
das Verhdltniss der Dauer des Arheitstages zur

Gesundheit des Arheiters und dessen Einfluss auf
die ofentliche Gesundheit. [The Length of the

Working Day in its Relation to the Workman's
Health and its Influence upon Public Health.] Dr.

E. J. R. Krejcsi, Vice-Secretary of the Chamber
of Commerce in Budapest. Budapest, 1896.

All accumulated experience and evidence fully justify

the conclusion that the length of working time is of

weighty importance to the workman's health and that

overwork is accompanied by most harmful consequences
to the organism.

As a matter of fact, practising physicians observe
among persons with excessive hours of work, such as
bakers, tailors, sewing women, shop girls, etc., definite

disturbances of health for which they hold the long hours
directly responsible. And yet a direct proof of every in-

jury resulting from overwork is almost unattainable.
For, connected with the overwork are other and related
factors that are injurious, such as a fixed artificial pos-
ture, or dust, or poisons, insanitary shop and factory,
or insufficient nutrition, and it is often almost impossible
to separate their effects. Other complicating factors
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might also be adduced in many cases, such as insufficient

sleep, great haste at meals, imperfect safety appliances

in the lesser industries. Nevertheless the relation of long

working hours to health is, in certain forms of ill health,

easily demonstrable. So, for instance, in certain trades,

definite maladies result from too long standing. . . .

Others equally definite are caused by too long sitting

. . . and others are conspicuous as resulting from
excessive muscular over-exertion. . . . Now, though
we may say, in such cases, that the injuries to health are

the direct results of standing, sitting, or lifting, there

can scarcely be room for disagreement when we take it

to be a settled fact that the underlying relation of the

length of the working hours to the state of health is clear-

ly established.

Taking for granted that all other conditions (nutri-

tion, housing, general sanitation, etc.) remain unchanged,
this difference of time in the occurrence of sickness must
be attributed to the excessive hours of work, which reach
beyond the limits of endurance. (Pp. 326-327.)

Instituts Solvay. Travaux de VInstitut de Sociologie

{Sociological Publications of the Solvay Insti-

tute.] Une Experience Industrielle de Reduc-
tion de la Journee de Travail. [An Industrial

Experiment in the Reduction of Hours of Labor.]
L. G. Fromont, with Preface by E. Mahaim.
Brussels, Misch et Thron, 1906.

The eight-hour day was not . . . forced upon
M. Fromont by his men. He came to it himself from
observation of the exhaustion of his employees. He no-

ticed their physical deterioration, found constant de-

ficits in the sick benefits fund, and could not resist the

conviction that the 12-hour day was excessive. Thus
in undertaking his experiments he was clearly conscious

of the end in view; it was a question of increasing the

endurance and productivity of the working force by a
reduction of working hours. (Preface, Pp. xvii-xviii.)

The gratifying results of the experiment, (as to out-
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put and wages, were completed in a most remarkable
manner by the evidence of progressive and permanent
improvement in the men's health. This final demonstra-
tion was given by the sick benefit fund, which with prac-

tically the same number of members showed a steadily

growing balance.

The annual results on this fund are evident in the

diagram where the curve shows the incontestably good
influence of the eight-hour day. (P. 81.)
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It should be observed that non-employment due to

accidents has nothing to do with this fund, for from its

formation the Company has insured all its employees
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against accidents and pays all the resultant expenses.

The sick benefits fund has to do only with cases of sick-

ness. Thus the results reached are all the stronger ar-

guments in favor of our thesis.

The rather marked drops for the years 1895, 1900,

and 1902, which lower the curve to the points C. H. and
K. are due to epidemics of influenza which raged dur-

ing the winters of these years. Aside from these drops,
which are thus naturally explained, the curve shows a
general and constant rise.

We must conclude without fear of exaggeration that

the curve of improvement shows the steady progress
which may be indicated by the continuous line o b M e f-

g N r m.* (Pp. 82-83.)

* The eight-liour day was adopted at the Engis Chemical Works In 1893.
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e. INJURIES TO EYES AND EARS.

(1) Eyes.

Serious injury to the eyes results also from excessive

working hours. The danger of eye-strain from over-

long hours and close application is intensified by the lack

of proper and adequate lighting of workrooms. Shorter

working hours not only relieve the strain upon the eyes,

but diminish the necessary time for working with arti-

ficial light.

Industrial Heaith-Eazards and Occupational Diseases
in Ohio. E. E. Hayhurst, A.M.; M.D.; Director^

Division of Occupational Diseases, Ohio State
Board of Health. 1915.

A flickering light, or a dim light can be just as fatigu-

ing, from its effects upon the human eyes, as the most
laborious' work. On the other hand, brilliancy is equal-

ly as dangerous. We see the extremes of this in some
of the furnace and melting processes, where eyes are
subjected to intense heat, as well as light, thus predis-

posing to ageing (cataracts, retinitis, conjunctivitis,

etc.) Extremes are seen in the case of welding by the
various types of blowpipes and electric methods now in

vogue, in which not only the eyes require to be protected
by alternate layers of colored glass, but even the skin,

to prevent the consequence of cancer. The eye also suf-

fers from contrasts of light and shadows, as are seen
particularly in rooms where furnace glares are mostly
depended upon for lighting. Such conditions, of course,
produce inaccuracies of execution, and lead to accidents,
as well as curtailment of production. Nystagmus, or
dancing pupils, so commonly seen among coal miners,
has been recently shown to be due essentially to poor
lighting. The eyes are greatly fatigued by looking down
constantly upon bright objects or reflecting surfaces.
For instance, many persons suffer from headache when
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they look upon an expanse of river or lake water while
the sun is shining. The retina of the human eye is nor-

mally adapted to high-lights (the sky) which come above
the center of the field of vision, and to dark tones and
colors in the lower field of vision. Looking down upon
white reflecting surfaces, as upon paper, in ironing white
goods, etc., is the cause of considerable industrial head-
ache. (Pp. 21-22-23.)

Report of the Massachusetts State Board of Health.,

1906. Report on the Sanitary Conditions of Fac-
tories, Workshops, and other Establishments.

Poor light is itself a factor of no mean consequence
in reducing the physiological resistance to disease. It

may be a concomitant of a number of other unsanitary
influences which affect the health of the worker, as for

example, in the weaving and spinning rooms ; or it may
be the principal factor, as in web drawing. Apparently
too little thought has been given, in mill construction, to

providing for light in accordance with the kind of work
to be done in a given room. Many rooms are of old con-

struction, with comparatively low ceilings, small win-
dows, and small panes of glass. Some of these rooms
are narrow, and admit fair light from the sides ; Ibut some
are wide, and some are basement rooms, which lack both
an ample supply and an even distribution of light.

Aside from the question of mill construction, two im-
portant factors contribute to poor light in a large number
of rooms, viz: (1) neglect to keep the ceiling and
walls clean and white; and (2) infrequent washing of
windows, allowing them to go unwashed in some in-

stances for several years. It is frequently the case that
prismatic glass of different kinds and sizes is introduced
into poorly lighted rooms; but unless this glass is kept
reasonably clean, it is of little value. In poorly con-
structed and neglected rooms, with or without prismatic
glass, artificial light is not uncommonly used even on
bright, sunny days in the late morning or early afternoon
nours; and in such rooms gas jets are as likely to be
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found as incandescent bulbs. Even if artificial light is

not used until the late afternoon hours, there is then

much variation as to the time and method of lighting

and the kind of light in use. In some instances the light

should be turned on half an hour, or longer, before the

engineer sees fit to do so
;
yet the employees during this

time are supposed to continue their work with the same
degree of accuracy and rapidity as with good light.

It is a well-established fact that either the overuse
of the eyes, or the use of eyes under bad conditions, may
give rise to eye fatigue or to eye strain; and many eye
specialists believe that at least 80 to 90 per cent, of head-
aches are dependent upon eye strain.

With these facts in mind, it is impossible to ignore
the probability that man/ individuals working by gas
light, or even electric light, in dirty, unpainted, over-

heated rooms, with impure air and excessive moisture,
for ten hours a day or merely for the last two hours dur-
ing the day, use up a great deal of nervous energy, and
suffer from eye fatigue, or eye strain, and its conse-
quences. (Pp. 470-471.)

American Labor Legislation Review. June, 1912. Occvr-

pational Eye Diseases. Ellice M. Alger, New
York Postgraduate Medical School.

It is certain that stokers, bottle makers, glass-blowers,

and others who are continually exposed to very intense
light and heat have an enormously increased liability to
cataract. One foreign observer found that as many. a&
40 per cent, of the bottle makers in one establishment
showed evidences of cataract though the great majority
of them were under forty years of age. The left eye,
which is nearest the fire, was invariably affected more
than the right. (P. 227.)

There is also a very large group of diseases, organic
or functional, which are due to prolonged use or excessive
strain of the eyes. . . .

There are at least three distinct types of eye fatigue
which show themselves in different trades. We have
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already alluded to the retinal fatigue resulting from the

constant watching of polished or reflecting surfaces, re-

sulting in the asthenopia of gilders and polishers. Next
comes the muscular fatigue which we see in the trades

that compel the constant use of the eyes for close, fine

work. The perfectly normal eye sees things close at hand
only by a process of accommodation of focusing, which
is a muscular effort and which produces a normal fatigue.

It is, therefore, perfectly possible to strain healthy, nor-

mal eyes by overwork. In most of the so-called errors of

refraction, hyperopia, astigmatism, and the like, distinct

vision is only possible by overaccommodation, and the

individual who has to accommodate too much naturally

becomes tired sooner than he otherwise would. . . .

To-day there are many trades in which the workman sits

hour after hour chiefly engaged in watching intently—

a

task which eventually tires even the normal, healthy eye.

And among the factory workers, badly housed, ill fed
for generations, diseased, refractive errors, which are
for the most part congenital, are not only practically uni-

versal, but often so great that they cannot be compen-
sated for any amount of strain.

Consider the garment workers, for instance. They
all suffer from errors of refraction, large or small. They
have less than the normal compensatory powers because
their muscles are overworked and badly fed. They work
long hours in close, badly ventilated, badly lighted rooms,
driven to the utmost. The least muscular relaxation
means indistinct vision and mistakes in their work, and
for every mistake there is a regular tariff of fines and
deductions. The constant strain to see distinctly results
in a whole series of eye symptoms. The muscular fatigue
causes headache, which most operatives seem to consider
an inevitable incident of life. The eye, like the hand, has
its muscle cramps from overstimulation, and its pareses
from exhaustion, but, while the cramp of writers and
telegraphers is regularly included in the list of occupa-
tional diseases, nothing is said of the far more common
ciliary spasm or the convergence insuflSciency of the eye
worker. The nervous exhaustion which follows the ef-

fort to stimulate tired ocular muscles day after day is
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certainly one at least of the causes of lowered vitality

and depression. Neurasthenia and the other fatigue and
attention neuroses are said to be practically universal

among the garment workers, and no small part of it can
be ascribed to eyestrain. (Pp. 227-229.)

Personally I believe that the eye diseases due to

fatigue are far more important than we commonly sup-

pose. More people are blind from malignant myopia and
retinal detachment than from all the trade poisonings.

. . . Any intelligent shop management must con-

sider the eyes of employees. (P. 230.)

Workers' Health Bulletin. Issued by the Joint Board
of Sanitary Controls in the Cloak, SuAt and Skirt

and the Dress and Waist Industries. Geoege M.
Price, M. D. New York, 1915.

Insufficient and improper light is dangerous to life-

because of the, greater liability of workers to accidents,

dangerous to health because it causes eyestrain, head-
aches and other diseases, and finally, dangerous to eye-

sight because of overstrain and impairment of the eyes

and to general health, because eyestrain causes head-
aches and other diseases. (P. 6.)

No organ of the body is so important and indis-

pensable to the enjoyment of life and happiness as our
eyes. Yet, no organ of the body is so much over-used,

misused and abused.
Of every one hundred workers examined in our of-

fice, SEVENTY-FIVE were found to have defective
vision in one or both eyes. In only very few cases were
glasses worn that really corrected the defects. In most
cases the glasses, if worn at all, not only did not correct
the defects, but made them worse.

Defective eyes are due to stooping posture, to eye-
strain, to insufficient light and to glaring light.

A stooping posture causei congestion in the eye, eye-
strain and leads to bad eyesight, to headaches and back-
aches.

Straining of the eyes because of insufficient or of im-
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groper light is injurious to the eyesight and to general

ealth.

Glare is caused by light which is unshaded or too in-

tense.

Overstrain of eye is also caused by too prolonged
work, by overfatigue, by over-time and much night work.

(P. 13.)

British Home Office. Interim Report on cm Investiga-

tion of Industrial Fatigue hy Physiological Meth-
ods, by A. F. Stanley Kent, M. A., D. So. (Oxon),
Henry Overton Wills Professor of Physiology in

the University of Bristol. London, 1915.

Notes on the Times at "Which the Observations Were
Taken.

Colliers.—The experiments were carried out at the

beginning and at the end of an eight hours' ''shift" in

each case.

The colliers commenced work on what is called the
* * afternoon shift" at 3 p. m. on Monday. They went down
the pit between 2 and 3 p. m., so as to be ready to start

work at 3. They then worked, with one 20 minutes'
interval, till 11 p. m., and came up the pit some time
between 11 and 12 p. m. (P. 17.)

In the **Eatio" given in the last line values over unity
indicate ... a diminished acuity of vision after labour.

(P. 19.)

Second Experiment (Colliers). Maximum distance

in centimetres at which Standard Letters can be recog-

nised. This—the first test of the present series based
upon an examination of the special senses—is of great
interest.

With two exceptions, every test shows that the dis-

tance at which the standard letters could be seen proved
to be greater before than after work, that is to say, as

a result of the work, the acuity of the sight was dimin-
ished. . . . The differences in many of the remain-
ing cases are large, and, omitting the results of the first

day, when the novelty of the conditions probably af-
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fected the results more than later in the series, it is seen
that the ratio A/N rises consistently during most of the
time of the test—1.118-1.20-1.240-1.190.

Second Experiment (Colliers).

Maximum distance (In centimetres) at which Standard Letters recognised.

January, 1915.

Examinee. Monday, 4th. Tuesday, 5th. Wednesday, 6th. Thursday, 7th. Friday, 8th.

At N* N

1 J. J. L. 76 60 66 72 74 55 64 50 60 54

2 F. T. 610 593 602 600 641 610 645 571 600 615

3 G. C. 252 182 343 220 369 300 367 143 164 122
4 J. W. L. 503 426 626 517 564 563 569 476 575 444

6 D. W. L. 300 175 277 300 169 146 286 227 216 171

6 S. M. 595 544 666 600 732 620 686 636 675 618
Total 2336.0 1980.0 2580.0 2309.0 2549.0 2294.0 26oao 2103.0 2290.0 1924.0

Average 389.0 330.0 430.0 384.8 428.1 382.3 434.7 350.5 381.7 320.7

Ratio A/N 1.180 1.118 1.120 1.240 1.190

tA:
•N:

Afternoon, between 2 and 3 P. M.
Night, between 11 P. M. and 12 midnight

(Pp. 19-20.)

Fatigue. A. Mosso, Professor of Physiology, University

of Turin. 1896. Translated by Marqakbt Drtjm-
MOND, M. A., and W. B. Deummond, M. B., Extra
Physician, Royal Hospital for Sick Children, Edin-
burgh, New York, Putnam, 1904.

Eest has such an effect upon vision that some work-
men, such as printers, tailors, and shoemakers, after
their Sunday rest, see very well for several days ; but in

the middle of the week the symptoms of asthenopia re-

commence; and so troublesome are they that the suffer-

ers have to cease work and go to the doctor, complain-
ing not only of obscurity of vision, but of pain extend-
ing from their eyes to the frontal and occipital regions
of the head. (P. 139.)

Fatigue of the eyes m perception of the colour has
been thoroughly studied by Goethe (Zur Farbenlehre,
1812).
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From his work on colours I shall quote some para-

graphs which deal specially with ocular fatigue.

"We have all tried the experiment of looking at the

sun, or gazing fixedly on the flame of a candle, and then

shutting our eyes. We are all aware that the eye re-

tains an image of a circle, which is at first bright with

a pale-yellow centre, but quickly becomes rose-coloured

around the edges.

After a time, this red increasing towards the centre

covers the whole circle and at last the bright central

point. No sooner, however, is the whole circle red than
the edge begins to be blue and the blue gradually in-

croaches inward upon the red. When the whole is blue

the edge becomes dark and colorless. The image then
becomes gradually fainter and at the same time dimin-
ishes in size. (Pp. 229-230.)

Goethe has likewise pointed out the effect of debility

upon vision: ''In passing from bright daylight to a
dusky place we distinguish nothing at first; by degrees
the eye recovers its susceptibility: strong eyes sooner
than weak ones ; the former in a minute, while the latter

may require seven or eight minutes."
This observation of Goethe's as to longer duration

of fatigue phenomena in enfeebled persons is of great
importance in our present study. (P. 230.)

J^tude sur I'Influence de la Duree du Travail Quotidien
sur la Sante Generale de VAdulte. [Study of the

Effect of the Length of Working Hours upon the
General Health of Adults.'] Du. Ilia Sachnine.
Lyon, Waltener et Cie., 1900.

Bocci has studied the influence of fatigue on human
vision. He holds that in fatigue of the eye and its at-

tachments there are two distinct factors, namely, pure-
ly muscular fatigue and weariness of the nerve centres.
In a series of experiments with normal individuals who
were fatigued he found a diminution of keenness of
vision, of refraction, of accommodation, of impression-
ability of the retina, of equilibrium and of muscular co-

ordination. (P. 59.)
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Ilandhuch der ArheiterwoMfahrt. Bd. I. [Handbook
of the General Welfare of the Working Classes.

Vol. I.] Edited by De. Otto Dammer. Beschddi-

gungen der Arbeiter bei der Arbeit. [Injuries of
Occupation.] Dr. Ascher. Stuttgart, 1902.

Over-exertion of different organs

:

The eye:

Puddlers, glassblowers, and others whose eyes are

continually exposed to extreme heat and light not only
suffer greatly from inflammation of the connective tis-

sues of the eyes, but also frequently from cataract. .

. . Shortsightedness was found in a great number of

cases among the darners of a worsted mill the result of

the spasmodic accommodation of the eyes, as well as in-

flammation of the conjunctiva; that is the result of over-

strained eyes in many occupations, especially those car-

ried on in artificial or in poor light—the remedy lies in

improving lighting facilities and in shortening the work-
ing hours. (P. 492.)

(2) Ears.

Various incidents of industrial life, such as extremes

of heat and cold, dust, fumes, etc., are injurious to the

organs of hearing. Loud and intense noise in manufac-

ture is an important cause of impaired hearing, especially

among machinists, boilermakers and metal workers.

Recent experiments show a distinct lowering of the

acuity of hearing among fatigued workers.

Diseases of Occupation and Vocational Hygiene. Edited
by George M. Kober, M. D., Professor of Hygiene,
Georgetown University, etc., and William C.

Hanson, M. D., Massachusetts State Board of
Health, etc. Philadelphia, P. Blakiston's Son &
Co., 1916. Occupational Injuries and Diseases of
the Ear. By Clarence John Blake, M. D., Bos-
ton, Mass.

Injuries and diseases of the ear, of occupational ori-

gin, may be grossly divided into three classes; those
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which are limited to the external ear, those which affect

the sound-transmitting apparatus of the middle ear, and
those which are ultimately expended in their deleterious

effect upon the more delicate sound-transmitting appara-

tus of the cochlea and the terminal nerve distributions

which constitute the static organ of the labyrinth.

The effect upon the auricle of exposure to extreme

cold in the indoor trades is less frequently observed than

that produced by climatic exposure, but the results are

the same. . . .

Similar inflammatory changes in the auricle are the

result of exposure to extreme heat; stokers, smelters,

braziers, puddlers and railway firemen are liable to cir-

cumscribed inflammations of the dermis on the anterior,

the more exposed surface of the auricle and especially

in the region of the helix and the tragus, while the dust

and grime accompanying these and similar occupations,

including metal, glass, stone and wood workers, using
denatured alcohol, and grinders and polishers, mother-
of-pearl cutters, brush makers, are frequently produc-
tive of some form of eczema of the auricle and of the

external canal.

In all of the trades dealing with molten metals wounds
and bums of the auricle are frequently possible. . . (Pp.
339-340.)

Injuries not only to the auricle but also to the exter-

nal canal and even the drum head are not infrequent in

the trades which have to deal with the fabrication of

metals; blacksmiths, and other hanunerers and forge
workers are subject to injury from flying particles as

are also stone masons and, less frequently, wood work-
ers, while the dust resultant in these and similar occu-

pations settling upon the auricle about the entrance of

the external auditory canal and requiring vigorous wash-
ing for its removal may be in the course of that process
washed into the external canal and there retained, with
the effect not only of obtunding the hearing, but of

setting up irritation in the skin lining the canal. In this

latter respect the character and constitution of the dust
has a determinative effect, the dust of iron, steel and
of coal having usually a merely obstructive effect, while
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that of zino ore, containing also lead, cadmium and ar-

senic is more or less irritating and consequently pro-

ductive of eczema of the auricle and canal and of furun-

culosis and diffuse dermatitis. In wood polishers and
jig sawyers where denatured alcohol has been used in the

dressing and finishing of the wood or where acids have
been used for checking and staining, the resultant dust is

more irritating than that of the raw wood alone. (Pp.

340-41.)

In all of the trades which entail more or less continu-

ous exposure to heated air laden with dust and foul with
poisonous gases, the effect upon the ear is secondary to

that induced in the mucous membrane of the nose and
nasopharynx and varies, according to the degree and
character of the irritation or infection, from a non-sup-
purative progressive thickening process in the soft tis-

sues of the middle ear to a suppurative process more or

less destructive in its course.

The number of the trades in which these two forms
of implication of the middle ear are observable is large

and their enumeration includes almost all of the occupa-
tions which are conducted in a dusty atmosphere and
those especially in which dust and irritating vapors are
among the by-products of manufacture; when to these

unfavorable conditions there is added the loud noise of

continuously operative machinery the cycle of injurious

effects, so far as the auditory transmitting and percep-
tive apparatus is concerned, is complete and the welfare
work of the trades will not have become adequate to its

purpose until it has eliminated both dust and noise as
essential factors. (P. 343.)

Under modem processes of manufacture the majority
of the trades are conducted through the intervention of
machinery interposed between the workman and the
material employed with the resultant introduction of an-
other prejudicial factor, especially and continuously in-

vading the organ of hearing and even, in some instances,
affecting that other portion of the internal ear which
is a peripheral organ of equilibration, it being clinically

observable that high grades of impairment of hearing
are more common among those metal workers whose day
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labor confines them to subjection to intense sounds made
up largely of overtones of high pitch than among the

workers in noises of lower pitcli, beamers in cotton mills,

for example.
Gottstein and Kayser found marked impairment of

hearing in 50 per cent, of smiths and machinists exam-
ined by them. Holt found marked impairment of hear-

ing in 35 per cent, of coppersmiths, and Barr found nor-

mal hearing in a little over 9 per cent, only of boiler

makers, while Habermann reports that out of 31 boiler

makers there was not one with normal hearing.

The consensus of opinion is to the effect that the de-

gree of impairment of hearing in all these cases had a
definite relationship to the duration and the intensive

character of the operative sound. Both ears were usu-

ally tested, but more particularly that which was habitu-

ally directed toward the sound source. Subjective noises

were an almost unvarying accompaniment of the im-
pairment of hearing, but dizziness or vertigo was pres-

ent only in the more advanced cases, where the upper
tone limit in hearing was notably decreased. Dizziness-

is also more likely to be an accompanying symptom, in

mill and factory operatives, when to the noise of the

machinery there is added a sensible vibration. (Pp.
345-46.)

The mass of reported clinical observation upon this

subject has found its more intimate support in physio-
logical experimentation only within a few years and that
by a series of investigations made by individual observ-
ers, but often in collaborative relationship, their purpose
being the exact determination of the effects produced in

the acoustic labyrinth as the result of subjection of ani-
mals to the continued influx of loud noises of different
kinds.

The majority of these experiments included the use
of very high-pitched tones produced by whistles, organ
pipes, high-pitched metallic bodies of various kinds, and
metallic sounds of lower pitch under resonance condi-
tions simulating those of the trades as exhibited in fac-
tory operatives, machinists, and boiler makers, the gen-
eral results of these observations being that the expos-
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ure of one or both ears continuously, for a period of

several days or weeks, to a pure tone of high pitch or

to a mixed tone of medium low pitch, with correlated

high-pitched overtones, was followed by a degenerative

process in the organ of Corti, beginning in the nucleated

ciliated cells, progressing to the neuron, and then, sec-

ondly, attacking the vibrating mechanism and extending

to the contiguous membranous labyrinth.

The degenerative process was found to bear a meas-
ure of relationship to the intensity and duration of ap-

plication of the invasive tone. . . .

Where one ear was closed to the extent of preventing

the entrance of sound waves through the normal exter-

nal passage, the cochlea exposed to the sound waves was
alone found to have undergone a degenerative process.

(Pp. 346-47.)

Clinical experience has shown that with continued
exposure of the human subject to intense sounds of high
pitch there is evoked, in addition to a sense of fullness,

subjective noise and malaise, a greater or less degree
of dizziness ; and the laboratory evidences of the location

of degenerative changes in the lower portion of the

cochlea suggest the possibility, in view of the vestibular

contiguity, of a possible secondary excitation of the

equilibrating end organ. (P. 348.)

Repeated observations, made at intervals, in the cases
of telephone operators with normal or approximately
normal hearing have shown that very little change in the
hearing, even in years of service, results from the occu-
pation, but that with changes in the sound-transmitting
apparatus with appreciable diminuation of hearing; upon
entering the service, a further diminution is noticeable,

after prolonged occupation in telephone work.
The demand upon the normal hearing power in tele-

phone operation would seem, therefore, to be so little

in excess of the usual conversational demand as to cause
no resultant defect.

_
The sum of the recorded statistics of observations in

this rapidly increasing branch of public utility service is

too small to make other than very broad and very gen-
eral conclusions possible, and the subject is one which
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might advisedly receive more attention on the part of

the medical profession.

Among the most complete are the conclusions arrived

at by Blegvad as the result of a series of precisely con-

ducted observations, embodied in an extended record

beyond the capacity of a brief review, but well repaying

careful reading, to the following effect : In 26.4 per cent,

of the 371 telephone operators with normal hearing, who
were made the subject of examination, there was a re-

traction of the drum-head in the ear to which the receiv-

ing instrument was usually applied, the other ear evi-

dencing either none or only a slight retraction. The
continued use of the telephone caused no depreciation of

the hearing in operators with normal ears, nor was there,

on the other hand, any appreciable increase in the capac-

ity for the hearing of tones of high pitch and slight in-

tensity, as is sometimes claimed by the operators, this

claim being supported rather by the increase in the ac-

commodative power for tones of this class and by the

gradually acquired habit of eliminating mentally the co-

incident and the extraneous noises. The aural lesions

and traumatic neurosis incident to the accidental intro-

duction upon the line of strong currents are the result of

the exhibition of a loud and sudden sound and are to be
guarded against by proper protective construction in

the telepTione lines.

It is evident, therefore, that in addition to the occu-

pational conditions which should come under the con-
sideration of welfare work as they have been previously
regarded, there should be especial attention given sys-

tematically, both by study of cause and effect and by
effort at protection from the results of continued expos-
ure to loud and especially penetrating noises.

The sound-transmitting apparatus of the middle ear
serves the double purpose of sound transmission and of
protection to the transmitting and perceptive mechanism
beyond it, but is capable of exerting this office only for
periods of limited duration and, under conditions of con-
tinuous subjection to loud sounds, covering a limited por-
tion of the audible scale, in itself becomes fatigued and
incapable of exercising its protective office. The obstacle
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presented to the passage of sounds of short wave lengths

through the soft tissues of the body affords a certain

measure of protection in one direction, and the obtund-

ing of the external auditory canal prevents the influx of

the objectionable sound through that natural passage,

but this serves as only a partial protection and an impor-

tant step in the welfare work of the trades will be in the

elimination of that offensive and injurious by-product of

mechanical action, viz., sustained and unnecessary noise.

(Pp. 349-350.)

British Medical Journal. December 6, 1913. On Health,
Fatigue and Repose. William Stirling, M. D.,

Professor of Physiology, University of MancheS'
ter.

Fatigue of Organs of Sense.

Medical men are constantly warning the public, and
pointing out to teachers of youth, the disastrous effects

of eye-strain. Tea-tasters know well how rapidly the

sense of taste—the palate, so called—becomes fatigTied.

We all know how soon our sense of smell is paralysed.
It is partly for the reason that persons breathing an
almost putrid atmsophere fail to detect what is pain-
fully unpleasant to any one entering such a room from
the fresh air outside. For the same reason one has to

sniff a rose in order to smell its perfume.
The sense of hearing under certain conditions is no

exception. The dull dreary drip of a long and uninter-
esting lecture, or a monotonous discourse delivered in, it

may be, an atmosphere not too hygienic, soon has its ef-

fect on the audience. The hearing centre of the brain
through the ear is soon lulled to inactivity, a condition
which speedily affects neighboring regions of the brain.

The combuied result is somnolence, and it may be sleep.

Then a sudden loss of control and relaxation of the
muscles of the back of the neck, and the senseless head
nods. When chin meets chest the sleeper awakes in a
state of semi-somnolent surprise. In this case there is

weariness and lassitude rather than fatigue in the true
sense of the word. (P. 1474.)
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British Home Office. Interim Report on an Investiga-

tion of Industrial Fatigue hy Physiological Meth-
ods, hy A. F. Stanley Kent, M. A., D. Sc. (Oxon),
Henry Overton Wilts Professor of Physiology in

the University of Bristol. London, 1915.

Fourth Experiment (Colliers).

Maximum distance at which Standard Watch heard (in

cms.) (P. 16.)

In the great majority of the instances here also, as

in the tests of the sense of sight, the readings at the end
of a period of labor are less than at the beginning, thus

indicating that a distinct lowering of the acuity of the

special sense investigated has resulted. The few dis-

crepancies present are altogether swamped in the aver-

ages, and the ratio* A/N rises from 1.186 on the first day
to 1.288 on the third day, falling to 1.198 on the last day
of the test. The special interest attaching to this series

of tests has reference to the fact that it supports the

results obtained in the tests of sight, and seems to con-

firm the indication that the special senses are largely

affected by labor prolonged to the point of fatigue, and
that an examination of their condition may be found to

afford a valuable index to such fatigue.

A-—Afternoon N—Night.

Fourth Experiment (Colliers).

Maximum Distance (In centimetres) at which Standard Watch heard.

January, 1915.

Examinee. Monday, 4th. Tuesday, 5th. Wednesday, 6th. Thursday, 7th Friday, 8th.

A N A N A N A N A N

1 J. J. L, 49.0 45.0 23.0 10.5 32.0 27.0 22.5 19.5 27.5 21.0

2 F. T. 27.0 22.0 15.0 14.0 12.0 18.0 16.5 11.0 15.0 13.5

3 G. C. 52.0 51.0 53.0 57.5 70.0 46.0 80.0 59.0 75.0 45.0

4 J. W. B. 67.0 62.0 62.0 60.0 87.0 56.0 75.0 60.0 68.0 68.0

5 D. W. L. 99.0 77.0 85.0 75.0 72.0 70.0 75.0 65.0 75.0 61.0

6 S. M. 97.0 74.0 96.0 53.0 65.0 45.0 74.0 62.0 60.0 59.0

Total 391.0 331.0 334.0 279.0 338.0 262.0 343.0 276.5 320.5 267.5

Average 65.1 55.1 55.7 46.5 56.3 43.7 57.3 46.08 53.42 44.6

Ratio A/N 1.180 1.198 1.288 1.240 1J98

(P. 22.)
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Notes on the Times at Which the Observations Were
Taken.

Colliers.—The experiments were carried out at the

beginning and at the end of an eight hours' "shift" in

each case.

The colliers commenced work on what is called the

''Afternoon shift" at 3 p. m. on Monday. They went

down the pit between 2 and 3 p. m. so as to be ready

to start work at 3. They then worked, with one 20

minutes' interval, till 11 p. m., and came up the pit some
time between 11 and 12 p. m. (P. 17.)

In the ''Ratio" given in the last line values over

unitv indicate ... a diminished acuitv of hearing after

labor. (P. 19.)

Anhlcio Italiano di Otologia, Rinologia e Laringologia

July, 1907. No. 4, Delia influenza della fatica

suir organo delV udito. [The Effect of Fatigue
on theAuditory Organ.] Dr. Luigi Rugani, Army
Physician, and Dr. Vixcenzo Fragola, Assistant

Army Physician. Report to the X Congress of

the Italian Society of Laryngology, Otology and
Rhinology.

In October, 1894, Poli published in the Archivio

Italiano di Otologia, etc., a short paper, "On the Effect

of Fatigue" on the hearing. His observations, besides

being scanty, were incomplete, as he himself acknowl-

edges, for he could not ascertain the previous condition

of hearing of the individuals examined previous to their

being affected by fatigue (bicycle riding). In addition,

he lost sight of most of them after examination, so that

except in a few cases he could not tell how long this

difficulty of hearing lasted.

As far as we know, no other work on the subject
has been published. We determined, therefore, to make
a number of investigations in the military garrison of

Siena, with a view not alone to carry out repeating in

greater numbers Poll's experiments, but also to extend
their scope. - '
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Our munerous observations were carried on among
the soldiers of the infantry and cavalry regiments, and
the fatigue was due to various causes. Protracted
bicycle riding, prolonged running, marches of several

kilometres and other military exercises, riding, etc. The
fatigue often occurred in warm weather.

In all the individuals that came under observation

the results were obtained before exertion, immediately
after, and at various intervals after over-fatigue, due to

different forms of exercise.

The separate examination was made among soldiers

who had recently entered military service and among
older ones who were better inured to fatigue.

We always selected men of normal hearing who were
free from any nervous tendency. Many were, however,
examined who had affections of the ear, but these affec-

tions were not sufficiently serious to constitute a disabil-

ity for military service. . . .

We do not give individual results because by far the
greater number of cases agree in their symptoms. We
find that over-fatigue causes a diminution of the sense
of hearing in both ears, and this diminution is in propor-
tion to the greater or less degree of fatigue. In indi-

viduals, however, accustomed to the work and discipline,

hearing is affected to a less degree ; but this hardness of
hearing is temporary, and after a shorter or longer
period it disappears and hearing again becomes normal.

. . . We may say that in almost all the soldiers exam-
ined there was always hyperaemia of the tympanic mem-
brane, particularly after excessive fatigue. One inter-

esting fact was that when a man was inured to fatigue
the intensity or degree of color of the membrane of the
tympanum was affected and the intensity was certainly
not so great as in those who were new to the work. We
also saw in several instances soldiers who were accus-
tomed to various forms of athletics who, although they
did not suffer from ear affections and though their
pharynx showed no changes, still had a certain thicken-
ing of the tympanic membrane, almost as though it were
infiltrated, and yet its parts were unimpaired. Besides
the red suffusion of the membrane in those who were
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over-tired, there was almost constant sensitiveness of the

labyrinth shown by the usual tests. These disturbances

subsided with the disappearance of the hyperaemic con-

dition of the membrane.
... If we ask what are the causes of these disturb-

ances of hearing we are entering on a very complicated,

and at the same time much discussed question.

The conception of fatigue which results directly from
observation and experiment, and which is most in accord
with the present views of science, tells us that from a
physical point of view fatigue is the result of the diminu-
tion of stimulation and, hence, there is ever increasing

effort of the nervous centers to produce the necessary
stimulus. From the point of view of chemistry on the

other hand, the excretion or elimination of the waste sub-

stances is indispensable to the activity of the muscles.
Eepair cannot take place as promptly when there is an
over-accumulation of toxic materials, which exercise on
the muscles an action similar to that of curare. These
principles apply as completely to the organs of hearings
as they do to the heart, the circulation, the nervous re-

flexes and the other organs of sense. Practise or training,

as we have shown, decreases the dangers of fatigue, as it

teaches us how to work with the least waste of energy.
This question would lead to a long discussion which is

perhaps outside our line of research. Suffice it to say
that our observations have demonstrated the facts above
mentioned which we may consider directly dependent on
disturbances of vaso-motor origin, and on a true condi-

tion of toxic poisoning.

From our researches so far we can draw the follow-

ing deductions, some of which agree with those of Poli:

1. Fatigue always causes a diminution of the sense
of hearing.

2. Such diminution of hearing always affects both
ears.

3. The degree of diminution of hearing depends more
or less on the degree of fatigue, of whatever kind it is.

4. The diminution of hearing is less in those who are
inured to the kind of work producing fatigue.
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5. The diminution of hearing is, of course, greater' in

fatigued persons who have any affection of the ear.

6. The diminution of hearing is temporar}- and dis-

appears gradually after a shorter or longer period of

rest until the hearing becomes as normal as it was before
the fatigue.

7. After over-exertion there is almost always present
hyperaemia of the tympanic membrane and inflamma-
tion of the labyrinth.

8. These changes, always of a transitory nature, are
more or less marked according to the amount of fatigue.

9. The diminution of hearing and the other symptoms
(hyperemia of the tympanic membrane and inflamma-
tion of the labyrinth) disappear gradually, but not
always after a few hours' rest.

10. These conditions depend upon simple vaso-motor
disturbances or a true condition of intoxication, which
is in accord with the modern view of fatigue, from a
physical point of view, and from that of chemistry.
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f. INJURIES TO OTHER ORGANS OR PARTS OF THE BODY.

Whenever the nature of a worker's emplo^inent or

the position required by the work makes particular de-

mands upon any organ of the body, that organ or part

of the body first tends to become overstrained.

Excessive length of hours intensifies such overuse of

particular organs or parts of the body in the different

trades, and only the establishment of shorter hours can

lessen the danger of such overstrain.

Diseases of Occupation and Vocational Hygiene. Edited

by George M. Kober, M. D., Professor of Hygiene,
Georgetown University, etc., and William C. Han-
son, M. D., Massachusetts State Board of Health,

etc. Philadelphia, P. Blakiston's Son S Co., 1916.

Etiology and Prophylaxis of Occupational Dis-

eases. George M. Kober, M. D.

The effects of a constrained working position, com-
bined with a sedentary life, have been briefly mentioned
in connection with indoor occupations. The effects are
especially harmful in youthful workers whose osseous
system is not fully developed and there is little doubt
that most of the bone and joint deformities are developed
in the earlier years of their work, and aggravated by
habit. Among the more important should be mentioned
the hollow chest and round stooped shoulders, caused by
a stooped and cramped position, as seen especially in

tailors, engravers, lithographers, watchmakers, metal
grinders, shoemakers, and all others obliged to assume
a more or less bent-over posture. In shoemakers (cob-
blers) the pressure of the last against the breast bone,
aggravates the anterior compression and often causes a
typical depression of the sternum. All thoracic postural
deformities naturally interfere with free expansion of
the lunQ:s, and hence with the respiratory functions. A
stooped or bending posture also interferes with the
proper distribution of the blood supply, and invites con-
gestions of the abdominal and pelvic organs.
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As a matter of fact, a large number of this class of

artisans shows a peculiar predisposition to consumption,

many suffer from anaemia, constipation, dyspepsia, and
hemorrhoids, and the majority have a low average dura-

tion of life.

Eound shoulders and lateral curvature of the spine

are quite common in bearers of burdens, and in all oc-

cupations involving the elevation of one shoulder above
the other, so that even a clerk by a faulty position, or

in the absence of an adjustable chair, may acquire lateral

curvature of the spine. Such deformities are also quite

common in blacksmiths, locksmiths, cabinetmakers and
others, largely because of faulty posture and work-
benches, and also on account of the unequal development
of certain muscular groups.

Among youthful workers, especially apprentices of

bakers, barbers, waiters, nurses, etc., *' flat-foot," ** knock-
knee," and **in-knee" and varicose veins of the lower ex-

tremity are frequently observed, as a result of being on
their feet too long. Varicose veins, eczema, and ulcers are
also quite common in motormen, conductors, machine
tenders, and others who are obliged to be standing the
greater part of their working hours. Shultes^^ found
varicose veins in 12.2 per cent, of German recruits, who
had pursued an occupation involving a standing position,

4 per cent, in those who stood and walked, and 1 per cent,

in those engaged in a more sedentary position . . , and
none in those whose occupation was wholly sedentary.

Abnormal position combined with pressure is respon-
sible for muscular cramps, sciatica, and neuralgic affec-

tions. (Pp. 443-444.)

Nervous and Mental Diseases. Archibald Church, M
D., Professor of Nervous and Mental Diseases
and Medical Jurisprudence in the Northivestern
University Medical School, etc., and Frederick
Peterson, M. D., President of the State Commis-
sion in Lunacy, New York, etc. Philadelphia, 1901.

Many occupations requiring the constant repetition
of certain precise muscular movements may, eventually,
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through overuse and fatigue, give rise to disturbances of

muscular control, for the manoeuvre in question. The
conditions may be manifest as pain, tremor, weakness, or

cramp, but usually these are variously combined in dif-

ferent cases. This group of motor disturbances is also

called occupation spasms or occupation neuroses. (P.

544.)

Among the occupation spasms more commonly en-

countered are the cramps of violin and pianoforte play-

ers, telegraphers' cramp, seamstresses' cramp, and ham-
mer cramp in smiths and artisans using the hammer.
Artists, flower-makers, turners, watchmakers, knitters,

engravers, masons in using the trowel, sailors from pull-

ing on ropes, treadlers, compositors, enamellers, ciga-

rette-makers, shoemakers, milkers, money-counters, let-

ter-sorters, and players on various musical instruments,
including drummers, comprise the list given by Gowers.

It has been noted in a shoe salesman from the stoop-

ing position needed in putting on shoes, . . . and in

various factory employees who incessantly use the same
movement in feeding or attending some machines. (P.

551.)

The Hygiene, Diseases, and Mortality of Occupation. J.

T. Ablidge, M. D., a. B., F. R. C. P., Late Milroy
Lecturer at Royal College. London, Percival,
1892.

When insufficient muscular activity is associated with
almost constant standing, the increased difficulty to the
return of the blood from the lower limbs is the most pro-
nounced feature, and productive of varicose veins, and
ulcers and thickened knee and ankle joints. (P. 19.)

Workpeople obliged to stand long, and especially when
this happens in early youth, lose the arch of the foot and
become flat-footed, with deformed ankles and often
**knock knees." (P. 558.)
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Sixth International Congress of Hygiene and Demo-
graphy. Vienna, 18S7. Part XIV, Vol. I-XIV.

Sec. on Hygiene. Fabrikhygiene und Fahrikge-

setzgebung. [Factory Hygiene and Legislation.]

De. Fridolin Schulee^ Swiss Factory Inspector.

Vienna, 1887.

Far less conspicuous is a third set of factors which
exert a deleterious influence on health and so threaten

tke well-being of workers, namely, the excessive muscu-
lar exertion demanded by modern forms of industry, the

strain on special organs, the one-sided muscular activity

resulting from continuous performance of tbe same mo-
tions. (P. 19.)

Handhuch der Arbeiterwohlfahrt. Bd. I. [Handbook
of the General Welfare of the Working Classes.

Vol. I.] Edited by De. Otto Dammee. Beschddi-
gung der Arbeiter bei der Arbeit. [Injuries of
Occupation.] Dr. Ascher. Stuttgart, 1902.

Widely prevalent is the inflammation of the instep

leading to flat-foot, the result of continuous standing or

walking, and found especially among waiters, shopboys,
bakers, etc. Continuous standing, especially when unit-

ed to severe exertion, as by smiths, laundresses, etc., pro-

duces also varicose veins. Through the long-enforced
standing only certain muscle groups are brought into

action, while the large muscles of the lower extremities

are inactive. There follows an enlargement of the

spaces between skin and muscles, a knotting of the large

veins of the legs; resulting in congestion of the blood
and tedious inflammatory process. (Leg ulcers.) An-
other result of great exertion of the abdominal muscles
is rupture (hernia). (P. 493.)

Overexertion of muscles, sinews, and joints leads to

rupture of muscles and ligaments, or to acute or chronic
inflammation such as the "housemaid's knee," etc. Con-
tinuous overexertion of single groups of muscles induces
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permanent deformities of the skeleton (wry-neck, spinal

curvature). (P. 493.)

General overexertion of the body, and insufficient

nourishment, rest, and sleep, repairing only imperfectly

the expended energy, lead to anaemia, or to nervous dis-

orders and insanities. Overexertion of individual parts

brings atrophy of the part in question, with or without

preceding affections of the nervous system. (Pp. 495-

496.)

Fourteenth International Congress of Hygiene and
Demography, Berlin, 1907. Vol. II, Sec. IV. Er-
miidung durch Berufsarheit. [Fatigue resulting

from Occupation.'] Dr. Emil Roth. Berlin,

Hirchivald, 1908.

During the activity of work the blood current is so

distributed that the muscular fibres in action, also the

brain and the skin, receive a larger blood supply than
usual. The abdominal viscera, and especially the in-

testines, on the contrary, become anaemic, as the intes-

tines part most readily with their blood supply, and the

increased demands of the active muscles are naet by a
corresponding diminution of the intestinal circulation.

It follows that, at a time of continuous physical exer-

tion, the secretions of the intestinal glands and the pro-
cesses of absorption of the contents of the digestive
tract into the blood are retarded, and, if physiological
limits in this process are overpassed, permanent injury
to the digestive organs results, and anaemia, chlorosis,

neurasthenia, or other ills are permanently and unavoid-
ably established. (P. 595.)

Fatigue, which, as has already been said, is the na-
tural sequence of all exertion, shows itself first locally
and then generally. The local effects are not confined
entirely nor even chiefly to the muscular structures that
are directly in use, but occur pre-eminently in those ac-
cessory muscles which are overstrained by work. This
is to be ascribed to the fact that static work is more
fatiguing than dynamic activity. The baker who has
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kneaded bread all night in a bent attitude, complains of

pains in the legs; the shoemaker, of pain in the back;
the violin player, of cramps in the left hand, etc., etc.

(P. 598.)

When fatigue becomes more intense it is overfatigue.

This is also, at first, of local extent. So may acute in-

flammatory process result from the overuse of single

muscles, tendons, and joints . . . such are the rheu-

matic disorders of minors. . . .

As a result of local overstrain may be found many
abnormal conditions . . . here must be included
dilation and hypertrophy of the heart . . . the right

side of the heart, by reason of its thinner walls, is es-

pecially affected. (P. 600.)

Finally, overfatigue involves the -whole body sympa-
thetically, manifesting itself chiefly in disturbances of

the digestion, anaemia, neuroses of various forms, and
chronic diseases, especially of the heart. It may also

be accepted as positive that physical overwork encour-
ages the premature development of arterio-sclerosis.

(P. 601.)

Deutsche Vierteljahrschrift fiir offentliche Gesimd-
heitspflege. Vol: 43. 1911. Zur Phyziologie wnd
Pathologie der Arbeit, mit besonderer Beriick-
sichtigung der Ermudungsfrage. [Physiology
and Pathology of Work, with special reference to

the Fatigue Problem.'] De. E. Eoth.

All fatigue first manifests itself locally, and then gerir-

erally; locally, not alone and not predominantly in those
muscles which are chiefly utilized, but especially in the
auxiliary or supporting muscles which are exerted dur-

ing work; hence static work is more fatiguing than
dynamic work. Bakers who have kneaded dough all

night, in a stooping posture, will complain of pain in the
legs; shoemakers, of pain in the small of the back;
clerks who do much writing, of pain in the muscles of the

supporting arm; horseback-riders, of pain in the thigh
muscles ; violin-players, of painful sensations in the left
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hand which is constantly curved around the neck of the

instrument; and so forth. Acute or chronic inflamma-

tory processes may develop in over-exerted organs, in

the absence of the necessary rest and recreation. . . .

Varicose veins are frequently met with, the sign of local

fatigue. Neuralgia and spastic conditions may likewise

develop in consequence of local exhaustion, involving

the corresponding nerve-branches. Heart changes,

more particularly dilatation, are sometimes observed

after fatiguing work, no less than after exaggerated
sports. Aside from cardiac dilatation, excessive physi-

cal work may also give rise to rupture of heart-valves

and to the origin of aneurisms. It favors the onset of

arteriosclerotic changes of the vessels, and may lead to

general or circumscribed calcification of the arteries.

(P. 651.)

Experience has shown that the premature onset of

fatigue is favored by a compulsory posture of the body,
and by the one-sided taxation of individual muscles.

Stooping and recumbent postures are especially fatigu-

ing. The more the abdominal and thoracic breathing are
hindered in work, thereby interfering with the drainage
of the blood from the veins, the sooner will circulatory

and respiratory disturbances make their appearance,
followed by symptoms of congestion on the part of the
heart and the liver.

It appears to be doubtful if the upright standing
posture as such favors the onset of fatigue. . . .

However, there is no doubt that youthful workers of
both sexes . . . are over-exerted by prolonged stand-
ing. Also adult workers, for example weavers, often
complain of fatigue, especially during the last hours of
the work, together with a diminished working capacity.
The stooping or oblique posture, in combination with
prolonged standing, is the most injurious factor. Work-
ers should always be given the opportunity to sit down
during the intervals of the work. (P. 651.)

High temperatures, high degrees of moisture, violent
concussions, compulsory positions of the body, single
taxation of a few individual muscles and so forth, favor
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the premature onset of fatigue, which in its turn leads

to neglect of the measures for personal protection. The
same is true of the absorptions of poisonous substances
in certain concerns.

For this reason, the furtherance of all measures, aim-
ing at better hygienic surroundings, increased resistant

power through a hygienic mode of life, especially rational

nutrition, with avoidance of weakening influences—is of

the greatest importance for the control of premature
fatigue, or overfatigue, respectively, in industrial con-

cerns. The same purpose is served by the granting of

an appropriate time of recreation (leave of absence)
commensurate to the duration and severity of the work.
Especially for youthful workers of both sexes, and for

all workers in concerns where unusually hard work is

required, the granting of an appropriate leave of absence,

for recreation, represents a physiologic-hygienic neces-

sity. (P. 651.)

Zeitschrift fiir Gewerhehygiene, Unfallverhutung, und
Arheiterwohlfahrts Einrichtungen. Bd. XIV.
1907. Gewerhehygiene und Unfallverhutung.
[Industrial Hygiene and the Prevention of Acci-

dents.] Dr. Wer'ner Heffter, Medical Officer.

Vienna, Steiner, 1907.

The injuries arising from physical overstrain are of

quite another kind than those previously described
(dust-poisons, etc.), as they may lead to general physical

enfeeblement and also to definite local damage, as in the

case of individual organs. Dangers of the kind first

mentioned arise from excessive length of working hours.

. . . Hard work, such as lifting and carrying heavy
loads, injures the body by promoting herniae, straining
muscles, and bringing on cardiac disorders and lung dis-

eases. Continuous pressure on some one part of the

body induces swellings, inflammations, boils, and ab-

scesses. A bent, or tense, or unnatural position of the

body develops spinal deformities and alterations of in-

ternal organs. (P. 56.)
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B. HEALTH HAZARDS IN MODERN INDUSTRY.

1. The New Strain in Manufacture.

a. SPEED.

Modern industry is characterized by increased strain.

Machinery is increasingly speeded up, the number of

machines tended by individual workers grows larger,

processes become more and more complex as more opera-

tions are performed simultaneously. All these changes

involve correspondingly greater physical strain upon the

worker.

Possibilities of Reducing Mortality at the Higher Age
Groups. Read before the Section on Vital Statis-

tics, American Public Health Association, Colo-
rado Springs, September, 1913. Louis I. Dublin,
Ph.D., Statistician, Metropolitan Life Insurance
Compa/ny, New York.

The character of American industry has completely
changed in the last fifty years. Formerly, most work
was conducted in the manner of the hand trades ; to-day,

there is evident all along the line a specialization of in-

dustry which brings together under one roof large num-
bers of workers, each one performing some small and
distinctive part of the total process. This condition may
be best exemplified, perhaps, by the changes that have
occurred in the manufacture of shoes. Only a few gen-
erations ago the entire process of shoemaking was in

the hands of individual workmen, each one of whom per-
formed every operation in the process of making a shoe.

To-day, in cities like Brockton and Lynn, there are im-
mense establishments where shoes are made entirely by
machine processes directed by specialist workmen who
perform, at high speed and over long hours, one or at
most a few operations in the production of a shoe. What
is true of shoemaking is characteristic of other large in-

dustries.
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This specialization has not been carried to its pres-

ent degree of perfection without having left its mark
upon the individual workman. He no longer enjoys
the pleasure incident to the performance of a whole task.

The unceasing whirl of high-speed machinery, the per-

sistent noises of the shop and the necessary nervous ac-

commodation to the rapid movements of the machines
result, after long periods of time, in distinct psychoses.

Our vital statistics are not as yet sufficiently refined to

indicate the precise effects of these nervous conditions

upon the health of the worker, and we can, at present,

only speculate upon the importance of this factor. There
are, however, sufficient suggestions from physiology and
pathology that these vague derangements of the ner^^ous

system, due to speeding-up processes and to the general
maladjustment of individuals to their work, may result

ultimately in distinct lesions of the heart and kidney.
Many cases of tuberculosis and other serious affections

of early life may be traced to the lowering of normal
vitality which follows occupational stress. It is our
contention that this element also plays a large and hith-

erto unsuspected role in the causation of the diseases of

later life. I urge for serious consideration a study of

this phase of occupational hygiene. (Pp. 7-8.)

Report of the Maine Bureau, of Industrial Labor Sta-
tistics, 1892.

The constant nervous tension from continued exer-
tion in a modern factory or workshop, for a period of

ten hours, is a severe strain upon the physical system.
Work is not done in the old, slow way, and, in nearly all

industries, by the present methods, from two to four
times the quantity of product is turned out in the ten
hours. How much faster is the operative compelled to

work, and how much greater is the strain, to accomplish
this amount of work, in comparison with the old twelve-
hour method. (P. 11.)
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Seventh Annual Convention of the International Asso-

ciation of Factory Inspectors of North America.
Chicago, Sept. 19-22, 1893. Forest City Printing

House, Cleveland, Ohio.

Inspector Dyson, of Massacliusetts

:

Let it be remembered that the gradual reduction in

the hours of labor has been met by the manufacturers
with improved machinery. ...

In a textile mill there is a very small fraction of the

work that requires muscular strength. But it is the con-

stant and steady application of the mind, the eager use

of the eyes, which exhaust and wear out the human body.

The entire nervous system is so intently directed to

the detail of the work while the machinery is running to

its utmost capacity, that by night the worker is not only

tired and weary, but wellnigh worn out. (Pp. 118-119.)

Report of the New York Bureau of Labor Statistics.

1900.

Even the ten-hour day, which to some classes of toil-

ers would seem a great blessing, has now become too

long a period of work on account of the increasing in-

tensity of application. A good example of the tendency
of the last quarter century is furnished by the locomo-
tive fireman: The train-load and the locomotive of to-

day are two or three times as heavy as those of twenty
years ago, and the fireman's work in a given time period
is perhaps doubled. Reduction in hours may in their

case signify no real relief from bodily fatigue. Through-
out all manufacturing industries a similar concentration
of energy has been ealled for in recent years, while cor-
responding reductions in the hours of work have not
always been made. Hence, if American mechanics are to
remain distinguished for the intelligence and inventive-
ness so necessary in the world's competition, they must
not be oppressed and dulled by long hours, but must be
in a condition to bring to their tasks each day that fresh-
ness and buoyancy of body and mind that make play out
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of work. And they need leisure not only to train their

children and perform their political and social duties,

but also to keep themselves informed as to the technical

improvements of their trade. (Pp. 68-69.)

United States Congress, House Report No. 1793. {4405).

Hours of Laborers on Public Works of the United
States. Reports from the Committee on Labor.
57th Congress, 1st Session. 1901-1902.

While there is still a variance of opinion on the ques-

tion whether modem machinery and methods so lighten

the physical drudgery of most occjipations as to have an
equivalent effect to the shortening of hours in the con-

servation of energy, or whether such machinery and
methods operate to so tax the nervous powers as to be
equivalent in exhaustive effects to the lightening of
hours, your committee are of the opinion, after what has
been said on both sides, that the higher tension of modem
employment is at least a full offset to the saving accom-
plished in muscular force.

This effect of modem machinery on the powers of
the worker has been a question more immediately affect-

ing the American workmen than those of any other na-
tions. The foreign workman has very generally held to

the surface theory of some older varieties that machin-
ery is a competitor of labor and the one most threatening
to his employment, hence labor has strenuously and to a
considerable extent successfully resisted the introduction
of modern machinery. (Pp. 9-10.)

Report of the United States Industrial Commission. Final
Report, Vol. XIX. 1902.

It is brought out that in nearly all occupations an in-

creasing strain and intensity of labor is required by
modern methods of production. . . .

The introduction of machinery and the division of
labor have made it possible to increase greatly the speed
of the individual workman. . . . The testimony of a
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representative of the Cotton Weavers' Association shows

this increasing strain of work. He says: . . . "Any-
body who works in the mills now knows it is not like what

it was twenty-five or thirty years ago, because the speed

of the machinery has been increased to such an extent,

and they have to keep up with it." (P. 763.)

Even these cases where machinery has not increased

the intensity of exertion, a long workday with the ma-
chine, especially where work is greatly specialized, in

many cases reduces the grade of intelligence. The old

handwork shops were schools of debate and discussion,

and they are so at the present time where they survive

in country districts; but the factory imposes silence and
discipline for all except the highest. Long workdays
under such conditions tend to inertia and dissipation

when the day's work is done. (P. 772.)

The ground on which workingmen oftenest defend the

restriction of output is the need of protecting themselves
from excessive and injurious exertion. The stress and
strain of work at high tension is declared in some trades

to have reached a point which noticeably shortens the
working life of the men. This is the complaint of the

flint glass bottle blowers, who formerly had a strict limi-

tation of output, but gave it up some years ago. They
are piece workers, and the spur is the desire of each
man to get the highest possible daily wage. The skilled

workmen in the steel mills are also piece workers. In
the rolling of black plate for tinning the daily output of
30-gauge, per man, in 1893 and 1894, is said to have been
about 3,600 to 3^00 pounds. The union has a limit for
the day's work ; but it was raised successively to 5,250 and
5,750 pounds, and the president of the union testified, in
1899, that he was satisfied that some men were making
"illegitimately" as much as 7,500 pounds in the 8-hour
day. Such a man, he declared, "does not consider him-
self physically, morally, or any other way. He does not
consider the evil effect he is having upon his trade. He
has no regard for his children who may follow after
him."*

*Reyorts of the Industrial Commission, Vol. VII, p. 393.
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Under a time wage system the spur to overexertion

comes directly from the masters. Aside from direct and
brutal driving, which is sometimes charged, the workmen
point out various devices by which, as they allege, em-
ployers try to get increased amounts of work ; the hiring

of especially capable men, by extra payment, to set a

pace which others can be directly compelled to follow, if

anything like team work is involved, or which can be

held up as an example that they must copy ; in some sorts

of machine work, the speeding up of the machinery; in

others, increase in the size of the machines; in others

again, the setting of one worker to tend two or more
machines.

On the employers' side it is denied that the increase

of the size of machines, or of their speed, or the placing

of two or more under the charge of one person, neces-

sarily involves an increase of exertion. It is pointed out

that these changes are the direct result of the more per-

fect and more automatic working of the machines, and
of the less attention which they consequently require. It

is the unanimous assertion of the workmen, however,
that these changes, taken together, do involve an increase
of strain. The physical exertion may be no greater, or

may even be less ; but, it is declared, the strain upon the
attention is such as to involve increased exhaustion at

the end of the day, and a shortening of a man's working
life.

It should be remembered that a man's industrial life

may be shortened, not only by hastening his absolute
deterioration, but also by raising the -standard of effi-

ciency. As the pace increases the number of men that
can maintain it diminishes. Men a little past the prime
of life, who would be able for years yet to do effective

work, find themselves forced out of the industrial field

because they are no longer capable of the intense appli-
cation and the rapidity of movement which existing stand-
ards require. (Pp. 817-818.)

1
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American Academy of Political and Social Science. Vol.

XXVII. No. 3, 1906. The Manhood Tribute to the

Modern Machine: Influences Determining the

Length of the Trade Life among Machinists.

Philadelphia, The American Academy of Political

and Social Science, 1906.

James O'Connell, President International Associa-

tion of Machinists

:

The purpose of this paper is to prove that with the

introduction of modern high-speed machinery the life of

the operator of such machinery has been shortened. . . .

Great changes have been made in the last quarter of a
century, and every industry has been affected with the

advent of the machine, but in no other sphere of human
activity has such a change been effected as has occurred

in the machine shop. (Pp. 491-492.)

First of all, old men have disappeared.

. . . Time was when age was honored in the machine
shop ; . . . The speeding up of the machine has changed
all this, ... his added years prevent him from keeping
pace with the machine, its gait is too rapid, so he is

forced aside to make room for a younger man. . . .

The youth fresh from school . . . enters the ma-
chine shop. . . . The great strain, both mental and
physical, soon proves too much for him. ... If his

period of service in the machine shop is broken by in-

tervals of rest and recreation, nervous breakdown is

averted.

, . . Great care and watchfulness to guard against
the effects of the nervous strain are necessary when the
youth begins his career in the machine shop, for skill,

exact skill, cannot be acquired without it. And when pro-
ficiency has been reached, although the young machinist
does not notice it, he is still bearing the strain upon his
nerves. It is this overexertion kept up at high tension,
day in and day out, year after year, that is shortening
the life of the machine-shop worker, and robbing him of
longevity. (P. 494.)

Lessen the number of hours the worker is forced to
work at high speed, concert pitch, and his nerves will re-
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main normal, and he will live to the full—his promised
threescore years and ten. (P. 495.)

Ibid. Length of the Trade Life in the Glass Bottle In-

dustry.

Denis A. Hayes, President of the Glass Bottle Blow-
ers' Association of America:

Each year the production of the individual workman
becomes greater. The highest day's work of this season
becomes the standard of the next.

A man working according to present-day methods can
make three times as many bottles in a day of eight and a
half hours as he did twenty years ago in a day of ten

hours, but the expenditure of strength and energy is now
much greater than it was then.

. . . The hours of labor should be still further re-

duced, so that men would, after leaving their work, retain

sufficient mental and physical vigor for recreation, study,

and social intercourse. (P. 498.)

United States Congress. Senate Document, No. 521. Re-
port on Strike at Bethlehem Steel Works, South
Bethlehem, Pa. 61st Congress. 2nd Session, 1909-

1910. Washington, 1910.

The strike of February 4 was against overtime and
Sunday work, particularly the latter, by men who
claimed their normal working speed rate had been keyed
up for a number of years by the application of a time
bonus premium wage system. The strike was not begun
by those whose normal working time included Sundays,
but by those who claimed to believe that the encroach-
ments of Sunday work would ultimately absorb the nom-
inally 6-day departments and eventually make Sunday
work coextensive with the plant. . . .

The time-bonus system of payment obviously stimu-
lates speeding up even more than the ordinary piece-rate
system of payment.

The relation of the "time-bonus" system to the causes
of the strike were alleged to be direct by the workmen
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for the reason that the normal speed rate of work de-

veloped under it made overtime work especially obnox-

ious, and the necessity for Sunday as a day of rest espe-

cially urgent for the workmen. (Pp. 15-16.)

The Steel Workers. John A. Fitch. The Pittsburgh
Survey, Russell Sage Foundation Publication. New
York. Charities Publication Committee, 1910.

. . . Partial or slight deafness was quite common, and
that they all attributed it to the noise. This noise has an
effect also on the nerves, which is intensified by the con-

stant vibration of the machinery; a strain more wearing
on some of the men than the work itself.

The prevalence of nervous strain is a matter not to be
lightly turned aside. Physical labor has without doubt
been greatly lightened by the improved processes that
have so changed the character of the steel industry with-
in the last fifteen or twenty years. But where the strain
upon the body has been lessened, responsibility has in
most cases grown more tense, with a consequent in-

creased demand on the nervous energy. This is true also
in some work where the physical activity is not less than
formerly. Improved processes frequently reduce the
total amount of human toil by throwing part of a gang
out of employment, only to leave the few who remain
with as hard physical labor as before. Rollers, particu-
larly, work as hard today as they did twenty years ago,
and under an added strain due to the more complicated
machinery under their control, and the greater speed of
operation, which increases the danger of accident.
(P. 58.)

Great advances have been made in the production of
steel. New machinery and improved processes have gone
far toward achieving the standards that have been
reached. The great changes of the past twenty years
have already been discussed. Along with the improved
machinery there has been increased power. . . .

There is greater economy of time now than in former
years ; additional furnace capacity has been provided, and
rolling mills do not have to wait for hot steel as was once
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the case. But not all of the credit of the increased ontput

can be given to the machinery ; a very great deal, though
just how much no one could well say, is due to increased

intensity of physical effort. In the hoop mills, where
output has more than doubled, there is practically no
change in operation from that of twenty years ago. . . .

In the sheet mills, where output has doubled in the

last twenty years, there has not been in that time a single

important change in machinery or method. (Pp. 183-4.)

In some cases physical toil has been lightened by new
devices, but in almost every case where this is true re-

sponsibility has become heavier. The hot strain on back
and muscles has been eased only to make way, often, for

increased strain. More and more the demand is upon
nerve control and swift judgment. Dependence is still

upon human strength. The speed of the men who man
the plants has played its part. Devices to develop it, pos-
sibly not bad in themselves, become in their combination,
when there is no restriction of the length of the work day
other than the full round of the clock dial, a schedule of
overstrain; and they become, when there is no common
organization of the men to balance them and resist en-
croachment, a system of exploitation. (P. 191.)

The American Magazine, Vol. 71. March, 1911. Old Age
at Forty. John A. Fitch.

Twelve hours a day inside a mill, whether a man is in

a position demanding constant activity or whether he has
a ''waiting job," is a long time. But its effect may be
more serious if his work is heavy. At the blast furnaces
and open-hearth furnaces there can be little speeding.
The iron takes its own time and few of the positions re-

quire constant labor. At the big up-to-date rolling mills,

however, the men work steadily. In these positions there
is a speeding system unparalleled in its effectiveness.

These men are paid by the ton, and that in itself is a
stimulus to increased activity. But this alone would never
have been sufficient to bring out the speed achieved today.
A gang system makes speeding easier. Each man in a
gang has to keep up with the others, and one gang has
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to measure up to the speed of the gang before. The fur-

naces can drive the roll hands and they in turn can push
the shearmen. The steel has to be kept moving. Put a
strong, swift man at the head of the first gang and the

steel does its own driving.

But other stimuli are called into play. A system of

comparisons was put into effect long ago and the pride

of the men was worked upon. When one gang broke a
record it was told throughout the mill and the other gangs
were spurred to equal it or make a new one. In the same
way mills and superintendents were pitted against each
other, and records were made again and again, only to

be broken by new ones. In each case the record became
the normal thing, the thing demanded. Anything less

was condemned as not up to the standard. In the Car-
negie Steel Company, March and October are known as
*' record months." Machinery and men are speeded to the
limit in the hope of establishing new records of outputs.
. . . (Pp. 658-659.)

American Journal of Surgery. July, 1912. Surgical
Sociology. Iba S. Wile, M. D.

The problems of industry today vary greatly from the
problems of twenty-five years ago. The increased speed,
the gearing of the worker up to machines, the marked
monotony of effort due to increased specialization in in-

dustry, the noisiness of machine occupations, have all

brought an increased hazard to workers through the fa-
tigue of attention, the retardation of sense impressions,
and the exhaustion of muscular control.

Diseases of Occupation and Vocational Hygiene. Edited
by G-EOKGE M. KoBEE, M. D., Professor of Hygiene,
Georgetown University, and William C-. Hanson,
M. D., Massachusetts State Board of Health. P.
Blahiston's Son &^ Co., Philadelphia, 1916. Fa-
tigue and Occupation. Pbedebick S. Lee, New
York.

Specialization and Speed of Work.—^A pronounced
feature of modern industrialism is the great division of
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labor among the workers and the limitation of the task

of each to a specific procedure. While certain kinds of

work still require the expenditure of much muscular
force by the worker, the introduction of machinery has

tended in general to diminish muscular effort. It has,

however, been replaced by a new element which is no less

fatiguing, namely, speed. Thus, in the making of hinges

a woman lifts a half-formed hinge, places it in the bend-

ing machine and quickly withdraws her hand, and re-

peats this series of movements at the rate of 50 times a

minute, or 30,000 times a day. The tops of tin cans are

cut by pressing the lever of a foot press 40 times a min-
ute, 24,000 times a day. In the telephone service an
operator can receive, answer and make the proper con-

nections for from 200 to 300 calls in an hour ; in weaving
one woman must supervise 16 to 24 looms, ever watchful
that they are running properly; in sewing a single girl

watches intently the 12 jumping needles of her power
machine; in the making of women's clothing by modern
machinery one operator in an hour will tuck 250 yards
of lawn, another will hem 400 yards of voile, another will

make 1,000 buttonholes, and still another will sew on
800 buttons; in the manufacture of candy one employee
will wrap 9,000 caramels in a day ; and in a cigar factory
one man will bunch 2,000 stogies. An expert can insert

in one day the eyelets into 4,000 shoes ; another can trim
the superfluous leather from the uppers of 5,200 shoes.

A machine-made shoe in the process of manufacture is

said to pass through the hands of no less than 100 work-
ers. A worker doing one thing does nothing else, that is,

his main activities are limited to a small part of his

body, to a restricted neuromuscular mechanism, which
undergoes a rapid rhythmic exercise. In some cases this

exercise becomes hardly more than a series of exactly
similar unconscious reflex actions ; in others it demands
the aid of an acutely attentive consciousness. The dan-
ger lies in the pace becoming so rapid that there is little

opportunity, such as usually exists with the rhythmically
beating heart, for recuperation between successive dis-

charges of energy. At the end of the day's work, there-

j
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fore, the physiological mechanism involved is too often

near exhaustion and even the rest of the body may suffer

likewise.

We have here, indeed, a condition strikingly like that

of the single excised muscle of the familiar laboratory

experiment (Fig. 1, See Page 294.) With the excised

muscle the stimuli are electric shocks regularly and
rapidly repeated; with the industrial worker there is a
restricted group of muscles stimulated rhythmically
from a particular part of the nervous system. In both

cases necessary metabolic material is consumed and
fatigue substances are produced. With the excised

bloodless muscle there is no replacement of the one or

the removal of the other, and the stage of exhaustion is

quickly reached ; with the human muscles and the associ-

ated nervous tissues fuel and oxyg§^ are brought and
wastes are removed by the blood, but with the great
speed of stimulation katabolism is pretty sure to exceed
anabolism, and thus favorable conditions are provided
for the production of pronounced fatigue in the parts
involved and a lesser degree of fatigue in other parts of

the body. The lesson of Pig. 2 (see page 295) is here
directly applicable. (P. 260.)

Ibid. Etiology and Prophylaxis of Occupational Dis-

eases. Geoege M. Kober, M.D.

Speeding Up.—^Among all the fatigue factors, none
is more potent than the pernicious practice of ''speed-

ing up." In order to meet the demands of competition,
lower prices, high profits, and trade supremacy, inven-

tive genius is ever at work to increase the speed and out-

put of machinery, and employees have to keep pace with
the machine. This speeding up is manifest in all the
mechanical industries, especially in the textile and cloth-

ing industry. Some of the sewing machines now carry
ten needles instead of one, involving correspondingly in-

creased strain of the eyes to watch for broken. threads,
and also increased nervous tension and physical fatigue.
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This high-pressure system had its origin in this country
and is by no means confined to individual industries.

The very excellencies of our progress have stimulated

the nerves and intellect and fired the ambition of men
until they overleap the limits of their natural powers.
Rest and recreation seems impossible to many, and the

temporary stimulant derived from the tempting cup
offers, for the time being, relief to our physical and
mental exhaustion. It is, however, like all so-called

"nerve tonics," a dangerous remedy. It is like applying
the whip to a tired horse and the result is a constant

increase in the number of prematurely worn-out work-
ers, neurasthenics, alcohol and drug habitues. (Pp. 447-

448.)

Dangerous Trades. Thomas Oliver, M.A., M.D., F.E.
C.P., Medical Expert on the White Lead, Danger-
ous Trades, Pottery and Lucifer Match Commit-
tees of the Home Office. London, Murray, 1902.

The introduction of steam has revolutionized indus-
try. . . . Machinery acts with unerring uniformity.
At times so simple is its mechanism that a child can
almost guide it, yet how exacting are its demands. While
machinery has in some senses lightened the burden of

human toil, it has not diminished fatigue in man. All
through the hours of work in a factory the hum of the

wheels never ceases. . . . While the machinery pur-
sues its relentless course and is insensitive to fatigue,

human beings are conscious, especially towards the end of
the day, that the competition is unequal, for their

muscles are becoming tired and their brains jaded. . . .

Present-day factory labor is too much a competition of
sensitive human nerve and muscle against insensitive

iron, and yet, apart from an appropriate shortening of
the hours of labor, it is difficult to see how this can be
remedied. The greater the number of hours machinery
runs per day the larger is the output for the manufac-
turer, but the feebler are the human limbs that guide it.

To the machine time is nothing ; to the human being each
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hour that passes beyond a well-defined limit means in-

creasing fatigue and exhaustion. (Pp. 115-117.)

The Economic Journal. Vol. XVIII. London, 1908.

Gaps in our Factory Legislation. B. L. Hutchins.

Now it is important to remember that these (ten)

hours mean more work and more fatigue than they did

when the normal day was first introduced fifty-odd years

ago. The speeding up of machinery has increased the

strain, and even as long ago as 1872 shorter hours were
agitated for by the trade unions. ... (P. 223.)

Diseases of Occupation from the Legislative, Social, and
Medical Points of View. Thomas Oliver, M.A.,

M.D., F.R.C.P., Medical Expert on the White
Lead, Dangerous Trades, Pottery, and Lucifer

Match Committees of the British Home Office.

New York, Dutton, 1908.

In trades that are dangerous to health the hours

should not be long ; and in textile industries, as the speed

of machinery is quickened and the nervous tension upon
the worker becomes greater, the hours of labor should

be proportionally reduced. (P. xi.)
^

It is an interesting problem to consider the probable

effects upon the health of the workpeople in the future

of the increased speed at which machinery is being run
in the factories and the speeding-up of the work in ship

yards. That there is greater strain upon the nervous
system, more exhaustion and consequently need for

greater leisure, few will deny, and that in many in-

stances the hard work induces premature old age goes

without saying. Will this speeding-up tend to make
female mill-workers better mothers and help them to give

birth to healthy and robust children, or to infants who
are pmiy, ill-nourished, and of a highly strung nervous
system? In some American factories in which stitched

muslin underwear is made, so great has been the im-
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provement in the machinery of " late that the sewing

machines are carrying two to ten needles instead of one

as formerly, and as a consequence many of the girls are

no longer capable of the sustained effort necessary to

follow the improved speed, and have been obliged to re-

linquish their occupation. The strain of the eyes in

watching for broken threads in order to stop the ma-
chinery is almost intolerable; it requires an amount of

nervous energy and a constancy of attention which the

operators cannot supply. There is a limit beyond which

the speeding of machinery cannot be run without detri-

ment to the health of the operators unless their hours of

work are materially shortened.

Clearly, therefore, there are occupations, especially

the textile trades, that tend through sheer strain to wear
out the body of the worker and induce premature old age.

These industries may be said to show their baneful

effects upon the nervous system. (Pp. 3-4.)

Although the introduction of machinery has cheap-

ened products and placed more of them within the reach

of the poorer working classes, it has not always light-

ened labor. The rate at which machinery is run demands
greater attention from the workpeople and imposes upon
them a severe strain. To the artisan classes the Satur-

day half-holiday and the shortened working day have
proven a boon from a purely physical point of view.

Great as the rush and pressure are in this country, they
are even greater in America. (P. 5.)

The lightening of the burden of the textile worker by
improved machinery has not altogether made mill work
easier, for by raising the speed and increasing the out-

put a larger amount of machinery has to be tended, and
this constant vigilance imposes a considerable strain

upon the worker. If this is true of simple muscular
movements necessitating only mechanical supervision,

how much greater must be the strain and exhaustion
upon persons who in their employment are obliged to

execute a series of educated and rapid muscular move-
ments in which volition is sustained throughout. (P.

358.)
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Work and Wages: In Continuation of Earl Brassey's
''Work and Wages" and "Foreign Work and Eng-
lish Wages." Part in^ Social Betterment. Syd-
ney J. Chapman, M.A. London and New York,
Longmans, Green & Co., 1914.

The road of economic advance has been largely by
way of specialism, and this has meant to the laborer the

partial, or occasionally complete, elimination of the short

periods of leisure by which his working hours used to be

broken up. In a modem workshop, noise, the necessity

of discipline, or of a continuously absorbed state of the

attention, have frequently reduced the possibilities of

relaxation to the barest limits. Humanity has no doubt
been relieved of the heaviest burden of toil by inventions

relating to the mechanism of production; but their appli-

cation has been accompanied on the whole by the need
for a closer concentration of effort. The intensification

of labor in a more confined sphere of activity may, as

Professor Miinsterberg argues, exercise more fully the

higher human faculties, and thereby bring with it a

deeper interest, but it will almost certainly prove
more exhausting even apart from the elimination of'

change, leisure and social intercourse. And decade by
decade, with the '

' speeding-up '

' of machinery, we should
expect to find more nervous strain accompanying the

process of production. (Pp. 233-234.)

Journal of State Medicine. Vol. 22. October, 1914. Lon-
don. Occupational Fatigue. Professor Sir
Thomas Oliver. University of Durham; late Medi-
cal Expert Home Office Committee on Dangerous
Trades.

**So tired!" is the cry of thousands of men, women
and young persons at the close of a working day. How
to meet the complaint and to remove its cause are among
the problems of the present age. It would seem as if the
stress of modem times was becoming too great, and as
if the strain of industrial methods through improved
machinery was becoming more than human strength can
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bear. Part of the fatigue may be due to altered indus-

trial methods, changes in the food of the people, over-

crowding and other conditions incidental to town life.

Men and women are apparently more readily overcome
by fatigue than were our forbears. The greater preval-

ence of functional diseases lends support to the supposi-

tion. Owing to their exhausting nature, some occupa-
tions make men age much more rapidly than others. The
condition of the heart and arteries is the physiological

sign of a man's age, his prospect of longevity and fitness

for work. Pierracini has shown that the arteries of the

arm of a workman which is more employed in hard work
than the other arm are always more atheromatous.
Presumably they have to bear greater strain. It can
hardly be that they are more poisoned by fatigue pro-
ducts than are the blood vessels of the less used arm, for
toxins act upon the arterial system generally, including
the heart. We want to know something of the limita-

tions of the human body so far as physical work and
strain are concerned. Within recent years the trend has
been to reduce the hours of labor. Experience has shown
that in factories where the working day is unduly pro-
tracted not only are accidents more numerous, but the
actual production of the last hour or two of a nine or ten
hours ' day is not equal to that of the average of the hours
which precede the close of an eight or nine hours' day.

There is a limit beyond which work cannot" be carried
without the individual becoming aware of his inability

to meet the demands upon his mental and physical re-

sources. Its approach is heralded by a sense of fatigue
due to poisoning of nerve centres and of peripheral
nerves by toxins generated within the body. . . .

(Pp. 342-343.)

Work and Wealth: A Human Valuation. J. A. Hobson.
New York. The Macmillan Company. 1914.

But where monotonous repetition is closely directed
by the action of a machine, as regards its manner and its

pace, there is a special nervous cost. For a hand-worker,
however dull or heavy is the work, retains some slight
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power of varying the pace and perhaps of changing his

position or mode of work. . A worker who either feeds a

machine or adjusts his movements in obedience to those

of a machine, as for instance a cutter in the clothing trade

or in shoemaking, has no such liberty. The special cost

here entailed is that of trying to make an organism con-

form in its movements to a mechanism. Now a human
being, or any other organism, has certain natural

rhythms of movement for work, related to the rhythms of

heart and lungs and other organic processes, and there

are natural limits also to the pace at which he can
efficiently, or even possibly, continue working. A machine
also has rhythms and a maximum efficiency pace. But
the rhythms of a machine are determined by its mechani-
cal construction and the apparatus which furnishes its

power: they are continuously uniform, and are capable
of being speeded up beyond the capacity of the human
tender.

A human rhythm is really labor-saving, in as much
as it eases the strain to work in accordance with a natural
swing. To set a man to follow the rhythm of a machine
not only loses this economy, but entails an extra effort of
conformity. The tendency to speed up a machine, so as
to get the most out of it, is liable to take out of the ma-
chine-tender even more than he is capable of recognising
in the way of nervous strain. Where considerable muscu-
lar activity is also required in following a high pace set by
a machine, an appalling burden of human costs may be ac-
cumulated in a factory day. (Pp. 70-71.)

If it be accompanied by a shortening of the hours of
labor, the damage inflicted by the rigor of mechanical
discipline may be compensated by a larger leisure. This
compensation, of course, is reduced or even nullified, if
the greater intensity of labor in the shorter day takes
more out of the man, as often happens, than was taken
out before. But, assuming that this is not the case, and
that for a longer dull routine work-day is substituted a
shorter but even more mechanical day, a net gain for
labor is still possible. (Pp. 218-219.)

The more rigorous routine of the work-day might be
adequately compensated by shorter hours, higher wages,
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increased opportunities for education, recreation, and
home life. (P. 220.)

But leisure, as an economic asset, is not a mere ques-

tion of hours. A shorter work-day might be dearly-

bought at the cost of an intensification of labor which
left body and mind exhausted at the end of each day. The
opposition of workers to a policy of speeding-up, or the

use of pace-setters, is usually a sane act of self-defense,

and not the fractious obstruction to industrial progress

it is sometimes represented. No considerations of human
endurance limit the pace at which machinery driven by
mechanical power may be worked. Unless, therefore, re-

straints are put by law, custom or bargaining, upon the

speed of machines, or the number which a worker is

called upon to serve, competition may impose a work-day
which, though not unduly long in hours, habitually ex-

hausts the ordinary worker. It is not always realized how
great a change took place when the weaver, the shoe-

maker, the smith, passed from the workshops, where the
pace and other conditions of work were mostly regulated
by their voluntary action, to the steam-driven factory.

The shoemaker and the tailor under the old conditions
had time, energy and liberty for thought while carrying
on their work : they could slacken, break off or speed up,
their work, according to their inclination. The clicker

or heeler in a shoe factory, the cutter-out in a clothing
factory, have no such measure of freedom. This is, of
course, a normal effect of modem industrialism. Closer
and more continuous attention is demanded during the
working hours.

Thus the real question of leisure is a question of spare
human energj^ rather than of spare hours. The shorter
working-day is chiefly needed as a condition favorable to
spare energy. (P. 233.)

Report of the Inspectors of Factories for the Province of
Ontario, Canada, 1894.

With the increased speed and complications of ma-
chinery in textile industries, especially in cotton looms,
the attendant has more mental worry in watching the
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machines, and no doubt is more exhausted physically after

a day's work. (P. 13.)

Report of the Inspectors of Factories for the Province of

Ontario, Canada, 1895.

A very small fraction of the work requires muscular
strength, but it is the constant and steady application

of the mind, the eager use of the eyes, which exhaust and
wear out the human body. The entire nervous system is

so intently directed to the detail of the work, while the ma-
chinery is running to its utmost capacity, that by night

the workers are not only tired and weary, but well-nigh

worn out. (Pp. 24-25.)

Report of the Inspector of Factories for the Province of
Ontario, Canada, 1896.

Though there is little work which requires great mus-
cular strength or exertion in our factories, yet the alert-

ness and exactness of attention and constant application

required exhaust the nervous vitality very rapidly.

(P. 22.)

New South Wales. Legislative Assembly. Report of the

Working of the Factories' and Shops' Act. 1904.

Miss Duncan, Inspector:

The effect of factory work on the individual appears
to be to produce a skillful specialized worker moving
within narrow limits and ill-fitted to rise above them.

On the physical side, the want of exercise among those
who sit all day at their work, the long standing of others
in those processes which cannot be conveniently carried
on when sitting, in either case the over-exercise of cer-
tain muscles and the non-exercise of others, must bring
about a very one-sided development. . . . Again the
constant vibration and noise, the unflagging attention de-
manded by work on power machines, and the high rate of
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speed, must tend to operate disadvantageously on the

nervous system. (P. 13.)

Fatigue. A. Mosso, Professor of Physiology, University

of Turin, 1896. Translated by Margaret Drum-
MOND, M. A., and W. B. Drummond, M. B., Extra
Physician, Royal Hospital for Sick Children, Edin-
burgh. New York, Putnam, 1904.

By constant increase in the rate of movement, by in-

struments ever better adapted to their ends, modern so-

ciety endeavors to multiply and render more productive
the work of both of muscle and of mind. The prodigious
extension of the arts and the increasing velocity of ma-
chinery combine to hurry us onward ; our haste will grow
from more to more, till it reaches an extreme point at

which the law of exhaustion sets an insuperable barrier

to the greed of gain. ... (P. 168.)

The machinery in our factories is ever becoming more
ponderous ; it is increasing in size, velocity of motion, and
productivity, and this increase still continues despite the
fact that we have already surpassed the furthest limit

set at first by our imagination. (P. 169.)

One very quietly perceives, however, that those ma-
chines are not made to lessen human fatigue, as poets
were wont to dream. The velocity of the flying wiieels,

the whirling of the hammers, and the furious speed at

which everything moves, these things tell us that time
is an important factor in the progress of industry, and
that here in the factory the activity of the workers must
conquer the forces of nature. The hiss of the steam, the
rattling of the pulleys, the shaking of the joints, the
snorting of these gigantic automata, all warn us that they
are inexorable in their motion, that man is condemned
to follow them without a moment's rest, because every
minute wasted consumes time that is worth money, seeing
that it renders useless the coal and the movements of
these colossi. (P. 171.)

Marx, in his celebrated work (Le Capital, Karl Marx,
p. 161), devotes a chapter to machinery, and arrives at
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the following conclusions: that all our inventions have
not diminished human fatigue, but simply the price of

commodities ; that machinery has rendered worse the con-

dition of the worker, because by rendering strength of no
avail it has entailed the employment of women and chil-

dren; instead of shortening the working-day it has pro-

longed it, instead of reducing fatigue it has rendered it

more dangerous and injurious ; that to the accumulation
of riches corresponds an increase of poverty ; that owing
to machinery society is receding further and further

from its ideal; that the reality has not corresponded to

our hopes.

. . . The powerful automaton of mechanics wants
nothing but intelligence and a nervous system ; this want
a child or a woman can supply and guide the blind giants

by the hand. It is a grave accusation to launch against
science, that in making herself mistress of the forces of

nature she tends to establish a monopoly for machinery,
to make labor the slave of capital. There are, moreover,
those who fear that human fatigue will come to be less and
less regarded, and that the workers will be gradually
eliminated and dismissed without means of subsistence,
that the intelligence of the people is deteriorating, be-
cause the greater the perfection of the machine, the less

the skill and ability required from the worker. (Pp. 173-

174.)

Untersuchungen uber die GesundheitsverJidltnisse der
. Fabrikbevolkerung der Schweiz. [Investigations

into the Conditions of Health of the Swiss Factory
Workers.] De. Fridolin Schuler, Swiss Factory
Inspector, and Dr. A. E. Burckhardt, Professor of
Hygiene, Basle. Aarau, Scmerldnder, 1889.

Instead of becoming wearied by personal labor, as in
earlier stages of industry, it is today the unremitting,
tense concentration in watching the machine, the neces-
sary rapidity of motion, that fatigues the worker. (P. 62.)
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Besides the physical strain due to speed and com-

plexity of machinery, health is injured by the extreme

monotony of many branches of industry. Specialization

has been carried so far that change and variety of work

is reduced to a minimum. Minute division of labor re-

sults in the constant repetition of similar motions and

processes by the same worker, favoring the onset of

fatigue and requiring for relief the establishment of a

shorter workday.

Work and Wealth: A Human Valuation. J. A. Hobson.
New York, The Macmillan Company, 1914.

Whereas the artistic or inventive, or even the profes-

sional man, is constantly doing something new, the

laborer continually repeats the same act or set of acts,

in order to produce a number of similar products. The
success of most labor consists in the exactitude and pace
with which this repetition can be carried on. The ma-
chine-tender is the typical instance. To feed the same
machinery with the same quantity of the same material

at the same pace, so as to turn out an endless number of

precisely similar articles, is the absolute antithesis of

art. It is often said that the man who feeds such a ma-
chine tends to become as automatic as the machine itself.

This, however, is but a half-truth. If the tender could
become as automatic as the machine he tended, if he
could completely mechanize a little section of his facul-

ties, it might go easier with him. But the main trend of

life in the man fights against the mechanising tendency
of his work, and this struggle entails a heavy cost. For
his machine imposes a repetition of the same muscular
and nervous action upon a being whose muscles and
nervous resources are continually changing. The ma-
chine, fed constantly with the same supply of fuel, geared
up to a single constant pace of movement, forced by un-

1
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changing structure to the performance of the same
operation, friction and error reduced to an almost neg-

ligible minimum, works through the longest day with a

uniform expenditure of power. The machine-tender is an
organism, fed at somewhat irregular intervals with dif-

ferent amounts and sorts of food, the assimilation of

which is also discontinuous and incapable of maintaining

intact and constant in its quantity the muscular and
nervous tissue and the accompanying contractions which
constitute the physical supply of ''work." This organ-
ism has also many other structures and functions, physi-

cal and mental, whose activities and needs get in the way
of the automatic activity of machine-tending. Thus the

worker cannot succeed in becoming altogether a ma-
chine-tending automaton. He will not always exactly

repeat himself, and his attempt to do so involves two
sets of organic costs or wastes, due to the fact that,

though his labor tries to make him a specialized mechan-
ism, he remains a generalized organism.

So far as labor consists in specialized routine, absorb-
ing the main current of productive energy, it is the

enemy of organic health. It is hostile in two ways : first,

in denying to man opportunity for the exercise of his

other productive faculties; secondly, in overtaxing and
degrading by servile repetition the single facultv that is

employed. (Pp. 61-62.)

As the artist presents the supreme example of crea-
tive work, with a minimum of human costs and a maxi-
mum of human utility, so the machine-tender presents
the supreme example of imitative work, with a maximum
of human costs and a minimum of human utility.

(Pp. 61-62.)

British Sessional Pavers. Vols. XXIX-XXX. 1876. Fac-
tory and Workshops Acts Commission. Vol.
XXIX. Report.

We have already referred more than once to the un-
remitting and monotonous character of all labor at a ma-
chine driven by steam. Work at a machine has inevitably
a treadmill character about it; each step may be easy.
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but it must be performed at the exact moment under pain

of consequences. In hand work and house work there is

a certain freedom of doing or of leaving undone. Mill

{i. e. machine) work must be done as if by clockwork. . . .

The people are tied as it were, to machinery moving at a

great speed in certain operations ; again it has been al-

leged that the state of the atmosphere is very unhealthy,

and the temperature at a great height, and from the em-
ployment of machinery the speed has been so much in-

creased that the wear and tear not merely of the body but

of the mind also, of the operatives were too great for them
to bear. (Pp. XXIX-XXX.)

The Eight Hour Day. Sidney Webb and Harold Cox,

B. A. London, Walter Scott, 1891.

All medical testimony points to the fact that when-
ever a monotonous occupation is prolonged beyond a very
limited period, seven or eight hours at most, the physical

completeness of the worker is impaired. He becomes a
lop-sided animal. This is the case when the work in

itself is healthy enough, and when it is conducted amid
healthy surroundings. (P. 140.)

The Hygiene, Diseases and Mortality of Occupation. J.

T. Aeijdge, M. D., a. B., F. E. C. P. Consulting
Physician to the North Staffordshire Infirmary;
late Milroy lecturer at the Royal College of Physi-
cians, etc. London, Percival, 1892.

The majority of indoor industries have the disadvant-
age of presenting little variety in the methods of working,
especially in manufactories, where there is great monot-
ony in whatever branch of employment is pursued, and
the workman counts for little else than an appendage to

a machine. Day by day the worker is called upon to do
the same mechanical act, without feeling a personal in-

terest in the result of his labor ; for this is no product of
his thinking or inventive faculty, but predetermined by
mechanical contrivances ; and day by day he continues at
his task, wearisome to the spirit, earning a fixed rate of
payment, sufficient, usually, to supply his animal require-

H
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ments, but holding out small prospect of escape from toil,

whilst he can perform it, or a coming period of com-

petency and enjoyment. (P. 18). And, generally speak-

ing, it may be asserted of machinery that it calls for little

or no brain exertion on the part of those connected with

its operations, it arouses no interest, and is wearisome
by monotony. Machinery, consequently, has nothing in

it to quicken or brighten the intelligence, though it may
sharpen the sense of sight, and stimulate muscular ac-

tivity in some one limited direction.

. . . That some effect must follow upon the rapid

whirling of machines and the noise produced, is a reason-

able inference. The special senses so exposed are neces-

sarily subjected to a species of strain or overuse. Those
unaccustomed to machinery are dazed by its operations,

and willingly escape from its presence ; and those regu-

larly occupied with it, in conducting and regulating its

action, and in intently watching its output, can only do so

at the expense of more or less wear and tear of nerve
function, and, indeed, of the whole nervous system. Their
fatigue is the fatigue of watching, not of working.
(Pp. 25-26.)

Condition of the Working Class in England in 1844. Fred-
ERicK Engels. Translated by Florence Kelley.
London, Sonnenschein, 1892.

The supervision of machinery, the joining of broken
threads, is no activity which claims the operative's think-
ing powers, yet it is of a sort which prevents him from
occupying his mind with other things. We have seen,

too, that this work affords the muscles no opportunity
for nhysieal activity. Thus it is, properly speaking, not
work but tedium, the most deadening, wearing process
conceivable. The operative is condemned to let his physi-
cal and mental powers decay in this utter monotony. . . .

Moreover, he must not take a moment's rest; the engine
moves unceasingly. . . . This condemnation to be buried
alive in the mill, to give constant attention to the tireless
machine, is felt as the keenest torture by the operatives,
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and its action upon mind and body is in the long run
stunting in the highest degree. (P. 177.)

The Effects of the Factory System. A-llen Clarke. Lon-
don, Grant Richards, 1899.

And all these hours—10 hours a day, spinner and
weaver are on their feet, no sitting down, no resting ; one
must keep up to the machinery though agonized with
headache, or troubled by any other complaint. While the

engine runs the workers must stand. ... It will thus be
seen that this employment is a severe and ceaseless

mental strain that makes a tribe of toilers alert at their

tasks, but weakens the physique, as does all narrow and
monotonous mental strain if continuous. (Pp. 51-52.)

No doubt the factory system, by the increased work
and worry, contributes a good share of imbeciles to the
asylums. It is well known that monotony is a cause of in-

sanity, and there is nothing more deadly monotonous
than factory work. (P. 66.)

A Handbook of Political Questions of the Day and the

Arguments of Either Side. Sidney Buxton, M. P.

11th Edition. London, John Murray, 1903. Legal
Limitation of Hours.

The legal limitation of hours is supported on the

grounds:— ... 2. {a) That (eight) hours' continuous
hard work is enough for any man. That especially is this

the case when the worker has no personal interest in the
results of his labor— ... (ft) That the processes under
which work, especially factory work, is now carried on,

with its minute sub-division of labor, monotonous and un-
interesting, but yet requiring perpetual attention; with
its incessant noise and unhealthy atmospheric conditions,
involve an ever-increasing strain on the nervous system.
(P. 159.)

British Medical Journal, I. 1904. The Physiology of
Fatigue. (Editorial.)

Extreme monotony of work may cause the same sensa-
tion of fatigue as is produced by prolonged hours of
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labor ; and it appears that we have on this account reached

in many industries a degree of specialization which, by
producing premature fatigue, does not secure the best

results. Monotonous work is arranged, because the work-

man thus engaged can work at a higher pace than if his

work were more varied. This policy may in some in-

stances over-reach itself. (P. 146.)

The Economic Journal. Vol. XVIII. London, 1908.

Gaps in our Factory Legislation. B. L. Hutchins.

The extreme monotony of factory work is in itself a
cause of strain. (P. 224.)

The Economic Journal. Vol. XIX. 1909. London.
Hours of Labor. Presidential Address to the

Economic Science and Statistics Section of the

British Association for the Advancement of
Science. S. J. Chapman.

Mechanical improvement proceeds by ''specializing

out" mechanical tasks, the performance of which by hand
must be a dreary occupation, but each step in the march
of invention seems to create, as a rule, by its incomplete-
ness, tasks meaning a new and more concentrated
monotony, though no doubt it must generally result in an
appreciable reduction of the amount of dull employment
involved in the attainment of a given output. Any work
must be wearisome the pace of which is set by a machine
and kept absolutely steady. (P. 355.)

The Eight Hour Movement. An address delivered before
the Brotherhood of United Labor at the Armory in
Chicago, February 22d, 1890. Judge P. Altgeld.

It is urged in favor of shorter hours : . . .

Sixth. That before the division of labor and the ex-
tensive introduction of machinery, each laborer, as a rule,

made an entire thing so that his mind was occupied and
the work was not so fatiguing. Now all is changed, he
works on a single process, frequently on a very minute
object, the effect of which on the mind is most unfavorable
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when long continued; the constant concentration of the

mind upon one thing in time narrows it to that thing, the

laborer becomes like the machine, his nervous system is

weakened, his mind dwarfed and his body stunted. That
when the laborer worked by hand he could rest when he
was tired—quite an hour earlier if he was not well

—

but now he must work while the machine works and that

this constant and regular draft on the nervous system
causes him to wear out with the machine and in many
cases sooner—for human muscle and nerve cannot com-
pete with steel unless given plenty of time to rest and re-

cuperate. (P. 4.)

Report of the United States Industrial Commission.
Final Report. Vol. XIX, 1902.

While the course of improvement tends to narrow the

range of necessary skill, and in some cases makes it pos-

sible to introduce a lower grade of workers, it often

aggravates the actual intensity and strain of the work.
There may be an actual increase of physical exertion.

The undercutting machines, which are being so rapidly
introduced in the bituminous coal mines, have to be held
steady by the miner, partly by the strength of his anna
and partly by the weight of his body. To hold one of

them is said to be far more exhausting than to handle
the pick, because of their violent and incessant jar. In
general, however, the strain which machinery imposes
is the strain of constant, unswerving and monotonous
attention. With every improvement of the mule and
the power loom the worker has taken charge of more
spindles and more shuttles, and the speed has been in-

creased; and the unanimous assertion of the workmen
is that the change has progressively increased the de-

mands of the work. The hand shoemaker, turning from
one operation to another as his work progressed, and
varying his task with sundry necessary preparations, had
a less exhausting day than the shoe-factory operative.

The clothing maker, who sits week after week and sews
a single seam on each of an endless succession of coats,

leads a more nerve-wearing life than the tailor who makes
a complete garment. (Pp. 823-824.)
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The National Civic Federation Review. Vol. II, No. 8.

Jan.-Feh., 1906. The First Annual Meeting of the

New England Civic Federation. Boston, Jan. 11,

1906.

Marcus M. Marks, President of the National Associa-

tion of Clothing Manufacturers

:

. . . Labor asks for shorter hours . . . because
the conditions of employment have been changed so much
in recent years that workers feel justly entitled to a
shortening of the day. They contend that the introduc-

tion of machinery has in a large degree replaced the

exercise of the muscles, by the use of the eye and mind.
This causes more strain on the system. They contend
further that specialization of labor has taken away the

restful variety and change of occupation which formerly
diversified the day's employment, and has substituted a
regular monotony of daily labor which is much more
tiring. For, whilst a workman might contribute his

maximum efficiency in working to twelve hours per day
when strictly variegated effort was required, the greater
strain of the present so-called **improved" condition of
labor may now bring about the necessity for a reduction
of hours in order to preserve the same degree of effici-

ency. (P. 8.)

The Survey. Jam. 21, 1911. Hours in the Continuous
Industries. Thomas Schlytter, (Match manu^
facturer. Norwegian Association for Labor

I

Legislation.)

There are several factors in modern organization of
industry which make it more and more important and
even necessary, that society should regulate the hours of
work. The two principal are

:

The increasing tendency towards work on a large
scale, each man being only a small cog in one of the small
wheels of the enormous machine: and

The specialization of work, which is in itself in many
ways a great advantage, but necessarily develops one-
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sidedness unless sufficient leisure and opportunities be

given the man for developing other qualities than those

produced by his work. (P. 677.)

Inventors and Money-Makers. F. W. Taussig, Harvard
University. New York, Macmillan, 1915.

Yet it remains true that there is a difference of degree

between the tool and the machine; a lessened scope for

individual initiative and individual impress, and so a

lessened opportunity for the satisfaction of an instinct

like that of contrivance. True, the expert mechanics
needed by modem industry—a considerable part of the

labor force, even though not a large proportion—may
still be in the way of experiencing some such satisfaction.

Among the rank and file of factory operatives, also, the
possibility is not completely excluded ; machines, however
perfect, depend in some degree on the operative's care
and skill. Yet in general the minute partition of labor,

the extreme differentiation of machinery, the constant
effort to achieve automatic check and start and action,

the tendency to reduce the worker to a mere feeder and
watcher,—all these mean a loss in interest, in possible
variety, in the exercise of skill and contrivance. . . .

Against the clear gain in quantitative output from ma-
chine industry, so much emphasized in economic litera-

ture, must be set some loss, even though not an unqualified
loss, as regards the scope and the attractiveness of the
work itself. (Pp. 63-64.)

Gesammelte Abhandlungen, Bd. III. \Complete Works,
Vol. III.] Die Volkswirthschaftliche Bedeutung
der Verkiirzung des Industriellen Arheitstages.
[The Economic Significance of a Shorter Work-
ing Day.] Ernst Abbe. Paper read before the
Economics Society at Jenu, 1901. Jena, Fischer,
1906.

Our whole industrial labor nowadays is characterized
by what we call "Effects of the Division of Labor."
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This division and subdivision has become a necessary
condition of progress, and, much as we may deplore its

effects in certain details, it is impossible to abandon it.

It stamps all work with uniformity. . . . With this

sameness and continually recurring monotony we also

get the continuous fatigue of the same organ,—of the

same group of muscles,—of the same nerve centres,—of

the same part of the brain,—because all that is to be done,
whether muscular or brain work, must be constantly
repeated in the same manner from morning to night, day
by day, and week by week. (P. 225.)

Fourteenth International Congress of Hygiene and Dem-
ography. Berlin, September, 1907. Vol. II, Sec.
IV. Ermiidung durch Berufsarbeit. [Fatigue
Resulting from Occupation.] Dr. Emil Roth,
Regierum,gsrat, Potsdam. Berlin^ Hirschwald,
1908.

. . . With the progressive division of labor, work
has become more and more mechanical. ... A definite

share of overfatigue and its sequels, especially neuras-
thenia, must be ascribed to this monotony,—to the ab-
sence of spontaneity or joy in work. (P. 613.)

Handworterbuch der Staatswissenschaften. Bd. I.

[Compendium of Political Science. Vol. I.]

Edited by Drs. J. Conead, Professor of Political

Science in Halle; L. Elstee, Ober Reg. Rath in
Berlin; W. Lexis, Professor of Political Science
in Gottingen, and Edg. Loening, Professor of Law
in Halle. Arbeitszeit. [Hours of Work.] Dr. H.
Herk'nee, Berlin. Jena, Fischer, 1909.

In modern industry the activity of the worker is usu-
ally confined to certain muscular groups alone. The
burden, therefore, rests upon a few overworked organs/
The same muscles, the same nervous tissues and the
same parts of the brain are continually at work. In this
way fatigue comes on much more rapidly than where an
alternation allows temporary use of various organs, thus
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giving them time for rest. As, in monotonous muscular
work, muscular fatigue comes on quickly, so with mono-
tonous, one-sided mental work (for instance, long-con-

tinued addition) fatigue comes on very quickly. In gen-

eral, fatigue of the nerves approaches more slowly than
muscular fatigue ; but, on the other hand, nervous repair

takes a much longer time. (P. 1215.)

Man realizes fatigue not only by the less satisfactory

results of work, but also by sensations of pain and aver-

sion. These are warning signals and protective devices
of nature, by whose help injury may be averted. But it

is possible that in the zeal of work these signals may be
ignored. The injurious effects will therefore, however,
not be avoided. Again, the signal may be noticed, but
cannot be heeded through the compulsion of circum-
stances. The day's work must be finished, and work must
be kept up longer for the sake of the day's wages. Then,
with the utmost strain of the will power, further activity

must be wrung from the wearied organism. (Pp. 1215-

1216.)

Proceedings of the First International Convention on
Industrial Diseases. Milan, 1906. Frenastenia e

delinquensa in rapporto a taluni ordinamenti del

lavoro. [Imbecility and Criminality in Relation
to Certain Forms of Labor.'] Prof. Crisapulli.

To understand how cerebral fatigue can cause the

arrest of mental development in youths and criminal

actions in adults, we must bear in mind that the special

functions of the brain have separate centres, the founda-
tion of the psychic and motor-psychic life of individuals.

Thus, there is a centre for hearing, another for sight,

another for speaking, etc. When only one centre works
it becomes overfatigued much more easily than if the

functions were alternately performed by the various
centres.

Here, then, is another factor in overfatigue due to the
monotony of work, interrupted only at long intervals.

This monotony is the determining cause of local dis-

turbances and endangers the entire organism. (P. 150.)
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C. PIECE WORK.

All the evils of speed and monotony in industrial es-

tablishments are intensified by the abuses of piece work.

When each worker aims to work faster for the sake of a

slight increase in wages, a premium is put upon feverish

activity, regardless of the physical cost to the worker.

American Labor Legislation Review. Jan., 1911. Neur-
asthenia Among Garment Workers. Dr. Sidney
T. Schwab. St. Louis University.

Medically, the piece-work system is perhaps the most
pernicious thing that could be devised to weaken what,
for a better term, might be described as the dynamic
efficiency of the nervous system. I am referring, of

course, to the unregulated piece-work system in which
there is no maximum or average amount of work set

down to keep the worker from speeding beyond his ca-

pacity. The pay that the piece-worker obtains for his

labor is ingeniously devised, and subject to change in

amount, so that he must work at top speed to make it

worth while. With the increased efficiency of the piece-

worker, the price per piece of work turned out is com-
monly decreased, so that a greater and increasingly more
intense effort is necessary to reach the individual's maxi-
mum reward for his labor. It needs no argument to

convince even a sturdy advocate of that new idol, called

efficiency, that such methods are bound, in the long run,

to use up the worker. (Pp. 32-3.) . . .

I have in my clinical experience sufficient evidence,
I think, to suggest that the piece-work system is in some
instances a very direct cause in the production of a neu-
rasthenic condition in a worker. (Pp. 32-3.)

The American Magazine. Vol. 71. March, 1911. Old
Age at Forty. John A. Fitch.

The bonus system has made drivers out of the fore-
men—''pushers" is the correct word in Pittsburg—but
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after all there is another element more important than
any of these. Every man whose energy or skill can have
the slightest effect on size of output is paid by the ton
of product. The others are paid by the day. In 1892
there began at Homestead a custom of judicious rate-

cutting. When this began, the men hurried a little more
and brought the tonnage up so that their earnings were
as large as before. Then the rate was cut again, and
again tonnage leaped. This is the keystone of the whole
system. A reduction in earnings means a sacrifice to any
man, whether the old rate was high or low, and he will

work harder to get back to the accustomed level than he
ever would have worked to raise it.

By these methods the steel workers have been speeded
as workmen seldom are. It is not entirely due to the

marvelous ingenuity of American engineers that steel pro-
duction has increased at such a remarkable pace. There
is a human element in large outputs that does not appear
in statistics of tonnage. The steel companies know just

the relation between this human element and the tables

of statistics, hence the "pushers," and fostering the

foolish rivalries, the orgy of overtime in the ''record

months," the buying of men's better judgment in the

bonus system, and the play upon human necessity in the

cutting of the tonnage rates. The result of it all is a
system of speeding, unceasing and relentless, seldom
equaled in any industry in any time. (Pp. 658-659.)

Diseases of Occupation and Vocational Hygiene. Edited
by George M. Kober, M. D., Professor of Hygiene,
Georgetown University, and William C. Hanson,
M. D., Massachusetts State Board of Health. P.
Blakiston's Son S Co., Philadelphia, 1916. Fatigue
and Occupation. Frederic S. Lee, Neiu York.

Piecework.—It might seem that industrial fatigue im-

posed by long hours might be obviated by paying
workers, not according to the time spent, but according
to the amount of work accomplished, and, indeed, the
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piecework system has now become common in many
trades. From the standpoint of its theory this system is

to be commended, for instead of rewarding all workers
alike, whatever their grades of efficiency, it allows those

who are ambitious and capable to reap the benefits of

their greater powers of accomplishment. But in practice

it has develo|)ed abuses, for when the rapid worker be-

comes in the opinion of the unprincipled employer too
rapid, piece wages are lowered and further speeding-up
is thus demanded. Moreover, the rapid worker is often

called upon to set the pace for those who are physiologi-

cally slower, and thus they may be urged on at a dan-
gerous rate. The piecework system, as thus practised,

has become one of the frequent factors in the production
of excessive industrial fatigue and has been widely con-

demned. Its evils are most potent when it is combined
with long hours. (Pp. 264-5.)

British Medical Journal. I. 1904. The Physiology of
Fatigue. Editorial.

Another tendency of modem industry is to demand
more intense work. Such work is more dangerous than
less intense work, and produces a nervous irritability and
strain. It is true both physiologically and industrially

that the best work and the most profitable work, giving
a maximum production, from a permanent standpoint
is that which is carried out under strictly physiological
conditions. . . .

What has been said with respect to intensity of work
deserves serious consideration in relation to 'Apiece-

work." Every physician is familiar with the evils of

''working against time." Unless carefully regulated,
"piece-work" involves this deleterious form of work. It

may be urged that it is only thus that in many instances
a satisfactory output can be secured. Other means can,

however, be devised to secure this result; and, speaking
generally, the interests of master and worker in the long
run are identical, and can only be secured by insisting on
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work being carried on under strictly physiological condi-

tions. (P. 146.)

Deutsche Medizinische Wochenschrift, Nr. 21, 25. Mai.
Die Neurasthenie in Arbeiterkreisen. [Neuras-
thenia in the Working Classes.] Dr. P. Leu-
BuscHER and Dr. W. Bibrowicz, formerly of the

Beelitz Sanitarium of the State Old Age and In-

validity Department of Berlin. Berlin, 1905.

. . . Work has become very different! Piece work
has indeed obtained larger wages, but has developed an
impetus and speed and intensity of effort that used to be
unknown, and this invariably crushes the weaker workers,
those for whom all work is a heavier burden than for

the strong. Continuous anxiety is felt by these lest they
fall behind. Then sometimes voluntarily, sometimes
compulsorily, overtime is undertaken, and so it turns out
that the working hours, instead of being comparatively
shorter than the usual day, are really much longer, and,

by reason of the irregularity, far more exhausting. (P,

821.)

Fourteenth International Congress of Hygiene and Dem-
ography, Berlin, September, 1907. Vol. II, Sec.

IV. Ermiidung durch Berufsarbeit. [Fatigue re-

sulting from Occupation.] Dr. Emil Roth, Re-
gierungsrat, Potsdam. Berlin, Hirschwald, 1908.

Of greater importance is the excessive overstrain of
piece work, which indeed pays better, but at the cost of a
.speed and intensity of work which was formerly unknown.
That these injurious effects first assail the weaker part
of the working population is self-evident. (Pp. 614 and
€15.)
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II Ramazzini. Giornale Italicmo Di Medicina Sociale.

Anno I, 10-11. [Italian Journal of Social Medi-
cine.'] October-November, 1907. Le Stagioni, i

giorni, le ore degli infortuni del lavoro. [Days,
Seasons, and Hours when Industrial Accidents
occur.] Prof. G. Pieeacoini and Dr. R. Maffei,
Head Physicians in the Royal Main Hospital of S.

M. Nuova, Florence, Italy.

Piece work, necessitating higher speed, tends both in

itself and together with the fatigue that ensues to favor
the occurrence of labor accidents. . . .

We should see to it . . . that, above all, piece work
should be condemned, preference being given to time
work, the honesty of the worker and the consciousness of
his own labor capacity regulating the speed of work.
(Pp. 593-594.)
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2. Injurious Physical Subroundings.

a. BAD AIR, humidity, EXTREMES OF TEMPERATURE, ETC.

In practically all manufacturing industries, the physi-

cal environment of the workers may constitute a hazard

to health. Among these general industrial hazards the

most important and the most prevalent are bad air,

humidity, extremes of heat and cold, noise, bad lighting,

vibration, etc. Not all these injurious factors are ordi-

narily found in conjunction in the same workplace; but

one or the other is operative in nearly every manufac-

turing industry. They are not confined to the so-called

^'dangerous trades" but are common to occupations

usually considered non-hazardous. Cotton manufac-

ture, for instance, is not usually held to be a " dangerous

trade"; yet workers in cotton mills are subject not only

to the danger of inhaling injurious substances such as

cotton dust and fluff, but are subject also to combined

heat and humidity, great noise, lack of ventilation, vibra-

tion of machinery, and nauseating odors.

Investigation has proved that these general incidents

of factory life effectively predispose to the more rapid

onset of fatigue. They thus undermine the workers'

powers of resistance and are with fatigue concurring

causes of premature disease.

The Health of the Worker. C.-E. A. Winslow, Associate

Professor of Biology, College of the City of New
York, and Curator of Public Health, American
Museum of Natural History, New York. Printed
and Distributed by the Metropolitan Life Insur-

ance Company for the Use of its Policy Holders,
1913.

It is not only dust that gives people tuberculosis. Bad
air does the same thing more slowly, but almost as
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surely. Only a few workers are in dusty trades, but a

great army suffer from bad air in factories and shops
and offices of a hundred different kinds. (P. 12.)

There is no mystery about the working of bad air.

It is not any poison from the breath that it takes a chemist

to detect. The main things that make had air bad are

heat and dampness. You know how you feel on a dog-
day in August and how you feel on a bright cool morning
in October. There is just the same difference between a
well-ventilated and a badly ventilated room. The human
body is all the time giving off heat and moisture, and in

the factory there are all sorts of steampipes, stoves, fur-

naces, solder pots, mangles and other machines that heat
up the air. When the temperature gets over 70 degrees
we begin to feel it, and as it goes to 80 degrees and above
we feel it more and more. The blood all comes to the
skin and leaves the brain and the internal parts of the

body where it is needed. If the air is hot and dry the
body can cool off by evaporation of perspiration, but if

the air is damp as well as hot we feel the heat much more.
A hot, wet spinning-room is one of the worst places in

the factory.

The man who works under such conditions is not much
good to himself or to his employer. He feels tired and
dull and headachy. He works slowly and badly and spoils

a good deal of stock. He gradually gets weaker and less

efficient, till at last he may drop out with tuberculosis

—

unless the shock of going out from the hot, damp shop
into the chill night air of winter gives him an attack that
carries him off more quickly.

A great many shops and factories are so hot and
stuffy that the workers are uncomfortable, their work is

badly done, and their health is being injured. In a study'
of factories in New York State, in cool weather when the
outdoor temperature was not over 70 degrees, it was
found that 63 out of 215 workrooms had a temperature of
80 degrees or over. (Pp. 12-13.)

Moisture and heat together are worse than either one
alone. "Wet spinning rooms and weaving sheds must be
kept damp because the work demands it. For years
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manufacturers have known just how much dampness was
needed for yam, but we have only lately begun to think

how much is good for people. In England the tempera-

ture and moisture for wet weaving are now limited by
law, and every eifort should be made to keep rooms that

must be moist from getting overheated. . . .

Good light in the factory is almost as important as

good air. You cannot work well if you cannot see. Head-
ache and a general feeling of not being up to the mark
are often due to eye strain. Yet many workrooms are

dimly lighted, so that the workers have to strain to see

what they are doing. Work accidents are often due to

poor lighting, which makes a man take a misstep or go
too near a dangerous machine. (Pp. 14-15.)

Industrial Health-Hazards and Occupational Diseases
in Ohio. E. E. Hayhuest, A. M. ; M. D. ; Director,

Division of Occupational Diseases, Ohio State

Board of Health. 1915.

An industrial health-hazard may be defined as any
condition or manner of working that is unnatural to the

physiology of the human beina: so enaraged. This physi-

ology is adaptable to quite wide variations in environ-

ment, but the rule holds absolute that the subjection to

conditions which are unnatural to the physiology and
habit of man results in pathology or disease. (P. 10.)

Dampness. It is obvious to most persons that work-
ing continually in a damp place, particularly if within

doors, is inimical to health. By dampness we mean not
only moist, but wet places, steamy atmospheres, or air

in which the humidity is maintained at a higher point than
65°. If, to such conditions, changes in temperature,
either up or down from 68° take place, the risk to health

becomes greater. (P. 23.)

By far the vast majority of workshops and factories,

however, are afflicted with the opposite condition, Dry-
ness. An experiment made in almost any factory or
workshop room, office or store, during the months of arti-

ficial heating will show that the relative humidity, instead
of ranging between 60° and 70° for a temperature of 68°,
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is very much below this. This applies to nearly all steam-

heated, hot-water heated, or hot-air heated quarters. The
dryness of the atmosphere also promotes disease, first

evinced as an irritation of the nose and throat, the glands

of which are forced to produce extra moisture in order

to enable these parts to perform their functions. In
time acute colds and contagions are easily acquired. Then
there are chronic coughs, and, from this on, a large

variety of disease conditions are possible. Humidifiers,

air exchangers, and especially fans to keep the air in mo-
tion are urgently needed almost everywhere in indoor
workrooms. (Pp. 24-25.)

Devitalizing Air. Bad air conditions in work places

may be due to (1) deoxidation (presence of flames, fur-

naces), (2) contamination (escaping gases, vapors,

fumes), (3) pollution (dust, smoke, moisture particles

from other persons' breaths), (4) unnatural temperature-
humidity relations, and (5) stagnation. Of these, stag-

nation probably does the most damage to the largest num-
ber of persons, since quiet, still, "dead" air fails to pro-

mote evaporations from the surface of the skin, and to

stimulate the sensory nerve endings located in the skin;

both of which are necessary to maintain a good circula-

tion of the blood. This good circulation is especially

needed for a large class of workers while engaged in their

various trade processes. The essential difference between
indoor and outdoor air is that the former is usually still,

quiet, or "dead," while the latter is in motion, is fresh
and '

' alive. " If to stagnation are added any of the other
four conditions above mentioned, as is often the case in
work places, the danger to health is much increased.

Probably, abnormal temperature-humidity relations

are next in hazard to stagnation as deleterious factors,

although the physiology of the human organism can
adapt itself to quite wide variations in these if the air
can be kept in motion. A person can exist (at least ex-
perimentally) in comparative comfort in a closed-up
closet for a considerable time if these last mentioned fea-
tures

—

temperature 68°, humidity {relative) 60°, and a
motion of the air, as by fans—are provided for. It has
been practically established that it is not the amount of
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oxygen which persons use up in breathing, nor the amount
of carbon-dioxide they exhale, not the emanations from

the human body (except moisture particles from the

coughing, spitting or sneezing of diseased persons in

crowded quarters) which count for aught in vitiating the

air, except under the most unusual conditions of crowding

or confinement.

There is a difference between the air of many work
quarters, however, and that of homes, schools, offices,

stores, etc. In shops, factories, mills, and many other es-

tablishments there are the ever-present air vitiators such

as free flames without vents, gas heaters, salamanders,

furnaces, gases from tanks and vats, and chemical vapors
which are not confined or led away from the breathing

atmosphere. To these are multitudes of wage-earners
exposed as well as to air stagnation and temperature-
humidity factors. (Pp. 26-7.)

American Journal of Public Health, Vol. 2, No. 11, 1912.

The Effects of Temperature and Humidity on
Fatigue.* Frederic S. Lee, Ph.D. Dalton Pro-
fessor of Physiology, Columbia University.

The physiologist in his fondness for investigating

internal mechanism is prone to overlook the important
fact that the living body exists in the midst of a multi-

tude of external conditions. These conditions furnish

stimuli to the living tissues, augmenting or diminishing
their actions, and such stimuli play an important part in

determining the activities and correlations of the in-

ternal mechanisms. The organism as a whole in the

midst of its environmental conditions must establish for

itself at each successive moment a balance in the work
of its various parts. If one of the conditions is altered

this balance is by so much disturbed. Within limits, and
even wide limits for brief periods, such a disturbance is

borne with impunity : a readjustment to the altered situ-

ation occurs; a new balance is struck, and no harm
results. But if the limits be much or long surpassed the

Read before section on Hygiene of Occupation, 15th International

Congress on Hygiene and Demography, Washington, 1912.
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normal adaptation gives place to a pathological state

which is detrimental to the organism.
Of the two environmental conditions here in question,

the temperature and the humidity of the air, there exists

a certain medium range of variation within which the
human body is capable of performing its best w^ork.

Even when adapted to this optimum it may be subjected
for a considerable period of time to a high temperature
or a low temperature, to a high humidity, without serious
disturbance of its organic balance. . . . But prolonged
exposure to extremes of these conditions does not con-
duce to the continuance of a normal physiological state.

(P. 863.)

We may observe these relations on many of the hot
and humid summer days in our American cities. We
may observe them when one who is adapted to a tem-
perate climate goes to live in the tropics. They are well
illustrated in various industrial occupations, such as
mining, baking, laundering and some varieties of cotton
weaving. The effects of exposure to the atmosphere of
these situations are many and various. The bodily me-
chanism for resisting exteraal heat is at once brought
into action. The blood vessels of the skin become dilated
and charged with blood, the skin becomes heated, and
sweat glands become active. From the skin there occurs
a loss of bodily heat by radiation, conduction, convection
and the evaporation of perspiration. ... In propor-
tion, however, as the temperature of the air approaches
or surpasses that of the body and the humidity of the
air is sufficient to prevent the evaporation of sweat, loss
of bodily heat by the customary channels becomes les-

sened. Without adequate means for eliminating the heat
that is being constantly produced within, the internal
temperature rises and a febrile condition results. Such
a state is reached the sooner, the more mechanical work
is performed and the more heat is thereby produced. Its
oncoming is favored also by a lack of movement in the
air. . . . (Pp. 863-864.)
A second striking effect of a combined high tempera-

ture and high humidity is a disinclination or actual ina-
bility to perform active muscular work. Beginning as a
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mere inertness, accompanied by sleepiness, which may
readily be resisted for a time, it may pass into a genuine
condition of fatigue; and ultimately into the exhaustion
of heat stroke. (P. 865.)

From all the available evidence, therefore, it* seems
probable that the actual physical basis of fatigue is pres-

ent in a body working in a hot and humid atmosphere. . .

When in a hot and humid atmosphere the blood ves-

sels of the skin are dilated and overcharged with blood,

the brain and spinal cord among other organs are
rendered correspondingly anemic. This is sufficient of

itself to account largely for the feeling of weariness, the
indifference and apathy toward laboring that are then
present. The changed bodily sensations and the general
bodily discomfort may also tend toward the same end.

But if the stage of elevated bodily temperature be
reached, the internal conditions are still more radically

changed. A febrile state, especially when pronounced
and long continued, affords unusually good chemical con-

ditions for the oncoming of fatigue. (Pp. 866-867.)

I think it probable that future research will greatly
extend our knowledge of the metabolic bases of fatigue.

Especially do I look for such a role to the intermediate
metabolic products which may be present in abnormally
large quantities in various pathological states. Such a
conception, too, appears to me to afford the most prob-
able explanation of the fatigue that appears to be pres-
ent when the individual is endeavoring to labor in an
atmosphere at a high temperature and a high hmnidity.
Here he has to contend not only with his normal fatigue
substances, but with the pathological substances that
result from the peculiar conditions of his labor.

But there is a further factor to be considered. More
than a hundred years ago Alexander von Humboldt ob-

served that heat increases the action of various chemical
substances on various forms of living substance, such as
the heart and the motor nerves. This has since been
studied in many ways by many investigators. . . . and
it has become recognized as a general law, that the tem-
perature at which poisons act upon living substances is

a factor, as in other chemical phenomena, in determining
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the degree of their action—at a higher temperature their

action is more intense. There seems to be no reason why
this law should not apply to the case under considera-

tion. This suggestion has indeed been made for normal
fatigue substances by Patrizi to explain the ready fa-

tiguability of human muscles submitted to localized hot
baths. With even greater weight it can be applied to

the human being laboring under the disadvantageous
conditions of excessive temperature and excessive humid-
ity. Normal and pathological fatigue substances are
here present in solution in an overheated body. If they
are toxic at normal degrees of temperature, their toxi-

city is more pronounced at higher degrees, and in pro-
portion as mechanical work is performed and internal

temperature rises, the more is working power lessened.
I may, therefore, summarize my thoughts as follows

:

When an individual is subjected to an atmosphere that
is charged with an excessively high temperature and
high humidity, his bodily temperature is raised, his

working power becomes limited, and there is an early on-
coming of fatigue. In addition to the normal fatigue
substances there are present other substances, products
of an abnormal metabolism, perhaps of increased protein
disintegration, which likewise act as fatigue substances.
Both the normal and the pathological fatigue substances
act toxically to diminish the activity of the tissues, and
such fatiguing action is rendered greater by reason of
the abnormally high internal temperature that is

present.

If these considerations, presented from a purely
scientific standpoint, are worthy, their significance ought
to be more than merely academic. Industrialism pre-
sents numerous instances in which human beings are
obliged to labor under the conditions here outlined.
Constant submission to these conditions is detrimental
to the wellbeing of the individual and ultimately of the
race. This is an unnecessary situation, which sooner or
later is bound to be relieved. It is the duty of men of
science not merely to discover the conditions under
which^ men labor, not merely to show how an environ-
ment is detrimental, but to use their influence to make of
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labor a physiological, rather than a pathological, exer-

cise. (Pp. 869-870.)

American Labor Legislation Review. June, 1912.

Effects of Confined Air Upon the Health of
Workers. George M. Price, New York State Fac-
tory Investigating Commission.

In an examination of 4,850 establishments in New
York State no means of ventilation, except by windows,
was found in 88 per cent, of the shops. The air in all

these shops was confined and vitiated.

There is as yet a difference of opinion as to the exact
nature of the toxicity of confined air. There is, however,
no difference of opinion as to the dangers to health of a
continuous and constant inhalation- of such air.

It is not difficult to study the effects of extreme varia-
tions of pressure, temperature, and humidity of the air
upon the health of workers in factories. Nor is it very
difficult to trace the effects of specific poisons, gases, or
fumes in the air, or to study the results of constant in-

halation of certain kinds of dust. . . .

Not so with the effect of ordinary air impurities,
which are understood by the term "confined air." The
effects of confined air are less distinct, more difficult to
prove, less direct, and more insidious, although not less
deadly. Mortality statistics show that the death rate of
workers in indoor occupations is much higher than that
of workers in outdoor occupations. There is no doubt
that the chief cause of this higher rate of mortality
among indoor workers is the confined air of shops and
factories. . . . (Pp. 312-13.)

Ibid. Temperature and Humidity in Factories. C. E. A.
WiNSLOw, College of the City of New York.

It is beyond question, however, that the workers in a
factory where the temperature is over 70° are injured by
a lowering of their vitality that may lead to tuberculosis
and other serious diseases ; and that they are working

I
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below their normal standard of efficiency, so that both

they and their employer are the losers.

The New York State Department of Labor is the only

official body in this country, so far as I am aware, which
regularly carries out examinations of factory air and
publishes the results. From the reports of this depart-

ment for 1908, 1909, and 1910, it appears that two hun-

dred and fifteen workrooms were examined at seasons
when the outdoor temperature was 70° or less. Of these

workrooms one hundred and fifty-six, or 73 per cent, had
temperatures of 73° or over and sixty-three, or 29 per
cent, had temperatures of 80° or more. In a recent study
of a mill village carried out by the Rhode Island Anti-

Tuberculosis Society, temperature and humidity readings
were taken three times a day inside and outside of a
weaving room. The outdoor temperature for the month
(September) averaged 65.5°. The temperature in the
weaving room averaged 75.8°, 10° higher. Is it not clear

that, aside from all debatable questions, there is a simple
and obvious condition here which directly menaces the
health of the workers and impairs the efficiency of in-

dustry? (Pp. 297-298.)

Industrial tuberculosis pervades not only the dusty
trades, but in less degree every industry from the largest
to the smallest. (P. 303.)

Efficiency methods have been applied to a hundred me-
chanical details of shop administration. That delicate
mechanism the human body is, however, the underlying
factor which is after all of most importance. Yet in many
a workshop, perhaps in most workshops, the human body
is being operated under conditions which preclude its

maximum effectiveness, and the work suffers while the
sanitariums fill up with cases of industrial tuberculosis.
(P. 304.)

Ibid. Legal Protection for Workers in Unhealthful
Trades. John B. Andrews, Secretary, American
Association for Labor Legislation.

In general, certain trades are unhealthful and require
regulation principally because the workrooms under or-
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dinary conditions are likely to be poorly ventilated.

More specifically, the harmful conditions of employment
are frequently due to the presence of dusts, gases, vapors,

and fumes ; to extremes of temperature, humidity, or den-
sity of the atmosphere; and to improper lighting and
overstrain.

The evil results of unhealthful conditions have long
been recognized, and in every industry there are humane
and intelligent employers who devote much time and
money to the elimination of unnecessary hazards. . . .

But only through the uniformity of regulation which legal

enactments alone can secure, can these more progressive
and humane employers be themselves protected from less

scrupulous competitors who would otherwise often fail

to go to the expense of providing adequate safeguards,
and only through some such compulsory uniformity can
the health of the employees of these competitors be pro-
tected. (Pp. 356-357.)

Bulletin of the United States. Bureau of Labor Stor-

tistics. No. 127. August 12, 1913. Industrial Ac-
cidents and Hygiene Series: No. 3. Dangers to

Workers from. Dusts and Fumes and Methods of
Protection.

A larger number of persons are employed in its [the
cotton industry's] factories than in any other industry.
Associated with the cotton industry are dangers which
are direct and obvious in their effects upon the health of
the workers, and for this reason the manufacture of cot-

ton goods has been considered a dangerous trade. In
justice to the industry, however, and to those manufac-
turers who are progressively attacking from a commer-
cial point of view the very problems which go hand in
hand with improved hygienic conditions, more emphasis
may very properly be laid upon the avoidable dangers
which, if removed, will go far toward taking the cotton
industry from the list of dangerous trades.

The fact can not, of course, be overlooked that the
work of the cotton-mill employees involves more or less

constant confinement in a dusty atmosphere even in the
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best regulated fine-grade goods mill, but a careful con-

sideration of other factors than cotton dust which affect

injuriously the health of the workers shows that too little

thought has been given to the evil consequences of poor

light (especially in certain departments), excessive heat,

nauseating odors, irritating gases, the products of gas

combustion, the lack of proper means of ventilation, the

failure to regulate properly the introduction of artificial

moisture, and want of cleanliness. (P. 9.)

Possibilities of Reducing Mortality at the Higher Age
Groups. Read before the Section on Vital Statis-

tics, American Public Health Association, Colorado
Springs, September, 1913. Louis I. Dublin, Ph. T>.,

Statistician, Metropolitan Life Insurance Com-
pany, New York.

Apart from these subjective changes, which we believe

have occurred as a result of the specialization of industry,

we must consider those objective phases of occupation

which are inseparable from present-day working condi-

tions. The presence of large numbers of workmen under
one roof brings about new and distinct problems of hy-
giene in industry. The large shop at once raises the ques-

tion of the purity of the air supply, its temperature and
humidity, the adequacy of natural and artificial light,

the provision of lavatories and other sanitary facilities,

together with a host of minor details which in their en-

tirety markedly affect the health condition of the indi-

vidual workman. The effects of high temperatures and
humidity upon the health and longevity of work-people
are best illustrated by the disheartening conditions re-

vealed by Perry in his monograph on the cotton-mill op-

eratives. The extreme variations in temperature, as ob-

served in the steel mills, have long been known for their

disastrous effects upon the workmen engaged therein,

especially with regard to the high incidences of rheuma-
tism and pneumonia, both of which play a prominent part
in middle life mortality.

We must also consider the factors of dusts, fumes and
poisons which play a significant part in present day occu-
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pational mortality. The dusts, especially those of metal-
lic or mineral origin, are well Imown for their effects

upon the respiratory system. We should remember in

this connection that many who become incapacitated for

continued work at the dusty trades often enter other
and lighter work, dropping thus in the scale of economic
efficiency, and later succumb to other conditions of middle
life. The fumes and poisons, especially those which arise

in the refining and handling of lead, copper and arsenic,

in like manner, cripple thousands early in life, throwing
them on other industries for indifferent employment and
support. Middle age mortality returns, as they come
into our statistical laboratory for study, are loaded with
indications of occupational poisonings of one sort or
another in early life. In no other way can we explain
the large incidence of the degenerative diseases in those
cases of apparently negative occupations at death, which
on further inquiry reveal the previous employment in
trades like that of the painter, compositor or laborer in
paint, rubber and color works. (Pp. 8-9.)

Diseases of Occupation and Vocational Hygiene. Edited
by Geo. M. Kober, M. D., Professor of Hygiene,
Georgetown University, and Wm. C. Hansen,
M. D., Massachusetts State Board of Health. P.
Blakiston's Son <& Co. Philadelphia, 1916. Fa-
tigue and Occupation. Feedeeic S. Lee. New
York.

Ventilation.—The evil effects of the crowding of
many human beings into confined spaces do not come
from the chemical vitiation of the air, for the consequent
diminution of oxygen and increase of carbon dioxide are
not sufficient in amount to produce evil effects, and the
hypothetical volatile organic poison of expired air does
not exist. These effects, it has now been demonstrated,
are due to the increase in the temperature and the humid-
ity of the air, aided by its lack of motion. Increase in
surrounding temperature makes it more difficult for the
body to throw off by radiation and conduction the excess
of heat which it is constantly producing; increase in
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humidity adds to this difficulty by diminishing the cool-

ing evaporation of perspiration from the surface of the

body ; while if the air be not in motion the hot humid en-

velope next the skin does not give place to a cooler drier

layer with its relieving quality. The result is an eleva-

tion of bodily temperature, a diminution of vasomotor
tone, a gorging of the skin with blood and its consequent
removal from the brain and elsewhere, increased per-

spiration, and the bodily discomfort, sleepiness, head-
ache, and other characteristic sensations of a ''close"

room. In such an environment there are sensations of

fatigue and less inclination to do either physical or men-
tal work, and under extreme conditions actual inability

to accomplish as much with the early oncoming of ex-

haustion. The following table gives the temperatures in

degrees Fahrenheit that have been observed in various
work places:

—

Starching and ironing in laundries 95
Tending electric furnaces 100-120
Vulcanizing and japanning 90
Evaporating rooms of sugar refineries. 110-115
Copper reduction 100
Manufacture of oxygen 100-120
Bakeries 90

(P. 265.)

Ibid. Etiology and Prophylaxis of Occupational Diseases.
George M. Kober, M.D.

Injurious Environments.—There is abundant evi-

dence to show that the baneful effects attributed to occu-
pations are in large part caused by faulty environments
and working conditions and hence to a great extent
avoidable. . . .

One of the chief dangers of indoor life is exposure to

vitiated air. The air of dwellings and workshops is

never as pure as the outer air, because it is polluted by
the products of respiration, combustion and decomposi-
tion.

_
The presence of individuals also tends to vitiate

the air with dust, germs and organic matter, from the
skin, mouth, lungs and soiled clothing. Unless provision
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is made for th6 dispersion of foul air, and the introduc-
tion of pure air, there is much reason for assuming that
these impurities play a more or less important role in

what has been designated as "crowd poisoning," char-
acterized in the acute form by symptoms of oppression,
headache, dizziness and faintness, while the chronic
effects of deficient oxygenation and purification of the
blood are plainly evinced by pallor, anaemia, impaired
appetite, and gradual loss of physical and mental vigor.

All of these effects are intensified by exposure to exces-

sive temperature and moisture, especially when human
beings are obliged to occupy a space with an air supply
insufficient for the proper oxygenation of the blood. As
a result of habitual exposure to vitiated air we note an
undue prevalence of consumption and pneumonia in

crowded workshops, dwellings, prisons, public institu-

tions, and formerly also in military barracks and battle-

ships. Overcrowding naturally favors contact and drop-
let infections from tuberculosis, pneumonia, influenza,

septic sore-throat, etc. The influence of over-crowding
on diseases of the air passages, amounting at times to

epidemics, was well illustrated on the Isthmus of Pana-
ma, and, as suggested by General Gorgas, accounts prob-
ably for the undue prevalence of these diseases among
the gold miners of the Transvaal. By scattering the
laborers on the Isthmus from large and crowded bar-
racks into single huts and small rooms, with not less

than 50 feet of floor space, the pneumonia rate was re-

duced in a single year from 18.4 per 1,000 to 2 per 1,000,
and in urging a similar procedure for the Rand he
predicts a like reduction. Another bad effect of indoor
occupations is that the work is usually performed in a
sedentaiy and stooped position, which, apart from inter-

fering in youthful workers with the full development of
the chest, limits expansion of the lungs and also causes
constipation, congestion of the portal circulation and
hemorrhoids.

The baneful effects of vitiated air are of course in-

tensified when the occupation is attended with the pro-
duction of dust and fumes, the foes of industrial life.

(Pp. 430-431.)
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Report of the Illinois Commission on Occupational Dis-

eases. January, 1911.

The causes of disease found in various occupations

may be classified as follows*

:

1.—Vitiation of the atmosphere due to (a) the prod-
ucts of breathing; (b) irritating and poisonous gases and
fumes; (c) irritating and poisonous dust; (d) infection

carried principally by dust in the atmosphere.
2.—^Another group of causes may be traced to the na-

ture of the material which comes in contact with the

bodies of the workmen apart from contamination of the

air, as irritating substances affecting the skin and pro-

ducing eruptions, etc.

3.—A third group of causes includes those due to the

nature and condition of the trade process, as (a) the

temperature of the shop, extremes of heat and cold; (b)

extremes of dryness and humidity; (c) defects in light-

ing; (d) abnormal atmospheric pressure; (e) injuries

from jarring, shaking and deafening noise; (f) danger
from overstrain, fatigue, hurtful postures and overexer-
cise of parts of the body. (P. 10.)

Ihid. Report of Des. Geo. E. Shambaugh and G. W. Boot
on Occupation Deafness.

Occupation may lead to injury to the organ of hear-
ing in the following ways: . . .

By exposure to noises.

It has been found that exposure to noise has a bad
effect on hearing, particularly if the noise be loud and
continued over a long time, and in a confined place. This
is particularly noticeable in boiler makers, locomotive
engineers, artillery men, spinners and weavers of jute,

riveters, telegraph operators, etc. (P. 152.)

* In the main the outline of J. Rambousek, Lehrbuch der Gewerbe-
Hygiene.
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United States Public Health Service. Weekly Public
Health Reports. Vol. 29. May 29, 1914. Indus-
trial Conditions. Their Relation to the Public
Health. B. S. Warren, Surgeon, United States
Public Health Service, and Sanitary Adviser,
United States Commission on Industrial Rela-
tions.

The sanitary conditions of the places of employment
have a distinct and direct bearing in the causation of dis-

ease through poor general conditions, poor lighting, heat-
ing and ventilation, overcrowding, excessive humidity
and special conditions of deleterious gases, fumes, dusts,
poisons, and the like. These conditions are so obviously
causing disease and are so prevalent in so many indus-
tries and causing so much direct injury to the workers
that the general public have come to consider these as the
full extent of the damages for which industrial conditions
are responsible.

The occupational diseases are so directly due to the
employment that in many cases they could with little

modification of the law be made to come under the work-
men 's compensation acts. (P. 1353.)

Dangerous Trades. Edited by Thomas Oliver, M. A.,
M. D., F. R. C. P., Medical Expert on the White
Lead, Dangerous Trades, Pottery and Lucifer
Match Committees of the Home Office. London,
Murray, 1902.

In considering the question of fatigue of working
people we must not overlook the nature of their employ-
ment, the rooms in which the labor is carried on, and the
number of hours daily spent in work. When the air
in a factory is close, and is not renewed frequently
enough, there is an impediment to the escape of carbonic
acid from the lungs, and when the air is over-healed
and moist, the natural cooling of the body through
respiration cannot occur. Labor carried on under these
conditions entails an additional tax upon the strength of
the workers and burdens their system with impurities.
(P. 115.)
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British Sessional Papers. Report of the Chief Inspector

of Factories and Workshops for the pear 1911.

Excessive noise and vibration, as affecting health,

has, occasionally, though surprisingly little, been com-
plained of to Inspectors in past years. In 1911 one such

case arose where women were employed in a room situ-

ate over a beetling shop and ''were greatly annoyed with

the noise and shaking of the floor." Miss Martindale
found herself that the noise and vibration were "almost
the maximum that could be endured," and discovered

that the women were about to be transferred to an even
more severe spot where the floor rested on the beetling

machines. The manager agreed that without alterations

the room was not fit for their use and promised altera-

tions. (P. 151.) )

Journal of State Medicine. Vol.22. October, 1914. Lon-
don. Occupational Fatigue. Professor Sir

Thomas Oliver. University of Durham; late Medi-
cal Expert Rome Office Committee on Dangerous
Trades.

Hitherto physiologists have concerned themselves
mostly with young, healthy men performing muscular
exercises in the open air, but we cannot quite compare
the muscular work of these athletes with that of persons
shut up in factories all day long and breathing impure
air, since per se the increasing increments of carbon
dioxide in factories excite the respiratory centre, cause
the breathing to become quicker and thereby impose an
additional strain both upon the respiratory muscles and
upon the heart. Besides, towards the close of the work-
ing day, the impurities of the air weaken muscular ac-

tivity and oblige the workers to exert greater effort, so as

to spur the tired muscles to more frequent contraction.

. . . (Pp. 342-343.)

In the spinning department of a large cotton mill in

Lancashire which I visited three months ago, I found
men working at a temperature of 84° F. (28.8° C), and
superintending 1,360 spindles. To maintain supervision

of such a large number of spindles is a considerable
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strain. The men are constantly traversing the floor be-

tween the machines. There is not a minute of time to

rest. A century ago the wages of a Lancashire weaver
were 5s. 8d. per week. Thiry or forty years ago it was
considered a good piece of work for a man to look after

600 spindles, and for that he received 25s. per week, but

for the 1,360 spindles he now supervises he receives 55s.

per week. As indicating the severity of the strain which
the work entails, men after 60 years of age can no longer

be kept in this department, other work has to be found
for them in the factory. Nearly all of the work in the

cotton mills is carried on at temperatures varying from
84° F. in winter to 90° F. in summer, so that in the pro-

duction of fatigue the influence of high temperature must
not be lost sight of.

Quite apart from the speeding-up of machinery in

textile factories, the exhausting effects of working in

warm, humid atmosphere deserves attention. Dr. Pem-
brey of Guy's Hospital, and Dr. CoUis of the Home
Office, have reported upon this subject. ''In a warm,
moist atmosphere the pulse quickens, the skin becomes
flushed and warm, and the temperature of the mouth
rises approaching to the internal temperature which is

raised to a smaller extent. '
' At work, weavers in cotton

mills are on their feet all day ; in watching the machines
they are obliged to cover a good bit of ground daily, but
this exercise is not sufficient to produce an unusual rise of

temperature. Warm, moist temperatures reduce the dif-

ferences between the internal temperature and that of

the peripheral parts, and tend to establish a more uniform
temperature of the body generally, and to throw a tax
upon the powers of accommodation, as witness the low
blood pressure. Muscular work raises the internal heat,

and up to a certain point this is an advantage to the

worker. But if the air is hot and moist, more blood is

sent to the skin to be cooled and unless perspiration can
take place there can be little or no reduction of tempera-
ture. This sending of more blood to the skin to be cooled,

imposes more work upon the heart and makes demands
upon the nervous system to regulate its distribution.

Carried on under good conditions, work improves the
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appetite and keeps the bodily functions healthy; but a

warm, moist skin in a humid atmosphere lessens the tone

of the muscles, lowers the exchange of material in the

body and depresses the appetite, hence the complaint of

many cotton weavers who are pale, slim and short in

stature, of loss of appetite, indigestion and fatigue. It

is prolonged exposure to warm and humid atmosphere
which creates the indisposition textile workers complain
of. It would hardly appear, therefore, as if to the fac-

tory worker training and experience gave anything like

the resistance which these give to the muscles, heart, and
nervous system of the athlete who is exercised in the

open air partly because, in the factory there are such

adverse circumstances in operation as impure air, moist,

warm atmosphere, noise and the speeding-up of machin-
ery. ...
A glance at the industrial progress of the second half

of last century shows that while the actual physical bur-

den imposed upon workers has in many instances been
lightened, the greater use of labor-saving machinery has
not only induced a degre3 of eye strain and of muscular
monotony, but has necessitated a fixation of mental at-

tention far beyond anything hitherto required. When to

these is also added the burden imposed upon the system
generally by breathing a vitiated atmosphere, there is

created a sense of fatigue of a deeper type than that

which followed the hard manual labor of a bygone age.

The nervous system is more profoundly affected. (P.

344.)

Staats- und sozicdwissenschaftliche Forschimgen. Heft
138. [Researches in Political and Social Science.

Vol. 138.
'\ Edited by Gustav Schmoller and Max

Seeing. Hohere Arheitsintensitdt bei kiirzerer

Arbeitszeit, ihre personalen und technisch-sachlich-

en Voraussetzungen. [Intensification of Work
in shorter Working-hours ; its personal and tech-

nical basis.] Er'nst Bernharb. Leipzig, Dwncker
& Humblot, 1909.

The tendency with shorter working hours to com-
press the process of production by minimizing lost time
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naturally leads to lessening, and even in part to abolish-

ing, the legitimate industrial pauses, the official times
of rest. From the hygienic and psychological point of

view, a pause for rest spent in the factory is less valuable
than the same time when the day's work is over. Work-
shops for example as warm and dusty as those of the iron

industry offer very doubtful opportunity of physical re-

cuperation, to say nothing of mental. The iron rhythm
of the factory still vibrates in the nerves. Eooms never
free of the factory atmosphere cannot free the spirit from
the working-mood, and even during the time of rest have
a hold upon the mind. (P. 43.)

The advantage derived from cutting out ''passive

fatigue" on the worker's part is indirectly emphasized
by data which show the injuries arising from the mere
spending of time in the work-room. If one or two hours
spent in better air takes the place of an hour or two of
factory work, physical elasticity and total vitality are
considerably the gainers. Otherwise during this time
the organism would be exposed to injurious irritations

and influences, such as an atmosphere filled with particles

of smoke, dust, and oil, dryness and heat, wide variations
of temperature, or increased air-pressure, wetness and
damp in some trades, glaring light and heat-rays in

others. According to the industry these irritating fac-

tors work singly or in various combinations. All ad-
vances in industrial technique which tend to improve
conditions of hygiene lessen the wear and tear of un-
necessary pauses. In one weaving establishment there
was a marked increase in production after temperature
and humidity, which had risen to 29° C. and 80 per cent,

were lowered to a healthier level. (P. 75.)
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Besides these general injurious factors mentioned

above, other dangers of environment are found to be

common to large numbers of trades. It was formerly

supposed that injurious substances such as mineral and

vegetable dusts, fluff, gases, fumes and industrial poisons

threatened the health of the workers in only a few dan-

gerous occupations. It is now known that go great i«

the number of trades involving the presence of one or

the other of these injurious substances, that they not

only constitute hazards in a few special trades, but are

common to most important branches of manufacture.

Industrial Health-Hazards and Occwpational Diseases
in Ohio. E. E. Hayhuest, A. M. ; M. D. ; Director,
Division of Occupational Diseases, Ohio State
Board of Health. 1915.

The subjection to poisons is absolutely incompatible
with health and a normal span of life. It is commonly
thought, for instance, that a person can soon become
habituated to the inhalation of benzine fumes, so that the
intoxicating effects, producing giddiness, dizziness, a
feeling of elation and loquaciousness, experienced dur-
ing the first week or so of exposure, but which, as a rule,

pass off thereafter, have been "gotten used to." This
is an erroneous idea. . . . There is a vast difference be-

tween toleration and the physiologic normal. Toleration
lasts only so long as the extra powers, with which all

vital organs are endowed, can meet and compensate for
the oppression. For instance, it has been shown that as
little as l-24th part of the normal amount of kidney sub-
stance will maintain life in the individual, and, in a sim-
ilar way, other organs and parts of the body are super-
iorly equipped. But the utilization of physiological
functions to their limits of toleration is abnormal and
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unnatural, and a transgression of natural laws is bound
to result in disaster. This is just as true of physiology

as it is of physics. Hence toleration of unnatural en-

vironmental conditions which many persons look upon as

"getting used to" situations is untenable, and will finally

result in disease, perhaps in invalidism, and most cer-

tainly in untimely death. (P. 12.)

Dust.—Dust may be inhaled, or ingested, or affect the

skin, the eyes and the ear canals. The daily subjection

to dust, for more than brief intervals at a time, is al-

ways damaging. The skin and the eyes may become
physiologically inured to it, but not so with the internal

organs. The least harmful dusts are those arising from
the natural earth itself, such as the farmer is subjected

to, although there are many exceptions to this in the

case of alkali, sandy, or stony earths, etc. White flour

and starch appear to be practically harmless to the

normal person, soapstone dust and talc may be placed

next in order, but a tuberculously-inclined person subject

to these, if they do no more than irritate the nose and
throat and promote coughing, is almost certain to see

an increment in his disease. Next in order of harmful-

ness come wood dust, bran dust, coal dust, clay dust, ore

dust, mineral dust and stone dust. It will be seen that

the organic dusts are the least harmful. Dusts in gen-

eral produce a chronic catarrh of the respiratory and
digestive organs. This leads to a fibrosis, which is the

same process that is gradually brought about by old

age. These catarrhs and fibroses result in lowered resist-

ance of the damaged parts, and invite secondary diseases,

which are usually the cause of death. (Pp. 17-18.)

Dirt.—Dirt is put in as a health-hazard, not because

to the cultured it is undesirable, but because dirt and
disease co-exist. Dirt accumulating from trade processes

becomes dust. A dirty place is the first place in which

one is inclined to spit, hence dirt accumulations are very

liable to harbor disease germs. Dirt often contains poi-

sons accumulating from manufacturing processes, which

dry out and become dust. (Pp. 20-21.)
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Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Labor. No. 79.

November, 1908. The Mortality from Consump-
tion in Dusty Trades. Frederick L. Hoffman.

The importance of dust as a factor in occupation
mortality has attracted the attention of every authority
on occupation diseases from Ramazzini to Thomas Oliver.

It requires no extended consideration to prove that

human health is much influenced by the character of the

air breathed and that its purity is a matter of very con-

siderable sanitary and economic importance. Aside from
the risk of exposure to so-called air-borne diseases, the

pollution of the atmosphere by organic and inorganic
dust in unquestionably the cause of a vast amount of ill-

health and premature mortality, but chiefly among men
and women engaged in the many indispensable trades
and occupations that minister to human needs. The sani-

tary dangers of air contaminated by disease-breeding
germs are probably not so serious as generally assumed,
while the destructive effects of the dust-laden atmosphere
of factories and workshops are a decidedly serious men-
ace to health and life. While the investigations of Doc-
tor McFadden and Mr. Lunt seem to prove the paucity
of bacteria in very dusty air, the evidence otherwise
available is entirely conclusive that the risk to disease

infection is much greater indoors than out in the open,
where sunlight, rain and wind in combination go far to

purify the atmosphere by destroying the bacterial life

contained in minute particles of suspended matter.

Apart, however, from the transmission of disease through
a dust-contaminated atmosphere, dust in any form, when
inhaled continuously and in considerable quantities, is

prejudicial to health because of its inherent mechanical
properties, destructive to the delicate membrane of the

respiratory passages and the lungs. It has long been
known that those who live most of their time out of doors
have a decided advantage over those who, because^ of

their employment, are compelled to spend their working
hours inside the home, the office, the factory, or the work-
shop, and it is an accepted axiom of modern sanitary

science that measures and methods for the prevention
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of dust are a first and preliminary essential considera-

tion in rational methods of sanitary reform. (Pp. 633-

634.)

The Health of the Worker. C. E. A. Winslow, Asso-
ciate Professor of Biology, College of the City

of New York, and Curator of Public Health,
American Museum of Natural History, New York.
Printed and Distributed by the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company for the use of its Policy-

holders, 1913.

Tuberculosis is caused by a germ which spreads from
one person to another by spitting, direct contact, or com-
mon drinking cups, and in many other ways. But the

strong, healthy man does not have tuberculosis even
when he gets the germ. The sound human body can take
care of tuberculosis germs and can destroy them. It is

generally the man whose lungs have been injured by
sharp bits of flying dust or whose general health has
been injured by living or working in hot stale air who
falls a victim. That is why tuberculosis is so often an
industrial disease. . . . (Pp. 3-4-5.)

I have a letter from an old doctor in a Massachu-
setts town about this disease which reads as follows

:

**I have seen quite a number of cases of so-called

grinder's consumption. The symptoms are excessive
shortness of breath on slight exertion, dry cough and
great prostration. The grinders are from the Polanders
and Finns for the past dozen years. The disease takes
hold of them more frequently, and is more rapidly fatal

than among the grinders of former years and of other
nationalities. When I came here 40 years ago I found
the victims among the Yankees who had ground some
20 years before. Those would grind 18 or 20 years be-
fore having to give it up. The French-Canadians were
then grinding. They could work 12 to 16 years. They
became frightened off, and the Swedes took up the work.
They would get the disease in 8 or 10 years. Now the
Finns and Polanders are at it, and they last only 3 to

5 years, and the disease is more common among them."

^
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The most dangerous dusts are those from metal and
mineral grinding, polishing, sifting and handling. Some
of the animal dusts, like those of bone, mother-of-pearl

and the hair dust in the felt-hat industry, are almost as

bad as the stone and metal dusts. Others, like the dust
in boot and shoe making, are less serious, and most of

the vegetable dusts are softer and do less damage than
the bits of steel to which the grinders are exposed. All

of them, however, do more or less harm.

SOME OF THE DUSTY TRADES.

Baking and confectionery making.

Boot and shoe making.

Brass working.

Brush making.

Cabinet making.

Carpet and rug making.

Celluloid making.

Cement working.

Core making.

Cotton-ginning.

Cotton textile manufacture.

Crushing (various metals and

minerals).

Diamond cutting.

Engraving.

File cutting.

Flax and linen manufacture.

Flour industry.

Fur handling and taxidermy.

Glass working.

Gold-leaf manufacture.

Grain handling.

Grinding (emery wheels, etc.).

Hatting.

Hemp and cordage manufacture.

Horn and bone working.

Hosiery and knitting industry.

Jute and jute goods manufacture.

Jewelry making.

Jewelry and lace making.

Leather industry.

Lithographing.

Marble working.

Mining.

Molding.

Paper making.

Pearl-button making.

Plastering and paper hanging.

Polishing.

Pottery and earthenware making.

Printing (including work of com-

positors and pressmen).

Rag industry.

Sand blasting.

Shoddy manufacture.

Sifting (metals and minerals).

Silk industry.

Spinning.

Starch refining.

Stone working.

Tobacco working.

Tool making.

Upholstery and hair-mattress mak-
ing.

Weaving.

Wood turning and carving.

Woolen and worsted manufacture.

(Pp. 5-6-7.)
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Diseases of Occupation and Vocational Hygiene. Edit-

ed hy George M. Kober, M. D., Professor of Hy-
giene, Georgetown University, etc., and William
C. Hanson, M. D., Massachusetts State Board of
Health, etc. Philadelphia, P. Blakiston's Son &
Co.', 1916. Mortality from Pulmonary Tubercu-
losis in Dusty Occupations. Frederick L. Hoff-
man, Newark, N. J.

Of the 44,130,000 American wage earners of both
sexes, as estimated for the year 1915, approximately at

least 5,600,000, or 12.7 per cent., worl?: under conditions

more or less detrimental to health and life on account of

atmospheric pollution, or the relatively excessive pres-

ence of atmospheric impurities predisposing to, or ac-

celerating, the relative frequency of tubercular and res-

piratory diseases. The vast army of men and women
exposed to the risk of ill-health in industry on account
of atmospheric impurities caused by dust, fumes, or gas
approximately divides itself as follows:

Number of Persons Engaged in Occupations More or
Less Exposing to Injurious Dusts, Gases or Fumes, in
THE United States, 1915 (Ages 10 Years and Over)*

Exposure to Males Females Persons

Metallic dust 847,689 45,387 893,076

Mineral dust 756,459 16,424 772,883
Vegetable fiber dust 152,999 22,467 175,466

Animal and mixed fiber

dust 638,997 494,505 1,133,502

General organic dust 500,936 214,235 715,171
Municipal dust 702,251 180 702,431

Gas exposure, fumes, etc 1,196,191 19,954 1,216,145

Total 4,795,522 813,152 .5,608,674

* Estimate based upon the U. S. Census of 1910 and the rate of increase,

1900-1910, of all occupied males and all occupied females.

(P. 777.)
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Ibid. Etiology and Prophylaxis of Occupational Diseases.
George M. Kober, M. D.

In view of the fact that, as a general rule, only able

bodied persons enter the ranks of industrial workers,
the question naturally arises, why should such a large

percentage of strong men and women fall victims to the

disease 1 This is not at all strange when we consider the

many unfavorable factors to which they are subjected,

such as crowded and insanitary workshops, long hours
in a bad air, overwork and fatigue, deficient light, damp-
ness, exposure to extremes of heat and cold, sudden
changes in temperature, and last but not least the inhala-

tion of dust, toxic fumes, etc. All of these factors are
calculated to lower the power of resistance and favor not
only the development but also the spread of the disease,

especially when some of the workmen are already af-

flicted and are careless in the disposition of their ex-

pectoration.

Perlen analyzed the histories of 1426 tuberculous
patients with reference to dust exposure and found that

30 per cent, had been exposed to metallic dust, 26 per
cent, to vegetable dust, 18 per cent, to mineral dust, 17

per cent, to mixed dust, and 8 per cent, to animal dust.

Sommerfeld's statistics show that, with an average
tuberculosis death rate of 4.93 per 1000 of the popula-
tion in Berlin, the rate in non-dusty trades was 2.39 and
in dusty trades 5.42. In trades giving rise to metallic

dust, 5.84; in copper, 5.31; iron, 5.55; lead, 7.79. In trades
giving rise to mineral dusts, pottery workers, 14; masons,
4.26; stone cutters, 34.9. Organic dusts, leather, furs,

and feathers, 4.45; wool and cotton, 5.35; wood and paper,

5.96; tobacco dust, 8.47.

The amount of dust is perhaps less important than
the character and chemical composition of the particles

composing it. For this reason, no doubt, the hard, sharp,

and angular particles of iron, steel, and mineral dust are
more liable to produce injuries of the respiratory pas-

sages, thus favoring the invasion of bacilli or lighting

up latent lesions. (Pp. 426-428.)
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Ahrens found the amount of dust per cubic meter of

air in different establishments as follows:

Mg. Mg.
Horse-hair works 10.0 Laboratory 1.4

Sawmill 17.0 Flour mill 28.0

Woolen factory 20.0 Foundry 28.0

Woolen factory with exhaust Foundry polishing room 71.7

ventilation 7.0 Felt-shoe factory 175.0

Paper factory 24.0 Cement works 224.0

Dr. Graham Eogers found 70 grains of dust per
million liters of air in a skirt factory, about the same
amount in a pearl button factory, and 75 grains in the air

of a brass foundry.
According to Schuler and Burkhardt, cited by Roth,

the morbidity per 1000 workers in dusty trades is as

follows

:

Bookbinders 98 Paper-factory employees 343

Silk weavers 205 Mechanical industrial shops.... 419

Cotton spinners 250 Wood turners 427

Cotton weavers 285 Rag sorters in paper mill 429

Typefounders and typesetters.. 304

Dust, apart from its relation to respiratory diseases,

also plays an important role in the diseases of the eye,

ear, nose and throat, as instanced by an undue prevalence
of chronic inflammatory conditions of these organs in

lime, cement and hair workers, and by the frequent oc-

currence of ulceration of the nasal septum in chrome,
chlorine and cement workers. It has also been shown
that even flour and sugar dust, usually considered quite

free from danger, may be converted into lactic acid in

the mouth and possibly increase the virulence of disease

germs, as evinced by an undue prevalence of caries and
pneumonia in flour and sugar workers. The dust gen-

erated in the manufacture of pearl buttons, from the

shells of certain mussels, is liable to produce a peculiar

form of osteomyelitis, involving especially the long bones
of youthful workers, and other affections noted under
mother of pearl workers. A combination of dust, sweat
and heat, also favors the development of skin diseases,
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as seen by the undue prevalence of furuncles and eczema
in persons exposed to mineral, metallic, sugar, flour, ani-

line and other dusts. Since dust and germs often go hand
in hand, there is little doubt that in many instances occu-

pational infections are conveyed by means of infected

dust. (Pp. 438-439.)

The Hygiene, Diseases, and Mortality of Occupation. J.

T. AKLroGE, M. D., A. B., F. R. C. P. London,
Percival, 1892.

. . . When labor is performed in factories and
shops with over-heated and impure air, where the work-
men are subjected to excessive heat, to steam and noxious
vapors and gases, to abounding dust, to industrial de-

tails involving strain upon the attention and mental wear,
then what may be called an artificial limit to the dura-
tion of labor is called for, inasmuch as muscular fatigue
has conjoined with it incidents which add an intensity to

it as a health factor. (Pp. 49-50.)

Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Labor, No. 95.

July, 1911. Industrial Lead Poisoning in Europe.
Sir Thomas Oliver, M. D., F. R. C. P.

Increase of the hours of work has been found to be
associated with a rise in the number of cases of plumbism.
A change from six to eight-hour shifts of employment
was in a Scotch factory found to be the only explanation
of an outbreak of plumbism in a works which had hitherto

been free. (P. 9.)

Handbuch der Arbeiterwohlfahrt. [Handbook of the

General Welfare of the Working Classes.] Edited
by Dr. Otto Dammer. Vol. 11. Arbeiterschutz.
[Protection of Working Men.] Dr. Ascher. Stutt-

gart, Enke, 1902.

'

When we arrange the medical testimony given in re-

gard to the longer or shorter working time the following
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conclusion appears: in any or every trade when a sub-

stance injurious to health (poison) may possibly be taken
into the body tissues of the worker, the danger is lessened

by just so much as the time during which the worker is

so exposed, is shortened. The longer the period of rest

away from work, the greater the possibility of the in-

jurious material being eliminated from the body. The
same is true of mechanically irritant dust. Moritz and
Ropke found that, when workmen were exposed continu-

ously to breathe in the dust from polishing during a con-

siderable period of time, the sensitiveness of the mucous
membranes, larynx, and bronchi was so diminished that

the in-breathed dust could not be coughed up and, instead,

found lodging place on the delicate vocal cords. A short

time of rest outside of the dusty air sufficed to restore

to the tissues their normal irritability, so that the harm-
ful dust acted as an irritant and could be expelled by
coughing. On this ground they argued for longer rest

periods and shorter working time. Similar reasons hold
for shorter hours in all occupation where individual or-

gans—eyes, muscles, bony structure, nerves, heart, lungs
—are liable to overexertion. Naturally, then, the free

time must be given to healthful exercise and recreation.

. . . Through all these reports a gradual tendency to

shorten the hours of labor may be accepted as a modem
movement. (Pp. 61-62.)

The injurious consequences of bad conditions upon
health cannot, unfortunately, all be as clearly demon-
strated [as that of dust in the experiments of Moritz
and Ropke] ; we know, however, that for the elimination
of dangerous substances from the body a certain time

—

dependent upon the nature of the material and the con-

stitution of the individual—is essential, and that there-

fore a shortened exposure to the unfavorable conditions
has a double advantage—first, in that the probability of
elimination of unhealthful material is increased and its

unhygienic consequences more fully avoided. In this

connection we must consider also the severer forms of
fatigue or exertion of organs beyond the physiological
limits of their endurance and the impossibility of re-
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pairing their waste and restoring them to normal con-

ditions without ample resting time. (P. 78.)

Eandworterbuch der Staatswissenschaften. Bd. I.

[Compendium of Political Science. Vol. I.] Edited
by Drs. J. Conrad, Professor of Political Science
in Halle; L. Elster, Ober Reg. Rath in Berlin; "W.

Lexis, Professor of Political Science in Gottingen;

and Edg. Loening, Professor of Law in Halle.

Arbeitszeit. [Hours of Wor'k.'\ Dr. H. Herkneb,
Berlin. Jena, Fischer, 1909.

. . . The more injurious any process of work is

by reason of great heat, poison, dust, noise, etc., the

more important does it become to provide some counter-

balance to these harmful influences by shortening the

time given to labor under these conditions. (P. 1204.)

Eighth International Congress of Hygiene and Demo-
graphy. Budapest, 1894. Vol. VII, Sec. V. Vber-

das Verhdltniss der Dauer des Arbeitstages zur
Gesundheit des Arbeiters und dessen Einfluss auf
die offentliche Gesundheit. [The Length of the

Working Day in its Relation to the Workman's
Health and its Influence upon Public Health.'] Dr.
E. R. J. Krejcsi, Vice-Secretary of the Chamber
of Commerce in Budapest. Budapest, 1896.

The longer the hours of work, the longer the organ-
ism is exposed to injurious influences ;—the sooner bodi-

ly resistance is overcome, and consequently occupation

diseases are early established which might have been
avoided or at least postponed to a much later period if

the hours of labor had been short.

The shorter workday not only lessens the period of
exposure to these industrial health-hazards, but it also

provides a longer period away from work. This ob-

viously increases the possibility that such injurious sub-

stances may be eliminated from the body before another
workday. (P. 327.)
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Bericht der k. k. Gewerhe-Inspectoren uber ihre Amts-
tdtigkeit im Jahre 1898. [Reports of the (Aus-
trian) Royal and Imperial Factory Inspectors for
1898.] Vienna, 1899.

In close relation to the efforts made for the protec-

tion of life in industrial occupations are all those special

provisions for "minimizing special dangers arising from
heat, dust, etc., for it must be remembered that all in-

fluences that are in themselves injurious, such as the con-

strained bodily posture, dampness, etc., assume a vastly
greater dangerous quality by reason of the very consid-
erable proportion of his life during which the workman
is exposed to them. (P. 11.)

An das Schweiz. Industriedepartment, Bern. Die Eid-
genossischen Fabrikinspectoren. [Report of the

Swiss Factory Inspectors to the Swiss Depart-
ment of Labor on the Revision of the Factory
Laws.] Schaffhausen, 1904.

Finally we must mention those arguments in favor
of a shorter day which have been presented by medical
men. A prominent hygienist. Dr. Ascher, declares : "In
all those industries where more or less injurious foreign
material is taken into the body of the workman, the dan-
ger is lessened in proportion to the brevity of the time
during which he is exposed. The longer the periods of

rest outside and away from his work place, the greater
the possibility of the tissues of the body casting off the
injurious substances. It has been found that, with long
or continuous inspiration of dust, the irritability of the
mucous membranes, larynx and bronchi is so much les-

sened that the inspired dust is no longer coughed up,
and remains to find lodging place on the delicately sen-
sitive vocal cords. For this reason longer periods of
rest and shorter working hours are essential. Analog-
ous reasons are in force for every occupation in which
overexertion of special organs—eyes, muscles, bones,
nerves, heart, or lungs—is necessitated by the work."
(P. 26.)

I
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C. THE NATURE AND EFFECTS OF FATIGUE.

1. The Chemical Nature of Fatigue.

The fundamental need of limiting excessive working

hours is based on the physiological nature of man. For

medical science has demonstrated that while fatigue is

a normal phenomenon—the natural result of bodily and

mental exertion—excessive fatigue or exhaustion is ab-

normal—the result of over-exertion of work pursued be-

yond the capacities of the organism.

Two processes are continually carried on in the living

body: assimilation or building up; dissimilation or

breaking down material into simpler chemical form, ulti-

mately expelled as waste products. Upon these two

processes together, known as metabolism, life itself de-

pends, and to this fundamental basis of life we must

turn for an explanation of what fatigue is.

During activity, the products of chemical change in-

crease. An overtired person is literally a poisoned per-

son, poisoned by his own waste products. These wastes

are poisonous impurities arising from the chemical pro-

cesses of cellular life. They circulate in the blood, poi-

soning brain and nervous system, muscles, glands, and

other organs until normally burned up by the oxygen

brought by the blood, removed by the liver or kidneys,

or eliminated through the lungs.

When these waste products accumulate in the blood,

fatigue ensues. When they exceed their physiological or

normal amount, exhaustion results and health is im-

paired. After excessive labor there is also a consump-

tion of energy-yielding material, essential for activity.
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The processes of disassimilation are in excess of those

of assimilation.

Diseases of Occupation and Vocational Hygiene. Edited

by George M. Kober, M. D., Professor of Hygiene,
Georgetown University, and William C. Hanson,
M. D., Massachusetts State Board of Health. P.

Blakiston's Son & Co., Philadelphia, 1916. Fatigue
and Occupation. Frederic S. Lee, New York.

Fatigue in the individual has its subjective and its

objective aspects and hence may be considered from the

two standpoints of the psychical and the physical. After
he has been active mentally or physically the average

man '
' feels '

' tired ; that is, to him fatigue is a matter of

sensation, and his sensations are the sole measure of his

weariness; he has no comprehension of any material

changes in his body which accompany his feelings. Yet
important material changes have occurred. (P. 249.)

Chemical Changes in Fatigue.—The diminished ca-

pacity for work that appears in living substance engaged
in activity is a sequence of specific chemical changes that

occur in the substance and are a part of its metabolism.
These are of two kinds : First, material that is essential

to activity is gradually used up and thus the stock of

available material becomes gradually exhausted; if this

process continues without new material being supplied,

activity must in time necessarily cease. Secondly, there

appear katabolites, or products of activity; these are

poisonous to the living substance and, if allowed to ac-

cumulate, gradually diminish its working power; they

are therefore often called ''fatigue substances." These
two processes constitute the chemical causes of fatigue.

They occur simultaneously, and in a given instance it is

hardly possible to determine their relative importance in

the fatigue process.

As to the identity of the chemical substances involved,

the evidence is again clearest in the case of muscle. When
muscle contracts, its available oxygen enters into chemi-
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cal combination with other substances, and its glycogen,

which is the chief source of muscular energy, undergoes
disintegration. Unless oxygen and glycogen are replaced

as fast as they are used up, the muscle in time ceases to

contract. Carbon dioxide and lactic acid are produced
within active muscle and, unless they are at once re-

moved, they react deleteriously on the muscle cells, di-

minish their irritability, and contribute to their fatigue.

When in small quantity, however, carbon dioxide and
lactic acid seem to act in the opposite way and tempo-
rarily to increase the working power of muscle. To this

latter action the author has ascribed the treppe, or pre-

liminary period of progressively increased contractile

power, which is present in the early stages of a prolonged
period of muscular work. That other metabolic pro-

cesses in the muscle share in the causation of fatigue is

not known but is not improbable. (P. 252.)

Fatigue in the Human Body.—When we turn from the

fatigue of specific tissues to the phenomena of fatigue in

a complex organism like the human body, the problem
becomes much more difficult. Here the tissues do not

act separately; the excessive work of one increases the

work of others. Contracting voluntary muscles must be
directed by an active nervous system, and they demand
more work by the heart and the respiratory organs and
induce more secretion by the various glands. All of these

actions in turn involve the nervous system in greater

activity. Drain upon a store of metabolic material in

one organ is followed by a call for a supply elsewhere in

the body. Moreover, if a deleterious katabolic substance
is produced in quantity by one organ it passes in circulat-

ing blood and lymph throughout the body, and may di-

minish the working capacity of other organs or tissues.

In these ways fatigue of one part of the body may in-

duce the phenomena of fatigue in other parts—local fa-

tigue may result in general fatigue. The exercise of one
set of muscles, for example, will fatigue most those

muscles and the corresponding parts of the brain and
spinal cord, but it will result also in some degree of

fatigue in other parts of the body. (P. 253.)
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Sixty-fifth Annual Meeting of the American Institute of
Instruction. The Relation of Fatigue to Social
and Educational Progress. Heney S. Bakek, Ph.
D. Boston, 1895.

It is a fact not questioned, that every movement of a
muscle and every mental act, whether it be thinking, feel-

ing, remembering, or the passive reception of impres-
sions through the senses, is accompanied by some chemi-
cal change in the muscular or nervous tissue or both.

This change may be called a "wearing out," an oxida-
tion or metabolism, and the worn out material or ashes,

as it were, is thrown into the blood, from which it is

removed by the various organs of depuration as the kid-

neys and liver. It is important to note that this debris
of nerve and muscle is decidedly toxic to the various or-

gans and especially so to the brain. (P. 33.)

The waste products in the blood not only poison tis-

sues and glands by their presence, but prevent the oxy-
gen of the blood from performing its functions. When
a man or animal falls dead from over-exertion, it is be-
cause he is poisoned to death'by his own waste products,
which were formed faster than they could be eliminated.
Fire horses last but a few years, because at every run the
above condition exists to a great extent. (P. 35.)

Industrial Medicine. Papers and Discussions Presented
at the XXXIX Annual Meeting of the American
Academy of Medicine, 1914. Fatigue as cm Ele-
ment of Menace to Health in the Industries. L.
Duncan Bulkley, A. M., M. D., Physician, New
York Skin and Cmicer Hospital, Consulting Phy-
sician, New York Hospital, etc.. New York City.

1. Nature of Physical and Mental Fatigue.

What we call fatigue is a nervous sensation akin to
hunger, thirst, dyspnoea, drowsiness, etc., indicating that
the tissues have undergone a wasting process from ac-

tivity, physical or mental; for we must remember that
there is a brisk interchange of substances going on con-
stantly in all parts of the body, cellular elements being
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continually destroyed and new ones formed to take the
place of those which have done active service. While no
one has actually seen this destruction and re-formation
of tissue cells, the terms catabolism and anabolism are
familiar to all, as indicating the chemico-physiologic pro-
cesses by means of which these activities take place
through the agency of the blood stream, largely in the
muscles.

All muscular movement is attended with the consump-
tion of material thus supplied, and with the production
of certain waste products which have to be removed;
principal among these is carbon dioxide, resulting from
the combustion of sugar, starch and fat, through
the agency of oxygen, also supplied by the blood. The
failure to have a full and proper supply of these nu-
tritive articles by the blood, and of oxygen, through the
lungs, results in an excess;viB exhaustion of muscle cells

and a sense of fatigue sooner and easier than should oc-

cur under perfectly normal conditions; thus, fatigue is

often a relative matter, depending more upon the nutri-

tion and vitality of the individual than it does upon the
actual muscular exertion put forth.

The same is true in regard to mental and nervous
fatigue, for undoubtedly the nerve cells of the body un-
dergo the same changes as those of the muscles under
the stimulus of work, and require the same renewal.

Human fatigue, then, is often the cry ''enough," or
"too much," from tissues whose powers have been taxed
almost to a breaking point, and neurasthenia or "nervous
prostration" is a composite condition, due to prolonged
and excessive expenditure of energy, and is really a later

and more pronounced stage of fatigue. (Pp. 44-45.)

Industrial Health-Hazards and Occupational Diseases
in Ohio. E. R. Hayhuest, A. M. ; M. D. ; Director,

Division of Occupational Diseases, Ohio State

Board of Health, 1915.

Fatigue is one of the most common causes of occu-

pational disability. This is a prime cause of the fact

that bodily development in factory classes remains in-
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ferior to that in other social classes. Fatigue is defined

as loss of irritability and contractility brought on by
functional activity. The sensation of fatigue is due to

the accumulation of waste products within the system
called fatigue poisons (definite chemical substances) and
fatigue toxins. The poisons are acidic in character. A
fatigued muscle is acid in reaction, while one at rest is

alkaline. Of the poisons, leucomaines are one type and
are similar in action to ptomaines obtained from putrid

meats. The presence of such substances is easily demon-
strated, as for instance, in the dog experiment in which,

a few cubic centimeters of blood removed from the veins

of a dog, which has been run till fatigued, and then in-

jected into another dog, not previously exercised, within

a few moments causes symptoms of fatigue to appear in

the second animal; even paralyzing effects and, finally,

death may follow after a period of extreme exhaustion.
There are many other ways of demonstrating the pres-

ence of this fatigue substance. Fatigue poisons do not
accumulate in the system if time intervals are sufficient

for the circulation to counteract, and remove them be-

tween muscular efforts. These symptoms, when they
appear, are usually not more prominent in the particular
muscles or parts used than throughout the system in

general. The brain, which is the source of motive power,
always suffers in fatigue, no matter what part of the

body is overworked. (Pp. 33-34.)

Text Booh of Physiology. William H. Howell, Ph. D.,

M. D., LL. D., Professor of Physiohgy, Johns Hop-
kins University. Philadelphia and London, W. B.
Saunders Co., 1915.

The Eelation of the Chemical Changes During Con-
traction to Fatigue; Chemical Theory of Fatigue.^—As
we have seen, a muscle kept in continuous contraction

soon shows fatigue; it relaxes more and more until, in

spite of constant stimulation, it becomes completely un-

irritable. We may define fatigue, therefore, as a more
or less complete loss of irritability and contractility

brought on by functional activity. But even when the
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fatigue is complete and the muscle fails to respond at all

to maximal stimulation, a very short interval or rest is

sufficient to bring about some return of irritability. For
a complete restoration to its normal condition a long
interval of time may be necessary. If the muscle is iso-

lated from the body and is thus deprived of its circula-

tion and its proper supply of oxygen, fatigue appears
more rapidly and is recovered from less completely.

Ranke, to whom we owe the first thorough investigation

of this subject, was led to believe that as a result of the
chemical changes occurring in the muscle during con-

traction certain substances are formed which depress or
inhibit the power of contraction. In support of this view
he found that extracts made from the fatigued muscles
of one frog when injected into the circulation of another
fresh frog would bring on the appearance of fatigue in

the latter. Control experiments made with extracts of

unfatigued muscles gave no such result. He designated
these inhibitory products as fatigue substances and made
experiments to prove that they consist of the known
products of muscular metabolism, namely, lactic acid

(or the lactates), carbon dioxide, and possibly also acid
potassium phosphate (KHgPO^). These results have
been confirmed by other observers, and we may accept,

therefore, the view that the products of muscular activity,

if they are allowed to accumulate in the muscle, serve
to diminish or suppress its contractility. We know that
when muscular activity is prolonged, or is carri-ed out
under conditions which imply a lessened supply of oxy-
gen, an accumulation of some of these products does
actually occur. (Pp. 70-71.)

The Nineteenth Century, Vol. 34, No. 199, Sept., 1893.

Weariness {Being the Rede Lecture delivered he-

fore the members of the University of Cambridge,
June 14, 1893.). Michael Fostee.

Observations and reasonings, into the details of which
I cannot enter now, have led physiologists to the conclu-

sions that a muscle, not only in the body, but also for a
measurable time out of the body, is continually undergo-
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ing change of substance; that the complex groupings of

atoms, molecules, and particles by virtue of which it is

alive are continually being made and as. continually being

unmade ; the living complex muscle is always being built

up out of, and always breaking down into, simpler sub-

stances. Did we possess some optic aid which should

overcome the grossness of our vision, so that we might

watch the dance of atoms in this double process of making
and unmaking in the living body, we should see the com-
monplace lifeless things which are brought by the blood,

and which we call the food, caught up into and made part

of the molecular whorls of the living muscle, linked to-

gether for a while in the intricate figures of the dance
of life, giving and taking energy as they dance, and
then we should see how, loosing hands, they slipped back
into the blood as dead, inert, used up matter. In every

tiny block of muscle there is a part which is really alive,

there are parts which are becoming alive, there are parts

which have been alive but are now dying or dead; there

is an upward rush from the lifeless to the living, a down-
ward rush from the living to the dead.

This is always going on, whether the muscle be quiet

and at rest, or whether it be active and moving. Whether
the muscle be at rest or be moving, some of the capital of

living material is always being spent, changed into dead
waste, some of the new food is always being raised into

living capital. But when the muscle is called upon to do
work, when it is put into movement, " the expenditure is

quickened, there is a run upon the living capital, the
greater, the more urgent the call for action. Moreover,
under ordinary circumstances, the capital is, during the
action, spent so quickly that it cannot be renewed at the
same rate ; the movement leaves the muscle with an im-
poverished capital or potential stuff, and a period of
rest is needed in order that the dance of atoms of which
I just now spoke may make good the loss of capital and
restore the muscle to its former power.

Herein lies, of course, the first factor of weariness;
and you will not have failed to observe in this the domi-
nant influence of time. Weariness comes to the muscle,
not because so much capital has been spent, but because
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it has been spent at too quick a rate, more quickly than

it can be replaced. The very occurrence of weariness

is contingent on this common feature of the life of the

muscle, I may say of life in general, that while it is

quite easy to quicken the downward steps of expenditure,

facilis descensus, it is a much harder task to hasten the

upward steps of constructive storage. Whether a muscle

wearies or not with action, and how soon it wearies, will

depend not so much on how much work it is called upon
to do as to whether or no the expenditure involved in

the work outruns the income. ... A too rapid expenditure

of living capital (important though it be) is not, how-
ever, the only factor of muscular weariness; there are

other factors to be considered.

The muscle, even when it is at rest, is, as I said just

now, the seat of a double stream of matter; a stream
of lifeless things becoming alive and a stream of living

things becoming dead. And part of the economy of the

muscle consists in the adequate arrangements by which
the blood brings the material about to become alive and at

the same time carries away the waste which has been
alive and is now dead. But each movement of the muscle
is, as it were, explosive in character; when the fibres

shorten in contraction the downward stream swells to a
torrent, and for a while the dead debris is heaped up
in the interstices of the living framework. I need not
enter now into the details of the chemical nature of this

debris, these products of muscular activity. Let it suf-

fice to say that all of them, from the simple carbonic
acid which is prominent amongst them, up to the strange
chemical bodies with difficult names, all of them are in

a greater or less degree poisonous, harmful to the life

of the muscle. It is, indeed, a feature of all life that
each member of the body in the very act of living manu-
factures poison to itself. The point to which I call your
attention is, that even under the most favourable circum-
stances these products of the muscle's work must tarry
for a while—it may be for a brief period, but at all

events for a while—in the very substance of the muscle,
and that so long as they remain there some of them at
least are harmful. . . .
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We are thus led to the conclusion that the failure

in power which follows action, and which we call weari-

ness, is due not only to the too rapid expenditure of

capital, but to the clogging of the machinery with the

very products of the activity. And indeed there are

many reasons for thinking that this latter cause of weari-

ness is at least as potent as the former.

A weariness which comes from monotonous repetition

of a simple muscular act . . . may seem to affect only

the particular machinery employed, the particular muscle

and the particular part of the brain; so that the will

impotent to carry out that particular movement, easily

carries out another. Yet the whole body does in a

measure feel the effect, does in a measure share the

weariness.
And when the work done involves the activity, simul-

taneous or successive, of many parts of the nervous sys-

tem, the several effects by accumulation become promi-

nent, and simply weariness passes into what we call

** distress." Here we find that the result depends not

so much 6n the direct effects of the work on the parts

which are actively employed, not so much on the changes
wrought in the muscles or in the nervous machinery at

work as on the success with which other members of the

body come to the aid of those actually engaged in labour.

Let us take the comparatively simple case of a lad

**out of condition" running a race.

Before he has run very far he is panting, and his heart
beats quickly. He loses his wind. It is this which
troubles him and stops him far more than any lessening

power to move his limbs. How does this ''loss of wind"
come about? Now, it is quite true that when the muscle
moves it breathes more vigorously than when at rest, it

makes a greater demand on the blood for oxygen, it

sends back to the blood more carbonic acid. When many
muscles are moving, the blood makes a greater call upon
the air in the lungs for oxygen, and pours into that air

much more carbonic acid, and it might be thought that

the panting breath was directly caused by this changing
quality of the blood. But, as we have seen, whenever a

I

I
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muscle moves, other things beside carbonic acid are swept

from the muscle into the blood—things which like the

carbonic acid are a poison to the muscle when left in

the muscle and become a poison to the body when they

pass into the blood. Now, careful observations lead to

the conclusion that the panting which follows upon undue
exertion comes about through these other things. It is

the excess of these, and not so much the lack of oxygen
or load of carbonic acid which stirs up the nervous

machinery working the respiratory pump.
And here let me insist on the word "undue," for this

is the key of the situation. As the breath of man is

poison to his fellowmen, so the outcome of the life of

each part of the body, each tissue, be it muscle, brain,

or what not, is a poison to that part and its fellows and
may be a poison to yet other parts. Of each member,
while it may be said that the blood is the life thereof, it

may with equal truth be said, the blood is the death
thereof: the blood is the channel for food, but is it also

a pathway for poison . . . The hunted hare run to death
dies, not because he is choked for want of breath, not
because his heart stands still, its store of energy having
given out, but because a poisoned blood poisons his

brain, poisons his whole body. . . .

And what is true of distress is true also of that simple
weariness which is more properly my theme. . . . (Pp.
337-352.)

Diseases of Occupation from the Legislative, Social, and
Medical Points of Vieiv. Thomas Oliver, M.A.,
M.D., F.R.C.P., Medical Expert on the White Lead,
Dangerous Trades, Pottery, and Lucifer Match
Committees of the British Home Office. New York,
Dutton, 1908.

Fatigue or tiredness is a sensation, the outcome of a
particular state of the nervous system, the result of
work carried beyond the capabilities of the organism. In
ordinary physiological activity exhaustion is never at-

tained, for fatigue is the warning signal. In each of us
there is a certain amount of reserve force which allows
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our muscles and nerves to be overtaxed at times without

injurious consequences. The increased functional activ-

ity is met by a corresponding improved nutrition, where-

by recovery is secured. Life involves change of struc-

ture. The waste products added to the blood act upon
the nerve endings in muscle and upon the gray matter

of the brain, and create a sense of fatigue. Although
the sensation of tiredness is referred by us to the over-

worked muscles, the location of the cause is less in the

peripheral than in the central nervous system. On the

one hand, waste products act upon the muscles, diminish

their contractibility and render them less responsive to

nerve stimuli; and on the other hand they poison the

large nerve cells in the gray matter of the brain, render
them less receptive of sensory stimuli, and in this way
reduce their power of emitting volitional impulses. There
is, therefore, in fatigue an element that is mental as well

as physical.

After rest and sleep the sensation of fatigue wears
off, we rise invigorated and strengthened for work. Dur-
ing repose structure is being rebuilt and waste products
are eliminated.

The proof that the circulation of waste products in

the blood is a cause of fatigue is demonstrated by taking
some of the blood of a fatigued animal and injecting it

into a healthy one, when in the latter the physical signs
of fatigue gradually appear. (Pp. 6-7.)

British Home Office. Interim Report on an Investigation

of Industrial Fatigue by Physiological Methods,
by A. F. Stanley Kent, M.A., D.S.C. (Oxon),
Henry Overton Wills Professor of Physiology in

the University of Bristol. 1915.

In some cases fatigue of various organs—of muscle,
of nerve, and of central organs—^may be associated in

the production of general fatigue, and this is especially
likely to be the case in the problem under consideration.
The term fatigue is used in the following Eeport as a
general term, and may be taken to include a general low
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ering of the functions of the body as a result of extreme

or prolonged activity. From the industrial point of

view, it is less important to understand the deep-lying

causes than to be able to recognise and control the cir-

cumstances which have led up to them in the past and
are likely to lead up to them in the future. . . .

The condition of fatigue after moderate work, that

is to say, after exercise of the normal functions of the

body, is a natural physiological state. Without due exer-

cise of its functions, the body as a whole would suffer.

Normally, a period of labour is followed by a period of

repose and the tissues of the body, altered and to some
extent broken down as a result of the labour, are built

up again and restored during the subsequent period of

rest. This alternate breaking down and building up of

the tissues -constitutes an important part of their life.

The process of fatigue is not an injurious one to be pre-

vented if possible, but a normal one, essential to their

well-being. Only when the breaking down is exagger-

ated, and when the process of repair fails to keep pace
with the process of destruction, does fatigue of an injuri-

ous grade supervene. And this condition may be brought
about not only through an excessively active, or an
excessively prolonged, period of breaking down, but also

by a too brief, or not sufficiently active, period of build-

ing up. All the causes here mentioned probably are con-

cerned in the production of that exhaustion of the working
class population generally referred to as Industrial
Fatigue. Arduous work may lead to an excessively ac-

tive breaking down of the tissues, whilst long hours may
lead to undue prolongation of this period of breaking
down. On the other hand, periods of rest may be inade-
quate in duration, and the process of repair may be
slowed owing to insufficient or unsuitable food. More-
over, the abnormal condition of the tissues is probably
still further affected prejudicially by the presence in

the tissue juices of poisonous substances which are pro-
duced in excessive quantity under the abnormal condi-
tions and imperfectly excreted by the overworked tis-

sues. Anv interference with the normal functions of the
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body, brought about by an insufficient supply of fresh

air (bad ventilation) or by an unduly humid state of the

atmosphere, might lead to increased production and les-

sened excretion of these poisonous bodies, and thus to a
more rapid development of the condition of fatigue.

Finally any failure to distribute the "rest intervals"
properly throughout the working day so as to ensure
the recovery of the tissues before exhaustion has become
excessive will lead to great increase of ultimate fatigue.

(P. 4.)

Gesammelte Abhandlungen. Bd. III. {Complete Works.
Vol. in.) Jena, Fischer, 1906. Die Volhswirth-

schaftliche Bedeutung der Verkiirzung des Indus-
triellen Arheitstages. [The Economic^Significance
of a Shorter Working Day.] Ernst Abb^. Tivo
Lectures read before the Economic Society at Jena,
November 6 and December 5, 1901.

For it is an established fact of physiological research
that all we call fatigue is in the last analysis a change
in the chemical combination of the human elements, a
disturbance in the cell protoplasm, and that all fatigue,

following organic activity, is caused in part by the con-

sumption of certain substances indispensable for the nor-
mal functioning of the organs, and in part of the piling

up of substances in the organism that disturb the normal
continuance of its functions, and in effect act like poisons.
All phenomena of acute fatigue are . .

.
, as is well-known,

phenomena of poisoning.

We have then in what we call fatigue a sum of bodily
changes which consist in part in a deficit of substances
necessary for the maintenance of the normal functions,
and in part in an overplus of substances that are harmful.

This fatigue, thus resulting in bodily changes, assails
first of all those organs directly exposed to it, the muscles
in the case of hard muscular work or in the case of inten-
sive nervous work with strain of attention first the end-
plates of the nerves and possibly the central nervous
system. But through the circulation the local fatigue is
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spread to the entire body, so that mental fatigue be-

comes muscular fatigue and vice versa. The overplus

of injurious substances is gradually spread through the

whole body and results in general fatigue.

I adduce these facts here merely to make it evident

that my further deductions are on a firm basis, that when
I, for example, say . . . that the maintenance of the human
organism requires that day by day the expense of energy

demanded by work must be compensated for by a corre-

sponding gain of energy, through rest and food, or when
I say that recuperation must equal fatigue, I am reason-

ing about real things. (Pp. 227-228.)

Handworterhuch der Staats^wissenschaften. Bd. I.

[Compendium of Political Science. Vol. I.] Edited

by Drs. J. Conrad, Professor of Political Science

in Halle; L. Elster, Oher Reg. Rath in Berlin; W.
Lexis, Professor of Political Science in Gottingen;

and Edg. Loening, Professor of La/w in Halle.

Arbeitszeit. Hours of Work. Dr. H. Herkneb,
Berlin. Jena, Fischer, 1909.

Conclusions from the physiological and psychological

investigations into fatigue.

Physiologically considered, human labor represents a

transformation of the potential energy of oxygen and
food materials. When assimilated, they are transformed
into mental and physical energy, and, in so far as this is

utilized for industrial purposes, we have work in the ordi-

nary sense. Every piece of work, then, means expendi-
ture of energy. . . .

Products of tissue change are created (after fatigue),

especially carbonic acid and other acids which have a pois-

onous and paralyzing action. Fatigue consists essenti-

ally in this—that waste products are created in the

muscles more rapidly than they can be eliminated by the
blood current and excretory organs. (Pp. 1214-1215.)
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Fatigue. A. Mosso^ Professor of Physiology, University

of Turin. 1896. Translated by Maegaret Dbum-
MOND^ M.A., and W. B. Drummond, M.B., Extra
Physician, Royal Hospital for Sick Children, Edin-
burgh. New York, Putnam, 1904.

Fatigue is a chemical process. At the end of the

eighteenth century Lavoisier, in a memorable series of

chemical analyses made jointly with Sequin, succeeded
in demonstrating a fact of fundamental importance,
namely, that muscular exertion increases the quantity
of oxygen absorbed and of carbonic acid ehminated by
man.

The most demonstrative experiments in the analysis

of fatigue are usually made upon cold-blooded animals,
commonly on frogs. When the sciatic nerve is stimu-
lated, we notice a contraction of the leg. The contrac-
tion, upon being repeated a great number of times, be-

comes more and more feeble. This diminution of energy
is not to be attributed to the dissipation of some explo-
sive substance, so to speak, in the muscle, that is to say,
of the substance capable of giving rise to contractions. In
fact, the muscle will still continue to contract for a long
time, but no stimulus will produce a contraction so strong
as the first ones. The lack of energy in the movements of
a weary man depends, as in the case of the frog, upon
the fact that the muscles, during work, produce noxious
substances, which little by little interfere with contrac-
tion.

The proof that we are not here dealing with a phe-
nomenon of deficit is found in the fact that after the
frog's leg has been fatigued by long exertion, we can.
restore its contractility and render it capable of a new
series of contractions, simply by washing it. Of course,
we do not wash the outer surface, but having found the
artery which carries blood to the muscle, we pass through
it water in place of blood. . . . Upon the passage of a
current of this liquid throug-h the muscle, the fatigue
disappears, and the contractions return as vigorously
as at the beginning. (P. 106.)

The experiment upon frogs' muscles washed in saline
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solution shows that, in order to maintain muscular con-

tracticity, there is no need of continual contact between
the muscle fibre and the oxygen of the air through the

medium of the blood. It is only necessary to eliminate

the carbonic acid. (P. 112.)

Two important facts . . . mark the beginning of our
knowledge of the chemistry of muscle.

In 1845 Helmholtz discovered that a muscle in repose
contains only a small quantity of matter soluble in alcohol.

Let 1 represent the quantity found. Upon taking an
equal amount of muscle from a fatigued animal, he found
there was a greater quantity of such matter, the amount
being 1.3. This is an experiment made, as the saying is,

en bloc, by which one gets a glimpse of the changes which
are produced in the muscles as the result of exercise.

Another discovery of no less importance is that of Du
Bois Reymond, who found that the fatigued muscle is

acid, while the muscle in repose is alkaline. (P. 116.)
To demonstrate that muscles accumulate products

which interfere with contraction, Ranke made an aqueous
solution of muscle which has been exercised, and having
injected this into a fresh muscle, found its power of exer-
tion was diminished. After it had been washed, how-
ever, its energy returned. (P. 116.)

It was a French chemist, Gautier, who isolated some
of these substances which are derived from the albumin-
oids of living cells. He gave them the name of leuco-
maines to indicate that they are chemical compounds aris-
ing from the decomposition of albumen. Here we have
some very recent observations which open a new horizon
in the study of the causes which produce disease. (P.
117.)

I have now given a rar)id oflance at the toxic sub-
stances which are produced in the organism. They are
not so much poisons as dross and impurities arising from
the chemical processes of cellular life, and are normally
burned up by the oxygen of the blood, destroyed in the
liver, or excreted by the kidneys. If these waste prod-
ucts accumulate in the blood, we feel fatigued ; when their
amount passes the physiological limit, we become ill.

Thus is our conception of fatigue widened. It is a
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process which, as we examine it, seems even to beconae

more complicated. Meantime, we know that fatigue is

not produced merely by the lack of certain substances

which are consumed during exertion, but that it depends

also in fact upon the presence of new substances due to

decomposition within the organism. (Pp. 118-119.)

Observing that after a whole day's walk even the

muscles of the arms are tired, I was struck by the thought

that fatigue might alter the composition in the blood ; and

so long ago as 1887 I found that the blood of a fatigued

animal is toxic, for if injected into another animal, it

produces the phenomena characteristic of fatigue. (P.

119.)

Thirteenth International Congress of Hygiene and Dem-
ography. Brussels, 1903. Vol. V, Section IV.

Dans quelle mesure peut-on, par des methodes
physiohgiques, etudier la fatigue, ses modalites

et ses degres dans les diverses professions? Quels

sont les arguments que les sciences physiologiques

et medicales peuvent ou pourraient faire valoir en

faveur de tel ou tel mode d'organisation du travail?

[To ivhat extent may fatigue resulting from, occu-

pation be estimated by physiological methods, and
what arguments can medical and physiological

science present in favor of special methods of in-

dustrial organization?] . Dr. Zaccaria Treves, Uni-
versity of Turin. Brussels, 1903.

The internal process which causes the phenomenon of

fatigue is, according to the doctrine of Hering, and ap-

plied by Biedermann to muscular tissue, a defective bal-

ance between the processes of assimilation and those of

disassimilation. These two categories of phenomena are
displayed, in permanejit fashion, side by side, in the liv-

ing tissues, and this fact constitutes the very basis of all

life.

As long as these opposing processes balance one an-

other there is no fatigue ; but, as soon as this equilibrium,

under the influence of any excitation whatever, is dis-

turbed in favor of the processes of disassimilation, fatigue
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appears ; the capacity of the tissues to function is weak-

ened little by little; that is to say, under stimulation

which does not vary in intensity, the degree of irritability

of muscle diminishes. This conception of fatigue, which

a thousand different biological phenomena confirm ex-

perimentally, is so simple and so rigorously logical that

it is impossible to pick a flaw in it. If we now consider

that this degradation of tissue is not only quantitative,

but that it may, at a given moment, become qualitative

and be accelerated by an accumulation of the products

of disassimilation, we shall have included in the defini-

tion of fatigue, beside the two first factors, i. e., (1)

Repetition of stimulus, and (2) excess of the processes of
disassimilation over those of assimilation—the third fac-

tor, which is to-day for every physiologist indis-

solubly bound to the idea of fatigue—namely, auto-intoxi-

cation of tissue. (P. 2.)

As a general rule, the higher degrees of fatigue are

clearly shown in the chemics of respiration.

The need of oxygen, corresponding to a given quan-
tity of work, is so much the greater as the muscles are
nearer to exhaustion. "When the cardiac activity begins
to be insufficient and the blood does not convey enough
oxygen to the muscles, an abnormal augmentation in the
value of the respiratory quotient becomes noticeable:

that is to say, the organism has eliminated CO2 in excess,

as compared with the amount of oxygen consumed. The
number of calories developed by the organism during
the execution of a given amount of external work may
be deduced from the quantity of oxygen (in ccm.) re-

spired. (P. 29.)

De la Fatigue et de son Influence Pathogenique. [Fatigue
and its Pathogenic Influence.] Dr. M. Cakrieu,
University of Montpellier. Paris, Bailliere et File,

1878.

General fatigue, when carried to an extreme degree,
takes the name of exhaustion ; all the reserves of strength,
accumulated in the organism by nutrition, are expended

;

all functions flag or cease, the organism, incapable of
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manifesting activity, is overwhelmed with depression:
the organs necessary to life alone continue with difficulty

to perform their functions. A state of. fatigue incom-
patible with life is seen in animals that have been over-
driven or pursued : thus a stag after a long and desperate
chase has been known to drop dead, though unwounded.
The body becomes rigid immediately and putrefaction
comes on rapidly. (Pp. 6-7.)
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2. The Toxin of Fatigue.

The need of limiting excessive working hours is fur-

ther emphasized by recent medical research, which asserts

that fatigue is due not only to actual poisoning, but to

a specific poison or toxin of fatigue, analogous in chemi-

cal and physical nature to other bacterial toxins such as

the diphtheria toxin. This theory asserts that when arti-

ficially injected into animals in large amounts the fatigue

toxin causes death.

Diseases of Occupation from the Legislative, Social, and
Medical Points of View. Thomas Oliver, M.A.,

M.D., F.R.C.P., Medical Expert on the White Lead,
Dangerous Trades, Pottery, and Lucifer Match
Committees of the British Home Office. New York,
Dutton, 1908.

Weichardt, in 1904, advanced the theory that the cause

of fatigue is a toxin generated in the overtaxed organ-

ism, and that the ravages of the toxin, like the poison of

diphtheria, can be met by the introduction of an anti-

toxin into the body. Wolff-Eisner (Centralb. f. Bakteriol.

bd. XI, 1906, page 634) is of the opinion that during
athletic training there is produced an immunity to the

toxin of fatigue, whereby the trained athlete becomes
capable of accomplishing more than the untrained man,
and without experiencing the sensation of fatigue. It is

common knowledge that men who are doing hard, physi-

cal toil regularly have not the sense of tiredness felt by
men who are new to the work, and we explain this by
saying that the latter are not trained.. Wolff-Eisner
throws new light upon the subject, having obtained a
fatigue toxin from overworked animals ; he injected small
doses of the poison into other animals and produced in

them symptoms of fatigue, drowsiness, and a lessening
of activity. Large doses caused death, but if very minute
doses were injected for a lengthened period there was
established in the animals a genuine immunity to fatigue.

The toxin is not found in the blood, but in the muscles.
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whereas the anti-toxin is only present in the blood. (Pp.

6-7.)

Centralhlatt fur Bakteriologie, Bd. XL, Aht. I; Heft 5;

1906. Vber Ermudungs- und Reduktionstoxine.
[The Toxin of Fatigue.] Dr. Alfred Wolff-
EiSNEB, Charlottenburg. Berlin, 1906.

In the early part of 1904 Weichardt propounded his

theory that fatigue was produced by a toxin the composi-
tion of which was fully analogous to such previously well-

known toxins as ricin, abrin, diphtheria and tetanus
toxins, the leading characteristic of which was also to be
found in it, in that injections of the fatigue toxin produced
an anti-toxin which neutralized the effects of the toxin

in vivo and in vitro. This theory was at first striking

through its novelty, as the view had been quite generally
held, among physiologists, that fatigue was produced by
chemically analyzable products of metabolism, especially

lactic and other acids. And yet there were numerous well-

known facts which might have given rise to fresh in-

quiries into the nature of fatigue products.
It was well known that suitable ''training" had an

astonishing effect, and everyone knew, also, that expert

—

that is, trained—professional bicyclists, gymnasts, etc.,

could easily accomplish achievements which would have
resulted in death after a comparatively short time, for
raw recruits or untrained men. It seemed impossible to

explain these undoubted facts simply on the ground that
the blood supply and its circulation were better in trained
muscles. . . . There was much to support the thesis that
the trained man benefited by an anti-toxin, which neutral-
ized the fatigue poison at the moment when it was pro-
duced. From this point of view it also became clear why
for an efficient training it is essential not only to develop
the muscles, but also to observe a special daily regimen.

It was to be expected that this teaching of the actions
of poisons in fatisrue would meet great opposition in many
circles of physiological specialists, the more so as the
whole doctrine of toxins and immunity, well founded
though it was, was still regarded in these circles as a
dubious acquisition. It was consequently necessary to

ti
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prove that fatigue, when pushed beyond normal circum-

stances, produced an accumulation of poison which was
capable of causing death.

An experimental demonstration to prove that fatigue

had such capacity naturally encountered extraordinary
difficulties. In instances where men might be subjected

to extraordinary physical exertion, circumstances would
make scientific observation impossible. Physiology had
already an apparatus for testing dogs while running ; but
running is not a sufficiently exhausting exertion for large
dogs to make it possible to demonstrate the anti-toxin.

Weichardt therefore invented a modification of this ap-
paratus by which, while standing on a rough surface, large
dogs were continuously pulled backward. Their resist-

ance to this and their efforts to go forward resulted in

exertions sufficient to produce an accumulation of fatigue
products. (This being obtained and injected into small
and rapidly moving animals, such as mice, the influence

of the fatigue-producing toxin was fully demonstrated.)
After Weichardt had succeeded in demonstrating the

clinical
'

' symptomo-complex '

' of forced fatigue, his next
task was to demonstrate the fatigue material itself. This
material, he proved, is not found in the blood current, as
the first supposition might be. The blood functions solely
as a carrier of the anti-toxin, and in the blood of highly
overfatigued dogs no fatigue poison was present. The
poison was demonstrated in the muscles,—a discovery
that helps to explain the lifelong activity of the cardiac
muscle, for the heart, of all muscles, has the richest
blood supply, and the blood continually frees the cardiac
muscle from its fatigue material. (Pp. 634-635.)

The effects of the toxin on animals are as follows:
in small doses it produces weariness and craving for
sleep, whose demonstration is made evident by the length
of time in which the animals will remain in unusual posi-
tions, as, for instance, a mouse placed upon its back will
remain so for some time. (P. 638.)

In large doses it causes the death of animals, after
a persistent fall of temperature, that is, with all the
symptoms analogous to those of extreme fatigue.

The injection of the toxin produces in the large ani-
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mals experimented on a true anti-toxic immunity. (P.

638.)

From all these researches into the nature of albumin-

ous material, poisons, etc., it is evident that fresh empha-
sis must be laid upon the importance to the animal and
human organism of adequate aeration with oxygen, such

as is accomplished by the functioning of healthy lungs.

Here we must remember the clinical experiences with

human beings,—that in all of those whose supply of oxy-

gen is interfered with, whether it be by disease of the

lungs or by a deficiency of hemoglobin arising from
anaemia,—the body -is extremely susceptible to fatigue,

and it will be seen that it is far more important to bring

the natural supply of oxygen for the body to its normal
adequacy, than it is to administer an artificial anti-

toxin to fatigue. In this connection it may be recalled

how often it is possible by deep inhalations of fresh air

to dispel the symptoms of accumulating fatigue toxin.

The effect of bad air, as leading to fatigue, is also ex-

plained by the insufficient oxidation. (P. 643.)

I would define '

' training" as follows

:

As practice of muscle groups in harmonious associ-

ated activity (synergesis) without detriment to strength;

as modification of respiration in the sense of increased
aeration with oxygen for the repair of the blood and
tissues and for the oxidation of fatigue products created

by work; finally, as heightened production of the anti-

toxin of fatigue, by which a surplus of unoxidized fatigue

toxin in the blood may be neutralized and so a working
capacity made possible which would, for the; untrained,

result in steadily lowered temperature and death. (P.

644.)

Fourteenth International Congress of Hygiene and Dem-
ography. Berlin, Sept., 1907. Vol. II, Sec. IV,
Ermudung durch Berufsarbeit. [Fatigue result-

ing from Occupation.] Dr. Emil Eoth. Berlin,

Hirschwald, 1908.

Weichardt succeeded in obtaining a toxin from the ex-

tract of the muscles of fatigued guinea pigs, which he
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injected into the peritoneal cavity of a mouse, with the

result that it was thrown into the same condition of

extreme fatigue that follows from forced exertion. With
repeated intravenous injections of large animals with

the fatigue poison, a specific anti-toxin was produced, with

which he conducted active and passive immunization ex-

periments, proving successfully that under its influence

the muscles of the animals experimented on displayed

a lesser degree of fatigue than under ordinary conditions.

The fatigue toxin does not pass through dead membranes
by dialysis, but is taken up by the living cells of the

stomach.
As has been demonstrated by experiments with ani-

mals, the toxin exhibits a composite character, as do other
well-known poisons (tuberculin; snakepoison).

Weichardt subsequently succeeded in preparing the

toxin artificially, and in augmenting the endurance capiac-

ity of animals under experiment by administering small
doses to them ; he also demonstrated the presence of the
fatigue poison in the excretions of animals and human
beings.

Weichardt is of the opinion that this proteid-like

product of fatigue characterized by poisonous qualities

is extremely widely distributed both in the vegetable and
animal kingdoms. (P. 597.)

The experiments of Zuntz and Schumberg, as well
as others, show that the expenditure of strength, or, in
other words, the cost in energy, for a given work-unit,
diminishes with increased practice. The skilled worker
economizes his strength more than the unskilled. Accord-
ing to Weichardt, the value of "training," so-called, con-
sists not only in bringing about an actual increase in
tissue elements, but also in producing a bio-chemical
substance of marked characteristics, the anti-toxin of
fatigue, which is produced by the immunizing action dur-
ing ''training" of the small amounts of toxic material
developed in the course of repeated exertions. (P. 608.)
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Vierteljahresschrift fiir offentliche Gesundheitspflege,

XXXIX, 1907. Ermudimgs und Vberenniidungs
Massmethoden. [Methods of estimating Fatigue

and Overfatigue.] Dr. Wolfgang Weichaedt, Er-
langen, Brav/nschweig, Vieveg, 1907.

I first sought for the toxin in the bodies of animals,

and in those which had been excessively overfatigued I

found it, not in the blood, but in the juices extracted from
their muscular tissues. When this (by various processes

described) was freed from indifferent albumins and then

injected into animals, it produced symptoms of excessive

fatigue and, in large doses, killed them. When repeated
injections of this purified extract were administered to

horses, the specific, neutralizing agent—the antidote for

the fatigue poison—appeared in the blood serum of the

horses. Both also, the toxin and its antidote, may be

produced, as I was later able to state, by the separation

of the albumin molecules by means of physical and chemi-

cal processes.

I have demonstrated isolating both substances and
have used them in an extensive series of experiments.
All the typical signs of fatigue, up to death from extreme
fatigue, may be produced by the artificially produced
fatigue poison. On the other hand, the effect of the

poison has been invariably successfully neutralized by
the artificially produced anti-toxin.

That fatigue toxin is of ordinary route occurrence in

the excreta and urine of human beings, shows that the

production of poison takes place with ordinary, physio-
logical fatigue ; and that it does not follow that there

must be a state of severe, pathological fatigue for the

development of fatigue poison in the body.
In every healthy body the process of supplying an

increased amount of the specific anti-toxin takes place

as soon as moderate amounts of the fatigue poison ap-

pear. This is easily demonstrated by mice, with which,

by means of a special apparatus, the Kymograph, one
can obtain a curve illustrating this process. (P. 330.)

The results of experimentation allow us to formulate
the two following principles, taking into consideration the

practical as well as the theoretical domain of the re-

I

I
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searches into fatigue and overfatigue. Small amounts of

fatigue toxin bring about active immunization, which is

later, after a certain time, expressed in heightened ef-

ficiency.

Overdoses of toxin, on the other hand, bring on a
decrease of efficiency and may even produce death.

If overdoses of toxin are met by corresponding
amounts of anti-toxin a decrease of efficiency does not

take place, but, instead, after a certain time, a notable

increase in capacity is evident. (Pp. 332-333.)

Zeitsckrift fiir die ges. Neurologic und Psychiatrie
Originate, Vol. XXII, 1914, ._ Ermiidimgsstoffe,
{Fatigue-substances.) W. Weichakdt.

Natural ** fatigue" is probably the result of fatigue-

toxins, which are split-products derived from the body-
albumen, through fermentative processes, or throug'h

chemical and physical factors. When a solution of such
split products is injected under the skin of small ani-

mals, they promptly become sleepy and torpid, their res-

piration becomes slower, and the body-temperature drops
several degrees. These substances can be neutralized
(detoxicated) through minute amounts of other sub-
stances, known as '

' retardins " ; which can also be. pre-
pared artificially from pure vegetable albumen. Natural
fatigue is favorably influenced by the experimental ap-
plication of these retardins, which inhibit fatigue. It is

probable that very similar processes take place in the
organism, in fatigue and recreation: . . . Fatigue
of brief duration, through small amounts of split

products, is followed by increased functional capacity,
after recreation : for example, in gymnastic or other ex-
ercises, where the second series is often better done than
the first. Eepeated injections of small doses of chemical
substances (less altogether than the fatal dose) into mice
gave rise to the same picture as is usually seen after
the injection of fatigue-substances, or after prolonged
muscular exertions. Fatigue produced by chemical
agents can be relieved, like fatigue due to bodily strain,
by means of retardins, which are here again followed by
increased functional efficiency.

,
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Sleep may be regarded as a condition in which the

junction of fatigue-toxins with antibodies takes place,

over and above all other chemical processes. When there

is an abundance of available antibodies, in youthful indi-

viduals, the sleep is more restful and refreshing. "Ee-
tardins" do not interfere with sleep, but rather assist

the recreation to be gained by sleep. (P. 586.)

The Harvey Lectures, 1905-1906. Fatigue. Frederic S.

Lee, Ph. D, Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1906.

Mention should here be made of the claim of Weich-
ardt, working in Zuntz's laboratory in Berlin, to have iso-

lated from fatigued muscles a true toxin, of a chemical

and physical nature like bacterial toxins, which, when
introduced in minute quantity into the body, is capable

of giving rise to the phenomena of fatigue. Weichardt
further claims to have obtained by the usual methods of

the bacteriologists an antitoxin endowed with the power
of neutralizing the fatiguing properties of the toxin. (P.

187.)

Text Book of Physiology. Wm. H. Howell, Ph. D., M.
D., LL.D., Professor of Physiology in the Johns
Hopkins University, Baltimore, Philadelphia and
London, W. B. Saunders Co., 6th Edition, 1915.

. . . Weichardt has stated that muscular con-

tractions give rise to a definite toxin, derived from the

protein material of the muscle, which, in his opinion, is

the chief agent in causing fatigue. He claims to have
isolated this fatigue toxin (kenotoxin) to the extent at

least of having freed it from the above-mentioned fatigue

substances of Eanke. When injected into the circula-

tion of a fresh animal, it brings on fatigue or even death.

Moreover, by injecting it in suitable doses, the body may
form an antitoxin, and this latter substance, when given

to a fresh animal, may confer upon it an unusual capa-

city for performing muscular work. It is not advisable,

however, to accept these statements until the facts have
been corroborated by other observers and further experi-

ments. (P. 71.)
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3. Muscular Fatigue.

The dangers of excessive working hours are increased

by the fact that the onset of fatigue is often unperceived

by the worker. Not until the damage is done and health

is impaired by the strain of overlong hours is the injury

manifest.

Yet though fatigue may thus accumulate unperceived,

the laws of fatigue and its progressive growth have been

exactly studied by scientific instruments of measurement.

The first such instrument—the ergograph—^was devised

to measure the fatigue of a single muscle or group of

muscles. It records the curves traced upon a revolving

cylinder by momentary contractions of the finger mus-

cles lifting a known weight or stretching a spring of

known tension at regular intervals. Such a record shows

first a progressively increased power of contraction of

the muscle and then a steady diminution, the rate and

regularity of the diminution varying with individuals.

After a certain degree of fatigue has set in, the mus-

cle becomes incapable of performing further work unjess

a lighter weight or less tension is involved, or its con-

tractility is restored either by artificially irrigating the

muscle or by allowing an interval of adequate rest to

intervene before renewed exertion. If fatigue has not

proceeded too far, this suffices to remove the toxic fa-

tigue products which have been produced in the mus-

cle. After exhaustion has set in, a much longer period

of rest is required to restore the muscle to use, or it may
become wholly incapacitated.
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To prevent injurious accumulation of unperceived

fatigue, therefore, over-exertion through excessive work-

ing hours must be prevented.

Diseases of Occupation and Vocational Hygiene. Edited
hy George M. Kober, M. D., Professor of Hygiene,
Georgetown University, etc., and William C. Haist-

SON, M. D., Massachusetts 8tate Board of Health,
etc. Philadelphia, P. Blahiston's Son S Co., 1916.

Fatigue and Occupation. Frederick S. Lee, New
York.

Fatigue of Tissues. Diminished capacity for work
may be demonstrated very clearly by a single muscle.

If the muscle of an animal, such as a frog or a cat, be

removed from the body immediately after death, be at-

tached to a weighted recording lever which writes on a
slowly revolving drum, and be stimulated by electric

shocks at regular intervals, a graphic record may be
made of the resulting contractions as a series of vertical

Fig. 1.—Series of contractions of a frog's sartorious muscle, excised and
stimulated at intervals of 2j^ seconds. The contractions at first increase in

extent, this stage constituting the treppe, reach a maximum, and later de-

crease, this stage constituting fatigue.

lines (Fig. 1). The contractions at first increase in ex-

tent, as is indicated by a progressively increased height

of the successive lines. This is followed by a period of

only slight change in their extent and later by a progres-

sive decrease. These three phases are called respectively

the period of the treppe, or staircase, the period of max-
imum contractions, and the period of fatigue.

_
Such a

record is an epitome of the behavior of the working mus-

cle within the intact living body, although in the latter

case all the phases of the action are greatly prolonged.

I
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Fig. 2.—Series of contractions of the two excised gastrocnemius
muscles of a frog, lifting equal weights, the upper stimulated at the rate of
20 times, the lower at the rate of 45 times, per minute. Note the earlier

fatigue of the more rapidly working muscle.

If the muscle be stimulated more rapidly (Fig. 2), or be
made to lift a heavier weight (Fig. 3), fatigue comes
on more rapidly. If at any stage in the fatigue the stimu-
lation be stopped and the muscle be allowed to rest, there
is a restoration of working power which is more or less

pronounced according to the conditions of the experi-

ment. If a circulation of blood or other appropriate

Fig. 3.—Series of contractions of the two excised gastrocnemius

muscles of a frog, stimulated at the same rate of 27 times per minute, the

upper lifting 10 grams, the lower 30 grams. Note the earlier fatigue of the

muscle doing the more work.
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oxygenated liquid be establislied through the muscle, re-

covery may be complete. All kinds of muscle are capa-

ble of fatigue, not- only the skeletal muscles of the limbs

and the trunk, but the muscle of the heart and the un-

striated muscle of the other viscera. All of the phe-

nomena mentioned have their counterpart within the in-

tact living body, whether of the lower animal or of man.

(Pp. 250-251.)

Popular Science Monthly, February, 1910. The Nature

of Fatigue. Frederick S. Lee, Ph. D., Professor

of Physiology, Columbia University.

. . . The treppe signifies that in the early stages of

muscular activity the working power of the muscle is pro-

gressively augmented—there is a temporary improvement
in the power to work. This in turn means that what
physiologists call the irritability of the muscle, or, in

other words, its power of responding to a stimulus, has

become greater ; hence the same stimulus is followed by a

greater contraction. A progressive improvement in the

power to work in the early portion of a task, I may say,

is not peculiar to muscle. We all must have noticed it in

our own experience, with both physical and mental labor.

It has also been demonstrated by laboratory methods in

nerves, the central nervous system, and other animal
and plant tissues ; and it is probably a characteristic of

all living substance. . . . (Pp. 182-183.)

Following the treppe, the muscle may perform maxi-
mal contractions for a considerable time; it is in its.

best working condition; its irritability is such that a!

given stimulus calls forth the greatest contraction of

which it is capable. But sooner or later the contractions

begin to diminish in extent; they sink to the level of the

•original amount and below it; the muscle becomes grad-
ually weaker and weaker, until, with long-continued ef-

fort, it may finally cease altogether to lift the weight.

'This decrease in working power from the maximum
characterizes the stage of fatigue proper. Decrease in

working power may, in fact, be said to be the universal
physical phenomenon of fatigue, whatever form of proto-
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plasm we may be considering. Decrease in working
power is accompanied by a decrease in irritability. The
stimulus remaining the same, the work is diminished;
but if the stimulus be increased in intensity, the proto-
plasm may again perform more work for a brief time.

Sooner or later, however, all stimuli cease to be effec-

tive, and the living substance is then either exhausted or
dead. (Pp. 183-184.)

Fig. 3. Series of 550 contractions of a frog's
gfistrocneniius muscle, excised and stimulated
at intervals of two seconds. Every contraction
is re<:-orded, except at the places indicated by
the black bands, at each of which the records
of fourteen contractions are omitted. The
record of the first contraction Is at the bottom
of the figure: that of the last one at the top.
Fatigue is shown in the progressive decrease in
height and the increase in length of the curves.

Fig. 4. Series of contrac-
tions of a rat's gastroc-
nemius muscle, excised and
stimulated at intervals of
two and one-half seconds.
Fatigue Is shown in the pro-
gressive decrease In height
of the curves.
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A few years ago, in studying experimentally the ac-

tion of fatigue substances on muscle, I came upon an un-

expected result. Fatigue substances in small quantity

have a physiological action which is exactly the reverse

of that of the same substances in larger quantity—in-

stead of depressing or fatiguing protoplasm, they act

so as to augment its activity. In other words, they in-

crease its irritability, so that a given stimulus is capable

of eliciting a greater response than it could elicit with-

out the aid of the fatigue substances. Graphic records

of the contraction of muscles under the influence of very
small quantities of carbon dioxide, lactic acid or other

fatigue substances, show how potent this augmenting ac-

tion may be. I believe that in this action we have the

long-sought explanation of the treppe. In the early

stages of muscular work the fatigue substances are pres-

ent in small quantity, in later stages in large quantity.

Correspondingly in the early stages there is augmenta-
tion or treppe ; in the later stages there is depression or
fatigue: (P. 187.)

The Harvey Lectures, 1905-1906. Fatigue. Fredeeic S.

Lee, Ph. D. Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1906.

More than twenty years ago the Italian physiologist,

Mosso, devised the important apparatus called the ergo-
graph, and by its means began the long series of studies

of voluntary contractions in man, which has made the
Turin school famous, and has immeasurably extended
our knowledge of fatigue in living human beings. . . .

An ergographic record usually consists of a series of
curves of momentary contractions, at regular intervals/

of certain finger muscles, either one or more, a known
weight being lifted or a spring of known tension being" I

stretched. Such a record exhibits in fatigue a gradual;
diminution of the lifting power of the muscle, the rate
and regularity of the diminution varying with individ-
uals. ... In the course of the experiments I have
quoted, it may justly be said that fatigue begins with the
first contraction—the muscle is less capable of work by
reason of this contraction. It is convenient to set aside
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the late stages as the period of exhaustion, although
the beginning of such a period is not marked by distinctly

physical phenomena. If at any time the muscle be irri-

gated by a stream of fresh blood, by Ringer's solution,

or even by an indifferent isotonic solution of sodium chlo-

ride, or, what is less efficient, although in some degrees
effective, if it be allowed simply to rest, the physiologic
pendulum tends to swing back, the irritability andthe
total capacity for work increase, and physiologically the
organ is pushed back to an earlier stage of the fatigue

process ; in other words, the muscle is in some degree re-

stored. (Pp. 172-173.)

Diseases of Occupation from the Legislative, Social, and
Medical Points of View. Thomas Oliver, M.A., M.
D., F.R.C.P., Medical Expert on the White Lead,
Dangerous Trades, Pottery, and Lucifer Match
Committees of the British Home Office. New
York, Dutton Co., 1908.

During inactivity living muscle is absorbing oxygen
from the blood and is throwing off small quantities of

carbonic acid—it is storing up glycogen and fat ; but dur-
ing activity the nutrition of the muscle is quite altered.

A larger quantity of oxygen is absorbed, the carbonic
acid evolved is considerable, glycogen disappears, for it

is used up, and the temperature rises. The contractile

substance of the muscular fibre becomes acid in reaction,

owing to the presence of lactic acid and other deriva-
tivas. Whenever muscular activity is carried to the
point of exhaustion, glycogen, which is the source of the

muscular energy, disappears. It is used up, being trans-

formed into carbon dioxide and water with lactic acid.

Although deprived of glycogen, muscle can still contract
owing to the nitrogenous substances it contains. Muscu-
lar activity requires nervous activity as well. Nerve
cells as producers of force, nerve fibres as carriers, and
muscles as the agents of contraction are all involved in

manual labour. Each of these plays its own part in fa-

tigue. (P. 9.)
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British Medical Journal. December 6, 1913. On Health,

Fatigue and Repose. William Stirling, M. D.,

Professor of Physiology, University of Manches-
ter.

Fatigue is the result of over-action, and above all

sustained and continuous action of an organism as a
whole, or of one or more of its organs. Not only is the

over-worked organ itself affected, but owing to the chem-
ical pr metabolic changes underlying all sustained stren-

uous endeavor and action—^without sufficient periods of

rest and repose—other organs and parts of the body
are speedily implicated. In fact, as pointed out by F. S.

Lee, fatigue is a universal biologic phenomenon, while

the activity of living substance tends to inhibit or re-

strain its further activity.

Muscular Fatigue.

In muscular fatigue the chemical reserves upon which
our movements depend are gradually used up ; the great-

er the effort the greater the metabolism and consequent
expenditure. In addition, however, poisonous by-prod-
ucts, more especially carbonic acid and lactic acid and
acid potassium phosphate, are formed. The products are
not removed with sufficient rapidity, and remain to clog

the machine, and indeed act as toxins. The fatigue prod-
ucts not only poison the organ in which they are formed,
but they pass into blood and are conveyed by it to other
parts of the body, and poison them also, before they are
destroyed or excreted.

The study of fatigue, therefore, is largely a study of
chemical metabolism. When the muscles are in action
normally their activity depends in part on the supply
of substances allied to the sugars. In over-worked mus-
cles protein bodies are also broken up. The result is the
overformation and imperfect removal of the ''fatigue
products" or body toxins which have a powerful depres-
sant action. Overwork without sufficient repair of an or-

gan, be it brain or eye, the digestive organs or muscles,
is the primary cause of fatigue. The symptoms and
signs, therefore, will be varied as the organs themselves.
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All the organs of the body cannot run at full speed

at the same time. Severe bodily exercise is incompati-

ble with full digestive activity. "After dinner rest

awhile" is part of the proverbial wisdom of Salerno.

Mental fatigue greatly impairs bodily activity, and phy-

sical or muscular fatigue has a distinct effect on brain

activity. Every organ in activity requires a larger sup-

ply of blood—its blood vessels dilate—and there is not

enough blood to give all organs an extra supply at the

same time. It was never so intended in the scheme of

Nature, though some people seem to act as if it were so,

and they reap the disastrous consequences. Not only the

amount of blood but the quality of the blood is of im-

portance.
Muscles tire very quickly when they are under ten-

sion. With what a sense of relief does the trained sol-

dier on occasion welcome the command '* Stand at ease!"
It is easier to walk and keep moving than to stand still

in one position. The continuous strain of standing is

only too well known to teachers, to shop girls and shop
men. Something has been done recently to ameliorate
the condition of shop life by the provision of seats for

resting when occasion affords.

There is a limit to a man's working power, both physi-

cal and mental, varying with the individual. Weber long
ago showed that in order to obtain the greatest amount
of mechanical work from a muscle, the weight the muscle
had to lift must not be too great. So it is with the work-
ing hours of the working man. Long hours d,o not nec-

essarily mean more work or better work.
Overwork or any unwonted physical exertion gives

rise to a sense of weariness or tiredness which indicates

a lessened capacity for exertion of body and mind. Fa-
tigue, therefore, has a double aspect—first, a sensation
of tiredness more or less definite in character, and, sec-

ondly, a decrease in the power of exertion, so that one
cannot go on with the effort or can do so only after pow-
erful excitement or stimulation. A diminution or slow-
ing down of the muscular power represents the physi-
cal or objective side, and the sensations of fatigue the
physical or sensory side. (P. 1472.)
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After a long day's walk, more especially to one un-

used to it, not only are the legs tired, but one feels
'

' sore

all over, '
' in the arms and trunk alike, though these parts

have participated relatively little in actual expenditure

of energy. The enormous strain of what is called

^'forced marching" is well known amongst soldiers.

Ergographic tracings prove convincingly how severe is

the strain and drain on the soldiers' physical resources

and also the prolonged effect in his output of mechanical
work. The too ardent untrained Alpine climber, the en-

thusiastic unseasoned gymnast, may at night have
marked symptoms of fever, due to the action of the

poisonous toxins produced in his own body, and it is

some time before their effects pass off. The best remedy
is sleep. So marked are the effects of the toxins that

this post-athletic febrile attack has been called "gym-
nast's fever." (P. 1472.)

Special Reports on Educational Subjects. Vol. IX. On
the Measurement of Mental Fatigue in Gennany.
C. C. Th. Parez, German Master at Merchiston
School. London, Wyman, 1902.

The application of the first of the above-mentioned
methods (physical or muscular test) is due to Mosso,
professor of Physiology in Turin, who perfected a meth-
od of measuring the work done by a certain group of

muscles in raising a definite weight again and again at

regular intervals until complete exhaustion ensued.
For this purpose Mosso hit upon the idea of employ-

ing an adapted form of the myograph, an instrument de-

vised by H. von Helmholtz for recording muscular con-

tractions, the principle of which may be gathered from
the following well-known experiments

:

The leg of a frog is separated from the rest of the

body, and to its extremity a pencil is attached, which is

so arranged that its point comes in contact with a cylin-

der covered with sooty paper, which revolves round a
vertical axis ; as long as the leg remains at rest, the pen-
cil traces out an even line on the revolving cylinder, but
if the nerves connected with the muscles are excited by
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electricity, the muscles contract, and the pencil traces a

curve on the cylinder, first upward and then downward,
whose form corresponds to the muscular contraction oi'

the leg, and gives a measure of the energy developed in

the leg by the nervous irritation produced by electricity.

After continued application of electricity, the muscle be-

comes tired and the curves traced on the cylinder show a

corresponding modification in size and form.

Acting on the principle here exemplified, Mosso con-

structed the ergograph, an instrument designed to record

the work done by a particular muscle or group of muscles

of the human body. The chief point aimed at in the con-

struction of the instrument was to isolate the working
muscles completely, so that no other muscle could be in

a position to aid them when tired. The apparatus is

accordingly arranged so that one part of it holds the

arm, hand, and all the fingers fast, except the middle
finger, which alone is capable of extension and contrac-

tion ; that is, the flexor muscles alone can be brought in-

to play; the other part of the apparatus is similar to

Helmholtz's instrument, except that to the writing ap-

paratus, which records the curves on thie cylinder, a
weight of two, three, or more kilograms is attached.

When using the instrument, the person who is to be

subjected to the test contracts his middle finger at regu-

lar intervals of time, generally every two seconds; the
height to which the weight attached to it is raised, is re-

corded on the cylinder, and decreases gradually until at

length, in consequence of fatigue, the flexor muscles have
no longer the power to raise the weight at all, so that

the mark on the cylinder appears simply a straight line.

If a grown man uses a weight of three to four kilograms,
and repeats the contractions every two seconds, he is us-

ually able to raise the weight forty to eighty times, eacn
lift being as a rule, slightly less than the previous one.

If the highest points of all the separate contractions

as recorded on the cylinder be joined, the result is a line

of characteristic form known as the Curve of Fatigue.
This curve displays a characteristic and constant
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form for each individual, supposing him to be in fresh

condition and the weight raised and the intervals of time

to be the same at each trial, from which it may be in-

ferred that every person has special characteristics as

regards capacity for work, and liability to fatigue. This

inference is confirmed by the following experiment: The
nerves of the muscles employed in lifting the weight, at-

tached to the weight were subjected to the action of an
electric current, so that all mental influence was eliminat-

ed. In this case the curve obtained from the record of

the work done by the excited muscles showed again the

characteristic form peculiar to the individual, although
deficient in length and height. At the same time, how-
ever, variations in the mental and physical state of the

individual have of course a direct influence in the form
and size of the curve ; the curve is in fact, as Mosso tells

us, ''the resultant of a complexity of causes which in-

fluence the muscles, nerve centers, and circulation, and
depend upon the composition of the blood, and the gen-
eral condition of the system."

Increase and decrease of bodily vigour, practice,

mode of life, duration of sleep, rest, mental excitement,
physical as well as mental exertion, all tend to cause
modification of the curve. . . .

Practice, of course, strengthens the muscles and en-

ables them to perform more work in course of time, but
the results of practice can easily be distinguished and do
not effect the characteristic form of the curve. (Pp.
531-532.)

A comparison of curves obtained from different in-

dividuals affords an interesting insight into their re-

spective working powers.
Seldom are the curves alike ; the number of lifts var-

ies, as also the height of each single effort.

With some persons the contractions attain the same
height for a considerable period and drop suddenly to-

wards the end, with others they drop more quickly at
first, while in the case of others again, the height de-
creases regularly for a considerable period and suddenly
sinks to a minimum after some time. (P. 533.)
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In fact, the record of the ergograph bears out the re-

sults of ordinary observation, that some persons feel

tired and begin to play almost immediately while others

work at comparatively high pressure for some time and
give way suddenly as complete exhaustion ensues, some
are capable of longer, others of shorter periods of work.*

(P. 533.)

Handworterhuch der Staatswissenschaften. Bd. I. [Com-
pendium of Political Science, Vol. I.] Edited hy
Dbs. J. Conrad, Professor of Political Science in

Halle; L. Elster, Oher Reg. Rath in Berlin; W.
Lexis, Professor of Political Science in Gottingen;

and Edg. Loening, Professor of Law in Halle. Ar-
beitszeit. [Hours of Work.] Dr. H. Herkner, Ber-
lin. Jena, Fischer, 1909.

Precise estimates of phenomena of fatigue are more
easily made in the case of muscle than of nerve. Ener-
getic muscular work makes extra work for the heart,

lungs, and digestion, that is easily estimated. If, for in-

stance, the pulse rate exceeds 50-60 per cent, of its rate

when at rest—if it is over 140, and if after 10 minutes'
rest it has not yet fallen to normal, we have before us an
injurious degree of fatigue.

Respiration should not exceed the rate existing in a

state of rest by more than 75 per cent., and after a fif-

teen minutes' pause for rest it should not remain higher
than 30 per cent, above normal. Elevation of the body
temperature to 39° or 40° centigrade (Fahrenheit 103°-

104°) is unquestionably very harmful.
The most exact estimate we can make of the consump-

tion of energy is that obtained by the test of the oxygen
consumption of the body. This procedure, it is true, re-

quires the use of complicated apparatus in physiological
laboratories. (P. 1215.)

* For another full description of the ergograph see the Text Book of

Physiology bv William H. Howells, M. D. Philadelphia, W. B. Saunders
Co., 1915.
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Thirteenth International Congress of Hygiene and Dem-
ography. Brussels, 1903. Vol. V, Section IV. Dans
quelle mesure peut-on, par des methodes physiolo-

giques, etudier la fatigue, ses modalites et ses de-

gres dans les diverses professions? Quels sont les

arguments que les sciences physiologiques et medi-

c(des peuvent ou pourraient faire valoir en faveur
de tel ou tel mode d'organisation du travail? [To
what extent may fatigue resulting frotn occupa-

tion he estimated by physiological methods, and
what arguments can medical and physiological sci-

ence present in favor of special methods of indus-

trial organization?^ Dr. Zaccaeia Treves, Uni-
versity of Turin. Brussels, 1903.

The curves of work production and of contractile en-

ergy in voluntary muscular work, both under a given

rhythm and under a spontaneous rhythm, have shown us

that the unfavorable conditions of work may be unper-

ceived by the workman who is subjected to a task beyond
his strength. This possibility is greater than is realized,

for the observations of Zuntz and Schumberg have
proved that, though muscular work provokes ordinarily a
greater expenditure of albumin, a fatiguing piece of work
performed by an organism in a state of slight inanition

results in an accumulation of albumin, an augmentation
of the muscular mass, from whence there is an augmen-
tation of the absolute strength of the muscles; so that

even in a condition of slight inanition the individual may
still exact greater and greater efforts from hig muscles.

All circumstances which hamper work in any way,
such as ill health or local pain, have the effect of aug-
menting the expense of energy in proportion" to the ex-

ternal work. . . . We can then affirm, as a general
law, that fatigue finds its expression in an abnormal aug-
mentation of the expenditure of tissue materials as com-
pared with work done. (P. 28.)

When, after fatiguing work, ordinary reagents show
traces of albuminuria, it must be concluded that the mus-
cular effort, even if it has not been too prolonged, has
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surpassed the physiological limits of the individual. The
resistance of the human body to work depends on the in-

tegrity of its organs ; all work results in a destruction of

organic substance which should be replaced by food. Ali-

mentary substances constitute not only an aid to matter,

but to energy also. The sum of energy which they repre-

sent is estimated by the calories developed during the

combustion of aliments, while a definite amount of me-
chanical work estimated by kilogrammeters corresponds
to these calories. Now, man can transform into motor
force the energy brought to him by his food, and this is

a more or less economical way according to circum-

stances. If conditions are favorable, the useful result

may correspond to a third of the energy contained in the

substances consumed; but this proportion between en-

ergy employed and useful result may fall to one-sixth,

and then there will be waste.
This latter working system is injurious to the organ-

ism and must be scrupulously avoided, since, if waste
augments and continues, the nutritive alterations of the

muscles, which at first were only quantitative, become
qualitative as well; that is to say, the afflux of blood
having become insufficient, the muscular substance un-
dergoes a remarkable and lasting alteration and becomes
functionally damaged. (P. 27-28.)

Archiv fiir Anatomie %md Physiologie, 1890. Physio-
logische Abtheilung. tfher die Gesteze der Ermu-
dung. [The Laius of Fatigue.] Dr. Arnaldo Mag-
GiORA, University of Turin. Leipzig, 1890.

My experiments proved that after one whole night's

wakefulness the muscles weary much more quickly, so

that at 8 a. m. of the following morning the amount of

mechanical work obtainable from them is reduced to the

lialf of what it would be under normal circumstances.
In the daytime, after a night without sleep the finger

contractions give one contraction of normal or nearly
normal size, but the next ones fall off with unusual ra-
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pidity. As in anaemia, the reserve strength may be ob-

served to diminish even though spasmodic or single con-
tractions may be performed.

Mosso has shown that, under such circumstances,
(nightwork without sleep), not only the irritability but
the productive capacity is lessened. The diminution of
mechanical work is often more extreme than that caused
by anaemia. (P. 226.)

Loss of sleep promotes muscular fatigue for the rea-

son that it brings about a general exhaustion of the or-

ganism. The muscles can, it is true, continue to perform
some work, but they more quickly give out and the
amount of mechanical work they produce is small.

This exhausting effect of loss of sleep is not altered
by taking food, but disappears only after a compensat-
ing degree of sleep. (P. 227.)

Travail et Plaisir. [Work and Enjoyment.] Chables
F^Kfi, Doctor of Medicine. Paris, Alcan, 1904.

The maximum useful work of a muscle is obtained
(in experimentation) with a medium weight. Increase of
this weight can only be balanced by a much greater in-

crease in the intervals of rest allowed between muscular
contractions. The more frequent the contractions the
smaller is the quantity of work and the greater the fa-

tigue. The longer the rest pauses, the less fatigued does
the muscle become. The strength of a muscle under in-

termittent work may attain almost double that which it

displays under continuous work. Rapid contractions
exhaust the oxygen of the blood, place the muscle in an
anserobic state which is fatal to it, while intermittent
contractions permit the blood to renew its oxygen, which
destroys the noxious and toxic products of muscular ac-
tivity. ... In voluntary ergographic work a rhythm is

spontaneously established which represents the maximum
frequence compatible with constant work. (P. 20.)
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Instituts Solvay. Travaux du Laboratoire de Physiologie,

Tome VI, Fasc. 4. Les Lois de I'Ergogrwphiej
JEtude Physiologique et Mathematique. [The Laivs

of the Ergograph—a Physiological and Mathe-
matical Study.] Mlle J. JoTEYKo. Brussels, Misch
and Thron, 1904.

All physiologists agree in attributing a double origin

to muscular fatigue. There is, from the view-point of

chemistry, a predominance of the process of disassimila-

tion over that of assimilation. On one hand there is pro-

gressive consumption of elements necessary to activity

which cannot rebuild themselves rapidly enough to suf-

fice for the exigencies of the moment, and on the other
hand there is an accumulation of waste products which
cannot be eliminated or neutralized with sufficient rapid-

ity. (Pp. 393-394.)

Consumption of- stored elements is never absolute: a
muscle ceases to contract before complete exhaustion of

its reserves. ... It is, then, not so much the consump-
tion of all reserves as the impossibility of drawing further

upon them that characterizes fatigue. ... It is generally
admitted that, in its initial contractions, a muscle does
not consume the same materials as it consumes in its final

contractions. (P. 394.)

Mosso has devised an apparatus which records the
curve of nervous effort which functions during fatigue.

He has demonstrated by experiments with the ponometer
that the nervous stimulus necessary to produce contrac-

tion in muscle is much greater if it is fatigued than if it

is rested. "Effort increases with fatigue" (Mosso).
Thus ergographic fatigue has, for effect produced, in-

creasing resistance in the muscles (proof of the peri-

pheral seat of fatigue), and it is to overcome this resist-

ance that the nerve centers are compelled to send to the

periphery orders of increasing intensity. The pono-
metric curve, says Mosso, follows, therefore, a course
which is the inverse of the ergographic curve. (P. 398.)
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The need of limiting the length of working hours

is emphasized by the fact that greatest strain is attend-

ant upon work continued after fatigue has set in.

Scientific investigation confirms this fact and demon-

strates by the ergograph that the final small contractions

of the finger muscles expend more energy and exhaust

more than the first large ones, made before fatigue has

set in.

When the hours of labor are so long that work must

be continued after fatigue has set in, the dangers to

health are correspondingly increased. Greater injury

results from work done by fatigued muscles than from

severer labor accomplished before the worker is tired.

This is because strain, or the continued exertion of will

power to keep up, is more exhausting than work in itself.

Archiv fur Anatomie mid Physiologie, 1890. Physiolo-
gische Ahtheilung. Vber die Gesetze der Ermud-
img. [The Laws of Fatigue.] Dr. Arnaldo Maq-
GioRA, University of Turin. Leipzig, 1890.

At the outset of my experiments I found that muscles
which had been wearied rapidly regained their former
energy after the night's rest, but that, by subjecting them
to continuous work through the day without sufficient

time for rest, they gave a regularly diminishing amount
of mechanical work as the day went on. (P. 205.)

It was shown by my experiments that for the first

three observations an hour's rest period was sufficient

for each hand, to restore energy completely, but not after

the three first trials. Following muscular fatigue which
is not completely banished we get a meclianical result

which diminishes in a regular ratio. (P. 206.)

Having found a one-hour pause insufficient, I re-

peated the experiments with a pause of an hour and a
i
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half for rest. It was proved that this also did not suf-

fice to keep the muscles up to their full capacity, as the

amount of mechanical work gradually diminished. Then
in another series of experiments I lengthened the pause
to two hours, and found this period was sufficient to keep
the muscles up to their full capacity and to prevent the

development of fatigue, so that from morning to evening
the muscles were able to produce that normal amount
of mechanical work that they exhibited after full and
complete rest. (P. 207.)

It is important to give the muscles a rest in the be-

ginning, so that fatigue does not accumulate, if it is de-

sired to obtain recurring mechanical work from them
at regular periods throughout the day. (P. 207.)

Fatigue is complicated here (in certain experiments
which have been described) because the utmost possible

exertion of the will was continually made. This altered

the results, because, as Mosso has shown, and as I have
also demonstrated, strain is more exhausting than work.
(Pp. 210-211.)

The work performed by a muscle that is already
wearied is much more harmful in its wear and tear than
severer work would be under normal circumstances. (P.

211.)

It is a well-established fact that muscles weary much
more quickly under direct stimulus than when they are
indirectly stimulated by the nerves, and that a more pow-
erful nerve stimulus is required to make a wearied muscle
contract than one which is rested. (P. 211.)

It was shown plainly by a series of experiments that,

when the strength of. the muscle was not completely ex-

hausted, but the task was remitted before the final stage
of weariness came on, the muscle remained much more
capable and wearied less easily, being able to produce
an amount of mechanical work which was double that

produced when it was worked up to full exhaustion, even
though the most favorable conditions of periodical rest

were then allowed. (P. 213.)

These observations teach that the last smaller con-

tractions of a work tracing exhaust more than the first

large ones, and this is most important, as it proves that
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strain is more fatiguing than work. This result is also

stated by Mosso and Kronecker. (P. 213.)

Anaemia produces the same results as fatigue. (P.

217.)

The fatigue of the working muscles reproduces itself

in those that are not working directly. (P. 218.)

Mayer, in his work ''Die organische Bewegung in

ihrem Zuzammenhange mit dem Stoffwechsel, " stated

that weariness, when it did not siniply result from a mo-
mentary excess of work, was diffused over the whole
muscular system; for instance, the temporary work of
one arm does not fatigue the other arm, but after a fa-

tiguing walk the arms as well as legs are indisposed to

further exertion. This I have demonstrated experiment-
ally with the ergograph. (P. 218.)

After a fatiguing day's march, certain soldiers' hand
tracings showed a notable diminution of energy even
after the night's rest, being very low at 7 A. M., less so

at 9 and 11, but only rising to normal energy by 3

P. M. (P. 224.)

Fatigue. A Mosso, Professor of Physiology, University

of Turin, 1896. Translated hy Margaeet Drum-
MOND, M. a., and W. B. Drummond, M. B., Extra
Physician, Royal Hospital for Sick Children, Edin-
burgh. New York, Putnam, 1904.

The consumption of our body does not increase in

proportion to the work done. If I do a unit of work, I

cannot say that I shall have a unit of fatigue, nor that,

if I do twice or thrice the amount of work, I shall have
twice or thrice the amount of fatigue.

Dr. Maggiora, in a series of researches carried on in

my laboratory, has shown that work done hy a muscle al-

ready fatigued acts on that muscle in a more harmful
manner than a heavier task performed under normal con-
ditions.

This method was as follows : By a preliminary series

of experiments, he proved that two hours rest is required
before every trace of fatigue disappears from the flexor

muscles of the fingers after they have been exhausted by
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a series of contractions in the ergograph. This was the

period of repose which Dr. Maggiora, for example, had to

allow his muscles in order to annul entirely all the effects

of the exhaustion. If he diminished this period, if, for

example, he allowed only one hour instead of two to

elapse between one series of contractions and another,

it was only natural that the muscle should do less work
because it was insufficiently rested.

Now, it might be thought that if the work were re-

duced by one-half, the period of repose might also be re-

duced in the same proportion. But by experiment it was
found that the period of repose might actually be reduced
not to a half, but to a quarter; that is to say, if thirty

contractions are required to exhaust a muscle completely,

the period of repose necessary after fifteen contractions
is only half an hour. These observations show that the

expenditure of energy in the first fifteen contractions is

much less than in those following; and that the fatigue

does not increase in proportion to the work done. . . .

We find that the work done during the first fifteen con-

tractions is much greater than that done during the sec-

ond. ... If the energy of the muscle is not com-
pletely exhausted, that is to say, if the final contractions
are not made, the fatigue is much less, and the muscle is

able to perform more than double the amount of mechani-
cal work which it would do if it worked to the point of

exhaustion, with the most favorable conditions for re-

pose.

Every one who has made the ascent of a mountain is

familiar with the fact that the last part of the climb,

when the summit is almost attained, demands a much
greater effort than that necessitated by greater diffi-

culties when one was less fatigued. Our body is not con-
structed like a locomotive which consumes the same quan-
tity of carbon for every kilogrammetre of work. When
the body is fatigued even a small amount of work pro-
duced disastrous effects. (Pp. 150-152.)

I have stated that our organism is more injured by
work when it is already fatigued. One of the causes of
this is that the muscle having consumed in normal labor
all the energy at its disposal finds itself compelled by
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additional work to trench upon other provisions of en-

ergy which it has held in reserve; and thus it happens
that the nervous system lends its aid with a greater in-

tensity of nervous action. But though the nervous en-

ergy comes more into play the contractions of the fatigued
muscle are weak. (P. 152.)

The workman that persists in his task when he is

already fatigued not only produces less effective work,
but receives greater injury to his organism.

The intervals between one effort and another shoulc^

be longer when one is tired, because one's energies are
restored less rapidly, the excitability of nerve and muscle
having been diminished by fatigue. (P. 157.) ^

iStude sur I'lnfluence du Travail Quotidien sur la Sante
Generale de VAdulte. [Study of the Effect of the

Length of Working Hours upon the General
Health of Adults,'] Ilia. Sachninb. Lyon, Wal-
tener et Cie., 1900.

Maggiora, after numerous experiments, proved that,

in order to obtain a series of tracings of normal fatigue

in one and the same day and from one hand only, ii ^vaa

necessary to allow two hours to intervene between tJie

tracings, while, if the experiment was made with a hand
previously fatigued, it was necessary that a nmcli longer
time of rest be allowed in order that the strength of the
hand be completely restored. Two hours did not suffice

to restore the normal energy.
By the aid of the ponometer, Mosso showed tiiat a

much stronger stimulus is necessary to produce muscular
contraction when the muscle is fatigued than when it

is rested. While the output of work produced in a
fatigued state is diminished, the nervous effort is pro-

gressively greater; the wearied muscle needs a more
intense nervous action to make it contract. This physi-

ological law is shown in all the acts of our daily life.

. . . Every one knows what a fund of nerve energy
must be expended to enable him to sustain with out-

stretched arms a weight which al first was hardly felt.

(P. 49-51.)

1
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Handwdrterhuch der Staatsivissenschaften. Bd. I.

[Compendium of Political Science. Vol. 7.] Edited
hy Drs. J. Conead, Professor of Political Science
in Halle; L. Elster, Oher Reg. Rath in Berlin; W.
Lexis, Professor of Political Science in Gottingen;
and Edg. Loening, Professor of Law in Halle.

Arheitszeit. [Hours of Work.l Dr. H. Herknek,
Berlin. Jena, Fischer, 1909.

A workman in the morning hours, between 9 and 10,

with an expenditure of energy a produces an output
X. In the last hour of the day, on account of fatigue
which was plainly felt and required special exertions of
will power, he produced an output of ^/s, but not with the

expenditure of energy a, but with a a+^A- It would
therefore be a great mistake to think that, as x has cost

one hour of work, ^/^ has cost only half the work. It

would actually correspond to an expenditure of energy,
not of V2, but 3 V2.

Precisely because a general relation between time
spent, work, and output may be assumed, one can easily

fall into the error of regarding all prolongation of work-
ing hours as economic advantage and all reduction as dis-

advantage. (P. 1219.)
If this error still persists it is because practical and

easily utilizable methods of exact measurement are still

new and of recent development. (P. 1220.)

Journal of Physiology. Volume 41. 1910-11. An In-

quiry Into Some Chemical Factors of Fatigue.
{From the Physiological Laboratories of Oxford
and Bristol). W. Burridge.

Ability to recover is a salient feature of normal fa-

tigue, the rate of recovery depending on the extent of tlie

preceding fatigue. It has been shown by experiments
that a muscle, worked at a rapid rhythm to complete ex-

haustion, requires a long time to recover completely (one
to two hours). It has also been shown that the last con-
tractions of a series are the most exhausting, since if

only the first part were carried out, the muscle took a

much shorter time proportionately to recover.
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Fatigue is assumed to be peripheral, and normal fa-

tigue is a condition in which the stimuli sent out from
the central nervous system, in all probability of undi-

minished intensity, tend to be blocked in the passage
from nerve to muscle. The motor nerve-endings of a

muscle were found to be more susceptible to the action of

each of the possible fatigue substances examined, than

was the case with any of the other elements in a muscle
and nerve preparation. (P. 285.)

New York. Senate Report No. 43. Fourth Report of the

Neiv York State Factory Investigating Commis-
sion, February 15, 1915,

Testimony of Mr. N. I. Stone, former expert United
States Tariff Commission,

Q. Did the paper manufacturers, do you know, main-
tain the same help they had before the 8-hour shift? A.
They did, and an entire explanation of [the fact] that

where the cost went down in spite of the reduction in

hours (which was equivalent to an increase in wages per
hour) is when the worker works 12 hours a day it is the

last four hours that are very tiresome. After a man has
been working eight hours he is apt to get tired. We
know that by personal experience.

Q. And accidents will happen? A. Accidents will

happen. After the change there was four hours less

fatigue. That does not mean just one-third less fatigue.

The twelfth hour is the worst and the eleventh the next
worse and the last four hours are much more fatiguing

than the preceding eight hours. Any efficiency engineer
will tell you that. Any psychologist will tell you that.

Now as a result of that change the worker not only got
tired less but he rested four hours more. That should
not be lost sight of. It is a difference of four hours but
it is equivalent to 12 hours more to the worker in being
less tired, and in the next place resting more, and the

result was when he came to work the next morning he
was bright and able to watch the paper and there were
less break-downs and the result was great reduction in

the cost of production. .(P. 2788.)
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5. Nervous Fatigue.

The most serious injury to health from excessive

hours of labor is due to the fact that overexertion uses

up nervous energy. For all industrial work, whether it

involves muscular effort or not, requires the expenditure

of nervous force. Overlong working hours may there-

fore wholly exhaust nervous endurance.

In the nerve cells energy is generated; nerve fibers

are its carriers to the muscles. Fatigue of the nervous

system is ascribed to the same double origin as muscle

fatigue; accumulation of toxic waste products, and con-

sumption of substances essential for activity. Scientists

disagree as to the precise nature and localization of ner-

vous fatigue—whether it be central or peripheral. The

essential fact is, however, undisputed that fatigue acts

injuriously upon some portion of the total nervous sys-

tem and that it thus, if unrepaired, gives rise to formid-

able forces of nervous disease.

The Harvey Lectures, 1905-1906. Fatigue. Fredekic S.

Lee, Ph. D. Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1906.

The term, muscular fatigue, requires a word of ex-

planation, for it has been shown by various investigators,

including Waller, Abelous, Santesson, and Joteyko, that
when the muscle in fatigue ceases to respond to stimuli

sent to it through its nerve, it is still capable of contract-

ing on direct stimulation. Their inference from this fact

is that the motor nerve endings within the muscles are
the first part of the mechanism to succumb. This infer-

ence is probably justified ; the nerve endings are probably
more susceptible to fatigue than the protoplasm of the
muscle cells, and hence the muscle protoplasm itself with-
in the organism probably never reaches the stage of pro-
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found exhaustion. . . . (Page 173). It has long gone
without dispute that in prolonged activity the brain and
spinal cord succumb first, and thus the exhaustion of the

peripheral tissues is prevented. The nerve center has
been compared to the fuse of an electric circuit, the burn-
ing out of which protects the muscle from grievous in-

jury. By most upholders of the neuron theory central

fatigue has been referred to the bodies of the nerve cells,

in which Hodge, Vas, Mann, Lugaro, Eve, and others

have demonstrated histologic changes after activity.

. . . (Pp. 175-176.)

While these histologic changes after excessive activity

have generally been interpreted as significant of fatigue,

there does not exist general agreement as to their mode
of origin. (P. 176). Other experiments, however, indi-

cate that there is less justification than has commonly
been supposed for the idea that the central nervous sys-

tem fatigues before the muscular system, and lead us to

suspect that the reverse is true. (P. 177.)

With the general problem in this somewhat uncertain

state, what can we say of mental fatigue? That it is a
reality can not of course be denied. It is characterized

pre-eminently by a weakening of the powers of attention

and the reproductive phase of memory, and the psycho-
physical laboratories have shown us in innumerable ways
how it manifests itself. . . . We can not deny fatigue to

psychic centers, but the intimate relations of central and
peripheral fatigue are much in need of exact experimental
study. (P. 180.)

Diseases of Occupation a/nd Vocational Hygiene. Edited
hy George M. Kober, M. D., Professor of Hygiene,
Georgetown University, Etc., and William C.

Hanson, M. D., Massachusetts State Board of
Health, Etc. Philadelphia, P. Blakiston's Son &
Co., 1916. Fatigue and Occupation. Frederic S.

Lee, New York.
The diminution in the capacity for work which is so

clear in the fatigue of muscle has been demonstrated, al-

though less clearly, by laboratory experiments on cer-
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tain other tissues and is undoubtedly characteristic of all

living substance. Much effort has been expended in at-

tempting to learn whether nervous tissue, either within
or without the central nervous system, is capable of fa-

tigue. This effort was for a long time blocked in the case
of nerves themselves, which seem to exhibit no signs
whatever of fatigue after being stimulated for even many
hours. More recently it has become possible to detect

a decrease in their electrical current of action and their

irritability and thus a diminished capacity for work after

nerves have conducted nervous impulses for a consider-

able period of time. It is not at all certain, however, that
this occurs in the intact living body, where nerves seem
to be extraordinarily resistant to the deleterious results

of previous activity. So within the brain and spinal cord
it has been difficult to demonstrate fatigue, and the idea
is prevalent, also without wholly satisfactory experi-

mental evidence, that while the central nervous system is

capable of fatigue no part of the nerve cell, or neuron,
is readUy fatiguable, and that when nervous fatigue does
appear, it is localized primarily in the synapses or semi-
permeable membranes at the junctions between succes-

sive neurons. (Pp. 251-2.)

American Journal of the Medical Sciences, 1913. Vol.

145. {New Series 1913.) Some Consideration
Regarding the Factor of Fatigue, with Reference
to Industrial Conditions.* William A. White,
M. D., Superintendent of the Government Hospital
for the Insane, Washington, D. C.

The problem of fatigue has been most thoroughly
worked over with reference to the subject of muscular
fatigue and with the use of the nerve-muscle apparatus.
Here the problem has been a relatively simple one, and
yet even with all its simplicity there remains a variety of
questions to be answered, and the undisputed conclusions
are few. It is generally admitted, as a result of this kind
of work, that fatigue has two factors, a negative and a

* Read at the International Congress of Hygiene and Demography,
Washington, D. C, September 23, 1912.
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positive: the former the result of an actual wearing out

of the used substance, in this case muscle, and the second
the result of the formation of certain poisonous sub-

stances such as carbon dioxide, paralactic acid, and
monopotassium phosphate. The term exhaustion has
been proposed for this negative side of fatigue, while the

word fatigue itself is used solely by some authors to in-

dicate the positive side.

These results are results of the fatigue of muscle.

The question of the fatigue of the nervous system is an
entirely different one. As soon as an effort was made
to define the actual place where fatigue occurred in the

•living animal or the nerve muscle apparatus it was found
to be no easy matter. In general, however, it may be
said that the nerves themselves do not fatigue, and that

the conception of the central nervous organs themselves
showing fatigue, as is more particularly set forth by the

experiments of Hodge, has changed materially of late

years until it is now believed that the central nervous
organs, like the nerves themselves, are little susceptible

to fatigue. In the case of the nervous muscle apparatus
it would seem as if the nervous tissues were saved from
fatigue of the muscle, or that both muscle and central

nerve organs are saved from fatigue by fatigue of the
motor end plates in the same way that a dynamo may be
saved from damage by the melting of a fuse. The classi-

cal experiment of Sherrington, which was to the effect

that a muscle which is connected with a spinal cord center,

which center may be reached by several afferent tracts,

responds as quickly to stimulation through one of these
afferent tracts after one of the others has been so ex-

hausted that no results follow its stimulation, indicates

that the locale of the exhaustion is at the synapse be-

tween the afferent and efferent neuron, and that, again,

the central nervous organs are protected from exhaustion
by this synaptic exhaustion just as in the former case
they were protected by motor end-plate exhaustion. If

these are the mechanisms, then it is readily seen that

neither the nerves nor the central nervous system itself

can ever be seriously exhausted, that the synaptic junc-

tions and the motor-end plates interpose obstacles to the
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occurrence of any serious disintegrating processes, and
therefore, are protective devices for conserving the or-

ganism. (Pp. 219-20.)

Questions of fatigue which arise in the consideration
of industrial and occupational problems almost invari-

bly imply fatigue both of mind and of body. It will be
seen, thus, that in speaking of fatigue we are using a
term of vague connotations, and dealing with a condition
that admits of measurement only with the greatest of

difficulty. Not only this, but in the present state of our
knowledge it is practically impossible to state wherein the
fatigue is resident, what part of the individual really is

fatigued, and what are the mechanisms both chemical
and physical of that fatigue. The general gross fact
which seems to issue from this complex situation is that
human beings, worked under given conditions, tend to

show a gradual falling off in the efficiency of their work,
and that this falling off in efficiency can be prevented by
changing the conditions, more particularly by increas-
ing the opportunities for rest; and that, further, when
human beings continue to work under conditions which
show a gradual falling off in efficiency, other manifesta-
tions tend to come into evidence—namely, various kinds
of descriptions of disturbances of health.

Text Book of Physiology. Wm. H. Howell, Ph. D., M. D.,

LL, D., Professor of Physiology in the Johns Hop-
kins University, Baltimore, Philadelphia and Lon-
don, W. B. Saunders Co., 6th Edition, 1915.

General Physiology of the Nerve Cell.—Modern
physiologists have considered the cell body of tlie neuron,
including the dendrites, as the source of the energy dis-

played by the nervous system, and it has been assumed
that this energy arises from chemical changes in the
nerve cell, as the energy liberated by the muscle arises
from or is dependent upon the chemical changes in its

substance. It would follow from this standpoint that
evidences of chemical activity should be obtained from
the cells and that these elements should exhibit the
phenomenon of fatigue. Regarding this latter point, it
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is believed in physiology that the nerve cells do show
fatigue. The nerve centers fatigue as the result of con-
tinuous activity, as is evident from our personal ex-

perience in prolonged intellectual or emotional activity

and as is implied in the necessity of sleep for recupera-
tion and by th« rapidity with which functional activity

is lost on withdrawal of the blood supply. Objectively,

also, it has been shown in the ergographic experiments
that the well-known fatigue of the neuromuscular ap-
paratus possibly affects the nerve centers as well as the
muscle.

Assuming that the nerve cells are the effective agent
in the nerve centers, such facts indicate that they are
susceptible to fatigue under what may be designated as

the normal conditions of activity. But we have no very
direct proof that this property is possessed universally
by the nerve cells lior any indication of the probable dif-

ferences in this regard shown by nerve cells in different

parts of the central nervous system. It seems probable
that under normal conditions—that is, under the influence

of what we may call minimal stimuli—some portions of
the nerve centers remain in more or less constant activity

during the day without showing a marked degree of fa-

tigue, just as our muscles remain in a more or less con-

tinuous state of tonic contraction throughout the waking
period at least. Doubtless when the stimulation is

stronger the fatigue is more marked, because the pro-

cesses of repair in the nerve centers can not then keep
pace with the processes of consumption of material. In
general, it may be held that every tissue exhibits a certain

balance between the processes of consumption of mater-
ial associated with activity and the processes of repair.

If a proper interval of rest is allowed, the tissue will

function without exhibiting fatigue, as is the case with
the heart and the respiratory center. If, however, the

stimulation is too strong or is repeated at too brief an
interval, then the processes of repair do not keep pace
with those of consumption, or the products of functional

activity are not completely removed, and in either case

we have the phenomenon of fatigue, that is to say, a de-

pression of normal irritability.
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The point of importance is to determine tlie differ-

ences in this respect between the different tissues. Our
actual knowledge on this point as regards nerve cells

is quite incomplete. Evidence of a probable chemical
change in the nerve cells during activity is found in

the readiness with which the gray matter of the nervous
system takes on an acid reaction. In the fresh resting

state it is probably alkaline or neutral, but after death
it quickly shows an acid reaction, due, it is said, to

the production of lactic acid. Its resemblance to the
muscle in this respect leads to the inference that in

functional activity acid is also produced. Mosso states

that in the brain increased mental activity is accom-
panied by a rise in the temperature of the brain. . . .

So also the facts briefly mentioned in regard to the Nissl
granules give some corroborative evidence that the ac-

tivity of the nervous system is accompanied by and prob-
ably caused by a chemical change within the cells, since

the excessive activity of the nerve cells seems to be ac-

companied by some change in these granules, and in ab-

normal conditions associated with loss of functional ac-

tivity the granules undergo chromatolysis—that is, they
are disintegrated and dissolved. Obvious histological

changes which imply, of course, a change in chemical
structure, have been observed by a number of investi-

gators. All seem to agree that activity of the tissue,

whether normal or induced by artificial stimulation,

may cause visible changes in the appearance of the cell

and its nucleus. Activity within normal limits may cause
an increase in the size of the cell together with a diminu-
tion in the stainable (Nissl) substance, and excessive
activity a diminution in size of the cell and the nucleus,

the formation of vacuoles in the cell body, and a marked
effect upon the stainable material. Hodge has shown
that in birds, for instance, the spinal ganglion cells of a
swallow killed at nightfall after a day of activity ex-

hibited a marked loss of substance as compared with
similar cells from an animal killed in the early morning.
Dolley also states that in the dog the cerebellar cells

exhibit a definite series of changes in the chromatic sub-

stance, both that within the nucleus and that within the
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cytoplasm (Nissl's granules) following upon prolonged
muscular activity or after such conditions as shock or

anaemia. If these conditions are extreme, the chromatin
material may be entirely removed from the cells, and this

he interprets as an indication of a functionally exhausted

cell.

It must be remembered, however, that our knowledge
of the nature of the chemical changes that occur in the

cell during activity is very meager. Presumably carbon

dioxid and lactic acid are formed as in muscle, and we
know that oxygen is consumed. Enough is known per-

haps to justify the general view that the energy exhibited

by the nervous system is derived, in the long run, from
a metabolism of material in the nerve cells, a metabolism
which consists essentially in the splitting and oxidation

of the complex substances in the protoplasm of the cell.

(Pp. 135-137.)

Journal of Morphology. Vol. VII. 1892. Boston. A
Microscopical Study of Changes Due to Functional
Activity in Nerve Cells. C. F. Hodge.

But, most of all, the phenomena of daily fatigue, so

closely connected with the central nervous system, with
the absolute necessity of not only rest but of long-

continued sleep for recovery of nervous power, is inex-

plicable on any ground which does not suppose profound
changes within the central nervous system ; and knowing
what we do as to the fatigue of nerve fibres, we may
place these changes within the nerve cells themselves.

If normal daily fatigue is to be studied, first of all

it is necessary to choose an animal in which diurnal

rhythm of rest and activity is highly developed. (P. 144.)

In no animals is this daily rhythm more constant than
in day birds and insects. In both of these classes, too,

metabolic changes are known to be vigorous and rapid.

The work done in a day by certain kinds of birds or
insects is enormous, and could probably not be equalled,

per body weight, by animals of any other group. (P. 144.)

The following table gives the results of six experi-

ments :
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Series of Experiments to Show Effects of a Day's
Normal Activity in the Cells of Different Parts of

the Nervous System.

(Corresponding parts in each animal treated in the same
manner and compared with each other.)

Purkinje Cells,
Occipital Cortex. Cerebellum. Spinal Ganglia.

Experiment. Time.

a_: a.-; « S._:

•Co
be
a -c o

U)
03

9 s 9
a a a a B a

12.04m
9.99 m 54.3%

I. (Dec.—, '91)

English Sparrow

—

1. male 7.00 A.M.
2. male 5.30 P. M.

III. (Feb. 17, '91)

English Sparrow
"Rainy Day"

—

3. female 7.00 A.M. 8.09m 8.06m

4. male 4.30 P.M. 6.72m 43% 7.75m 8%

V. (Apr. 22, '91)

Ingllsh Sparrow-
5. female
6. female

I. (Dec.—, '91)

'igeon

—

1. male
2. male

. (Apr. 28, '91)

'Igeon

—

3. female
4. in.ilo

VI. (June 10. '91)

Swallow (H.

horreorum)

—

1. male 5.00A.M. S.85m 9.12m

2. male. 8.00 P.M. 6.84m 55.5% 6.32m 64.5%

No difference

observable,
hence not meas-
ured.

IV. (Apr. 22, '91)

English Sparrow

—

5. female
6. female

6.30 A. M.
0.30 P. M.

6.69 m
1.43w 69.7%

8.31m
GMm 43%

10.69 m
7.44 m 64%

II. (Dec.—, '91)

Pigeon

—

1. male
2. male

8.30 A.M.
5.30 P. M.

15.34m
12.82 w 49.5%

V. (Apr. 28, '91)

Pigeon

—

3. female
4. in.ilo

5.30 A. M.
7..30 P. M.

10.59 m
9.19m 36%

12.74 m
10..32m 51.7%

13.88m
n.62m 33.3%

12.00m
9.S2w 4r,.2%

(P. 146)

The fact to strike one first upon examination of the
specimens on the table is the great amount of change due
to a day's fatigue. This is seen to exceed anything ob-
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tained by artificial stimulation in almost all cases. The
highest per cent, shrinkage of nuclei, 69.7%, is found,

strangely enough, in the occipital cortex of a female spar-

row, April 22, after a long, hard day of nest-building.

An egg was found in the lower portion of the oviduct.

The next highest percentage, 64% and 64.5%, expresses

the amount of fatigue in the spinal ganglion cells of the

same bird and in the cells of Purkinje, a male swallow,

June 10. Barnyard pigeons, fed a little grain twice a
day, show considerably less fatigue than the wild birds.

(Pp. 146-147.)

Perhaps the most active bird that we have is the

swallow. Its food consists of insects taken entirely on
the wing. Quick, vigorous, purposeful, careful in all its

actions, it must require an enormous amount of nervous
energy to co-ordinate its countless movements for a long
summer's day. (P. 149.)

Conclusions.

Metabolic changes in nerve cells are certainly as easy
to demonstrate microscopically, as similar processes in

gland cells. They may be demonstrated equally well, and
are the same in character, either by artificial or natural
methods.

The principal changes thus far observed are: for
spinal ganglion cells of frog, cat, dog, under electrical

stimulation ; for spinal ganglion and brain cells of English
sparrow, pigeon, swallow, and for brain cells of honey-bee
under normal fatigue

:

A. For nucleus : 1. Marked decrease in size. 2. Change
from smooth and rounded to jagged, irregular outline.

3. Loss of open, reticulate appearance with darker stain.

B. For cell-protoplasm: 1. Slight shrinkage in size,

with vacuolation for spinal ganglia; considerable shrink-
age, with enlargement of pericellular lymph space for
cells of cerebrum and cerebellum. 2. Lessened power to

stain or to reduce osmic acid.

C. For cell capsule, when present : Decrease in size of
nuclei.
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D. Individual nerve cells, after electrical stimulation,

recover if allowed to rest a sufficient time. The process
of recovery is slow, from five hours' stimulation, being
scarcely complete after 24 hours' rest.

E. Provisional curves have been constructed from
direct observations of the nerve cell to represent the
processes of fatigue and recovery. These curves indicate

that the nerve cell tires or rests rapidly at first, then
slowly, then more rapidly again. That is, the curve of

nerve cell rest or fatigue is not a straight line. (Pp
158-159.)

Honey-bee Experiments.

I

Number
of Bee.

1.

2.

t ^Antennal Lobe ^

Mean Diameter Per cent, of
of Nuclei. Shrinkage.

4.53 m
3.25 '' 64%

3.

4.

Diff. 1.28 ''

4.09 ''

2.94 '' 73%

5.

6.

Diff. 1.15 "

4.65 *'

3.25 '' 73%

7.

8.

Dife. 1.40 ''

4.60 ''

3.90 '' 34%

9.

10.

Diff. .70
"•

4.56 ''

3.96 '' 33%

11.

12. (''Lively

Diff.

Bee")

.60
"

4.46 ''

4.35 '' 8%

Diff. .11
''
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Number
of Bee.

3.

10.

f
Antennal

Mean Diameter
of Nuclei.

Minimal.
(barring No. 12)

4.09 m
3.96

''

Lobe X

Per cent, of

Shrinkage.

9%

5.

4.

Diff. .13
"

Maximal.
4.65 m
2.94

" 75%

Diff. 1.71
"

(P. 153.)

The Origin and Nature of the Emotions. Miscellaneous
Papers. George W. Chile, M. D., Professor of
Surgery, School of Medicine, Western Reserve
University. Edited hy Amy F. Rowland, B. 8.

W. B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia and Lon-
don, 1915. The Relation Between the Physical
State of the Brain-Cells and Brain Functions—
Experimental and Clinical. Address before the

American Philosophical Society^ April 18, 1913.

The brain in all animals (including man) is but the

clearing-house for reactions to environment, for ani-

mals are essentially motor or neuromotor mechanisms,
composed of many parts, it is true, but integrated by
the nervous system. Throughout the phylogenetic his-

tory of the race the stimuli of environment have driven
this mechanism, whose seat of power—the battery—is

the brain. . . .

In view of the similarity of brain-cell changes it is

not strange that in the clinic, as well as in daily life, we
are confronted constantly by outward manifestations
which are so nearly identical that the true underlying
cause of the condition in any individual case is too often
overlooked or misunderstood. In our laboratory ex-

periments and in our clinical observations we have
found that exhaustion produced by intense emotion, pro-
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longed physical exertion, insomnia, intense fear, cer-

tain toxemias, hemorrhage, and the. condition commonly
denominated surgical shock, produce similar outward
manifestations and identical brain-cell changes.

It is, therefore, the purpose of this paper to present
the definite results of laboratory researches which show
certain relation between alterations in brain functions
and physical changes in the brain cells. (Pp. 111-112.)

Fatigue from over-exertion produced in the brain-
cells like changes to those produced by fear, these
changes being proportional to the amount of exertion.

In the extreme stage of exhaustion from this cause we
found that the total quantity of Nissl substance was
enormously reduced. When the exertion was too greatly
prolonged, it took weeks or months for the cells to be
restored to their normal condition. We have proved,
therefore, that in exhaustion resulting from emotion or
from physical work a certain number of the brain-cells

are permanently lost. This is the probable explanation
of the fact that an athlete or a race-horse trained to the

point of highest efficiency can reach his maximum record
but once in his life. Under certain conditions, however,
it is possible that, though some chromatin is forever lost,

the remainder may be so remarkably developed that for

a time at least it will compensate for that which is gone.
(Pp. 112-113.)

Ibid. Pliylogenetic Association in Relation to Certain
Medical Problems. Address delivered at the

Massachusetts General Hospital on the sixty-

fourth anniversary of Ether Day, Oct. 15, 1910.

Whether the energy of the brain be discharged by
injury under anesthesia or by ordinary muscular exer-
tion, identical morphologic changes are seen in the nerve-
cells. In shock from injury, in exhaustion from
overwork (Hodge and Dolley, Fig. 4), and in exhaus-
tion from pure fear (Fig. 5), the resultant general func-
tional weakness is similar—in each case a certain length
of time is required to effect recovery, and in each there
are morphologic changes in the brain-cells. It is quite
clear that in each of these cases the altered function and
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form of the brain-cells are due to an excessive discharge

of nervous energy. (Pp. 10-12.)

Dangerous Trades. Edited by Thomas Oliver, M. A.,

M. D., F. R. G. P., Medical Expert on the White
Lead, Dangerous Trades, Pottery and Lucifer
Match Committees of the Home Office. London,
Murray, 1902.

Hodge (Journal of Morphology, 1892) has studied

the effects of work upon nerve structures. He found
after prolonged electrical stimulation of spinal nerves
certain structural alterations in the cells of the gang-
lion on their posterior root. When the nerves were
over-stimulated the cells became shrunken, their proto-

plasm crenated and vacuolated. The amount of shrink-

age was proportional to the length of stimulation, e. g.,

if it was continued for

—

1 hour there was 22 per cent. •\

2.5 hours " 21 "
( Shrinkage in volume of the nuclei of

5 "
"

24 " 1 the stimulated cells.

10 "
"

44 " ;

Hodge's experiments demonstrate that there is a
relation between the amount of structural change in

nerves and the length of time during which the stimulus
has been applied. The influence of rest in restoring the

cells to their normal size was equally apparent. In or-

der to determine how far these changes were really de-

pendent upon work, Hodge examined the nerve-cells of

birds and bees after a day's work and after a night's

rest. At the beginning of the day, when the animal had
rested over night, the nerve-cells were found to be large

and turgid, and with prominent nuclei, but after a day's
work, the contents of the cells were vacuolated and
shrunken, and their nuclei altered in shape.

Dr. Guido Guerrini (Lancet, 21st October, 1899, and
10th November 1900) confirms the statement just made,
that as a result of fatigue the nerve centres exhibit cer-

tain alterations of structure. Beyond being more vas-
cular than usual, a fatigued brain does not exhibit any-
thing special to the naked eye. Guerrini caused dogs
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to run a certain mileage every day, but it was not until

they had covered a distance varying from 22 to 61 miles

that they appeared fatigued. On examining their brain
microscopically, he found the lymphatic spaces around
the cells distended, the chromatin network of the brain-

cells changed, and the pigment disintegrated, while the

protoplasm exhibited numerous vacuoles, the outline of

the nucleus was irregular, and its contents vacuolated.

(Pp. 109-110.)

Royawme de Belgique. Conseil Superieur du Travail,

6e Session, 1901-1902. T. I. Fuse. II. [Higher
Council of Labor, Sixth Session. 1901-1902. Vol.

I, Part IL] Note sur la Legislation Relative au
Repos Hebdomadaire. [Weekly Rest Day.] Dis-
cussion by M. Denis, Member of Council. Brussels,
1902.

In order to justify the intervention of the legislator

the testimony of psychology must be added to that of the
physiology of fatigue. We then learn that the conscious-
ness of fatigue does not appear coincidently with the
physiological phenomena of fatigue and the accumula-
tion of the waste of combustion in our tissues. It comes
on more slowly. "The workman who works," says M.
Nitti, ''does not perceive the oncoming of fatigue until

it has reached a certain degree of intensity. This is the
chief reason why society, desirous of preventing a waste-
ful expenditure of energy, must of necessity resort to a
legal limitation of labor." And we understand the im-
port of these words when we read in Mosso

:

''Fatigue, which we may regard as a sort of poison-
ing, can alter the composition of the blood and the con-
ditions of life without our experiencing any other feel-

ings than a vague sensation of weakness. " (P. 174.

)

The labor contract made by one individual with an-
other may thus be vitiated by a sort of permanent error
or illusion of the worker, and the principle of social in-

tervention is based on the psycho-physiological constitu-
tion of his being.

The collective consciousness of injury must supple-
ment the individual consciousness. (P. 175.)
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Les Projets de Limitation de la Duree du Travail des
Adultes en Belgique. {Proposals Regarding Limi-
tation of Hours of Work for Adults in Belgium.']

Hector Denis. No. X of the Publications of the

Belgian Section of the International Association

for Labor Legislation. Liege, Benard, 1908.

Eesearches into the psychology of work prove that

the consciousness of fatigue is only attained when a
really grave state of overfatigue has been reached. This
alone would justify the intervention of the law. . . .

The classic idea was that unrestricted individual liberty

best secured individual interests. . . . But now it

is shown that, in what is a most imperative interest of

the working man, namely, conservation of his strength,

he is only enlightened imperfectly and tardily by con-

sciousness; what, then, must be the result of all that

complicated train of motives which, as Treves has pointed
out, may impel the working man to risk overwork and
overstrain? (Pp. 10-11.)

Thirteenth International Congress of Hygiene and
Demography. Brussels, 1903. Vol. V, Section IV.
Dans quelle mesure peut-on, par des methodes
physiologiques, etudier la fatigue, ses modalites et

ses degres dans les diverses professions? Quels
sont les arguments que les sciences physiologiques
et medicates peuvent ou pourraient faire valoir en
faveur de tel ou tel mode d'organisation du tra-

vail? [To what extent may fatigue resulting from
occupation be estimated by physiological meth-
ods, and what arguments can medical and physi-
ological science present that will influence favor-
ably certain methods of industrial organization?]
Dr. Zaccaria Treves, University of Turin. Brus-
sels, 1903.

The solution of the problem (of nerve fatigue in mus-
cular work) has a very practical importance, because the

working man, especially when he works with machinery,
is most frequently subjected to a mechanical rhythm and
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iiniform intensity, and his labor continues regularly for

hours. In reality, 7nan is provided, by his neuro-rtvuscu-

lar apparatus and the systems of levers dependent on it,

with a mechanism capable of making a lengthy resistance

either to the direct exhaustion of muscle, or to the action

of ponogetic substance (waste materials derived from the
brain or nerve tissues) ; so that he is capable of doing
intense ivork, under a permanent routine, and yet of be-

ing unaware of the gradual appearance of fatigue, which,
however, reveals itself by other symptoms. (P. 5.)

By the effect of training, which, as we know, enables
the minimum maximal weight (technical ergographic
term, meaning minimum of effort with maximum result

of work accomplished) to be doubled, in experiments, the
individual will be able to endure more intensive work as
a regular thing; but it will be necessary for him to ex-

pend, with every contraction, a greater amount of ner-
vous energy, so that his total store of disposal energy
will be reduced to a minimum.

Now, according to my experiments, it has not been
found that training has as favorable an effect upon ner-

vous energy as upon muscular strength. The only evi-

dent advantage that training shows in the nervous func-

tion of voluntary motion is a more ready co-ordination
of muscles and an accomplishment of the purpose, with
a smaller number of muscles.

This qualitative perfecting of motion has also, no
doubt, the effect of conserving a certain amount of ner-

vous energy.
The well-trained athlete, then, can by practice lift

heavy weights with increasing ease; but, when his mus-
cles have attained their greatest strength, the nervous
energy at his command will not have augmented propor-
tionately with the work that his muscles are able to per-
form. The result is that in order to perform this work
his nervous energy will be proportionately more ex-

pended. (P. 6.)

This fact explains why muscular training cannot go
beyond certain limits and why athletes are often broken
down by the consequences of overexertion. And this

fact also teaches us the practical necessity of preventing
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women, children, and even adult men from being sub-

jected to toil, which, indeed, a gradual muscular training

may make possible, but at the price of an excessive loss

of nervous energy which betrays itself by no evident and
immediate symptom, neither objective nor subjective.

While the individual works, the reserves of disposable
nervous energy in the neurones, which preside over mus-
cles, diminish much more rapidly than the production of

work, which may. indeed, proceed according to a regular
pace. In spite of this diminution, if circumstances con-

tinually demand intense and constant work, the stimulus
will continue to be sent to the muscle with the intensity

necessary to accomplish the purpose. (P. 6.)

Here we have an arrangement of things which is of

inestimable value to man in the production of work; but
this beneficent provision becomes injurious to the dy-
namic equilibrium of the organism as soon as it is ir-

rationally employed. It is this that needs to be avoided
in the practical organization of industry. (P. 7.)

Intelligence and will-power driving us on in intensive
labor in order to attain the maximum useful result in a
minimum of time, and our practically inexhaustible mus-
cles aiding in this, a state of things is established which
involves formidable overstrain of those parts of the
nervous system which act as the immediate regulators
of our energies. ... I must conclude from my ex-

periments that the average energy of contraction does
not increase in an appreciable extent as the result of
practice: It would appear that a true training of the
nervous motor function does not exist. (P. 24.)

Industry has developed in an almost dizzy fashion,

and the worker's tasks have been almost completely
transformed, labor having become more intense and more
monotonous. It is only by following the methods indi-

cated previously that we shall be able to know exactly
whether this state of things may or may not be a natural
cause of physical and psychical overstrain of working
people.

Such overstrain would constitute a danger with which
our hygienic reviews have concerned themselves too lit-

tle, and which is no less grave and menacing 'than over-
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work in the school, which in the past few years has be-

come the favorite theme of sociologists and pedagogues
as well as physiologists.

And yet, when we consider the knowledge and the
methods in the possession of physiology to-day for ex-

amining into the resistance of the human organism, the
study of the fatigue of workingmen seems to offer the
hygienist a better chance of arriving at a practical solu-

tion than that of the fatigue of the schoolboy. (P. 30.)

The above (ergograph, modified ergograph, electric

stimuli, sphygmograph, physical and laboratorical ex-

amination, psychic tests, ergostat, chemical experiments)
are the most exact methods at the disposal of the physiol-

ogist for measuring the energetic value of the human or-

ganism, and these methods only can prove to the hy-
gienist how a state of what we may call chronic fatigue
may be a permanent cause of enfeeblement of the work-
ingman. (P. 30.)

Archiv fur Anatomie und Physiologie, 1890. Physiolo-
gische Abtheilung. Vher die Gesetze der Ermud-
ung. [The Laws of Fatigue.'] Dr. Ari^aldo Mag-
GioBA, University of Turin. Leipzig, 1890.

I found, by experiments morning and evening, that

the chief importance of sleep is for its effect on the nerve
centres. With moderate exertion, such as the ordinary
occupations of a day demand, the store of muscular en-

ergy is not exhausted, and the night's rest is therefore

of minor effect upon the muscles, but the influence of

sleep upon the nerve centres is far more definite. (P.

225.)

Fatigue. A. Mosso, Professor of Physiology, University

of Turin, 1896. Translated by Margaeet Drum-
MOND, M. A., and W. B. Drummond, M. B., Extra
Physician, Royal Hospital for Sick Children, Edin-
burgh. Neiv York, Putnam, 1904.

The nervous system is the sole source of energy ; and
although we must admit a certain amount of localization,
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this is not of such a nature as to prevent the neighboring
organs feeling any loss through the great activity of

any one organ. The exhaustion of energy is general;

and all the magazines of energy can be drained by the

exaggeration of any activity whatever of the organism.

The conclusion to which we are led by my experiments
is that there exists only one kind of fatigue, namely, ner-

vous fatigue ; this is the preponderating phenomenon, and
muscular fatigue also is at bottom an exhaustion of the

nervous system. (P. 243.)

Cerebral fatigue diminishes the force of the muscles,

and with the ergograph we measure this phenomenon
with exactitude. The need of rest after intense brain

work arises then from the fact that the nervous centres

are exhausted and the muscles weakened. The feeling of

discomfort and the prostration which characterize intel-

lectual fatigue are due to the fact that the brain, which
is already exhausted, has to send stronger stimuli to the

muscles in order to make them contract. The exhaustion
is twofold: central and peripheral. This explains why
after brain fatigue one feels one's energy exhausted by
the slightest movement, and why every obstacle which
we have to overcome seems to have grown more serious.

(P. 280.)

Berliner Klinische Wochenschrift, Nr. 5. February 4,

1901. Ermudung und Erholung. {Fatigue and Re-
pair. '\ Prof. Max Veewokn, Jena. Berlin, Hirsch-

wald, 1901.

There is an organ whose state of fatigue arouses our'

p]iysiological and pathological interest to a far greater

extent than does muscular fatigue, and this is the central

nervous system. The central nervous system, as the

dominating system of our bodies, which communicates
to all other however important organs the impulses which
promote or check their activities, must always share in

the fatigue of single organs, such as the muscles, by rea-

son of this co-ordinating function and relation. But it

results, too, from the centralization of the control of all

our vital functions there, that fatigue of the central ner-
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vous system has a far more decisive importance for the

collective bodily activities than has the fatigue of a single

group of organs such as the muscles. This is made most
plainly evident by all the symptoms of pathological fa-

tigue. (P. 127.)

Grenzfragen des Nerven und Seelenlehens. [Borderland
Problems of Nervous and Psychic Life.] Edited
by LoEWENFELD and Kurella. Vol. 6. Vber die

Geistige Arbeitskraft und ihre Hygiene. [On
Mental Working Power and its Hygiene.] Dr. L.

LoEWENFELD. Wiesbaden, Bergmann, 1906.

The nerve elements of the brain, like other nerve struc-

tures, are by no means capable of activity for unlimited

time periods. After a certain duration of activity the

ierve elements lose their responsiveness to stimulation,

and fatigue results, or, under forced stimulation, complete
exhaustion follows, even though the store of energy ac-

cumulated in the chemical combinations of the nerve cells

has not been used up. If we ask why nerve elements be-

come incapable of exertion after long-continued work,
though their disposable energy is not consumed, we find

that we have here to do with the effect of a poisonous
product, the toxic waste product of fatigue. The ac-

cumulation of this poison paralyzes the nerve substance.

This is one of nature's protective measures. Through
the paralyzing action ot the poison the elasticity of the

tissues is protected from overstrain, and a destruction
of tissue substance, which cannot be compensated by rest

and food, is prevented. (P. 13.) The hygiene of the

mental working capacity in adults demands before all else

an economic use of the same, that is, the avoidance of
overexertion. The individual's capital of available nerve
force, whether that capital is large or small, must not
be permanently decreased by the work executed. A dis-

proportionate mental exertion may impair the nerve-
capital in two ways:

1. By necessitating a consumption of nerve elements
which cannot be fully compensated for by the available
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nutrition and sleep, thus leading to a progressive diminu-
tion of strength.

2. By accumulating poisonous waste products in the
tissues, in excess of excretion. These wastes, as we have
seen, by virtue of their poisonous properties, and their

paralyzing action on nerve elements, lower the mental
efficiency even more seriously than is the case when the

chemical constituents of the tissues are impoverished by
insufficient nourishment. (P. 43.)

Etude sur VInfluence de la Duree du Travail Quotidien
sur la Sante Generale de VAdulte. {Study of the

Effect of the Length of Working Hours upon the

General Health of Adults.'] Ilia Sachnine, Lyon,
Waltener et Cie., 1900.

According to the same author (Lagrange) there are

two other types of overwork which are not due to auto-

intoxication : first, organic exhaustion ; an individual com-
pelled to work with expenditure of physical strength
must, if his nutrition is insufficient or imperfectly assimi-

lated, draw upon his reserve tissues for material for
combustion, and, when this reserve is exhausted, the or-

gans essential to life are next drawn upon to supply the

necessary energy. The organism thus deprives itself of

the organic elements indispensable to the equilibrium of

health. This is autophagia, or exhaustion. According
to Lagrange, overwork, insufficient sleep and nourish-

ment, and, above all, excessive hours of work, give rise to

organic exhaustion. The second type of overwork men-
tioned is dynamic exhaustion; here there is a sort of

exhaustion of the motor nerve centres. This form of

fatigue shows no appreciable anatomical changes, but
only a loss of energy. It results from an over-expen-
diture of nerve force. (Pp. 45-46.)
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6. The Physiological Funotion of Rest.

a. BEST NEEDED TO REPAIR EXPENDITURE OF ENERGY.

During rest, fatigue disappears. Rest is thus a phy-

siological necessity. With the intensity of modern in-

dustry, the individual worker can keep up efficient labor

only on condition that the fatigue engendered on one day

is completely repaired before the next day. If fatigue

is not balanced by adequate rest, a deficit remains which

may be little noticed at first, but which inevitably ac-

cumulates, and after a shorter or longer period results in

physical breakdown.

When an individual has worked to exhaustion through

excessive hours of labor, normal rest does not suffice for

repair. He has literally "used himself up."

During work, the products of chemical change in-

crease. Some idea of the combustion or chemical pro-

cess carried on within our muscles is shown by the fact

that at every breath, air inspired loses about one-fifth

of its oxygen and increases in the gas carbon dioxide

more than one hundred fold. A well-known scientific ex-

periment has shown that during a day of work a man
expires almost twice as much carbon dioxide as during

a day of rest. The internal combustion is more rapid.

But during rest, the processes of tissue repair are in

the ascendant. The noxious products of activity are

more quickly eliminated and tissue is rebuilt. This is

the main reason why lack of rest is detrimental to the

organism.
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The Harvey Lectures. 1905-1906. Fatigue. Fkederic
S. Lee, Ph. D. Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1906.

Mankind at present can administer no food or drug
that can push wearied cells up the metabolic grade, either
simultaneously with their descent or quickly after the
descent has ceased. Only the assimilation and detoxica-
tion that normally come with rest—and, best, rest with
sleep—are capable of adequate restoration of working
power. (P. 190.)

Popular Science Monthly, February, 1910. The Nature
of Fatigue. Frederic S. Lee, Ph. D., Professor of
Physiology, Columbia University.

I have thus far confined myself to a consideration of
the nature of fatigue and the conditions under which it

develops. Eecovery from fatigue is perhaps of even
greater interest. Both in the isolated muscle and in the
intact organism, fatigue may be carried so far that re-

covery is difficult or even impossible. The later stages of
fatigue are often spoken of as exhaustion, but obviously
no sharp line can be drawn between fatigue and exhaus-
tion. Exhaustion is probably most common when labor
is continued for years without adequate resting periods.
Exhaustion from a temporary effort is of rare occur-
rence, observable occasionally in athletes and in persons
upon whom there is made a sudden and unexpected de-
mand for enormous physical or mental exertion. Usual-
ly, however, when a fatiguing expenditure of energy by
a living tissue ceases, recovery begins at once. Even in
the ex;cised muscle, with all supply of blood cut off, a few
minutes ' rest allows for a certain degree of recuperation,
due possibly to the absorption of oxygen. If a weak so-

lution of common salt, or, better, a suitable mixture of
various salts, be passed through the blood vessels of the
muscle for a few minutes and thus the accumulated fa-

tigue substances be, at least partially, washed out, the
recuperation is greater. If a small quantity of glucose
be added to the solution, or if nutritive oxygenated blood
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be introduced, there is still greater recovery, and the
power of further work is much enhanced (Fig. 7). All

Fig. 7. Series of contractions of a frog's gastrocnemius muscle in situ and
stimulated at intervals of two seconds., The flow of blood through the muscle
was stopped by ligating the artery, and the record of fatigue was made. At
the break in the series, the muscle rested five minutes, during which time the
ligature was removed and the blood was allowed to circulate through the
muscle. The record of contractions at the right of the break was made Imme-
diately after the resting period, and while the blood was still circulating.

of these methods are physiological—in them the chemi-
cal conditions conducing to fatigue are replaced by re-

verse conditions and the result is reversed—oxygen and
food are introduced, carbon dioxide and lactic acid are
removed, and there is a restoration of working power.
In the living human body the same processes and the
same results are best brought about through the com-
bined agencies of food and rest, with sleep. Sleep is

here of value since, by its complete inhibition of the more
obvious corporeal activities, it makes rest more com-
plete and thus allows the more complete elimination of

fatigue substances and restoration of those things that

are essential to future activity. (Pp. 193-194.)

Diseases of Occupation and Vocational Hygiene. Edited
by George M. Kober M. D., Professor of Hygiene,
Georgetoivn University, and William C. Hanson,
M. D., Massachusetts State Board of Health. P.
Blakiston's Son & Co., Philadelphia, 1916. Fatigue
and Occupation. Frederic S. Lee, New York.

Recovery from Fatigue.—Comparatively little is

known of the details of the process of recovery from
fatigue. Adrenin, the internal secretion of the adrenal
bodies, when administered to a fatigued muscle appears
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to have a powerful effect in increasing its irritability and
its contractile power.* Whether it does this by a direct

action on the muscle substance or by neutralizing or de-

stroying the toxic fatigue substances is not clear. Nor
is it clear whether it acts constantly or only in emer-
gencies. Some investigators have claimed the discovery
of a specific antitoxin of fatigue, but the existence of

such a body is doubtful. It is obvious that rest brings
recuperation. During rest there is an opportunity for
the excess of carbon dioxide, lactic acid, and whatever
other fatigue substances may be present, to be eliminated
from the fatigued tissues and from the body. The car-

bon dioxide is passed out of the body through the lungs,

while the other fatigue substances probably either pass
out unchanged in the urine or are broken down into

simpler substances before being discharged. At the

same time rest gives an opportunity for the rebuilding

within the cells of the substances that are necessary to

further activity. (Pp. 253-254.)

American Journal of Physiology, XXXIV, 1914. VariO"
tions in the Sensory Threshold for Paradic Stimu-
lation in Normal Humian Subjects. III. The In-

fluence of General Fatigue. {Laboratory of Physi-
ology in the Harvard Medical School.) Dks. Mae-
tin, WiTHINGTON, PUTNA3I.

Summary:—Daily observations for several weeks on
nine subjects, all following a regular and somewhat press-

ing routine, show that at the beginning of the week, the

irritability tends to be high, that from then till the end
of the week there is a fairly continuous decline in ir-

ritability, as judged by the sensory threshold, and that

following the interruption of the routine by the interven-

tion of Sunday, the irritability returns to its original

high point. This is interpreted as a result of general

fatigue, incident on routine, and restoration of nervous
tone following a marked interruption therein.

* Gruber, C. M., Am. J. of Physiol. 1913. XXXII. P. 432. See also

Cannon, W. B. Bodily changes in Pain, Hunger, Fear and Rage. New
York. 1915.
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These observations seem to show that a state of gen-

eral fatigue, incident to the daily routine ^nd cumulative
from day to day, manifests itself as a progressive gen-

eral rise in the value of the threshold stimulus. This in

turn signifies a progressive lowering of sensitiveness, and
according to views recently expressed, a diminishing tone
of the nervous mechanism as a whole.

The observations indicate further that a pronounced
break in the routine may bring about a restoration of

sensitiveness to a high point, from which it sinks as the
routine proceeds. (P. 97.)

Text Book of Physiology. William H. Howell, Ph. D.,

M. D., LL. D., Professor of Physiology in the

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Philadel-

phia and London, W. B. Saunders Co., 1915.

Chemical Changes in the Muscle During Contraction
and Eigor.

Mechanical changes known to occur in muscle as a
result of contraction under normal conditions are the fol-

lowing :

(1) Production of carbon dioxid.

(2) Production of lactic acid.

(3) Disappearance of glycogen.

A complete theory of contraction would include, of

course, an explanation of the relation of the changes to

one another and to the processes of contraction and re-

laxation. We do not at present possess such a theory,

and consequently the significance of the facts known can
only be guessed at or stated in a provisional way.

Production of Carbon Dioxid.—^After increased mus-
cular activity it may be shown that an animal gives off

a larger amount of carbon dioxid in its expired air. In
such cases the carbon dioxid produced in the muscles
is given off to the blood, carried to the lungs, and then
exhaled in the expired air. Pettenkofer and Voit, for
instance, found that during a day in which much mus-
cular work was done a man expired nearly twice as much
CO2 as during a resting day. The same fact can be
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shown directly upon an isolated muscle of a frog made
to contract by- electrical stimulation. The carbon dioxid

in this case diffuses out of the muscle in part to the

surrounding air, and in part remains in solution, or

in chemical combination as carbonates, in the liquids of

the tissue. It has been shown by *Hermann and others

that a muscle that has been tetanized gives off more car-

bon dioxid than a resting muscle when their contained

gases are extracted by a gas pump. This CO2 arises from
the oxidation of the carbon of some of the constituents

of the muscle, and its existence is an indication that in

their final stages the changes in the muscle are equiva-

lent in those of ordinary combustion at high temper-
atures, the burning of wood or fats, for instance. More-
over, the formation of the CO2 in the muscle is accom-
pfinied by the production of heat, as in combustion ; and
for the same amount of CO2 produced in the two cases

the same amount of heat is liberated.

. . . fFletcher has discovered the significant fact

that the increased elimination of CO2 following upon
contraction is clearly shown only when the muscle is

well supplied with oxygen. In the absence of oxygen
contraction may cause no increase in the CO2 given off.

This fact seems to be in accord with prevalent ideas re-

garding the nature of the muscular metabolism, accord-

ing to which the chemical processes take place in two
stages. In the first the complex energy-yielding mate-
rial, sugar, for example, undergoes a splitting process

which results in the formation of intermediary products^

such as lactic acid. In the second stage, these intermedi-

ary products or some of them are oxidized, provided,

as Fletcher points out, there is an adequate supply of

oxygen. Under normal conditions a sufficient amount
of oxygen is furnished by the circulating blood, but

under pathological conditions and in the excised mus-
cle, especially when air is excluded, the supply may not

be adequate, and as a result the intermediary products

are not oxidized completely. Under such conditions less

*Hermann, Untersuchungen iiber den Stoffwechsel der Muskeln, etc.

Berlin, 1867.

tFletcher, "Journal of Physiology," 1902, 28, 474.
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heat is produced in the muscle, and the intermediary
products accumulate in the tissue. (Pp. 66-67.)

The Lancet. Vol. I, March 4, 1905. "Overwork." {Edi-

torial.) London. .

Ingenious attempts have been made by Maschek and
other writers to classify work under the three headings
of effort, velocity, and duration, and to arrive at formulas

which should show the proper relations of these three ele-

ments to each other. Such attempts have not been con-

spicuously successful, but they at least serve to call at-

tention to the distinctness of the elements in question
and to the necessity of taking each of them into consid-

eration when endeavoring to estimate the output of an
individual. They remind us that the spurt of a tired man
may be more injurious to him, may, in common parlance,

"take more out of him," than sustained efforts more de-

liberately accomplished. . . .

Maschek succeeded in establishing at least one for-

mula which appears to show that the time occupied in

strenuous endeavor should not greatly exceed one-third

of the twenty-four hours.

... Of the three elements . . . that of duration is

usually most under our command, and those who would
retain health and attain longevity should see to it both
that their efforts are not too prolonged and that they are
followed by correspondinp- periods of rest. ... If

we turn to the elements of velocity in work we shall find

abundant reasons for the belief that its predominance im-
plies an amount of strain greatly in excess of the actual

accomplishment and calls for a corresponding equivalent
of repose. The wise man who must spend his life in liv-

ing will be all the more solicitous so to manage his ex-

penditure that it may not be wasteful and he will be
careful to guide his activities to this end. . . . He
will realize that exceptional duration and exceptional
speed of work should be avoided whenever possible, and
that when they cannot be avoided, they should be fol-

lowed by correspondingly exceptional periods of repose.
(Pp. 579-580.)
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British Medical Journal. December 6, 1913. On Health,
Fatigue and Repose. Wiluam Stirling, M. D.,

Professor of Physiology, University of Manches-
ter,

Eespiration or breathing is a more fundamental func-

tion than the circulation of the blood. All animals breathe,

but not all animals have blood or a heart. The beating
of the heart goes on before birth, and the cessation of

its beat marks the cessation of life itself. How is it the

body—a harp of a thousand strings—keeps in tune so

long? The secret is to be found in rhythm. Heart and
diaphragm beat and contract rhythmically, and after

each beat there comes a pause which permits of restitu-

tion of matter and energy, and gives time for the waste
products to be removed, and thus leaves both muscles
recuperated to begin a new beat. The heart rests, or is

not in action, three-quarters of its time; the act of ex-

piration is chiefly due to mechanical causes; inspiration

is chiefly a muscular act. We must acknowledge the ne-

cessity as well as the universality of rhythm. What is

sleep but the quiescent period of our nerv^ cells? It is

more, for we say, with Macbeth, that it is chief nourisher
in life's feast. The nerve cells, though resting, are stor-

ing up matter, and are being flushed and cleaned. Some
folks indulge in what they are pleased to call a ''spring

cleaning." Well, our brain cells should have what cor-

responds to a spring cleaning every twenty-four hours.

(P. 1474.)

British Medical Journal. July 3, 1915. Overtime and
Efficiency.

The danger of impelling the best of the workmen who
remain to average ten hours a day for seven days a
week is obvious. . . . Physiological need for rest for-

bids the utilization of overtime to any advantage. The
tired worker must go slow, impelled by Nature's call.

The Sunday holiday is physiologically right; it is found
to pay in reckoning the output of work. The man who
is overdriven and nervously exhausted finally breaks
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down, and takes weeks to recover. Overtime spent in fac-

tories badly ventilated and artificially lighted is, we be-

lieve, one of the most fruitful sources of phthisis.

Gesammelte Abhandlungen. Bd. III. [Complete Works.
Vol. III.] Die Volkswirthschaftliche Bedeutung
der Verhiirzymg des Industriellen Arbeitstages.
[The Economic Significance of a Shorter Working
JJag.] Eknst Abbe. Paper read before the Eco-
nomic Society, Jena, 1901. Jena, Fischer, 1906.

Now, when an activity is repeated daily in the same
grooves, in the same form, the individual concerned can
keep up this activity day by day only on condition that

the fatigue engendered on one day has been completely
banished by sufficient rest and proper nutriment before
the next day's work is undertaken.

If even the smallest deficit remains after the equaliza-

tion of fatigue and rest,—a deficit that would not be
noticeable on any one single day, but which is added to

daily and accumulates little by little, then the inevitable

consequence is that, after a more or less prolonged period
of time, the individual goes to pieces physically. It is

the same as when he spends daily ever so little more than
his income. If he keeps this up, there comes a time when
he inevitably becomes bankrupt. (P. 226.)

I can therefore say: every workman whose work is

done under these labor conditions must be afforded daily

recuperation for his expended energies, and the daily

compensation of rest and food must wholly equal his

average total of exertion. The daily average of fatigue

and expended strength must be absolutely balanced by
fresh strength and recuperation, because the least deficit

will accumulate gradually and will finally have ruinous
effects. (P. 226.)

I have briefly referred to the balance between ex-

penditures and renewal of strength. Eenewal of strength
by nutriment and rest—upon what does it depend? For
any one specific individual it is beyond a doubt that the
length of resting time allowed is the paramount condition
for recuperation of strength. There cannot be the small-
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est doubt that one who has 16 hours' rest between his

working hours can repair a greater amount of previous
fatigue than he who has only 10. Everyone can prove
this for himself. (P. 231.)

Therefore, aside from the personal factors which one
may call the intensity of metabolism or of the vital func-

tions in different individuals, the important thing is the
length of time permitted for rest. The day has only 24
hours; so the time for rest must be the difference be-

tween the working day and 24 hours. If the former is 8
hours, there are 16; if 10 hours, only 14 for rest. (P.

231.)

Concordia: Zeitschrift der Zentralstelle fur VolkswohU
fahrt, Nov. 1, 1907. Arbeit, Ermiidung, imd Er-
holung. [Work, Fatigue, and Recuperation.'] Dr.
F. RiTZMANN, Factory Inspector, Carlsruhe, Ber-
lin, 1907.

In a modem allegory of life the three fates, weaving
the destiny of man, would bear the names Work, Fa-
tigue, and Recuperation, for our whole being is so ex-

clusively under the domination of these three entities

that a life free from them is hardly conceivable. It is

the more remarkable, then, to see how superficial a
knowledge most men have of the actual significance of

these three things. And yet an understanding of the re-

lations between work, weariness, and reparative rest is

no less important for mankind and for social betterment
than the comprehension of other, definitely hygienic,

questions of a general nature. The question of the re-

lation between work, fatigue, and recuperation is pre-

eminently a hygienic one.

The problem is : How must we arrange our work in

order to remain, in the widest sense, healthy in mind,
body, and spirit? What is Work?

By *'Work" we mean every process which tends to

destruction of tissue cells and the production of poison-

ous waste matter, and in contrast to this we define the

term Reparation, or Recuperation, to signify all those

processes which tend to a rebuilding of the tissue cells
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d the removal of poisonous wastes. Full and intimate

knowledge of the nature of those chemical processes

which I have defined as destruction of cells and produc-
tion of poisonous substances has not yet been attained.

We know, though, familiarly, that accompaniment of

work which we call Fatigue.
This conception of the idea of work which we attain

through physiology is the amplest that we can imagine.

It includes all fatigue-producing activity, even when,
as with Sport and Play, this activity is not classed in

popular terms with Work. It includes also, however, as

well,—and this is essential for its usefulness,—every
activity which, according to popular terms, whether in

the physical or in the politico-economical sense of words,
can be regarded as work.

Physiology gives us not only a useful definition of

the term ''Work," but also of the terms "Fatigue" and
"Recuperation," and this brings us measurably nearer
to a solution of our problem—the hygienic regulation of

work.
Fatigue is at once the inseparable companion and the

bitterest enemy of work. The most important task of

the Hygiene of Work is, therefore, to combat fatigue.

(Pp. 359-360.)

Fourteenth International Congress of Hygiene and Dem-
ography. Berlin, Sept., 1907. Vol. II, Sec. IV.
Ermiidung durch Berufsarheit. [Fatigue result-

ing from Occupation.] Dr. Emil Roth. Berlin,

Hirschwald, 1908.

The increasing use of machinery as a substitute for

handwork, and the rapid tendency toward subdivision of

labor, are bringing about conditions that are more and
more favorable for the employer, but for the worker, on
the contrary, harder and less favorable, and especially

more monotonous. Therefore, from the point of view
of health preservation, it must be considered proper to

regulate working hours in accordance with the princi-

ples enunciated by Abbe, viz.: The daily supply of en-

ergy required for daily labor must be gained by suffi-
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ciently long periods of rest and economical use of

strength, and must not exceed the expenditure of energy
required by the accelerated pace of industry. (Pp. 593-

594.)

A consideration of all the factors concerned in the

study of overwork resulting in over-fatigue, shows that

these factors are many. One of the most important of

all, from the standpoint of prevention, and in the in-

terest of the workers' health, is this: The intensivenesa

of the labor, or the relation of the energy expended in

fulfilling the work's requirements to the length of time
during which energy is so expended, must not over-

step a certain fixed limit. That industrial establish-

ments fail notoriously in meeting this first and funda-
mental requirement of labor protection, admits of no
debate. (P. 604.)

Handworterhuch der Staatswissenschaften. Bd. I. [Com-
pendium of Political Science. Vol. /.] Edited by
Dbs. J. Conrad, Professor of Political Science in

Halle; L. Elster, Ober Reg. Rath in Berlin; W.
Lexis, Professor of Political Science in Gottingen,

and Edg. Loening, Professor of Law in Halle.

Arbeitszeit. [Hours of Work.'] Dr. H. Herknbb,
Berlin. Jena, Fischer, 1909.

Quotation from Pope Leo XIII. Encyclical on the

Labor Problem:

"Justice and Humanity protest against demands up-
on laboring men, so excessive that the body gives way
and the spirit is dulled. As in man all things have their

limitations, even so is it with the capacity for labor, and
no one can exceed the limits of his powers.

**Working strength is enhanced, it may be true, by
practice and habit, but yet it attains its due efficiency

only when, at proper times, rest is provided.
"In respect to hours of work the principle should be

recognized that they should not be longer than is pro-
portioned to the workmen's strength.
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"In general it should be a fixed rule that as much
rest should be granted the worker as is needed to re-

store his strength; for the release from work has the

restoration of strength as its purpose." (P. 1205.)

These declarations are in so far noteworthy that they
state with great clearness the fundamental principle

that the time for rest after the day's work must allow
complete restoration of the expended strength. . . .

On the other hand the laborer's right to a compensation
that exceeds mere recuperation, his right to pleasure,

enjoyment of family life, etc., is not recognized. (P.

1205.)

It is a cause for thankfulness that some employers
have with great pains voluntarily undertaken a methodi-
cal and unprejudiced presentation of material (relating

to the problem of overwork), and, also, tbat the symp-
toms of fatigue are at present receiving a thorough-go-
ing investigation at the hands of factory hygienists and
physiologists. In this way alone will it be possible to

understand the causal relations of fatigue, and discrim-

inate between typical and adventitious features describ-

ed in individual observations. Then, too, for the first

time it will become possible with exact estimates of fa-

tigue symptoms (by instruments of precision) to agree
upon the proper times for pauses for rest, and upon that

duration and intensity of work which will yield the maxi-
mum of product, while at the same time the working
power of the laborer is fully conserved. (P. 1212.)

The numerous instances of favorable results froni re-

duced hours can no longer be ignored, even though all

are not of equal value. Taken in connection with the
most recent psychological and physiological researches,
they strengthen the presumption that, where working
hours exceed ten, . . . either the employer suffers
from slack work or the worker from over-fatigue. A re-

duction to ten hours would therefore, as a rule, not only
work no injury to economic interests, but would further
them in many cases. As to how far a progressive re-

duction to 9 or 8 hours could go without injury to com-
merce, this must also be learned by special investigations
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which should cover every detail and accessory circum-

stance in the case. Above all it must be shown, by per-

fected statistics and scientific methods of precision both
physiological and psychological, whether, or why, with a

10-hour day a sober workman of normal physical and
mental equipment should suffer fatigue which cannot be

compensated for by the daily resting times.

(Length of work, heat, dust, nutrition, etc., must be

estimated.) If it appears that the direct or indirect ori-

gin of this fatigue is to be found in the length of work-
ing hours, then, in such cases, in the interests of the gen-

eral health, a reduction of hours must be sought, even
if, economically, some risk is run. If this reduction can-

not be assured by the contracting parties, then the state

must take it in hand. Should there be no necessity on
hygienic grounds, nevertheless from the standpoint of

commercial progress it may appear desirable to ap-
proach the 9 or 8 hours limit. (P. 1216.)

Deutsche Vierteljahrschrift fur offentliche Gesund-
heitspflege. Vol. 43. 1911. Zur Phyziologie und
Pathologie der Arbeit, mit besonderer Beruck-
sichtigung der Ermudungsfrage. [Physiology and
Pathology of Work, with special reference to the

Fatigue Problem.'] Db. E. Roth, Regierungs-u.
Geh. Medizinalrat.

Physical as well as mental working capacity depend
upon a multitude of factors, and fatiguability is a very
variable quantity, in different individuals of the same
age. From the prophylactic point of view, the intensity

of the work (meaning the proportion between the en-

ergy expended for the doing of the work, and the dura-

tion of this expenditure) must not be allowed to exceed
a certain measure, in the interest of the workers ' health.

. . . Further decisive factors are represented by the

kind of work, the posture of the body, and the hygiene
of the surroundings.

All organs become fatigued more slowly when the
fatigue-products are removed more rapidly than, or just
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as rapidly as, they are formed; whereas on the other
hand, the onset of fatigue is rapid when the formation
of the fatigue products takes place more quickly than
they are removed, be it on account of increased forma-
tion or obstructed removal. The former can be produced
experimentally, through a higher temperature, for ex-

ample, while the latter is the case when there is a de-

ficiency in oxygen. High degrees of heat cause conges-
tion of the skin and easy excretion of sweat; according-
ly, they exert a weakening and fatigue-favoring action.

The expenditure of energy depends not only upo^
the factor. The more the physical work at the same time
taxes the mind, the greater the demands it makes on the
responsibility and attention of the workers,—the more
rapid is the onset of fatigue.

Conclusions

1. In all concerns, the intensity of the work must
be adjusted to the functional capacity of the worker.

2. Tests of the work accomplished during separate
working hours, combined with observations of the occu-

pational posture of the workers, may help to indicate

incipient over-fatigue. According to requirements, they
should be combined with investigations as to the effect

of the fatigue products upon the general organism, no-

tably the heart and respiration. (P. 651.)

Hevue Internationale de Sociologie, Nov., 1895. Le Tra-
vail Humain et ses Lois. [The Laws of Human
Work.] Francesco S. Nitti, Professor, Univer-
sity of Naples. Paris, Giard et Briere, 1895.

In every case it is certain that the workman disposes
of a certain amount of potential energy, which, within
certain liinits, is capable of augmentation and of diminu-
tion.

A workman, even one sufficiently nourished, cannot
produce, beyond a certain limit, without injury. Beyond
this limit, if he continues his work, he exposes himself
absolutely to fatigue and exhaustion and his produc-
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tivity is gained at the expense of his own organism. (P.

1026.)

There is a cruel antithesis between the interests of

the capitalist and of society. ... If for the benefit

of the former the workman must consume his own tis-

sues and is not able to protect himself, then production

proceeds along with the degeneracy of the worker. (P.

1026.)

The consequent loss of energy is a social loss.

. . . Society sees the average strength of the work-
man diminishing, morbidity and mortality extending, the

physical development of the masses retrograding. . .

. It is therefore natural that society should awake to

the need of interference. (P. 1027.)

It is certain that there is a work-limit which the

average workman cannot exceed without danger, as be-

yond it he risks* fatigue and degeneracy. (P. 1027.)

The physiological law that work done by a tired mus-
cle injures it more than work done under normal con-

ditions can be verified by every one from his own ex-

perience. (P. 1027.)

Thirteenth International Congress of Hygiene and Dem-
ography. Brussels, 1903. Vol. V, Sec. IV. Dans
quelle mesure peut-on par des methodes physiolo-
giques etudier la fatigue, ses modalites et ses de-

gres dans les diverses professions? Quels sont les

arguments que les sciences physiologiques et me-
dicates peuvent ou pourraient faire valoir en fa-
veur de tel ou tel mode d'organisation du travail?

[To what extent m^y fatigue resulting from oc-

cupation he estimated by physiological methods,
and what argument can medical and physiological
science present in favor of special methods of in-

dustrial organization?] Dr. Zaccaeia Treves,
University of Turin. Brussels, 1903.

In answer to a political economist, who has said '

' the
physiological limits of the duration of work have not
yet been found and cannot easily be found," the physi-
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ologist replies that the physiological limit of the dura-
tion and the intensity of work is that limit beyond which
the organism is reduced to the necessity of working
wastefidly. (P. 33.)

Royaume de Belgique. Conseil Superieur du Travail,

6e Session. 1901-1902. T. I, Fasc. II. [Higher
Covmcil of Labor, 6th Session. 1901-1902. Vol. I,

Part II.] Note sur la Legislation relative au Re-
pos Hebdomadaire. [The Weekly Rest Day.]
Brussels, 1902.

M. Adolphe Prins (Member of Council)

:

To-day under present conditions of competition and
production it is more than ever necessary to protect
working men from overstrain. Rest is more and more in-

dispensable as work becomes more intense. In every line

of activity, only the regular alternation of work and rest

is able to conserve energy, and those individuals and na-
tions whose lives are so regulated will surpass others in

economic rivalry. (Pp. 81-82.)

M. Beco

:

The man who works must have rest. Rest must al-

ternate with work; this is a physiological necessity. The
workman becomes incapable of any physical or mental
work whatever if after a certain number of hours he is

not able to rest. The desire for sleep, after a certain

time, overcomes him. . . . Then in addition to rest

during the day, the worker needs periodic rests. (P.

124.)

Every health regulation must have a scientific, exact,

and acknowledged basis. . . . Thus the demands of

hygiene justify the legal protection of workers against
special dangers, poisons, and physical overstrain from
excessive labor unreasonably prolonged. No one con-
tests the legality of such legislation; . .

'. on such
lines the police power is extensive and effectual, and its

right to be so is not disputed. (P. 129.)
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M. Denis (Member of Council)

:

. . . Man has a new right, the right to leisure and
rest, as well as work. . . . The history of labor leg-

islation can be given in two words: the right to rest is

inherent in man's physiological structure. It involves

an inflexible social necessity to do away with the ex-

haustion resulting from overwork, and to conserve work-
ing power, the most precious possession of a nation.

On this the most learned physiologist of Italy has
said: ''The prodigious development of industry and of

machinery is resulting in extreme intensity of labor and
the law of exhaustion must of necessity put a limit to

greed for gain."
Science traces out a path for the modern lawmaker:

his difficult but glorious mission is to accomplish the

normal synthesis of these two inalienable rights spring-

ing from the very laws of life—the right to employ one 's

working powers and the right to conserve them. (P.

169.)

Tenth International Congress of Hygiene and Demo-
graphy. Paris, 1900. In one vol. Legislation et

Reglementation du travail au point de vue de
VHygiene. [Labor Legislation and Regulation

from the standpoint of Hygiene.'] M. Edouaed
Vaiulant, M.E.C.S., Englamd. Paris, 1900.

Professor Setschenoif has dealt cleverly with the

physiological problem of the necessary relative length of

rest and work so that the weariness of one day shall not

be felt on the morrow. The normal heart with its regu-

lar rhythm of contraction and relaxation, gains sufficient

rest during every second to work for a lifetime, its total

rest being to its total work as 10 hours to 6 in 16 hours.

Now, giving the industrial worker 8 hours of sleep, he
has 16 left for work and rest.

It then seems that during the 16 hours of waking
time remaining for the worker, his relative rest should
not be less in duration than that of the heart. (P. 512.)
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Documents parlementaires. Chambre des Deputes,
Session extraordinaire, 5 novembre, 1906. An-
nexe No. 374. [Parliamentary Docwments of the

French Chamber of Deputies, Special Sessions^

Nov. 5, 1906. Annex 374.] Proposition de lot

ayant pour objet rinstitution de la journee de
huit heures et du salaire minimum, pour tous les

ouvriers et ouvrieres et pour tous les employes et

employees. [Bill for the Eight-Hour Day and
Minimum Wage for male and female laborers and
employees.]

The protection of human labor power, that is to say
of the worker's himself and of his posterity, is the social

condition of its conservation. Work ought to be carried

on in wholesome surroundings and at healthy occupa-
tions; ought to be made normal and humane by safe-

guards that have regard not merely to material acci-

dents but also and above all to the individual and col-

lective limits that, according to age, sex, strength, type
of occupation, education and technical skill, protect the

worker's physique from fatigue and exploitation. These
social conditions of the use of labor power and its bal-

ancing repair by nutrition and rest comprise the phy-
siological, hygienic, and economic conditions of work.

Mechanical labor, muscular and more or less mental
at the same time, diminishes with fatigue; and with in-

creasing fatigue this labor, growing more and more in-

effective, becomes destructive to the organism of the

worker, which after exhausting its energy exhausts its

reserves of tissue, will, and strength, and becomes im-
paired. . . .

To avoid fatigue there is a physiological limit to the
muscular and mental energy always combined in vary-
ing proportions in mechanical work, a limit also to mo-
tive and attentive effort, and to the interval of its re-

newals, which if too rapid make impossible the nervous
discharge and the partial repair after each contraction
that makes possible during a certain time the continuity
of the acts involved in the work. These are limits of
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time and intensity which labor power passes at its

peril. . . .

Slight habitual fatigue, due to work that exceeds the

strength, however little, without adequate repair

through rest and food, uses up the reserves of tissue

and finally the organism itself, whose power of resist-

ance to all harmful influences little by little disappears.

Whether fatigue appears in the acute, sub-acute, or

chronic form, and the chronic form always implies at

some time the two others, the products of disassimila-

tion which poison the organism, the leucomaines, can-

not be destroyed and eliminated,—fatigue, that is, does
not disappear—except through repair coming in time
and coming especially from rest and nutrition which
must satisfy certain conditions to be adequate. (Pp. 58-

59.)

The relaxation of the evening, an interval necessary
for proper nutrition and for the best night's rest, and
suitable food, together with the elimination of all the

waste products of fatigue, must regenerate and reinte-

grate the workman's labor power for the work of the

next day. (P. 59.)

Tourteenth International Congress of Hygiene and Dem-
ography. Berlin, 1907. Vol. II, Sec. IV. Die Er-

rmdwyig durch Berufsarbeit. [Fatigue as a Re-

sult of Occupation.] Peof. Imbert, Montpellier.

Berlin, Hirschwald, 1908.

An industrial machine works, but is not fatigued.

A muscle, on the contrary, works, and becomes fa-

tigued.
Fatigue, essentially and exclusively a physiological

phenomenon, characterizes the human organism when

the latter is regarded as a working machine. Conse-

quently, even from the economic point of view, the dis-

cussion of every question involving the factor of labor

in industry is incomplete if the influence and the possi-

ble consequences of fatigue are not contemplated. Fa-

tigue, on the other hand, disappears during rest, both
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as to its causes and effects, if the rest is as mucli pro-

longed as the labor has been exacting.

Best is thus, quite aside from any social or humani-
tarian consideration, a physiological necessity. .

It is physiologically and, one may add, economically-

essential that the night's rest and the weekly rest should
suffice to permit the human organism, which has been
subjected to a period of labor, to return to its normal
state. If this does not happen, the human machine de-

teriorates, as complained of by the worker, and the out-

put suffers, which affects the employer, to say nothing
of the charges upon society which may result from such
deterioration.

Overstrain is present if, after the daily or weekly
rest, at the moment of resuming labor, traces of fatigue
still remain and the primal and normal productive ca-
pacity has not been restored. (Pp. 634-635.)

Eighth International Congress of Hygiene and Demo-
graphy. Budapest, 1894. Vol. Ill, Sec. IV. De
VInfluence de la Duree du Travail sur I'Etat de
8ante des Travailleurs. [The Influence of Work-
ing Hours on the Conditions of Health of Working
People.] Dr. Jui^s Ffinix, Hungary. Budapest,
1895.

Every being must obey the law of work, which is

nothing else than the regular and harmonious function-
ing of the body . . . but there is also another law,
that of the necessity of rest, the need of repair . . .

for organisms, as well as for separate organs, all pro-
longed activity leads to exhaustion, and to effect repair,
periods of rest from functioning are imperative. . . .

The time needed for rest, and the materials required
for repair must be proportioned to the organic expendi-
ture, to the intensity and duration of work; or, in other
words, the duration of rest and the reparative material
of every organism must be proportioned to the length
and intensity of its activity. (P. 2.)
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D. BAD EFFECT OF LONG HOURS ON SAFETY

1. Incidence of Accidents.

Emphasis is laid upon the need of limiting excessive

working hours by the increased danger from accidents

arising from the varying effects of fatigue.

The statistics of all countries which have recorded

the hours in which industrial accidents occur, show that

the number of accidents tends to rise after a certain

number of hours of work. According to the most recent

investigation, the number of accidents is usually highest

during the penultimate hour of work, when muscular con-

trol and attention are at their lowest. During the last

of work the accident rate may fall, owing to decreased

rate of output and anticipation of rest.

British Association for the Advancement of Science.

Section F.—Manchester, 1915. The Question of
Fatigue from the Economic Standpoint.—Interim
Report of the Committee, consisting of Professor
J. M. MuiRHEAD (Chairman), Miss B. L. Hut-
chins (Secretary), Mr. P; Sargant Florence
(Organising Secretary), Miss A. M. Anderson,
Professor Bainbridge, Mr. E. Cadbury, Pro-
fessor Chapman, Professor Stanley Kent, Dr.
Maitland, Miss M. C. Matheson, Mrs. Meredith,
Dr. C. S. Myers, Mr. C. K. Ogden, Mr. J. W.
Eamsbottam, and Dr. J. Jenkins Eobb. (Report
drawn up by Mr. P. Sargant Florence.)

According to particulars presented by the Federa-
tion of Master Cotton Spinners' Associations to the De-
partmental Committee on Accidents (Index Bl) out of

1,362. accidents occurring in all departments with over
fifty accidents, i. e., Spinning Rooms (pp. 683 and 687),

Cardroom (pp. 685 and 686), and Weaving (P. 687), the
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events causing accident may be classified broadly as

follows where 219 ''miscellaneously" caused accidents

are omitted.

Fatigue Non-
Contribu- Contribu-

table. table.

Knocking against machine 154 —
Kicking spinning carriage slip 134 —
Falling or making false step 200 —
Caught, e. g., trapped between rollers 238 —
Cut by tool in use, &c 139 —
Fainting 5 —
Breakage (of strap, &c.) 6

Cut or hit by falling object. 59 —
Splinters 97 —
Scalded and burnt 19 —
Sprains, strains, and blisters 69

Climbing on headstock. 23 —
1,068 75

Now out of these events only "breakage" and
"sprains, strains, and blisters" can have no element of

fatigue in their causation, while "cut or hit by falling

objects" may be caused purely mechanically or may be

due to the fatigue of the injured 's fellow-worker. To
all the other events the fatigue of the man injured him-
self may have contributed. For instance, a splinter is

a physical material fact, but the worker's not perceiv-

ing it and avoiding it is psycho-physiological. Again,
to "climb on the headstock" may be reckless, but that

such a feat should prove fatal at one particular time
and not at another suggests on that occasion an element
of fatigue. We may say, therefore, that broadly 93 per
cent, of these cotton-trade accidents definitely had some
psycho-physiological origin, and of these most were in
all probability the result of fatigue. Similarly of in-

dustry as a whole, though some accidents are in no de-

gree attributable to fatigue and result in smoothing
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down the 'Hime-distribution "curve of accidents, yet

such accidents form a small proportion of all accidents,

varying for different industries, but not likely to ex-

ceed 20 per cent. (Pp. 18-19.)

Our figures agree with one another to such an extent,

particularly those of accidents, that we are justified in

speaking of a "normal" time-distribution of output and
of accidents, or considered inversely, accident-immunity.

The shape of the output and accident-immunity curves

for a five-hour spell may for purposes of illustration be

summarized as follows:

Hour of Spell Output Accident Immunity

1st smaU very great

2nd very great great

3rd '. great fair

4th fair *small

5th *small fair

Where there are only four hours in the spell, strike out the last

output but the fourth accident hour.

In seeking an explanation of this "normal" time-

distribution of the accident rate and the output in a

spell of manufacturing work, let us concentrate on the

illustrative table. Here we find the four same degrees:

very great, great, fair and small, succeeding one another

in both the output and the accident-immunity column,

though earlier in the spell with accidents than with out-

put. Now both output and accident immunity vary in-

versely to fatigue ; these four decreasing degrees, there-

fore, may well be measuring an increase in fatigue. (P.

29.)

In the case of accidents there is in every one of our
twenty odd tables and graphs, except at Cadbury's and
H. Renolds', a constant increase of accidents in the

course of the first three hours of each spell, morning,
afternoon, and before breakfast, unless of course there

are pauses. This increase is particularly marked in cot-

ton spinning, where the third hour has 665 accidents
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against the first hour's 316 in the morning spell, and
536 against 222 in the afternoon speU. In some of the

American and foreign tables for whole States the in-

crease of accidents apparent between the first and sec-

ond hour in the morning, though not between the second
and third of both spells, nor the first or second in the

afternoon is attributable to a certain extent to the fact

that the first row of figures given does not always rep-

resent a full working hour. However, if from the ' 'usual

working-times '
' given at the head of each table we make

some rough correction, the general increase of accidents

seems to hold good of the early morning hours, and if

we look at the Wisconsin and German accidents classi-

fied according to the number of hours' work already
done, and thus free from uncertainty, we find this in-

crease as much as 200 per cent, between the first and
second hours of work. (P. 27.)

Table XVI.—^AccroENTs

Amtliche Nachrichten des Reichs-
Ihdustrial Commission, Wisconsin. versicherungsamts, 1910. Ger-

Jan., 1913-June, 1914. many. 1907.

Times of Work : 7-12, 1-5 or 6. 6 or 7-12, 1-6 or 7. Break at 4.

Hour of Work.

737
1,030

1,692

1,805

1,608

1,298

1,334

1,475 .

1,546

1,216
459

Note.—American and German working times being less broken up by
breakfast breaks than English (Section V.a), it is quite worth while repro-
ducing these two attempts that have been made to record the accidents
recurring in each "working hour" as distinguished from the clock-hour.

1st

2nd
3rd

3,933

, 6,885

7,351
4th 9,004
5th
6th

9,739

8,106
7th 6,462
Sth
9th

10th
10 and over

6,908

6,817

6,041

8,539
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In the Wisconsin figures (not yet published) the

meal-hour, 12-1, has been subtracted from all the after-

noon hours, in the German it would be included in the

later ordinals. (P. 58.)

After the third hour, accidents usually increase still

further, but this depends rather on the total length of

the spell, for we find that in whichever is the last hour
of the spell (fourth or fifth) the accidents decrease, so

that the accident distribution or curve may most ac-

curately be said to reach its maximum on the penulti-

mate hour of the spell. This increase up to the penul-

timate hour holds good so long as no mid-morning or
mid-afternoon pauses occur, and where the last division

of the spell is really a whole hour. (P. 27.)

In short, in the last hour of the spell there is a true

decrease in the accident rate per given number of men
and per given amount of output, or, at any rate, a check

to the increase. (P. 28.)

In the very last half-hour of the morning spell, it is

interesting to note a rise of the rate of accidents over

that of the preceding hour in almost every case where
this period is separately recorded. (P. 29.)

If it be only fatigue, then, that can explain the middle
hours, what of the first hour of output and the fifth hour
of accident immunity that are left over? Here the ex-

planation must be different in each case, and such a dif-

ference may well be, . . . It is now contended that

the small output in the first hour is due to "practice"
and that the fair accident immunity in the fifth or last

hour is due to anticipatory ''excitement," both pulling

in an opposite direction to fatigue, and here more than
overcoming the fatigue effects. (P. 30.)

The following would be the psycho-physical diagno-
sis of a spell of factory work considered chronologically.

First hour: Fingers, arms, body and mind after
their rest are working slow, but sure. To increase the
pace and even perhaps to concentrate attention is up-
hill work and a fight against subjective feelings of
sloth. In an emergency, however, muscles could be per-
fectly controlled.
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Second hour: Body and mind getting into their

stride again, are working very fast, but not perhaps so

exactly. Feelings of sloth are conquered, but there is a
terrible long prospect of work ahead. However, as work
is running easily, the mind may think of pleasanter
things: attention scatters.

Third or third and fourth hour: Body and mina
running on, but attention lost. If any sudden danger
threatens or emergency arises, it may not be quickly
enough perceived, and when perceived, muscles may not
be quick enough to prevent an accident ; they can continue
rhythmically and automatically at the same work, but
for any change of movements that may be suddenly
called, there is insufficient control.

Last hour (fourth or fifth) : Body no longer run-
ning automatically with the same ease, an effort of the
will required (spurt) to keep speed up; but the end is

ahead, with food and rest; the attention awakes and con-
trol over the muscles is braced up—danger is better
perceived and more quickly avoided. At the very end,
however, even this new attention and control may tire,

as indeed the whole body is tired, and only a rest can
bring recovery. (P. 31.)

Table XL—a. Accidents.

Massachusetts.—Report of Industrial Accident Board.
Total Industry and Building, Metals and Textiles.

A. July-June, 1912-13, Fatal and Non-Fatal Acci-
dents Incapacitating 1 day.

B. July-June, 1913-14, Non-Fatal Accidents only (yet
unpublished).

Times of Work.—Mfg. 6 :45 or 7-12 ; 12 :50 or 1 to 5 :30.

Saturday, half-holidav often,

Bldg. 8-12, 1-5. 12:50 or 1 to 5:30. Saturday, half-
holiday always.
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Build-
ing Metal
and and
Hand Foun- Total Industry,
Trades dries Wool Cotton Including Stores

A. A. A. A. B. A. B.

Wkly. no. of hrs 44-48
Men's cases, % 100%
6.30- 7.30 70
7.30- 8.30 375
8.30- 9.30 739
9.30-10.30 1,174

10.30-11.30 1,008
11.30-12.00 (b) (1,160)

12- 1 or 12.45
? 1.30 (c)

1.30-2.30 773
2.30-3.30 996
3.30-4.30 789
4.30-5.30 388

54
99%

138
476
687
879
851
(832)

(c)

518
766
913

56
80%

138
243
364
494
386
(418)

(c)
214
331
348
303

56
77%

324
632
824

1,040
996
(856)

Lunch,
(c)
530
825
716
640

56

3i9
648
833

1,168
971

(1,008)

91.5%
2,130
5,869
8,655

11,857
10,956

2,220
6,376
9,203

12,940
12,204

(12,040) (12,918)

(c)
532
738
776(a)
652(a)

(c)

7,245
10,035
9,171
6,959

(c)

7,852
10,440
9,776 (a)
7,225 (a)

NOTES.
(a) Children, 4% or less of workers, leave at 4 or 5. 8-hour day Introduced

October, 1913.
(b) Rate per hour. Figures multiplied by 2.

(c) Actual figures not averageable.
(P. 53.)

Table XI.—^b. Accidents.

Massaclmsetts, July, 1912-jTine, 1913.—Report of In-

dustrial Acjcident Board.

Separate Industries with hourly max. of at least 100

accidents.

Fatal and non-fatal accidents causing over one day's
absence.

Working Times (General) 6:45-12, 1-4 or 5.

Tan- Gas Print Elect.
Work nery Works Rubber Paper &Pub. Supp. Autos. Shoes

Wkly. no.
of hrs. 55-9 48(b) •) 60 48&42 48(b) 54 54

Men's cases % 98% 100% 92% 91.5% 88% 97% 100% 82.5%
6.30- 7.30 32 16 51 21 6 101 14 85
7.30- 8.30 56 47 126 71 25 324 39 331
8.30- 9.30 89 91 187 124 49 412 79 490
9.30-10.30 116 .133 242 leo 92 627 107 71S

10.30-11.30 107 136 220 125 103 470 99 573
11.30-12 (a) (88) (120) (264) (168) (154) (506) (84) (662)
12-1 or 12.45 Lunch.
?-1.30 (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c)
1.30-2.30 59 94 148 86 81 296 70 394
2.30-3.30 87 105 211 128 94 442 lO.*? 639
3..30-4.30 105 89 189 85 79 390 89 497
4.30-5.30 74 72 169 92 67 355 72 268

NOTES.
(a) Rate per hour. Actual figures doubled.
(b) Stokers have 56-hour week or more.
(c) Actual figures not averageable.
Heavy figures are the spell-maxima for each industry. (P. 54.)
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Table XII.—^Accidents.

Ohio.—Jan. 1-June 30, 1914—Industrial Commission,
Dept. of Investigation. Report No. 4.

All accidents involving disability for one day or
more.

Workers.—Total Industry. All men, except in 512
cases women.

Times of Work.—See Note (a). Coal: 8-hour shift

usually.

Work.—^AU trades having hourly maximum of over
100 accidents.

Contracting Coal Pottery, Industry',
(Building). Metals. Coaches. Mining. Glass. Total.

No. of hrs. weekly. 60-54 60-50

7- 7.59 104 736 74 51 71 1,478
8- 8.59 142 953 115 100 97 2,043
9- 9.59 210 1,296 151 140 106 2,768

10-10.59 222 1,291 182 150 128 2,997
ll-11.59(a) (158) (973) (129) (120) (71) 2,106
12-12.59 Lunch.
1-1.59 135 724 63 92 72 1,586
2- 2.59 174 1,057 102 137 118 2,317
3- 3.59 202 1,351 165 106 87 2,748
4- 4.59 136 1,155 119 (28) 79 2,161

NOTES.
(a) Quoted from Report, page 31 (see above).
"Data are not available showing the number of men exposed to accident!,

but there is no great variance during the period from 7.30-11.30 In the forenoon
and from 1 to 5 in the afternoon." The uncertainty from 11-12 is due to the
main Industries of Ohio being on the border of Central and Eastern time.
(P. 56.)

Table XIII.—Accidents.
Illinois.—Manufacturers, excluding Contracting, but

including Lighting, Posts and Laundries.
All accidents causing one day's absence.
Usual working hours: 7-12 (few 11:30), 1 or 12:30-5.

BUREAU OF LABOUR STATISTICS REPORT.

1911 1912 1913
(Jan.-Dec.) (May-Dec.) (Jan.-June) Total Bogardus*

1910

7-7.59 160 302 2.3.'^ 695 79
8-8.59 231 422 317 970 150
9- 9.59 272 549 454 1.275 193

10-10.59 286 661 538 1,485 246
11-11.59 283 662 493 1.438 257
12-12.59 Lunch.
1-1.59 178 406 302 886 111
2- 2.59 258 561 434 1.253 166
3- 3.59 269 628 485 1,382 227
4-4.59 283 590 464 1,327 260
5- 5.59 736

Bogardus, Emory S. : American J. of Socioldgy, September and November,
1911, and January, 1912.
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The Bureau Reports tabulate separately fatal and
non-fatal accidents and for 1912 and 1913 accidents com-

pensated under the law, effective May 1, 1912, and those

not thus compensated. These separate figures have been

added for each year.

Bogardus subtracts all accidents not in any way at-

tributable to human agency (82 per cent.). (P. 56.)

Table XVII.—Accidents in the Manufacture of Driving
Chains and Engineering.

Hans Renold. Burnage, Manchester.

Eange.—Whole factory except Depts. 7 and 35, from
Nov., 1910, -to April, 1914. Owing to changes in the

factory hours, Monday accidents are omitted in 1910-

1912. Saturday accidents from Nov., 1910, to May, 1912,

and all accidents in Dept. 2, from May, 1912, to April,

1914.

Accident.—Covers all cases requiring first aid and
reported to the matron in attendance at factory.

Four Winters. Three Summers.
Hours of Day • Nov.-April 1910-14 May-Oct. 1911-14 Total

8- 9 Dl Si 151 121 272

9-10 D2 S2 168 153 321

10-11 D3 S3 169 195 364

11-12 D4 S4 197 178 575

12- 1 D5 S5 147 105 252

2- 3 D6 Si 176 159 335

3- 4 D7 S2 177 195 372

4- 5 D8 S3 181 158 339

5- 6 C9 S4 124 182 306

Corrections made.— (i) Where Saturdays are not

omitted (see above), the afternoons (from 12 on in 1912,

from 12:15 in 1913-14) are averaged by multiplying all

afternoon figures by 6/5.

(ii) From Jan. 1, 1913, work stops at 5:45; figures

for 5-6 after that date are multiplied by 4/3. (P. 58.)
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Table XVIII.—Chocolate-Making Accidents.

Cadbury Bros., Bonmville.

Range.—Wbole of factory that is working at the
hours specified below during the years 1909 to 1914 in-

clusive.

Accident.—Covers all cases requiring '

' first-aid
'

' and
reported to the factory medical staff.

RATES OF ACCIDENTS PER HOUR.*
Girls. Men and Boys.

Starting Starting Starting at 6 with
at 8 at 9 two breaks Starting at 7.45.

6 - 6.30 22*

6.30- 7.30 50
7.30- 8.30 49

8- 9 21 7.45-8..30 68*

9-10 19 23 9 - 9.30 38* 8.30-9.30 B2
10-11 28

26

38*

14*t

13

17

26*

22*t

9.30-10.30

10.30-11.30

11.30-12.30

1.30- 2 a. m.

54

73

70

27*t

85
11-12 9ff

12-12.30 91

1.30-2 1.30-2.30 60t
2 -3 14t 24t 2 - 3 59t 2.30-3.30 83t
3 -4 24t 12t 3 - 4 73t 3.30-4.30 84t
4 -5 24t 20t 4.30-5.30 BOt

5 -5.30 41* 17*t

• All figures are averaged up to the hour.
t All afternoon figures are multiplied by 6/5 to allow for Saturday afternoon

off. other afternoons are also taken off occasionally, so that for comparison
with the morning figures some further addition should be made. (P. 60.)

Table XIX.—Accidents.
National Cash Register, Dayton, Ohio.

1914 and 1915 till April.

Hours of Work.
''Full."—Till August, 1914: 6:30-12; 1-5:15. Sats.

till 11:45.

"Short."—After August, 1914: 7-12; 1-4:30. No
Saturdaj^ work.

Wages.—Piece rates.

6.45- 7.44 151* 12.45-1.44 141*

7.45- 8.44 180 1.45-2.44 197*

8.45- 9.44.. 259 2.45-3.44.................. 273*

9.45-10.44 308 3.45-4.44................ 261*

10.45-11.44 _ 181

• NOTE : All short time and Saturday afternoons have been "averaged."
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Table XX.—^Accidents.

Cadillac Motor Company, Detroit, Mich.
9 Months up to January, 1914.

Hours of Work.—6:30-11:30; 12:30-5:30. Sat. till

11:30.

Workers.—^All men.

6.30- 7.30 107 12.30-1.30 125*

7.30- 8.30 130 1.30-2.30 172*

8.30- 9.30 129 2.30-3.30 200*

9.30-10.30 152 3.30-4.30 116*

10.30-11.30 88 4.30-5.30 94*

• NOTE : Afternoon figures include an average for Saturday. (P. 60.)

Table XXII.—Accidents.

Northway Motor and Manufacturing Co., Detroit, Mich.
Jan.-May, 1915.

Hours of Work.—6:30-11:30; 12-5. Sat. till 11:30.

6.30- 7 58 per hour 12-1 25

7 - 8 101 1-2 89

8 - 9 86 2-3 101

9 -10 99 3-4 119

10 -11 106 4-5. 154

11 -11.30 88 per hour

NOTE: Afternoon figures Include an average for Saturday.

Table XXIII.—Accidents.

Denison Manufacturing Co., Pramingham, Mass.

Hours.-April to October: 7:40-12; 1-6; Sats. quit 12.

Nov. to March: 7:45-12; 1-5:30; Sats. quit 4.

Work.—Cardboard-boxes, labels, fancy paper.
Worker.—5 women to 3 men (machinists).

7.30- 8.30 26 1.00-1.30 34

8.30- 9.30 34 1.30-2.30 36

9.30-10.30 .: 65 2.30-3.30 42

10.30-11.30.._ 36 3.30-4.30 35

11.30-12.00 40* 4.30-5.30 33

• Rate per hour.

(P. 62.)
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Work Accidents and the Law. Crystal Eastman. The
Pittsburgh Survey. Russell Sage Foundation
Publication. New York, Charities Publication
Committee, 1910.

There can be no doubt that the unrelaxing tension
and speed in the American steel mill makes for danger.
To go slower would be to go backward in industry, and
that is more than can be expected of America. But by
shortening hours of work the dangers of speed can be
lessened; the minds and bodies of the men can be kept
up to the pace of the mill. Greater intensity of work
necessitates longer periods of relaxation. If the strain

of the work cannot be lessened the duration must be.

Think of the crane man, upon whose alertness and care
depend the lives of several others. His is a hot, un-
pleasant, lonely job. There is no one to spell him.
He cannot get down from his cab for any reason. And
he works twelve hours every day in the year except
Christmas and the Fourth of July. No steel company
can maintain that it has done everything to prevent ac-

cidents until it has reduced the working hours of men
in such responsible positions. (Pp. 73-74.)

For the inattentive we maintain that human powers
of attention, universally limited, are in their case further
limited by the conditions under which the work is done

—

long hours, heat, noise, intense speed. (P. 95.)

The long hours of labor, which cause so much of the
"carelessness" that is inattention, are not an inevitable

condition of production; here at least the state can act
directly, if it will. (P. 106.)

The chief preventable conditions from which work-
accidents result are:

1. Lack of provision for safety in construction.

2. Long hours of work.
3. Too great speed maintained in many lines of work.
4. Inadequate plant inspection.

5. Failure to remedy known defects.

6. Inadequate warning and signal systems.
7. Inadequate instruction and direction of ignorant

workers.
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I have separated the first two conditions because they
indicate the public's chief lines of direct attack through
prohibitive legislation. (P. 107.)

Report on Condition of Woman and Child Wage-Earners
in the United States. Vol. XI. Employment of
Women in the Metal Trades. Senate Document
No. 645, Sixty-first Congress, Second Session,
1911.

This table combines the results obtained from the rec-

ords of 19 establishments engaged in metal manufac-
ture, 126 cotton mills for a period of one year, and one
cotton mill for a period of eight years,* the unpub-
lished records of the Indiana Department of Factory
Inspection for three years, and the published tabula-

tion of the Wisconsin Bureau of Labor.f

*Cotton Textile Industry, Vol. I of the report. (P. 395.)
tFourteenth Biennial Report of the Wisconsin Bureau of Labor and

Industrial Statistics. 1909-10, Part 11. (P. 78.)
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The establishment from which records were obtained
employed 11,178 males and 3,781 females, a total of

14,959. Since the records were obtained for an average
period of 3.47 years, this represents workers to the nmn-
ber of 51,908 laboring for one year. The number work-
ing in the cotton mills for one year was 64,571, and the

single mill for eight years represents 10,816 working for
one year. In all 127,295 worker years are represented by
the portion of the table based upon records gathered at
first hand. (P. 95.)

In this table the period from 7 A. M. to 12 noon is one
of almost perfectly uniform employment. The entire

force is, except for cases of injury or illness or other
causes of absenteeism, at work. These absences will, of
course, in so large a group be distributed over the hours
regularly and so not disturb the number of persons ex-

posed.
The period from 1 to 5 in the afternoon is of nearly

the same character. The last hour is clearly influenced

by a lessening number of people employed. Very many
establishments close at some point between 5 and 6, either

constantly or at some period of the year. This un-

doubtedly accounts in large measure for the lessened
number of accidents during that hour, as compared with
the last hour of the morning. (Pp. 96-97.)

. . . Apparently the accident rate is a complex
product, dependent on a variety of factors, concerning
which we have as yet little information. One factor
which probably has a very marked influence is the rate

of production. It is a truism that the faster a machine
operates, other things being equal, the greater the danger
of accident from it. (P. 98.)

. . . Any increase of speed of operation, unless
accompanied by some counteracting safeguard, may be
expected to show a higher accident rate. That such in-

crease of speed during part or all of the work period is

the general practice is common opinion. . . .

It is evident that in the interrelation of influences

acting upon the situation now one and now another may
be dominant. The most constant factor will be fatigue.
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It will be present in varying proportion in every case.

It may act with the tendency to increase speed to produce
a greater number of accidents. It may in the end be-

come so pronounced that speed is reduced and the acci-

dent rate lowered.
It is safe probably to offer as a provisional hypothesis

that the immediate cause of a variation in the accident

rate through the hours of the day is the varying rate of

activity. Fatigue then comes in as an important sec-

ondary factor, serving sometimes to increase the accident
rate, sometimes to decrease it.

There will be some tendency to minimize the factor

of fatigue in the above process, because it is not a matter
of acute sensation. We can recognize, and measure with
some accuracy, the gradual increase of the fatigued con-

dition before sensation begins to advise of its presence.
It is a steadily progressive process. It gradually upsets
those nice adjustments of the living organism upon which
depend efficient labor and the safety of the worker. The
margin of safety in modern industry is small. It is

measured too frequently by fractions of an inch. Re-
duce the alertness and the exactness with which the body
responds to the nscessities of its labor, and by just so

much have you increased tha liability that the hand
will be misplaced that fraction which means mutilation.

(Pp. 100-101.)

American Journal of Sociology. November, 1911. The
Relation of Fatigue ta Industrial Accidents.
Emory S. Bogardus, The University of Chicago.

As a result of . . . observations it appears to the
writer that the chief industrial conditions leading up to

and culminating in accidents are those of monotony and
speed and of vmrelaxed tension, kept up for long hours.
This process seems to result in increasing numbers and
extent of muscular inaccuracies, which in turn appear to
be the phenomena immediately preceding accidents. (P.

351.)
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The writer has had access to the accident records of

the State of Illinois for the year 1910. These records
refer to accidents which necessitated that the injured
lay off from work fifteen days or over, and they apply
to the various manufacturing industries, the steel indus-

try, and to many small plants and factories in Illinois.

Of the total number of accident reports—some over 3,000
—which were examined, 2,678 applied to non-fatal cases
and gave a fairly accurate description of what happened
preceding the given accidents. The remaining 400-odd
reports either omitted a description of the immediate
cause or else gave it so inaccuratly as to throw doubt
on its value for this analysis. (P. 358.)

In Section II it has been shown that the developing
subjective fatigue processes inevitably result in increas-
ing muscular inaccuracy ; in the preceding paragraphs of
this section it has been further shown that monotony,
speed, mental strain in connection with long hours hasten
the fatigue processes and hence greatly increase the loss

of muscular control. In this section it is maintained
that to the extent that fatigue is a primary cause of mus-
cular inaccuracies, 82.2 per cent, of the 2,678 accidents
studied involved fatigue as a causal factor. (P. 360.)

Ibid. January, 1912.

It will be recalled that of the accident reports exam-
ined, 2,687 gave a fairly accurate description of what
happened preceding the given accidents; and 2,203 or
82.2 per cent, of the 2,687 accidents conceivably might
have been avoided if the injured or the fellow-servant,
who was the cause of the accident in some cases, had had
accurate muscular control. Of the 2,203 accidents which
might have been avoided, the time at which 2,162 of these
occurred was given. These reports were tabulated ac-
cording to the hours of the day, and the results appear
in Table V. In general, there is a rise in the number of
accidents during the forenoon, a decided fall after the
noon period of rest, and another rise in the afternoon
hours.
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Table V.

Accident-Hours (Illinois, 1910).

Morning Accidents Afternoon Accidents

7 to 7:59 79 1 to 1:59 Ill

8 to 8 :59 150 2 to 2 :59 156

9 to 9:59 193 3 to 3:59 227

10 to 10:59 246 4 to 4:59 260

11 to 11:59 257 5 to 5:59 145
12 to 12 :59 49 Other hours 289

(P. 512.)

Social Insurance with Special Reference to American
Conditions. I. M. Rubinow, Chief Statistician,

Ocean Accident S Guarantee Corporation; Former
Statistical Expert, United States Bureau of Labor.
New York, Henry Holt and Company, 1913.

Connected with the factor of speed is the factor of

fatigue. That fatigue, like speed, of itself induces lack

of attention and carelessness has been established beyond
any dispute by physiological science. For attention and
care means ability of quick reaction to stimulus and
fatigue diminishes our sensitiveness to stimulus. And
as speed induces fatigue, speed is doubly responsible for

the accidents due to inattention. . . .

A delay in promptness of reaction and a greater num-
ber of faults of memory and attention are noticeable

after fatigue. It is almost impossible to be attentive

when the brain is fatigued. The length of time that ordi-

narily elapses before one responds with the hand, for
example, to a touch of the foot, may be doubled as a
result of the effect of fatigue on attention.

It is not difficult to see the important connection be-

tween these truths of physiological science and the causa-
tion of industrial accidents. ''The chief industrial con-
ditions leading up to and culminating in accidents, '

' says
Eh*. Bogardus, ''are those of monotony and speed and
unrelaxed tension kept up for a long time. '

' This process
seems to result in increasing numbers and extent of mus-
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cular inaccuracies, which in turn appear to be the

phenomena immediately preceding accidents. To the ex-

tent that the stupefying effect of monotony and the con-

fusion attendant upon "speeding up" are added to the

regular development of the fatigue process, loss of mus-
cular control and danger of accidents are increased. The
strain is materially aggravated by long hours. And when
men and women, kept in a continuous state of fatigue

because of long hours, are operating dangerous machin-
ery, the situation becomes doubly vicious. But long hours
are not essential. What the modern worker gains in the
shortening of hours he may more than lose in the in-

creased intensity of labor. For under normal conditions
fatigue may be overcome by adequate periods of rest, but
in modem industry the workman is often denied the sat-

isfaction of the physiological demands of fatigue. Thus
the tendency to recoup the shortening of the working day
by reducing the lunch period may have serious effects.

(Pp. 78-79.)

United States Congress. House Document No. 146.

Eighteenth Annual Report of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. 58th Congress. 3rd Session.

1904-1905.

The part played by excessive hours of labor in caus-

ing railroad accidents is a question that calls for serious

consideration. The bulletins published by the Commis-
sion record many accidents where the employees in-

volved have been on duty an excessive number of hours,
and many complaints from employees that they have
been required to work for excessive periods of time have
been brought to the attention of the Commission. There
are a few roads that have stringent rules to guard
against the overworking of trainmen, but in most cases
the matter is left entirely to the discretion of the men
and to subordinate officials immediately in charge.
These subordinate officials, in their eagerness to keep
traffic moving, frequently overtax the men, and in many
cases the men themselves through greed for making big
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pay willingly remain on duty for excessive periods of

time. If there is a reason for limiting the hours of labor
in any employment it applies with peculiar force to th^

operation of railroad trains, since the safety of the

traveling public is so largely dependent on the alertness

and intelligence of train employees. (P. 105.)

United States Congress. House Document No. 195,

Nineteenth Annual Report of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. Fifty-ninth Congress, First
Session, 1905-1906.

Another important feature of railroad operation is

the hours of labor of railroad employees, especially of

enginemen, conductors, and other trainmen, telegraph
operators, and signalmen. All these men are constantly
charged with delicate and responsible duties, and they
should never be on duty except when in good physical

and mental condition. The need of a high standard in

this respect and of care on the part of supervisory of-

ficers to see that proper regulations are maintained and
obeyed is quite generally recognized, and a considerable

number of railroads have prescribed rules limiting the

hours of work and providing suitable rest periods; but
these rules often appear to be very poorly enforced.

Evidence of overwork appears frequently in the accident

reports. Besides those cases of men remaining on duty
because of wrecks or snowstorms or other emergencies
there is much irregularity in everyday train service.

The disposition of men to work beyond reasonable
limits of physical endurance, for the sake of facilitating

the business of the railroad or to increase their earnings,

may be seen in other departments than the train service.

Signalmen, who usually work regular turns of twelve
hours each, sometimes take each other's places in case
of sickness or an unexpected call of a man away from his

home, and thus remain on duty thirty-six hours at a time.

This defect in the service, due to overwork, is fre-

quently discovered in conjunction with a deficiency of
another sort—inexperience. Men who have been but a
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few months in the service, and who have yet much to

learn concerning some features of their duties, should
be required to comply with the rest-time regulation with
the most scrupulous care; yet it often happens, as has
been shown in the accident records, that new men, ad-
mittedly less competent for their duties on that account,
are the very ones who have been put to the additional
test of working overhours. (Pp. 78-79.)

American Legislation Review, March, 1914. Working
Hours in Continuous Industries. Long Hours in

Railroading. Austin B. Gakeetson, President,

Order of Railway Conductors.

Upon the basis of safety alone the public has a vital

interest in settling this question of long hours in rail-

roading in a manner which will guarantee to the public-

fitness for service on the part of the men upon whose
vigilance, upon whose devotion to duty, depends the safe

transportation of the people of the country. (Pp. 121-2.)

Take these men who work sixty-five hours and up-

wards, take the man who works forty hours; take it to

yourself, what would you be worth after forty hours'
continuous devotion to physical duty that is oppressive,

not to mention the mental strain? That is the way to

judge it. Put yourself in their place and then determine
for yourself whether you desire to put life and property
in charge of men who are worked to such an unnatural

limit as this. (P. 126.)

Do excessive hours on duty bear any relation to the

casualty list on a railway? . . . From 1890 to 1912,

inclusive, 63, 105 railway employes were killed outright,

of whom 36,728 were trainmen. From 1890 to 1912,

1,675,854, of whom 597,108 were trainmen, were killed

and injured. Think of that ! There have not been that

many men killed and injured in war since 1890 in the

world—and the figures I am giving you are for only one

branch of industry. Moreover, there has been no de-

crease in this procession. In 1890 275,000 men were em-
ployed in train service, and 31,672 were killed or injured,
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or 114.84 men in every thousand. In 1912, 361,000 were
employed, and 45,600 were killed or injured, 126 in every
thousand. (P. 127.)

Eighth International Congress of Hygiene and Demo-
graphy. Budapest, 1894. Vol. VII, Sec. V. Uber
das Verhdltniss der Dauer des Arheitstages zur
Gesundheit des Arheiters und dessen Einfluss
auf die offentliche Gesundheit. [The length of the
Working Day in its Relation to the Workman's
Health and its Influence upon Public Health.] Dr.
E. R. J. Krejcsi, Vice-Secretary of the Chamber
of Commerde in Budapest. Budapest, 1896.

The most valuable special statistics bearing upon the
subject of fatigue are those of the trade-accidents kept
by the accident insurance offices. The ones that chiefly

merit notice are those of the German Imperial Insur-
ance Department published in 1890, of the accidents for
1887 distributed over the hours of the day when they
occurred.

From these data it may be seen how greatly accidents
increase as the fatigue of the worker increases. (P. 327.)

{Amtliche Nachrichten des Reichs-Versicherungsamtes,
VI. Jahrg., Berlin, 1890. P. 280 et seq.)

Morning

6- 7 a.m.
7- 8 ''

8- 9 ''

9-10 "
10-11 '*

11-12 noon 1590

Whole
No. of

Accidents

435
794
815

1069
1598

Daywork

Per-
centage

2.83

5.16

5.59

6.94

10.38

10.32

Afternoon

12-1 p.m.
1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

Whole
No. of
Accidents

587
745

1037
1243
1178
1306

Per-
centage

3.74

4.84

6.73

8.07

7.65

8.48

Similar figures are shown by the G-eneral Workman's
Sickness and Relief Insurance in Vienna, and some recent
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tables have been communicated to me by Dr. Leo Verkauf
before their publication.

They are as follows:

Morning

6- 7 a.m.
7- 8 '*

8- 9
9-10

10-11 pause
11-12 noon

Daywork

Whole Whole
No. of Per- No. of Per-

Accidents centage Afternoon Accidents centage

187 3.01 12-1 p.m. 82 1.32

437 7.03 1-2 '' 331 5.32

517 8.31 2-3 " 538 8.65

716 11.51 3-4 " 700 11.25

505 8.15 4-5 pause 508 8.17

338 5.43 5-6 '' 418 6.72

(P. 328.)

Fourteenth International Congress of Hygiene and Dem-
ography. Berlin, September, 1907. Vol. II, Sec.

IV. Die Ermiidung durch Berufsarbeit. [Fatigue
resulting from Occupation.] Dr. Roth. Berlin,

Hirschwald, 1908.

That the fluctuations of the mental tone in course of

working hours influence not only the worker's capacity

but render him more liable to accident by producing a
mental apathy or indifference as a result of weariness is

also a fact too seldom understood or acknowledged.
It is readily explained, for the fatigued workman can-

not give that close attention to safety appliances and ma-
chine guards that a normally resistant worker can give.

In regard to the frequency of accidents, proof of the state-

ment made above is furnished by the statistics of the Im-
perial Insurance Department for 1887 and 1897. Here
the relation between the length of working time and pro-
gressive uncertainty of control over muscles, as well as
the relaxation of mental tone, is made clear in the statis-

tics of 1897, which noted the hours when accidents oc-

curred. The three final morning hours show twice as
many accidents as the first ones, and the final afternoon
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hours, from 3 to 6, were also more disastrous than the

first part of the afternoon. Taking the authentic state-

ment that, on an average, an accident occurs in every

three hours throughout the year, the following tables

show the variations

:

A . M. hours from 6 to 9--1.10 accidents.
(( (( (< 9" 12--2.36 ((

P., M. (( <( 12** 3--1.02 ((

(< <( a 3** 6--2.11 (i (P. 618.)

Professor Imbert has also stated that his observations

show that accidents occur in parallel lines "with the extent

of working time and reach the highest proportion at the

end of overtime. (P. 619.)

Handworterhuch der Staatswissenchaften. Bd. I. [Com-
pendium of Political Science, Vol. I.] Edited by
Dbs. J. Conrad, Professor of Political Science in

Halle; L. Elster, Ober Reg. Rath in Berlin; W.
Lexis, Professor of Political Science in Gottingen,

and Edg. Loening, Professor of Law in Halle. Ar-
beitszeit. [Hours of Work.] Dr. H. Herkner, j5er-

lin. Jena, Fischer, 1909.

The exhausted workman no longer has full control
over his muscles. His results are less exact. Danger by
accident increases. If it is reckoned that, on an average,
one accident takes place every 3 hours throughout the
year, then, according to the German Accident Statistics

of 1887 and 1897, the numbers of accidents between the
hours 6 to 9 a. m., 1.10 per cent. ; from 9 to noon, 2.36 per
cent.; from noon to 3 p. m., 1.02 per cent.; and from
3 to 6 p. m., 2.11 per cent.

Professor Imbert has also shown that in the occupa-
tions noted by him the numbers of accidents reached
their highest point near the end of working hours. (P.
1214.)
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Amtliche Nachrichten des Reichs-Versicherimgscmits,
1910. I. Beiheft. I. Teil. Gewerhe-Unfallstatistik
fur das Jahr 1907. [Reports of the Imperial In-
surance Department. 1910. Appendix I. Part I.

Statistics of Industrial Accidents for the year
1907.]

NUMBER AND PER CENT. OF INJURED PERSONS WHO HAD BEBV
AT WORK EACH SPECIFIED NUMBER OF HOURS ON THE DAY OF
THE ACCIDENT, FOR METAL-WORKING INDUSTRIES AND FOR ALL
INDUSTRIES IN GERMANY, 1907.

Metal-Working
Number of Hours In- Industries. All Industries.

jured Persons Had Number Number
Been at Work. Reported. Per cent. Reported Per cent.

Less than 1 88 5.79 3,939 4.94

1 and under 2 125 8.23 6,885 8.63

2 and under 3 133 8.76 7.351 9.21

3 and under 4 209 13.76 9,004 11.28

4 and under 5 199 13.10 9,739 12.20
5 and under 6 135 8.89 8,106 10.16
6 and under 7 116 7.64 6,462 8.10

7 and under 8 161 10.60 6,908 8.66

8 and under 9 141 9.28 6,817 8.54

9 and under 10 109 7.18 6,041 7.57

10 and over 103 6.77 8,539 10.71

Total 1,519 100.00 79,791 100.00

(P. 329.)

Staats- und sozialwissenschaftliche Forschungen. Heft
138. [Researches in Political and Social Science.

Vol. ISS]. Edited hy G-ustav Schmoller and Max
Seeing. Hohere Arbeitsintensitdt bei kiirzerer Ar-
heitszeit, ihre personalen und technisch-sachlichen
Voraussetzungen. [Intensification of Work in

Shorter Working-hours: its personal and techni-

cal basis.] Ernst Bernhard. Leipzig, Duncker S
Humblot, 1909.

The accident statistics of the industrial and agricul-

tural societies point clearly to the relaxation of the power
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of attention in the course of the day. The psychological

side of fatigue appears here as a weakening of the apper-
ceptive processes, i. e., in the slackening of attention and
will. The frequency of accidents reaches its maximum
between 9 and 12 in the morning and between 3 and 6 in

the afternoon. The reports of factory inspectors fre-

quently emphasize that accidents occur especially in the
last hours and that their number has decreased with
shorter working hours. (P. 77.)

How much long working-hours dull attention is shown
emphatically by the often-mentioned fact that accidents
occur especially in the final hours of work, and that their

number decreases with the reduction of hours. The men-
tal paralysis that accompanies fatigue shows itself in the
blurring of the train of thought and the relaxation of will

and attention; that is, all the apperceptive processes are
obstructed. This paralysis appears in detail in a length-
ening of the time of recognition, choice, and association,
in the weakening of memory and the lowering of skill.

The serious railway accident at Thirsk caused the Mid-
way Railway Company to reduce the working time of its

employees. In the case of persons whose calling demands
a continuous strain of attention, such as type-setters, but
especially chauffeurs of taxicabs, work too much pro-
longed has brought on serious cases of neurasthenia.
(P. 86-87.)

Revue Scientifique. 4' Juin, 1904. Les Accidents du
Travail et les Compagnies d'Assurances. [Indus-
trial Accidents and Insurance.] Prof. A. Imbeet,
University of Montpellier. Paris, 1904.

The law of 1898 upon the accidents of industry is now
six years old ... it is one of the most beneficent of the
Republic . . . and should aid in solving social questions.
(P. 711.)

The number of accidents, as a matter of fact, does
not depend only on the number of workmen or the kind
of work, but, it must be reiterated, depends also in large
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measure on the organization of labor and the qualities

of the human machine. More explicitly, many accidents

result from the physical or mental fatigue of the work-
man at the moment, and this assertion can easily be
proved by innumerable instances. (P. 715.)

The imminence of an accident is usually made mani-
fest to workmen by some occurrence, which, by the per-

ipheral excitation of sight, sound, or sensation, is made
known to the brain. There is often only an inappreciable

time in which this message may be conveyed to the brain

and the necessary stimulus sent forth to the muscles to

execute by rapid and energetic contractions the move-
ments necessary for defence or retreat.

The exact time necessary for each of these successive

acts has never been precisely estimated, but enough is

known to demonstrate that a workman who is in a con-

dition of mental or physical fatigue does not respond as
quickly to such stimuli, but that each such act takes a

longer time than would otherwise be true. Certain ele-

ments of the whole phenomenon may be studied sepa-
rately. Thus one knows that rapidity of muscular
contractility and consequently the quickness of the motion
made by a muscle diminishes with the time during which
the muscle is. made to contract, while the intensity of the
contraction also diminishes proportionately.

One result of this fact is that fatigue renders the
workman less apt to avoid accident, since he cannot make
as intense an effort as usual nor execute movements of
his normal rapidity. (P. 715.)

In order to find corroboration of the theory that the
number of accidents would increase with fatigue, I asked
M. Mestre, inspector of labor in the department of
H^rault, to record the accidents in his district during
1903 by the hours of the day in which they occurred.

These statistics are to be published soon, and it is

enough to say here that they all, without exception, verify
what has been said, as shown by this table

:
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Transportation.

Total number employed, 6,695 workmen. Whole
number of accidents in 1903, 660.

Accidents in the Accidents in the

Morning. Afternoon.

Hours. Numbers. Hours. Numbers.

7 a. m. 25 1 p. m. 18

8 '' 30 2 " 40
9 '' 20 3 " 45

10 '' 57 4 '' 105
11 '' 63 5 '' 118

Two facts are shown very clearly by this table of
figures, namely, the considerable share played by fatigue

in producing accidents and the equally important influ-

ence, in the inverse sense, of the midday hour of rest.

(P. 716.)

Ministere du Travail et de la Prevoyance Sociale, Bulle-

tin de rinspection du Travail et de VHygiene In-
dustrielle. 1906. Numero 3-4. Paris, 1906.

Travaux originaux des Inspecteurs. [Bulletin of
the Labor Department. Leaflets, 3-4. Original
Contributions of the Inspectors.'] Mude sur les

Accidents du Travail. [A Study of Industrial Ac-
cidents.'] M. Le Roy, Division Factory Inspector,

Toulouse. Paris, 1906.

In a report made in 1903 by M. Mestre, he said : . . .

"Accidents were divided into two categories, viz.:

1. Those that might have been foreseen
;
preventable.

2. Those which could not be foreseen ; not preventable.

It seems to me, however, that it is proper to take an-
other factor into account, a factor which is so much more
serious in that it dominates in all accidents augmenting
their frequency, or sometimes aggravating their effects.

This factor is fatigue.

It is indisputable in fact, that the more fatigued a
worker is the more liable he is to accident. The accident
is then the consequence of the combined results of physi-
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cal depression, relaxed attention and less rapid move-

ments. (P. 219.)

Struck by the statements and charts of Dr. Imbert

... I secured data from the various inspectors of my
district during two years. . . . My conclusions were iden-

tical with those arrived at by M. Mestre. I prepared

charts for 1903 and 1904, first for each separate indus-

try and then for all together, and the results to my mind
leave no doubt of the merits of the conclusions drawn
by Imbert and Mestre from their inquiries. I am familiar

with the objection that, as fewer men are at work at

certain hours than others it is not surprising there should

be more accidents at one time than another. . . . How-
ever, between 7 and 11 a. m. and 2 and 5 p. m. all work-
men who work by day, either summer or winter, are at

work, so that the record of those hours must be of real

importance.
We then find that the number of accidents increased

progressively from hour to hour in each of the two work-
ing periods, forenoon and afternoon, reaching their max-
ima at 10 a. m. and 4 p. m. We find also that accidents

are more frequent in the second half than in the first

half of the day, and that they are much less numerous
in the morning and after the rest pause than at the end
of the preceding periods. (P. 221.)

Leaving out of consideration those groups of but few
workmen . . . and those where the possibilities of acci-

dents are slight . . . and those textiles where, thanks
to legal requirements of safety devices, accidents form-
erly so frequent have been reduced from 1.4 per cent, in

1903 to 1.1 per cent, in 1904 ... we have left those groups
whose members are obliged to exert physical force. . . .

In 1904, when the statistics were absolutely complete,
we find, in transportation, from 7 to 11 a. m., an increas-

ing progression up to 10 o'clock, that is, 71, 75, 117, and
140 accidents; and in the afternoon from 1 to 5 o'clock,

the same thing up to 4 o'clock, viz., 50, 79, 143, 196. At
5, the number fell to 162 accidents.

In building and masonry, etc., we find, in short, a
maximum of 187 accidents in 1903 and 160 in 1904 at-

tained progressively by 10 a. m., and, on resumption of
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work, 227 (maximum) in 1903 at 5 p. m. and 194 (maxi-

mum) in 1904 at 4 p. m. . . . All these data bring us neces-

sarily to a consideration of fatigue as one of the chief

causes of accidents . . . and the data of the metal trades,

showing higher figures in the morning only confirm this

view, because by the division of labor here into three

shifts the hours at which the men change bring the same
proofs as to the effects of fatigue (one shift works by
day and the others change at midnight and noon).

But physical fatigue is not the only thing to consider.

We must remember also the cerebral fatigue of the work-
man who is constrained to long daily hours of work at

monotonous tasks. This fatigue induces a nervous de-

pression which is betrayed by inattention, very often
resulting in accident. It is precisely this form of fatigue
that explains the increasing progression of accidents
with the progress of working hours in industries where
work is most often limited to watching the machinery.
(P. 222.)

The anomaly of the last hour being less heavily
charged with accidents is explainable in two ways

:

1. In many industries, as is well known, there is a
certain slackening of activity and the last hour is the
least productive.

2. In others, the workman has a spurt of energy as
the closing time approaches. (P. 223.)

II Ramazzini, Giornali Italiano, di Medicina Sociale.

Anno I, Fasc. 10-11. [Italian Journal of Social
Medicine, October to November, 1907.] Le
stagioni, i giorni, le ore degli infortuni del lavoro.

[Seasons, Days, and Hours when Industrial Acci-
dents Occur.'] Professor G. Pieraccini and Dr. R.
Maffei, Head Physicians in the Royal Main Hos-
pital of S. M. Nuova in Florence.

We made an investigation of the workmen employed
in the machine shops of the railways of Italy and the
accidents incident to their work in the five years, from
1901 to 1905.
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Plorence, accidents 2509; Verona, 1671; Bologna, 214;
Foggia, 229; Naples, 173; Eimini, 170; Lucca, 100; Pon-
tassieve, 71; Kome, 62; Ancona, 40; Milan, 38; Venice,

43; Pistoja, 32; Lecco, 30; Snlmona, 25; Castellamare,

22 ; Brescia, 15 ; Forte, 14 ; Bari, 12 ; other cities, such as
Foligno, Ferni, Cremona, Udine, Vicenza, Padova, etc.,

a number less than 10.

We divided the accidents into two groups, one of

which comprises only the accidents in the machine shops
of Florence, while the other includes all the scattered

shops in the above-mentioned cities.

In our deductions we find the greatest number of
accidents in the Florentine group, because it has fewer
heterogeneous elements. But since this group is numeri-
cally too small (2509) to allow of accurate deductions, we
add to this first group the other larger one (3058), of

accidents in the other machine shops of the Italian rail-

ways.
The combined numbers of the two groups are

sufficiently homogeneous: first, because they include the

same dangerous work or groups of related work; sec-

ondly, because the workers are all of the same sex
{male) ; thirdly, because no worker is under 16 years,

only a few from 16 to 20, while very few are more than
60; fourthly, because they live and work under condi-

tions similar, or nearly so, to their usual life and cus-

toms as regards education and culture, temperature, and
social surroundings. (Pp. 548-549.)

Industrial accidents are more numerous in the morn-
ing hours than in the afternoon, and have a marked ten-

dency to increase in direct proportion to the lengthening
of the working day. Omitting the first and last hours
of work for reasons already mentioned (i. e. because
fewer workmen are present), so as to be exact in our
conclusions, it is evident that there is an increase as
follows

:

2061/2 accidents in the 2nd hour.
258 " " •* 3rd "
3241/, " " " 4th **

323 " " *' *• 5th *' (P. 580.)
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The protraction of the hours of labor raises the nuin-
ber of accidents with each successive hour, in both the
first and in the second half of the day. It remains now
to trace the causal element, or elements, of the phe-
nomenon.

There is no doubt that in brain or muscle work, as in
any energetic action of our organism, there is a con-
sumption of dynamogenic material, while the products of
normal organic metabolism, which increase during work,
act on the animal economy as poisons.

This condition of things, which only food and rest

can correct and remove, and which occurs regularly in the
daily work of the toiler, will, as time progresses, after a
few hours of work, show its effect on the worker.

These facts are scientifically demonstrated by a com-
plete series of experiments with the ergograph, among
which are those of Kronecker, Mosso, Maggiore, Treves,
Joteiko, Casarini, etc.

. . . We must admit a destruction of oxydizable ma-
terial in our organism, a corresponding condition of auto-
intoxication, or a febrile, painful condition proportioned
to the duration and intensity of a mental or physical task.

. . . And since the work of a machinist is both brain
and muscle work, as it requires muscular strength, close

attention, and diligent application, and also sometimes
mental effort, we may reasonably admit that a protrac-
tion of the hours of labor raises the figure of accidents

;

because, with the protraction of the work, the worker
becomes first fatigued, and then exhausted. (Pp. 580-

582.)
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2. Fatigue of Attention.

After fatigue has set in, the faculty of attention is

in inverse ratio to the duration and intensity of work

undertaken. Attention is always accompanied by a sen-

sation of effort, and fatigue of attention is due to the

continuance of the efforts and the difficulty of sustaining

them.

Physiological reaction time is the name given to the

interval between the occurrence of some external phe-

nomenon and the signal of its having been perceived by

any given individual. This interval is greatly influenced

by fatigue. When the brain is fatigued, attention flags

and reaction time is retarded. Hence, after overexertion

fatigued workmen are subject to increased danger when

reaction time is slowest and attention at its minimum.

British Medical Journal. December 6, 1913. On Health,
Fatigue and Repose. William Stirling, M. D.,

Professor of Physiology, University of Man-
chester.

Attention and Memory.

Darwin considered attention one of the most impor-
tant of the human faculties for the development of the

human understanding. With it must be associated mem-
ory, which depends on the disposition of our nerve cells

to retain impressions made on them, and to reproduce
them when required. Over-exertion of the brain necessi-

tates prolonged rest; sleep, and something more, is re-

quired to restore mental activity. Observant teachers

in our large public schools know full well that if there be
excessive mental work, the effects cannot be immediately
compensated by prolonged sleep—the remedy lies in

diminishing the work, and in giving more time for recrea-

tion. ...
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In fatigue of the brain one is conscious of a dimin-

ished mental grasp of a subject, and that an increased

effort is necessary for mental work. There is also dimin-

ished capacity for attention, marked impairment of mem-
ory, and great difficulty in concentration of thought. To
these may be added restlessness and irritability, and im-

pairment of the sense of touch, and also diminished mus-
cular power, although the muscles of the body may have
been practically quiescent during the whole period of the

overwork. The facial expression may also be altered.

The effort of attention is the expression of a state of

tension of the nerve cells of the brain. The act of at-

tention is most tiring when a voluntary effort is made.
Attention is correlated with expenditure of energy by
the particular nerve cells affected. (P. 474.)

British Home Office. Interim Report on an Investigation

of Industrial Fatigue by Physiological Methods,
by A. F. Stanley Kent, M. A., D.Sc. (Oxon),
Henry Overton Wills Professor of Physiology in

University of Bristol. London, 1915.

Letterpress Printing Workers. First Experiment.

Time in seconds taken to respond ("Reaction Time").
(P. 28.)

An examination of the results of this test shows that at

the beginning of the first week the average of the even-
ing response was actually quicker than the average of the
morning response, and the ratio *M/E=:1.109. It will be
observed also that the times are distinctly long, this be-
ing due probably to the fact that the test was unfamiliar
to the workers, who, as a result, took longer to carry out
the necessary operations. If the values obtained on the
Monday of the week following be taken for a compari-
son, it will be seen that the times are shorter and the
ratio M/E has come down to unity. On the Tuesday of
the first week the ratio M/E is even higher than on the
Monday, but on the Wednesday, 9th, Thursday, 10th,

*M : Morning; E: Evening.
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and Friday, 11th, there is a steady fall, indicating that

the time occupied in carrying out the test in the evening
was becoming progressively longer compared with the
morning time as the end of the week was approached. If

the lengthening of the time occupied in responding be
taken as an index of fatigue produced, it is evident that

towards the end of the week this fatigue was relatively

greater. The severity of the task remained unaltered,

and therefore the result is to be attributed to a lessened

power of resistance on the part of the workers. That
is, the workers were more readily fatigued on Thursday
and Friday, than on Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday.
Such a result might be brought about as a result of the
nightly rest proving insufficient to sweep away the day's
stock of fatigue, the worker starting next morning with
a small debit balance, to be increased on successive morn-
ings until the end of the week was reached. The week's
accumulation would, as a rule, be swept away by the
week-end rest.

A progressive accumulation of fatigue has already
been suggested, and the suggestion receives support from
the present experiment. On the following Monday the

curve has risen to the zero line ; it then commences to fall

steadily on Tuesday and Wednesday. On Thursday and
Friday, however, the line, instead of continuing to fall,

takes a sharp turn upwards, indicating, if our index be
reliable, a diminution in fatigue production on these days.
The full notes made at the time of all the circumstances
of the experiment enable us to offer an explanation of
this apparent anomaly. On referring to these notes, the
following entry is found: ''Manager absent," and this

absence of the manager coincides in time with the period
during which less fatigue was indicated. In ordinary
times strict supervision was exercised by the manager
over the operatives of the factory, and, during his ab-
sence, supervision appears to have been less strict. Less
strict supervision, accompanied by a less development of
fatigue, has been indicated in an unmistakable manner
in the records obtained by the method under discussion,
and to this extent the method may be said to be of value.
(Pp. 27-29.)
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Revue Internationale de Sociologie. Novembre, 1895. Le
Travail Humain et ses Lois. [The Laws of Human
Work]. Francesco S. Nitti, University of Naples.

Paris, Giard et Briere, 1895.

Certain writers have observed that accidents are more
frequent in the later than in the first hours of work. Or-

dinarily this significant fact is attributed entirely to

psychic causes—to the lack of interest and assiduity of

the workman—whilst it actually arises from a purely

1 hysiological fact, namely, that attention is always in an
inverse ratio to the duration and intensity of work. It

may be taken as a fixed law that all work has a limit be-

yond which, if effort continues, attention decreases and
tends to disappear completely. (P. 1030.)

This is a fact that every one can prove.

A captain tells me that at the beginning of a march
the soldiers are prompt and attentive, but, at the end of a
certain number of hours, attention decreases little by
little; it is then difficult to maintain order: the men
stumble against obstacles, walk at hazard, fall into

ditches. If they are forced to still greater exertion they
advance unevenly, without seeing anything, indifferent

even to danger. Attention is gradually dissipated until

quite lost.

The workman is at first cautious and attentive: he
avoids danger because his attention is alert : as sensibility

decreases with the onset of fatigue his attention

diminishes : he does not see danger. Accidents of labor,

unhappily called "accidental," are more numerous with
men subjected to exhausting labors, precisely for the

same reason that they are more frequent in the latter part
of the working hours. ''The number of accidents," says
the Imperial German Insurance Office, "increase with ex-

traordinary rapidity in proportion as the fatigue and
weariness of the workmen insensibly increase." (P.

1031.)^
'

.

It is then a fixed fact that fatigue blunts sensibility

little by little, and destroys attention. (P. 1032.)

"With fatigued subjects," says Fere, "the eyelids re-

lax, the convergence of the eyes becomes difficult, the po-
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sition of the eyes lacks steadiness, the gaze is vague and
appears to be fixed on vacant space. Convergence being
one of the conditions necessary for concentration of the

attention, the defect here coincides with incapacity for

mental work." (P. 1032.)

The fact that fatigue destroys attention was brought
out a century ago by A. Crichton.

Now, the faculty of attention, as Darwin has so ad-
mirably shown, is the most important of all faculties for

the development of human intelligence. C Descent of

Man," Vol. 1, page 44.) (P. 1033.)

Excess of muscular labor, by suppressing attention,

prevents the development of intelligence. (P. 1033.)

Fatigue. A. Mosso, Professor of Physiology, University

of Turin. 1896. Translated by Margaret Drum-
MOND, M. A., and W. B. Drummond, M. B., Extra
Physician, Royal Hospital for Sick Children, Edin-
burgh. New York, 1904.

In 1850, Hermann V. Helmholtz made out exactly the

rapidity with which the mandates of the brain are sent

along the nerves to the muscles, and measured the ve-

locity with which impressions made on the surface of the

body reach the brain. Everyone has noticed that scarcely

do we feel ourselves pricked before we instinctively with-

draw our hand.
Helmholtz measured the time which elapses (1) be-

tween a prick and the perception of the pain; (2) be-

tween the perception of the pain and the muscular con-

traction in response. He found that in man the nerve
current passes along the motor nerves with a velocity of

30 metres per second. The rapidity with which stimuli

are propagated along the sensory nerves, which conduct

impressions from the periphery of the body to the ner-

vous centres is very similar. Some writers have found
that the rate of propagation along the nerves may be as

slow as 20 metres per second. (Pp. 74-75.)

Physiologists, especially the pupils of Wundt, have ex-

tended to all the senses their investigations of the phe-
nomena of attention. One of the most singular facts

—
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one of which we have all had practical demonstration
when fencing or playing at ball or at any game of skill

—

is that attention increases the promptitude of reaction;

when we are off our guard we require a longer time to

get into the proper position and hit back.

. . . The difference is not in the rapidity of the move-
ment, but in that of the psychic processes. The time of

physiological reaction, or simply physiological time, is the

name given to the interval between the occurrence of an
electric spark, for instance, and our giving some sign of

having perceived it, say, by touching an electric button on
which our hand rests. This short space of time varies in
different individuals, and represents the delay which
takes place before we take account of one of the most
simple forms of perception. Great individual differences
are found in this as well as in the more complex forms of
perception. . . . Fatigue has a great influence on the
duration of this reaction time. When such measurements
are repeated without an interval for rest, the time before
the response is given gradually increases.

Most people take about 134 thousandths of a second
before responding with the hand to a touch on the foot

;

but fatigue of the attention may prolong the interval to

200 or 250 thousandths of a second.
Obersteiner showed that noises and all causes which

tend to distract the attention lengthen the time of physio-
logical reaction. One example will suffice to show how
much better our brain functions in silence. Obersteiner
had an organ placed in the room where, by means of
Hipp's chronometer, he was measuring reaction time.
When there was silence, the subject of the experiment
took 100 thousandths of a second before with his right
hand he gave a sign of having felt a touch on his left ; but
when the organ was played, the time was prolonged to 140
or even 144 thousandths of a second. This retardation
took place in spite of the greater intensity of the atten-
tion, and whenever the music ceased, the time of physio-
logical reaction became as before. (Pp. 203-205.)

In weak and nervous people, especially in women, a
very prolonged strain on the attention may give rise to
serious ailments. (P. 188.)
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If the brain is fatigued, it is almost impossible to be
attentive. (P. 198.)

The best example of the incapacity for attention pro-

duced by muscular fatigue is given by Alpine ascents.

Only with great difficulty could Saussure do a little in-

tellectual work on Mt. Blanc. ''When I wished to fix my
attention for a few consecutive moments, I had to stop
and take breath for two or three moments. '*

In my own case I have observed that great muscular
fatigue takes away all power of attention and weakens the
memory. I have made several ascents. I have been once
on the summit of Monte Viso and twice on that of Monte
Rosa, yet I do not remember anything of what I saw from
those summits. My recollection of the incidents of the

ascents becomes more and more dim in proportion to the
height attained. It seems that the physical conditions
of thought and memory become less favorable as the blood
is poisoned by the products of fatigue, and the energy of
the nervous system consumed. . . . Several Alpinists
whom I consulted agreed with me that the last part of an
ascent was least distinctly remembered. (P. 200.)

Thirteenth International Congress of Hygiene and Dem-
ography. Vol. V, Sec. IV. Dans quelle mesure
peut-on, par des methodes physiologiques, etudier

la fatigue, ses modalites et ses degres dans les di-

verses professions? Quels sont les arguments que
*

les sciences physiologiques et medicates peuvent ou
pourraient faire valoir en faveur de tel ou tel

mode d'organisation du travail? [To what extent
may fatigue resulting from occupation he esti-

mated by physiological methods, and what argu-
ment can medical and physiological science present
that will influence favorably certain methods of in-

dustrial organization?] Dr. Zaccaeia Treves, Uni-
versity of Turin. Brussels, 1903.

The examination of psychic functions in individuals
profoundly fatigued by walking shows that preceding fa-

tigue makes the subject more susceptible to subsequent
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fatigue, and that physical ailments or insufficient sleep

have the same effect.

After fatigue a delay in promptness of reaction and a

greater number of faults of memory and attention are

noticeable, whilst moderate work has a favorable influence

upon these functions. (P. 27.)

The Psychology of Attention {authorized translation).

Th. Ribot, Professor of Comparative and Experi-
mental Psychology in the College de France. Chi-

cago, Open Court, 1894.

Under the general head of exhaustion we include a
very numerous group of states in which attention cannot
pass beyond a very weak stage. . . .

Examples are found in . . . extreme physical or mental
fatigue. ... In exhaustion it is impossible or extremely
difficult to fix the attention. (P. 97.)

La Fatigue et I'Entramement Physique. {Fatigue and
Physical Training]. Dr. Phil. Tissifi. Paris, Al-
can, 1897.

Attention exhausts a weak brain and puts it in a state

of the least resistance, exactly as an illness would do.

(P. 125.)

Binet and Courtier established by observation of the
capillary pulse, noted by a delicate instrument, that the
mental effort required for fixed attention excited a vaso-
constrictor reflex with acceleration of the heart, and of
respiration, often vaso-motor irregularity or fluttering

at this phase of excitation ; then came a stage of depres-
sion, with slowed pulse and respiration, and a general
weakening of dicrotism of the capillary pulsation, which
is, they state, a symptom of fatigue. (P. 125.)

The power of attention is variable with individuals : it

is proportioned to the physical development and age;
it is rudimentary with degenerates . . . and weak per-
sons ; it is little developed in children. (P. 125.)
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Every impression is a memory in formation or which
may be evoked when once formed ; now, childhood is spent

in accumulating memories for all the rest of life, and, as

there are few impressions which do not cause muscular
functioning, it follows that the more numerous the im-

pressions, so are the motions more numerous, and, vice

versa, the more numerous the movements are, so are the

impressions and the stores of memory more numerous.
This is one of the reasons for the physical activity of

childhood, which seeks to adapt itself to its environment
by the intermediary of its sensory organs. (P. 127.)

Attention exhausts the psycho-dynamic forces neces-

sary for motion, and, conversely, motion attenuates or
suppresses attention. (Pp. 127-128.)

The power of attention is limited and intermittent be-

cause each fixation of attention is accompanied by a sen-

sation of effort. (Pp. 130-131.)

Mude sur Vlnfluence de la Duree du Travail Quotidien
sur la 8ante Generale de VAdulte. [Study of the

Effect of the Length of Working Hours upon the

General Health of Adults]. Ilia Sachnine.
Lyon, Waltener et Cie., 1900.

Attention is always accompanied by a sensation of
effort, and fatigue resulting from attention is in direct

proportion to the continuance of the effort and the dif-

ficulty of sustaining it. If one attempts to fix his atten-

tion unwaveringly upon one object, he is soon conscious
that the object is less keenly realized, then becomes
clearer ; in a word, attentiveness has a kind of rhythm ; it

oscillates. (P. 135.)

Every one knows by experience that if attention or
mental work be prolonged beyond measure there results
a sort of mental cloudiness which tends to become more
and more severe and may be accompanied by vertigo.
The mental activity diminishes ; under fatigue, attention
and memory are weakened, the association of ideas be-
comes difficult and distraction augments. (P. 138.)
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Travail et Plaisir. [Work and Enjoyment]. Charles
FfiBfi, Doctor of Medicine. Paris, Alcan, 1904.

Fatigue, which is shown in lessened energy of volun-

tary motions and also in their slackening and loss of pre-

cision, brings also a diminution of muscular tonicity.

There is a fatigue of tone (Tonus). The cramps which
often coincide with other signs of motor weakness may
be considered as due to a sort of ataxy of tone. This
means, in other words, that the physical conditions of at-

tention are profoundly altered; involuntary attention is

diminished as well as voluntary attention. (Pp. 446-447.)

Defect of attention hinders receptivity. At the same
time memory undergoes a rapid disintegration. Depres-
sion of attention and of memory is evinced in practical
life by mistakes, errors, troubles of association, etc.

(P. 447.)

Thirteenth International Congress of Hygiene and Dem-
ography. Brussels, 1903. Vol. V, Sec. IV. Dans
quelle mesure peut-on par des methodes physiolo-
giques,etudier la fatigue, ses modalites et ses degres
dans les diverses professions? Quels sont les argu-
ments que les sciences physiologiques et medicates
peuvent ou pourraient faire valoir en faveur de tel

ou tel mode d'organisation du travail? [To what
extent may fatigue resulting from occupation be es-

timated by physiological methods, and what argvr-
ments can medical and physiological science pre-
sent in favor of special methods of industrial or-
ganization?] Dr. Jean de Moor, University of
Brussels. Brussels, 1903.

An excess of physical labor extends its depressing in-
fluence to all nervous functions. It diminishes the pre-
cision of movements and the exactness of their rhythm,
and promotes trembling. It diminishes cutaneous sensi-
bility and blunts all the psychic activities. (P. 9.)

Labor always involves to a certain degree the inter-
vention of the higher mental activities; more and more,
in our era, the share of mental work grows in every de-
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partment. It is thus certain that in many occupations
men exhaust not only the muscles employed but also the
functions of attention and association which are inces-

santly brought into action. (P. 9.)

Vber die Ursachen der Neurasthenie wnd Hysterie hei

Arheitern. {The Causes of Neurasthenia and Hys-
teria among Working People.] Paul Schonhals.
A Study of 200 Cases in the Workingman's Sani-
tarium at Schonow Zehlendorf. Berlin, 1906.

In the development of nervous disorders, overstrain
of the faculty of attention, which is concentrated on the
work, is of the most decisive influence. (P. 27.)

»
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E. BAD EFFECTS OF LONG HOURS UPON MORALS.

1. General Loss of Moral Restraints.

The dangers attendant upon excessive working hours

are shown also by the moral degeneration which results

from over-fatigue. Laxity of moral fiber follows physi-

cal debility. After excessive labor, the overtaxed worker

is left stupefied or responds most readily to coarse pleas-

ures and excitements.

Work and Wealth: A Human Valuation. J. A. Hobson.
New York, The Macmillan Company, 1914.

So far I have dwelt exclusively upon the physiological

nature and effects of fatigue as costs of labor. But due
account must also be taken of the psychical or conscious
costs. Much work in its initial stage contains elements
of pleasurable exercise of some human organ or faculty,

and even when this pleasure has worn off a considerable
period of indifference may ensue. Though boredom
may set in before any strain of fatigue, the earlier period
of ennui may not entail a heavy cost. But, when fatigue

advances, the irksomeness brings a growing feeling of

painful effort, and a long bout of fatigue produces as its

concomitant a period of grave conscious irritation of

nerves with a subsequent period of painful collapse.

Where the conditions of work are such as to involve a
daily repetition of this pain, its accumulative effect con-

stitutes one of the heaviest of human costs, a lowering
of mentality and of moral resistance closely correspond-
ing to the decline of physical resistance. Drink and other
sensational excesses are the normal reactions of this

lowered morale. Thus fatigue ranks as a main determi-
nant of the character of the working-classes and has
a social significance in its bearing upon order and pro-
gress not less important than its influence upon the in-

dividual organism. (Pp. 68-70.)
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British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXII. 1842. Reports
of Inspectors of Factories.

There can be little doubt that working 10 hours a day
would be more favorable to health and the enjoyment of

life than 12 hours a day can be; but without entering
into the question of health, no one will hesitate, I think,

to admit that, in a moral point of view, so entire an ab-

sorption of the time of the working classes . . . must
be extremely prejudicial, and is an evil greatly to be de-

plored. Some there are, undoubtedly, who, by more than
ordinary natural energy, overcome this disadvantage ; but
with the great mass it has the effect of rendering them
ignorant, prejudiced, addicted to coarse sensual indul-

gences, and susceptible of being led into mischief and
violence by any appeal to their passions or prejudices.
With so few opportunities of mental culture, and of moral
and religious training, it is surprising that there should
be so many virtuous and respectable people among them.
For the sake, therefore, of public morals, of bringing up
an orderly population, and of giving the great body of

the people a reasonable enjoyment of life, it is much to

be desired that in all trades some portion of every work-
ing day should be reserved for rest and leisure. (P. 30.)

The Evils of Protracted Hours of Labor. William Peb-
GussoN, Edinburgh. James Hogg, 1847.

The majority of men, if compelled to work sixteen,

fourteen, twelve, or even ten hours a day, for six days
out of the seven, are utterly incapacitated for prosecut-
ing with vigor, at least to any extent worth naming, the
education of their intellectual and moral nature ; . . .

the evils of protracted hours of labor do not stop short
at the physical degradation of the laborer, but extend
to the whole of his nature. Wlien the physical structure
is broken down, whether by over-labor, or by any other
species of intemperance, the higher faculties, which act
through the physical organization, become deteriorated
in the same ratio. (Pp. 10-11.)
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The Case of the Journeymen Bakers. Evils of Night-
work and Long Hours of Work. William Au-
gustus Guy, M. B., Fellow of the Royal College of
Physicians, Professor of Forensic Medicine,
King's College; Physician to King's College Hos-
pital, etc. London, Renshaw, 1848.

But we must look at night-work and overwork in an-

other light. We must look at it, not merely as the cause
of sickness and premature decay, but as an unwholesome
influence, acting day by day directly upon the body and
indirectly upon the mind. Bodily exhaustion is evidently
unfavorable to the exercise of self-control. It produces
a feverishness, a restlessness, an excited state of mind,
which is very apt to lead to excessive indulgence in spirit-

uous liquors. The mind cannot settle to anything even
to sleep, and craves excitement and exciting amusements

;

and thus bad habits are formed, which grow upon a man
until it becomes very difficult to throw them off. (P. 12.)

The Pioneer of Progress. John Dennis. London, Ham-
ilton Adams, 1860.

The great evil of the day—perhaps the greatest of all,

when we remember how it is caused, as well as the effects

it produces—is the evil of overwork. ... If late hours,

and the want of opportunity for social amenities and
physical recreation, produce laxity of moral conduct,

weakness of bodily strength, and a strain of attendant
evils whose name is legion, then everyone who encour-

ages protracted labour, whether by tacit acquiescence,

or by deliberate action, is responsible according to his

degree for this direful result. (Pp. 106-107.)

The want of innocent recreation, the want of time
for domestic pleasure, even where those pleasures might
have been realized, the bondage of slaves instead of the

privileges of free men,—all these things have concurred
in alluring the working man to seek some moments of

forgetfulness in sensual pleasure, in the wayside ale-

house, or in the brilliantly lighted gin-palace. (P. 151.)
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The Eight Hours Day. Sidney Webb and Harold Cox.

London, Walter Scott, 1891.

If you compel men and women to work so long each

day that they have not time to think, they will remain
non-thinking animals. Under the present conditions of

industiy there are in all advanced industrial countries

thousands of men and women who never have a moment's
leisure until completely exhausted to sit down quietly

and take stock of their position. All the time that is left

to them between bed and work is spent in the pleasures

that most immediately appeal to an overwrought body.

The gin palace, with its glaring lights and strong spirits,

the music-hall, with its silly songs and maudlin senti-

ments, are the direct results of a system of overwork
that prohibits mental leisure. (P. 151.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. VI. 1901. Report from
the Select Committee of the House of Lords on
Early Closing of Shops.

Witness, Sir W. MacCormac, President of the Royal
College of Surgeons:

2466. ... I have a strong opinion that moral and
physical well-being depend largely one upon the other,

and that if from any cause the physical condition of men
and women is lowered the moral nature must to some
extent suffer too. ... I quite agree with the opin-

ions of my predecessors that such long hours are very
grievous, and are calculated to do the community in

which they largely prevail serious harm. (P. 120.)

Diseases of Occupation from the Legislative, Social and
Medical Points of Vieiv. Thomas Oliver, M. A.,

M. D., F. R. C. P., Medical Expert on the White
Lead, Dangerous Trades, Pottery and Lucifer
Match Committees of the British Home Office.

New York, Dutton, 1908.

The cheerless days, too, spent in a textile factory amid
the din of machinery, and the monotonous character of
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the work, are not such as of themselves to quicken the
intellect and promote the higher interests of life. Is it

not rather that they tend, through the strain they cause,
to encourage a craving for that form of recreation which
seeks an outlet in excitement and pleasure, and, on the
other hand, to dishearten men and women, who, as fac-

tory operatives, feel that they cannot rise to a higher
occupation than that of minding machinery ? The despot-
ism of some branches of modern labor is overpowering.
Factory legislation has done something to minimize this.

. . . To be of helpful service factory legislation

must be progressive and keep pace with the industrial

problems special to each succeeding age. (P. xii.)

The Way to Industrial Peace and the Problem of Un-
employment. B. Seebohm Rowntree. T. Fisher
Unwin, London, 1914.

From the moral, no less than from the economic
point of view, the question of hours of labour is one of

vital importance. The man who is too tired to exert
himself at all on the days of rest is also too tired to in-

terest himself in questions affecting his physical wel-

fare and that of his family and fellow-citizens. He is apt
to become a mere drudge, content to drift on the stream
of life, unable after some years thus spent to arouse him-
self to decisive action to overcome any temptation that
may assail him, to apply his thought to art or literature,

or even to follow intelligently the political haiDpenings
of the day. (Pp. 33-34.)

Massachusetts House Documents. No. 153. 1850.
Minority Report of the Special Committee Re
Limitation of Hours of Work.

Excessive labor not only debilitates the body, and
thereby exposes it to disease, but also tends to exhaust
the mental powers, and thus expose the whole moral
and intellectual character to undue and dangerous de-

1
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pression. To this evil and danger the factory opera-

tives,—that large and valuable class of the population

of this State,—which, by their labor, produce so large

a portion of its material wealth, are especially exposed.

Eeliable authorities upon the condition of the English

factory operatives attribute much of their immorality,

and particularly their intemperance, to their former long

hours of labor. They say that working excessive hours
produces lassitude and listlessness of mind; and, con-

sequently, those who desire to enjoy a little of life, dur-

ing the short time between working and sleeping in

order to keep up the tone of the system sufficiently to

do so, resort to intoxicating drinks to stimulate and ex-

hilarate themselves into a more conscious state of exist-

ence. Habits of intemperance were thus formed and
fixed upon the unfortunate, over-worked operatives, and
they were sunk to the lower depth of vice and degrada-
tion, which has been so notorious in the history of English
manufacturing. . . . (Pp. 19-20.)

Massachusetts House Document. No. 44. 1867. Report
of Special Cormmssion on the Hours of Labor.

It is certain that men may labor so severely and in-

cessantly as in the long run to impair the vital energies,

and thus reduce the powers of production; and it may
be further true that too great amount of toil may not
only injure the physical powers, but depress or impair
the mental faculties, so that in this way the productive
capacity of a people may be greatly lessened. And, still

further, not only the physical and mental but the moral
nature of man may be imbruted by severe and unrea-
sonable protracted toil.

The hours devoted to labor should not be so extended
as not to leave sufficient time and strength to engage in
those pursuits which will qualify the laborer for the dis-

charge of his duties to himself, his family, and his gov-
ernment. (Pp. 22-23.)
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Evidence Submitted to the Massachusetts Legislature

in Favor of the Enactment of a Ten-Hour Law.
Lawrence, 1870.

After many years of careful observation, I think I

can say, with truth, that the results of the eleven-hour

system are evil, and only evil, physically, intellectually,

and morally.
Overtasking all the powers of men, women, and chil-

dren; pressing them in all their labors, and long, weary,
exhausting hours of toil to a mere subsistence. . . .

Any system of labor which thus tramples upon and
treats with contempt man's higher nature, requiring of

the father, mother, and children a constant battle to se-

cure a bare living, leaves no time to cultivate the intel-

lectual or moral nature ; every energy of mind and body
is crushed. Crime treads on the heels of crime as a na-

tural-result, driving multitudes to the intoxicating cup
with all the attendant miseries. I. Duncan. (Pp. 13-14.)

Report of Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of Labor.
1870-1871.

Reduced hours of labor have a great tendency to im-

prove one morally, mentally, and physically—a person
will, under continual long hours, either succumb from
want of physical power, or become a mere brute, not hav-

ing time to think, visit, or do anything that would tend to

personal improvement. Under such circumstances, it

is nothing but work and sleep, if there is a family to sup-

port. (P. 591.)

Report of the Maine Bureau of Industrial and Labor
Statistics. 1892.

Employers should realize that long hours at a severe

tension are a cause of irritation among their employees,
and they become ripe for almost any trouble, and trifles

are often sufficient to precipitate violent strikes. The
real cause of many of these strikes is overwork. (P. 12.)
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Sixty-fifth Annual Meeti/ng of the American Institute of
Instruction. The Relation of Fatigue to Social

and Educational Progress. Henry S. Baker, Ph.
D. Boston, 1895.

Among the higher functions of certain brain tracts

is that of inhibition. These tracts are called '

' inhibitory

centres," and their function is like that of brakes on a

wagon, or like the governor on an engine, or like that of

a coachman who holds a tight rein when his spirited

team is going down hill or along a crowded street. The
effects of fatigue on these centres is seen very quickly

in any prolonged effort. ... In general, self-con-

trol is lost, and the lower, the baser, and the more selfish

faculties of our nature run riot. ... In short, the

fatigued person is very sure to fly off on a tangent in

one or more lines. In other words, his inhibitory centres

have ceased to act, he has little self-control. Most
crimes of all kinds are committed at night, when men are
tired, ugly, and possessed of little judgment, compara-
tively, and less consciences. . . . The rested boy or
man can resist temptation, but the tired one cannot. His
will and conscience are both too weak. (P. 41.)

The facts of fatigue settle scientifically and beyond
appeal some social and religious questions. Dr. C. F.

Hodge, of Clark University, proved that, while eight or
ten hours of rest restored the tired nerve cells to a con-
dition nearly normal, at least thirty or thirty-six hours
is needed for an absolutely complete recuperation. That
means that a Sabbath, giving so long a rest, is a neces-
sity, if man is to do his best work physically and intel-

lectually or live at his best esthetically, morally and re-

ligiously. (Pp. 51-52.)

Report of New York State Factory Inspector. 1899.

Long hours of hard manual labor destroy the mental
appetite in almost every instance.

The man is unfitted for reading or study—^he is phy-
sically tired—and his intellect is inactive. The drain
upon his vitality has been continuous and heavy, and he
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must needs sleep in order to recuperate. This continues

indefinitely—each succeeding day being but a repetition

of the former. (Pp. 16-17.)

Revue Internationale de Sociologie. November, 1895.

Le Travail Humain et ses Lois. [The Laivs of
Human Work.] Francesco S. Nitti, Professor,
University of Naples. Paris, Giard et Briere, 1895.

A fact of no less importance affirmed by physicians
everywhere and which explains why people subjected to

long hours of work are often very excitable without dis-

playing real resistance in industrial struggles, is that

fatigue causes in individuals and races subjected to it,

an irritable weakness, an excessive excitation, and almost
always a feeble will. (P. 1038.)

Fatigue. A. Mosso, Professor of Physiology, University

of Turin, 1896. Translated hy Margaret Drum-
MOND, M. A., and W. B. Drummond, M. B., Extra
Physician Royal Hospital for Sick Children, Edi/n-

hurgh. New York, Putnam, 1904.

Extreme fatigue, whether intellectual or muscular,
produces a change in our temper, causing us to become
more irritable ; it seems to consume our noblest qualities

—those which distinguish the brain of civilized from that

of savage man. When we are fatigued we can no longer
govern ourselves, and our passions attain to such violence

that we can no longer master them by reason.

Education, which is wont to curb our reflex move-
ments, slackens the reins, and we seem to sink several

degrees in the social hierarchy. We lose the ability to

bear intellectual work, the curiosity, and the power of

attention, which are the most important distinguishing

characteristics of the superior races of man. (P. 238.)
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Proceedings of the First International Convention on
Industrial Diseases. Milan, 1906. Frenastenia e

delinquenza in rapporto a taluni ordinamenti del

lavoro. [Imbecility and Criminality in Relation

to Certain Forms of Labor.] Prof. Crisafulli.

Every overfatigued worker is subject to a kind of poi-

soning derived not alone from the insalubrity of his place

of work and surrounding conditions, but also from ex-

haustion.

The symptoms of this abnormal condition are always
more apparent in the last hours of the working day.

Muscular weariness produces cerebral weariness. In
a word, it is exhaustion which is often followed by ner-

vous overexcitability, by hypersensitiveness, melancholy,
sullenness, etc., all of which urge the individual to im-
pulsive and conscienceless acts. From this to crime is but
a step. (P. 149.)

Muscular work influences the nervous system, for

good or ill. The brain is profoundly affected by muscu-
lar overfatigue. The excessive weariness and lassitude

of the overworked man can no longer be considered the

immediate result of his work, but rather the index of ano-
malies in metabolism from which auto-poisoning inevit-

ably results. Prof. Mosso found that the brains of car-

rier pigeons, after a flight of 500 kilos, were pale and
anaemic ; likewise the brains of quails, which, flying from
the African coast, fell exhausted upon our shores. (P.

150.)
^

It is true that among malefactors there are many who,
wearied and tormented by overwork and exhaustion suf-

fer persistent changes of the organic metabolism to the
detriment of the inhibitory centres, numbing the con-
science, enfeebling moral and discriminatory powers,
with irresponsible resultant actions often positively in-,

stinctive.

It is an established fact that overfatigued working-
men, through the actual poisoning of fatigue, become un-
settled in their mental equilibrium, remaining almost
paretics in mental associations and discriminations, in
the inhibitory powers and in the sentiments. (P. 157.)
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2. Growth of Intemperance.

When the working day is so long that no time is left

for a minimum of leisure and recreation, relief from the

strain of work is often sought in alcoholic stimulants.

Among industrial workers the desire for drink is often

due to the physical incidents of factory work, such as

exposure to extreme heat, or the inhalation of dust or

fluff in the many trades involving such hazards. In-

temperance often results also from the worker's crav-

ing for some stimulant or support for exhausted en-

ergies.

The Steel Workers. John A. Fitch. The Pittsburgh
Survey, Russell Sage Foundation Publication.

New York. Charities Publication Committee^
1910.

There are other reasons, to be sure, than the desire

to mingle with one's fellows, for the popularity of the

saloon; drinking is traditional among iron and steel

workers. . . .

The nature of mill work is such as to make the saloon

habit one of the most natural ones in the world. Prac-
tically every man is affected by the heat even if he does
not have a ''hot job." The whole atmosphere is such

as to induce perspiration and enhance thirst. All the

workers drink water in great quantities as long as they

are in the mill. Sometimes a man drinks too much,
so that he leaves at the end of a day's work feeling half

nauseated. Such a man steps into a saloon for a glass

of something to set his stomach right. Or if a man does

riot overdrink during the day, he is still chronically

thirsty, and it is to satisfy a real longing for drink that

he stops for his beer. The dust of the mills, too, that

the men have been breathing for twelve hours, sends an-

other quota to their beer or whiskey to clear out their

throats. Then comes the largest contingent of all, the
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men wearied with the heat and the work, some almost
overcome and dragging their feet. These feel the ne-
cessity of a stimulant and they get it day after day, re-

gardless of the waste of physical and nervous energy
involved in keeping themselves keyed up to their work
by an artificial aid. I do not think I am far wrong when
I say that a large majority of steel workers sincerely be-
lieve that the regular use of alcoholic drinks is essential

to keep them from breaking down. (Pp. 226-227.)

Ordinarily one does not see very much drunkenness.
The men want to be fit for work the next day. On the
eve of a holiday some will go too far, but these are most
likely to be the unskilled workmen. The only men whom
I found in a state of intoxication when I looked for them
at their homes were blast furnace men—^men who had
been working for months without a holiday or a Sunday.
The men I refer to had had a brief holiday and they
spent it in the only way they knew. The better class of

steel workers, who view their fellows with a sympathetic
eye, explain the holiday intoxication of a certain element
in the industry as a logical result of steady work and
the long day. After weeks and months of work, twelve
hours a day, and no holidays, a man gets far behind in

his accumulation of the pleasure that he feels to be his

due. When a holiday comes it is all too short to collect

the overdue bill; pleasure of concentrated sort must be
sought in order to make up for lost time. (Pp. 227-228.)

Evidence Submitted to the Massachusetts Legislature in

Favor of the Enactment of a Ten-Hour Law.
Lawrence, 1870.

G. S. Weaver, Pastor of Universalist Church, Law-
rence :

I beg leave to state, after ten years' observation in
this community, that in my judgment our people are so

overworked as to materially hinder their intellectual

and spiritual improvement. Their excessive labor quite
unfits them for serious thought and for seeking the ad-
vantages of Christian improvement. I seriously ques-
tion whether their exhausted condition does not create
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a desire for stimulants, which, is even a greater evil than

overwork among onr laboring people. Anything which
legislators can do to preserve the physical force of our

people and temperate habits will be work in the right

direction.

I could say much from observation on these two
points, Overwork and Intemperance. (Pp. 20-21.)

Report of Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of Labor.

1871.

Labor excessively protracted defeats its own end

—

the maximum of production—^by the exhaustion and sick-

ness engendered, and by the drunkenness, dissipation,

and idleness of which it is the efficient cause.

The evils resulting from the excessive labor of fac-

tory men, women, and children, especially the latter two
classes, produce marked results of a detrimental nature.

(P. 573.)

Massachusetts Senate Documents, No. 33. 1874.

The Committee on the Labor Question to whom was
referred so much of the Governor's address as relates to

Labor Keform, having considered so much thereof as

pertains to the enactment of a ten-hour law, and having
also considered the petition of Wendell Phillips and
others for the passage of such a law, report : . . .that

working eleven and twelve hours a day in these factories

saps the energies and produces a depression of spirits

that finds relief only in the indulgence of intoxicants.

(P. 1.)

Report of the New York Bureau of Labor Statistics.

1900.

Excessive work and long hours are the causes that

have powerfully promoted the use of stimulants and in-

toxicating liquors. The harmful influence of a long
working day acts not only directly upon those who work,
but also upon future generations and threatens the vigor

and full development of the human race. (P. 66.)
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Fourteenth and Fifteenth Anmml Convention of the In-

ternational Association of Factory Inspectors of

America. Indianapolis, 1900. Niagara Falls,

1901. {Bound in New York Department of Labor
Report, 1901.) The Shorter Workday in its Ef-
fect upon the Personal Character of the Worker.
John Holbeook, Deputy Commissioner of Labor,
Michigan.

There is such a thing as the moralization of time in

reference to its effects upon personal character. The
worker who formerly toiled long hours from morning till

night and six days in the week, left idle on the seventh
day, was under great temptation to make a brute of him-
self on that day. Too tired to do anything, jaded body,
starved brain, brutalized soul, there could be no Sunday
rest for such ; there was nothing left to do but get drunk
as the natural result of a tired and brutalized body and
soul.

More leisure has given opportunities for thought and
the growth of intelligence which eager minds have not
been slow to improve; the newspaper, works of science,

and a quiet Sunday in which more than a small minority
attend worship, have been wonderfully helpful and ele-

vating.

Under the old order of things no man could avail
himself of Sunday rest and worship. He was too tired
and too weary to enjoy them, even if he had the capacity,
which was very doubtful; nor was he fitted for home
life and its duties, and consequently missed its moraliz-
ing effects. (Pp. 564-565.)

Industrial Conference under the Allspices of the Na-
tional Civic Federation, New York, 1902. The
Eight-hour Day. Prof. George Gunton, Institute

of Social Economics. The Winthrop Press, New
York, 1903.

So long as the laborer works to the point of being ex-
hausted, so far is the possibility of this educational op-
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portunity destroyed. To work in the factory till ex-

hausted disqualifies a laborer for reading a book, for in-

stance, and for enjoying the social influences of family
and friends. It fits him for the saloon, it fits him for

the need of stimulants; he comes to the point where he
wants the quickest relief, and, unfortunately, that is too

frequently the saloon. (P. 173.)

American Academy of Political and Social Science. Vol.

XXVII, No. 3. 1906. Philadelphia. The Man-
hood Tribute to the Modern Machine: Influences
Determining the Length of the Trade Life among
Machinists.

James O'Connell, President International Associa-
tion of Machinists:

In searching for something to brace up his nerv^es

the worker has no idea he is taking great risks, or run-
ning any danger of becoming a victim to the drug habit.

Unfortunately, it often happens that he strikes some-
thing which for the time seems to renew the health and
vigor of the years gone by, but the relief is only tempor-
ary. He must repeat and increase the dose, and before
he knows it—he perhaps never realizes it—he becomes
the slave of some derivative of coal tar, alkaloid or al-

cohol. (P. 494.)

The Survey, Jan. 21, 1911. Hours in the Continuous
Industries, Thomas Schlytter. Match Manufac-
turer, Norwegian Association for Labor Legisla-
tion.

I wish to annihilate, if possible, an argument that one
still meets: If the working hours were shortened it

would produce more drinking and disorderly life in the
laboring classes. In reply to this it ought to be enough
to point out the indisputable fact that in those countries
and those industries where working hours are the short-
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est and wages the highest, there also are workingmen
the most efficient and on the whole of the highest type
from every point of view. Let ns remember the cele-

brated and characteristic words of Professor Virschow
in the German Parliament with reference to the Silesian

cotton operatives: "Under present conditions of work
they have opportunities for nothing except drink and
sexual pleasure."

It is exactly the excessive hours of work; the con-
stant physical fatigue and poor conditions of living gen-
erally that produce, almost by necessity, a certain crav-

ing for stimulants and the physical and moral deteriora-
tion which it is our business to cure. (P. 677.)

New York Medical Journal, September 4, 1915. Occupa-
tion as an Etiological Factor in Disease. Nathan
Schwartz, M. D., Acting Medical Inspector, Divi-

sion of Industrial Hygiene, Department of Labor.

In some occupations where excessive dust is in the air,

the worker feels he can best overcome his peculiar throat
uneasiness with beer; a habit is formed, and for that rea-

son he indulges too freely.

Workers that are confined indoors constantly develop
a chronic lethargy; the cause of the lethargy is vitiated

air with gastric and hepatic disorders. It has been shown
that where illuminating gas is used, carbon monoxide is

present in the air. In addition to carbon monoxide there

are body emanations, namely, the breath, perspiration,

and gases from the bowels. Therefore, the chronic leth-

argy is really a chronic poisoning in the instances where
it is due to the carbon monoxide poisoning ; it is a chronic
auto-intoxication where due to gastro-intestinal dis-

orders; and it is a general debility when due to the

sluggishness of the functions of the abdominal organs.
The worker endeavors to overcome the drowsiness and
resorts to liquors to accomplish his object. Constant
repetition of the liquor only increases the lethargy by
increasing the intoxication, and eventually creates intem-
perance.
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British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXI. 1833. Second Re-
port of . . , the Commissioners for inquiring

into the Employment of Children in Factories and
. . . Reports hy the Medical Commissioners.
Dr. Hawkins {Lancashire district).

Intemperance, debauchery, and improvidence are the

chief blemishes on the character of the factory workpeo-
ple, and those evils may easily be traced to habits formed
under the present system, and springing from it almost
inevitably. . . . On all sides it is admitted that in-

digestion, hypochondriasis, and languor affect this class

of the population very widely. After twelve hours of

monotonous labor and confinement, it is but too natural
to seek for stimulants of one kind or another; but when
we superadd the morbid states above alluded to, the

transition to spirits is rapid and perpetual. (P. 4.)

Hansard's Parliamentary Debates. Vol. LXXIII. 1844.

Mr. Robertson, a distinguished surgeon at Manches-
ter, says, in a published essay:

I regard it as a misfortune for an operative to be
obliged to labor for so long hours at an exhausting oc-

cupation, and often in an impure atmosphere. I con-

sider this circumstance as one of the chief causes of the

astounding inebriety of our population. (P. 1095.)

Mr. V. Smith:

. . . Overwork, with disproportionate wages, was
often productive of immorality. The reason was obvious

;

overwork produces exhaustion and a craving for excite-

ment, which led to immorality. ... High wages paid
for work very laborious were apt to make workmen dis-

sipated. Overexertion required corresponding periods
of idleness. (P. 1501-1502.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXIII. 1877. Report
of Inspectors of Factories for Half-year ending
April 30, 1877.

Overtime induces drinking ; it will be found in all the
occupations in which overtime is worked there is more
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or less drinking. In trades like brickmaking, where there

is a considerable strain upon the muscles, there is on
that account a tendency to think it necessary to replace

the waste by exciting drink, and this is, of course, intensi-

fied when work is continued longer than the body can
properly sustain. (P. 15.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXXIV. 1893. Royal
Cofmnission on Labor. Group C.

Mr. George Mitchell, chemical workers of Glasgow,
Imrie, and Rutherglen:

21,250. And you are satisfied that that is an accurate
statement that, year in and year out, 60 per cent, of the

men employed in the chemical works work seven days a

week, 12 hours per day?—No. It is not the case that they
do it, from the very fact that the physical strain is too

great for them.
For instance, as a general rule, they are paid every

fortnight, and generally on the Saturday on which the pay
occurs, you will find, if you take a visit through the chem-
ical works, that the furnaces are in a great number of

cases out, for the simple reason that the men's exhaus-
tion is so great that they generally get drunk immediately
after getting their pay, and consequently are unable to

come to their work that afternoon. . . .

21,252. You say in consequence of the physical ex-

haustion entailed by their labor, that on the pay days
the men generally get drunk?—Yes. (P. 3.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XII. 1903. Report of
the Chief Inspector of Factories and Workshops.

The result is disastrous, even from the point of view
of the industry itself, which if properly organized would
be capable of offering really desirable employment to
skilled workers instead of being, as it too often is, the
last resort of the idle and intemperate I
would add that too often the very intemperance is created
by the conditions of employment, by the excessive over-
strain of endurance. (P. 174.)
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British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXXII. 1904. Report
of the Inter-Departmental Committee on Physical
Deterioration. Vols. I, II, III.

Commitee report:
160. . . . The close connection between a craving

for drink and bad housing, bad feeding, a polluted and
depressing atmosphere, long hours of work in overheated
and often ill-ventilated rooms, only relieved by the ex-

citement of town life, is too self-evident to need demon-
stration. (P. 30.)

Conditions in British Iron and Steel Works. A Speech
Delivered to the Special Commission on Hours of
Labor, International Association for Labor Legis-
lation, June 11, 1912. Alderman P. Walls.

The twelve-hour shift has a brutalizing effect on the
men. There is a greater tendency to heavy drinking.
They take no interest in social problems, or in anything
but work. If they discuss anything, it is bearing on their

daily and nightly toil—usually with the view of deciding
who is possessed of the greater amount of brute force.

They not only become old while young, but become de-
moralized in comparison with men working under ordi-

nary conditions. They work twelve hours per day for
seven days a week, and those on day shifts when Sunday
comes, in order to change the two shifts of men from
night shift to day shift, have to continue working until

Monday morning—twenty-four hours at a stretch.

The Way to Industrial Peace and the Problems of Un-
employment. B. Seebohm Rowntree. T. Fisher_
Unwin, London, 1914.

Physiologists have pointed out that, generally speak-
ing, short hours and hard work exhaust the body less than]
long hours and less energetic application, though thej

total output of work may be the same. This is the case,

'

especially, where work takes place in the heated or con-;

taminated atmosphere which is inevitable in so many of]

our staple industries.
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But physiological effects apart, can we doubt that the
additional leisure and recreation will affect the worker's
interest in his occupation, his mode of life, and the

whole of his mental horizon, making him both a better

worker and a better citizen? In a close study of in-

dustrial conditions in Belgium, I was struck with the
fact that where the conditions of work were most op-
pressive, the hours longest, and the opportunities for

wholesome recreation least frequent, there was also the
greatest apathy on the part of the workers. There in-

temperance was most prevalent, and there the. whole
standard of comfort was lowest. (Pp. 29-30.)

Drink and the War. Mark Murray. London, Chapman
S Hall, Ltd., 1915.

Excessive overtime is also a cause of intemperance.
Overtime only increases production up to a certain point.

A man who works long hours seven days a week—and
men have been working up to 100 hours per week—soon
begin to suffer from physical and mental strain. In
such a condition the temptation to indulge in alcoholic

stimulant is obviously much stronger than at ordinary
times. Moreover, alcohol has a far more potent effect

on the man who is suffering from overstrain than on the
man who is normally vigorous. (P. 97.)

Handhuch der Arbeiterwohlfahrt. Bd. II. [Handbook of
the General Welfare of the Working Classes. Vol.
7/.] Edited by Dr. Otto Dammer. Arbeiter-
schutz. [Protection of Working People.] De.
AscHER. Stuttgart, Enke, 1903.

That the over-exhaustion of brain and nerves not on-
ly is frequent among employees in responsible posts, as
on railroads, etc., but has also cost many innocent lives

as well, is too well known to need referring to here. Of
no less importance is the indirect influence of working
time on the worker. A rest so short that it actually only
suffices for sleep degrades man to a beast of burden, un-
dermines family life, when such exists, demoralizes the
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individual, who is allowed only the possibility of satis-

fying sensual wants, drives the man to drink and the wo-
man to prostitution. (P. 79.)

VenualtungsbericM der Landes-Versicherum,gsanstalt

Berlin, fur das Jahr 1906. {Report of the State

Invalidity and Old Age Insurance Department for
Berlin for 1906.] Report of the Physicians in

Chief of the Beelitz Sanitarium. {Tuberculosis

not included.) Berlin, Loewenthal, 1907.

It is self-evident that the organism of the workman,
overstrained by claims which often force him beyond the

limit of his natural capacity, has urgent need of abund-
ant and suitable nourishment. (P. 62.) . . . That
a body so ill-nourished must with time lose its capacity
for work, is undeniable, and it is only too readily con-

ceivable that its possessor first intermittently, and then
regularly, resorts to stimulants to brace himself, either

not knowing, or not apprehending the greater injury that
it will do him. (P. 63.)

Jahresherichte der Gewerbe-Aufsichtsbeamtten und
Bergbehorden fiir das Jahr 1907. Bd. I. Preus-
sen. [Reports of the {German) Factory and
Mine Inspectors for 1907. Vol. I. Prussia.} Ber-
lin, 1908.

Wherever night shifts or excessively long hours are
the rule, alcoholic stimulants are taken constantly as a
means for keeping up the energies . . . it is then
doubly harmful. (P. l^^o.)

A definite decrease in the consumption of alcoholic
drinks is to be hoped for as a result of the slowly pro-
gressing movement for shorter hours, better economic
conditions, etc. . . . because the physical strain will

then be lessened, nutrition better, etc. (P. V^^.)
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Fourteenth International Congress of Hygiene and
Demography. Berlin, 1907. Vol. II. Sec. II. Die
Ursachen des Alkoholismus. [Causes of Alcohol-
ism.'] Dr. H. Vogt, Germany, Berlin, 1908.

By far the most important factors in alcoliolism are

the power and effect of external conditions . . . the

influence of the surroundings . . . dangers encoun-
tered in occupations; then, too, the repeated exertions

required by work, often far exceeding, whether momen-
tarily or continuously, the strength of the worker.
(P. 376.)

Among external factors encouraging alcoholism dif-

ferent kinds of- working conditions present very special

temptations, sometimes because of the intensity of strain

involved in them, or it may be because they are repulsive

to the worker and so call for a special effort. (P. 379.)

Handivorterhuch der Staatsivissenschaften. Bd. I. [Com-
pendium, of Political Science. Vol. I.] Edited hy
Drs. J. Conrad, Professor of Political Science in

Halle; L. Elster, Ober Reg. Rath in Berlin; W.
Lexis, Professor of Political Science in Gottingen;
and Edq. Loening, Professor of Law in Halle. Ar-
beitzeit. [Hours of Work.] Dr. H. Herkner, Ber-
lin. Jena, Fischer, 1909.

Often the overtaxed workman seeks to relieve this

tension, to keep up by the stimulus of drink. The en-
hanced capacity temporarily gained by such means, es-

pecially by alcohol, which plays a fatal part, only sinks

later, however, into a more pronounced fatigue.

(P. 1216.)

Berichte iiber die Fabrihinspehtion im Jahr 1879. [Re-
ports of the (Swiss) Factory Inspectors. 1879.]
Berne, St'dmpflische Printing House, 1880.

Dr. Fridolin Schuler, Inspector of 1st District:

One^ hears much complaint of the drunkenness . .

. immorality of the workmen, but, surprisingly

enough, only in those industrial regions where excessive
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hours of work are regularly the rule. An employer .

. . whose men worked from early morning until far

into the night did not seem to realize that this was the

real reason for what he called their "laziness." For
who can fail to perceive that a workman who is kept at

crushingly hard work early and late must become tired

out—must need artificial stimulants to keep him going?

(^- 1^-)
. . . _

It seems that, in general, the entire discussion of the

normal workday has been confined too exclusively to the

commercial standpoint and that an all-round examina-
tion of the subject on the basis of the suggestions here
made is greatly to be desired. (P. 14.)

Debats et Documents Parlementaires, Chambre des Dep-
utes, 23e Mars, 1881. [Parliamentary Debates and
Documents (French), Chamber of Deputies, Mar.
23, 1881.] Suite de la discussion des propositions

de loi concernant la duree des heures de travail

dans les usine's et les manufactures. [Discussion

of the sections of the law relating to the length of
hours of work in luorkshops and factories.]

Senator Waddington

:

As far back as 1848, General Castellane said, ''The
workers have no time to sleep. When one cannot sleep,

one must keep up his strength by extra food. They can-

not do that, so they have recourse to alcoholic drinks to

produce a fictitious strength." (P. 616.)

Archives Generales de Medecine. Vol. I. 1906. La Jour-
nee de Huit Heures. [The Eight-hour Day.] Dr.
P. CoRNEiLLE. Paris, 1906.

Dr. Verhaeghe, in La Medecine Sociale, regards the

long working day as an obvious cause of overstrain and
sees in this overstrain the primary cause of alcoholism,

tuberculosis, and physical degeneracy in all its forms.
The same opinion is held by Dr. Gley of the Faculty

of Medicine.
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Like Imbert, he sees in fatigue the chief causes of

labor accidents, and, like Verhaeghe, he holds that ex-

cess of labor leads to alcoholism. (P. 1199.)

Proceedings of 1st International Convention on Indus-
trial Diseases. Milan, 1906. Frenastenia e delin-

quenza in rapporto a taluni ordinamenti del lavo-

ro. [Imbecility and Criminality in Relation to

certain Forms of Labor.] Prof. Crisafulli.

In the bitter competition of the age, the organism of

workmen quickly succumbs to fatigue; they must there-

fore be looked after with all due care to ward off the

many incurable ailments that threaten the life of both
manual and brain workers.

... In many cases this poisoning produced by
fatigue drives the working man to drink, by means of

which he hopes to restore his exhausted energy.
The consequences are, then, serious indeed, there be-

ing a double poisoning at work, that of fatigue and that
of alcohol. (P. 150.)
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F. BAD EFFECT OF LONG HOURS ON GENERAL
WELFARE.

1. State's Need of Preserving Health.

The experience of manufacturing countries has illus-

trated the evil effect of overwork upon the general wel-

fare. Health is the foundation of the state. No nation

can progress if its workers are crippled by continuous

over-exertion. The loss of human energy, due to ex-

cessive working hours, is a national loss, and must in-

evitably result in lowering the nation's prosperity.

The New Industrial Day. William C. Redfield. New
Yorh The Century Co. 1912.

No one who is well informed will question that about
40 per cent, of the deaths in our country to-day are need-
less—are from the public standpoint a waste of life.

They occur through preventable causes, and means are
known and are available to prevent the causes from op-

erating. We can save the lives of some five hundred
thousand people a year if we choose, and we are begin-

ning to choose. (P. 8.)

For whether we look with the eyes of the altruist or
of the economist, we shall see, if our vision is clear, that

the greatest value in America lies in our men and our
women. We have had as a nation to strive so hard, first

for existence, then for growth and then for power; we
have had to put so much force and thought into the

struggle for political and industrial life; so much en-

ergy has necessarily gone to developing our material re-

sources, and so much now goes to the use and spending
of our wealth that we have too much overlooked the fact

that all these together are of little worth compared with
the value of human life and welfare.

If American men and women are our most valuable
possessions—more valuable, for example, than material
wealth—then the getting of material wealth at the cost

of injury to men and women becomes an economic mis-
take, a national injury as well as an ethical wrong. The
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price is too high to be paid. The nation cannot afford

to waste its best for anything less valuable. If a great

state loses its sense of right values so far as to refuse

to protect its men and women from excessive hours of

labor, then that state has become disloyal to its best

self; is wasting its finest values, and its action or its

inaction means the loss of that which it should be its

chief function and pride to preserve and which it needs
more than all else. (Pp. 9-10.)

The cry for shorter hours of labor ... is a nor-

mal protest against the fatigue that destroys. (P. 12.)

The way to crime and chaos lies plainly in the exploi-

tation of our men and our women as if they were coal or

oil. In our free America there is to be industrial and
social freedom. Out of the ferment of unrest there has
already begun to come a truer sense of human values;

a better adjustment of law to ' those values ; a keener
conscience as to the treatment of those values, and a con-

servation which shall not stop with saving water or wood,
but will make its greatest and most fruitful task the
conserving of our people themselves. . . .

In the doing of this mighty, multiform and complex
task, those who would conserve the best value in America
take both an advanced and a progressive position. They
do not hesitate to teach the doctrine that the people who
work in our mills are of more value to the state than the
product of those mills. . . . They do not hesitate
to say that hours that overstrain the nerves and muscles
of our people injure us all, and that a sufficient rest is as
much a reasonable right as is a living wage. (Pp. 13-14.)

Report of the Massachusetts State Board of Health.
1873. Edwabd Jarvis, M. D.

All additions to the physical, moral, or intellectual

power of individuals in any individual are, to that extent,
additions to the energy and the productive force—the
effectiveness of the State ; and on the contrary, all deduc-
tions from these forces, whether of mind or body—every
sickness, and injury or disability, every impairment of
energy—take so much from the mental force, the safe ad-
ministration of the body politic. . . .
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The State thus has an interest not only in the pros-

perity, but also in the health and strength and effective

power of each one of its members. (P. 336.)

National Convention of Factory Inspectors in the United
States. Philadelphia, June 8-9, 1887. Columbus,
Myers, 1887.

Rufus R. Wade, Chief Factory Inspector of Massa-
chusetts :

The history of what is called our Ten-hour Law was
a record of constant, feverish struggle, maintained year
after year, passed in one branch of the Legislature and
defeated in the other, and it was not until several annual
sessions had elapsed that the bill so earnestly and bit-

terly fought over became a law. It is well that such

bills are enacted ; it is well that the producers of wealth
have been recognized. (P. 199.)

. . . In our State the policy has been of con-

serving manhood. The eye, the hand, the brain of the

worker are finer machines than any produced by his

labor and skill. So we think it is wiser to improve our
people than to increase the productive capacity of our
machinery. (P. 13.)

An Argument for the Eight-Hour Laiu. An Address De-
livered Before the Manhattan Liberal Club, New
York, December 22, 1893. Walter S. Logan. The
Knickerbocker Press, New York, 1894.

The health of a citizen of a republic is more than a
private matter. Our people are concerned in it besides

himself. Without it, he is unable to perform the duties

of citizenship. Without it, he is unable to transmit a
sound body or a sound mind to his offspring who are to

become citizens hereafter. Without it he is unable to

play his part in the drama of life and do his share to-

wards the development of our civilization. (P. 22.)

The logic of legislation regulating the hours of labor
rests upon the theory that the good of the community as

a whole, more than that of any individual in it, demands
"the inauguration of such a policy; that the perpetuation
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of our institutions, the amelioration of social conditions,

and the general welfare of humanity require that amidst
the civilization of this closing decade of the nineteenth
century, midst all the inventions and improvements and
superior methods of production which surround us, with
all that we now have that our ancestors never dared
to dream of, there should be more leisure, more intelli-

gence, more education, more culture, more of all those
things which make life worth living. And if the general
restriction of the time of co-operative labor to eight
hours a day makes the people happier and the world a
better place to live in, the legislator who hesitates to do
his duty in such an emergency is the worst enemy of the
community in which he lives and of the people he is sup-
posed to represent. (P. 24.)

Report of the Michigan Bureau of Labor Statistics. 1898.

A shorter working day for these classes of laborers
seems an imperative necessity if we would increase the
true value of the State ; for we believe that a nation, state

or community, has but one value, and that is human life

and happiness. Any system which depreciates or robs
us of the wealth of the human is an injury to the best

interests of the State. (P. 77.)

Discussions in Economics and Statistics. Vol. II. Fkan-
cis A. Walker, Ph.D., LL.D. The Eight-hour
Law Agitation. New York, Holt, 1899.

And, in the first place, let it be said that there is no
fatal objection to the intervention of the state in the
contract for labor. The traditional position of the econo-
mists in antagonism to such legislation upon principle,

is one which ought never to have been taken, and which
cannot be maintained. The factory acts of England,
which have become a model to the world, are in themselves
a monument of prudent, far-seeing, truly wise statesman-
ship, which employs the powers of the State to defend its

citizenship against deep and irreparable injuries, and
truly helps the people to help themselves. ... (P. 380.)
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American Academy of Political and Social Science.
Vol. XXVII. No. 3, 1906. Philadelphia. Physi-
cal and Medical Aspects of Labor and Industry.
Frederick L. Hoffmann, Statistician Prudential
Insurance Company of America, Newark, N. J.

The most valuable possessions of a workman are his

health, strength, and intelligence. The conservation of
health and strength, the prolongation of life and preven-
tion of disease, are important economic factors which
more or less determine the success of nations in the
struggle for commercial supremacy and race survival. A
gain in longevity, an increase in vitality, a decrease in

disease liability, are all economic elements of the greatest
possible economic importance.

They lie at the root of the true problem, for they deter-

mine in the long run the real and enduring progress, pros-
perity and well-being of the masses. (P. 465.)

The period of industrial activity of wage-earners
generally, but chiefly of men employed in mechanical and
manufacturing industries, it may be assumed, should
properly commence with the age of fifteen and terminate
at sixty-five. (P. 465.)

. . . There is an economic value inherent in every year,

of a workman's life, and . . . every gain in human longev-

ity above the age of fifteen and below the age of sixty-five

represents a corresponding gain to the nation at large and
a distinct contribution to the accumulated wealth and
capital of the nation. (P. 466.)

... If on the basis of an average net gain to society of

300 dollars per annum, the 50 active years of a working
man's life represent a total of 15,000 dollars, then if

death should occur at the age of 25, the economic loss

to society would be 13,695 dollars; if at the age of 35,

it would be 10,593 dollars ; if at the age of 50, 4,495 dol-

lars ; and, finally, if at the age of 60, the loss would still

be 1,090 dollars. Of course, the values would vary consid-

erably in different employments, but the broad principle

is fairly well illustrated and with approximate accuracy

in this calculation. (P. 467.)

If this theory is applied to the problem of preventive
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medicine and vital statistics, some extremely suggestive
conclusions result from a careful study of the facts. Out
of every 1,000 males living at the age of fifteen ... by
the last English life table 464 will survive to the age
of sixty-five, while 556 will have fallen out, or have died,
in the meantime, as the result of either accidents or dis-

ease. The present consideration takes into account only
the 556 out of every 1,000 who die betAveen the age of
fifteen and sixty-five from causes which, by modern stand-
ards of medicine and hygiene, are largely of a prevent-
able nature. This theory is readily susceptible of statis-

tical proof, but it needs merely to be pointed out that
the mortality from some of the most important of these
causes, such as consumption, typhoid fever, and indus-
trial accidents, is more or less decreasing in all civilized

countries. (P. 468.)

... If the duration of life has, on the average, the
considerable economic value referred to at the outset,

then it manifestly must be to the advantage of the state
and the employers of labor that nothing within reason be
left undone to raise to the highest possible standard the
level of national physique and of health and industrial
efficiency. . . . The interests of the nation, of wage earners
as a class, and of society as a whole, transcend the narrow
and selfish interests of the short-sighted employers of
labor who, disregarding the teachings of medical and
other sciences, manage industry and permit the existence
of conditions contrary to a sound industrial economy and
a rational humanitarianism. There can be no question
of doubt but that at the present time the average life and
industrial efficiency of a workingman in the United States
is not what it should be, and it is manifestly the duty of
the State, of employers of labor, of labor associations, and
of workingmen themselves to take the facts of the prob-
lem into consideration and by intelligent co-operation
raise to the maximum the standard of life and health in

American industry. (P. 484.)
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National Child Labor Committee. New York. Proceed-
ings of the Fifth Annual Conference. Chicago, III.,

1909. The- Federal Children's Bureau. Henry B.

Favill, M.D. Chicago, 111.

Absolute control of the health of the individual can
never be the function of the State. Control of the con-

ditions under which the lives of the people shall be lived

and their energies expended is an inevitable necessity.

The State will approach this problem from the stand-

point of self-preservation. Defective health is the foun-

dation of crime, pauperism, and degeneracy as well as

that widespread inefficiency due to obvious disease.

All sociologic forces have come to recognize this fact.

The physical well-being of the people is the deepest inter-

est of the State. (Pp. 37-38.)

Report of the Wisconsin Bureau of Labor and Industrial

Statistics. Part III. 1907-1908. Industrial Hy-
giene and the Police Power; Being a Reprint of a
Paper on the Legitimate Exercise of the Police

Power for the Protection of Health, by Henry
Baird Favill, M.D.

In the industrial world, health is the foundation of

productiveness and the bulwark of economy. That society

and progress depend utterly upon these factors can hardly

be questioned. It is hence only necessary to reach a con-

clusion as to the fundamental importance of health as

related to the product of any individual or to have a

comprehensive grasp of the elements of waste and dis-

sipation in social affairs to at once put the question of

public health as a thing apart to be dealt with as a social

problem irrespective of its particular bearing upon any
class of citizens. ^P. 480.)

We must study the relation of health to labor.—It

needs no argument to maintain that abundant data and
well considered demonstration will be necessary to bring

to pass this great reform. It is not the purpose of this

discussion to go into the detail of the research leading
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to this end. It is agreed that labor legislation must have
its foundation in clear economic advantage. It is per-
haps not so well agreed, but the idea is rapidly growing,
that of all the factors of an economic advantage, health
is the most crucial. Upon this hypothesis, therefore, the
conclusion may rest, that the logical primary step is the
•establishment of broad and effective study of health as
related to laboring conditions. (Pp. 485-486.)

Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Labor. No. 79.

November, 1908. The Mortality from Consump-
tion in Dusty Trades. Frederick L. Hoffmann.

Since the average age at death of persons 15 years of
age or over dying from consumption in the registration

area of the United States is 37.4 years and probably not
much more than 32 years for persons employed in strictly

dusty trades, and since the normal average age at death
in the mortality from all causes for persons 15 years of

age or over is 52.8 years, there would be an average
expected gain of at least 15.4 years of life for every
death from consumption avoided by rational conditions

of industrial life. Such a gain would represent a total

of 342,465 years of additional lifetime, and by just so

much the industrial efficiency of the American nation
would be increased. If we place the economic value or
net result of a year's lifetime at only $200, the total

average economic gain to the nation would be $3,080 for

every avoidable death of a wage-earner from consump-
tion, representing the enormous total of $68,493,000 as

the aggregate annual financial value in the probable sav-

ing in years of adult human life. With such results

clearly within the range of practical attainment, nothing
within reason should be left undone as a national, state,

and individual, or social duty to prevent that needless,

but now enormous, loss of human life from consumption
•due to unfavorable conditions in American industrv. (Pp.

832-833.)
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Committee of One Hundred on National Health. Bulle-
tin No. 30. July, 1909. Report on National Vital-
ity, Its Wastes and Conservation. Prepared for
the National Conservation Commission. Peofes-
soR Ieving Fisher, Yale University. Washington,
Government Printing Office, 1909.

It is not maintained that in all cases productivity will

be as great in eight hours as in nine. Cases to the con-
trary could also be cited. The point to be insisted upon
is not that it is profitable to an employer to make the

work day shorter, for often it is not, but to show that it

is profitable to the nation and the race. Continual fatigue

is inimical to national vitality, and however it may aifect

the commercial profits of the individual, it will in the
end deplete the vital resources on which national effi-

ciency depends. (P. 46.)

The Steel Workers. John A. Fitch. The Pittsburgh
Survey, Russell Sage Foundation Publication.

New York. Charities Publication Committee, 1910.

With the employers no longer penalized by having to

pay extra for overtime, the day's, the week's, and the

year's work has been lengthened. Now the twelve-hour

day is the working schedule for the majority; the seven-

day week in 1907-08 claimed at least 20 per cent, of all

employes; and the twenty-four-hour shift comes once

every two weeks for large numbers. . . .

Added to these adverse conditions under the employ-

ers ' regime, we have noted the speeding up system in all

its ramifications. . . . All these, together with the heat

and the danger of accident, result in overstrain and ex-

haustion, both mental and physical.

The final outcome of this regime of exploitation may
not be known in this generation. It will do injury to the

physical health not alone of individuals, but eventually

of society. Even more serious, however, is its influence

on the mental and moral natures of the men concerned.

(Pp. 200-201.)

The causes that developed the present labor policy

were, as stated above, economic in their nature. But a
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proper economic policy from the standpoint of the indi-

vidual may be absolutely uneconomic from the standpoint
of society. Such men as have plundered our forests and
wasted our coal deposits have followed out an economic
policy individually sound, but that policy is to-day de-

nounced as at enmity with the public good. If the man
who wastes and destroys natural resources is a public
enemy, what of the corporations that exploit human re-

sources? (P. 206.)

The Survey, Jan. 21, 1911. Hours in the Continuous
Industries. Thomas Schlytter. {Match Manu-
facturer. Norwegian Association for Labor Leg-
islation.)

There seems to me, however, to be no difference in

principle between limiting the hours for young persons
and women in industrial occupations and limiting them
for men. The intention in both cases is protection of the
health of the individual with a further view to the health
of the race, and there is, therefore, only a difference of
degree, not of principle. (P. 678.)

American Labor Legislation Review. January, 1911.

Proceedings Fourth Annual Meeting of the Ameri-
can Association for Labor Legislation. Memorial
on Occupational Diseases. Addressed by a Com-
mittee of Experts to the President of the United
States.

Industrial diseases, for the present purpose, are de-

fined as morbid results of occupational activity traceable

to specific causes or labor conditions, and followed by
more or less extended incapacity for work. In the sense
of this definition, the whole subject of ill-health in in-

dustry is of profound social and economic importance to

the nation, since the attainment of the highest degree of
industrial efficiency is largely a question of relative free-

dom from disease, a maximum of physical strength, and
a reasonable individual certainty of attaining to old age.

It is, however, the decided opinion of experts on indus-
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trial diseases that the present state of health in Ameri-
can industry is far from satisfactory, and that the mortal-
ity and morbidity rates are excessive in particular trades
and groups of industrial workers. It is further held by
those who may rightfully express an opinion on the sub-
ject, that excessive rates of sickness and mortality in

industry are largely in consequence of the want of accur-
ate knowledge of the true causes responsible for indus-
trial ill-health, and of the required practical and rational

methods and means by which unsanitary conditions in

industry may be materially improved. It, therefore, can
not be questioned that there is a definite relation between
many important and irfdispensable industrial pursuits

and the state of health of the men, women and children

engaged therein, and that for this and many other
weighty reasons, the whole subject of the industrial dis-

eases, their occurrence, causes and preventions, is a mat-
ter of National rather than of State concern. . . .

(2) Economic Importance of Health in Industry.—It

is a generally accepted principle of modern sanitary
science that a large amount of sickness in industry or
otherwise is preventable, and that the average duration
of life can be materially prolonged by deliberate and
rational methods of personal, social and industrial hy-
giene. The economic importance of this conclusion is em-
phasized in the fact that the number of men, women and
children engaged in gainful occupations in the United
States may be conservatively estimated for 1910 at 33,-

500,000. It requires no argument to prove that even a

relatively small amount of preventable sickness among
this enormous number of workers for salaries or wages
would be of considerable economic significance from a

national point of view. The probable amount of possible

sickness reduction may be conservatively placed at not

less than 25%. . . .

(3) Economic Importance of Sickness Prevention.

—

On the theoretical assumption that of the probable

amount of sickness among the workers of the nation, one-

fourth at least is due to strictly preventable causes, the

number of days of sickness per annum can, by deliber-

i
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ate efforts, be diminished by 71,187,500, and the resulting
total economic gain to the nation may be estimated at
not less than $193,223,215 per annum. (Pp. 125-128.)

Hansard's Parliamentary Debates. Vol. LXXIV. 1844.

Viscount HowicK:

I contend that you altogether misapply the maxim
of leaving industry to itself when you use it as an ar-

gument against regulations of which the object is not to

increase the productive power of the country, or to take

the fruits of a man's labour from himself and give it to

another, but, on the contrary, to guard the labourer him-
self and the community from evils against which the

mere pursuit of wealth affords us no security. The mere
increase of a nation's wealth is not the only—it ought
not even to be the first and highest—object of a govern-
ment. The welfare, both moral and physical of the great
body of the people I conceive to be the true concern of
the Government ... In the too eager pursuit of

wealth, a nation, like an individual, may neglect what is

of infinitely higher importance. (P. 642.)

The Case for an Eight-Hours Bill. London: Published
for the Fabia^n Society by John Heywood, 1891.
(Fabian Tracts, No. 23.)

Personal independence is produced, not by overwork
and fear and suspicion, but by bodily and mental health,

by regularity of life, and by that feeling of security
which comes when humane conditions of employment are
guaranteed to the workers by the only power which they
know to be stronger than their masters and that is the
Power of the Law.

It may, indeed, be contended that the prevention of
excessive hours of labor is one of the essential duties
of Government in an advanced industrial community.
It is universally admitted to be the primary duty of Gov-
ernment to prescribe the plane on which it will allow the
struggle for existence to be fought out. Of course, the
fittest to survive under the given conditions will inevi-
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tably survive, but the Government does much to deter-

mine the conditions, and therefore to decide whether the

fittest, by the test of conflict, shall be also the best then
and there possible. We have long ruled out of the con-

flict the appeal to brute force, thereby depriving the

strong man of his natural advantage over his weaker
brother. We stop, as fast as we can, every development
of fraud and chicanery, and so limit the natural right

of the cunning to overreach their neighbors. . . .

The whole history of Government is, indeed, one long
series of definitions and limitations of the conditions of

the struggle, in order to raise the quality of the fittest

who survive. That service can be performed only by
Government. No individual competitor can lay down the

rules for the combat. No individual can safely choose
the higher plane, so long as his opponent is at liberty

to fight on the lower It is for the citizens col-

lectively, through their representatives in Parliament,
to do what neither the employers nor the employed can
do individually. Law is but the expression of the com-
mon will, and there is no reason why it should not ex-

press our common will as to the hours of our labor, just

as it does our common will on other points. (P. 13.)

Eight Hours by law. A Practical Solution. London: The
Fabian Society, 1895. {Fabian Tract, No. 48).

Legislation affecting the hours of labor should be
completely under national control. It is the nation's

duty to see that no section of it is compelled to work
under inhuman conditions, or permitted to establish

privileges which, though advantageous to individuals or
trades might be injurious to the country as a whole. .

The community must have the power to enforce the

reduction of the hours of labor in a trade, even against
the wishes of the persons engaged in it, whenever that

appears necessary for the general health or safety.

(P. 6.)

The community is morally bound not to sweat any
section of its members ; but it must retain the power to
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protect, if necessary, all its constituents against the pos-

sibly excessive claims of sections, each of which only
understands its own interest. (P. 13.)

The Case for the Factory Acts. Edited by Mbs. Sidney
Webb. London, Richard^ 1901.

The question arises, however, whether on philan-

thropic grounds alone individuals of mature years can
be denied the right to work as long and as unhealthily as

they like. The Acts of 1891 and 1895 show signs of a

recognition, if a tardy one, that the real grounds of in-

terference with industry are considerations of public

health and safety. The old idea of protecting certain

classes of workers because they are not ''free agents"
is more and more felt to be irrelevant, if not meaningr
less. There are still those who ask in astonishment,
* *May not a man, may not a woman, employ their capital

or their labour as they choose?" But the State says,

with a less and less hesitating sound, "Not under con-

ditions wasteful of the life, or destructive of the effi-

ciency, of those employed, or dangerous to the safety and
well-being of the community." To this conclusion it has
been driven by inquiry into the conditions of public
health. (P. 123.)

Work and Wealth: A Human Valuation. J. A. Hobson.
New York, The Macmillan Company, 1914.

It may profit a business firm to practise an economy
of sweating, to drive its employees and consume their

health and strength by a few years' excessive toil, to take
on new casual workers for brief spurts of trade, to sack
employees ruthlessly, as soon as trade begins to flag, or
their individual powers of work are impaired by age. A
piece-work system, with no guarantee of employment or
of weekly wage, may be a sound business economy for a
private firm. It cannot be a sound economy for a State
or a Municipality.

For a large and increasing share of the work and
the expenditure of most States and Municipalities is ap-
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plied in trying to mend or alleviate damages or dangers
to the health, security, intelligence, and character of the

workers and their families, arising from insufficiency of

work and wages or other defects of private industrialism.

It would obviously be bad public economy to break down
the lives and homes of public employees by underpaying
or overworking them, or by dismissing and leaving them
to starve when work was slack. For what was saved in

the wage-bill of the particular department, would be
squandered in poor law, police, hospitals, old-age pen-
sions, invalidity and employment relief. Nor is that all.

A mass of ill-paid, ill-housed workers, alternately over-

worked and out of work, stands as a chief barrier in every
one of those paths of social progress and national de-

velopment which modem statecraft sets itself to follow.
- The low wage of unskilled labor is to-day a source of in-

finite waste of the forces of national education. Still

keeping our argument upon the narrowest lines of econo-
my, we plainly realize that the financial resources, upon
which the State can draw for all her services, depend in

the last resort upon the general economic efficiency of the
working population, and that a system of public employ-
ment which was, however, indirectly, detrimental to this

health, longevity and intelligence, would rank as bad
business from the public standpoint. (Pp. 194-195.)

Annalen des Deutschen Reichs. Bd. 21. 1888. {Annals

of the German Empire. Vol. 21.] Der Interna-
tionale Schutz der Arheiter. {International Labor
Legislation.] Dr. George Adler, University of
Freiburg. Munich and Leipsic, Birth, 1888.

It is no longer necessary, fortunately, to bring for-

ward lengthy proofs of the need for legal protection of

labor. It is now almost universally admitted that modern
conditions of industry lead to lamentable consequences
for the workers unless the state interferes for their pro-

tection. In the course of modern industrial development,
evils arose in every nation which, for millions of the work-
ing classes, jeopardized all the attainments of civiliza-

tion. (P. 465.)
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Die Arbeiterfrage. [The Labor Question.'] Dr. Hein-
RiCH Herkner, Professor of Political Economy in

Karlsruhe. Berlin, Guttentag, 1894.

If it is concluded that it be urgent to reduce the hours
of work for social politico-economic, and moral reasons,

then it is obviously most effective to bring this reduction

about by the simpler and safer method of state inter-

vention. True, well organized workmen are able to win
favorable working hours for themselves, better possibly

than may be obtained by legislation. Yet, because it is

unnecessary to resort to legislative protection for a high-

ly favored elite among workers, it cannot therefore be
held as justifiable to withhold this protection from that

incomparably larger number who stand in much more
urgent need of protection. A legal reduction of hours of

work will give many such laborers the first opportunity
they have ever had to try to advance themselves. . . .

Not only that . . . but it is more directly con-

servative of public interests that reduction of hours of

work should be brought about by legal enactment than
by the bitter, weary and destructive method of industrial

war. (Pp. 242-243.)

Handbuch der Hygiene. Bd. 8^. [Handbook of Hygiene.
Vol. (S^l Edited by Dr. Theodore Weyl. Allge-

meine Gewerbehygiene und Fabrikgesetzgebung.
[General Industrial Hygiene and Factory Legisla-
tion.] Dr. Emil Eoth. Jena, 1894.

In no field have state and society greater duties to

perform than in industrial hygiene and the prevention
of accidents, and these duties become more serious as
the difficulty and dangers of occupation increase.

. . . Obviously also, the preservation and vigor of
the family are the first essentials of all social reforms.
. . . The protection of labor is not only a postulate of
humanity and of morals, but above all else, of the national
health.

The aim and purpose of our work is to benefit the
whole race, by bringing the egoistic desires of individuals
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into harmony with the purposes of a unified society.

(Pp. 1-3.)

Archiv fur Unfallheilkunde, Geiverhehygiene und Gewer-
bekranJcheiten. Bd. I. tfher den Gesundheits-
schutz der Gewerblichen Arbeiter. [Protection of
the Workingman's Health.] Dr. Schaefer. Stutt-

gart, Enke, 1896.

There is scarcely a single industrial occupation in

which one or more of the above influences (results of ex-

cessive standing, sitting, etc.) is not prominent. We in-

clude them therefore in the general dangers of occupa-
tion to which factory workers especially are exposed.

(P. 202.)

The claim for a shorter working day, which has been
pressed in all civilized countries within the past few de-

cades, and which may be defined as an absolute social

need, can not be urgently enough supported in the in-

terest of the public health. (P. 204.)

Gesammelte Abhandlungen. Bd. III. [Complete Works.
Vol. III.] Die Volksivirthschaftliche Bedeutung
der, Verkiirzung des Industriellen Arbeitstages.
[The Economic Significance of a Shorter Working
Day.] Ernst Abbe. Paper read before the Po-
litical Society, Jena, 1901. Jena, Fischer, 1906.

As the expenditure of power due to the machines
running idle amounts to a useless consumption of 30-40

millions of marks of coal, wasted in Germany, so, even
more important, is the waste of energy in the loss of

efficiency of 3 or 4 million men. And the question then

arises : What is the sense of this undoubted waste of

strength, when it is possible for men to produce the same
in the 8 hours that they do in 10? And whose loss is it?

Is it only the loss of individual convenience to men who
would find it more agreeable to spend only 8 hours at

work, or is it a loss that has a general social and econo-

mic significance? I hold it is the latter. (P. 236.)

This squandering of human strength means a loss to

the intelligence and mental activity of the human race;
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it means that a valuable capital which Germany possesses

in the intelligence of her workers is lying idle, because
the conditions are not such as to permit this intelligence

to expand to its full value. (P. 237.)

All that tends to raise the productive power of the

(xerman people—and while G-ermany may be justly

proud of standing second to no nation in the intelligence

of her working-class, intelligence unused is like buried
treasure—all that tends to set in economic activity this

great spiritual capital must be summed up in the watch-
word: The utmost possible reduction of working-hours
in industry, and the utmost possible diminution, by the

increase of hours of rest, of the waste of human strength
in '* running idle."

And if according to my earlier statements we may
rightly say that by far the largest part of the industrial

workers do not reach their optimum with nine hours'
work or pass it with eight, the watchword of the future
for all who wish to raise the level of Germany's econo-
mic life must be the Threefold Division of the Day:
Eight hours for work, eight hours for sleep, and eight
hours to be a man. (P. 238.)

Grenzfragen des Nerven und Seelenlehens. Bd. VI.
[Borderland Problems of Nervous and Psychic
Life. Vol. VI.] Edited by Loewenfeld & Kxjrel-
LA. Vber die geistige Arbeitskraft und ihre Hy-
giene. [On Mental Working Power and its Hy-
giene.] Dr. L. LoEWEiNFELD. Wiesbaden, Berg-
mann, 1906.

The efficiency of the individual is a part of the na-
tional efficiency. If one considers how rushing and in-

cessant the commercial rivalry of civilized states is to-

day, and realizes how closely the results of this struggle
depend upon the intellectual capital which the nations
have at their command, one is obliged to admit what a
great significance for national welfare there is in the
mental working capacity of the individual. But among
those most concerned there has been, as yet, by no means
adequate recognition of this fact. . . . We are still
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far from being able to say that all is done that can be
done, by private initiative and by the state, to preserve
and develop the brain power of the nation. (P. 68.)

Handworterbuch der Staatswissenschaften. Bd. I. [The
Compendium of Political Science. Vol. I.] Edited
hy Drs. J. Conrad, Professor of Political Science
in Halle; L. Elster, Oher Reg. Rath in Berlin; W.
Lexis, Professor of Political Science in Gottingen;
and Edg. Loening, Professor of Law in Halle.

Arheitszeit. [Hours of Work.l Dr. H. Herkner^
Berlin. Jena, Fischer, 1909.

But there is one time when politico-economic doubts
(as to the industrial results of restriction) must take
second place. Whenever the length of working hours is

responsible for injury to health or morals, then the state

is justified in interfering, even although the results from
the economic point of view cannot be clearly determined.
It conflicts with the moral sense of modern nations to

permit the robbery of human working power and to al-

low men to be used simply as means of enriching other
men. Such parasitic industries present no elements of
strength, but only disease and weakness. (P. 1207.)

Internationale Vereinigumg, fUr gesetzlichen Arbeiter-
erschutz. Schriften. Vol. 1-7. 1901-1910. Trans-
actions of the Fourth General Convention of the

Committee of the International Association for
Labor Legislation. Geneva. September, 1906.

Jena, Gustav Fischer, 1907. Proposal of the Com-
mission of A Maximum Working Day for Adult
Workmen.

We all know that labor to-day under the capitalistic

regime has acquired a new meaning. We all know that

. . . labor to-day cuts a man off for long intervals from
his family ; finally that the conditions of labor to-day are
in many ways ruinous to the health, life, and above all, to

the mentality of the worker. All these considerations
have been made the basis of our efforts. But it is cer-

tainly striking that we have hitherto made practical

application of these considerations only to special parts
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of the working population, to women, namely, young
persons, and children. Your Commission hereby ex-

presses its conviction that we have no right to stop here,

but that the benefits of a shorter working-day must be

extended to adult workmen also.

For what is our aim in the protection of women and
young persons and children? The maintenance and im-

provement of the race. Now it is self-evident that all

this protective legislation for women and children will

be ineffective as long as it does not include adult men
also, who after all are of not quite negligible import-

ance for the maintenance and development of the race.-

We want to protect the wife and children. But we must
not forget that the father too belongs to the family, and
that a genuine family life, in spite of the protection of

women and children, cannot exist if the man's working
hours make it impossible for him to devote himself even
in the evening to his home. The logical consequence of

this line of reasoning is to extend the movement for the

reduction of hours to adult males. (Pp. 33-34.)

Proceedings of the Eleventh International Congress of
Medicine, Rome, 1895. Vol. I. Die Stellung des
Staats zur modernen Bacteriologischen For-
schwng. [The Attitude of States to Modern Bac-
teriological Investigation.] Dr. V. Babes, Univer-
sity of Bucharest. Rome, 1895.

There should be physicians specially trained, and free

from the claims of general practice, who could make
widely known in responsible circles and especially among
statesmen, all the achievements of medical science and
the lines of practical application on which their vast im-
portance for the health of nations might be utilized. . . .

Men so trained must then, before all, agitate strongly
for a fundamental reconstruction of society in the in-

terest of an international and social reform based upon
the following principles, namely: that individual health
cannot be separated from the general health; that the
health of one class is decided by that of another class;
and that precisely the health of the lower classes pos-
sesses the highest socio-economical value of all. (P. 244.)
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Eighth International Congress of Hygiene and Demo-
graphy. Budapest, 1894. Vol. VII. Sec. V. Vher
das Verhdltniss der Dauer des Arheitstages zur
Gesundheit des Arheiters und dessen Einfluss auf
die ofentliche Gesundheit. [The Length of the

Working Day in its Relation to the Workman's
Health and Influence upon Public Health.'] Dr.
E. E. J. Kkejcsi, Vice-Secretary of the Chamber
of Commerce, Budapest. Budapest, 1896.

One of the most important, most pressing questions

is the regulation of working hours, and this question can-

not be considered to be settled even in those states which
have already established a **normal" working day. In
the face of all the facts, of the dangers threatening the

public health through overexertion arising from too long
working hours, it becomes the duty of States to give con-

tinuous attention to the claims made for a hygienic and
therefore an allowable working time, and to lower the
duration of working hours progressively, ... in ac-

cordance with the findings of authorized physiological

and socio-economic investigations. The scruples which
have been loudest heard in opposition are gradually be-

ing silenced, and experience will prove that the factory
hand will be able to attain a higher efficiency by practice

and training. We do not know, to-day, at what point in

production, as gauged by the working time, a permanent
inferiority of capacity comes on. It is possible that it

may appear after a number of hours that would seem to

us, with our present ideas, very small indeed. (P. 331.)

Tenth International Congress of Hygiene and Demo-
graphy. Paris, 1900. In one volume. Address of
M. Waldeck Rousseau, President of the Council,

Minister of the Interior, France. Paris, Masson,
1900.

More and more do democracies realize that the laws
of hygiene are an integral part of their programme.

They are recognizing that the working classes—to
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whom the means of obeying the claims of private sanita-

tion are too often lacking—^have the right to demand a
minimum guarantee from public hygiene; that laws are
necessary to enforce this; that such laws are a debt of

society toward its members. (P. 15.)

Revue d'Economie Politique. T. XVI. 1902. La Protec-
tion Legale des Travailleurs, est-elle Necessaire?
[Is Legal Protection for Working People Neces-
sary?] M. Raoul Jay, Professor of Law, Urn-
versity of Paris.

The strength of the nation is the strength of the in-

dividuals that compose it. No one contests the terrible

consequences that a nation must expect that subjects its

children to labor which checks their physical and mental
development. . . . But to safeguard the nation's interest

it does not suffice merely to regulate child labor. . . .

What good is gained if—even supposing the child is pro-
tected—the strength of the adult is wrecked in a few
years by excessive or unhealthy labor;—if the adult is

not given the leisure necessary to develop his human
qualities? . . .

To secure the necessary ''national minimum" is, for
some countries, an imperative duty. I am thinking of
the military service, where the strength of all is the
guaranty of national independence. (Pp. 148-149.)

Revue d'Economie Politique. T. XV. 1901. LaNouvelle
Reglementation de la Journee de Travail. [The
Neiu Labor Legislation.] M. Bourguin, Professor
of Political Economy, Lille.

The whole movement of modern civilization tends in

the direction of a progressive reduction of the hours of
labor. . . . The future of the race must not be com-
promised, family life destroyed, the physical energy of
the worker shattered, or his intellectual or moral develop-
ment stunted by excessive toil. (P. 344.)
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Les Projets de Limitation de la Duree du Travail des
Adultes en Belgique. [Proposals regarding Limi-
tation of Hours of Work for Adults in Belgiu^m.]

Hector Denis. No. X of the Publications of the

Belgian Section of the International Association

for Labor Legislation. Liege, Bernard, 1908.

In the debate, M. Dejace attributed a police power to

the State by which it might properly intervene not only
to restrain, but also to prevent abuses. As serious ex-

ploitation compromises not only the existence of the
worker but also the very future of the race, this, to his

mind, was sufficient ground, and the only legitimate

ground, for preventive intervention by Government.
(P. 18.)

M. Denis held that state regulation is not only jus-

tified when the actual existence of the worker and of
the race is threatened, but further that it is justifiable

in securing the necessary conditions for the conservation
and development of the laboring classes physically, in-

tellectually, morally, socially and politically. (P. 19.)

Psychology furnishes a justification of restrictive law,

in demonstrating the defectiveness and slow development
of the consciousness of fatigue. The social conscious-

ness, then, must supplement that of the individual. (P.

20.)

Royaume de Belgique, Conseil Superieur du Travail, 9*

Session. 1907. [Belgian Higher Council of Labor.
1907.] Reglementation de la Duree du Travail
des Adultes. [Regulation of Hours of Work for
Adults.] Brussels, 1907.

M. a. Helleputte:

Many wish that private initiative should effect a gen-
eral reduction of hours. We shall not hesitate to contest

this. . . .

Private initiative, however well meaning, is not suf-

ficient to shorten hours of work. For isolated efforts are
naturally powerless to act successfully in opposition to
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competing interests and even if they could oppose the

majority without injury, prejudices and timidity often

prevent them from assuming the risk. The first employer,
who, merely for his own profit, compelled his workmen to

work at night, deprived them of the weekly day of rest

and imposed exhausting hours of work on them, was
guilty of treason to humanity; but those who came after

him were not always free to do otherwise than he did.

. . . Private initiative being powerless, must we resign

ourselves to the existence of social wrongs ; may we
not rather appeal to the social power whose business rt is

to watch over the general interests? (P. 7.)

The academic argument concerning the liberty of the
individual would have much strength if the laboring man
were really free to regulate the length of his working
hours as he wished. Such liberty may be enjoyed by the
isolated workman working for himself, but wherever men
work in common, and above all where they work at dif-

ferent parts of the same product, the length of their

working hours is regulated by the length of hours of their

comrades, and this in turn by competition. . . .

The single workman then has, in reality, no power to

decide as to the length of his working day. (P. 10.)

Berichte der eidg. Fahrhinspehtoren uber ihre Amts-
tdtigkeit in den Jahren 1894 und 1895. [Reports

of the (Swiss) Factory Inspectors. 1894 and
1895.] Aarau, Sauerldnder, 1896.

Among the social questions of the day the reduction
of hours holds first rank. ... It cannot be denied that
one who abuses his strength by excessive labor, loses his
health and frequently becomes a worn-out and useless
man before his time, often indeed a charge upon society.

The interest of the workman and the interest of society
are at one in demanding a just and rational limit of the
hours of work. (P. 129.)
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The loss of moral restraints and intellectual ambition

on the part of workers exhausted by excessive labor is a

social loss. Family life, essential for the welfare of the

nation, is destroyed. After overlong hours, the work-

ers scarcely see their young children, and have neither

time nor energy after working hours to share the

fanjily interests. They are too much spent to make use

of the advantages for development offered by enlightened

communities, such as public libraries, lectures, recrea-

tion centers, etc. This must necessarily react disastrously

upon the community as well as the individual. For the

deterioration of any large portion of the population in-

evitably lowers the entire community, physically, men-

tally and morally.

The Survey. Vol. 31. New York, January 3, 1914. Three
Eight-hour Tours in the Paper Mills of America.
Charles Sumner Bird, President F. W. Bird S
Son.

A law should be passed in every state that would re-

quire all continuous industries to operate on the three
shift system.

I have had practical experience in paper-making. I

Worked for years in a paper mill when I was a boy, both
on a thirteen-hour shift, and on the eleven-hour shift,

nights and days. I know from practical experience what
it means to work thirteen hours from six o 'clock at night
until seven o 'clock the next morning one week, and from
seven in the morning till six at night eleven hours, the
next week, year in and year out. I know that this sort

of work is intolerable and I speak with deliberation and
with knowledge. It is intolerable, not only because of

the number of hours, which, under any condition of labor
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would be excessive, but also because in many paper mills

the conditions of work are severe and trying. . . .

I want every man and woman who reads this to think

what such long hours would mean to him or to her in

their home life. What time can a man who works thir-

teen hours each night have with his family? What time
can the same man have during the next week when he
works eleven hours each day with no time off for meals

T

That such hours are intolerable no fair-minded per-

son can deny. In many ways it is as dangerous to the
welfare of the nation as was the slavery of the black race

;

the men employed for such long hours are taxed beyond
their strength and the physical exhaustion, day after

day, week after week, soon results in a lower standard
of life. No time or energy is left for the development of

the healthy home life essential to the welfare of the na-
tion. (P. 377.)

Massachusetts House Documents. No. 153. 1850.

Minority Report re Limitation of Hours of Work.

Disinterested, respectable, and humane persons, who
have not themselves been subjected to the evils com-
plained of, but who have been observers of the system
of labor in our manufacturing establishments, join in

these petitions to the Legislature to mitigate them by a
restriction of the hours of labor. . . . The petition of

A. L. Brooks and others, and H. E. French and others
... set forth their grievances in the following words : . . .

'*A firm conviction that the number of hours of daily
labor required by operatives in the various manufac-
tories of this State is highly injurious to their physical,
mental and moral natures, and consequently detrimental
to the true interests of the community, induces the under-
signed citizens of Lowell to again call your attention to
the necessity of some legislative interference in their
behalf, that so useful a class of our fellows may be pro-
tected from the unequal operations of combined and
concentrated wealth.

That the present hours of daily toil are too many, and
tend fearfully to the degeneracy of society, is admitted
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by the good, tlie wise and philanthropic of the world;
and we trust, by every consideration of duty to your
highly revered State, and her industrious population,

you will be induced to regard this subject in its true

light—independently of the seductive influences of

wealth or long-established usages." (Pp. 3-4.)

They fully believe and think that nearly all intelli-

gent persons, who have thought upon the subject, will

admit that the present hours of labor in the manufac-
tories of this State, are too many, for the moral welfare
and physical health of the operatives, and that this sys-

tem of labor is a great evil, which, not only immediately
affects the laborers themselves, but is diffused into

society, and will entail serious effects upon posterity.

(P. 6.)

The tendency and probable ultimate results of exces-

sive hours of labor upon the intellectual character of the

factory population it is important to take into considera-

tion in this connection. By the present system of work-
ing no sufficient time is allowed between working and
sleeping for the improvement of the mental faculties.

The simple statement of the hours of labor, making al-

lowances for meals, etc., as previously stated, shows this

without further remark. It is true that a portion of

the operatives devote some hours after closing work at

night to this purpose; but they do so at the sacrifice of

their bodily health. Their working twelve hours or more
per day in the noxious air of the factories tends to

deaden the vigor, although may not quench the intellec-

tual fire once lighted. But far different results must
be anticipated for the future, when there is taken into

consideration the rapid influx of foreigners, which is

fast changing the character of the factory population.
If this change continues to go on there will soon be gath-
ered into the manufacturing places a strictly manufac-
turing population, permanently bound by circumstances
to factory employment, similar in character to the fac-
tory population of England. This class, not enlightened

\>y the early education which has distinguished the
American from the English operatives, and having no
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time allowed for culture after entering the mills, must
remain and continue in their unenlightened condition.

These persons, when wearied down with the multiplied

evils bf protracted labor will have no kindred in the

country towns where they may retire and thus with-

draw from observation the living examples of the results

of over-taxed energies. Then the evils of excessive hours
of labor will become manifest in the depressed tone of

the moral and intellectual character of the mass of opera-
tives and also in their deteriorated physical condition.

(Pp. 20-21.)

Massachusetts House Docwment, No. 98. 1866. Report of
the Special Commission on the Hours of Labor,
and the Condition and Prospects of the Industrial
Classes.

We give, below, a brief digest of the common argu-
ments: Overwork is the fruitful source of innumerable
evils. Ten and eleven hours daily of hard labor are
more than the human system can bear, save in a few
exceptional cases, ^more than would be needed if each
would do his share. It cripples the body, ruins health,

shortens life. It stunts the mind, gives no time for cul-

ture, no opportunity for reading, study or mental im-
provement. It leaves the system jaded and worn, with
no ability to study. It tempts to spend the little time
between work and sleep, in trashy reading, that amuses
rather than improves. It tends to dissipation in various
forms. The exhausted system craves stimulants. This
opens the door to other indulgences, from which flow not
only the degeneracy of individuals, but the degeneracy
of the race. Workingmen as a class are thus let down,
and the whole community suffers. Eeduce the hours of

labor and you will see a change. Give the workingman
time for home duties, for self-improvement, and then if

he does not use it wisely, it is his own fault. He asks for
an opportunity to show himself a man, for a fair chance
to use his brain as well as his muscles.

Not only the interest of the laborer but of labor, de-
mands a reduction of hours. You must make labor toler-
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able before you can make it honorable. It is degraded
by ignorance, it is elevated by intelligence. To dignify

work, you must dignify the workman. This is the work-
ingman's country. The welfare of the State and Nation
demand that time be given him to fit himself for worthy
citizenship. A free country demands an intelligent as

well as a free people. (Pp. 22-28.)

When we look at the question in all its bearings, we
are constrained to believe that the earnest call for a re-

duction of hours is reasonable.

Those who contend that ten hours is none too long
for mechanics, and eleven hours none too long for fac-

tory operatives, do not always remember that these

hours do not tell the whole story of the day's
work. There is the time for breakfast and preparation
for work, the time for dinner, the time for washing up
and supper, stretching the ten hours into twelve or thir-

teen, and the eleven hours into thirteen or fourteen.

We cannot believe that the interests of the community
require that, so many hours each day should be given to

manual labor. We believe man should be the master, not
the servant of his work. We favor such a reduction of

hours as may be necessary to make labor healthful to

body and mind. We believe that in many branches of

labor, as now conducted, there is more real injury than is

generally supposed from overwork.
We do not care to justify this belief by any specific

cases brought to our notice, for most of these cases are
of such a nature that it is difficult to tell just how much
other violations of the law of health may have done, in

connection with overwork, in breaking down the con-

stitution. Such cases are not necessary to show the in-

jurious effect of constant labor at long hours, especially

under unfavorable conditions. There may be serious

^vils from constant and exhausting labor that do not

show themselves in any positive, clearly defined disease

;

while, nevertheless, the vital forces of the whole man,
physical and mental, are greatly impaired ; reducing not
only his power of work, but of the true enjoyment and
improvement of his faculties as a man. (Pp. 35-6.}
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Report of Pennsylvania Bureau of Industrial Statistics

(being Vol. Ill of Pennsylvania Internal Affairs).
1880-1881.

The agitation of the ten-hour system among the work-
ing people of this State began as far back as 1834 and
1835, extending through many years. The custom of work-
ing twelve and thirteen hours per day became exceedingly
obnoxious to the working classes, and great efforts were
made to prevail upon proprietors to reduce the number
of hours to ten per day. . . . Injury to health,, no time for

leisure, recreation, or study, a total deprivation of social

and innocent pleasure, by an all-work and bed system,
was the great plea of the laborer, while the stereotyped
objection of the employer was, that a reduction of the

hours would curtail production, and thus render them
unable to compete with like establishments in other sec-

tions of the country. (P. 100.)

Report of the New York Bureau of Labor Statistics.

1900.

The family furnishes the really fundamental educa-
tion of the growing generation—the education of charac-
ter ; and the family life thus really determines the quality
of the rising generation as efficient or non-efficient wealth
producers. When one or both parents are away from
home for twelve or thirteen hours (the necessary period
for those who work ten hours) a day, the children receive
comparatively little attention. What was said in the
opening paragraph of this section in discussing the im-
portance of a good family life in the training of char-
acter needs repeated emphasis, for it is the fundamental
argument for a shorter working day. (Pp. 70-73.)

Report of the United States Industrial Commission,
Final Report. Vol. XIX, 1902.

Factory life brings incidentally new and depressing
effects, which those whose experience has been wholly
:agricultural do not appreciate. But the experience of
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States whicli have pushed their way from agricultural to

manufacturing industries, and have found that their

delay in protecting their factory employees has weak-
ened the physical and moral strength of the new genera-

tion of working people, would seem to be an experience

which the citizens of new manufacturing States should

hope to avoid. (P. 788.)

Report of the Wisconsin Bureau of Labor and Industrial

Statistics. 1903-1904.

In certain fields of industry, like the manufacture of

cotton goods or hosiery and knit goods, we may find the

establishments paying the lowest wages, working their

employees the longest hours, and under the worst sani-

tary conditions, temporarily driving out of the field of

competition those establishments paying the best wages,
working their employees a reasonable length of time sur-

rounded by the best sanitary conditions ; but if the pro-

cess is allowed to continue, the nation tolerating it will

certainly revert to a state of discontent, poverty, and
crime, which no agency or force can overcome so well as

wise factory legislation strictly and judiciously enforced.

(P. 137.)

Besides this many eminent students of social condi-

tions maintain that in countries where industries have
been allowed to run for centuries without any form of

regulation, pauperism and crime are more prevalent

than in those countries where regulation exists. Also, in

countries where regulations have been imposed and with-

drawn, miser}'' and want have risen and fallen in almost
direct proportion to the imposition and withdrawal of

such regulation, and poor relief has ebbed and flowed in

almost the same proportion. (Pp. 140-141.)

The Steel Workers. John A. Fitch. The Pittsburgh
Survey. Russell Sage Foundation Puhlication.
New York, Charities Publication Committee, 1910.

Let us look at the situation as it is reflected in the
every-day life of the men, remembering that the deplet-

ing consequences of long hours are in direct proportion
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to the stress of the work that engrosses them. The im-

mediate effect of such a working schedule is on the home.
Many a steel worker has said to me Avith grim bitterness,

^'Home is just the place where I eat and sleep. I live in

the mills." (P. 201.)

Not only is home life threatened, but other healthy

influences in the mill towns feel the blighting effect of

the twelve-hour day. Opportunity for mental culture

would seem to be ample in the mill towns. Each has its

Carnegie Library. Big, splendidly equipped affairs are
the libraries in Homestead, Braddock and Duquesne.
Each has its auditorium and music hall with a fine pipe
organ, where lectures and concerts of high grade are
held. There is a club in connection with the library in

each of these towns, and membership in the club is open
to all. The dues are small, and the privileges of the

baths, bowling alleys and billiard tables are open to

members. The attendance at the baths, especially in

summer, is large.

In the libraries themselves there is a good stock of

books and periodicals, the supply on metallurgy and
mechanical arts being especially ample. Books may be
drawn, of course, and read in the home. But the steel

workers seldom make use of these privileges. . . . The
trouble is the same as that which has already spoiled half
of the home life, and bids fair to blight the rest. There
is not enough energy left at the end of a twelve-hour day
to enable the average man to read anything of a very
serious nature, and the reading done by even the most
intelligent does not extend much beyond the limits of the
daily paper. As for lectures and concerts,—to attend
them would necessitate a change of clothing and a pre-
paration for which a weary twelve-hour man has little

heart. The difficulties that must be met before these cul-

tural opportunities can be enjoyed are usually too great
to be overcome. (Pp. 203-204.)

Even if their earnings were very high, it would be
folly to claim that they are compensated for their lack of
opportunity to live the lives of normal men who work a
normal day and rest at night. . . . These are things
for which you cannot pay a man.
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But here, as in every other phase of the labor prob-

lem, the social aspect overshadows the individual. Were
a man to consider himself recompensed by high wages
for long hours and lack of touch with the world or for

extreme danger, society is not thereby recompensed.
Men stunted, whether physically or mentally, are a bur-

den to the communities in which they live ; and the man
or the industry that has placed a barrier before a man's
growth is to that extent a social enemy. For the rearing
of children, strong in body and mind, with aspirations

toward mental and moral growth and with ideals that

shall make for honest citizenship, there is need of strong
fathers and mothers, healthy in body and mind. There
must be time in the home for the development of a senti-

ment not wholly concerned with bread-winning. That
person, or corporation, or set of ideas that stands in the
way is a public enemv, and there is none greater.

(P. 242.)

The Survey. New York. April 6, 1912. The Human
Side of Large Outputs.

A Y. M. C. A. secretary in one of the steel towns of
Pennsylvania . . . told me that the Association there

had about 150 members. The steel mill employed more
than 5,000 men; so I asked him why he did not have a
larger membership.

"Oh," he said, "the Association caters to a better
class than the ordinary workmen; we have the clerks

from the offices mainly. Then, the working schedule of
the mills is such as to make it very hard for the workmen
to use the Y. M. C. A. facilities ; they would be too tired,

you know, to use the baths and the bowling alleys, even
if they were members."

"That is on account of the twelve-hour day, is it?" 1

asked.
"Yes," he said, "the twelve-hour day and the seven-

day week."
"Well, then," I suggested, "the working schedule is

a barrier between you and your real work; in order to
reach the men at all, your first job, apparently, will be
to break down that barrier." (P. 21.)
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Hours of Labor in the Steel Industry: A Communication
to 15,000 Stockholders of the United States Steel

Corporation. Written, after full investigation hy
JoHK A. Fitch, for Charles M. Cabot, 95 Milk
Street, Boston, a stockholder of the Steel Corpora-
tion, Boston. {1912.)

May 7, 1910, William B. Dickson, then first vice-presi-

dent of the U. S. Steel Corporation, at the first annual
meeting of the American Iron and Steel Institute, said

in a speech before the leading steel men of the country

:

**The present conditions which necessitate the employ-
ment of the same individual workman twelve hours a
day, for seven days a week, are a reproach to our great
industry and should not, in our enlightened age, be longer
tolerated." (P. 17.)

United States Congress. Senate Document, No. 110.

Report on Conditions of Employment in the Iron
5 Steel Industry in the United States. Vol. 111.

Working Conditions S the Relations of Employers
6 Employees. 62nd Congress, 1st Session, 1911.

Washington, 1913.

The president of the National Tube Co., in a letter to

the secretary of the American Iron and Steel Institute,

wrote with regard to blast-furnace conditions :
' * There

has been a marked decrease in the intelligence of these
employees (i. e., blast-furnace workmen) during the past
12 or 15 years, largely, we believe, because intelligent

men did not wish to work 7 days every week, and there-

fore sought employment in other departments."* Many
of the workmen and foremen interviewed said that the
ablest and best-trained men in the steel works and rolling

mills were leaving the steel industry when opportunity
offered, to avoid the 12-houi day, the frequent overtime,
and the great irregularity of work, (P. 20.)

Hearings before Committee on investigation of United States Steel
Corporation. H. R. (P. 3372.)
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The Survey. January 3, 1914. New York. Can Ameri-
can Steel Plants Afford an Eight-hour Turn?
William B. Dickson, Former First Vice-Presi-

dent United States Steel Corporation.

The plea has been made that in some cases the work-
men do not desire a shorter work day. The same state-

ment was made as an excuse for the seven-day week, but

in both cases it has come from that migratory class of

laborers whose sole aim is quickly to accumulate some
money and return to Europe, and who, in order to do so,

are willing to live and work under conditions which are
physically, mentally and morally debilitating.

It is not reasonable to permit this class to fix stand-

ards for American citizens. . . .

The principal business of each generation of men is,

not to produce cheaply any article of merchandise, how-
ever important to the well-being of society this may be,

nor to insure large profits to any investor, however en-

terprising and deserving he may be, but to live normal
human lives and to so maintain living conditions that suc-

ceeding generations may not be handicapped in keeping
the same standards. (P. 376.)

American Labor Legislation Review. March, 1914.

Working Hours in Continuous Industries. Work
Periods in Continuous Day and Night Occupa-
tions. Basil M. Ma'nly, United States Bureau of
Labor.

In our fight to eradicate the evil of seven-day work,
we have almost, if not quite, lost sight of a greater evil,

whose social and industrial effects are much more vicious.

This great evil, characteristic of practically all industries
in which the plants are operated day and night, is the
so-called twelve-hour day. The term '' twelve-hour day"
is a misnomer. It is not a twelve-hour day. The man
who works on a twelve-hour shift gives up practically his
entire life to working, eating and sleeping. The working
day begins when the whistle blows at six, but already
the worker must have dressed, eaten breakfast, and
walked to his work—an expenditure of an hour and a half
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at least. The working day ends with the whistle at six,

bnt the walk home and the evening meal use up another
hour and a half, and the nine hours that remain must be
used for sleep to replace the drains of heavy manual
labor. The twenty-four hours of the worker's day are

used up with nothing more in pleasure and development
to show for their expenditure than an equal period in

the life of a carter's horse.

The '^ twelve-hour day" is also a misnomer because it

fails entirely to convey any conception of the accom-
panying evil of alternate night and day work. There
are usually two weeks of day work, at the end of which
comes the change of shifts, followed by two weeks of

night work. This constant alternation of day and night

work, upsetting normal habits of eating and sleeping,

accentuates in the gravest way all the other evils con-

nected with the occupation, and hastens that deteriora-

tion of ''vigor and virility" which is admitted to be the
inevitable accompaniment of twelve-hour work by even
so conservative a body as the committee of stockholders
appointed by the United States Steel Corporation to

consider this question.

The combined effect of the twelve-hour day and the
day-and-night alternation of shifts is to produce a class

of men who can be regarded as but little better than
slaves to the machines which they operate, worn out more
rapidly by the modem industrial system than were the
slaves on the Southern plantations, and more effectually

debarred from the common pleasures of life than many
of the prisoners in our penal institutions.

The essential features of the twelve-hour system are
constant overwork and exhaustion on one hand, and, on
the other, absolute lack of any opportunity for living
and for the few things worth while in life. If you are a
twelve-hour worker, whether you labor six days or seven,
you have no time for recreation, no time for your friends,

no time for your wife, no time for your children, to whom
you are perhaps only a dull stranger who comes and goes,
whom they see much less frequently and know much less

intimately than their school teacher. (Pp. 110-111.)
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British Sessional Papers. Vol. III. 1816. Report from
the Select Committee on the State of the Children
Employed in the Manufactories of the United
Kingdom,. Minutes of Evidence, 25 April, 18 June,
1816. Testimony of Robert Owen.

Do you conceive that it is not injurious to the manu-
facturer to hazard, by over-work, the health of the peo-
ple he employs?—If those persons were purchased by
the manufacturer, I should say decisively yes; but as
they are not purchased by the manufacturer, and the
country must bear all the loss of their strength and their

energy, it does not appear, at first sight, to be the interest

of the manufacturer to do so. (P. 28.)

An Essay on the Nine Hours Movement. John Bedford
Lbno. London, Truelove, 1861.

But overtoil means even more than this : it means dis-

reputable homes. How can a man have that regard and
that control over his household which it is desirable he
should possess, if every hour of the daylight be spent in

the workshop? His children grow up without his su-

pervision, he has neither the desire nor the time to in-

struct them; and hence those deplorable results which
we too often witness.

. . . Or if we look at the question from an intellectual

point of view. Do we not perceive that mental improve-
ment is almost rendered an impossibility, for those who
have idleness thrust upon them have neither the desire
nor the motive for so improving themselves, while those
who are overworked are unfitted for the display of the

mental activity required for intellectual improvement.
(P. 10.)

The Case for an Eight-hours Bill. London: Published for
the Fabian Society by John Hbywood. 1891. {Fa-
bia/n Tracts No. 23.)

Both men and women are growing daily more con-

scious of the cruelty of a system which condemns them
to a barely broken round of monotonous toil. Every-
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where they begin fiercely to rebel against this system, and
nerve themselves to prepare for its overthrow.

"Work we will," they say in effect, if not in words,
**for we know that work is the condition of life. But we
demand in return the wage for our work. Not mere
money wage—for that by itself is useless—but the power
and opportunity to enjoy the advantages which the labor
of all of us has created."

This power and opportunity to enjoy the civilization

which labor creates is now denied to the great mass of

the workers. In many industries, practically the whole
of their waking life is taken up in the mere struggle to

live. Many thousands of them never see their little

children out of bed. Nearly all of them are worked too

long for physical health. (Pp. 3-4.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXXV. 1894. Royal
Commission on Labour. Fifth and Final Report.
Part I. General Review of the Evidence. I.

Conditions of Labour.

The arguments against overtime may be shortly stated

as follows: (1) Overtime, even if in consideration of

extra pay, is bad for men physically and morally. It

leaves them no leisure for social and family intercourse

or self-improvement. Even if the bad physical result of

overtime be not at present visible, it impairs the general
**physique" of the race of workmen, and will be bad for
future generations. It also leads to bad work, which in

some oases, as that of railway men, may be an actual
source of danger to the public. (P. 14.)

Life and Labor of the People in London. Edited by
Chaeles Booth. Vol. IX. Pt. 111. Ch. VIl. The.
Hours of Labor. Ernest Aves. London, Macmillan
& Co., Ltd. 1897.

It is thus inevitable that all should suffer from the
deterioration of a section. In the social state, no man
or woman, however lonely, stands apart, and later gen-
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erations, if not we ourselves, suffer from the effects of
every form of present degradation.

The degradation that followa from excessive hours of
labor takes different forms. It may even be compatible
with regular work, good wages, and abundant food; for
too long hours tend to create a mechanical and absorbed
mind, indifferent alike to home and to the wider interests

of life. Such degradation is frequently undetected, and
is, indeed, more subtle, because more self-absorbing than
the ^xtremer forms of the same evil. It may not involve
the same economic or physical evils, but its moral effects

are hardly less regrettable and sinister. . . .

We are already a stage beyond the mere recognition
of the need to live. The modern world is ready, not only
to see the necessity of life, but of a life worth living.

(P. 296.)

The Case for the Factory Acts. Edited hy Mks. Sidney
Webb. London, Richard, 1901.

It may be enough for the individual employer if his

workpeople remain alive during the period for which he
hires them. But for the continued efficiency of the na-
tion's industry, it is indispensable that its citizens should
not merely continue to exist for a few months or years,
but should be well brought up as children, and maintained
for their full normal life unimpaired in health, strength,

and character. The human beings of a community form
as truly a portion of its working capital as its land, its

machinery, or its cattle. If the employers in a particular
trade are able to take such advantage of the necessities

of their workpeople as to hire them for wages actually
insufficient to provide enough food, clothing, and shelter

^
to maintain them and their children in health; if they
are able to work them for hours so long as to deprive
them of adequate rest and recreation ; or if they subject

them to conditions so dangerous or insanitary as posi-

tively to shorten their lives, that trade is clearly using
up and destroying a part of the nation's working capital.

(Pp. 20-21.)
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. . . Industries yielding only a bare minimum of

momentary subsistence are therefore not really self-sup-

porting. In deteriorating the physique, intelligence, and
character of their operatives, they are drawing on the

<japital stock of the nation. And even if the using up is

not actually so rapid as to prevent the "sweated" work-
ers from producing a new generation to replace them, the

trade is none the less parasitic. In persistently deteriorat-

ing the stock it employs, it is subtly draining away the

vital energy of the community. It is taking from these
workers, week by week, more than its wages can restore

to them. A whole community might conceivably thus be-

come parasitic on itself, or, rather, upon its future.

(P. 22.)

A Handbook of Political Questions of the Day and the

Arguments on Either Side. Sidney Buxton, M.
P. 11th Edition. London. John Murray, 1903.

Legal Limitation of Hours.

It is proposed that Parliament should intervene in

the question of the hours of work of the adult male; and
should fix the maximum number of hours during which
one man might employ another in manual labor, where
men work together or under like conditions ;

'

' overtime '

'

to be allowed only under special and exceptional circum-
stances. . . .

The legal limitation of hours is supported on the
grounds: 1. (a) That morally, physically, and intel-

lectually, the present long hours of labor are injurious.

They allow no leisure for the duties or pleasures of home
life, of fatherhood and of citizenship; no opportunity
for rational recreation or enjoyment, for education, for
self-improvement. They tend to crush out all individu-
ality, and to degrade human beings into mere machines,
(b) That the health of the nation is being sapped by over-
work. That, consequently, not only is the physique and
Tiealth of the present generation being undermined; but
the seeds of weakness and debility are being sown for the
:future. Yet the very existence of the nation depends on
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It is : higher mortality ; decreased birthrate
;
physical

and moral degeneration of the industrial masses;
It is : in the last analysis, the loss of many whose in-

telligence and whose robust arms might have well served
the state.

An industrial population tends to destroy itself, and
the immigrant must be looked to to fill the vacant places
created by our industrial system.

The foundation of free citizenship is education, but
by a bitter irony the workers are deprived of the facili-

ties for obtaining it. Exhausted by excessive labor, ca^
they read, or study? (P. 618.)

Tenth International Congress of Hygiene and Demogra-
phy. Paris, 1900. In one vol. Legislation et

Reglementation du Travail au point de Vue de
VHygiene. [Labor Legislation and Restriction
from the Standpoint of Hygiene.'] M. fiuouAED
Vaillant, M.R.C.S. Engl. Paris, Masson et Cie,
1900.

The insufficiency of labor legislation is plain before
our eyes: at 40 or 45 years the laborer, used up by over-
work, is unfit for the shop. He went to work too soon;
his growth was checked ; his organism was enfeebled, and
he is replaced in his work by his puny children, destined
to a fate like his own.

In less than a half century the evil has made frightful
progress.

Lack of health, depression and degeneracy have fol-

lowed upon physiological poverty resulting from over-
work and under nutrition.

Since the end of the last century the testimony of
historians, travellers . . . and medico-hygienists has
been uniform on this question. With the introduction of
machinery and of the factory, displacing hand-work,
methods of work have been transformed. Daylight no
longer limits the working day. (P. 503.)
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A. GOOD EFFECT ON MORALS: GROWTH OF
TEMPERANCE.

The good effect of shorter working hours on the uses

of leisure is conspicuously shown in the growth of tem-

perance where working hours have been reduced. With

better health and a higher moral tone due to the shorter

working day, temperance in the use of alcoholic stimu-

lants results automatically.

The Economic and Social Importance of the Eight-hour
Movement. George Gunton. New York, Ameri-
can Federation of Labor, 1889.

It is one of the common charges against reducing the

hours of labor that it would only increase the laborer's

opportunity for dissipation, and instead of aiding his

social refinement, it would only increase his drunkenness
and vice. Fortunately, the facts all point the other way.
Prof. Levi, in an exhaustive analysis on the consumption
of alcoholic drinks and non-alcoholic beverages, has
shown* that from 1867 to 1883 the consumption per head
of the population of the former steadily diminished,
while that of the latter has greatly increased. Prof.
Levi's facts show that the quantity of wine and spirits, v

the beverages of the upper classes, was only reduced
during the period 5/100 of a gallon per head, while the -

consumption of beer, the workingmen's drink, decreased
2 50/100 gallons per head of the population per year.
The amount spent upon wine and spirits was reduced 14
cents per head, while that spent upon beer was reduced
$1.12 per head, or 11 66/100 per cent., clearly showing
that the change is in the habits and character of the
laboring classes and not in that of the wine drinking
aristocracy,t (Pp. 19-20.)

*Wages and Earnings, 1885.

tReport of the United States Commissioner of Labor, 1886.
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United States Congress, House Report No. 1793 (4405).

Hours of Laborers on Public Works of the U. S.

Report from the Committee on Labor, 57th Con-
gress, 1st Session, 1901-1902.

It is contended by the advocates of flie shorter day
that the additional leisure given to labor in every in-

stance of the shortening of the work day, as it has been
shortened step by step from sixteen hours to fourteen,

twelve, eleven, ten, nine, and in many instances eight, has
resulted in a decrease of intemperance among laborers,

the acquirement of better taste and new and better de-

sires, resulting in better homes, greater domestic felicity,

and higher degree of intelligence with an increase of

laudable pride as to the clothing of themselves and those
dependent upon them. In a word, it has increased their

interests in home and better social relations, raising their

moral status, and has made them much better consumers
of the products of labor, and hence resulted in increased
production.

The proposition that without variation the elimina-

tion of intemperance, poverty, pauperism, ignorance,
crime and their accompanying evils move parallel with
and proportionate to the increase of the social oppor-
tunities of the laboring class stands without impeach-
ment of its historical accuracy. (P. 8.)

Organized Labor. John Mitchell. Philadelphia, Ameri-
can Booh and Bible House, 1903.

A reduction in hours means a strengthening of the
workman, the growth of a keener intelligence, and an im-
provement in his home life. The workingman's self-

appointed protectors among the employing classes

have from the beginning alleged that a reduction in

hours means more time spent in drinking and dissipa-

tion, since the employee will not know what to do with
his newly acquired leisure. This assertion, reiterated
incessantly, has been completely contradicted by every-
day experience and by the history of the working classes.

When the workingman comes from mill or mine, having
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taxed to the utmost his nmscular and nervous energy,

depressed by an excessive expenditure of vital force,

it is small wonder if he seek a stimulus in alcohol or in

other crude pleasures. A man who has labored for ten

or twelve hours at exhausting toil is in no fit condition to

enjoy books, pictures, music, or the sane pleasures of a
well-regulated family life. The unanimous testimony of

all competent observers, teachers, miuisters, and sociolo-

gists, has been to the effect that a reduction iu the hours
of labor almost invariably means an improvement in

the whole moral tone of the community, a raising of the
standard of living, a growth of the self-respect of the
workingman, and a diminution, not an increase, in drunk-
enness, violence, and crime. If the American workman
can be trusted with the suffrage, it is certainly safe to

entrust him with a few hours of leisure. The laborer is

worthy not only of his hire, but also of the right to live.

(Pp. 124-125.)

The increased wages and shortened hours of labor
have in themselves brought about a vast improvement in
the mental and moral status of the workers. Workmen
who formerly went from their twelve hours of work to
the nearest saloon now spend their time with their
families, improving their minds, or enjoying a sensible
and sane recreation. In most instances increased wages
have meant the gratification of the intellectual and artis-
tic sense of the workers ; have meant books and pictures

;

have meant a few extra rooms in the house and more
decent surroundings generally ; have meant a few years *

extra schooling for the children ; have meant, finally, a
general uplifting of the whole working class. (Pp. 153-
154.)

National Civic Federation Review. Vol. I, No. 7. Sept.,
1904. Will Labor Make Concessions for a Shorter
Work-Day? Answers to Question: Do you believe
that a shorter work-day lessens production or in-
creases the labor cost of production?

Thomas M. Nolan, Editor of the Union Label Maga-
zine, Boston:
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. . . Another important point is that the general
morale of the craft has advanced as the hours have de-

creased. Temperance, morality, and a general uplifting

tendency has been observed to a greater extent among
the rank and file of the printing crafts. (P. 7.)

The National Civic Federation Review. Vol. II, No. 8.

Jan.-Feh., 1906. The first annual meeting of the

New England Civic Federation, Boston, Jan. 11,

1906.

James Duncan, of Quincy, G-eneral Secretary of the

Granite Cutters' International Union:

You may take any locality in this or any other coun-
try where the hours of labor have changed from ten to

nine, or nine to eight, and I say that temperance has in-

creased in accordance with that reduction, I had the
honor to speak in a meeting in Georgia a short time ago,

where the mayor of the town was the presiding officer,

and he told me when he first became a municipal officer a
great part of the revenue of the town came from fines for

drunkenness and disorderly conduct of the working
people of the vicinity. The granite industry, with which
I am proud to be connected, became busy in that locality,

and we began the agitation for the shorter work day.
The mayor told me that after we had introduced the
eight-hour day—and we were successful, and the other
trades working nine hours were afterwards reduced to

eight—disorderly conduct and intemperance became so

little known in the community that the town had to look

for taxation in other directions than the saloons in order
to meet'its necessary expenses. (P. 9.)

The Case of the Journeymen Bakers. Evils of Night-
work and Long Hours of Work. William Augus-
tus Guy, M.D., Fellow of the Royal College of
Physicians, Professor of Forensic Medicine,
King's College; Physician to King's College Hos-
pital, etc. London, Renshaw, 1848.

Health on the other hand, like cleanliness, is an ally of

virtue and sobriety. It is favorable to self-control, and
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to quiet and rational enjoyments. It has the same effect

on the mind as it has on the palate ; it enables it to relish

plain and homely fare, and to. dispense with unwhole-
some stimulants. By abolishing nightwork, and shorten-

ing your hours of labor, you would be placed in posses-
sion, not merely of new faculties of enjoyment, but of

time to use them. (Pp. 12-13.)

A Shorter Working Day. E. A. Hadfield, of Hadfield's
Steel Foundry Co., Sheffield, and H. de B. Gibbins,

M. A. London, Methuen and Co., 1892.

Messrs. Brunner, Mond & Co., of Northwich, a firm

in a very large way of business, whose extraordinary
success in chemical manufactures is so well known, have
kindly answered the writer's inquiries as to the effect of

the introduction of the eight-hours system into their

works. ... In their case the change was from twelve
to eight hours, their men previously working continu-

ously seven daj^s a week for twelve hours per shift, with
one shift of twenty-two hours long every fortnight. . . .

They reduced it to eight hours, and the managing direc-

tor says : ''We have never had any reason to regret the
change. To the men it has been the greatest boon. It

has had the most material effect in improving their

health and decreasing the amount of drunkenness, which
before the adoption of the system was very great indeed.

This is a startling instance of the fact that overwork^
now too often existing, produces crime, costing the nation
hard cash to look after that crime. Here is positive evi-

dence that the bane of this country, drunkenness, can to

some extent be traced to the inhuman hours of labour
often imposed. Therefore, if an eight-hour system will

encourage the most rational antidote to drunkenness,
self-respect, surely a trial would in many ways be found
to pay. In face of the above reliable evidence, how much
of the enormous drink bill of this country, amounting
last vear to over 142 millions, might have been reduced

t

(Pp.'l41-142.)
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British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXXVI. 1892. Part I.

Royal Commission on Labour. Testimony of Mr.
Patrick Walls, National Association of Blast-

Furnacemen {Cumberland and North Lancashire
District.)

14.432. ... I may say that the men have improved in

every way, even from a moral standpoint we find, on tak-

ing statistics, that 50 per cent, more men belong to tem-
perance associations at the present time than there did
two years ago, and we have got statistics from three

friendly societies, and we find that they have paid from
20 to 25 per cent, less sick allowance to the men during
1891 than they did during any of the five years preced-

ing.

14.433. The increase of temperance you would attrib-

ute, I suppose, to the diminution of bodily fatigue? Just
so.

Eight Hours for Work. John Rae. London, Macmillan,
1894.

(West Cumberland blast furnaces, experiment tried.)

There seems to be every reason to expect better results

next year, because the men were showing decisive signs

of both physical and moral improvement. Their temper-
ance societies had increased in membership 50 per cent,

during the year, and the provident and trade societies had
spent 20 or 25 per cent, less on sick allowances, both
results being attributed to the relief from the undue fa-

tigue from which all had suffered before. (P. 92.)

In the first place, generally speaking, we have now
been going on shortening hours for half a century and all

the time our work-people have been growing in temper-
ance and health and intelligence and efficiency. The
British workman used to be notorious beyond all others

for hifi drunken and irregular habits, but though he has
received ever and anon more time to indulge those habits

if he chose, he has not grown worse but grown better.

The testimony of employers at the Labour Commission
was uniform and decided on this point. The shortening
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of the hours has of itself, as I have already shown, sup-

pressed in many trades those habitually irregular habits

of working, which had much to do with the other irregu-

larities of his life, and though it has no doubt given to

certain individuals increased opportunities of ill-doing

which they have used to their hurt, the general effect has
been the other way. (Pp. 126-27.)

The Northumberland miners, who work about the

shortest hours, are credited with being the most sober
and steady class of miners in the whole country. Mr. R.
Young and Mr. J. Nixon said they had often been told

so by the coal-owners as a body. (Pp. 127-128.)

Messrs. Watts and Manton say, "The habits of the
people are changing; there is a greater desire for home
life, and greater longing after the means by which it is

to be rendered more agreeable." (P. 129.)

I have already mentioned the experience of Messrs.
Bushill and Sons, Coventry, that their employes have
manifested a striking and increasing dislike to working
overtime since their ordinary work hours have been
shortened. . . . His firm employs 250 hands, and they
have observed no tendency among them to abuse their
leisure. "As far as we can tell," says Mr. Bushill, "the
extra leisure is well spent." (P. 132.)
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B. GOOD EFFECT ON GENERAL WELFARE.

1. General Benefit to Society.

History, which has illustrated the deterioration due

to long hours, bears witness no less clearly to the regen-

eration due to the shorter working day. To the individual

and society alike, shorter hours have been a benefit

wherever introduced and have raised all the standards

of living. Wherever sufficient time has elapsed since the

establishment of the shorter working day, the succeed-

ing generation has shown extraordinary improvement in

physique, intelligence and morals.

United States Public Health Service. Weekly Public
Health Reports. Vol. 29. May 29, 1914. Indus-
trial Conditions. Their Relation to the Public
Health. B. S. Warren, Surgeon, United States
Public Health Service and Sanitary Adviser,
United States Commission on Industrial Relations.

Education as to the requirements of hygienic living

has been the subject of much discussion, but as yet the

business world and the workers have not come to fully

realize the importance of the requirements and the re-

sults to be obtained. Up to the present time the activ-

ities along this line have been mainly confined to a clean-

ing-up campaign or to what may be called welfare work
and placing the physical environment at the place of em-
ployment in sanitary condition. There is great need for
these improvements ; they are the most obvious things to

do and will improve labor conditions and demonstrate
what may be expected by further improvement. Many
lives will be saved in this way, especially in the chemical
trades and the dusty trades, but the great mass of work-
ers are to be reached through the improvements in hours
and wages.

The great need is to demonstrate to the business
world that there is an optimum of hours of labor, speed,
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and nutrition for the industrial worker, which if adhered
to will bring his output up to the maximum of quality

and quantity and that at the optimum the worker will

have fewer stoppages on account of accident or disease

and will last the longest time in a profitable producing
state.

In other words, the worker will not have to go to the

hospital for frequent disabilities when at the age of best

production, and will not be sent to the "scrap heap'^
when there should be many more years of profitable

service if worked in accordance with hygienic standards.

If worked at the optimum time, speed, and nutrition,

there will be no great loss to the business in the final cost

results, because in most cases the increase in quality and
quantity of output brought about by the reduced hours
of labor will offset to a great degree the increased cost.

It is not well to promise a complete offset as to cost

when changed to the optimum, but it is safe to say that

the consumer or public will not suffer, because the cost

is already borne in the extra charges now made for free
hospitals, charity organizations and the like. (Pp. 1353-

1354.)

Proceedings of the Government and Citizens of Phila-

delphia on the Reduction of the Hours of Labor
and Increase of Wages. July, 1835.

One of the largest meetings ever convened in the city

or county of Philadelphia, assembled on Saturday after-

loon, the 6th inst, in the State House yard. . . .

The Committee, through their chairman, reported the

[following, which were adopted by enthusiastic accla-

lation.

Whereas the citizens of the city and county of Phila-
[delphia have assembled in town meeting, to express
[their opinion of the recent movements of the working-
imen and mechanics, and whereas this meeting is satis-

[fied that the working classes are the bone and sinew of

the land; and whereas, upon their health, virtue and hap-
Ipiness depend the security and perpetuity of our
[glorious and free institutions ; and whereas, it is the duty
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and nutrition for the industrial worker, which if adhered
to will bring his output up to the maximum of quality

and quantity and that at the optimum the worker will

have fewer stoppages on account of accident or disease

and will last the longest time in a profitable producing
state.

In other words, the worker will not have to go to the
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when there should be many more years of profitable
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results, because in most cases the increase in quality and
quantity of output brought about by the reduced hours
of labor will offset to a great degree the increased cost.
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the land ; and whereas, upon their health, virtue and hap-
piness depend the security and perpetuity of our
glorious and free institutions ; and whereas, it is the duty
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of every man possessing the ordinary attribute of hu-
manity, to zealously assist in advancing the social com-
forts and increasing the moral, physical and intellectual

enjoyments of man; and whereas, under the former sys-

tem adopted by employers, it has been found that the
demand made upon the system of the employed, is

incompatible with either physical comfort, moral im-
provement" or social happiness; and whereas, we are
satisfied that ten hours labor out of the twenty-four, is

as much as the system can endure, and at the same time
preserve health; and whereas, the ten hour system will

afford some leisure for the cultivation of the mind, and
the pleasures of domestic relationship—therefore be it

Resolved, That we heartily and unanimously respond
to the demands of the laboring classes, in favor of ten
hours.

Resolved, That ten hours labor is amply sufiScient

for any reasonable purpose, and that all those who re-

quire more time from the laboring men are devoid of the

noble principles of humanity, and the mild and charitable

virtues of Christianity.

Note.—^The committee have not been able to obtain
the ordinance of the Government of the city and county
of Philadelphia. We state on the authority of the Phila-

dephia Saturday Courier, of June 14, that the Govern-
ment of that city passed the ordinance reducing the

hours of labor on the 6th of June. (Pp. 4-5.)

Massachusetts House Document No. 44. 1867. Report
of Commissioners on the Hours of Labor. Min-
ority Report. Edward H. Rogers.

Causes and Connections of the Eight-hour Movement.

The most influential motives of a practical character

in the eight-hour movement are to be found in the altered

conditions of labor, incidental to the monotony of sub-

division, and the intensity of application enforced by the

state of society. . . . The prevalence, among thought-

ful workingmen, of more definite views respecting
manual labor, whether its characteristics should be those
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of skill and faithfulness, or unreasoning endurance; a
clearer recognition of the effect of continuous physical
effort on the action of the mind and its capacity, and also

on the condition of the workman, as being in an ex-

hausted state during his brief space of leisure; a com-
parison of the more favored conditions of mercantile and
professional life, as affording educational influences dur-
ing the day, and leaving the body comparatively free

from fatigue, to engage with zest and energy in the social

privileges or duties of the evening ; a conviction that the
returns for labor under the present system are not ade-
quate to the reasonable and necessary demands of Ameri-
can citizenship ;—these motives, with others, resulting in

great unanimity of opinion, that radical reductions of

hours are necessary to place labor in its just relations

to the other interests of society. (P. 62.)

The most prominent facts, conditions and results of

the amelioration in time, may be briefly stated thus :

—

Greater relative vigor of the workman, in connection
with the imperative obligation to reduce time from the
exhausted portion of the day. Less loss of time in con-
sequence of a sensible relief in the daily duration of labor.

Greater healthfulness, especially during the summer
season. A quicker return to labor, and a more rapid re-

covery of strength after sickness. The increased respect-
ability of labor, which retains many in production. An
approximate equalization of the day's work, which has
largely contributed to diffuse employment over the year,
and thus diminished distress, during the winter season.
Multiplied inventions, subdivisions in trades, and, gen-
erally, a more intellectual and progressive impetus to
production. Openings for the industrial classes in even-
ing exercises of a religious, reformatory, political and
miscellaneous character. The noticeably increased in-

fluence of woman, closely connected with the fact that the
home has gained time formerly devoted to the shop or
counting-room. (P. 91.)

I recommend as the result of my investigations, and
in view of the expressed wish of the interest of labor in
the factories, and, so far as ascertained, on the farms,
the enactment of ten hours, as a legal standard for a
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day's labor—in the absence of contracts—for factory
and farm work ; and a similar enactment of eight hours
as a legal standard—in the absence of contracts—for

mechanical labor. (P. 141.)

Report of the Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of
Labor. 1870.

The influence of the ten-hour law in England was to

raise the educational condition of the laborers, as was at

once shown in their increased attendance on public lec-

tures, public meetings, mechanics' institutes, in the es-

tablishment of agricultural and horticultural shows,

where were exhibited products raised on grounds hired

and worked during the time thus gained. . . . No greater

boon was ever given to a people than this ten-hour law,

and could a laborer of 20 years before it have come back
to England, he would be amazed at the improved condi-

tion of the working people. (Pp. 113-114.)

Report of the Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of
Labor. 1872.

The testimony of those who have adopted the shorter

time is almost unanimous in its favor. Many reported
;an improved condition of the employees. No instance is

given of decreased wages, though many report an in-

crease, not only in wages, but in production. All of the

arguments against reduction made by those working
•eleven hours and over are answered by those who have
adopted the shorter time, and worked under that system
for years. The advocates of eleven hours have utterly

failed to sustain themselves in their continued adhesion
to a system that England outgrew twenty-two years ago,

—a system unworthy of our State and nation. (P. 240.)

Report Qf the Nebraska Bureau of Labor Statistics.

1887-1888.

The reduction of the number of hours required for a
week's work has proved to be quite as beneficial to the
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men and women employed in this establishment as was
expected. This change . . . ''is worth all the time, ex-

pense and labor involved in the controversy." (P. 122.)

Report of the Massachusetts Chief of the District Police.

1889.

The good results of shortening the hours of labor

were soon apparent, in the substantial disappearance of

discontent among those affected thereby; in the main-
tenance of the standard of factory productions, both as

to quantity and quality ; and in placing Massachusetts in

the lead, where, by her history and her aspiration, she
rightfully belonged.

... If experience has shown anything in this matter,

it has been the wisdom and statesmanship of the body of

laws in our Public Statutes and additions thereto, which
are known as industrial legislation. It is sixteen years
since the ten-hour law was enacted ; and it is entirely safe

to say that, if it were stricken from the statutes to-day,

not an influential voice would be raised within our bord-
ers in favor of the restoration of the order of things

which that law changed. The increase of public interest

in matters of this kind is a very significant fact. (P. 7.)

The Economic and Social Importance of the Eight-Hour
Movement. George Gunton. New York, Ameri-
can Federation of Labor. 1889.

The adoption of the eight-hour system would tend to

increase wages in two ways: first, by reducing enforced
idleness ; second, by creating new wants, and raising the
standard of living. . . .

The second effect, which would be more gradual, per-
manent and far-reaching in its nature than the first,

would be the result of the increased leisure and social op-
portunity upon the social character and consumption of
the masses. With the removal of enforced idleness, and
its degrading influences, over eight million laborers
would leave their work each day less exhausted, mentally
and physically, and have two hours more leisure. This
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would mean so mucli positive opportunity for family life

and for general social intercourse, and in a much fresher

and more cheerful mood. ... In short, it means his

gradual introduction into a new social environment, the

unconscious influence of which would necessarily awaken
and develop new tastes and desires for more social com-
forts. He would naturally begin to desire more whole-
some and better appointed homes, more literature, en-

tertainment, and a greater amount of general social in-

tercourse, not to speak of the intellectual, moral and so-

cial improvement that would necessarily result from
such conditions. The purely economic effect of this

would be little short of revolution. In proportion to the
frequency and extent with which the new desires were
gratified, the development of which no power on earth
could prevent, would they crystalize into urgent wants
and necessities. The satisfaction of these would soon
become an essential part of the standard of living de-

manded by the social character and habits of the people,

and therefore would make a general rise of real wages
inevitable. (Pp. 13-14.)

Congressional Record. Vol. XXI. Part X, Pages 9,300-

9,301. August 28, 1890. Remarks of Mr. McKinley
upon the Eight-hour Bill.

The tendency of the times the world over is for
shorter hours for labor ; shorter hours in the interest of

health, shorter hours in the interest of humanity, shorter
hours in the interest of the home and the family. . . .

Cardinal Manning in a recent article spoke noble words
on the general subject when he said:

''But if the domestic life of the people be vital above
aU; if the peace, the purity of homes, the education of
children, the duties of wives and mothers, the duties of

husbands and of fathers, be written in the natural law
of mankind, and if these things are sacred far beyond
anything that can be sold in the market, then I say if the
hours of labor resulting from the unregulated sale of a

man's strength and skill shall lead to the destruction of

domestic life, to the neglect of children, to turning wives
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and mothers into living machines, and of fathers and
husbands into, what shall I say, creatures of burden? I

will not say any other word—who rise up before the sun,

and come back when it is set, wearied and able only to

take food, and lie down and rest, the domestic life of man
exists no longer and we dare not go on in this path."
(Pp. 8-9.)

Report of the New York Bureau of Labor Statistics.

1900.

But the good accomplished by each successive factory

law was so clearly apparent, that even capitalistic Parlia-

ment could not refuse to continue the policy of labor
protection. The evidence that this policy wrought a
revolutionary change in the amount of crime, pauperism,
and misery is superabundant; but it is too familiar to

warrant repetition now. (P. 49.)

The best evidence of the overwhelming success of the

short-hour law from all points of view is afforded by the

complete conversion of its opponents. Thus it came to

pass that in 1860, when a bill was introduced to extend
the ten-hour law to other branches of the textile indus-

try, J. A. Roebuck, who had originally opposed with
bitterness this kind of legislation, made the following

recantation

:

*'I am about to speak on this question under some-
what peculiar circumstances. Very early in my parlia-

mentary career Lord Ashley, now the Earl of Shaftes-

bury, introduced a bill of this description. I, being an
ardent political economist, as I am now, opposed the
measure, . . . and was very much influenced in my op-
position by what the gentlemen of Lancashire said. They
declared that it was the last half-hour of the work per-

formed by their operatives which made all their profits,

and that if we took away that last half-hour we should
ruin the manufacturers of England. I listened to that

statement and trembled for the manufacturers of Eng-
land [a laugh] ; but Lord Ashley persevered. Parlia-

ment passed the bili which he brought in. From that
time down to the present the factories of this country
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have been under State control, and I appeal to this

House whether the manufacturers of England have suf-

fered by this legislation." (P. 50.)

Sir James G-raham, another persistent antagonist of

the short-hour laws, followed Mr. Roebuck with a similar

recantation

:

'

' I am sorry once more to be involved in a short-time

discussion. I have, however, a confession to make to

the House. . . . Experience has shown to my satisfac-

tion that many of the predictions formerly made against
the factory bill have not been verified by the result.

. . . By the vote I shall give tonight, I will endeavor to

make some amends for the course I pursued in earlier

life in opposing the factory bill." (P. 51.)

Fourteenth and Fifteenth Annual Conventions of the

International Association of Factory Inspectors

of America. Indianapolis, 1900. Niagara Falls,

1901. {Bound im, New York Department of Labor
Report, 1901.) Problems of Factory Inspection.

The Social Interest of Statistics of Factory In-

spection. A. P. Weber, Chief Statistician, New
York State Department of Labor.

Scarcely any upward movement of the century over-
shadows in its importance to the moral and material
welfare of human society, the progressive shortening of
man's working time. If one country be compared with
another, it will be found that with hardly an exception
the rule holds that the shorter the hours of labor, the
higher the civilization. (P. 519.)

United States Congress Senate Document, No. 141. Eight
hours for laborers on government work. Hear-
ings before the Committee on Education and Labor
of the United States Senate, 1st session, 57th Con-
gress. 1901-1902.

Argument of James O'Connell, President of Inter-

national Association of Machinists:
The history of the movement in this country where
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the hours of labor have been reduced shows a higher
standard of manhood and a higher standard of intelli-

gence and of excellency in work and in life, a higher and
a better home, a happier and better family life, and a
more comfortable and better home. In every trade and
industry where the hours of labor have been reduced
there has been no reduction of the output. (P. 522.)

Report of the United States Industrial Commission. Vol.

XIX. 1902.

Lessening of hours leaves more opportunity and more
vigor for the betterment of character, the improvement
of the home. . . . For these reasons the short work-day
for working people brings an advantage to the entire

community. (P. 773.)

Employers and Employees. Full Text of the Addresses
before the National Convention of Employers and
Employees. Minneapolis, Minn. September 22-25,

1902. The Economic Effects of the Eight-Hours'
Day. Prank L. McVey, Professor of Political

Economy in the University of Minnesota.

The whole tendency of modern industry, even with
the shortening of hours, is in the direction of increased
exertion. The essential element in the machine organiza-
tion is the human one, the most precious and the most
difficult to replace. The energy of a worker in any in-

dustry should always be equal to that of the day before.

If the pains of labor are heavy the tone of the workman
is lowered and his surplus energy disappears, while he
tends to become a mere automaton valuable to society for
the net surplus he creates for others. The round of pro-
duction of energy into goods, goods into utilities, and
utilities into energy, is broken down by any such heavy
burden. We must therefore hail, certainly from the
viewpoint of the community, any movement likely to in-

crease its working power. (P. 194.)

The community desires the highest good and greatest
energies of its workers through long periods of time.
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This can be accomplished in most industries without any
accompanying loss of productive power, by shorter hours
of work, as has been proven in the experience of many
industries.

... In some industries where labor is not employed
continuously, but periodically and gathered from any and
all sources, the employer finds it to his advantage to push
the hours of work to the longest possible limit. Human
energies can stand a pace of this kind for a time, and as
the employer does not worry about a future supply of
workers he expects to win an increased profit by such a
policy. These industries have come to be called parasitic.

(P. 194.)

Report of the Wisconsin Bureau- of Labor Statistics.

1903-1904.

No private individual has any more moral right to ex-

haust the working energy and working capital of a nation
without giving "value received" than he has to take the
life of an employee outright. The only difference is that
one is a slower criminal process than the other. It is

not enough that workmen should obtain barely enough
for their labor to enable them to live, but they should
receive a competency. They should receive as much
energy from their employers in food, clothing, homes,
and furnishings amid healthful surroundings as they
give to their employers in the articles they produce.

The stronger, healthier and more intelligent a laborer
is, the more wealth he represents. The laborers of a na-
tion represent its working capital just as the hands of

the farmer, his horse, or his ox, represent his working
capital. And the stronger and healthier either may be, the
more capital it represents. The more efficient this capital

becomes, the more wealth will be produced. Machinery
operators represent the working capital of the manufac-
turer, and he owes it to the nation which protects him in

his business to do everything in his power to increase this

working capital and keep it in the highest possible state

of efficiency. (P. 130.)
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The regulation of factories either by law or by special

agreement worked marvellous changes in England. In
the course of half a century the *' sweated "laborers of

this great country whose course of life seemed almost
run became energetic, self-reliant, intelligent and efficient

workers, owning their own homes, amid wholesome sur-

roundings and working a reasonable number of hours
for a day's work.

Not only is factory legislation sound in principle, but
wherever put to the test it has been found sound in prac-
tice as well. (P. 138.)

The Steel Workers. John A. Fitch. The Pittsburgh Sur-
vey, Russell Sage Foundation Ptiblication. New
York. Charities Publication Committee. 1910.

I visited Sharon and made careful inquiry as to the
effect of the eight-hour day. I was much surprised at the

unanimity with which the system was endorsed, not only
by the mill people, but also by the citizens not directly

interested in steel manufacture. The general opinion
seemed to be, and it was verified by my own observa-
tion, that the eight-hour day had made for better morals
and higher intelligence on the part of the working-men.
(P. 180.)

United States Congress. Senate Report No. 601. Hours
of Daily Service of Laborers and Mechanics upon
Government Contracts. Report by Mr. Boeah
from the Committee on Education and Labor.
Sixty-second Congress, 2nd Session, 1912.

Much has been said as to the inconvenience which
would result to the employers in establishing the eight-

hour day. Doubtless in some instances and to some ex-

tent this inconvenience, necessitating in some instances
rearrangement, will follow: It is perhaps true, that in

some instances there may result a greater expense to the
Government. But these things we believe are to be con-
sidered as of minor importance compared to the general
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laenefit to be derived from an eight-hour day for laborers.

We believe it means better work, better citizens, and in

the end far better for society. . . .

No doubt some business concerns will suffer a tem-
porary inconvenience or loss. But in the long run the

loss will likely not be nearly so great as anticipated, and
even if so, when weighed against the general good it

ought not to prevail against such legislation. (Pp.

:3-7.)

Diseases of Occupation and Vocational Hygiene. Edited
by Geoege M. Kober, M. D., Professor of Hygiene,
Georgetown University, and William C. Hanson,
M. D., Massachusetts State Board of Health. P.
Blakiston's Son S Co., Philadelphia. 1916. Fa-
tigue and Occupation. Frederic S. Lee, New York.

In determining the proper length of the working
period the factor that should be considered first is not
the commercial but the physiological one. No one, except
in rare emergencies, should be forced by his employer
to labor continuously for such a period that subsequent
time allowed for rest is insufficient to enable him to re-

cuperate before the beginning of the next working period.

Physiological facts, though exact data are here meager,
leave no doubt about the necessity, as a custom for most
individuals, of one day's rest or change of occupation in

every 7 days if one's body is to be kept in an efficient

physiological state. The proper length of the working
period of the other 6 days ought to depend, first, upon
the degree of fatigue that is induced by the specific labor.

Here again exact studies are much needed. . . . More-
over, the sociological question is a legitimate one, namely

:

What proportion of an individual's working hours ought
equitably to be spent in his vocational work? A custom-
ary working day of 12 hours can hardly be justified on
either physiological or sociological grounds. The limit in]

most occupations has, therefore, been gradually reduced,

and the present goal of most employees is that of an 8-

>oiir day and a 44-hour week, which signifies a half-
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holiday on Saturday. In those industries, such as the

manufacture of certain iron and steel products, where
it is claimed that continuous operation of a plant is

necessitated by the nature of the processes involved,

either a 12-hour or an 8-hour shift would seem, if the

claim is true, to be essential. In the steel industry of

Great Britain the shorter working period is gradually
being introduced. In the United States movement in

the direction of an 8-hour day has been hastened by the

adoption of such a day with a 44-hour week for all em-
ployees of the national government. (P. 263.)

Whether the universal adoption of a rigid 8-hour work
day for all industries would ultimately be best for so-

ciety and the individual is doubtful. In the ideal scheme
of labor it would seem that no person ought to be de-

nied the pursuit of his vocation for a longer period than
8 hours in 24, provided the longer labor is not detrimental
to him or to society. The leaders in the world's progress
have not limited themselves to brief working days ; almost
invariably they have been persistent hard laborers with
whom, impelled by whatever motive, the accomplishment
of the task and not the avoidance of fatigue has been the
aim. With the masses who follow instead of lead some
limitation is necessary for protection, and an 8-hour day
is for the present probably the most just, both physio-
logically and sociologically. (P. 264.)

Speech on the Ten Hours Bill delivered in the House of
Commons on the 2nd of May, 1846. Lord Macau-
lay. Complete Works, Vol. VIII. London. Long-
mans, Green, and Co., 1866.

If we consider man merely in a commercial point of

view, if we consider him merely as a machine for the

production of worsted and calico, let us not forget what
a piece of mechanism he is, how fearfully and wonder-
fully made. We do not treat a fine horse or a sagacious

dog exactly as we treat a spinning jenny. Nor will any
slave-holder who has sense enough to know his own in-

terest, treat his human chattels exactly as he treats his
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horses and Ms dogs. And would you treat the free
labourer of England like a mere wheel or pulley? Eely
on it that intense labour, beginning too early in life, con-
tinued too long every day, stunting the growth of the
body, stunting the growth of the mind, leaving no time for
healthful exercise, leaving no time for intellectual culture,

must impair all those high qualities which have made our
country great. Your overworked boys will become a
feeble and ignoble race of men, the parents of a more
feeble and ignoble progeny ; nor will it be long before the

deterioration of the labourer will injuriously affect those

very interests to which his physical and moral energies

have been sacrificed. On the other hand, a day of rest

recurring in every week, two or three hours of leisure,

ex'ercise, innocent amusement or useful study, recurring
every day, must improve the whole man, physically,

morally, intellectually ; and the improvement of the man
will improve all that the man produces. (Pp. 372-373.)

Man is the great instrument that produces wealth. . . .

Therefore it is that we are not poorer but richer, be-

cause we have, through many ages rested from our labour

one day in seven. That day is not lost. While industry is

suspended, while the plow lies in the furrow, while the

exchange is silent, while no smoke ascends from the fac-

tory, a process is going on quite as important to the

wealth of nations, as any process which is performed on
more busy days. Man, the machine of machines, the

machine compared with which all the contrivances of the

Watts and Arkwrights are worthless, is repairing and
winding up, so that he returns to his labours on the Mon-
day with clearer intellect, with livelier spirits, with re-

newed corporal vigour. Never will I believe that what
makes a population stronger, and healthier, and wiser,

and better, can ultimately make it poorer. ( Pp. 374-375.

)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XV. 1870. Reports of

Inspectors of Factories. For Half-year ending]

30th April, 1870.

There is a generous feeling springing up on the part^

of many employers that the act (i. e. 1867) is a proper:
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one; that its enactments are salutary; that though it

binds them to certain provisions, they are provisions that
are useful both in a social and business point of view;
that long hours never produce the best work . . . There is

a general improvement in our work people, and their
habits of life are changed. There are fewer hours in
the factory, and they have more time at home; besides
which, when in the factory they are obliged to be clean,

quiet and industrious, and these habits tend beneficially

on their home life. They are more intelligent, and it is

remarkable that while they work fewer hours they earn
more money. We have found that longer hours mean
listlessness and loss of power. (Pp. 44-45.)

The Eight Hour Day. Sidney Wehh and Harold Cox,
B. A. London. Walter Scott. 1891.

We have pointed out that the younger generation of

workpeople are eager to educate themselves, and would
largely use their new opportunities for this purpose.
But this is mainly a question of their individual enjoy-
ment, and only affects the community gradually through
its effect upon the race. The point to which we wish
now to come is more directly social in its bearings.

The new wants thus arising cannot, as a rule, be sat-

isfied without new expenditure. If people have more op-

portunities of going out, they will soon begin to want
more new clothes. They will be obliged, too, to spend
money on omnibus and railway fares. And being out, they
must amuse themselves. There will be increased demand
for theatres, music halls, and other places of public en-

tertainment. Popular lectures, too, will be in brisk re-

quest, and newspapers and magazines will find a wider
range of readers. It is needless to extend the list. In
every direction the wants of the laboring community will

be widened; for men and women who are free to dispose
of part of their day as pleases them best will no longer
be content with the old narrow life. In this way the

working classes will constitute themselves a better mar-
liet for their own products. (Pp. 148-149.
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A Shorter Working Day. E. A. Hadfield of Hadfield's^

Steel Foundry Co., Sheffield, and H. de B. Gib-

bins, M. A. Methuen S Co. London. 1892.

Mr. Chamberlain . . . brushing aside all the usual

talk about the interference of the State with adult persons
of either sex, declared himself in favor of the principle

once laid down by Professor Jevons, that "the State is

justified in passing any laws, or even in doing any single

act, which, without ulterior consequences, would add to

the sum total of happiness." He further argued that an
eight hours law would, without any ill effects, add im-

mensely to the happiness of half a million miners in the

United Kingdom. His opinion in favor of the bill was
based upon the fact that short hours did not mean di-

minished output. (P. 22.)

As in the past it has been clearly proved that, the

longer the hours of work the more the workers become
mere machines, surely by a further shortening, which is

proved to be absolutely necessary from the altered con-

ditions of their surroundings, and apart from other neces-

sary improvements, the general physique of the citizen

will be improved and the nation will correspondingly
benefit. (P. 115.)

It is rightly claimed that the shortening of hours
would lead to improvements, mental and physical. Any
action by which such change or improvement is effected,

relating to some 8,000,000 of human beings in this coun-

try alone, is not to be lightly put on one side or trifled

with. If effected, and if even a partial accomplishment
of the end in view can be attained, the raising of such a
considerable portion of the community must be of the

highest benefit to the nation as a whole. (P. 116.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXI. 1894. Report of
the Chief Inspector of Factories and Workshops.

In factory legislation there has been steady progress,

and whilst Royal Commissions and Trade Congresses
have commended what has been accomplished and the

mode of administration of thf Factory Acts, they have
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always pointed to further reforms. Bills have been
passed which could not have been introduced had not
manufacturers, who were formerly opponents of such
legislation, been convinced of its benefits by the results.

<P. 5.)

Eight Hours for Work. John Rae, London and New
York, Macmillan. 1894.

It is not merely the number of the successful eight-

hour experiments that is so striking, but also the great
variety of the industries in which they have occurred,
the frequency with which the old amount of production
has been exceeded, and then, over and above all, the posi-

tive improvement that has ensued in the physical and
even moral condition of the labourers. They have gained
alike in health, morals and intelligence, so that we may
reasonably expect the next generation of eight-hours
workpeople to be not only more efficient while at work,
but to have a longer turn of efficient working life. Who
shall estimate the value to the nation of an addition of

say 10 years more efficient work from the great body of
her workpeople! (P. 176.)

Life and Labour of the People in London. Edited hy
Charles Booth. Vol. IX. Pt. IIL Ch. VIL The
Hours of Labour. Ernest Aves. London and
New York. Macmillan. 1897.

A ''fair" day's work must stand in a due relation to

the other elements that properly make up a man's life.

It is not simply as much as he can do. We must look
back from the end of the twenty-four hours, as well as

forward from the beginning of the working-day, in order
to judge fairly the degree of absorption and sacrifice ad-
missible even in the simplest and least exacting forms of

employment. Home, rest, and recreation demand recog-
nition, and a not immoderate estimate of their claims
leads to the conclusion that even for the least exacting
tasks, a ten-hours' working day on regular employment
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might be taken as a reasonable maximum. Even in the
absence of any quantitative expression, the moral force
of the idea of a ** living day," analogous to that of a
"living wage," might with advantage be brought home
to the public mind. For the complete absorption of the
life, even with the highest pay, is apt to be as injurious to
health and character as the most precarious form of
livelihood. (P. 286.)

The Case for the Factory Acts. Edited hy Mes. Sidney
Webb. London, Richard, 1901.

The two great industries which, at the beginning of
the nineteenth century, were conspicuous for the worst
horrors of sweating were the textile manufactures and
coal-mining. Between 1830 and 1850 the parliamentary
inquiries into these trades disclosed sickening details of
starvation wages, incredibly long hours, and conditions
of work degrading to decency and health. The remedy
applied was the substitution, for individual bargaining
between employer and operative, of a compulsory mini-
mum set forth in common rules prescribing standard
conditions of employment. (P. 36.)

. . . What was the result? Fortunately, there is

no dispute. Every one who knows these great industries

agrees in declaring that the horrors which used to pre-

vail under individual bargaining have been brought to

an end. The terms ''cotton-operative" and "coal-
miner," instead of denoting typically degraded workers,
as they did in 1830, are now used to designate the very
aristocracy of our labor. (P. 37.)

History of Factory Legislation. B. L. Hutchins and
Amy Hareison. Westminster, King, 1903.

In 1861 the president of the Economic Section of the

British Association could say in his address that the

results of that bill (ten-hour bill) were "something of

which all parties might well be proud. There is in truth

a general assent that if there has been one change which
more than another has strengthened and consolidated
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the social fabric in this part of the island, has cleared
away a mass of depravity and discontent, has placed the
manufacturing enterprise of the country on a safe basis,

and has conferred upon us resources against the ejffects

of foreign competitions which can scarcely be over-

valued, it is precisely the changes which have been
brought about by the sagacious and persevering and suc-

cessful efforts to establish in manufacturing occupations
a sound system of legal interference with the hours of
labor.*' (P. 122.)

Work and Wages: In Continuation of Earl Brassey's
'Work and Wages* and 'Foreign Work and Eng-
lish Wages.' Part 111. Social Betterment. By
Sydney J. Chapman, M.A. London and New York,
Longmans, Green S Co., 1914.

The intensification of economic life is in itself all to

the good . . . but the community must lose something
of culture unless, corresponding with this intensification,

there is an expansion of leisure and a specialized use of

leisure for the purposes of culture. (P. 255.)

There is some danger lest the growing importance of

leisure generally, and of a proper use of leisure, should
not be fully realized. Tangible things force themselves
upon our attention as the more intangible do not, and
some of us who have an economic bent of mind get into

the way, in consequence, of thinking too much of the

quantity of external wealth produced and too little of

the balance between internal and external wealth. In
ultimate terms, to those who care to put it that way, all

wealth is life, as Euskin insisted. There hardly appears
to be any risk of a general underrating of external goods,
but there is some risk of an underrating of the new needs
of the life lived outside the hours devoted to production
—which should themselves be, not a sacrifice to real liv-

ing, but a part of it—and of an underrating of the de-
pendence even of productive advance upon the wide-
spread enjoyment and proper use of adequate leisure and
an adequate income. (Pp. 255-256.)
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Le Premier Mai et la Journee de Huit Heures. [The
First of May and the Eight-Hour Day.] With Pre-
face by Jules Guesde. J. B. Cobiolan and J. Mor-
TAiR. Paris, G. Crepin {1891?).

Long working days tend to race degeneration through,

the exhaustion of the working class. We see, in fact, that

. . . the relative mortality is higher at all ages, and
especially in infancy ; and that the length of life is greater
anQong the rich than among the poor.

Only reduction of working hours can at the present
crisis check this deterioration of the race. The Birming-
ham mechanics have moreover clearly proved it: after

obtaining 20 years ago the nine-hour day, they saw in 15
years the average length of life among them rise from
33 to 40 years. (P. 19.)

Handbuch der Hygiene. Bd.8^. [Handbook of Hygiene^
Vol. 8^.] Edited by Dr. Theodore Weyl. Allge-

meine Gewerbehygiene und Fabrikgesetzgebung..
[General Industrial Hygiene and Factory Legisla-
tion.] Dr. Emil Roth. Jena, 1894.

As the experience of every country daily confirms the
fact that the reduction of working hours neither lessens
nor deteriorates the working efficiency, nor lowers wages
necessarily, there has been in all the civilized countries
of Europe during the last ten years a steady tendency to

shorten working hours,—a tendency which cannot be toa
emphatically encouraged in behalf of racial health. (Pp.
26-27.)

. . . We may point out that the social condition of
the worker, his home, nutrition, and conduct of life are
highly important factors in the rate of sickness, and that,

the longer the working hours, the less opportunity is left

to him of utilizing these health-preserving forces. (Pp,
27-28.)
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After continuous work, a certain amount of leisure

and recreation is a physiological necessity. The work-

er's condition determines in large measure whether or

not he takes advantage of opportunities for self-improve-

ment or legitimate enjoyment. The worker who has not

exhausted his energies by overexertion turns instinctively

to the better uses of leisure.

Of these opportunities the most striking modem in-

stances are the new forms of recreation and education

open to wage-earners.

Practically every large city in the United States and

many small ones are making increasingly large expendi-

tures for public recreation. The growth of this movement

has been phenomenal. It began by providing play-

grounds for children. City governments are now more

and more assuming as a municipal function the mainte-

nance of neighborhood centers for adults. In 1915, recrea-

tion centers and playgrounds were administered entirely

or in part by some municipal department in 250 cities.

One hundred and thirty-three cities reported that 612

schools or other buildings were used as evening recrea-

tion centers. The total average attendance in 73 centers

was 54,865 persons.

Side by side with the recreation movement for adults,

new opportunities for popular education are developing.

Besides regular night schools and public evening lectures

within the school system, the extension classes of state

and privately endowed universities are growing rapidly.

Thus, for instance, 1,600 students were enrolled in the
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evening extension classes of the University of Minnesota,

between September, 1915, and February, 1916. The cor-

respondence department of the University of Chicago had

over 3,200 students in the year 1914 to 1915 ; that of the

University of California had nearly 5,000; and that of

the University of Wisconsin about 9,000 during 1915 to

1916.

Obviously, all these activities require not only that

the workers shall have some leisure after working hours

but also that their minds shall be fresh enough to respond

to the opportunities offered.

National Civic Federation Monthly Review. Vol. I. Oc-
tober 15, 1904. The Shorter Work Day. F. W.
Taussig, Harvard University.

Shorter hours of Work are a natural and beneficent

outcome of the forces of civilization. The great mass of

men need not only an increase of income, but an increase

of leisure,—^leisure for rest, for play, for education, for

happier and higher living. No doubt leisure is sometimes
abused ; but in the main it is a needed means of raising

the sum of happiness. Therefore, the short hour move-
ment should have the sympathy of every friend of hu-

manity. (P. 14.)

Evidence Submitted to the Massachusetts Legislature in

Favor of the Enactment of a Ten-Hour Law. Law-
rence, 1870.

The workpeople of this State as a body have no desire

to disturb industrial operations. Their lot is labor; but

in toiling for bodily sustenance they desire leisure to feed

the mind. The evidence of mill-operatives is confirma-

tory of the truth that, in their case, physical exhaustion
renders impossible diligent application to mental im-
provement. (Pp. 4-5.)
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The Economic and Social Importance of the Eight-Hour
Movement. George Gtjnton. New York, American
Federation of Labor. 1889.

It is one of the characteristic features of modem in-

dustrial life that by its division and specialization of

labor, it tends to increase the intensity of the strain upon
the nervous energies of the laborer. In no country in the

world is this fact more prevalent than in America. The
persistency with which industrial energies are intensi-

fied in this country have come to be almost regarded as

a national characteristic. It has become a recognized

fact by medical science that the first step toward remedy-
ing this condition is more leisure, more physical and men-
tal repose, more and longer periods of relief from the

strain which the specialized industrial life imposes. This
has become absolutely necessary for both physical and
social reasons. For physical reasons, because it makes
wholesome living and normal physical health possible,

and socially because without it frequent social contact

is prevented or the susceptibility to the socializing influ-

ence is destroyed. The great mass of laborers are com-
pelled to work all the year round under the same mo-
notonous condition. This is made indispensable by the

very nature of modem methods in industry. Under the

factory system the laborers become mere wheels in a

colossal machine, in which the presence of all is neces-

sary to the efficient labor of any. (Pp. 12-13.)

Discussions in Economics and Statistics. Vol. II. Francis
A. Walker, Ph. D., LL. D. The Eight-Hour Law
Agitation. New York, Holt. 1899.

... I have small sympathy with the views so fre-

quently, and it seems to me brutally, expressed, that the
working classes have no need for leisure, beyond the bare
necessities of physical rest and repose, to get ready for
the morrow's work; that they do not know what to do
with vacant hours ; and that a shortening of the term of
labor would, in the great majority of cases, lead to an
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1
increase of dissipation and drunkenness. Is it our fel-

low-beings, our own countrymen, of whom we are speak-
ing? It seems to me this talk ... is the poorest sort of

pessimistic nonsense. It is closely akin to what we used
to hear about slavery being a humane and beneficent

institution. . . .

. . . We may well desire that somewhat more, and
much more, of leisure and of recreation should mingle
with the daily life of our fellows than is now known to

most of them. It is a pity, it is a great pity, that working
men should not see more of their families by daylight;

should not have more time for friendly converse or for

distinct amusements; should not have larger opportun-
ities for social and public affairs. Doubtless many would
always, and still more would at first, put the newly ac-

quired leisure to uses that were lower than the best^

. . . were even, in instances, mischievous and injurious.

But the larger part of this would be due to the fact, not
that the time now granted was too great, but that the

time previously granted had been too small. . . . But
such men, who might, it is conceded, become even worse
men with more leisure, are not to furnish the rule for

the great majority, who are decent, sober, and careful,

fearing God, and loving their families. (P. 383-385.)

The Arena. Vol. 24. 1900. New York. Democratic
Tendencies. II. The Eight-Hour Day by Legisla-

tion. Edwin Maxey, Southern Normal Univer-

sity.

While the case for an eight-hour day is thus ex-

tremely strong from the point of view of physical health,

it is even stronger from the standpoint of social health.

If you compel men and women to work so long each day
that they have little time and energy left for thinking,

they will remain unthinking animals. Wider education

is, at once, cause and effect of the eight-hour movement.
In fact, the real force that gives vitality to the movement
is a spontaneous longing for a brighter, fuller life, and

a deep conviction that shorter hours of labor will serve
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this end. Men and women who toil for wages are grow-
ing tired of being only working animals. . . . On all

sides there is an expansion of life. New possibilities of

enjoyment—physical, intellectual, social—are being
more and more realized by the masses. Among all

classes of laborers the demand for leisure is becoming
keener, because leisure means more to them. (P. 239.)

Report of the United States Industrial Commission on
the Relations and Conditions of Capital and Labor
employed in Manufactures and General Business.

Vol. VII. 1900.

Testimony of Mr. Rufus R. Wade, Chief of District

Police, Massachusetts

:

The question may well be asked, what has been the

effect upon those operatives whose hours of labor have
been lessened and to the children obliged to work in fac-

tories whose school privileges have been secured? The
benefit to adults, comprising the laboring classes, by the

reduction of the hours of labor has been to lift them up
in the level of their manhood to thoughts of better things
and to an organized demand for the same. It has given
needed time for leisure to the operative, it has encouraged
self-culture, it has afforded additional opportunity for
recreation, and has given the debating school, lecture
room, and library an impetus in every city and manufac-
turing town in Massachusetts. The large circulation
which the daily papers have obtained, in my opinion, is

due in part to the fact that the laboring people are con-
sidering the questions of public movement.

From an experience which has extended many years,
not only through the medium of official duty but from
personal observation, I would say, with much confidence,
that there has been a gradual yet steady change in the
conditions once existing, which has operated to the benefit
and well-being of the laboring classes in the opportuni-

ties for mental and social culture. (Pp. 79-80).
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Fourteenth and Fifteenth Annual Conventions of the In-

ternational Association of Factory Inspectors of

America. Indianapolis, 1900. Niagara Falls, 1901.

{Bound in New York Department of Labor Report,

1901.) The Shorter Workday in its Effect upon the

Personal Character of the Worker. John Hol-
BEOOK, Deputy Commissioner of Labor, Michigan.

. . . Quality of product may be improved by a shorter

day, and by this improvement in quality of the product

has come to be considered the improvement of the quality

of the laborer himself. The greatest capital invested in

any enterprise, commercial or industrial, is not of build-

ings, machinery, and plants, but in the character of the

men and women employed, and on this later capital stock

there is no return possible of large profits without im-

provement of personal character.

. . . We reached the second stage of this agitation

when the privilege was asked to have opportunities for

leisure, for the enlargement of mental grasp, for the cul-

tivation of the home and home life, and for freedom for

self-culture. (Pp. 562-563.)

A reduction in the hours of labor means for the hand-
workers leisure for self-culture and the arts, moralities

and the refinements of life. Many causes have contrib-

uted toward the elevation of the lot of labor, but one
great concurrent cause has been the shortening of the
hours. ...

It has not been shown that the workers ' use of leisure

has been less wise and moral than the use of leisure by
the so-called leisured classes. They have learned to

use their leisure hours just as rationally and beneficially

as have the wealthier classes, and it would astonish an
old-time advocate of constant work for labor, lest Satan
should find mischief for idle hands to do, how wisely and
well these very classes have used their spare hours ; they
have come to be constant and intelligent readers of scien-

tific and mechanical journals. They have formed a dis-

position to read the best books and literature, and as a
rule the working people are reading more serious and
thoughtful books than any other class of society. (Pp.
563-564.)
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United States Congress. House Report. No. 1793

(4405). Hours of Laborers on Public Works of the

United States. Report from the Committee on
Labor. 57th Congress 1st Session. 1901-1902.

No recognized authority to-day combats the proposi-

tion that the condition of the laborer has improved with
every reduction in the hours of daily service that has
up to this time been made. Nobody is disputing that he
has become a better consumer with each reduction. . . .

Economists contend with great plausibility that the

shorter day results in an increase of wages without an
increase of price, as consumption enlarges production,

and the larger the scale of production the cheaper the
given article is produced; that the laborer, when he has
the leisure resulting from the shorter hours, has new
aspirations, ambitions, and a greater personal self-re-

spect, and, as before stated, wants a better house, better
furniture, better clothes, better food, and becomes a
great deal better consumer. (Pp. 8-9.)

United States Congress. Senate Report 2321. The Eight-
Hour Law: Report from the Committee on Edu-
cation and Labor. Fifty-seventh Congress. Sec-
ond Session. 1902-1903.

Commissioner Carroll D. Wright well says

:

The policy of this class of legislation has therefore
fbeen settled by Congress, and I need not discuss this
[phase of the question. All such laws are enacted for
[the purpose of protecting the laboring man from the
jinjurious consequences of prolonged physical effort, giv-
fing him more time for his personal affairs and more time
[and energy to devote to the cultivation of his moral and
[mental powers. It has always been expected that they

I
would aid him in the acquisition of knowledge, thus tend-
ing to make him a better and more contented citizen.
This policy must be admitted by all to be a good one.
. . . The Federal government has long. been committed
to this policy. (P. 2.)
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Getting a Living: The Problem of Wealth and Poverty
—of Profits, Wages and Trade Unionism. George
L. BoLEN. New York and London. The Macmillan
Company. 1903.

Wage workers, and employers too, must have more
spare time, and be less spent by their daily tasks, if

they are not to shorten their lives, and if they are to

make good use of the present abundant means for physi-

cal, mental, and moral improvement. The exhausted man
must usually be excused for neglecting libraries and
lectures. He will do well if he does not want to be

excused from church also. Excessive weariness is an
inducement to drink. There is a good evidence that

shortening the day has everywhere promoted temper-

ance. When the British law of 1847 went into effect,

shortening the textile factory day from 11 and 12 hours
to 10, there was a decided increase of effort at self-

education, fifty night schools being open in Leeds in

1849. As to American miners the testimony is similar.

The shortening of the work day, with the increase of

hope and energy it evokes, and with the active self-help

in unionism necessary to attain it, has doubtless been
the main cause of the rise of British and American work-
men in efficiency, intelligence, and capable citizenship

—

the essential elements of strength in a nation. In this

way the shorter day has been largely the cause of the un-
precedented progress of these two nations in wealth and
enlightenment. . . .

In the present speed of activity in America, the wel-
fare of workers in many industries requires a shorter
day. Especially is it necessary to give working fathers
and mothers more home life, and more pride in their
children. Possession of these advantages by parents is

most effective in saving children from idleness and crime,
and in giving the rising generation the greatest devel-
opment of body, mind, and character. It is easy to fore-
see the effect of these qualities on the nation *s future, in

wealth production, and in well-being of every kind. The
buoyancy and efficiency of Australians is believed by
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many observers to be unequalled, and to be due to their

long enjoyment of the eight-hour day. (Pp. 411-12.)

The National Civic Federation Review. Vol. II, No. 8.

Jan. Feb., 1906. The first Anniud meeting of the

New England Civic Federation, Boston, Jan. 11,

1906.

Marcus M. Marks, President, National Association of
Clothing Manufacturers

:

There is another consideration which prompts the
demand on the part of labor for a shorter work-day;
it is the greater desire for self-improvement.

This has been encouraged by the advance in the pub-
lic school of the system which affects our younger work-
men in particular; also by the multiplication of popular
free lectures, public libraries, cheap books and news-
papers, etc., that have awakened in the workmen's minds
the ambition to lead a better life, possible only in the
enjoyment of a reasonable amount of leisure. (P. 8.)

People v. Klinck Packing Co., 250 N. Y., 121 {1915),

We see at the outset that it is applicable to certain
classes of employees. But these are they who work in
factories and mercantile establishments. We know as a
matter of common observation that such labor is gener-
ally indoors and imposes that greater burden on health
which comes from confinement many times accompanied
by crowded conditions and impure air. Thus special con-
ditions are presented which become a reasonable basis for
special consideration. (P. 36.)

I suppose that no one would contend that continued
and uninterrupted indoor labor would be good even for
an adult man. The laws which have been passed and sus-
tained with general approval in almost every jurisdiction

limiting the hours of labor for women and children an'i

for those engaged in especially trying employment, such
as mining and the operation of railroads, amply evidence
the widespread belief that in certain fields the public
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health and welfare are subserved by generous opportuni-
ties for relaxation and recuperation. A constantly in-

creasing study of industrial conditions I believe leads to

the conviction that the health, happiness, intelligence and
efficiency even of an adult man laboring in such employ-
ments as those mentioned in this statute will be increased
by a reasonable opportunity for rest, for outdoor life and
recreation, for attention to his own affairs, and, if he
will, study and education. (Pp. 36-37.)

JPrinciples of Labor Legislation. John R. Commons, Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, Former Member Wisconsin
Industrial Commission, and John B. Andrews,
Secretary of the American Association for Labor
Legislation. New York and London. Harper d
Brothers. 1916.

Though it is the health dangers of long hours which
are most often emphasized, the lack of leisure for family
life, for recreation, for all the requirements of citizenship,

is no less an evil. It should not be forgotten that the time
spent in going to and coming from work and the dinner
hour often adds two hours to the length of the workday
proper, and that an eleven-hour day is likely to mean thir-

teen hours away from home. The ultimate eifects of such
hours of labor were thus summed up by the Supreme
Court of Georgia in upholding a Sunday rest law :

'* With-
out specific leisure the process of forming character can
only be begun; it can never advance or be completed;

people would be merely machines of labor—^nothing

more." (P. 202.)

Bennington v. The State, 90 Ga., 396 {1892).

There can be no well founded doubt of its (Sunday
law) being a police regulation . . . for the frequent and
total suspension of the toils, cares and strain of mind or

muscle incident to pursuing an occupation or common
employment, is beneficial to every individual, and inciden-

tally to the community at large, the general public. Leis-

ure is no less essential than labor to the well-being of man.
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Short intervals of leisure at stated periods reduce wear
and tear, promote health, favor cleanliness, encourage
social intercourse, afford opportunity for introspection
and retrospection, and tend in a high degree to expand
the thoughts and sympathies of people, enlarge their in-

formation and elevate their morals, . . . Without fre-

quent leisure, the process of forming character could only
be begun ; it could never advance or be completed, people
would be mere machines of labor or business—nothing
more.

If a law which, in essential respects, betters for all the
people the conditions, sanitary, social and individual,

under which their daily life is carried on and which con-

tributes to insure for each, even against his own will, his

minimum allowance of leisure, can not be rightfully

classed as a police regulation, it would be difficult ta

imagine any law that could. (P. 397.)

Work and Wealth: A Human Valuation. J. A. Hobson.
New York. The Macmillan Company, 1914.

The first use of leisure, then, is that it supplies a coun-
terpoise to specialization by the opportunity it gives for
the exercise of the neglected faculties, the cultivation of
neglected tastes. As the specialization grows closer, this

urgency increases. More leisure is required for the rou-
tine worker to keep him human.

In the first place, it must afford him relaxation or
recreation by occupations in which the spontaneity, the
liberty, the elements of novelty, increasingly precluded
from his work-day, shall find expression. It must liber-

ate him from automatisin, and afford him opportunity
for the creative and interesting work required to preserve
in him humanity.

An eight-hours day would mean that thousands of
men, who at present leave the factory or furnace, the
oflSce or the shop, in a state of physical and mental lassi-
tude, would take a turn at gardening, or home carpen-
try, would read some serious and stimulating book, or
take part in some invigorating game.
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Thus each man would not merely get more out of

4Bach item of his economic consumption, but he would
add to the net sum of his humanity, and incidentally of

his economic utility, by cultivating those neglected facul-

ties of production which yield him a positive fund of

interest and human benefit. (Pp. 237-238.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXII. 1849. Reports

of Inspectors of Factories for Half-year ending
31st October, 1848.

When their day's work is over at an early hour in

the evening, and they have 3 hours at their disposal

before it is time to go to bed, the factory workers then

feel the full value of the shortened hours of labour ; they
can then take advantage of evening schools or other

places of instruction, and turn their leisure to good ac-

count in many ways, both for moral improvement and
for social and domestic comfort. (P. 7.)

Opinions of the Factory Operatives respecting the

Ten Hours' Act:
It must be remembered, too, that there has been more

than two years of great suffering among the factory
operatives, from many mills having worked short time,

and many being altogether closed. A considerable num-
ber of the operatives must therefore be in very narrow
circumstances, many, it is to be feared, in debt; so

that it might fairly have been presumed that at the pres-

ent time they would prefer working the longer time, in

order to make up for past losses. ... I have been very
much surprised to find so large a proportion of those
receiving very moderate wages, and still more of those
receiving very scanty wages, preferring to work 10 hours.
The reason for their preference assigned by so many
young persons and even adults, that it enabled them
to attend evening schools, is a gratifying circumstance,
as affording a good sign of the character of the factory
population. (Pp. 16-17.)

Under the present mode of working the 10 hours,
according to which the working day of young persons and
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women, and of the greater portion of adults also, is

brought to a close at half-past 5 in the afternoon, the

employed may derive the greatest benefit from the cur-

tailment of their labour in the evening ; for they are then
enabled not only to cultivate the domestic affections, to

learn domestic habits and so to elevate the character of

the working classes, but to avail themselves of those
opportunities of mental culture. (P. 99.)

Ibid. Appendix. Evidence of the Opinions of Persons
Employed in Factories Respecting the Ten Hours'
Act, Collected in September, October, and Novemr-
her, 1848.

Letter from Messrs. Sidgwick, Mill-owners : We con-
sider the plan most conducive to the comfort and advan-
tage of the people employed in factories, is such an ar-
rangement of the working time, in which they have to
earn a livelihood, as will leave to them the longest pos-
sible space of disengaged time, between ceasing work in
an evening and resuming it in a morning, for recreation,
improvement, or their private business. (P. 14.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXIII. 1850. Reports
of Inspectors of Factories for the Half-year end-
ing 31st of October, 1849.

It is an early stopping in the evening that the work
people chiefly value ; and if the free evening hours from
6 to 9 be secured the great object sought for by the Ten
Hours' Act will be attained ; for then the factory workers
will be in what may be called the normal state of the
operatives in the generality of trades, and will, like
them, have leisure for domestic arrangements, for im-
proving themselves by attending evening schools, with
opportunities for healthful and reasonable recreations.
. . . Where the law is fully carried out, according to
its true intention, the work people appear to value the
limitation more and more in proportion as they have
longer experience of its effects ; and the masters appear
to be getting daily better reconciled to it

;
partly by find-
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ing that, by the increased alertness of their work peo-

ple, by the closer application they are now enabled to

give, together with some additional speeding of the ma-
chinery not before tried, the produce is much nearer to

that of 12 hours than it was conceived possible it could

be brought to, but partly also by the marked change for

the better which they see in the health, appearance, and
contentment of their work people. (P. 5.)

Among those who have carefully watched the opera-
tion of each successive restriction, the number, I am sat-

isfied, is now large, who would declare themselves con-

tent to work only 10 hours a day, . . . and this I be-

lieve to be especially the case among mill-occupiers and
managers who can from their own experience compare
the state and condition of the operative class under the

present factory system with their state and condition

under the hours of work during which they laboured 20

years ago.

I am assured, that the attendance of young persons
at night-schools, and the demand for garden allotments,

bear powerful testimony to the advantages of a reduc-

tion in the number of working hours, and to the readi-

ness with which the best disposed are willing to make a
beneficial use of the additional hours the present re-

striction leaves them for recreation and improvement.
(P. 41.)

In one of the letters sent to me the following inter-

esting statement was given, representing, as I believe

correctly, a picture of domestic life almost unknown in

the manufacturing district, especially of a large town
like Bradford, until the hours of labor were reduced and
regulated by the Legislature. The comfort and feelings

here described, though naturally of slow growth, are, I

hope, daily extending their influence, and may be either

much encouraged or much retarded, according as the

Government and Legislature of the Country exercise a
paternal care for the different classes who look up to

them for protection:

. . . *'I called in to see an old factory weaver; it

was very interesting and delightful to behold the old man
flitting with his youngest son; they had a basket of po-

I
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tatoes for sets, and both seemed at a loss, being new gar-

deners, but were very glad to have an opportunity of

learning; he had 3 daughters, and 2 young women lodg-

ers, very busy sewing and knitting, and all teaching each
other. ... I asked the old mother how she liked the

Ten Hour Bill. She said very well, she did not know
how she must do if the girls worked any longer, they as-

sisted her all they could, and were learning to do house-
hold work, and could sew and knit better than she could,

and could read very nicely too; they could not do with
any more than ten hours. The old father said it was a

grand thing, the Ten Hours Bill ; he was learning to be
a^ gardener, and would not like to give it up, which he
would have to do if they worked any more hours. '^

(Pp. 48-49.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XIV. 1868-1869. Re-
ports of Inspectors of Factories for the Half-year
ending 30th April, 1868.

Assuredly the usefulness of the first hours of rational

freedom from late employment has not been overrated.

The power which the working classes now possess of

making arrangements for out-door enjoyments in the
summer, and for intellectual advancement of every kind
during the winter months, is fully appreciated, and
would be most reluctantly parted with. It is indeed
spoken of as a boon which they longed to possess years
ago, and is most thankfully acknowledged. (P. 277.)

The Eight-Hours' Movement. Tom MAnn. London, Wil-
liam Reeves, 1889.

Clearly, then, what is required is to develop the men-
tal powers of the workers, and to give them leisure and
capacity to assimilate knowledge. Stupidly slaving
away like cattle will not give our country any chance
in the competition with others. In that struggle, as long
as it lasts, the victory will be with the nation that has
the most energetic, intelligent, and capable workers

—

those, in fact, who work the shortest hours and have the
highest standard of comfort. (P. 12.)

^
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The Case for an Eight-Hours' Bill. London: Published

for the Fabian Society by John Heywood, 1891.

{Fabia/n Tracts, No. 23).

The one demand of the laboring masses which to-day
forces itself on the attention alike of the willing and the

unwilling, is the rapidly growing international move-
ment in favor of an Eight-Hours' Day. . . .

This has come about, not so much from the convic-

tion that the present hours are injurious to health

—

though that in many cases is the fact—not so much from
the theory that shorter hours mean higher wages

—

though that theory is in the main sound,—but from the

strongly-felt desire for additional opportunities for self-

cultivation and the enjoyment of life.

Men and women who toil for wages are everywhere
growing tired of being only working animals. They wish
to enjoy, as well as to labor; to pluck the fruits, as well

as dig the soil; to wear as well as to weave. They are

eager for opportunity to see more of the great world in

which they live—a world of Avhich many of them now
for the first time hear from books. On all sides there is

an expansion of life. New possibilities of enjoyment,
physical, emotional, intellectual, are daily opening for

the masses. New aspirations are daily surging up. We
need not wonder then that this generation is no longer
content to live as its fathers and mothers lived. Hence
in all classes the demand for leisure grows keener and
keener. (Pp. 3-4.)

The Eight Hours Day. Sidney Webb and Harold Cox.

London, Walter Scott, 1891.

We need therefore have no fear that a working popu-

lation set free will not know what to do with its freedom.

The existing facilities for amusement, for study, and for

physical recreation will be at once drawn upon, and a

demand will arise for further facilities of the same
nature. Already indeed we have evidence how a diminu-

M
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tion of the hours of labour stimulates the desire for study,
even in the most apparently unpromising quarters. No-
where have University Extension lectures, even on
abstruse scientific subjects, been so successful as among
the miners of Durham and Northumberland. These men
—as explained elsewhere—work on the average less than
eight hours a day; and sometimes a miner, after his day's
work is done, has been known to walk as much as eight

miles every week to attend a course of lectures on astron-

omy. (Pp. 147-148.)

Ibid. Appendix II. Letters, etc. received from Firms
which have already adopted an Eight-Hours' Day.
From Burroughs, Wellcome S Co., Importers, Ex-
porters and Manufacturing Chemists, Snow Hill

Buildings, London, 16th December, 1890.

6th. . . . We believe that increased intelligence

and efficiency follow upon limiting the hours of labour
to eight, because opportunities are thus afforded for in-

tellectual and physical development and recreation. We
believe that the proper employment of such opportuni-
ties tends to elevate the general tone of life, to improve
the health, and to cultivate a taste for good society, and
precludes that excessive fatigue which demands unna-
tural stimulant and vicious pleasures. It is therefore
our opinion that the general adoption of the Eight-
Hours' System would powerfully tend (1) to increase
the amount of work produced in a given time, by reason
of the improved physical and mental conditions; (2) to

decrease the cost of production for the same reason, and
also, on account of the improved mental elasticity, lead
to inventions in labour-saving machinery; (3) to im-
prove relations between employers and employed,
brought about by the disposition evinced by the former
to give the employe opportunities for recreation and so-
cial advancement. (Pp. 255-256.)
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The Problem of the Unemployed. John A. Hobson.
London, Methuen, 1896.

The indirect effects of a shorter working-day are not
less important. Provided the increased leisure is not
purchased by an injurious overstrain in the shorter

working-day the increased opportunities it will afford

for the cultivation of unused faculties and the satisfac-

tion of new tastes, will furnish an ever growing stimulus
towards an elevation of the standard of life. By yield-

ing a continuous demand for the satisfaction of new,
strong desires it will supply the moral force which, al-

lied with improved intelligence and the more effective

means of organization which modem conditions of in-

dustry and of life afford, makes powerfully and per-

sistently for enforcing the claims of the working classes

to a larger share of the aggregate consuming power of

the community. (Pp. 109-110.)

Life and Labour of the People in London. Edited by
Charles Booth, Vol. IX. Pt. III. Ch. VII. The
Hours of Labour. Ernest Aves, London and New
York. Macmillan. 1897.

In connection with both overtime and the hours of
labour, however, there is another and deeper considera-
tion in their effects on the larger question of sustained
Ufe-efi&ciency.

But this consideration is frequently lost sight of by
the actual parties to a contract for the employment of
labour. . . . It is the more necessary, therefore, to

keep steadily in view the main industrial object of se-

curing that desirable combination of hours and work
which, without sacrificing private life, secures the most
capable, willing, and effective service. From the limited
points of view of the individual operative or employer,
excessive toil may seem to be consistent with, and even
necessary to, their more immediate objects, but since
excess implies some subsequent form of deterioration, it

can rarely be compatible with the interests of the com-
munity at large. (Pp. 294-5.)

With regard to the more personal effect of a reduc-
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tion of hours that does not impair the chances of employ-

ment, the whole question of hours derives its importance

from the assumption that greater leisure will be ad-

vantageous to the individual worker. ...
In spite ... of the waste of leisure that is witnessed

on every hand, the common claim for a greater share

of it is justified by the great balance of advantages that

it tends to secure. An increasingly urgent demand has

therefore arisen for a greater margin of leisure avail-

able for the home, and for all that rounds life off, and
makes it a completer thing—a demand urged not only on
behalf of the artisan and mechanic, who in many trades

are well situated in this respect, but for all whose in-

dustrial position unduly narrows life and makes it run
too completely in the grooves of their daily work.

(P. 287.)

Diseases of Occupation from the Legislative, Social, and
Medical Points of View. Thomas Oliver, M. A.,

M. D., F. R. C. P., Medical Expert on the White
Lead, Dangerous Trades, Pottery, and Lucifer
Match Committees of the British Rome Office.

New York, Dutton, 1908.

. . . It is held that no employer has the right to

utilize the whole of the working part of a man's day,
and thus deprive him of the leisure to which he as a
human being is entitled. Since his whole nature has to

be developed, it is claimed that the intellectual, moral,
and physical powers of man cannot be developed if the
hours of employment are too long, the work too hard
and of a grinding nature. (P. xi.)

Conditions in British Iron and Steel Works. I. A
Speech Delivered to the Special Commission on
Hours of Labour, International Association for
Labour Legislation, June 11, 1912. John Hodge,
M. P.

I remember on one occasion, when discussing this
question of an eight-hour day at a conference with the
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employers of the North at Newcastle, pointing out

—

and I spoke from personal experience—that, working a
long day, when a man got home, he was tired out, pot
only because of the laborious toil, but the exhausting
nature of the atmosphere in which work was carried on

;

the body was tired, the brain was tired—he could not
think or read; the mind was not in a condition for it.

But, if we had an eight-hour day, it would give the man
an opportunity of even attending technical classes on
metallurgy, combustion, and chemistry, so. that he might
fit himself with the theory of his trade instead of work-
ing by rule-of-thumb. He would know exactly the chemi-
cal action of either the mine with which his furnace was
fed or the limestone, and the results would be beneficial

to the employer—less waste would occur and better re-

sults would be obtained. . . .

My own observations have been that the change to
the eight hours has improved the physique and the morale
of the men. It has not been in existence for a long enough
period to enable us to tell as to the change in the length
of life of the worker ; but I do know that there are some
men working on the eight-hour shift to-day who would,
except for the change, have been compelled to give up
their trade for a lighter occupation. (P. 7.)

National Conference on the Prevention of Destitution.
1912. Papers and Proceedings. London, P. 8.
King S Son, 1912. The Limitation of the Hours
of Work. George N. Barnes, M. P.

I advocate reduction of hours because I want for the
worker more time to think. The solution of industrial
problems is becoming more urgent because discontent in-
creases day by day, and the community lives more from
hand to mouth, and is therefore more vulnerable to at-
tack on the part of a section. Poverty at the bottom of
the social scale is being left to breed disease and disor-
der quicker than legislation is being introduced to deal
with them, and improvements in conditon of the better-
off worker only whets the appetite for still further im-
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provement. Education has brought new wants into view^
and they will have to be satisfied somehow. People are
no longer content to live in small, badly-constructed
Louses, to be shut out from the beauties of the field or
the treasures of literature. The average workman is

rightly and instinctively conscious of wrong, and he is

searching for the means of rectifying it. He will find

those means sooner or later, and there will be changes
and improvements. But a great deal depends on time
and temper. Industrial organization hitherto has been
his main mode of seeking betterment. But political power
is a weapon in his hands for good or ill. It will be used
for the good of the community in proportion to the time
the average man has to give to the discharge of social

duties. That, to my mind, is the strongest argument in

favor of an eight hours' day. (P. 446.)

Jahresberichte der Gewerhe-Aufsichtsheamten im Konig-
reich Wurttemherg fur das Jahr 1902. [Reports
of the Factory Inspectors in the Kingdom of
Wiirttemberg for 1902.] Stuttgart, Lindemann^
1903.

A reduction of working hours appears to be also

needed on moral and spiritual grounds. A widespread
craving for improved education has in recent years de-

veloped in the masses of workers and demands satisfac-

tion. Likewise the desire for family life has become
stronger. (P. 209.)

The Relation of Labor to the Law of To-day. Translated
from the German by Porter Sherman. Lujo
Brentano. New York, Putnam, 1891.

"Why then does an increase in wages and a decrease in

the time of work in general lead to a greater capability

for work? Because higher wages and a shorter day's
work make it possible for laborers to increase and satisfy

their physical and spiritual needs; because better food^
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more careful fostering, greater and more moral recrea-

tion increase the power to work, and because they in-

crease the pleasure in labor. ... In other words,
an increase in wages and a decrease in the time of work
lead to a greater performance, because they elevate the

standard of living of the laborer, a higher standard of

living necessarily spurs to greater intensity of labor,

and at the same time makes the same possible. (Pp. 233-

234.)

Handbuch der Arbeiterwohlfahrt. Bd. II. [HandbooTc

of the General Welfare of the Working Classes,

Vol. II.] Edited by Dr. Otto Dammee. Arbeiter-

schutz. [The Protection of Working People.] Dr.
AscHEB. Stuttgart, Enke, 1903.

It is natural that a workman, in the broad sense of

the word, who has only a short rest period at his com-
mand, should chiefly use that in sleep, to restore his ex-

hausted physical energy; also natural, that, if he has a
little free time to spare, as on Sunday, holidays, he should
spend it in coarse pleasures. Thus results the weariness
of Monday, physical and brain fatigue. ... If the

workman had, instead, enough free time in the week to

be able to come home to his family without being tired

out—to read, to hear lectures, work in a garden, and so

rebuild and restore bodily energy, he would not so mis-
use the leisure of Sunday. (P. 69.)

Handworterbuch der Staatswissenschaft. Bd. I. {Com-
pendium of Political Science. Vol. 7.] Edited by
Drs. J. Conrad, Professor of Political Science in

Halle; L. Elstee, Ober Reg. Rath in Berlin; W.
Lexis, Professor of Political Science in Gottingen;
and Edg. Loening, Professor of Law in Halle.

Arbeitszeit. [Hours of Work.]. Dr. H. Heekner,
Berlin. Jena, Fischer, 1909.

3. The workman perceives that high wages can bring
him real family life, a greater share in the gifts of civili-

zation only when reduced working hours shall have en-
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abled him to command some leisure and to retain a certain

amount of mental buoyancy. (P. 1204.)

5. The shorter the hours of work, the more time there
is for other opportunities, such as participation in public

life, general or technical educational courses, and such
opportunities are of the greatest value in the social posi-

tion of the worker. (P. 1204.)

Jahresberichte der Gewerbeaufsichtsbeamten im Konig-
reich Wiirttemberg fur 1911. [Annual Report of

. the Factory Inspectors of Wiirttemberg for 1911.]
Stuttgart, Lindemann, 1912.

Fourth District: ... In Heilbronn a strong
movement arose for the introduction of early closing on
Saturday. Since the workingman has almost no leisure

on weekdays, an entire free afternoon is of all the more
value to him. The privilege in itself, of being able to
dispose freely of an afternoon he feels as an improve-
ment in his whole position. In addition to this, there are
other great advantages of early closing. It offers the
possibility of longer physical and mental relaxation, and
moreover of outdoor exercise, be it in walks or sport and
games. It gives the married workman more time for his
family, and a chance to take some part in the up-bring-
ing of his children. It enables the workman with a little

plot of land to work in his field or garden, thus keeping
him in touch with agricultural life, and making him feel

"settled." Far from opposing these interests of the
workingmen, the Employers' Association of Heilbronn
and thereabouts may rather be said to have shown from
the start a sympathetic interest in early closing. In dis-

cussing the situation with this Association, as well as
with individual firms which desired to introduce the
early closing system, the Factory Inspector consistently
upheld the view that the fixing of one o'clock (at latest)

as a closing hour on Saturday should be the aim, as mak-
ing possible on the one hand a free afternoon, which
could be made full use of ; on the other, as involving the
least deviation from the regular dinner hour of the
workman. . . .
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In almost all cases, the introduction of the early clos-

ing system means a restriction of the number of working
hours per week. (P. 7.)

In Heilbronn, Sontheim, and Bockingen, 11 factories,
with 2390 men and 1820 women operatives close at one
o'clock on Saturdays; two factories with 570 men and
70 women workers close at halfpast one o'clock; one
factory with 200 men closes at a quarter of two; and
six factories with 320 men and 50 women close at two.
Altogether 20 factories with 4330 operatives have the
early closing system. (P. 8.)
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a. THE EXPERIENCE OF AUSTRALASIA.

The best examples of the benefits to society and to the

workers arising from the short workday are found in

Australasia. The movement for the eight hour day be-

gan in Victoria over fifty years ago. In New Zealand the

eight hour day was established by law in 1901. In most

of the other Australasian states, the wages boards or

arbitration courts are empowered by law to fix maximum
hours of labor. According to Mr. Justice Higgins, Presi-

dent of the High Court of Australia, the "general Aus-

tralian standard" is the 48 hours' week.

In these colonies the short day has been in operation

long enough to show its effects. The testimony of factory

inspectors and other observers tends to prove that the

workers have gained greatly in force and efficiency and

that the social welfare of the entire community has been

well served through the operation of the short working

day.

A Shorter Working Day. R. A. Hadfield, of Hadfield's
Steel Foundry Co., Sheffield, and H. de B. Gibbins,

M.A. Methuen & Co., London, 1892.

What concerns us to observe more especially in this

chapter is the general effect of the reductions in the

working day upon the working-classes of Australia, in

order that we may form thereby some idea of what would
be the probable effect of a similar measure in England.
. . . It is a remarkable fact that in spite of high wages
and short hours, the consumption of spirits has greatly
decreased in all the Colonies. Indeed, the active agita-

tion of the publicans against the eight-hours day proves
that they did not anticipate any increase in their profits

through-an increase in the comforts of the labourer's life.

(Pp. 66-67.)

It is the general opinion in Victoria that the habits
of the working-man have been improved rather than de-
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teriorated by the reduction of hours. . , . Intellectual

as well as physical development is a necessary conse-

quence of shortening the working day. A man cannot,

unless he be a besotted idiot, spend all his spare time in

the pot-house (as some among us do vainly talk), but

feels, as he acquires time for educating his mind and
strengthening his body, that there are other pleasures

than those of intoxication, and higher ideals than those

of the tap-room. This has been the case, at any rate, in

Victoria. (Pp. 74-75.)

Eight Hours for Work. John Rae. London, Macmillan,
1894.

It is- almost a universal opinion in the colony (Vic-

toria) that the men work harder now while they are at

their work, and that they turn out work of a better quali-

ty than they did under the long-hour system. Mr. Hodg-
kinson, a public man of Victoria, said in his speech at

the eight-hours' demonstration of 1873, that he had
often watched men working in the Public Gardens, and
that though left to themselves very much they worked
as well as when under contractors, that the Government
stroke was unknown among them, and that he was con-

vinced they did more work now in the eight-hours day
than they did before in the ten. A very recent writer,

Mr. Charles Fairfield, speaks of the '*go" which is con-

spicuous in some of the out-door trades of Victoria.

"The leisure enjoyed by colonial workmen, their brisk,

cheerful, and robust appearance, and the activity and
'go' displayed by one or two of the out-door trades
(such as masons and house carpenters) who work un-
der the eight-hour system are pleasant to behold." An
English business man, who has written an account of his

visit to Victoria, says he saw men in Melbourne getting

as much work to do in a day as would have been allot-

ted to two men in this country, and that the lifts they
took were more suitable for steam power than for hu-
man beings. Lord Brassey, in a paper read in 1888 to

the Royal Colonial Institute on "Recent Impressions of

Australia," speaks of the "remarkable physique" of
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the Australian navvy, and in the discussion on his lord-

ship's paper Rear-Admiral Sir George Tryon said he

had on behalf of the Admiralty spent many thousands
of pounds in wages in Australia during the previous

few years, and that "though the wages were high, the

work done was good, and the cost not so great as might
be supposed. The men," he continued, "give a good
day's work. It is true that they put down their tools the

very instant the dinner-bell rings, but they do not daw-
dle and prepare for that event half an hour before."

Captain W. H. Henderson, R. N., for many years in

command of H. M. S. Nelson in Australian waters, gave
even stronger testimony to the same effect. "During the

time I was out there I was brought into communication
with every class of society, from statesmen to the ship-

ping population. I have often had much to do with the

lumpers—rthat is, the men who discharge cargoes, coal

especially, and I have no hesitation in saying that they
do their work better than in the old country, and will

coal a ship three times as fast. (Pp. 295-297.)

What use does the working man of Victoria make of
the leisure he has obtained through the eight-hours day?
The "go" and energy he is said by so many observers
to put into his work is itself good evidence that he does
not spend his time in vicious dissipation. If a shorter
day in the workshop meant only a longer evening in the
tavern he could not possibly show such signs of invigora-
tion, and his day's work and his day's wages would soon
have hopelessly declined. The general opinion in Vic-
toria is that the habits of working men have improved
and not deteriorated through the short hours. By leav-

ing work early in the afternoon they are enabled to live

out in the suburbs in neat cottages with little gardens
behind them, which are almost invariably owned by their

occupiers, and they spend much of their leisure tending
their little gardens or in some out-door sport or with
their families. The first two effects of the Ten Hours Act
in this country were the multiplication of mechanics ' in-

stitutes, night schools, and popular lectures on the one
hand, and the multiplication of garden allotments on the
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other. Workpeople had neither time nor energy for such
pursuits before—the only resource of the languid is the

tavern. But with a longer evening at their disposal, it

became worth while devising other ways of enjoying it^

and the favorite among the English factory hands
seemed to be the mechanics' institute in winter and the
garden allotment in summer. (Pp. 302-303.)

Report of the New York Bureau of Labor Statistics^

1900.

All travellers unite in testifying to the wonderful
energy displayed in their work by the wage-earners of

Australia. Such energy is a product not so much of the
stimulating climate as the high standard of comfort
made possible by the short working-day. Considerable
evidence might be adduced in support of the following

enthusiastic opinion of John Eae (''Eight Hours for

Work," p. 312.)

"The more we examine the subject the more irresisti-

bly is the impression borne in from all sides that there
is growing up in Australia, and very largely in conse-
quence of the eight-hour day, a working class who for
general morale, intelligence, and industrial efficiency is

probably already superior to that of any other branch of
our Anglo-Saxon race, and for happiness, cheerfulness,,

and all-around comfort of life has never had its equal in

the world before." (P. 59.)

New Zealand in Evolution. Guy H. Scholefield. With
an Introduction by the Hon. W. Pember Reeves,.

Director of the London School of Economics. Lon-
don, T. Fisher Unwin, 1909.

. . . The colonial worker, both.in Australia and New
Zealand, is not only more intelligent than his English
brother, but he is out of comparison a more willing and
energetic worker. The eight-hour day in the Antipodes is

eight hours of strenuous labour. It is very rare to find

works overmanned. Adequate wages are paid to a suffi-

cient number of men to meet the requirements of the busi-

ness by working energetically and at full power during
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the statutory day. There is no encouragement to work
overtime. For the employers it means payment at in-

creased rates: for the men a loss of that leisure for

recreation and rest which is essential to continued
efficiency. As a consequence the work in a colonial fac-

tory or engineering shop, while it lasts, is energetic,

thorough, and efficient. The everyday complaint of ar-

tisans from the Old Country emigrating to the colonies is

that the work is too hard : that they require all the residue

from an eight-hours labour day to recuperate for the

morrow. The colonial worker, too, is eminently sober.

(P. 218.)

Re'port of the New Zealand Department of Labour. 1893.

The numerous mechanical inventions of our century

have abolished the necessity for long hours of labour,

while the growth of education among the labouring-

classes intensifies their desire for hours of relaxation

and culture, such as the illiterate workers of past genera-

tions could not have put to profitable use. (P. 4.)

Ihid. 1895.

The wages paid to factory-workers in the Austra-
lasian Colonies are justified by the economic result. The
class of factory-hand on this side of the world is so

much stronger and better in every way—in physique,

intelligence and education—that the principle of high

wages for superior work is established. I have been in-

formed by an employer having large establishments in

Great Britain and some in this colony, that the average
rates paid by him to women workers in England is from
10s. to 15s. a week. The New Zealand branch of his

firm pays its girls from £1 to £1 10s. a week, and can well

afford to do so, because the superior strength and abil-

ity of the colonial hand allows a class of material to be
committed to their charge which is never allowed to be
touched by the employes in the Old Country. The man-
ager of Messrs. Bell and Black's match factory tells the
same story—that it pays to give colonial girls more in

response to the more effective output of the individual.

(P. 4.)
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Ibid. 1900.

I beg to make the following suggestions as to altera-

tions necessary for rendering the Factories Act more
effective. . . .

(11) That no person of either sex should be allowed
to work in factories or shops beyond stated hours with-
out a minimum overtime wage. Men at present have the
economic advantage of being able to work any hours
they like. . . . The advantage, however, is only an
apparent one to the male worker, for the employer's
''request" for him to stay several hours in the evening
has to be acceded to at cost of all hours of rest and recre-
ation to the employe. If business is so pressing and so
profitable (for it would not be undertaken without profit)

that the assistants or work people have to give a day and
a half's work instead of a day's, then it is profitable
enough to pay for. If it is not, then there will be little

overtime-work done, and the hands will get at least some
time for themselves. (Pp. ii-iii.)

Some limit to the hours that men are allowed to work
in shops should be fixed. Both for the sake of health
and of social needs the time of a shop-assistant should
not be wholly absorbed by work. ... (P. iv.)

Ibid. 1903.

The general prosperity of New Zealand, steadily aug-
menting year by year, has reached a point in 1903 when
even the most pessimistic and morbid of critics is com-
pelled to acknowledge the progressive character of the

colony's industrial aiid commercial enterprises. (P. i.)

The improved Factories Act of 1901 has quite justified

the hopes formed concerning it when it first took its place

on the statute-book. . . . (P. ii.)

I may add that in my opinion there is no reason for

the long hours allowed in the present act as the weekly
time of a shop-assistant. The better class of shops does

not work its assistants more than an eight-hour day, ex-

cept for one day in the week; and there is no good rea-

son for a working week of fifty-two hours being consid-
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ered the equivalent for forty-five hours in a factory. (P.

iii.)

Ibid. 1904.

There is no diminution or retardation in the steadiness

of New Zealand 's economic advance. The year has been
exceedingly prosperous for a very large majority of the
workers. (P. i.)

Ibid. 1905.

Reviewing the position of the whole body of labour in

the colony during the year just closed, it appears to be
a highly satisfactory one. New Zealand has continued to

expand its internal energies and augment its possessions.

. . . An analysis of the imports would show a general
purchasing-power not only of the necessaries of life, but
of its luxuries, which betokens a very flourishing condi-

tion for the average colonist if compared with his expen-
diture of a few years ago. (P. i.)

Unskilled labour was in excellent demand throughout
the period under review. In Christchurch the construc-

tion of electric tramways absorbed surplus labour, but
the completion of similar tramways in Wellington set

free a great many persons for whom work had to be pro-
vided. I may mention, in passing, that Mr. Kerwin, the

constructing engineer of the "Wellington electric tram-
ways, when leaving for Europe, paid a high compliment
to the Colonial working-men. He said on a public occa-

sion that '* before he came to New Zealand he had been
made somewhat nervous by talk about advanced labour
laws, and by warnings that he would find he was not driv-

ing niggers in the Southern States of the United States

of America; but having constructed tramways in the

Northern and Southern States, and in Glasgow and in

England, he was never better pleased in his life. A great
deal of this result had to do with the dignity and pride
the working men in New Zealand possessed. Coming to

this colony two months late, he finished the work six

months ahead of contract time, and he could not have done
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this without good men, so he gave credit to New Zealand
workers." (P. ii.)

Ihid. 1908.

The Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act.
. . . Expectations were too highly raised at first as

to what the result of the Act would be. It has performed
everything which could be expected from a single legisla-

tive measure. It has raised wages generally to a small
extent, but in some cases very considerably. It has short-
ened hours, given payment for overtime for holidays and
for travelling, granted preference to unionists in a re-

stricted way,, and many other similar privileges and bene-
fits. It steadied trade and business for many years till it

brought prosperity to the employer and reflected pros-
perity to the employee through the continuity and per-
manence of work. (P. IX.)

lUd. 1911.

As to the conditions of work—the pay, hours, and sur-
roundings— .hey must be described as very satisfactory.

The factory legislation of New Zealand is looked upon
as safeguarding the interests of the workers to a greater
extent than in any other part of the world. (P. VI.)

lUd. 1912.

This year marks the attainment of the Department's
majority. For exactly twenty-one years the Department
has conducted its work, and it is fitting that at this junc-

ture a short historical review of its organization and
growth should be given. ... Its chief work on estab-

lishment was to try to meet the unemployed difficulty. . . .

Today this work is an important branch ; but the duty of

administering what are generally known as the ''labour"
laws has formed the chief responsibility of the Depart-
ment. It is a matter of common knowledge that these

laws have been added to or amended from year to year
during the twenty-one years under review, and Acts
thought to be merely experimental in the early years have-
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been amended and improved, as experience appeared to
warrant, until they are now mostly looked upon by the
large majority of our citizens as essential for the smooth,
effective, and peaceful working of our growing indus-
tries. Some of the laws have served as models for other
countries to copy, and it is probable that in some respects
our legislation is more humane and far-reaching than any
yet adopted elsewhere. The Factories Act still stands as
one of the best-appreciated measures by all classes, whilst
the Workers' Compensation Act has been of benefit to

hundreds of workers at a time when assistance is most
urgently needed. The Shops and Offices Act, too, is also

working smoothly, and, given some amendments, it should
prove one of the most humane and beneficial Acts admin-
istered by the Department. (P. iii.)

In surveying the twenty-one years ' history of the De-
partment I look back upon a record of great and lasting

work accomplished by the operation of the humanitarian
laws administered by the Department, and the outstand-

ing feature of all is the total abolition of ''sweating" of

the workers, and a recognition, hard-won perhaps, from
both employers and workers that each has gained some
mutual benefit by the operation of the labour laws of

New Zealand. (P. iii.)
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C. BENEFIT TO CITIZENSHIP.

1. Preparedness.

a. political: the citizen as voter.

The welfare and safety of democracy rests upon the

character and intelligence of its citizens. For the exer-

cise of the elective franchise is determined by the mental

and moral equipment of the voters. Under the condi-

tions of modern industry, for the development of morals

and intelligence, leisure is needed. Hence leisure is a

prime requisite for good citizenship.

If a democracy is to flourish, the education of the citi-

zen must not end at the 14th birthday, when wage-earn-

ing ordinarily begins. It must be a continuous process,

to enable men to understand great issues as they arise,

to discuss them and reach decisions upon them.

In the interest of the state, therefore, industrial labor

must be limited: first, so that leisure may be pro-

vided outside of working hours ; second, so that the work-

er shall not be too much exhausted to make use of his

leisure.

Massachusetts House Document, No. 44, 1867. Report
of Commissioners on the Hows of Labor.

It is certain that men may labor so severely and in-

cessantly, as in the long run to impair the vital energies,

and thus reduce the powers of production ; and it may be
further true, that too great an amount of toil may not
only injure the physical powers, but depress or impair
the mental faculties, so that in this way the productive
capacity of a people may be greatly lessened. And still

further, not only the physical and mental, but the moral
nature of man may be imbruted by severe and unrea-
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sonably protracted toil. All this being apparent, the

question of the hours that should constitute a day's

labor, is one deserving of a careful and candid examina-
tion. The great point to be aimed at in the culture of a

people, is to secure the highest production of wealthy

consistent with preserving intact all the natural powers
of the laborer, and advancing his best and highest in-

terests, his full and complete manhood. (Pp. 22-23.)^ . . .

The desirableness and even the necessity for leisure,

however, increases with the increase of the responsibili-

ties of the citizen. A laborer in the United States needs
more leisure, or relief from toil, than one in the same
position in Europe, because he has the elective franchise,

and is a part of the government. If he is deficient in

intellectual training and moral culture, the State will

suffer. The American laborer must not only take care of

himself, but discharge his civil duties and fulfill his ob-

ligations to the interests of religion and morality. This
responsibility involves the necessity of intelligence and
culture, and these require leisure and opportunity. It

is not enough that the laborer have education in child-

hood ; he must have the means of constant improvement
and progress in manhood. He must not only know some-
thing of the past, but be familiar with the events of the

present. New ideas, new discoveries, new issues are
made from day to day, and the laborer must have the

means of knowing what these are. All this requires
time, and not only time, but rest from toil in such a
condition that the mind can engage with its full strength
in intellectual pursuits. Hence it follows that the hours
devoted to labor should not be so extended as not to

leave sufficient time and strength to engage in those pur-
suits which will qualify the laborer for the discharge of
his duties to himself, his family, and his government.
Great social movements are in continual progress

—

these, the American laborer ought not only to be cogni-
zant of, but take a part in; yet whether he shall do so
efficiently and intelligently or not, must clearly depend
upon two conditions: first, that he has the necessary
leisure ; and secondly, that he improves that leisure for
the desired purpose. The mechanics of Massachusetts^
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as an almost universal fact, work ten hours per day.
If we allow two hours for the three meals of the day,
and eight hours for sleep, we have still four hours left.

Are these sufficient? and if so, is the laborer after ten
hours of continuous toil, in a condition of mind and body
adapted to the profitable improvement of these hours?
(Pp. 23-24.)

Report of the Committee of Stockholders of the United
States Steel Corporation. April 15, 1912.

To ascertain the number of employees of the Steel

Corporation working on a twelve-hour schedule (exclu-

sive of officers, managers and clerical forces), we have
examined the records of 175,715 men. Of this number we
find 45,248, or 25% per cent., are at present working
twelve hours per day. . . . The actual physical labor in-

volved in many of the positions is, to-day, much less than
in former years, this being especially true of the open
hearth and blast furnaces, where the intermittent charac-
ter of the work is such that there is less call for actual
expenditure of physical energy than in many of the eight

and ten hour positions.

Notwithstanding this fact, we are of the opinion that

a twelve-hour day of labor, followed continuously by any
group of men for any considerable number of years,

means a decreasing of the efficiency and lessening of the

vigor and virility of such men.
The question should be considered from a social as

well as a physical point of view. When it is remembered
that the twelve hours a day to the man in the mills means
approximately thirteen hours away from his home and
family—not for one day, but for all working days—it

leaves but scant time for self-improvement, for compan-
ionship with his family, for recreation and leisure. It is

important that any industry be considered in its rela-

tion to the home life of those engaged in it, as to whether
it tends to weaken or strengthen the normalness and sta-

bility of family life. By a reasonable conserving of the
strength of the working population of to-day may we
be best assured of a healthy, intelligent productive citi-

zenship in the future. (Survey. Vol. 28. Pp. 252-253.)
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From, "The Pennsylvanian." At time of Ten-Hour La/w
passed hy City of Philadelphia. Quoted from
Proceedings of the Government and Citizens of
Philadelphia on the Reduction of the Hours of
Labor and Increase of Wages. July, 1835.

Politically, it is of immense importance that a change
should be effected. Our institutions place all power in

the hands of the very men who are now in a great meas-
ure debarred from mental improvement, and shut out
from that cultivation which alone can render them capa-
ble of wielding their tremendous strength to the advan-
tage of our common country. (P. 7.)

A Documentary History of American Industrial Society,

Edited hy John R. Commons, Ulrich B. Phillips,
Eugene A. Gilmore, Helen L. Summer and John
B. Andrews. Vol. VIII. Labor Movement. Cleve-
land, The Arthur H. Clark Company, 1910. "New
York Weekly Tribune," Oct. 16, 1847.

It concerns us all that our laboring people, the young
especially, have opportunity for improving their minds,
making themselves acquainted with the events and the
ideas of our time, so as to be qualified for discharging
faithfully their duties as freemen, citizens, electors, or
the mothers of such. Excessive toil, especially in youth,
unfits us for some of the most important duties and rela-

tions of life. If, therefore, a whole community grossly
.ignorant of the laws of life and health could be tempted
fby high wages or driven by want into working fifteen to
eighteen hours per day, it would be wrong in the State
to allow and right to forbid so destructive a course. (P.
198.)
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The Normal Workday of Eight Hours. Memorial of the

Central Committee of the Furniture Workers'
Union of North America. New York, 1879. Let-

ter of forty-six Furniture Manufacturers of Chi-

cago to the Manufacturers of Furniture of the

United States.

The American nation can glory of many achieve-

ments, but look at the steady decline of the integrity and
honor of our officials, high and low! See how our free

institutions are fast running to destruction! How the

marrow of our nation's life is eaten up by the cancer of

corruption ! Should we not lend our helping hand to bet-

ter this? It certainly is our plain duty, our duty as

citizens of this EepubKc

!

But how? By introducing ''eight hours as a day's
labor ! '

' Thereby our workingmen will find time to keep
and read their daily papers; they will learn to form
their own ideas concerning the questions of the day, and
no demagogue will then so easily mislead them in the

movements of a political or social nature by appealing
to their passions. They also would gain time to educate
their children more properly, and thereby do their share
in the great problem of popular education. Verily! lit-

tle could be expected in this respect of a workingman
who was or is compelled to leave his home with the dawn
of early morning to return only after nightfall ! . . .

In the name of humanity, and as our small contribu-

tion to the political and moral regeneration of our Amer-
ican nation, let us then offer to our workingmen what be-

longs to them by right, and what will, at the same time,

prove to be beneficial to ourselves. (P. 7.)

The Economic and Social Importance of the Eight-Hour
Movement. Geobge Gunton. New York, Ameri-
can Federation of Labor, 1889.

The fact that the general reduction of the hours of
labor would, as experience and reason show, be an eco-

nomic advantage to all classes, to say nothing of its edu-
cational and moral effects upon the masses, is amply
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sufficient to warrant the demand for its immediate adop-

tion. But the so<iial and political necessity for it is more
imperative than its more sanguine friends have hitherto

realized, or its opponents have yet been able to under-

stand. It is a universal law in society that all social

and political institutions are finally based upon the charr

acter of the people. Restrictive laws are never made to

govern the most moral and orderly, but always the most
immoral and disorderly elements in society. The cul-

tured classes are thus compelled to endure the legal re-

strictions that are necessary to control the uncultured;

therefore, the social safety, prosperity and freedom of

the rich can only be permanently secured as the poverty,

ignorance and barbarism of the masses are diminished
and the opportunities for their social culture are in-

creased. It is a universal fact in civilization that all

forms of despotism move inversely with wages, increas-

ing as wages fall, and decreasing as wages rise. Since
the use of improved machinery and specialization of
labor tend to increase the physical and nervous exhaus-
tion of the laborer, unless the working time is corre-
spondingly reduced, the laborer's susceptibility to the
refining and elevating influences of his social environ-
ment is lessened, and his leisure moments find him dull
and indifferent to all moral and political influences.

The inevitable tendency of these conditions is to cause
the laborer to gravitate toward the saloon rather than
toward the reading room, lecture hall, museum and
theatre for his instruction and entertainment. Persons
who have to be subject to long hours of continued toil

from childhood, amid the foul air of mines, and the
sweltering heat and stifling atmosphere of the mills and
factories for a bare existence cannot be expected to de-
velop the ambition and force of character necessary to
inspire and elevate their domestic and social rela-
tions. . . .

The tendency of the modem industrial policy to thus
limit the social opportunity of the masses is necessarily
inimical to progress; but in no country is its evil influ-
ence so dangerous as in this. (1) Because the social
character of a large proportion of our laboring popula-
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tion is mainly determined by a lower civilization. (2)

Because the political machinery of the government is

more directly in the hands of the masses than in any
other country. (Pp. 21 and 22.)

Report of the New York Bureau of Labor Statistics,

1900.

A little reflection upon these statements will convince

an unprejudiced mind of the real advantages possessed
in the long run by the shorter working day. Health anH
vigor are of primary importance to any body of work-
ers, and whatever policy will promote the health of the

community will in the long run prove the best policy,

even if its adoption may temporarily cut down profits.

The Massachusetts cotton industry affords an excellent

example of the wisdom of this policy, notwithstanding
the dissatisfaction of a part of the employing classes.

For as a result of Massachusetts labor legislation and
the competition of Southern factories, Massachusetts
factory owners have been obliged to seek the latest in-

ventions and improved processes, to produce finer and
more attractive goods. . . . This has of course
called for more and more skill on the part of Massa-
chusetts operatives and has led to the establishment of

textile schools. The grand result is that Massachusetts
has a body of workmen who have leisure to appreciate
the public libraries scattered throughout the State; to

perfect their technical training as well as to acquire that

degree of culture and knowledge which makes an intel-

ligent citizenship and to discharge the duties imposed
by that citizenship. (Pp. 67-68.)

Industrial Conference under the Auspices of the National
Civic Federation. New York, 1902. The Eight
Hour Day. Professor George Gunton, Institute

of Social Economics. Lecture Bulletin. Vol. VI.

Na. 7.

The laborer's importance now is, I repeat, as a con-

sumer. That means as a social factor, not as a physical
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force. This fact recognized, the important question that

presents itself is how to expand the laborer as a con-

sumer.
In another phase of the matter, it has now become true

that our societary institutions depend on the laborer's

growth as a citizen. Civilization is practically in the

laborer's hands. Whether we shall have this form of

government or that, whether we shall have democracy
or despotism, whether we shall have intelligent and hon-

est government or corruption and jobbery; whether we
shall have political cleanliness or merely party demagogy
as the moving force in our public policy, depends upon
the intelligence and social character of the masses. It

does not depend any longer upon the opinions of the
well-to-do. It depends upon convincing the masses of
_the wisdom of this or that policy. Now, their capacity
'For intelligent conceptions and convictions, the under-

iding of the influence of this or that public policy,

lepends upon social development. It depends upon the
rowth of character, the capacity for fonning and hav-

: intelligent opinions upon public affairs.

This requires, just as any other development re-

|[nires, opportunity; ... In this country the opportunity
growth in these two lines, as consumers and citizens,

luires first of all release from the excessive pressure
)on the nervous and physical energies that the factory
rstem has developed. Opportunity now means leisure,
lore time for touch with the educational, socializing
id civilizing elements in society. (P. 128.)

ie Social Unrest. John Graham Brooks. New York
and London, The MacmUlan Company, 1903.

Whenever machinery cannot be used except in condi-
tions that brutalize life, we call it an evil, even if a
necessary one. If the speed is so great that the average
man or woman cannot stand the strain beyond a half
of one's natural life, it is an evil, and an evil far beyond
its effect on the individual, for it strikes at parenthood,
producing a devitalized offspring that constitutes the
chief horror of many industrial centres. (P. 186.)
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We are half enslaved by a great deal of our own
mechanism. It means that we honestly care more for the

machine's output in wealth than we care for manhood,
womanhood, and wholesome family life. It means that

we do not first and profoundly care for citizenship and
a reputable society. If these workers can keep their

animal strength and tend the machine, is it not enough!
The absolute requisitions of culture of any kind—a mini-

mum of unexhausted leisure, of real freshness of oody
and mind—would take at least two hours off every work-
ing day. It affronts our intelligence to say that the

average man can do that kind of work more than eight

hours daily, and have left over the leisure, the moral
and intellectual surplus of energy, for humanizing ob-

jects. The loss to good citizenship, to social peace and
safety, is an abiding threat to social peace. If we were
not the easy victims of wont and usage, accepting the
actual as natural, we should one and all revolt against
this awful waste of human values. That the future will

class it as a form of slavery, seems to me assured. (Pp.
187-188.)

American Journal of Sociology. Vol. 8. 1903. The
Social Effects of the Eight-Hour Day. Prank L.

McVey. University of Min/nesota.

The wear and tear upon human life steadily in-

creases under modem methods of production. This

is the third reason urged for the adoption of the

eight-hour day. If men are to stand as heads of families,

as electors, and even as operators of machines, they must
have time for rest, for education, and for family life.

The responsibility of government increasingly falls upon
the working classes in a democracy. Shorter hours of

labor alone can give the worker the leisure for careful

study of the present-day problems thrust more and more
upon the electorate for decision. (P. 523.)

Not, then, as a means of employing the *
' reserve army

of industry" as the unemployed are sometimes called, is

the eight-hour day to be advocated, but rather as a

means of giving to men a wider interest in life, the pos-
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sibility of greater culture and the surety of education

commensurate with the problems now forced upon our
democracy for solution. It is not, then, as a private

measure that this movement is acceptable, but as a public

necessity. (P. 526.)

Some Ethical Gains Through Legislation. Florenob
Kelley, General Secretary of the National Con-
sumers' League. New York and London, MacnUl-
lan, 1905.

Obviously the characteristic feature of the industrial

life of the nineteenth century was the unprecedented in-

crease in the output of all branches of production. . . .

The fundamental ethical question of the century was, in

essence, the equitable distribution of these newly acquired
possessions of the human race.

More precious, perhaps, than any of those enumerated
is the immaterial, imponderable human by-product

—

leisure. . . .

Assured daily leisure is an essential element of healthy
living. Without it childhood is blighted, perverted, de-

formed ; manhood becomes ignoble and unworthy of citi-

zenship in the Republic. Self-help and self-education

among the wage-earners are as dependent upon daily
leisure as upon daily work. Excessive fatigue precludes
the possibility of well-conducted meetings of classes,

lodges, co-operative societies and all other forms of or-

ganized effort for self-improvement. No experience of
residents in settlements in the congested districts of the
great cities is sadder than the disorganization which
befalls their evening clubs and classes when Christmas
approaches and the ablest young people are detained for
overtime work, the study and effort of the other members
is disorganized, and failure of the whole undertaking
often follows. . . .

As machinerj'^ becomes increasingly automatic, and the
work of the machine-tender reduces itself more completely
to watching intently the wholly monotonous performance
of the one part confided to his care, leisure becomes indis-
pensable for him in order to counteract the deadening
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effect upon his mind exercised by his daily work. Instead

of educating the worker, the breadwinning task of to-day

too often stupefies and deforms the mind; and leisure is

required to undo the damage wrought in the working-

hours, if the worker is to remain fit for citizenship in

the Eepublic. Without regular, organized leisure, there

can be no sustained intelligence in the voting constitu-

ency. ...
In those occupations in which long hours of work

prevail, the employees are obliged to live near their

place of work, and that congestion is thus intensified,

which is one of the more unfortunate features of life in

large manufacturing cities. Shortening the hours of labor

gives to working people a wider range of selection in the

location of their homes, thus benefiting wives and children

as well as the operatives themselves. (Pp. 107-109.)

It may be fairly claimed, then, that the establishment
of regular daily leisure contributes to the health, intelli-

gence, morality, lengthened trade life, freer choice of

home surroundings, thrift, self-help and family life of

working people. Granted that not all workers make
equally valuable use of free time, just as members of

the leisure class vary in the uses to which they apply their

leisure, it remains true that, without free time, these
benefits are impossible. To be deprived of leisure is to

be deprived of those things which make life worth living.

(P. 111.)

The Survey. Jan. 21, 1910. Hours in the Continuous In-

dustries. Thomas Schlytter. {Match Manufac-
turer, Norwegian Association for Labor Legisla-

tion.)

Human beings are not intended to be mere machines
to work, and eat, and sleep.

Reform in this direction is important not only for

the sake of the happiness of the men involved, but so

that it may be possible for everybody to reach a certain

standard of intelligent citizenship for the sake of his

country, the destiny of which everyone influences for

good or for ill. (P. 680.)
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United States Congress. Senate Report No. 601. Hours
of Daily Service of Laborers and Mechanics Upon
Government Contracts. Report by Mr. Borah
from the Committee on Education and Labor,
Sixty-second Congress, Second Session, 1912.

According to the dividends paid, as shown by the re-

ports of the United States Steel Co., there was certainly

little reason for this exacting service. Every right-

thinking American citizen must take pride in the pros-

perity and the success of our business concerns, as their

prosperity is indispensable to the success and the pros-

perity of the people generally. But when such enormous
wealth is amassed, partly, at least, through such a cruel

and brutal system of industrial slavery this goveniment
is bound in its own defense, for its citizenship is its life,

to interpose between the strong and the weak and exert
its influence both moral and legal to rescue its citizenship

from such conditions. No man can meet the obligations

and discharge the duties of citizenship in a free govern-
ment who is broken in spirit and racked in body through
such industrial peonage. Even in the strength of his

early manhood he has not the opportunity or time to pre-
pare himself for the duties of citizenship, and before he
has reached the prime of life under such conditions, sod-
den in mind and broken in health, he is cast off as a use-

less hulk—a burden and a curse to society and a menace
to the Government It is just as much the duty of the
Government, when it can do so, to protect its citizens from
such outrageous treatment as it is to protect a citizen

from the burglar or the highwayman. Everyone knows
and everyone is willing to discuss what the duty and ob-
ligations of the citizens are toward the Government. But
one of the propositions which can no longer be postponed
in this country is : What is the duty of the Government
toward the citizen t If these laws regulating the hours
of labor come, therefore, they come not simply because
laboring men ask for them; they come because conditions
in the industrial world make it impossible to ignore that
request. (P. 7.)
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The Survey. Oct. 7, 1911. The Human Side of Large
Outputs. Steel and Steel Workers in Six American
Cities. I. Lackawanna—Swamp, Mill and Toum.
John A. Fitch.

Another Lackawanna man, summed up what many
steel workers, all over the country have told me when
he said, "I don't take any pleasure in my work, nor the

other men don't either. If we had eight hours it would
be a great job, with lots of excitement, one that I'd want
to get back to. But the way it is now, twelve hours a day
and sometimes seven days a week, I don't get any pleas-

ure out of the job or out of life."

It is the effect of this working schedule upon everyday
life that is most important. The twelve-hour day and
seven-day week are . . . effectual barriers against
healthy social growth and good citizenship. (Pp. 939-

940.)

Constitutional Amendments Relating to Labor Legisla-

tion and Brief in Their Defense. Sub77utted to the

Constitutional Convention of New York State hy

a Committee Organized by the American Associa-

tion for Labor Legislation. June 9, 1915.

The Effect on Society of Unregulated Conditions.

Excessive hours of labor, such as a 12-hour day even

if for six days in the week instead of seven, can have no

other effect ultimately than fi breakdown of physical and

moral qualities, and consequently a destruction of

healthy citizenship. (P. 18.)

The Eight Hours Day. Sidney Webb and Harold Cox,

B. A. London, Walter Scott, 1891.

The case of an eight hours day on account of physical

health is thus extremely strong. Even stronger is the

case for rest from work for the sake of mental health.

... If the workers were actually chattel slaves these
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things would be of little consequence. Make your helots

dnmk and they will be less likely to rebel. But our helots

are citizens and voters. On them, ultimately, if they
dioose to exert the power, rests the determination of the

whole policy of the community. It is surely not wise that

a large percentage of those potential despots should be
incapable of forming an opinion on the questions comr
mitted to their decision.

Nor is it wise that a large proportion of the fathers

and mothers in the country should not have leisure prop-
erly to discharge the responsibilities of fatherhood and
motherhood. Anti-Socialists are for ever denouncing the
growing interference of the State between child and
parent. But that interference is necessitated because
many parents literally have not time to look after their

children with proper care. (Pp. 145-146.)

The governing influence in the nation has virtually

asked every man in the kingdom to share in the work
of government. Whether wise or foolish, the step has
been taken, and cannot be recalled. But are the men who
have thus been called to rule capable of understanding
the task set before themt Undoubtedly a very large
number are not capable, and under present industrial
conditions cannot possibly become so. Their whole lives

are spent in an unending round of work, broken only by
a few inten'als for feeding and sleeping, and an occasion-
al outburst of drinking. Such men cannot be competent
judges of any of the complicated questions that Parlia-
ment has to decide. And yet at an election the vote of
a man who rolls from the beer-shop to ballot-box counts
as much as that of the elector who has taken every pains
to form a conscientious opinion on the point at issue.

The remedy is not to restrict the suffrage, but to increase
the intelligence of the electorate. That can only be done
by giving more daily leisure to the bulk of the voters.
An Eight Hours Day will for the first time put into the
hands of thousands of working men an opportunity of
becoming competent for the duties of citizenship. (P.
151.)
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National Conference on the Prevention of Destitution.

1912. Papers and Proceedings, London, King,
1912. The Limitation of Hours from the Inter-

national Point of View. Sophy Sanger.

It would appear only reasonable that Governments,
of whatever party, should be anxiously desirous of giv-

ing the great mass of working-class electors the neces-

sary leisure for understanding the very complicated po-

litical and social problems on which they are expected
indirectly to vote. Each party believing itself right,

must necessarily desire greater intelligence on the part
of the working man, so that he may be able to see the

falsity of the doctrines of other parties. Humane peo-
ple, too, of whatever party politically, are concerned for

the happiness of overworked industrial toilers. But in

spite of this, and in spite of the fact that experience has
shown how greatly the behavior, as regards sobriety,

punctuality, regularity, etc., of the men improves when
hours are reduced to reasonable limits, we find the

economic objections of the employing class outweighing
all others. (P. 459.)

National Conference on the Prevention of Destitution.

1912. Papers and Proceedings. London, King,
1912. The Reduction of the Hours of Work and
the Limitation of Overtime. Discussion. Mb. TI.
Bareass. {Edmonton Urban District Council.)

The Eight-hours' system had given him the oppor-
tunity of taking an interest in public life, and had en-

abled him to sit on the Urban District Council of his dis-

trict. He would not have been able to do that if he had
continued working under the nine-hours system. It had
also enabled him to become a member of the Middlesex
County Council. The officials and the Grovemment had
come to realize that it was necessary for workmen, even
if they had to lose time, to become members of those
bodies. At one time they were not allowed to lose time
in the day to attend those bodies, but owing to different

men becoming members of the Urban District Council
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an order was issued that if any man was sitting on any
Local Authority he would be allowed time to attend

their meetings provided that he was prepared to lose

that time. After he had served on the Urban District

Council, the workmen had thought that he ought to go
a step further, and they elected him on to the Middlesex
County Council, and he applied for four and a half

hours in each week to attend to the duties. That appli-

cation was granted, although, of course, at his own loss

of time. Therefore, the eight-hours' system, if it could

be brought about,—not that he believed it would solve

the problem of the unemployed, because they knew it

would not—^would brighten the lives of the workers, and
would give them more opportunity for studying and
working for the emancipation of themselves and to

bring about better conditions and brighter lives.

(P. 463.)

Conditions in British Iron and Steel Works. A Speech
delivered to the Special Commission on Hours of
Labour, International Association for Labour Leg-
islation, Ju/ne 11th, 1912. Alderman P. WAUiiS,
J. P.

When the question of eight hours was first raised, it

was argued that, if a man got shorter hours, it would
only mean more time for drinking, but the effect has
been exactly the opposite. We have had the eight-hour
shift over twenty-one years in one district in the North
of England, and over fourteen years in another, and the
moral effect is marvelous. The men take an interest
in social and economic problems, and are now citizens

in every sense of the term. They are in their allotment
gardens, out with the wives and children for a walk, or
out on tiieir bicycles.
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Rational Hours of Work. I. The Case for Reduction.
Shorter Hours and Greater Efficiency. A. H.
CrosfieliD. Reprinted from the ^'Manchester
Guardian/' June 27th, 1913.

Prom the mental point of view, what interest can a
man exhausted by these long hours and this excessive

strain be expected to take in study, culture, public life,

and so forth? It is to be noticed that the conversation

of men who become in this way mere working machines
tends to turn with weary repetition entirely upon the

monotonous details of daily routine. As for morality,

can anyone doubt the inevitably brutalising eifects of

such conditions? Many men no doubt succeed, even un-

der these harsh and trying circumstances, in maintain-

ing the dignity and credit of British citizens. But is it

any wonder that others too often prove unable to re-

sist such demoralising influences, sinking back into sen-

suality and drunkenness as the only kind of change and
respite from a life of toil which they are capable of en-

joying? (P. 6.)

The Case for the National Minimum. With Preface by
Mrs. Sidney Webb. London, National Committee
for the Prevention of Destitution, 1913.

Lowering the Standard of Citizenship.—But the evil

results of excessively long hours of labour do not cease

with their depredations on the national health and the

national purse. The members of a modem state require

a constantly rising standard of mental efficiency to per-

form the duties of citizenship. At the National Confer-
ence on the Prevention of Destitution in June, 1912, the

workers' representatives repeatedly emphasized this

point. Vast numbers of citizens are disfranchised by
their long hours of labour preventing the record of their

votes. The value of the votes actually given is diminished
by the absence of leisure to take an interest in the meas-
ures whose fortunes they decide. In such matters as
Trade Unionism, Co-operation, and Friendly Societies,

j

active participation is difficult or impossible to masses of i
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workers owing to the length of their working hours. In
the important sphere of local government, where repre-

sentative workers are in such demand, the path is closed

to all who are still actively working at their trades, save

where shorter hours have afforded the necessary oppor-

tunity. (P. 18.)

Work and Wealth: A Human Valuation. J. A. Hobson.
New York, The Macmillan Company, 1914.

More leisure is a prime essential of democratic gov-
ernment. There can be no really operative system of

popular self-government so long as the bulk of the people
do not possess the spare time and energy to equip them-
selves for effective participation in politics and to take

a regular part in deliberative and administrative work.
This is equally applicable to other modes of corporate
activity, the life of the churches, friendly societies, trade
unions, co-operative societies, clubs, musical and educa-
tional associations, which go to make up the social life

and institutions of a country. Leisure, demanded primar-
ily in the interests of the individual for his personal en-
joyment, will thus yield rich nutriment to the organic
life of society, because the individual will find himself
drawn by the social needs and desires embedded in his
personality to devote portions of his leisure to social

activities which contribute to the commonwealth as
surely as do the economic tasks imposed upon him in his
daily industry. (Pp. 248-249.)
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In 1910 thirteen million Americans over 10 years of

age were foreign-bom. Almost three millions, or one in

every four, could not speak English. There were be-

tween six and seven million foreign-bom white males

over 21 years of age, of whom more than half (55^)

were not naturalized.

Between 1911 and 1914 the additional immigration

aggregated about three millions. A large proportion

of these millions are employed in industry, especially in

the great manufacturing establishments, such as the iron

and steel mills, munition plants, textile factories, etc.

Throughout the country there is increasing recog-

nition that the prime necessity for the immigrant is

Americanization, that is, opportunity for acquiring the

ability to speak and read the English language, and to

become acquainted with American institutions.

Americanization is the paramount need not alone for

the immigrant but for the very existence of the Eepublic

Unless the millions of immigrants present and future are

made an integral part of the population, understanding

our institutions, sharing the standards and ideals of the

democracy, the nation itself is imperilled.

No man can become a naturalized citizen unless he

can speak English. Learning English is therefore the

key to citizenship. It is indispensable for the adoption of

American standards of living ; for a participation in the

life of the community. Ignorance of the English language

is the greatest obstacle to industrial advancement. It

prevents the distribution of congested immigrant popula-

tions. It increases the dangers of industrial accidents,

i
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injuries and occupational diseases, owing to the immi-

grants ' inability to understand orders or hygienic regula-

tions printed or orally given in industrial establishments.

The growing recognition of the need of Americaniza-

tion has resulted in a country-wide movement to provide

evening schools to teach English and give special instruc-

tion on American institutions. Federal, state and city

authorities are urging increased appropriations for these

special facilities.

Obviously this whole program of Americanization is

impossible unless sufficient leisure is provided after

working hours to enable the workers to take advantage

of the opportunities offered.

The task of teaching adult foreigners a new language

is rendered almost hopeless unless they can come to be

taught with some freshness of mind. The project of

Americanization is defeated when working hours are so

long that no evening leisure is left or the immigrant

workers are too much exhausted to make use of it.

New York State Department of Labor. Report of the

Commissioner of Labor. Third Annual Report of
the Bureau of Industries and Immigration. 1913.

General Problems.—The importance of providing for
the welfare of our alien residents, for their own protec-
tion and health and for their intelligent and normal
assimilation cannot be overestimated. Over 2,700,000
persons, or nearly 30 per cent, of our total population,
are foreign born whites. Over 700,000 of the male resi-

dents of voting age are unnaturalized. In the last decade
nearly 840,000 new immigrants have settled in this State.
The dormant power for future good or evil of this addi-
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tion to our population is enormous. Only in so far as

these prospective citizens receive protection in the early

stages of assimilation, will they respect our laws and
form of government when later the duties, powers and
obligations of citizenship are conferred upon them.
Credulous, simple-minded and impressionistic, their

open, plastic minds are permanently affected by their

early trials and tribulations. Their regard for our laws,

their understanding of the keynote of our nation that

"all men are created free and equal" and their desire to

live according to their own standards of living, will de-

pend, to a large degree, on the helping hand the State
can give them on the rough road they must first travel.

To this vast internal problem of adjustment should be

added the fact that in 1912 over 750,000 aliens passed
through the Port of New York in going to or coming
from other States. (P. 4.)

Education of the Immigrant.—The educational needs
of the immigrant require special study and attention.

Only through his early familiarity with the English lan-

guage and a knowledge of our ideals of government can
he be properly assimilated. In a survey of educational
work bearing on the assimilation of adult aliens, the
North American Civic League, with the co-operation of
the Bureau, found that night schools where English was
taught to foreigners were maintained last year in thirty-

one cities and towns. The attendance at such English to

Foreigners' classes for New York City was 14,334 and
for the rest of the State 6,660, making a total of 25,000
for the entire State. Approximately 300,000 adult immi-
grants entered the State during the same period of time,

so that only one in every twelve was entered in these
English night classes. Nineteen cities in the State . . .

with a population ranging from 10,000 to 30,000 and with
a foreign bom population varying from 1,000 to 7,000
are without any public night classes where immigrants
can acquire the ability to speak the English language.
Seventeen other cities and towns with populations vary-
ing from 2,500 to 10,000 and foreign born populations in
excess of 1,000 also lack any night school facilities. . . .

I
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In the thirty-one cities and towns throughout the

State where the local school authorities maintain evening

classes in English to foreigners, the average length of

the session is 60 nights for the year. . . . Evening
schools are generally maintained from October to March,
which is the period of lightest immigration and the

busiest months for general factory work. During tbe

spring and summer, when the hours of work in cities

and to"svns are shortest and immigration is usually

heaviest, the evening schools are generally closed. As a

result, the sessions do not approximate the heaviest

periods of immigration. ...
The immigrant should receive special instruction to

meet his peculiar needs and limitations. Through the

study of English and civics his interest in our form of

government will be developed and he wiU be prepared
for thorough assimilation. The Bureau can aid by keep-
ing him in constant touch with all the State 's sources of

information, education, enlightenment and healthy en-

joyment. (Pp. 68-69.)

Massachusetts Senate Documents. No. 1. 1874. Address
of Governor William B. Washburn to the Two
Branches of the Legislature, January 2, 1874.

Furthermore, the large majority of operatives in many
of our mills are of foreign birth. What is to be done
with them? How are we to protect ourselves from the
ignorance that is generally their misfortune rather than
their fault? How are we to educate them into unity of
aspiration and purpose with native-born citizens? Shall
we work them so many hours a day that they will have
neither strength, interest, nor time, for becoming ac-
quainted with our institutions or our aims as a people?
Or shall we, by shortening their hours of labor, and the
establishment of evening schools, if need be, educate them,
fit them for the duties of citizenship, and make them a
part of ourselves? Unless something of this sort is done,
while the census returns may show accumulation and en-
largement, there can be no increase of living power. If
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we are to have in the future a healthful growth of the

body politic, all these different elements of population

must be blended into one harmonious whole. This will

be a work of time and patience, I very well know, but we
cannot go on indefinitely without some broader and deeper
consideration than we have yet given, as a community,
to the well-being of those among us from foreign parts.

(Pp. 34-35.)

Massachusetts House Documents. No. 2300. 1914. Re-
port of the Commission on Immigration on the

Problem, of Immigration in Massachusetts.

The problem of immigration presents two fundamen-
tal considerations—the welfare of the State and the wel-

fare of the immigrant. While that of the State is unques-
tionably paramount, the welfare and destiny of both are
linked inseparably. Throughout its investigations and
its report the attention of this commission has neces-
sarily been focussed on the immigrant, but the nature of

its investigations as well as its recommendations have
been determined primarily by the interest of the State.

The State being made up of individual units, it is

the moral, intellectual and physical stamina of these
units that determine its character and stability. There-
fore the healthful development of these units is of
supreme importance to the preservation of the Common-
wealth. The State must, at whatever cost, prevent the
lowering of its moral, mental and physical standards,

—

the inevitable result of overwork, underpay, unregulated
housing in overcrowded tenements. By provision and
enforcement of an adequate plan of education it must
dispel the ignorance which begets prejudice, makes the
uninformed the victims of reckless agitation, and substi-

tutes violence for constitutional methods of securing
redress. If the State is unwilling to meet the cost of
thus safeguarding its own interests by promoting the
welfare of its immigrant population, then it is not diffi-

cult to forecast the overthrow of those democratic insti-

tutions which are the result of patient, persistent strug^
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gle, century after century, by countless thousands, who
have devoted life and fortune to the achievement of lib-

erty under the law. (Pp. 13-14.)

Education.

Education is and must always be a most important
factor in the solution of the many difficulties and mis-

understandings that come with a highly complex popula-

tion. . . . For the most part, only through special instruc-

tion in the evening schools can the adult immigrant be
given the opportunity to learn English, to supplement his

inadequate training and to prepare for naturalization.

Knowledge of English a First Requisite.

To speak English and to understand it is the vital

need of the immigrant. Self-protection requires this;

social safety demands it; without it assimilation is im-
possible; upon it depends the realization of the obliga-

tions, privileges and rights of American citizenship. . . .

To the diffusion of this knowledge the Commonwealth
should address itself with promptness and energy. The
arrival of from 70,000 to 100,000 newcomers each year,
most of whom are unable to speak English, and conse-
quently—if neglected or ignored—are subject to the
abuses, the misdirection, the prejudices of exploiters and
irresponsible agitators—cannot but strain the social fab-

ric to the breaking point. (P. 114.)

The following table, compiled from the United States
Census reports, shows the number unable to read and
write in any language. These figures are based not on
tests given by the census enumerations, but on the state-

ment of the people themselves as to whether they were
able to read and write. It may therefore be assumed
that the census figures understate rather than overstate
the numbers.
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Table 15.—Number and Per Cent, of Persons in Massa-
chusetts Fifteen Years of Age and Over Unable to

Eead and Write lq Any Language in 1910, 1900 and
1890.

Per Cent. Unable
to Read and

Number ot Persons Fit- Write of Total
teen Years of Age and Population Flf-
Over Unable to Read teen Years of
and Write. Age and Over.

1910 1900 1890 1910 1900 1800

All classes 140,844 132,501 112,877 5.7 6.5 6.9

Native white of native parentage.. 3,302 3,759 4,052 .4 .5 .5

Native white of foreign or mixed
parentage " 5,523 6,523 5,107 .9 1.3 1.6

Foreign -born white 129,064 118,527 100,733 13.0 15.1 16.9

According to these figures the per cent, of those un-

able to read and write has decreased among both the
native and the foreign-bom, but there has been an abso-
lute increase from 132,501 unable to read and write in

1900 to 140,844 in 1910, for which the foreign-bom are
entirely responsible. Ignorance of English on the part
of an increasingly large proportion of the foreign-bom
has made this whole problem of illiteracy a much more
serious one, so that the fact that the number of foreign-

bom whites in Massachusetts unable to speak the English
language increased from 24 per 1,000 population in 1890
to 27 per 1,000 in 1900, and 51 per 1,000 in 1910, is of
special significance.

How many have been added to this non-English speak-
ing group since 1910 can be estimated from the annual
reports of the United States Commissioner of Immigra-
tion. Of the immigrants who arrived during the year
ending June 30, 1911, and gave Massachusetts as their
destination, 53,635 belonged to the non-English speaking
races; during the next year the number was slightly

larger,—54,964—while in the year ending June 30, 1913,
85,347 who belonged to the non-English speaking races
came to Massachusetts. According to these figures,

193,946 immigrants of non-English speaking races have
come to the State since 1910, when there were, according
to the census, 171,014 foreign-bom white persons ten

1
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years of age and over unable to speak English. How
rapidly this number of people, very few of whom knew
English on their arrival, will acquire the language can-

not be predicted. The investigations of the commission
showed that of 1,224 immigrants from whom personal

history schedules were secured, 504, or 41 per cent., had
learned to speak English, while of those who had been
here less than three years only 14.8 per cent, were able

to do this. . . .

During the school year 1910-1911, when the report of

the United States Census and the report of the Commis-
sioner-General of Immigration showed more than 224,000
non-English speaking persons in Massachusetts, the an-

nual per capita expenditure for their education was less

than $1. "With this wholly inadequate expenditure,

60,785 were enrolled in the evening schools, and the ac-

tual average attendance was 25,483. Of this pitifully

inadequate enrolment about one-third were in the evening
high school and industrial classes, so that, when approxi-
mately 224,000 represented the number of non-English
speaking persons in Massachusetts, the total enrolment
in the elementary evening classes was less than 45,000,
and the average attendance about 17,000.

During the year 1912-1913, of the 85,347 additional
non-English speaking immigrants who came to Massa-
chusetts, approximately 64,456 were over fourteen years
of age. During that year the increase in the evening
school enrolment was only 1,454, and the utterly inade-
quate expenditure of the previous year was decreased.
(Pp. 118-121.)

Report of the Commission of Immigration of the State
of New Jersey, 1914.

Of the States receiving the largest number of newly-
arrived immigrants each year, New Jersey ranks fifth;

those receiving larger numbers being New York, Pennsyl-
vania, Massachusetts and Illinois. About five per cent,
of the total immigration is destined to this State, al-

though New Jersey in point of area ranks among the
smaller States. . . .
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New Jersey also ranks fifth in the number of foreign-

bom whites at present residing in the State, New York^
Pennsylvania, Massachusetts and Illinois having respec-

tively a larger foreign-bom population. Ehode Island

leads the list of those States having the largest percen-

tage of foreign-born residents, its foreign-bom popula-

tion being 32.8 per cent, of its total population, while

New Jersey is fifth in rank with a foreign population
of 26 per cent (P. 12.)

Passaic with 28,467 foreign-born whites, representing
52 per cent, of its total population, has the largest pro-
portion of foreign-born whites of all the principal cities

of the United States. Lawrence, Massachusetts, has the

second largest proportion with 48.1 per cent.; Perth
Amboy is third with 44.5 per cent. Throughout the en-

tire United States there are only twelve cities in which
the foreign-born whites constitute more than 40 per cent,

of the total population; two of these, holding first and
third place in rank are in New Jersey.* (P. 13.)

The relation of the alien to the industrial, political

and social interests of the State can no longer be ignored.

He has become more and more a force in our economic
life and an important element in our increasing indus-

trial activities. As soon as he arrives in the State, he
becomes a producer as well as a consumer.

His labor is needed on the farm, in the factory, in

construction of railroads, on public works and in mines.
The majority of aliens enter the country in the prime
of life and make their way with remarkable courage
and self-reliance.

One of the greatest needs in connection with present
immigration is intelligent and comprehensive systems of
distribution. While a large majority of immigrants com-
ing to this country are from rural districts, and are
therefore unfitted for working or living under existing
conditions in our large industrial centers, nevertheless
the agricultural interests have great difficulty in secur-

ing labor, and the industrial centers are overcrowded.
For this condition the State is largely to blame. . . .

Federal Census of 1910.
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With little or no knowledge of the English language,

the alien remains unacquainted with the legal and social

institutions of the State and is in constant danger of

breaking laws of which he is ignorant, and of being

exploited by the many individuals and agencies ready

to prey upon his ignorance.

With the prospect of a large number of immigrants
becoming citizens, the State should take a more active

and intelligent interest in their protection and prepara-

tion for citizenship. (Pp. 14-15.)

The ideal of the nation is to produce through free

and universal education a fairly homogeneous people
having a uniform standard of social customs and politi-

cal institutions. Unfortunately aliens coming to our
State, and especially those taking residence in cities, are

practically compelled to settle in colonies in congested
quarters, where they tend to perpetuate alien groups
which speak their native language, and which are fre-

quently uninfluenced by American customs and tradi-

tions. The process of assimilation is retarded in these

groups, and they are a hindrance to the full application

of democratic principles of government. As long as the
conditions exist which lead to this racial segregation, it

is of the utmost importance that opportunities for ac-

quiring a knowledge of the English language be placed
in the reach of all these aliens, to remove as quickly as
possible the inclination for continued segregation, and
at the same time to make assimilation possible through
contact with American thought and public opinion. (P.

111.)

As far as can be ascertained, only a very few pub-
lic evening schools offer regular courses in civics look-
ing toward citizenship. In some classes text-books in
history or civics are used, but generally whatever in-

formation the alien adult receives with regard to our
federal and municipal government or the requirements
necessary in order to become a citizen is obtained in a
more or less haphazard and superficial manner incidental
to his lessons in English. In addition to learning the
English language, the alien should have instruction in
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matters which more or less affect his daily life. The
sooner he becomes familiar with the customs and the

institutions which bear an intimate relation to his needs,

the sooner he will be placed in an independent position

and become an asset rather than a liability to the com-
munity in which he is living.

It is of a primary importance for him to understand
the educational opportunities and the laws goveming^
compulsory education and child labor; the opportunities

for work in various parts of the State; municipal ordi-

nances and the functions of the minor courts. It is also

of great importance that he know where he can best
keep his money or how it can be transmitted safely. No
better place than the schoolroom can be found to bring
this information to the ignorant foreigner. Before being
admitted to citizenship he should be fairly familiar with
the fundamental facts concerning the State and National
government. (Pp. 124-125.)

First Annual Report of the Commission of Immigration
and Housing of California. January 2, 1915.

This investigation showed great neglect in California

of the opportunity to acquire citizenship, and little ap-

preciation of its true value when acquired. The blame
for this situation rests not so much on the aliens as on
the State, for, while a few political and fraternal clubs

and certain evening schools maintain naturalization
classes, most of the instruction in citizenship comes from
private and doubtful sources. Certain alleged '

' lawyers '

'

seem to have no other business than that of taking up
cases of enterprising aliens seeking citizenship. One
Italian, himself barely literate, operated a private class

for immigrants, charging a tuition fee of $25 and gave
a guarantee that citizenship would be obtained. The
survey proved that California continues the same care-

less methods of citizen making which obtain in most of
the big immigrant centers in the East. (P. 12.) \
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The Immigrant. An Asset and a Liability. Feedebic J.

Haskin. New York, Fleming H. Revell Company,
1913.

No more important or far-reaching question con-

fronts the American people to-day than the problem of

our present immigration. Each year approximately a
million aliens swarm to our shores. . . . (Pp. 20-21.)

But, although the immigrant constitutes the great
American problem, he is also a great American asset.

The inquiries of the Immigration Commission show what
a tremendous factor he is and has been in our industrial

life. In the iron and steel industries he and his children

contribute seven-tenths of the labour. In the slaughter-
ing and meat packing industry they give three-fourths
of the labour required. They do seventy per cent, of the
work in the bituminous coal mines, and nearly three-

fifths of that of the glass factories. Seven-eighths of the
labour in woollen and worsted manufacturing is contrib-

uted by the immigrant and his children, and they pro-
duce nearly nine-tenths of the cotton goods, and nearly
nineteen-twentieths of the men's and women's clothing
of the country. They make more than half of America's
shoes, nearly four-fifths of its furniture. Half of the
labour in making our collars, cuffs and shirts is con-
tributed by them, and five-sixths of the work in the
leather industry is placed to their credit. They make
half of our gloves, refine nearly nine-tenths of our oil,

and nearly nineteen-twentieths of our sugar. Also they
manufacture nearly half of our tobacco and cigars. (Pp.
22-23.)

The Immigration Problem. Jebbmiah W. Jenks and
W. Jett Lauck. New York and London, Funk &
Wagnalls, 1913.

Inability to speak English, as a matter of fact, is the
greatest obstacle to the proper distribution of the recent
immigration population. It causes segregation of the
immigrant races in industrial towns and large cities, and
prevents proper contact with American life and institu-
tions. Moreover, the recent immigrant until he has
acquired a knowledge of English must remain in the
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ranks of unskilled labor, even if lie has been a farmer
or has had technical training abroad. As soon as a

knowledge of English is obtained, not only standards of

living change, but there also occurs a distribution and
proper adjustment upon an industrial basis. This con-

dition of affairs is quite plainly seen among members
of races of southern and eastern Europe who have had
a long period of residence in this country. (Pp. 314-15.)

Progress and assimilation along all lines is condi-

tioned more upon knowledge of our language than upon
any other factor. Congestion in large cities and indus-

trial localities, as well as the establishment of immigrant
colonies, arises largely from the inability of the southern
and eastern European to use English readily. . . . The
exploitation of the immigrant has its foundation upon
the same lack of English-speaking ability. On the other

hand, with a larger proportion of immigrants who can
speak the language, a much greater dissemination of the

foreign-born population may be expected, together with
its more rapid absorption and assimilation. Progress in

industry, in business, in the trades and professions and
in the accumulation of property are all primarily depend-
ent upon the development in the recent immigration
population of an English-speaking ability. (P. 316.)

The Education of the Immigrant. Peances A. Kellor.
The Educational Review, New York, 1914.

"It is not alone the question of the school education
of children," says Commissioner Claxton, ''the millions

of adult men and women, and of children older than the
upper limit of the compulsory school attendance age
must be looked after; they must be prepared for Ameri-
can citizenship and for participation in our democratic,
industrial, social and religious life. The proper educa-
tion of these people is a duty which the nation owes to

itself and to them. It can neglect this duty only to their

hurt and its own peril." (Pp. 24-25.)

But, in themselves, as well as in their relation to their

children, adult immigrants have well justified the efforts

made to educate them. The Federal Immigration Com-
mission found that as soon as English is acquired, not
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only do the immigrant's standards of living change, but

distribution and proper adjustment in industrial ranks

occur. (P. 30.)

The night school men, like the children, are keenly

interested in geography. . . .Perhaps a night school stu-

dent would profit little by the task of learning the

capital of every State in the Union, but a knowledge of

its physical geography, of what are the industries of

various towns and cities, of what is raised in California

and what in New Jersey may concern him very directly

indeed. It has been proposed, in order to relieve the

congestion in our cities and to keep peasants and land-

lovers out of the sweat-shops, that the Division of Dis-

tribution in the Federal Department of Labor shall fur-

nish to the immigrant information about the various
agricultural districts and the demand in them for work-
men. Although the logical time to do this is at land-

ing, there is at least a possibility that immigrants dis-

satisfied with their beginning in the new country might,
through a study of the country in school, be able to make
elsewhere a start in a kind of life for which they are
better fitted. (P. 33.)

In this matter of helping the immigrant to find him-
self industrially, practically nothing has been done. Of
his need for instruction in civics, in the study of Ameri-
can law and political conditions, there has been a readier
conception. The graded courses in civics that have been
outlined cover the general scheme and purpose of govern-
ment in its city, State and federal functions, and a study
of American history conveyed chiefly through its

dramatic personalities and struggles. (P. 33.)

Americanizing a City. The Campaign for the Detroit
Night Schools Conducted in August-September,
1915, by The Detroit Board of Commerce and
Board of Education, UAider the auspices of the
National Americanization Committee and the
Committee for Immigrants in America.

If every city and town in the country to-day were to
provide ni^ht classes in which its non-Engrlish speaking
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adult population could learn English and the first prin-

ciples of American citizenship, we should have the ma-
chinery/ for Americanization. For while Americaniza-
tion means much more than the English language and
civics, English is the indispensable key. A general pro-

vision for teaching it would be a tremendous achieve-

ment, for we have never had this before. We now have
facilities for perhaps one immigrant in ten in the best

equipped States, and for none at all in some States.

We have requirements for naturalization and—no facili-

ties for meeting them. We tell every immigrant that

to be a citizen and a competent resident of the United
States he must be able to use the English language and
show that he is ''attached to the principles of the Con-
stitution.

'
' But we have not thought it our responsibility

to provide the ways and means. And therefore if night
schools and classes on an adequate scale were now pro-
vided for in every community with a considerable for-

eign-bom population, we should have at least an Ameri-
canization policy and program; and we should be in-

finitely further along on the road to national unity than
we now are.

We must have the nigbt schools and classes as speed-
ily as possible. But behind every one that is established
we must have the social force of the particular com-
munity, all its agencies, all its resources, all its civic

sympathies, if the future of American citizenship is

really to be assured. No educational department can
carry the work through alone. These are some of the
reasons why it cannot:

(1) The immigrant population has not been in-

vited to go to school before; it will be distrustful
now.

(2) A good many immigrants will never even
know about the night schools—where they are lo-

cated, when they are open, for whom they are in-

tended, what they will teach—unless special effort
is made to carry the news to them.

(3) Some of them work ten or twelve hours a
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day. Some of them change their shifts every week
or every two weeks. They are not likely to think

that a night school from seven to nine for four nights

every week has much to do with them. If they finish

work at six o'clock, eyen those who know about the

schools and are interested are not likely to feel that

they could go home, get supper, wash and change
their clothes, and get to night school in time.

(4) Those in the lowest grade of American labor—^working for from $1.50 to $1.70 daily—^perhaps

have long come to feel themselves cut off from the
ascending current of American industry. They are
not likely to feel that any civic opportunities are
intended for them, or that indeed there is any point
in trying to reach such opportunities.

The conclusion is this: As a result of our long-con-

tinued policy or lack of policy, getting immigrants into

night schools on a scale that covers the needs of any
community, has become a civic experiment taxing every
community resource.

It is the purpose of this sketch to show how this' can
be done by outlining such an experiment recently con-

ducted in Detroit.

The end attained in this case was not only an increase

of 153% in the actual registration in the night schools,

but the awakening of the city of Detroit to its vast immi-
gration problem, the assumption of definite responsibili-

ties by many employers and others, the socializing of
very varied community forces in co-operating to this one
end—the Americanization of a peculiarly heterogeneous
and unassimilated city.

What was done in Detroit can be done in every city
or town that has an unassimilated foreign population and
a night school. (P. 4.)

Detroit is a typical immigration laboratory of the
country. . . .

In 1910, 33% of the population was foreign bom, and
74% was either foreign bom or of foreign-bom paren-
tage. It is safe to assume that the 300,000 increase in
population since 1910 has not lessened these percentages
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The Detroit factories are placing the city high in

production, high in importance in America. They are
working out the type of American industry. But thou-

sands of them are not working out the type of American
citizenship or American workmen at all.

That, says the practical observer, is not the business

of industry. And this i^ true. It is not the business of

industry alone; nor of the public educational system
alone ; nor of municipal government alone ; nor of private

social organizations alone. It is the business of all of

these and it will require them all. . . .

That ''English first" is the rational first step in

Americanization is well illustrated by Detroit. Many
thousands of the foreign born of Detroit do not speak
English. In 1910 the non-English speaking numbered
38,038. In 1915, with a population increased by 300,000,

the number of those unable to read, write, speak or un-
derstand English must have been extraordinarily in-

creased. Last year 2,838 were enrolled in the public
night schools. Allowing for those learning English in

parochial schools or private classes, it is still evident
that although a very considerable percentage of Detroit's
population was unable to manage its affairs through the

English language and to secure the approach to Ameri-
can institutions which only a knowledge of English can
guarantee, only a very small percentage of these was on
the road to learning English and preparing for American
citizenship. (Pp. 5-6.)

Many employers at once made it clear to their men
that from this time on the firm would prefer those men
that were attending night school and making a definite

effort to learn English.
But a considerable number of firms went much farther

than this. The Saxon Company made night school at-

tendance compulsory for its non-English speaking work-
men.

The Solvay Company proposed a wage increase of
two cents an hour to its employees who learned the Eng-
lish language.
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*'I am convinced," said the efficiency engineer of the

Semet-Solvay plant, ''that only through employers offer-

ing a material inducement to the foreign laborer to learn

English will the public night schools for non-English-

speaking operatives be made a success. . . . The foreigner

must be shown that it will be of material advantage to

him in his job to learn the English tongue. This the

employer can well afford to do, for the non-English
speaking laborer is a source of danger to himself and
everybody else about the plant. I should be afraid to

estimate the aggregate amount of waste each year to this

company through a non-English-speaking operative's

failing to understand an order, with a resultant costly

blunder. I have known a single blunder to cost as much
as $2,000. Then there are thousands paid out for in-

juries, many of which may be traced directly to the

inability of the employee to understand English."
The Superintendent of the Board of Education met

every situation presented to him by industry. A number
of firms whose men changed from night to day shifts

every Aveek or two weeks consulted him. He assured them
that special classes for such men would be arranged
wherever numbers made it at all possible. The Morgan
and Wright Company, employing hundreds of non-Eng-
lish speaking men have particularly late daily hours,
owing to the nature of their work. It would be impos-
sible for their men to reach the night school session in
time. The Board of Education guaranteed to furnish
ten regular teachers for classes to be held at night in
the Morgan and Wright plant, if they would equip ten
classrooms. By this arrangement between 700 and 800
men who must otherwise have been denied the night
school advantages could be included in its benefits. The
Board of Commerce in making the arrangement recom-
mended that part of the time thus spent in the class-
rooin be company time, that the men be able to get sup-
per in the factory, and that adequate facilities for re-
creation be included. (Pp. 10-12.)
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New York State Department of Education. 1916. Citi-

zenship Syllabus. Prepared by Research Depart-
ment of the Committee for Immigrants in

America. New York.

Introductory Note.

The Federal government sets forth in its naturaliza-

tion laws two main educational requirements for citizen-

ship; first, a knowledge of the English language, and,

second, a familiarity with the fundamental principles of

American government. It is largely the responsibility

of evening schools for immigrants to furnish instruction

in these two lines.

The need for educational work in civics, and instruc-

tion in naturalization proceedings is obvious. More than
25 per cent. (6,646,817) of all the males of voting age
in the United States are foreign-born, and only 45 per
cent, are naturalized; the remaining 55 per cent. (3,-

612,700) give us concretely the "Naturalization Prob-
lem" of our country. Most of the three million who
have become citizens through the regular naturalization

procedure have had little or no training for such citizen-

ship and the other three and a half million are an un-
assimilated element which gives a great opportunity for

the promotion of civic training. Whenever there is in

a democracy a large male population of voting age who
have not a voice in the government, there is not pure
democracy, but often fertile soil for the seeds of anarchy
and violent socialism. These facts measure the problem
but do not indicate the extent of its human and personal
influence upon every American citizen.

The Immigrants in America Review. January, 1916.

Our only reliable statistics are five years old and are

very incomplete on many important points, but they in-

dicate the magnitude of the task before us. More than

one-fourth of our population is of foreign-born parent-

age or foreign bom. . . . There were, in 1910, 6,500,000
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foreign-bom white males over 21 years of age, of whom
only 3,034,117 were naturalized, leaving 3,500,000 un-

Amerieanized. Out of a foreign-born population of about

13,000,000 over 10 years of age, about 3,000,000 were
unable to speak English. That means that about one
in four cannot speak English. There were 1,500,000

illiterates, and there are undoubtedly more now, as the

3,000,000 immigrants who have come since 1910, not
included in these figures, will more than counterbalance
the progress made since 1910 by those already here.

Our task thus becomes clear. We must put America
first in the hearts of every resident in America, . . . and
make English the common language of all peoples in

America, because it is the key to American life. (P. 6.)

United States Bureau of Labor Statistics. Monthly Re-
view. Vol. II. No. 3. March, 1916.

Training of Immigrants for Citizenship.

Recent reports furnished by the Bureau of Naturali-
zation show a very rapid development of its work for
the better education of candidates for citizenship, in the
principles of American life and government. The need
for such work is evident. Each year approximately
100,000 certificates of citizenship are issued. Many of
the candidates have only a minimum understanding of
the rights and duties attaching to their new status, and,
in any case, the great majority would vastly benefit by a
more thorough training in these matters.

To some extent the need for such training had been
met through the establishment of citizenship classes by
public schools, associations, and individuals. These
activities, however, covered only a small portion of the
field, and, in addition, it developed that a number of
them were not in good faith, being simply means for
the exploitation of the immigrant.

About a year ago the Bureau of Naturalization, after
consultation with various school authorities, worked out
a comprehensive plan for the education of candidates for
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citizenship. Under this plan the bureau arranges to
send to the public-school authorities of his community
a statement showing the name, address, and nationality
of each resident alien who has declared his intention to
become a citizen or of each petitioner to be naturalized.
At the same time it advises the declarant or petitioner
of its action and of the public-school advantages. It then
rests with the school authorities to encourage the pros-
pective citizens to enroll in the schools and, if necessary,
to establish special courses for their accommodation.

During the fiscal year 1915 the Bureau of Naturaliza-
tion received approximately 350,000 applications for
citizenship. This number includes both declarations of

intention and petitions for naturalization, a declarant
having to wait two years before petitioning for naturali-

zation. It is estimated that not less than 150,000 of the

above applicants had wives, thus making a total of a half

million adult alien residents coming within the province
of the bureau as prospective citizens of this country.

Out of this number the bureau sent the names of ap-

proximately 122,000 to the public schools of the com-
munities where the various applicants resided. The ac-

companying statement shows the distribution of this

number among the States.

The public schools have shown an earnest spirit of

co-operation. With the opening of the present scholastic

year 50 cities and towns were co-operating. At the end

of December this number had grown to 450 and by the

end of January, 1916, to 566 cities and towns, represent-

ing 44 States. Hundreds of other localities have ex-

pressed their interest but have been deterred from co-

operation by local conditions which render such work
impracticable.

In addition to the class training indicated, the outline

also suggests a laboratory method of teaching civics.

This method calls for lectures by city officials upon the

functions of their respective offices and for the organiza-

tion of the students into mock governments, with nomi-

nations, elections, officers' meetings, etc., for the practical

demonstration of governmental organization and pur-
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poses. It is also urged that graduates of the schools
form alumni classes for continued association and dis-

cussion.

The primary purpose of the plan outlined above is to

reach those resident aliens who are contemplating be-
coming citizens. In addition, however, the effort is also

being made to reach all foreign-bom residents, many of
whom have no immediate intention of becoming citizens,

but who are living in this country in various degrees of
ignorance as to its institutions and political organiza-
tions. Also, it has been found that there is a demand
and need for such training on the part of many native-

born persons.
The bureau has planned to hold a convention next

July in Washington, D. C, for the discussion of the vari-

ous questions in regard to citizenship schools and for
exhibiting the result of the work of various schools of
this character. (Pp. 9-11.)
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c. military: the citizen" as soldiee.

The State is dependent upon the quality of its citi-

zens not only for its development in times of peace,

but in the last resort, for military defense. Industrial

conditions which result in physical degeneration of the

population are thus a menace to the very existence of the

State. In communities where excessive working hours

have long prevailed, progressive decline in stature,

strength, and efficiency becomes markedly evident. This

is conspicuously shown by the large percentage of re-

cruits necessarily rejected from military service for

physical unfitness.

Eecruiting statistics from Germany are of most value

because they cover the entire male population and show

the results of the medical examination of all young men
of military age. They prove the physical superiority of

recruits from non-industrial regions. Between 1902 and

1907 the number of young men fit for service born in the

country and engaged in agriculture sank from 61 per cent,

to 58.7 while during the same period among those city-

born and engaged in industry the percentage sank from

54.7 to 49.9.

In spite of thirty years of social legislation in Ger-

many, 'it is apparent that industrial labor, together with

the strain of city life, have resulted in the highest per-

centage of rejections for physical unfitness among the

recruits.
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58 Kongress der Deutschen Naturforscher und Arzte.
Strasshurg, 1886. Die Vberhurdung der Arheiter-

innen und Kinder in Fabriken. [The Over-work

of Women and Children in Factories.] Dr.
ScHULER, Factory Inspector, Suntzerland. Re-
printed in Viertelj'ahrsschrift fiir offentliche Ges-
undheitpflege. Vol. XVIII. 1886.

General attention was directed to the factory work
of children in Switzerland by the shook received from
the statistics of the recruiting office.

Districts where there were few mills showed that only
14.3% to 18.9% of the recruits were temporarily refused
on account of imperfect physical development, while fac-

tory districts had from 19.7% to 23.3% of such temporary
rejections (rejected for 2 years).

Absolutely rejected as unsuitable for military service

there were, in rural districts 23.9-39.2% ; while in indus-
trial districts there were from 27.8-31.3% absolutely re-

jected.

It was then assumed that factory work delayed but
did not ruin the development of youth and it was also

believed that the better food resulting from the higher
wages of factory workers made up for disadvantages to

growing youth. But with later investigation it was
found that in the Canton of Zug, for example

:

Cotton w^ool operatives had only 37% fit for service.

Handworkers (artisans) had 47 to 83%.
Farmworkers (agricultural) had 49%.
Further it was shown that the figures of the physi-

cally unfit were:
Factory hands (all kinds) 32 to 43% ; other occupa-

tions 7 to 30%.
In another Canton the proportion was 34-39% for

the factory as against 12-23% for non-factory hands
(P. 134.)

All these unfavorable results could hardly be ex-
plained otherwise than by the generally injurious effect
of factory life in the young growing person. It appeared
that special injuries were not so much in question, but
that the general conditions of life were not good for
children and young people. (P. 135.)
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Verhandlungen des Deutschen Reichstags. 103. Sitzung,

18. April. 1891. [Proceedings of the German
Reichstag. 103rd Session. April 18th, 1891.]

Kepresentative Bebel: The one fact alone, that the

military recruiting offices all over Germany have found
that from decade to decade the number of physically fit

recruits in factory and manufacturing districts is dim-
inishing to an appalling extent, so that it is necessary to

<iraw more and more heavily upon the- country regions

—

shows clear and plainly what kind of process is at work
upon the development of the national physique, and the

more extensive our industry becomes, and the more it

invades the country regions, the more and more certainly

will it exhaust those sources of strength which are now
the only sources to look to for military defence.

For these reasons it is absolutely essential that the

laws should promptly provide ample means for overcom-
ing this tendency to deterioration of race in every way.
(Pp. 2419-2420.)

Die Sociale Reform als Gehot des Wirthschaftlichen
Fortschrittes. [Social Reform as a Condition of
SoCIO-Political Progress.] Dr. Heinrich Herk-
NER. Leipzig, Duncker, 1891.

The results of excessive work, insufficient wages and
deficient nutrition appear with a distinctness that cannot
be ignored in the reports of the recruiting statistics. A
military examining physician of the empire (German)
reported from a factory region :

' * In the factory villages,

where everyone works from youth up in the factories,

almost all recruits were unfit for service, and I believe

that, if this goes on, it will be useless to send recruiting
commissions to these communities." (Page 4.) (Quoted
from Archiv fiir offentliche Gesundheitspflege in Elsass-
Lothringen, VII, 107.)
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/'

Handbuch der Arbeiterwohlfahrt. [Handbook of Re-
ports on the Welfare of Workmen.] Edited by
Dr. Otto Dammer. Stuttgart, Enke, 1902.

Beschddigungen der Arbeiter bei der Arbeit.

[Injuries incurred by Workmen at their Work.\
Dr. Ascher, in Konigsberg.

The extent of injuries incurred through excessive

exertions, particularly by young people, seems to be
most clearly indicated in the course of recruiting for

the army. Whereas in the German Empire at large some
50% (53-56%) are fit for military service, only 26%
were found fit during seven years in a hamlet in the dis-

trict of Schmalkalden, in which forging nails has been
the principal industry for a long time, and only 21%,
during seven years, in another hamlet where buckles
are made, in the homes of the workers—statistics which
I owe to the friendly co-operation of a local official wha
has been interested in the situation for years. The
causes of unfitness in men otherwise strong and healthy
were: diseased blood-vessels, flat-foot, rupture, one-
sidedness. The statistics compiled by Dr. Schultes of
Jena, covering 1,255 examinations, corroborate these
statements. Dr. Schultes arrived at the following result,

dividing his subjects into four classes:

Type of Occupation.

Class I (standing)
Class II (standing and moving about).
Class III (seated most of the time)
Class IV (seated all the time)

Number Number of
of men men with Per
examined. varicose veins. Cent.

315 40 12.7

887 38 4.0
44 1 2.2
111

1255 79

The singularly unfavorable report from the district

of Schmalkalden is explained by the fact that the main
industry there is forging, and hence the opportunities
for over-fatigue are exceptionally favorable; further-
more, the narrow scope of the work (only nails or
buckles are made) tends to enforce a mechanical posture
on the part of the workman, riveted as it were to the
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same spot, whereas in larger smithies, the more youthful
workers, particularly the apprentices, are compelled, by
their activity, to move about frequently, and thereby to

exercise their lower extremities.

The prevention of those injuries which constitute

a serious menace to the araiy and navy, lies in the
shortening of working hours, and in the employment of

free time for gymnastics—a proceeding which aims at a
more even development of all the muscles of the lower
extremities, but which will also benefit the lungs and
heart.

Just what effect is produced by serving at machines,
involving as it does the incessant shaking of the pelvis
and the over-exertion of the muscular system of the
lower extremities as well, is not yet entirely clear. (P.

494.)

Eandworterbuch der Staatswissenschaften. Bd. I. Jena,
Fischer, 1909. [Compendium of Political Science,
Vol. I.] Edited hy Drs. J. Conead, Professor of
Political Science in HaUe; L. Elster, Ober Reg.
Rath in Berlin^- W. Lexis, Professor of Political

Science in Gottvngen, and Edg. Loening, Professor
of Laiv in Halle. Arheitszeit. {Hours of Work.]
Dr. H. Herkner, Berlin.

The state approaches the question of working time

from another standpoint than does the church. The
state is above all the organ of perception of national

interests. The bedrock of national strength is an able,

loyal, intelligent people. It is therefore important for

the state to see that this foundation is not shattered by
the prolongation of working hours. First of all, the

fatal influence of excessive hours of work came to light

in the inferior military fitness of the factory popula-

tion. . . . According as the proportion of the industrial

classes to the whole community is larger, so much more
urgently necessary does it become to lessen the serious

dangers to health which inhere in industrial as opposed
to agricultural occupations, by a wise limitation of the

hours of work.
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The state needs not only soldiers, but citizens capable
and ready to share in public life. Wage-earning must
leave some time free for such duties. (P. 1206.)

Rapports Presentes a M. le Ministre du Commerce de
rIndustrie des Postes et des Telegraphes. Paris,

Imprimerie Nationale, 1900. Par les Inspecteurs
Divisionnaires du Travail dans VIndustrie, sur
La Question de I'lnterdiction du Travail de Nuit.

[Reports hy Division Inspectors on the question of
night work.] Report of M. Lagaed, Division-

Inspector of the Tenth District of Marseilles.

We may state also, and rightly, that night work makes
a very large number of young workmen unfit for militaiy

service, and therefore, for the defense of our country.

In certain localities where the more important indus-

tries are carried on (notably the manufacture of textiles)

the number of recruits dismissed has actually grown to

50 out of every hundred, when as in agricultural dis-

tricts the proportion of the unfit has never exceeded 25
per hundred. (Pp. 72-73.)

La Reduction de la Duree du Travail de VEmploye. [The
Reduction of Working Hours for Employees.]
Valentin Viard. Paris, Arthur Rousseau, 1910.

The existing length of the working-day exhausts the
employees, makes them physically enfeebled members of

society, often incapable of fulfilling their military duties,

and capable if they marry of producing only sickly chil-

dren who will be a burden and not a help to the com-
munity. (P. 46.)

The reduction of working hours would be of great
benefit to the employee 's health. In the first place, from
the mere fact of his working shorter hours he would be
less long exposed to the possible contagions of the shop
and office. In the second place, he would be less fati^ed,
less worn out, and consequently less susceptible to dis-

ease about him, for it is not work but overwork that
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lowers vitality, and he would no longer be overworked.
(Pp. 47-48.)

Eighth International Congress of Hygiene and Demo-
graphy, Budapest, 1894. Der physische Riickgang
der Bevolkerung in den wiodernen CuUurstaaten
mit hesonderer Rucksicht auf Oesterreiclv-Un-

garn. {The Physical Degeneration of the Popu-
lation in Modern Civilized Countries with Particu-
lar Reference to Austria-Hungary .'] Dr. Julius
DoNATH, University of Budapest. Budapest, 1896.

The purpose of this discussion is to prove the physi-

cal degeneration within our own time of the people in

several of the modern civilized nations. The historical

period for which this assertion holds good, confirms the

belief that none of the above-named factors arising from
racial diiferences affect the situation; and the speed
with which this process of degeneration is going on in-

dicates with certainty that its cause is not an old cause

which has operated steadily throughout the ages, but
rather that it is of newer origin, and of very definite

nature. And this cause—I will state here and now

—

lies in modern economic conditions. (P. 605.)

The fact should be noted that according to the law
of 1889 governing military service, the annual contin-

gent of recruits was raised from 95,474 men (for Hun-
^ary_ 39,552) to 103,100 men (for Hungary 42, 711). But
particular notice is to be taken of the clause of this law
which raises the age of liability for military service from
20 to 21. This was done to avoid calling out the fourth
class of recruits, which had become necessary through
the increasing deterioration of the general physical con-

dition. Although this raising of the contingent required
an increased number of recruits, and though the age for

service was thus advanced, yet in Austria as well as in

Hungary, the percentage of those temporarily rejected

because of unfitness increased steadily and with extraor-
dinary rapidity between 1867 and 1892.
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THE PERCENTAGE OF THOSE TEMPORARILY REJECTED BECAUSE OP
UNFITNESS IN THE FIRST 3 CLASSES. (EQUIVALENT IN NUMBER
TO 4 CLASSES.)

Year.

Temporarily
first

Hungary
Per Cent.

rejected in the
3 classes.

Austria
Per Cent. Year.

Temporarily
first

Hungary
Per Cent.

rejected in the
3 classes.

Austria
Per Cent.

1867 21.56 . 40.33 1880 60.64 . 69.25

1868 22.01 29.26 1881 61.65 70.93

1869 32.79 43.76 1882 62.74 69.80

1870 33.64 47.04 1883 60.75 68.94

1871 37.95 49.55 1884 64.19 71.03

1872 38.27 50.51 1885 66.41 73.40

1873 42.94 56.34 1886 65.20 66.65

1874 50.67 50.09 1887 72.35 72.06

1875 52.35 61.62 1888 75.49 76.36

1876 55.59 63.40 1889 68.77 69.87

1877 57.63 65.53 1890 69.05 66.60

1878 58.75 67.82 1891 64.88 70.06

1879 59.61 68.72

Therefore the percentage of those temporarily re-

jected on account of unfitness between 1867 and 1888 in-

creased in Hungary from 21.56 to 75.49%, and in Austria
from 40.33 to 76.36%, From that time on a moderate
decline is apparent. How little consolation this affords
is indicated by the official Yearbook of Military Statis-

tics (Militar-Statistisches Jahrbuch) for the year 1892
which says: (page 12) ''As is the case in general, fh^
military territorial districts of Vienna, Zara, Prague,
Josefstadt, Krakau, Lemberg and Pressburg also report
increasingly unfavorable conditions from year to year
between 1890 and 1892. The opposite condition is ob-
servable only in the military territorial districts of Inns-
briick and Hermannstadt during this period. As a mat-
ter of fact, only 22.3% in Hungary and in Austria only
19.4% of the men liable for service and examined by a
physician, were found fit. (Pp. 608-609.)

In France, as the following table shows, the number
of the unfit rises, with fluctuations, from 26.3% in the
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year 1872 to 31.3% in the year 1885, and then drops
again. I also calculated the percentage of the tempo-
rarily rejected in addition to those enrolled as anxili-

aries; in the light of this set of figures the physical de-

generation is seen yet more clearly; for the percentage
rises from 16.2 in the year 1872 to 19.5 in the year
1888, despite the enormous increase in the French army,
the full strength of which was reckoned in the year 1891

at 5,564,000 men. . . . The case appears in a still more
unfavorable light if we examine the "temporarily re-

jected" men separately. For their number amounted
in 1872 to 21,022 out of 303,810 recruits of the first class

according to age,—or 6.9%—and climbed steadily to

39,231 out of 295,707 recruits, or 13.3% in 1888. The
number of those temporarily rejected is seen nearly to

have doubled in the course of 16 years!

Date of Enlistment
of Class I.

Unfit.
Per cent.

Temporarily
Rejected or
Enrolled as
Aus;iliaries.

Temporarily
Rejected
Per cent.

1S72 . 26.3 16.2 6.9

1873 25.1 16.5 . 7.2

1874 24.9 14.3 • 6.9

1875 25.4 13.8 7.6

1876 24.8 14.1 8.0

1877 26.7 14.9 9.2

1878 26.1 14.7 9.4

1879 26.1 15.1 9.7

1880 26.2 14.9 10.1

1881 30.2 17.2 12.2

1882 29.7 17.3 12.3

1883 29.7 17.6 12.5

1884 30.0 17.8 12.4

1885 31.3 18.4 12.9

1886 31.0 19.5 13.6

1887 29.8 18.9 13.0
1888 29.9 19.5 13.3

(Pp. 611-612.
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In Italy the minimum height was reduced by a law

passed July 8, 1883, from 1.56 meters to 1.55 ; and accord-

ing to a law of June 29, 1882, the "weak" and those

afflicted with curable defects, as well as those who have
not attained the minimum height, may be temporarily

rejected for one or two years. In spite of all this, the

number of the unfit, after dropping from 49.4% to 36.7%
between 1871 and 1877, rises again to 47.5 in 1888 and
then drops somewhat again. The physical degeneration

is still more obvious if we examine the "temporarily
rejected"* separately from the altogether unfit,t as we
did in the case of Austria, Hungary and France. I have
myself computed the two series of percentages on the
basis of the absolute figures.

t

Temporarily Temporarily
Rejected and Rejected and

Year of Altogether Temporarily Year of Altogether Temporarily
Enlistment of Fnflt. Rejected. Enlistment of Unfit. Rejected.

Class I. Per Cent. Per Cent. Class I. Per Cent. Per Cent.

1871 .... 49.4 7.7 1882 .... 39.6 21.9

1872.: .... 47.6 8.7 1883 .... 40.6 20.3

1873 .... 47.0 8.5 1884 ... 42.3 21.1

1874 .... 42.9 11.0 1885 .... 43.4 22.1

1875 .... 37.5 11.0 1886 .... 43.4 21.8

1876 .... 37.1 10.7 1887 .... 43.3 22.5

1877 .... 36.7 11.0 1888 .... 47.5 26.3

1878 .... 38.2 13.2 1889 .... 42.2 23.2

1879 .... 38.3 13.6 1890 .... 42.9 24.1

1880: .... 41.1 13.5 1891 .... 41.8 23.2

1881 .46.0 13.1

I

In this table then we see the number of temporary
rejections rising steadily from 7.7 per cent, to 23.2 per
cent, between 1871 and 1891, and indeed, in the year 1888
reaching 26.3 per cent. (Pp. 612-613.) .

I have cited in the foregoing pages a series of proofs
which I think, sufficiently established the fact that in mod-
ern civilized countries—and this may be shown particu-

* Rivedibili e Rimandati. t Riformati. J (Annuario Statistico Italiano,
1892.)
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larly of the important military powers—the physical

condition of the population is deteriorating. Further-

more, it can no longer be doubted that, in view of the

rapidity of this deterioration, the cause must be of

comparatively recent origin. Even though the agricul-

tural occupations may be considered in general less in-

jurious to the health than the industrial, yet the recruit-

ing statistics of Austria-Hungary teach us that condi-

tions in Austria, where industries predominate, and m
Hungary, which is mainly agricultural, are equally unfa-

vorable and that generally speaking, the two countries

offer in this respect a striking parallel. Even if we give

due consideration to another series of injuries, such as

wrong principles in the education of the young and the

degenerating influences of luxury and the pursuit of

pleasure in the higher classes, yet the decisive factor in

the physical condition of the population is seen to be the

standard of living, and in general, the satisfaction of the

wants of the lower and numerically preponderant classes

in society. In a word, the physical condition of the popu-
lation is in the last analysis determined by economic
conditions. (P. 615.)

Professor V. Babes understood correctly that this

deep-seated evil of the physical degeneracy of the popu-
lation is not accessible to insignificant little bureaucratic
remedies, and in his profound address delivered in Rome
at the Eleventh International Medical Congress, he
voices these demands : Before all, a radical transforma-
tion of the state in the sense of an international and
social reform on a definite hygienic basis, with the view
first of establishing the principle that individual health
is inseparable from public health ; that the health of one
class is essential to the health of the others ; and finally,

that it is the health of the lower classes that is of the
highest economic value. . . .

The first and most important step to be taken by the
government under present conditions of production to

check the deterioration of the nation's vigor, is the short-
ening of working hours. . . . Unduly protracted work-
ing hours mean an intensive drain on human energies
and their rapid exhaustion. . . .
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Not only is the reduction of working hours urgently-

needed from the hygienic standpoint both for the pres-

ent generation and for posterity ; it is also, thanks to our
great and incessant technical advances, feasible here and
now; and it is certain that in the course of time, work-
ing hours will admit of still further reduction. (P. 616.)

The Pioneer of Brogress. John Dennis. London, Ham-
ilton Adams, 1860.

There is a period in the history of a state when the

bodily strength of its members becomes a matter of high-

est moment, when not only dauntless courage, but muscu-
lar force may any day be called into requisition, when
its political status must be upheld by downright strength
of arm, and when physical degeneracy is the invariable

forerunner of national decline. (P. 56.)

. . . There can be no question that the health of the
country, and especially of the young men and women of
the next generation is assuredly a national interest. If
the national strength degenerate, it follows that the king-

dom will decline. (P. 60.)

Eight-Hour Movement. Verbatim Report of a Debate
Between H. M. Hyndman and C. Bradlaugh.
London, Freethought Publishing Co. 1890.

If you take the condition of the workmen and work-
women, their physical strength is being deteriorated by
the present system. The height and the chest measure-
ment of recruits have fallen markedly since the Queen
came to the throne fifty years ago. Anyone who is ac-

quainted with the manufacturing districts, as I have
been since I was a boy, must see not only in the reports
of certifying surgeons and sanitary inspectors, but from
his own experience and under his own eye he can see
perfectly clearly that deterioration continually going
on. ... I say that from any point of view whatsoever
a system which not only destroys the present generation,
but lays the foundation of weakness and debility for the
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next, cannot be profitable in any sense of the word, but

must be ruinous to the community at large. (Pp. 8-9.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXXII, 1904. Report

of the Inter-Departmental Committee on Physical

Deterioration. Vol. I, Appendix I. Original

Memorandum Prepared hy Surgeon-General Sir

William Tayloe, K. C. B., Director-General,

Army Medical Service.

1. A deep interest has been aroused, both in the lay

and medical press, by the writings of Sir Frederick
Maurice and others, who have brought into prominence
certain observations pointing to the fact that there is an
alarming proportion of the young men of the country,

more especially among the urban population, who are

unfit for military service on account of defective phy-
sique.

The questions naturally arise as to whether this im-

peachment of the national health has a solid foundation
in fact, and as to whether the condition is true of the

population as a whole, or only of a certain section of it.

The teaching of public health statistics would appear to

show that- progressive improvement of the national
health has steadily followed the improved conditions of

life which have been brought about by the advance of

sanitary knowledge and its practical application. It has
also been pointed out that athletic records are constantly
being broken for all sorts of feats of strength, agility,

and endurance, facts which would seem to indicate that
the physique of the well-to-do classes, at least, is improv-
ing rather than deteriorating. It is nevertheless true,

and the fact is a disturbing and disquieting one, that a
very large proportion of the men who offer themselves
for enlistment in the Army are found to be physically un-
fit for military service.

2. In an article on the National Health, which ap-

peared in a recent number of the Contemporary Review,
Sir Frederick Maurice states that, according to the best

estimate he had been able to arrive at, it has been for

many years the case that out of every five men who
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wished to enlist, primarily offer themselves for enlist-

ment, you would find that at the end of two years' service

there are only two men remaining in the Army as ef-

fective soldiers. Of the men who offer themselves, some
are rejected by the recruiting sergeant or recruiting

officer, some by the examining medical officers, and some,

though enlisted, are found after three months to be un-

likely to develop into effective soldiers and are sum-
marily discharged. According to General Maurice's ex-

perience, at the end of two years not more than forty

per cent, of the men who wished to become soldiers will

be found serving; or, in other words, sixty per cent, of

the men offering themselves are physically unfit to serve
as soldiers. He points out that it is no good talking of

conscription or of any form of compulsory service if we
already have five men offering themselves for every two
men who are fit for the work ; no one has suggested that

we should increase our Army in the proportion of two to

five, i. e., make it two and a half times as large as it is

now. He then goes on to say that no nation was ever yet
for any long time great and free, when the army it put
in the field no longer represented its own virility and
manhood.

3. But the want of physique, thus shown to exist

with regard to a large section of the community, is not
only serious from its military aspect, it is serious also
from its civil standpoint, for if these men are unfit for
military service, what are they good for? As Sir Lauder
Burnton says : '

' Poor in physique as they all are, and poor
in mental capacity and power of application as many of
them must be, what becomes of them? Many of them
probably marry girls as weak as themselves, and have
children, some of whom go to swell the lists of infant
mortality, some to join the criminal classes, while others
grow up more weak and incompetent than their parents."
Inquiry is wanted, and it is vital for us to know the truth.
Whether part of the physical deterioration is the result
of unskilled labor flocking to the towns and there failing
to find means for properly rearing a family, or whether
it be on account of causes which are attackable, such as
early marriages and ignorance of motuers, the result is
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that the rising generation of all below the artizan class

includes a vast number of men of a very low standard of

health and physique. (P. 95.)

5. Every year a table is published in the Army Medi-
cal Department Keport, which classifies the recruits ex-

amined according to their previous occupations. . . .

(P. 95.)

6. Examination of a series of these annual tables

shows that the proportion of the different classes remains
remarkably constant from year to year, and the figures

indicate that the bulk of our soldiers are drawn from the

unskilled labor class and consequently from the stratum
-of the population living in actual poverty or close to the

poverty line. As might be expected the highest ratio of

rejection is shown for men who have been following m-
door occupations.

8. In his annual report for 1902, just issued, the In-

spector-General for Eecruiting remarks that the one sub-

ject which causes anxiety in the future as regards re-

cruiting is the gradual deterioration of the physique of

the working classes from whom the bulk of the recruits

must always be drawn, and, when it is remembered, that

recruiters are instructed not to submit for medical ex-

amination candidates for enlistment unless they are rea-

sonably expected to be passed as fit, we cannot but be
struck by the percentage considered by the medical of-

ficers as unfit for the service. In the reports from all

the manufacturing districts, stress is invariably laid upon
the number of men medically rejected for bad teeth, flat

feet, and inferior physique. . . .

9. The following table has been compiled from in-

formation given in the Army Medical Department Re-

ports, supplemented in some particulars by data obtained
from the reports of the Inspector-General of Recruiting.

A period of ten years (1893-1902) has been selected, as of

course, the greater the number of observations dealt

with, the nearer will be our approximation to the truth.
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1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

Invalids
Number discharged
rejected during the

Number within 3 year
Year. Number rejected months under 2 Ratio Ratio Ratio

.of recruits on after years' per per per
inspected inspection enlistment service cent. cent. cent.
(A. M. D. (A. M. D. (A. M. D. (I. G. R. column column column
Report.) Report.) Report.) Report.) 2 3 4

1893 64,110 25,999 342 962 40.6 0.5 1.5

1894 61,985 24,705 369 770 39.9 0.6 1.2

1895 55,698 22,548 368 952 40.5 0.7 1.7

1896 54,574 22,698 413 999 41.6 0.8 1.8

1897 59,986 22,370 575 997 37.3 1.0 1.7

1898 66,502 22,983* 387 983 34.6 0.6 1.5

1899 68,087 22,071 433 1,003 32.4 0.6 1.5

1900 84,402 23,105 > 640 1,514 27.4 0.8 1.8

1901 76,750 21,522* 1,014 3,825 28.0 1.3 4.9

1902 87,609 26,913* 1,308 2,254 30.7 1.5 2.5

];gQ2l679,703 234,914 5,849 14,259 34.6 0.9 2.1

* Does not include men enlisted in 1902 and discharged under three
months' service in 1903.

10. It will be observed that during this decennial
period the number of men medically examined for en-

listment was 679,703, and of those 234,914 were rejected
as medically unfit for service, giving a rejection ratio of
34.6 per cent; of the men passed fit, 5,849 broke down
within three months after enlistment, being at the rate of
9 per cent, for this class; while 14,259, or 2.1 per cent,

more, were discharged as invalids under two years' ser-

vice. The smallness of the rate of the rejections within
three months of enlistment varying as will be observed,
between .5 and 1.5 per cent, speaks well, I think for the
thoroughness of the primary medical examination of re-

cruits. But the rejection of one out of every three men
•examined by the recruiting medical officer points clearly

to the poorness of the human material available for army
purposes, as a writer in the Lancet puts it. Adding to-

gether the rates for the three classes of rejections re-

ferred to in the table, we find that 37.6 per cent, of the
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679,703 men examined during the decennial period proved
to be unfit for military service. The Inspector-General
of Recruiting states in his report for 1902, that it

must be borne in mind, when .examining these to-

tals, that they do not represent anything like the total

number of rejections of candidates for enlistment into the

Army. A large number of men are rejected by recruiting

sergeants and recruiting officers and such men in conse-

quence are never medically inspected and do not appear
in any returns. In the decennial period under considera-

tion we have only been able to account for 37.6 per cent.

of rejections from official statistics ; but according to Sir
Frederick Maurice 's estimate 60 per cent, of the men who
offer themselves are unfit for service. This indicates that

the number of men turned away by the recruiters them-
selves as unlikely to have any reasonable chance of pass-
ing the medical examination is an appallingly large one.

(P. 96.)

12. It has already been stated that a large propor-
tion of the population live in towns, and this has been
estimated at 77 per cent., or 25,000,000. Of this town
population about 25 per cent, (probably at least 6,000,-

000), appear from trustworthy investigations, to be not
only poor, but living in actual poverty, so as to be unable
to rear their children under conditions favorable to health
and physical fitness. The bulk of the men who seek en-

listment belong to this section of the population, and a
very large proportion (but probably not quite three out
of five as stated by General Maurice) of the men who
wish to join the Army prove physically unfit for military
service. (P. 97.)

Note.

To this impressive evidence and that of the witnesses,

who follow, in regard to the declining physical efficiency

of urban laborers the Parliaimentary Committee failed toj

give much weight. This evidence subsequent events havej

amply corroborated.
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Ibid. Vol. 1. Report.

25. Both the Director-General and the late Inspector-

General of Recruiting were fain to admit, on being

pressed, that the real lesson of the recruiting figures was
the failure of the Army, under present conditions, to at-

tract a good tj7)e of recruits. Indeed, General Borrett

gives up the case for wide-spread deterioration when he

says "It is a pity that the physique of the recruit-giving

class is as poor as it is, so as to cause such a large per-

centage of rejections for the Army"; and again when in

answer to a question whether "the men who want to be
soldiers" were not those people who have no opening in

life, or have no occupation, and who drift to the recruiter

in the vague hope that they may be passed, he replies,
*

' There are a great many of that kind, no doubt ; I must
confess a great many are that way." In another part of

his evidence he describes them as very largely "Rub-
bish." (P. 5.)

33. The evidence of Sir Frederick Maurice did not
modify the impression produced by that of the two pre-
ceding witnesses, nor could the Committee accept the
basis of the alarmist statement for which he is respon-
sible, that of those who wish to be soldiers only two out
of five are to be found in the ranks at the end of two
years. Sir Frederick obtains this result by taking the
34.6 percentage rejections by medical examiners, and 2.1

percentage of those cast before the completion of two
years, and adding thereto a purely conjectural percen-
tage as to those previously rejected by the recruiters.

(P. 6.)

Testimony of Rt. Hon. Charles Booth, F.R.S.

970. Did your investigations, produce the impression
that conditions unfavourable to the health of the commun-
ity were growing in intensity?—I think I should not use
the word "intensity." They are growing in amount in
connection with the increase of the urban conditions of
life. I could not say that the conditions have been more
intense, but they are more widespread.
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1151. . . . The evidence that I have in the matter is

the far greater physical force of those who come into the

city from the country. The country, whatever those who
are left may be, does send the finest men to the towns,

and from that one assumes that the country conditions,

which produce these men, are better than the conditions

of the towns, which cannot produce them.

Testimony of Mr. Harry James Wilson, Inspector of

Factories and Workshops in Newcastle-on-Tyne.

1913. How does the town-bred artisan compare with
the type you have taken?—Very unfavourably.

1914. Will you explain how?—Contrasted with this

class the town-bred artisans are, more especially in large

industrial centers, distinctly less both in height and
weight, and their general development inferior. Even
shop assistants and clerks drawn from the families of
the lower middle classes compare very unfavourably with
these men, and their equal is only reached among the
upper middle classes where the individuals have been
trained to an outdoor life, or allowed sufficient exercise

and sleep during the period between leaving school and
attaining full growth.

1915. Where do you find most marked degeneracy!

—

The most marked degeneracy, in my opinion, is found
where the greatest number of adverse circumstances are
actively at work from birth to maturity, as for instance,

among the very poor in our old industrial centers, and
is especially noticeable in the case of poorly paid and
unskilled indoor workers, the women suffering about
equally with the men. This degeneracy can be best stud-
ied in certain textile industries, or wherever the remuner-
ation is so small as to attract the lowest in the social

scale.

Testimony of Mr. J. Gray, Secretary of the Anthropo-
metric Committee of the British Association for the
Investigation into the Physique of the Population.

3272-3. I mention the effect of the Franco-German
War in reducing the physique of the generation bom dur-
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ing the war. It was found that a much larger percentage

of the conscripts who came up twenty-one years after

the war had to be rejected. That was explained by the

assumption that the most vigorous men had gone to the

front and that the parents of the degenerate conscripts

of 1891 were the men who were rejected in 1870 for defec-

tive physical deterioration.

3343. Progressive!—There are no statistics which
would enable anyone to prove that there is a progressive
deterioration of the whole population ; one can only guess.

What statistics we have seem to show some slight im-
provement in the professional classes and a deterioration

in the lower classes. I strongly believe that there is a
great deterioration amongst the manufacturing classes in

large towns and amongst the poorer population in slum
districts in towns.

3344. Do you think that there is any evidence of dete-

rioration amongst the country-bred people?—No, I do
not think there is.

3345. Do you think when country people migrate to

the towns that they deteriorate because of that migra-
tion?—I think so.

Testimony of Mr. Ralph K. Neville, K.C.

4728. Can you tell us what aspect of physical degen-
eration first attracted your attention to the subject?

—

I practised what they call locally in Liverpool for eight
years, and when I went down I saw a great contrast
between the operatives from manufacturing districts and
men and women coming from agricultural districts; it

was very marked. I was startled by the appearance of
the former, and it was some time before I came across
the true Lancashire race. The agricultural parts of the
county of Lancashire certainly produce as fine a lot of
men as any county in England, and the contrast between
them and the men of the manufacturing districts was most
startling.

4730. "What do you take then to be the principal
causes of the great physical difference that you have ob-
served?—I should think that the main cause was the
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difference in the life. In the one case the people spend
the most of their time in the mills in a damp atmosphere
and under conditions probably not very healthy, although

they are quite as healthy as they possibly can be made,
and they come to those mills from cottages which are

situated in overcrowded districts where the streets are

too close together. ...
4737. What, from the physical point of view, is the

most desirable condition for the great bulk of the people t

—The most desirable condition is what we cannot get for

them, and that is open air to work in, but if we carlnot

do that, we ought to try to get them open air when they

are not at work as long as possible.

Testimony of Mr. T. C. Horsfall.

5574. . . . Speaking of the old township of Manchester
Dr. Tatham said, and his words apply to the district to-

day as fully as they did in 1893, ''Here is a population of

nearly 150,000 persons paying a tax which must be reck-

oned, not in pounds, shillings and pence, but in years,

months, and days—a tax amounting on the average to

fully 30 per cent, of the lifetime of every member of the

community. Here are men and women entering the period
of decline at an age when they ought scarcely to have
passed the prime of life. And what is particularly dis-

tressing in this regard is the thought that although in

some respects the local conditions of life have improved
within the last half century, in other respects bad has
become even worse. . . .

"The task which lies before us and our successors is

nothing less than that of restoring to every infant in the
Manchester township the twelve years of life-expectation
of which it has been defrauded by the evil surroundings
of its birth." The extreme seriousness of the danger
caused to the Empire by the unhealthy condition of Man-
chester and our other large towns cannot be realized,

unless we remember that the difference between their
death rates and the death rates of the rural districts,

by which we chiefly judge of the unhealthiness of
the towns, is made much less than it would
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otherwise be, by the constant movement into the

unwholesome towns, and from the wholesome coun-

try, of vast numbers of men and women of the

ages at which deaths are least numerous, whose re-

moval, therefore, leaves the country with a much larger

proportion than towns contain, of persons, very young
and old, of the ages at which deaths are most numerous,

and gives the towns a much larger proportion than the

country contains of persons of the ages at which deaths

are least numerous. Moreover, each of these young,

vigorous immigrants into the towns for a time raises the

average strength and the health of the mass of the urban
population, and for the moment increases its power to

resist the causes of disease. Now that our urban popula-

tion forms more than 77%, and our rural population less

than 23%, of the whole population, the country can no
longer invigorate the town so largely as it has done
hitherto, and, unless towns are made much more whole-

some, they must have a much more marked effect on
causing physical degeneration in the near future even
than they have had in the near past. In spite of the

invigoration and "juvenation" of the urban population
at the cost of the rural population, the death rate in 1901
for England and Wales, excluding the 76 largest towns,
was only 15.03 per thousand, while that of the 76 towns,
including large areas of low mortality, was 17.7, that of
Manchester, in 1902, was 20, and that of Ancoats 25.28.

Those are the only figures on that point. The death rate

for Manchester in 1902 was 20 per thousand. That was
•lower than in any previous year, of which we have a
record, except 1894. In England and Wales, excluding
76 great towns, it was only 15.31 in 1901. But we must
remember that this 20 per thousand is most misleading

;

the terribly high death rates of many small districts are
swamped by the rate of the large district, which includes
areas with comparatively low death rates. Whilst the
death rate in Manchester was 20 per thousand, in Ancoats
it was 25.26 for the central part of the town.

5642. The type has deteriorated in Manchester and
its surroundings, do you think?—I have not the least
doubt that the. children of immigrants into Manchester
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deteriorate. There is no doubt about it at all that the

population in Manchester is inferior in physique to the

inhabitants of smaller towns and of the country. I should

not like to be understood to say that the people in the

worst parts of Manchester are as poor as the people
fifty years ago were there. I do not think that is the
case. The sanitary arrangements have been improved.

Ibid. Vol. II. Minutes of Evidence.

Testimony of Dr. Arthur Shadwell, M. A., M. D., M. R.
C. P.

12259. . . . The only thing which I thought might be of

use to you which you have not got (and it is positive

evidence as far as it goes) is the statistical evidence from
Germany. There the same process of urbanization has
been going on. . . .

12261. . . . This process has been going on for a number
of years; it has not gone on so far anything like as it

has here, but it has attracted attention ; I mean the prob-
able effect of the urbanization upon the physique of the
people, and it has been much discussed. With them it is

a vital question because of its bearing on military
strength.

12262. I take it their towns are much healthier than
ours?—They are in many respects. The excess of births

over deaths is very much greater there than it is here.

12263. Their towns are laid out with greater regard
to the conditions of health, open spaces, and so on?—

I

do not know whether you can say that on the whole ; they
are better in some respects but not in others. . . . They
discuss everything which arises in Germany very thor-

oughly, and they have proved that rural districts are more
healthy, and they have the recruiting returns. Of course
their recruiting returns are of the greatest value, be-

cause they cover the whole population; the whole male
population is medically examined on reaching the age of
twenty, year by yea^r, and there is no doubt that from the
recruiting returns the physique of the rural population
is greatly superior to that of the urban. That is both in

general and in detail. Then there is a certain amount of
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evidence of deterioration since the urbanization began.

It does not amount to much. But the proportion of the

unfit has risen, and the proportion of the fit has fallen

slightly. It does not amount to much, but it is positive

evidence as far. as it goes.

Ihid. Vol. III. Appendix XIV.

Table of Recruiting Returns in Germany, 1901.

Predominantly Percentage of Recruits Examined.

Agricultural Prospectively Un-
Districts. Fit. Fit. Less Fit. Unfit, i worthy.

East Prussia 68.6 11.3 13.3 6.6 0.2

Elsass 67.6 14.1 11.7 6.5 0.1

West Prussia 65.1 13.7 14.0 6.9 0.3

Pomerania 60.1 19.3 13.5 6.8 0.3

Posen 59.9 15.9 15.6 8.4 0.2

Predominantly
Industrial

Districts.

Rhineland ... 52.8 20.3 17.4 9.4 0.1

Saxony ^54.9 and 13.5 and 24.5 and 6.8 and 0.3 and
150.7 13.6 28.4 7.0 0.3

Hannover ... 53.7 17.6 18.2 10.3 0.2

Silesia 49.2 15.6 24.7 10.1 0.4

Brand 'nbrg 47.6 11.4 33.7 7.0 0.3

German
Empire 55.2 16.7 19.7 8.1 0.4

Comparative Table of Recruiting Returns for the German
Empire in Years 1894 and 1901.

Year.

1894
1901

Prospectively Un-
Fit. Fit. Less Fit. Unfit. worthy.

56.2 16.7 20.0 6.8 0.3

55.2 16.7 19.7 8.1 0.3

The '^Fit" have fallen 1 per cent, and the ''Unfit'

have risen 1.3 per cent.
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The Case for the National Minimum. With Preface by
Mks. Sidney Webb. London, National Committee
for the Prevention of Destitution, 1913.

Deterioration in Health and Efficiency.—The deterio-

ration of the national physique owing to- overwork has
been a commonplace with the workers for over a century,

nation as a whole. In 1900, a year of unparalleled mili-

tary enthusiasm, when every grade of the industrial popu-
lation was contributing its quota to the army, 60 per cent,

of the persons offering themselves were unfit for mili-

tary service. The Committee of Inquiry which ensued
confirmed the impression as to the effect of over-fatigue

on physical deterioration. ... Its suggestion of further
inquiry in this direction was not followed. Indeed, it

was hardly necessary. Numerous employers of labour,

including Lord Brassey, Sir John Brunner, Sir Alfred
Mond, Sir William Mather, and Mr. A. Crossfield, had
testified strongly to the detrimental effect of long hours
on the health of the workers. An even more authorita-
tive pronouncement has recently been made by a Commit-
But it needed the Boer War to impress this fact on the
tee of the United States Steel Corporation, the largest

employer of labour in the world. Its report, dated April,

1912, bears strong testimony to the decrease in vigour
and efficiency produced by continuous over-work. (Pp.
16-17.)

Fatigue. A. Mosso, Professor of Physiology in the Um-
versity of Turin. Translated by Margaret Drum-
mond, M. A., and W. B. Drummond, M. B., C. M.,
F. R. C. P. E., Extra Physician, Royal Hospital for
'Sick Children, Edinburg. London. Swan Sonnen-
schein S Co., Ltd. New York, G. P. Putnam's
Sons. 2nd Edition, 1906.

The ruin which the exhaustion of fatigue brings about
in man appears clearly in the degeneration of our race in
some parts of Italy. In the Province of Caltanisetta, for
example, in the four years between 1881 and 1884, out of

3,672 sulphur workers who presented themselves for ex-
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amination, only 203 were declared fit for military service

;

1,634 were rejected ; 1,835 remanded for another examina-
tion; 1,249 were rejected as under the regulation height;

69 for deficiency of chest measurement ;

'64 for constitu-

tional weakness ; 25 for malformation of the chest ; 43 for

hernia; 48 for spinal curvature; 20 for other physical

deformities; 7 for varicocele; 18 for malarial cachexia;

18 for blindness ; and 73 for various causes. Here then
is a province under the lovely sky of Italy, with a fruitful

soil and in a land rich in natural talent, which out of

3,672 youths of twenty years of age, counts only 203 able

to bear arms. And when we think of our country, it is

with great sorrow and uneasiness that we read these

figures.

In the other provinces of Sicily at the same time,

about twelve per cent, were rejected for deficiency in

height. Out of 3,672 conscripts there would therefore be
about 440 rejected on this account, whereas in Caltanis-

setta there were 1,249, that is to say, about three times as
many.

The first time I went to Sicily I was sent thither in

the capacity of army surgeon, and the conduct of the
levy in the interior of the island was entrusted to me. I

still remember as if it had been today, a tiny church in

which close to the altar stood the inspectors, the lieuten-

ant of the carabineers, and the noisy crowd beyond the
balustrade. I went to see the conscripts behind the high
altar in the choir, and found there a line of youths, thin,

naked and blackened, and mingled with these, others who
were fat, plump and fair, as though they belonged to a
different race. These were the poor and the rich. Some-
times there passed before me all the conscripts of entire

communes, among whom not one could be found fit to bear
arms, so much had toil and fatigue deformed and weak-
ened the population.

The inspectors were humiliated by so much degrada-
tion. ''They are carusi," they told me; that is to say,
men who from childhood have worked as sulphur carriers.

(Pp. 158-159-160.)
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Die Naturwissenschaften. [The Natural Sciences] . Au-
gust 13, 1915. The Biological Influence of City
Life. H. Fehlinger.

The greater frequency of mental maladies in cities is

in part ascribed to the fact that people suffering from
them, even if they come from the country, are for the

most part placed in city institutions. Whether these
diseases occur more frequently among people born or
grown up in the city or in the country population has not
yet to my knowledge been proved. It is possible, how-
ever, and even probable, for in the strain of the city frail

mental constitutions must naturally break down more
easily than in the quiet of country life. This does not
mean, however, that city life is responsible for their low
power of resistance; rather it has made this apparent,
while in the country it would have remained concealed.

Moreover, it would have probably been transmitted to a
larger number of descendants, while the breakdown
w^hich happens in the city usually occurs in the midst of

the active period of life and puts an end to further

transmission of the constitutional weakness. This is

true also not only of lower mental resistance, but quite

as much in regard to the inclination to other infirmities

or diseases which depend on defective heredity. . . .

(Pp. 429-430.)

The causes of the excess of mortality in cities are
probably primarily of a social nature. It is known that
the mortality among the urban laboring classes is by far
the greatest, and that they suffer the most adverse con-
ditions. Moreover, it should be specially noted that it is

just among these that there are to be found a large num-
ber from the country who are not bred to city life, and
therefore more subject to selective urban influences than
natives. It is very striking, too, how industrial laborers
coming from the country to the city deteriorate in the
new surroundings. One involuntarily receives the im-
pression that the strong and healthy aspect of these

people is rather deceptive. The city man may look less

strong and blooming to begin with, yet may evince great-

er powers of resistance.
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It is questionable whether country children come into

the world any stronger than city children. This is com-
monly said, but far from being proved. . . .

According to recruiting statistics, the country popula-

tion shows a stronger general physique at maturity than
that of the city—assuming, that is, that there is no tend-

ency to enlist the rural rather than the city people. Dr.

W. Claasen shows that the nmnber of young men fit for

service bom in the country and engaged in agriculture

sank from 61 per cent, in 1902 to 58.7 per cent, in 1907.

Among those country-bom, but employed industrially, the
percentage fell at the same time from 60.2 to 57.5.

Among those city-born and engaged in agriculture the de-

crease was from 60.1 per cent, to 56.8 per cent; and among
those city-bom and engaged in industry it was from 54.7

per cent, to 49.9 per cent. In considering these figures

it must be remembered that the strength of the army
remained unchanged while the number*of recruits called

on for service was increased. ... (P. 430.)

But even if the rural population is distinguished by
greater corporeal strength, this is no evidence of greater
biological resistance. Modem city Kultur is still very
recent, and from the biological standpoint it is not to be
regarded as possible that in the short time in which it has
been an influential factor it could have caused the de-
generation of the masses ascribed to it. Even if it be
admitted that through external conditions affecting the
nutrition of the germ-plasm an indirect influence is ex-

erted on inheritance, whose consequence might be thai
in the offspring certain qualities are less developed than
are desirable for the welfare of the race, even then it is

quite improbable that the economic changes of the last
few decades could have occasioned a noticeable constitu-
tional impairment of the people.

The standard of living of the masses has especially
in the cities been decidedly improved ; danger from trade
poisons is increasingly avoided ; the consumption of alco-
hol is diminishing; and the war on disease, especially on
the social diseases has made great progress. . . . Who-
ever assumes an injury to the germ plasm from such
causes must admit that the dangers have been decreased.
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But the fact remains that in cities the struggle for ex-

istence is as a rule keener than in the country, and that

therefore congenital defects sooner come to light. . . .

This would also explain the lower percentage of military

fitness in cities. (P. 431.)

Archiv fur Rassen-und Gesellschaftsbiologie. Jahrgang
6, Heft 1, 1909. Die abnelimende Kriegstiichtigkeit

im Deutschen Reich in Stadt und Land von 1902
his 1907. [The Decrease of Fitness for Military

Service in the German Empire in City and Coun-
try from 1902 to 1907.] Dr. W. Claasen.

Since 1902, in connection with the national effort to

heighten our military efficiency, the fitness of the recruits

for military service has been established with special

reference to those from the city and from the country
and those engaged in industry and in agriculture. . . .

General View of the German Empire.

Fit for Ser-
Recruits Examined vice In line

I. Country-b o r n .

a. engaged in ag-
riculture 129,571 76,100

b. engaged In in-
dustry 185,772 106,783

II. City- born.
a. engaged in ag-

riculture 15,624 8,874
b. engaged in in-

dustry 199,367 99,420
Summary for Ger-
many 530,334 291,197

Difference between
I-a and Il-b

According to these figures the fitness for military
service has markedly decreased in the last five years.

. . . We must then assume that the physical efficiency

of the German population is still declining.

This decline involves both city and country popula-
tions, but the latter to only about one-half the same de-

gree. The main mass of the country population is

naturally country-bom. There is no return movement
from city to country worth mentioning. The city-bom

Percentage

1902 1903

of Fitness among
Examined

1904 1905 1906

those

190T

61.0 60.0 59.1 60.2 60.2 58.7

60.2 59.2 58.2 58.5 58.3 57.5

60.1 57.9 58.0 57.8 58.6 56.8

54.7 53.0 .52.6 51.3 50.6 49.9

58.5 57.1 56.4 56.3 55.9 54.9

6.3 7.0 6.5 8.9 9.7 8.8

i
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agricultural workers for the most part are born in small

towns with a considerable agricultural population. Re-
cruiting statistics define as cities all places with more
than 2,000 inhabitants. As we further see, country birth

acts steadily as a factor in the maintenance of strength.

In general we may see by the table, the percentage of

fitness declines with the degree of urbanisation. . . .

The city-bom industrial population averaging the

years 1903-1907 is 8.1% less fit for service than the

country-born agricultural population. If we consider

specific parts of the country we see that this difference

is the more marked in proportion to the density of popu-
lation. ...

The decline in military fitness which on many sides is

still contested, may be proved since 1893. The earlier

figures of the reeruitins: statistics are not comparable
with those since 1893. The percentage of men fit for ser-

vice in the line, not counting those who were fit but ex-

cused from service on account of personal affairs (1903-

1907: 1.7 of all recruits), averaged by five years were as
follows

:

1893-1897 55.8%
1898-1902 55.2%
1903-1907 .'. 54.4%.

The decline then is slow but incontestable; apparently,
however, it is growing steadily faster. (Pp. 73-76.)

Archiv fiir Rassen-und Gesellschaftsbiologie. Jalirqang
6, Heft V. 1909. Stadt und Land als biologisclie

Umwelt. [City and Country as biological En-
vironment.] J. H. F. KOHLBRUGGE.

It is true to be sure that to-day the city mortality is

in general higher than that in the country; but we must
take into account that the mortality in almost all cities

is falling ; and we must give the cities time to adapt them-
selves to the increase of inhabitants before we pronounce
judgment on them. And judgment must primarily be
pronounced to-day not against city life as such but
against still defective sanitary or hygienic regulations.
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Let us remark moreover that no one knows how the mor-
tality figures would stand for the country if all the fac-

tories in the cities were in the country. (P. 640.)

On the other hand we have to note, however, that

many investigations bear witness to the fact that life in

cities weakens the physique, that "in cities for example
are found a large majority of men unfit for military ser-

vice, that rachitis, bad teeth, and narrow chests are

noticeable there much more often than in the country.

(P. 642.)

I will admit besides that the city-bred are in gen-

eral less healthy and strong than country people; that

moreover the expectation of life for men is less by four
years in cities than in the country, and it would be per-

haps still less, if there were not the constant drift from
the country. (P. 642.)

People V. Havnor, 149 N. T., 195. {1896.)

It is to the interest of the State to have strong, ro-

bust, healthy citizens, capable of self-support, of bearing
arms and of adding to the resources of the country. Laws
to effect this purpose by protecting the citizen from over-

work, and requiring a general day of rest to restore his

strength and preserve his health have an obvious con-

nection with the public welfare. Independent of any
question relating to morals or religion, the physical wel-

fare of the citizen is a subject of such primary import-
ance to the State, and has such a direct relation to the

common good, as to make laws tending to promote that

object proper under the police power, and hence valid

under the constitution. . . . (P. 392.)

Increasing Organic Disease. The New Public Health
Problem,. Address delivered before The Ameri-
can Public Health Association, Rochester, Septem-
ber 9, 1915. E. E. RiTTENHOusE, President Life
Extension Institute, Inc.

To sum up, the best available evidence shows that

American life waste from the degenerative diseases is

M
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excessive; that it is increasing rapidly, both in city and
in rural population, and among the native and foreign-

born elements; that it is increasing in the younger age
groups, but in greater ratio in middle life and old age;

that this increased mortality has caused an increase in

the general death rate commencing with age group 40-50,

and that these increases do not occur in kindred nations
in Europe. In short, American vitality appears to be

declining. In view of this evidence may we not well con-

sider these questions

:

Warships, guns, forts and munitions for national de-

fense are now subjects of serious public concern, and
properly so. But is it not time to give thought to the

physical efficiency of the men who are to handle these
defensive weapons now and in the future 1

How much longer may we hope successfully to meet
the struggles of peace and war with the proportion of
inactive, flabby-muscled, low-powered Americans con-
stantly increasing?

How long can the nation endure with the physical fit-

ness of its producers and defenders steadily declining!
This adverse trend is not only very marked but the

death rate from organic disease is very high. The life

waste from this cause is excessive. (Pp. 6-7.)

Our National Defense. The Patriotism of Peace. George
H. Maxwell. Rural Settlement Association.
Washington and New Orleans, 1915, University
Press, Cambridge.

If we are going to have a citizen soldiery in the
country, the first thing we had better set about is to
produce a soldierly citizenry. (P. 20.)

Industry will destroy humanity unless a national sys-
tem of life is universally adopted that will prevent racial
deterioration. (P. 123.)

Employers of labor are most directly responsible for
these evil conditions. They cannot shirk that responsi-
bility. They cannot evade the fact that the menace
against which we most need national defense arises from
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the degeneracy that we are breeding in our midst. If we
cannot do both, we had far better spend our national

energies and revenues in fighting the evils that are rotting

our citizenship, than in building forts and fortifications,

or maintaining a navy and an army for defense against
the remote possibility of attacks by other nations. (P.

124.)

Soldiers alone are not all that a nation needs for de-
fense, no matter how well they may be trained and
equipped, or drilled and officered, or supplemented by
naval strength or fortifications. The foundations on
which national defense must be built are social, economic
and human. The question involves every element of the
problem of preserving and perpetuating even-handed
justice to all, social stability, economic strength, inde-

pendence, a patriotic citizenship and a rugged, stalwart
and virile race. (P. 133.)

1
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The Atlantic Monthly. April, 1916. Preparedness and
Democratic Discipline. Geoege W. Alger. '

I have given . . . some statistics on the unfitness of

the English worker for service in the army. What are
the American statistics on the same subject? I have
before me as I write the statistics compiled by the United
States Marine Corps for the year 1915, showing the
number of applicants examined, those accepted for en-

listment, and the percentage accepted. For the whole
United States, the applicants were 41,168 in number. Of
these 3,833, or 9.31 per cent, were found physically fit

for the service; in other words, one man out of every
eleven examined. Eleven thousand and twelve men ap-
plied in New York City, and of these 316 were found
fit for service, or 2.869 per cent. Those who find them-
selves now suddenly interested in physical fitness as a
great element in military preparedness may profitably

consider these statistics. Industrial anarchy in peace
does not make for physical preparedness in war. (P.

483.)

The notion that preparedness is a mere military
thing, to be had by superimposing upon the most waste-
ful, extravagant, and inefficient army and navy estab-

lishment in the world a new mass of similar expenditures,
is a delusion. If we are so insistent upon preparation
for war, and if we are, as we say, still unprepared after
spending on such preparations over three billion dollars

in the last twenty years, exclusive of pensions, let us at
least in our preparation recognize an essential part of
its true basis. The power behind military Germany is

industrial Germany. The organization of German life

is doubtless extreme, but the current preparedness doc-
trines, however much they may differ on military or
naval estimates, agree at least in this : they ignore abso-
lutely every necessity for improving the industrial or-

ganization, the economic basis for national unity. Sweat-
shops, child-labor, industrial anarchy held in check by
martial law, the exploitation of the worker, lack of an
intelligent policy in handling the immigrant, industrial
accidents crippling and burdening the worker, indus-
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trial diseases unregulated and unprevented, the almost
total absence of effective labor legislation on the side of
inspection and regulation . . . all these and a hundred
others are true problems of preparedness which are to-

day ignored. ... True preparedness calls, not merely
for an external, but for an internal and industrial pro-
gramme. (Pp. 485-486.)
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IV. SHORTER HOURS THE ONLY POSSIBLE
PROTECTION.

A. OVERLONG HOURS MAKE LIGHTEST WORK
INJURIOUS.

The length of working hours, irrespective of the

nature of occupation, is in itself, a menace to health.

Industries not intrinsically dangerous and conducted

under good sanitary conditions may become harmful

through sheer lengthening of the working hours. Even

the lightest work becomes totally exhausting when car-

ried on for an excessive length of time.

Moreover, the man who is employed 12 hours a day

is not allowed to leave the plant, except in rare instamces,

even when the work is not continuous. He is thus on

duty and subject to orders more than three-quarters of

his waking hours.

United States Congress. Senate Document, No. 110. Re-
port on conditions of employment in the Iron and
Steel Industry in the United States. Vol. I. Wages
and Hours of Labor. Sixty-second Congress. 1st

Session, 1911. Washington, 1911.

During the investigation those in charge of the plants
have in their discussions with representatives of the
Bureau frequently emphasized the fact that the men
working these very long hours are not kept busy all the
time. To a considerable extent this is perfectly true ; but
the employees in question are on duty and subject to
orders during the entire period, and they are not, except
in rare instances, allowed to leave the plant. It should
not be overlooked that it is not simply the character or
the continuity of the work, but the fact that in the case
of the 12-hour-a-day man one-half of each 24 hours—more
than three-fourths of his waking hours—^is spent on duty
in the mills, which is of significance to the worker and lus
family. (P. 15.)
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Hours of Labor in the Steel Industry. A Communication
to 15,000 Stockholders of the United States Steel

Corporation. Written after full investigation by
John A. Fitch, for Charles M. Cabot, 95 Milk
Street, Boston, a stockholder of the Steel Corpora-
tion, Boston, 1912.

But all these things are more or less beside the point.

Supposing it were true that the twelve-hour work is easy
and that there were no physical indications of overstrain.

The big fact, the only really vital and significant fact,

remains that a twelve-hour schedule denies a man all

true leisure. It isn't leisure for a man to sit on a bench
in a steel mill waiting for his turn any more than it is for

a motorman at a street crossing, waiting for the signal

to proceed, or a machinist at his lathe, between times of

increasing the tension. . . .

It is the workman's right to spend his leisure hours
outside the mill yard, and that is something that the

twelve-hour day denies him. (Pp. 11-12.)

Buckeye Cotton Oil Co. v. State, 60 Southern Rep., 775.

(1913.)

The statute protects all employees in a designated
class without reference to the sanitary or unsanitary
condition of the establishment in which their work is

performed. The injurious consequences from which they
are protected are such as result from overwork of a cer-

tain character, and not such as result from unsanitary
surroundings. That it appears from the agreed state-

ment of facts ''that the work in which these employees
were engaged in no manner impairs their health, physical
condition or moral nature, or that of the public, '

' is also
immaterial, for the experience of mankind has demon-
strated that the contrary is the fact, when it is performed
daily for many consecutive hours.

Report of the Illinois Factory Inspectors. 1893.

The lightest occupations are rendered injurious by
long hours of labor.. (P. 8.) {.f T .*?
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Charities and the Commons, March 6, 1909. Vol. XXI.
No. 23. New York. Factory Inspection in Pitts-

burgh. FloriJnce Kelley, Secretary National
Consumers' League; Former Chief Factory In-

spector, Illinois.

Injurious Conditions of Work.

Industries may be injurious by reason of the nature
of the machinery or of the material used (lead, sulphur,

acid, etc.) or of dust produced in the process (steel,

brass, cork, etc.) or of strain due to heat, cold, glare,

darkness, or speed. Finally, an industry not intrinsically

injurious may become so in a high degree by sheer
lengthening of working hours, particularly when the

workers are required to stand. (P. J-112.)

Even where the . . . work was as simple as wrap-
ping caramels or packing crackers, the long hours com-
bined with enforced standing made a harmless process
highly injurious. (P. 1115.)

Evils of the Factory System. Demonstrated by Parlia-
mentary Evidence. Charles Wnro. London,
Saunders and Otley, 1837.

We must judge of the nature of an employment by
its effects. Many employments require considerable
exertion of strength, and yet, from being less monoto-
nous, from requiring less of continued attentiveness, and
from being carried on in daylight and in the open air,

may be much less injurious than factory labour. But,
however light, however easy, however healthy an employ-
ment may be it may be so protracted as to become neither
light, nor easy, nor healthy, and that this has been the
case with the factory labour no one who reads the evi-
dence brought before the several committees that have
ifrom time to time been appointed can for a moment
Idoubt. (Pp. xxix-xxx.)
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The Eight Hours Day. Sidney Webb and Harold Cox.
London, Walter Scott, 1891.

The human body needs frequent change of surround-
ings, change of exercise, to keep it in perfect condition.
A man, and still more a woman, will suffer from pro-
tracted occupation at one particular task, even if that
task in itself is healthy enough. And of all the manual
work done in an advanced industrial community to-day,
how much is healthy in its nature or done under healthy
conditions? (Pp. 6-7.)

The arguments and facts .which we have above
brought forward with regard to railway servants apply,
with only slight differences of detail, to the employes of
tramway and omnibus companies. The conditions of
labour of these most useful servants of the public are
about as bad as possible. The hours range from thirteen
to seventeen a day on tramcars, and about the same on
omnibuses. In order not to overstate the case, however,
it may be admitted that anything beyond fourteen hours
a, day is exceptional in the case of omnibuses. On tram-
ways it is to be feared that this limit is often overpassed,
and we have been informed, on the best authority, of

•cases where a man is regularly kept at work seventeen
liours a day. Of course, too, it must be borne in mind
that trams and omnibuses run on Sundays as well as

week-days, and on many lines drivers and conductors

only get an occasional Sunday off. In one case reported

to us while collecting information on this subject, a tram-

car conductor had not had a single Sunday off for two
years.

It is impossible to speak too strongly about the bar-

barity of such a system as this. That the work of driv-

ing or conducting a tramcar is not in itself exhausting,

is no defense for such cruel prolongation. For however

light the work itself may be, it involves the loss of lib-

erty during the whole period over which it is continued.

A man who is tied fourteen or fifteen hours a day to a

moving car or 'bus has no liberty left him for reasonable

recreation, no liberty to see his wife and children and his

friends; no liberty ever for proper rest over his meals.
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He has only just enough spare time to get to his house
at night, stow his supper inside him, and tumble into

bed.

Moreover, the actual work involved in a driver's or

conductor's occupation, though light enough for the first

half-hour or hour, or two hours, becomes a serious strain

towards the end of a long day. . . . (Pp. 81-82.)

About the unhealthiness of such conditions of life it

is hardly necessary to argue.

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XII. 1895. Report from
the Select Committee on Shops {Early Closing)
Bill.

Witness, Dr. Percy Kidd, M. D., of University of Ox-
ford, Fellow of College of Physicians and Member of the

College of Surgeons. Attached to London Hospital and
Brompton Hospital.

5352. Would this be a fair way of putting it: it is

not the actual work of people in shops, but having to be
there and standing about and sitting about in bad air;

it is the long hours which is the injurious part of itf

—

Quite so, the prolonged tension. (P. 218.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. VI. 1901. Report from
the Select Committee of the House of Lords on
Early Closing of Shops.

Witness, Sir William S. Church, President of the
Eoyal College of Physicians

:

2306. . . . The evils which arise, I think, in these
cases are those which arise rather from the long hours
of attendance than from the severity of the labour. (P.

108.)

Revue Internationale de Sociologie, Nov.-Dec, 1895. Le
Travail Humain et ses Lois. [The Laws of Human
Work.] Francesco S. Nitti, University of
Naples. Paris, Giard et Briere, 1895.

But, says Lagrange, it is not solely the occupation
demanding great muscular exertion that produces ex-
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haustion, but it is often, and, in industrial life, almost
always, the occupation requiring a great number of

hours of work. In such cases, combustion is not very
active and its wastes have time to be eliminated; the

products of disassimilation do not necessarily accumu-
late in the organism and there is no auto-intoxication,

but what does happen is that much organic material is

used up and the organism suffers extensive losses. (P.

1034.)

Soziale Pathologic. Dr. Alfred Grotjahn. Berlin,
August Hirschwald, 1915.

Monotonous work is especially unhealthy. Modern
industry, unfortunately, with its division of labor to the
smallest detail, tends to replace the variety of hand work
with the monotony of the shop and factory. The result

is a more rapid fatigue of the worker, even in connection
with easy work.

Finally unduly prolonged working hours may in

themselves be injurious to health even if the work in it-

self is easy and healthful. We may say without exag-
geration that there is no work which hours prolonged to

the limit of the worker 's strength may not make a tor-

ment and a serious menace to health. On the other hand
many kinds of heavy and disagreeable work may be dis-

associated from many of their unhealthful features if

performed for a short time only or in alternation with
other kinds of work.

From these considerations it is clear that the regula-

tion of working hours is a matter of the highest concern
for the student of social hygiene as well as for the student

of political science. (P. 467.)

Jahresberichte der Gewerbe-Aufsichtsheamten und Berg-
hehorden fur das Jahr 1907. Bd. Ill, [Reports

of the {German) Factory and Mine Inspectors for
1907. Vol. III.] Berlin, Decker, 1908.

Bremen.

While it is quite true that in most cases their work is,

by itself, not unreasonable in its demands upon their
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strength, yet when even easy tasks are performed in con-

nection with highly perfected, rapidly speeded machin-
ery, and are continued for hours and repeated thousands
of times, they then constitute work that makes very great
demands not only upon the physical endurance, but also

upon the nervous system. (P. 24, *'^.)

Proceedings of the Fifth Meeting of the International As-
sociation for Labor Legislation. Lucerne, 1908.

Jena, Fischer, 1909. *.

Factory Inspector Furst:

A celebrated hygienist of Germany, Prof. Sommer-
feld, says :

'

' Overstrain may be either the result of un-
reasonably hard work, or of hours of work that are too
long even though the processes of work do not make spe-

cial demands upon muscular strength. In both cases the
same results appear in course of time, sooner, in propor-
tion as other dangers are involved in the occupation, or
the organism of the worker is younger and less resistant,

or the social conditions of the workers more wretched.
(Pp. 124-125.)

Die Krankheiten der Arheiter. Bd. 2. [The Diseases of
Working People. Vol. 2.] Dr. Ludwiq Hirt.
Leipzig, 1878.

In the second place the working time must be consid-

ered, because in this factor of work lies the greatest pos-
sibility of exhausting the strength by forced exertion.

(P. 266.) •

No attitude of the body is harmful in itself; only in
prolonging it until it produces harmful results; all the
well-known disturbances, such as varicose veins, etc., etc.,

arise, not through sitting or standing, but through ex-
cessively prolonged sitting or standing. (P. 268.)

Verhandlungen des Reichstags, 101. Sitzung, 16. April,
1891. [Proceedings of the {German) Reichstag,
101st Session, April 16, 1891.]

Representative Grillenberger

:

If I am told that the laws already protect men from
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over-long hours in dangerous employments or those

which injure the health of the employee, I reply that

therein is a proof of our correctness in demanding a gen-

eral legal working day. The health of the worker is

bound to be injured by over-long hours in any line of

work, no matter what it is, and if the Bundesrath wishes
to be logical, then it must take the position that the prin-

ciple already acknowledged in that section of the law
must be extended uniformly. It will be more rational to

regulate conditions with foresight, by the law, than to

leave them to work themselves out by slower methods.
(P. 2364.)

Handhuch der Hygiene. Bd. <5^ [Handbook of Hygiene.'
Vol. 8^.] Edited by Dr. Theodore Weyl. Allge*-

meine Gewerbehygiene und Fabrihgesetzgebung.
{General Industrial Hygiene and Factory Legis-
lation.']. Dr. Emil Roth. Jena, 1894.

When we take up the question of the effect of special

trades upon morbidity and mortality, it must be premised
that the idea of industrial diseases or occupational dis-

eases in the ordinary sense of the term is inaccurate, for
the specific so-called dangers of trades as such are not in-

separably bound up with those trades, as the special

hygiene of the factory proves daily. Only in so far as
the length of working time, and severity of physical or
mental labor are concerned in the various trades, or the
necessarily close crowding in closed rooms in one or
another occupation, can we speak of the different effects

of different kinds of occupation upon the organism. (P.

8.)

Jahresberichte des Gewerbe-Aufsichtsbeamten im Konig-
reich Wilrttemberg fur das Jahr 1902. [Reports
of the Factory Inspectors in the Kingdom of Wilrt-
temberg for 1902.] Stuttgart, Lindemann, 1903.

. . .Reduction of hours does not keep pace with ad-i

vances in technique . . . where there is an obvious tend*
ency to make use of human power to the fullest possible
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extent. This is especially true in the textile mills, where"
certain older processes are modified by new contrivances.

The result now is that, while the wages of skilled spinners
(women) have risen about 12 or 13 per cent., the number
of spindles on which they must concentrate attention for

11 hours has been raised from 500 to 750, an increase of

50 per cent. This is not quite the same as saying that the

strain upon the spinners is 50 per cent, greater, since a

certain number of helpers are provided. Nevertheless
the attention and skill demanded are much greater than
was formerly the case. Such examples make it plain

that, with this increasing intensity of strain in work, the

hours of work must be correspondingly shortened if the
people are to be protected from ruin of their health.

(Pp. 74-5.)

Handbuch der Arbeiterwohlfahrt. Bd. II. [Handbook
of the General Welfare of the Working Classes.

Vol. II.] Edited by Dr. Otto Dammer. Arbeiter-
schutz. [Protection of Working People.] Dr.
AscHER. Stuttgart, Enke, 1902.

The long working hours also explain the well-known
fact that waiters and waitresses are "used up" at a com-
paratively early age. . . . The effect of work carried on
during long hours in badly ventilated places is also im-
portant. ... It is clear that many of these evils can be
remedied only by shortening the working hours. (P. 70.)

jahresberichte der Gewerbe-Aufsichtsbeamten im Konig-
reich Wiirttemberg filr das Jahr 1903. [Reports

of the Factory Inspectors in the Kingdom of Wiirt-
temberg, 1903.] Stuttgart, Lindemann. 1904.

This uncontested fact of rising claims upon the physi-
cal and mental capacity of the workman, which is more
or less strikingly evident in every department of labor,

has in recent years brought the question of shorter hours
to the front. The necessity of compensation through
shorter hours is not only recognized by the inspectors, but
by many employers as well. (P. 96.)
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A decrease of the intensity of exertion in industry is

not feasible. The needed protection, therefore, can be

afforded only through shortening the hours of labor.

Wealth and Progress. Geoege Gunton. New York, Apple-
ton, 1887.

In proportion as the use of improved machinery is

extended, and the specialization of labor is increased, does
this labor become physically and nervously more ex-

hausting; and in proportion as this pressure increases,

unless the working time is correspondingly reduced, the
laborer's susceptibility to the refining and elevating influ-

ences of his social environment is lessened and his leisure

moments find him dull and indifferent to all moral and po-
litical influences. (P. 359.)

Report of the United States Industrial Commission.
Final Report. Vol. XIX. 1902.

It is certain that any programme for reducing this

intensity of exertion must fail. The entire tendency of

industry is in the direction of an increased exertion. Any
restrictions on output must work to the disadvantage of

American industry, and the employers are often right in

their demand, usually successful, that such restrictions

be abandoned. This being true, there is but one alterna-

tive if the working population is to be protected in its

health and trade longevity, namely, a reduction of the

hours of labor. (P. 764.)

So far as restriction of product is designed to avoid
excessive strain and to preserve the health and strength

of the workers, the object is legitimate, and the method
might be sanctioned if there were no better ; but the same
end may be attained in another way, which is more ad-

vantageous to the worker himself and which offers less

ground for condemnation. Deliberate slackening of ac-

tivity seems directly contrary to the principles of indus-

try, and it alienates the sympathy of every one outside

the wage-earning class. Diminution of working hours
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brings as great physical relief to the worker, and it offers

social advantages which men of every class can appreci-

ate. The enjoyment of home, the opportunity for intel-

lectual cultivation, the possibility of stimulating new and
higher desires—these things are visible to all and ap-
proved by all. (P. 820.)

Industrial Conference under the Auspices of the National
Civic Federation. New York, 1902. The Eight-
hour Day. Prof. George Gunton, Institute of So-
cial Economics. Neiv York, The Winthrop Press,
1903.

The factory system makes this (shortening hours)
more and more necessary in proportion as it is perfected
in its mechanism. It becomes all the time more and more
exacting. The greater the perfection of the machinery
or the method, the more attention is required. (P. 173.)

The remedy for this cannot be found in slackening up
on the demands for economic output and effectiveness in

the machinery. . . . The remedy for that must come on
the other side, shortening the day, not slackening the ef-

fort. The tension may not be lessened, but the hours may
be reduced. The exhaustion of the laborer must be
avoided, but it cannot be avoided by reducing production
. . . they must have relief by lessening the duration of
the pressure every day. (Pp. 174-175.)

The Eight Hours Day. Sidney W^hh and Harold Cox.
London, Walter Scott, 1891.

In the large iron industries, again, constant alterna-

tions between fierce heat and the cold of the outer air

are trying even to the most robust constitutions. Num-
berless industries also have specially noxious features,

as, for example, the white lead industry, Jiouse painting,

plumbing, fur pulling, etc., etc. And so we might go on
through all the trades of the country showing the posi-

tive unhealthiness of the large majority of them. Doubt-
less in many cases a great deal of this unhealthiness
might be removed by a little care on the part of the men,
and a little expenditure on the part of the masters. But
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when all has been done in this direction that can be done,
the great bulk of the manual work of the country must
carry with it incidents of unhealthiness. Consequently
the only way to diminish the ill effect on the human body
is to diminish the period in each day during which the
body is exposed to these noxious incidents. (Pp. 140-

141.)

Canada Labor Gazette, August, 1903. Report of British
Columbia Royal Labor Commission. Dawson.
Ottawa.

The report concludes with a recommendation as to the
shortening of the hours of labor. ''In these days," say
the Commissioners, "when the human energies are
strained to their utmost amid whirling dust and machin-
ery, long hours are a crime against nature. The ma-
chine should be the servant of man, and not man the slave

of the machine. One of the most legitimate modes in

which a legislature can aid in improving the condition of

the workmen is by the shortening of hours." (P. 136.;

Eighth International Congress of Hygiene and Demogra-
phy. Budapest, 1894. Vol. VII, Sec. V. Vber das
Verhdltniss der Dauer des Arbeitstages zur Ge-
sundheit des Arbeiters und dessen Einfluss auf
die offentliche Gesundheit. {The Length of the\

Working Day in its Relation to the Workman'
S\

Health and ifts Influence upon Public Health.]

Dr. E. R. J. Krejcsi, Vice-Secretary of the Cham-
ber of Commerce in Budapest. Budapest^ 1896.

In branches of industry where machinery is used, the

normal working day of which the worker is fully capable]

is shorter in proportion as machinery is more complicated
and the demands made upon the intelligence, attentionj

and memory of the worker are more incessant.

Such workers expend both their mental and physical]

strength in strenuous exertion, and thus their normal*
energy is sooner exhausted and the injurious results of]

overstrain become evident earlier than in simpler forms
of labor. (P. 326.)
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jArchiv filr Ufifallheilkunde, Gewerhehygiene, und Gewer-
bekrankheiten. Bd. I. Uber den Gesundheits-
schutz der Gewerblichen Arheiter. {Protection of
the Worhingman's Health.] Dr. Schaefer, Stutt-

gart, Enke, 1896.

The more technic is perfected, the more complicated
the machine and the more rapid its speed, the greater
are the demands made upon the workman and the more
important it becomes to shorten his hours of work.
(P. 204.)

Die Pathologie und Therapie der Neurasthenie. [Patho-
logy and Therapeutics of Neurasthenia.] Dr. Otto
BiNSwANGER, Profcssor of Psychiatry and Director

of the Psychiatric Hospital at Jena. Jena, Fischer,
1896.

General prophylaxis will find its most pressing duty
to lie in the protection of those members of society who
are still healthy, from immoderate demands upon their

strength. As, on account of the competition in all classes

of society, it is hardly possible to relax intensity of work
for any one individual without destroying his chances for
success, a general plan of hygienic regulation of work
must be adopted with a view to the preservation of racial

vigor, and the working energy demanded shall be re-

duced enough to allow rest and recreation in ample ex-

tent for every one. (P. 358.)

Amtliche Mittheilungen aus den Jahresberichten der
Gewerbe-Aufsichtsbeamten. XXII. 1897. [Of-
ficial Information from Reports of the (German)
Factory Inspectors.] Berlin, Bruer, 1898.

The demand for shorter hours of work is justified by
the hardships in which modem industry has plunged the
whole working class. In a comparatively short time, for
instance, machinery of much greater speed has been in-

stalled in a number of branches of industry. Even the
young, industrious workman must stretch every nerve to

keep up with the speeding process necessitated by ma-
•chinery. (P. 156.)
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Machine work allows no time for rest and variety, the
workman's nerves suffer, and when, as sometimes hap-
pens, his Sunday's rest is taken from him, he breaks
down. Older workmen cannot accommodate themselves
to this pace, and the rapidity of development has been,

such that a gradual adaptation to the altered conditions
is for them absolutely out of the question. The result is

that older people are excluded more and more from fac-

tory work. (P. 157). No unsatisfactory results appear
to have followed in any instance where hours have been
shortened. (P. 158.)

Gesammelte Abhandlungen. Bd. III. [Complete works.
Vol. Til 1 Die Volkswirthschaftliche Bedeutung
der Verkurzung des Industriellen Arheitstages,
[The Economic Significance of a Shorter Workvng
Day.']. Ernst Abbe. Paper read before the Eco-
nomic Society at Jena in 1901. Jena, Fischer,
1906.

On the one hand, it must be admitted that daily mo-
notonous labor has a stupefying influence ; on the other,

that technical and scientific demands create a continu-

ous strain upon intelligence ; hence there is only one way
to restore a balance:—by giving some opportunity for
natural intelligence to develop, by concentrating daily

toil into the shortest possible time and leaving the longest
possible time for rest and intellectual stimulus, that peo-
ple may not be made stupid, but, in spite of the monotony
of their daily tasks, may retain the capacity for interest

in other things. (Pp. 237-238.)

Jahresberichte der Gewerbe-Aufsichtsbeamten im Kdnig-\
reich Wiirttemberg fur das Jahr 1902. [Reports
of the Factory Inspectors in the Kingdom of Wiirt-
temberg for 1902.] Stuttgart, Lindemann, 1903,

But this reduction of hours does not keep pace with
advances in technique . . . where there is an obvious
tendency to make use of human power to the fullest pos-

sible extent. This is especially true in the textile mills,

where certain older processes are modified by new con-
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trivances. . . . The result now is, that, while the wages of

skilled spinners (women) have risen about 12 or 13 per
cent., the number of spindles, on which they must concen-
trate attention for 11 hours, has been raised from 500
to 750—an increase of 50 per cent. This is not quite the
same as saying that tKe strain upon the spinners is 50
per cent, greater, since a certain number of helpers are
provided, nevertheless the attention and skill demanded
are much greater than was formerly the case. . . . Such
examples make it plain that, with this increasing intensity

of strain in work, the hours of work must be correspond-
ingly shortened if the people are to be protected from
ruin of health. (Pp. 74-75.)

Jahresberichte der Gewerbe-Aufsichtsbeamten im Konig-
reich Wurttemberg fur das Jahr 1903. {Reports of
the Factory Inspectors in the Kingdom of WUrt'
temberg for 1903.] Stuttgart, Lindemann, 1904.

To-day the technical development of industry leads to

ever and ever greater demands upon the intensity and
attention of the worker. When the speed of the machine
is greatest, then the workman has more given to him to

attend to. This uncontested fact of rising claims upon
the physical and mental capacity of the workman, which
is more or less strikingly evident in every department of
labor, has in recent years brought the question of shorter
hours to the front. The necessity of compensation
through shorter hours is not only recognized by the in-

spectors, but by many employers as well. (P. 96.)

Jlandivorterbuch der Staatswissenschaften. Bd. I. [Com-
pendium of Political Science. Vol. /.] Edited by
Drs. J. CoNEAD, Professor of Political Science in
Halle; L. Elsteb, Ober Reg. Rath in Berlin; W.
Lexis, Professor of Political Science in Gottingen;
and Edg. Loening, Professor of Law in Halle, Ar-
beitszeit. [Hours of Work.] Dr. H. Herkkeb,
Berlin. Jena, Fischer, 1909.

The workman sees in reduction of working hours the
surest remedy for all the dangers that arise from his
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work, and that menace him with premature exhaustion
of his working power, his only capital. The more piece

work and speeding stimulate the intensity of production,
the more quickly a dangerous degree of fatigue is likely

to appear, resulting from the one-sided exertion of cer-

tain nerves or muscles (a feature of the subdivision of

labor). (P. 1204.)

Intensiveness of work means progress for the worker,
so long as the tempo keeps within customary bounds ; that

is, while speed can be maintained without requiring con-

tinuous new impulses of will-power. If, in spite of shorter
hours, intensiveness of work leads to chronic over-fatigue,

then it is just as necessary to overcome that evil as the
over-fatigue resulting from overlong hours of less in-

tensity. (P. 1217.)

An das Schweiz. Industriedepartement, Bern, die Eid-
genossischen-Fabrikmspectoren. [Report of the

Swiss Factory Inspectors to the Swiss Department
of Labor on the Revision of the Factory Laivs.]

Schaffhausen, 1904.

As technique becomes more developed, machinery
more complicated, and the pace swifter, so much more
insistent become the demands of the workers and the

claims of hygienists for a shorter work day as a physio-
logical necessity. (P. 23.)

When we consider the great material advantages of

modem industry in being enabled to economize material
by the use of water power day and night, by keeping its

furnaces forever burning, and so on, it seems as if it

might well be in place to economize also the strength of
the people by shortening their shifts of work. (Pp. 34-35.)
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A. GENERAL BENEFIT TO COMMERCIAL
PROSPERITY.

The experience of those manufacturing countries

which have longest had the short working day, shows

that commercial prosperity is not hampered by the cur-

tailment of hours. The increased efficiency of the work-

ers due to shorter working hours, together with the gen-

eral improvement of industrial communities in physique

and morals, reacts so favorably upon output that commer-

cial prosperity is heightened rather than impaired.

The Employment of Children in Manufactories. Letter
to the Earl of Liverpool. New Lanark. 1818.

Robert Owen.

Is it or is it not the interest of the master manufac-
turers that their operatives should be employed longer
than ten hours per day?

The most substantial support to the trade, commerce,
and manufactures of this and of every country, are the

laboring classes of its population; and the real pros-
perity of any nation may be at all times accurately as-

certained by the amount of wages, or the extent of the

comforts, which the productive classes can obtain in re-

turn for their labor. It is evident that food mu&t be pro-
cured by the working man and his family before he can
purchase any other article. If therefore this class of

our population is so degraded and oppressed, that they
can only procure the bare necessaries of life, they are
lost as customers to the manufacturer ; and it is to be rec-

ollected that at least two-thirds of the population of all

countries derive their immediate support from the wages
of labor, and in this country chiefly from trade and manu-
factures. When ignorance, overwork, and low wages
are combined, not only is the laborer in a wretched situa-

tion, but all the higher classes are essentially injured, al-
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though none will suffer in consequence more severely
than the master manufacturer, for the reason which has
been before stated. Let your minds dwell a little longer
on this subject, and you will soon discover that it is most
obviously your interest that your operatives should be
well taught in infancy, and during their future lives

rendered healthy, and put in possession of the means of
being good customers to you. But they cannot be well
taught, healthy, or competent to spend moderate wages
advantageously for themselves, for you, and for the
country, if they enter into your employment at a pre-
mature age, and are afterwards compelled to exhaust
their physical powers by unreasonable labor, without
proper relaxation and leisure. By such short-sighted
practices you cut up your prosperity by the root, and
most eifectually kill the goose from which you would oth-
erwise daily receive the golden egg.

I can have no motive to deceive you. My whole pe-
cuniary interest is embarked in the same cause with
you. I am one of yourselves, and should suffer more
than the majority of you by any measure that really in-

jured the manufacturing system. (Pp. 34-35.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXIII. 1850. Reports
of Inspectors of Factories for the Half-year end-
ing April 30, 1850.

I am happy to be able to give some strong proofs
that the Ten Hours' Act has not been productive of those
ruinous consequences to trade which some predicted
would inevitably follow, and that it has not had the effect

of deterring persons from entering into the business and
investing fresh capital in it, whether in building new
mills or in extending works already existing, from an
apprehension that ten hours' work could not yield a
remunerative profit. There are many instances of addi-
tional machinery where there was previously unemployed
power, and numerous instances of a change in the firm,

implying also new investments of capital. And if we
take into account the vast increase since 1834, not only
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of cotton mills, but of woolen, worsted, flax, and silk

factories, it may be confidently maintained that the legis-

lative restrictions imposed in that year and since, while

they have vastly improved the condition of the operatives

employed in them, cannot be charged with having thrown
impediments in the way of a steadily progressive im-
provement in all these branches of trade. (Pp. 5-6.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XL. 1852-1853. Reports

of Inspectors of Factories for Half-year ending
April 30, 1853.

If those who in 1833 predicted (and there were some
of great authority among our political economists who
did so) the ruin of our manufacturers if the then pro-

posed restrictions on factory labor were adopted, will

now fairly and candidly look at the results of this great
practical experiment in legislation, whether in relation

to the improved condition of the factory workers, or to

the increase of mills and to the fortunes since made in

every department of manufacture subject to the law, they
must, I think, admit that they have seen ground to make
them pause before they in future condenm measures for

elevating the moral and social condition of the humbler
classes by the regulai;ion of their labor, as being opposed
to principle; for the factory legislation has been proved
to be in entire accordance with principle, even with that
of the production of wealth, when the te'rm principle is

imderstood in an enlarged and comprehensive sense.

<P. 21.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol XVIII. 1856. Report of
Inspector of Factories for Half-year Ending Oc-
tober 31, 1855.

. . . All the branches subject to the law have pros-
pered and as regards cotton factories to an extent that
they have been multiplied by at least one-fourth since the
Act of 1833 came into operation. . . . The Factory
Act of 1833 set the bold example to other nations of a
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great manufacturing country limiting in the face of for-
midable competitors the hours of labor in factories for
the manufacture of textile fabrics. The example of Eng-
land had followers on the continent. Other countries in

which the evils of unrestricted and excessive labor in

factories had become apparent, though the evils had be-

come apparent to the Governments under different cir-

cumstances from those which excited attention in Eng-
land, acknowledged that the limitation of the hours of

labor within moderate bounds was as necessary for the
welfare of the population as it had proved to be in Eng-
land, and might be carried out with as little risk to the

general prosperity of the manufacturer as it had been
in England. (P. 57.)

A vast number of the employers of labor assert the

soundness of the principle of limiting the duration of
labor and the development of the principle in this country
has certainly attracted followers rather than created op-

ponents. . . . The factory laws were enacted for the

benefit of the employed, but under the full persuasion that

they would prove innocuous to the interests of the em-
ployers, that anticipation, I believe, has in the main been
verified; and in referring to the factory laws of France
and their operation, I speak as fully persuaded that the
uniform application of the principle of limited inter-

ference between employer and employed is advantageous
to both, and certainly not mischievous to the former. (Pp.

76-77.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XII. 1859. Report of
Inspector of Factories for Half-year ending 31st

October, 1858.

It is most satisfactory to reflect that the experience of

nearly a quarter of a century has proved the wisdom of

Parliament in this humane legislation; that while the

condition of persons employed in factories has been
greatly improved by their protection from excessive

labour, the restrictions have in no degree interfered with
the prosperity of those branches of trade to which the
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Acts apply, as I shall presently show by the clearest evi-

dence. ... It has been repeatedly said to me by mill

owners and other persons living in the manufacturing
districts that the Factory Acts have immensely improved
the character, manners and general condition of the op-

eratives. That they have in no way interfered with the

progress and improvement of the branches of trade to

which they apply is demonstrated by the following facts.
.

' . . In 22 years the number of cotton mills is nearly
doubled and the persons employed therein more than
doubled; that the number of woolen and worsted mills

has considerably decreased, but that the number of per-

sons employed therein has more than doubled, showing
that the larger mills have extinguished a considerable
proportion of the smaller ones ; that the same thing may
be observed, although in a less degree, with regard to

the flax mills ; and that the number of silk mills has been
doubled and the number of persons employed in them
nearly so. (Pp. 8-9.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXXIV. 1860. Report
of Inspectors of Factories for Half-year ending
October 31, 1859.

With regard to production, an analysis of the value
of our exports in 1858 shows an increase of £21,231,032
^over 1844, when the amended Factory Act came into

)peration. Of course I am not claiming this large in-

^crease on account of the Factory Acts, far from it, I only
quote it to show that production has not been interfered
with by them. (P. 53.)

^British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXIV. 1866. Reports
of Inspectors of Factories for Half-year ending
31st October, 1865.

Moreover, to assume that so to limit the hours of la-

bour would be to destroy any branch of a particular
trade is to assume that we have arrived at the end of
mechanical and chemical science, and that there remains
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no more capital to be expended. . . . In no trade
already under restriction from the longest possible

hours to 60 hours ' work a week, has production been di--

minished, or have the interests of the masters been in-

juriously affected; whilst it has become an axiom that

overwork is never good work, seldom profitable, and al-

ways prejudicial to the physical and moral condition of

the workers. (P. 82.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XIV. 1868-1869. Re-
ports of Inspectors of Factories.

In conclusion we think we may point with satisfac-

tion to the results of past legislation in this direction,

seeing that in spite of the opposition, and deterring
predictions hurled against it, our commercial intercourse

and prosperity is extending with a corresponding in-

crease of national wealth. (P. 314.)

The case for an Eight-Hours' Bill. London: Published
for the Fabian Society by John Heywood, 1891.

{Fabian Tracts, No. 23).

Will shorter hours ruin our commerce? The capi-

talists and newspapers say so ; but they ignore, as they

have always ignored, the industrial advantages of the

improved health and increased intelligence which fol-

low upon the enjoyment of adequate daily leisure. Sev-
enty-five years ago our cotton mills commonly worked
ninety and one hundred hours per week. By successive

stages these hours have been brought down to fifty-six

and a half. At every stage it has been conclusively

"proved" by the manufacturers tha,t the proposed new
restriction of hours would deprive them of all margin
of profit, would raise the price of the commodity, lower
the wages of the workers, and destroy the export trade.

Yet the result has over and over again shown that man-
ufacturers and theorists alike were wrong; the hours of

work have been successively reduced, without diminu-
tion of production, fall of wages, rise of prices, or slack-

ening of trade. (P. 10.)
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The Eight Hours Day. Sidney "Webb and Habold Cox,
B. A. London, Walter Scott, 1891.

As regards the effect upon prices and the export
trade, the following table is conclusive.

EXPORT OF BRITISH COTTON GOODS.

Quantities in

Millions. Per Inhabitant.

Yards Lbs. Value Yards Lbs. Value
Average of Ten of of in of of . in

Years. Cloth. Yam. Thousands. Cloth. Yarn . Shillings.

1821-30 340 39 £17,210

21,390

15 2 15
1831-40 589 90 23 4 16
Factory Acts,

1831, 1833,

1841-50 965 137 24,215 35 5 17
Factory Acts,

1844, 1847,

1850, 1851-60 1,988 171 38,030 70 6 27
Factory Acts,

1852, 1856,

1861-70 2,444 136 59,620 81 4 40
Factory Acts,

1861, 1863,

1864, 1867,

1870, 1871-

80 3,693 222 71,930 110 7 43

Factory Acts,

1874, 1878....

(Pp. 96-97.)

Shorter Working Day. E. A. Hadfield, of Hadfield's

Steel Foundry Co., Shefield, and H. de B. Gib-

bins, M. A. London, Methuen, 1892.

There are two very important sets of facts to be ob-

tained upon this question of the previous effects of a re-

duction of working hours, and these facts come, not from
Australia or any other country whose conditions we
might grant were different from our own, but from Eng-
land itself. We refer to the results shown in the work-
ing of the Factory Acts which reduced the hours of la-

bour not by one or two, but by three, four, and even six

hours per day, and which nevertheless, as everybody
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now admits, have been of immense benefit, not only to

the working classes, but to the nation at large, and have
cansed no decline whatever in the rate of production.

. . . During the successive reductions of working
hours the price of cotton yarn has fallen from 25.71

pence per pound in 1821 to 12.82 pence per pound in

1884. (Pp. 102-103.)

As it is found that where labour is best paid that

there are the best and, with certain qualifications, the

cheapest products, so also will it probably be as regards
reduced hours. (P. 114.)

Eight Hours for Work. Joh?n Kae, M. A. London and
New York, Macmillan & Co., 1894.

But the antecedent opinions of even the largest and
most experienced employers cannot be set in the scale

against actual experiment, and the teaching of experi-

ment, as far as it has yet gone, seems certainly to indi-

cate that an eight-hours day will strengthen us against

foreign competition rather than otherwise, because it

will strengthen that precise factor in production by
which our industrial supremacy has been principally

maintained, and on which apparently it must altogether

depend in the future—viz., the high industrial energy
of our workpeople.

The industrial competition of the nations is fast be-

coming a mere contest in the personal productive capa-
city of their labourers. The other conditions of the

strife are getting equalized. . . . Improved machin-
ery is no sooner made in one country than it is imported
or imitated in another; and as the material elements of

the competition are growing equal, the supremacy must
obviously go to the nation that can turn these elements
to most account—the nation with the most vigorous, the

most intelligent, the most productive working class. .

. . It is a great mistake, as I have already had an op-

portunity of showing, to imagine that the introduction

of machinery has in any degree diminished the import-
ance of the influence which differences in the personal
efficiency of the labour of rival nations are capable of
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exerting on the results of the production of these na-

tions and on their fortunes in mutual competition. Per-

sonal efficiency plays as decisive and controlling a part
under machinery as it does in hand labour. (Pp. 144-

146.)

This national characteristic of high productive en-

ergy, which has given us the superiority over Continen-
tal countries in the industrial competition, is itself the

product of those high wages and short hours which are

so commonly supposed to handicap us heavily for the

race. (P. 150.)

Hours and Wages in Relation to Production. Lujo
Beentano. Translated by Mrs. William Arnold.
London, Sonnenschein, 1894.

... As a matter of fact, high wages and short hours
are a cause of England 's advance, while it is the contrary
that causes our backwardness ; and the same holds good
of our relations to America and to Australia. (P. 72.)

How is it that it is not the countries which have the

most perfect factory legislation, the shortest working-day,
and the highest wages, that raise the cry that their com-
peting power is threatened, but those in which the hours
are longest and the wages lowest?

The experience of all nations teaches us that it is

just those bad conditions of labour which they were anx-
ious to retain that have caused their backwardness.
Those conditions have acted like a prohibitive duty, check-
ing technical advance, while on the other hand, high
wages and short hours have conduced the leading coun-
tries to that advance which could only be attained with
well-paid, strenuous workmen, in other words, with work-
men whose standard of living was a high one; and this
applies to all industries, not only to the textile ones.
(Pp. 73-74.)

Schoenhof is no less right in saying that in the New
World it is only the fittest who survive in the struggle
to exist; in the Old it is hard to shake off the tenacious
hold of the unfittest upon the industries in which they
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have once established themselves. For, in fact, low wages
and long hours bring about a vicious circle from which,

once one is within it, it is very hard to extricate oneself.

For so long as labour is cheap, no technical progress

seems necessary. It is bad labour conditions which are

the main cause of the maintenance of inferior and long

since antiquated methods. Then the employer appeals to

the capital locked up in inferior processes of production
and to the ruin with which he is threatened, in order to

evade an improvement in the conditions of labour which
would necessitate improved technique. (Pp. 74-75.)

A History of Factory Legislation. B. L. Hutchins and
A. Harrison. Second Edition. London, King,
1911.

. . . Accurate knowledge of the conditions prevailing

in an industry is an indispensable condition of legal regu-

lation. For this reason the cotton trade was the easiest to

control, and having once established the principle of regu-
lating hours and conditions of work in this trade, the

Government had it continually before their eyes as a
point of departure for further legislation. If it could
be shown that this regulated industry, far from suffering

in competition with others, went ahead, improved its

machinery, and developed a higher standard of comfort
than its rivals, then, although the improvement might not
be due to the legislation, there would be, at all events, a
strong presumption that good, and not harm, had been
done. And this is what has taken place. No one has
ever been able to get up in Parliament or out and say:
'

' Here is your miserable textile industry, your deplorable
cotton trade, drooping and ruined all because of Factory
Acts—let us repeal them forthwith. '

' What they had to

say was that the improvement in the regulated industry
was clear and conspicuous, whilst the irregularities in

others remained a crying scandal. Gradually the convic-

tion begins to appear in the utterances of public men that

the evils of excessive labour and insanitary conditions,

far from being peculiar to one or two industries, were,

4
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except under specially favourable circumstances, inciden-

tal to them all. (P. 121.)

The Case for the National Mininmm. With Preface by
Mrs. Sidney Webb. London, National Committee

for the Prevention of Destitution, 1913.

Reduced Hours and Foreign Competition.—It follows

that if production can be maintained as cheaply and as

efficiently with reduced hours of labour, the bogey of

foreign competition need not be raised. Indeed, Mr.
A. H. Crosfield claims that in certain large and impor-

tant branches of British industry the manufacturers have
gained so largely by the introduction of the Eight Hours

'

Day that they consider they will lose if their foreign

competitors adopt the same system. This view is sup-

ported by the experience of the Tinplate and Chain and
Anchor industries where the hours of work average forty-

eight and forty-seven hours per week respectively. Yet
fthese industries, with their short working hours, are the

lost successful of any British industries in their aggres-
sive resistance to foreign competition, forcing their prod-

[ncts beyond the most hostile tariffs specially constructed
[to exclude them. (Pp. 20-21.)

leport of Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of Labor.
1881.

It is apparent that Massachusetts with ten hours pro-
luces as much per man per loom or per spindle, equal

^grades being considered, as other States with • eleven
or more hours; and also that wages here rule as high,
if not higher, than in the States where the mills run
longer time. (P. 457.)

Report of the Connecticut Bureau of Labor Statistics.

1886.

Down to a certain point, the nations who work short-
er hours not merely do better work, but more work than
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their competitors. In Eussia the hands work twelve

hours a day; in Germany and Prance, eleven; in Eng-
land, nine. Yet nine hours a day of English work mean
more than twelve hours of Russian work.

The laborer receives better wages, and at the same
time the manufacturer gets a larger product—so much
larger that it is the Russian, the G-erman, or the French-
man who requires protection against his English com-
petitor in spite of the longer hours and lower day's wag-
es. (Pp. 16-17.)

Report of the New York Factory Inspector. 1894.

New York has about doubled its manufacturing re-

sources and capacity in the decade referred to (1880-

1890), notwithstanding the many laws which have been
passed regulating the employment of the weaker ele-

ments of factory employees. To say that the passage
of such laws and their strict enforcement injures trade
or industry is a patent absurdity in the face of the facts

shown, and is contrary to the history of all States and
countries. . . . The gauge of the States' progres-

siveness and prosperity is not the wealth of its richest

citizen, but rather the poverty of its poorest industrious

laborer is a fairer test. When the conditions under
which the latter strive are improved, the entire mass of

citizens is benefited. Therefore, it is a reasonable pro-

position that factory laws, instead of being a detriment
and a check to business, are in reality promoters of en-

ergy and productive of a greater earning and competing
capacity. (P. 14.)

Report of the New York Bureau of Labor Statistics.

1900.

Fortunately, statistics are at hand which afford sim-

ple but fairly effective tests of the assertion that Massa-
chusetts industries are threatened with ruin by restric-

tive labor legislation. In the first place, Massachusetts'
cotton industry, the business chiefly affected by short-

4
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hour laws, has fully kept pace with that of rival States

in the North. (P. 54.)

Certain facts appear with distinctness, one of which
is that the cotton industry of Massachusetts has not only

grown steadily throughout the period of short-hour leg-

islation, but—what is far more impressive—has made
larger gains than are shown by the adjacent States with
less radical short-hour laws. In 1870, four years before
the enactment of the ten-hour law, Massachusetts had
39.5 per cent, of all the cotton spindles in the North At-
lantic States; six years after the passage of that law
Massachusetts' proportion was 45 per cent.; in 1890 it

was 47.5 per cent., and in 1900 53.5 per cent. It is diffi-

cult to see what clearer proof could be demanded of the
beneficial results of the Massachusetts short-hour laws
of 1874 (sixty hours a week) and 1892 (fifty-eight

hours). (P. 55.)

Report of the United States Industrial Com/mission.
Final Report. Vol. XIX. 1902.

Such progress as has already been made in the devel-
opment of foreign trade has been made in spite of higher
wages in this country, and as a result of the cheaper cost
of production which has followed upon the possession of
a more intelligent, better paid, and more energetic class

of labor. The industries where the highest wages and
fewest hours prevail are those in which the United States
excels in marketing its products in foreign markets. A
further reduction in hours will increase the efficiency of
this labor and raise its intelligence. (Pp. 775-776.)

International Conference in Relation to Labor Legisla-
tion. Berlin, 1890.

Alone, the nations hesitate to reduce the hours of
work for fear of competition, although, with modern ma-
chinery, experience has abundantly proved that the coun-
tries with the shortest working day attain the maximum
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of production. These are the countries that produce un-

der good conditions most cheaply; that are most pros-

perous, and most feared as competitors in the world's
markets. (P. 88.)

Le Travail de Nuit des Femmes dans VIndustrie. Rap-
ports sur son importance et sa reglementation
legale. Preface par Stienne Bauer. [Night Work
of Women in Industry. Reports on its importance
and legal regulation. Preface by Etienne Bauer.]

Dr. Fuchs, Factory Inspector, Baden:

No fact indicates that industry suffered any under
the new regime. The production which had in some in-

dustries been slightly checked at first quickly recovered
ground, thanks to the greater zeal of the workmen. The
figures of the following table, taken from the statistics

of German exports, do not in any case allow the asser-

tion that the legislation exercised a paralyzing influence

on the industry.

Value of Exports in Millions of Marks

Kind of Goods 1890 1891 1893 1894 1899 1900

Cotton goods 167.7 146.7 154.3 144.8 206.1 244.7

Woollens 246.8 227.8 217.9 186.7 217.2 235.8

Silks 175.9 146.5 152.6 103.9 142.7 139.5

Vestments, lingerie, etc 121.3 67.6 61.7 60.4 92.3 99.6

Silver plate jewelry 36.1 31.3 23.9 25.4 48.7 73.5

Toys 26.8 28.4 30.3 29.4 43.0 53.4

Sugar 216.0 227.8 221.2 209.2 203.6 216.3

There resulted only certain difficulties and certain

temporary disadvantages for some industries. . . .

The limitation of the hours of work is especially felt

by the export houses, though it is not possible to state

that an industry has been injured. (Pp. 12-13.)
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Staats-und sozialwissenschaftliche Forschungen. Heft
138. [Researches in Political and Social Science.

Vol. ISS.] Edited by Gustave Schmoller and Max
Seeing. Hohere Arbeitsintensit'dt bei Kiirzerer

Arbeitszeit, ihre personulen iind technisch-sach-

lichen Voraussetzungen. [Intensification of

Work in shorter Working-hours : its personal and
technical basis.] Ernst Bernhard. Leipzig,

Duncker S Humblot, 1909.

Thus every reduction of the working day may raise

the economic and intellectual forces of the nation. The
gain in energy on the part of the individual sets itself

against his exhaustion through labor; it strengthens
power of resistance and lengthens life. The working-
man can repay the economic costs of his bringing up by
increased production. The industries save in coal, light,

heat, wear on machines, polish and oil. Abbe, on the as-

sumption that working-time is reduced from ten to

eight hours, estimates this saving for Germany alone at

30-40 millions of marks.—Most important however is

the moral and intellectual advantage of a shorter work-
ing-day. The intelligence of the people represents pro-
ductive powers of the first rank, '

' a capital which for the
most part lies fallow because conditions do not exist un-
der which this intelligence could have full play."
(Abbe). Above all does a technically developing indus-
iry, suited to a people of higher mental and moral de-

velopment, have need of this capital. (P. 78.)
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B. EFFECT ON PRODUCTION.

1. Examples of Superior Output in Shorter Hours.

The universal testimony of manufacturing countries

tends to prove that the shortening of the workday acts

favorably upon output. The introduction of a shorter

i^vorkday does not result in lessened output.

Whenever reliable statistics of output have been kept,

l)efore and after the introduction of a shorter workday,

they show that with rare exceptions the aggregate pro-

duction under shorter hours has either equalled that of

the long day, or risen above it.

These conclusions were long supposed to be true only

of single individual manufacturing industries, such as

the textile trade, in which the shorter workday was first

established, over 70 years ago. The most recent investi-

gations have confirmed the facts, and have shown that

^vrhat was true of a single industry applies to practically

all industries, and is thus not a special but a general

rule.

a. SOME RECENT INSTANCES.

The Iron Age. New York, October .?.. 1912. The Twelve-
Hour Shift in the Steel Foundry. Results of its

Abandonment in the Commomoealth Steel Com-
pany's Open-Hearth Department and the Substi-

tution of an Eight-Hour Shift. R. A. Bull.

Hourly Wage Rate Higher for Eight-Hour Shifts.

The company with which I am associated some time

ago inaugurated three eight-hour shifts as applying to

the furnace and boiler crews, both of which had pre-

viously worked 12-hour turns. It had been my opinion

and that of my immediate superior that such a revision of

our working schedules in these departments would be

accompanied with so much more efficient handling of the
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furnaces that if the rates per hour were reasonably in-

creased to remove the natural disinclination of the men
to receiving only two-thirds of their former monthly in-

come, the final result would show economy. This was the

purely business side of the question, whose humanitarian
aspects received our first consideration. A careful ad-

justment of wages was planned which yielded an increase

per hour of 22 per cent, to the first helpers, 18 per cent,

to the second helpers and 16 per cent, to the third helpers.

Even the door boy was included in the scheme, and waa
to receive an advance of 19 per cent, per hour. The boiler

firemen were to be increased 19 per cent, per hour and
the coalpassers 14 per cent. It should be borne in mind
that none of the men affected had asked for a change in

the shift hours, or an increase of wages, nor had any
plant in our vicinity any such change in contemplation.

Permission of our principal executive ofiicers was ob-

tained to inaugurate the new plan, and when it was put
into effect it came as a glad surprise to the various crews.
No inducements were offered to them to render more ef-

ficient service, nor was any suggestion made that we
proposed to keep comparative data. But it was an easy
matter to make comparisons because we had a meter
registering within I/2 of 1 per cent, of accuracy by care-

ful test, on each open-hearth furnace line to record the
fuel oil consumption, a magnetic recorder to indicate
the frequency with which the furnace burners were re-

versed, a system by means of which all extra pig iron
used in each heat was weighed and recorded, a recording
pressure gauge to show the steam pressure maintained
in the boiler room, and finally the chemical analyses and
physical tests customarily made for every heat to de-
termine the relative qualities of the product.

Conditions of the Comparison Made.

. . . The first four weeks prior to the change and
the first four weeks following were taken as those best
for comparison, because working conditions for these two
periods were as nearly identical as could readily be found
in our plant. The melting stock, the fuel oil and the boil-
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er coal were of uniform quality throughout, so far as
the same grades or brands of these materials may pos-
sibly be. The demand made upon each 250-hp. boiler

under fire was practically the same in each case, the air

load being steady, but the electrical load extremely in-

termittent for the entire eight weeks, a chronic condition
which in our case militates greatly against a desired uni-

formity of 125 lb. of steam pressure. The practice on the

open-hearth platform had obtained for years of reversing
the burners every 20 minutes when a furnace was charged
and every 30 minutes when empty. It was, of course,
the object to make the least possible additions to the
percentage of pig iron charged, and the furnacemen were
required to exercise such judgment in this respect as
would keep the amount of extra pig within reasonable
bounds and as low as possible. Naturally they were also

expected to keep the burners nicely adjusted and to main-
tain the proper temperature of the bath at the lowest
possible oil consumption. The furnaces were basic and
47,000 lb. of metal was charged per . heat. The shift

hours under the old plan had been from 6 to 6; under
the new arrangement thev are from 7 A. M. to 3 P. M.,
^6 P. M. to 11 P. M., and 11 P. M. to 7 A. M., these being
the most convenient because of local conditions. The
-crews change their shifts the first day of each week, thus

giving every three weeks the full daylight turn to each
crew. Having made the above points clear, I refer you
-to the comparative record.

Improvement Under the Short Shift.

' It will be readily understood that we were greatly I

gratified at the comparison, which indicates ^"-"illy a more
economical and efficient manipulation ol both open-j

hearth and boiler furnaces. It will be observed that the

differences in most cases are slight, but the pleasing and!

important feature is that the essential ones are in favor

of the short shift.

It was not to be expected that the greatest improve-

ment would take place immediately after the change, and!

had all working conditions been some months after-1
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wards practically the same as they were previous to the

adoption of the eight-hour shift, there could have been
made a fairer comparison. Certain important working
conditions have changed, it was advisable to compare
periods as indicated. But it is interesting to know that

in those instances where conditions remained constant
there was a noticeable improvement the second month
as compared with the first month after the new schedule
was in force, as, for example, the reduction in the aver-

age amount of extra pig iron charged per heat, from 424
lb. to 137 lb.

Eight-hour Turn More Economical.

I do not know if any such comparisons as those made
the basis of this paper have heretofore been made in a
similar fashion. It is quite possible that the idea has
some degree of novelty in certain of its details, for, not-

withstanding the criticisms recently directed against the
12-hour shift, its prevalence is still almost universal in

furnace operation in this country. And I feel satisfied

that any careful comparison along the lines indicated by
the record herein shown would convince any steel manu-
facturer of the wisdom of operating with three eight-hour
shifts, purely from an economic standpoint. Speaking
for the people with whom I am associated, we are greatly
pleased over the change. And I can speak for the men
in the same terms, for our furnacemen are enthusiastic

in their praise concerning the new plan. And there is

no small amount of inward satisfaction in the knowledge
that we have done a humane thing. . . .

Therefore, viewed from any conceivable angle, I

claim the change is justifiable and you will do well to

make it so far as your open-hearth furnaces are con-
cerned. As to your boiler firemen, each operating head
must decide for himself. In our particular case it ap-
peared to be, and finally proved to be, advisable from
every standpoint. Conditions in certain other boiler

rooms are very different from ours, practically the entire

evaporation taking place during the daylight hours in
many of them. Since the results are of some interest,
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however, I have included the comparisons made in our
power plant. Reverting finally to consideration of the
steel-maker, whose performance under both schedules is

made the burden of this argument, the basic principle

is absolutely sound and rests on the incontrovertible fact

that you cannot expect any man to give you the best that
is in him when you keep him employed without intermis-

sion for 12 hours per day, seven days per week, at work
making a heavy demand upon his mental and physical

powers, under conditions of high temperature such as
obtain on a furnace floor. To expect the best results

mider such circumstances is folly and to continue op-
erating under them spells, not the title of this paper, but
the costly side of the 12-hour shift. (Pp. 808-809.)
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As employers of labor we nrnst look this question

squarely in the face, realizing, if we do not understand

as well as a layman may, the nature of work we require

of men for 12 hours per day for seven days of the week,

it is high time that we fully inform ourselves, and further,

that having ascertained those facts, we will by no means
benefit ourselves by attempting to disguise conditions.

Trying Conditions of Steel Furnace Work.

The question of the long shift, so far as the American
Foundrymen's Association is concerned, crystallizes into

a consideration of the melter and his furnace helpers, and
has to do with the steel foundry. . . . Briefly, however, for

the benefit of all others who may be interested in the sub-

ject, the work is distinctly arduous, physically and men-
tally, carries a responsibility which puts a man's ner-

vous system in frequent high tension, and is especially

trying on the physical system during the summer months.
It can, however, be truthfully stated that the difficulties

of the work are not constant but periodic, also that the

Sunday shift in the steel foundry (not necessarily in the

steel mill) is a very easy one. A furnaceman may have a
considerable interval of comparative relaxation, when
his furnace and heat respond nicely to his manipulation,
and weather conditions prevail which do not make the

working temperature a hardship. And again, he may, in

spite of all the experience and skill at his command, have
about as trying and exhaustive a day's work, without
intermission and for several days in succession, as one
can readily imagine. This latter fact being admitted, one
can understand why our legislators are putting the fur-

naceman 's occupation under scrutiny, in the interest of

humanity. . . .

Injustice of the Long Turn on the Furnace Platform.

This paper does not purport to deal with the humani-
tarian side of the issue. But without stating in brief my
own convictions, it might be claimed that I evade that

phase of the question. ... I do not hesitate to state my
belief in the absolute injustice, humanely speaking, of
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the 12-liour shift on the furnace platform. I trust that

I shall not be classified as a Socialist for having such a
conviction. The question must be decided neither from
the viewpoint of the plutocrat nor that of the walking
delegate, and I claim to have foi-med my conclusions

after consideration of the question from a conservative
standpoint, and after many years of personal observation
of working conditions surrounding the fumaceman's
work. Furthermore, to offset any suggestion of bias, let

me say that I do not now hold, and never have held, a
union card, active or honorary, issued by any labor or-

ganization. (P. 808.)

British Association for the Advancement of Science.
Section F.—Manchester, 1915. The Question of
Fatigue from the Economic Standpoint.—Interim
Report of the Committee, consisting of Professor
J. M. Muirhead (Chairman), Miss B. L. Hut-
chins {Secretary), Mr. P. Sargant Florence {Or-
ganizing Secretary), Miss A. M. Anderson, Pro-
fessor Bainbridge, Mr. E. C. Cadhury, Professor
Chapman, Professor Stanley Kent, Dr. Maitland,
Miss M. C. Matheson, Mrs. Meredith, Dr. C. S.

Myers, Mr. C. K. Ogden, Mr. J. W. Ramsbottam,
and Dr. J. Jenkins Rohh. {Report drawn y/p by
Mr. p. Saegant Florence.)

If we define fatigue in general as a ''diminution of

the capacity of work which follows excess of work or
lack of rest, and which is recognized on the subjective
side by a characteristic malaise," we at one and the same
time put forward its most familiar symptom and its

main external cause. (P. 2.)

That . . . the output of work may be expected
to vary and to vary inversely with fatigue is suggested
by the very definition of fatigue as a diminution in the
capacity for work. (P. 17.)

Our figures agree with one another to such an extent,

. . . that we are justified in speaking of a ''normal"
time-distribution of output. . . . The shape of the
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output . . . curves for a five-hour spell may for

purposes of illustration be summarized as follows

:

Hour of Spell

1st

Output
small

2nd .

3rd
4th .

. very great
great

. fair

5th * small

In seeking an explanation of this 'normal' time-dis-

tribution of the . . . output in a spell of manufac-
turing work, let us concentrate on the illustrative table.

Here we find the four same degrees: very great, great,

fair and small, succeeding one another. . . . Now
both output and accident immunity vary inversely to

fatigue; these four decreasing degrees, therefore, may
well be measuring an increase in fatigue. (P. 29.)

In the case of output there is in every table an in-

crease of the second over the first hour of the spell ex-

cept for a very slight decrease (Machine Sewing) in the

afternoon. This almost general increase is as much as

from 24 to 38 in soldering, Table III. and from 85 to

106 in Hand Chocolate-covering, Table II.

After the second hour of each spell there is generally

a gradual decrease till the last hour, though in the third

hour the output may be yet higher than in the second.
(P. 26.)

* Where there are only four hours in the spell, strike out the last out-
put . . . hour.
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Table II.—Chocolate-covering Output.

Messrs. Cadbury, Bournville.

10 couples and 4 individuals for 10 days, in September^
1903.

Conditions.—Normal. Dinners supplied at cost price.

Workers.—Girls over eighteen. . . .

The Process.—Apparatus work (in couples) : Handwork
(singly). . . .

Relative Hourly Variation

Average of hour's output—100:

Hour of Day
Time Apparatus Hand Hour of Spell

9-10 88.3 (1) 85.5 (2) Dl SI
10-11 93.9 106.5 D2 S2
11-12 106.35 98.6 D3 S3
12-12.30 118.4 (4) 88.6 (5) D31/2 S31/2

1.30-2 96 (2) 101 (3) D4 Si/2

2-3 98.55 107.6 D5 siy^
3-4 94.4 107.4 D6 S21/2

4-5 97 103.2 D7 S31/2

Notes.—Here (1) 15 mins., (2) 10 mins., (3) 5 mins. spent in "prepara-
tions" are averaged; and (4) 10 mins., (5) 5 mins. spent in "clearing up"
are averaged. No clearing up included in the 4-5 figures since work ends at
5.30.

Table III.—Small Tin-box Soldering Output.

W. & R. Jacob & Co., Dub- Cadbury Bros., Bourn-
lin. 10 workers for 10 ville. 7 workers for 1
days. Sept., 1914. day. Feb., 1915.

Workers.—Girls aged 17- Boys aged 15i/^.

25.

Work.—Standing up. Sitting down.
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Average rate of tins per hour per day.

Clock Working Hour Cad-
Time Jacob's (D of Day, S of Spell) bury 's ClockTime
8-9 24.3 {*) Dl SI 46.8 7.45-8.45

9-10 38.42 D2 S2 52.4t 8.45-9.30

10-11 35.29 D3 S3 47.1 9.30-10.30

11-12 35.03 D4 S4 44.4 10.30-11.30
12-1 29.74 D5 S5 43.7 11.30-12.30
2-3 26.62 D6 SI 45.1 1.30-2.30

3-4 37.39 D7 S2 48.7 2.30-3.30

4-5 37.06 D8 S3 42.9 3.30-4.30

5-6 34.93 (t) D9 S4 40.8 4.30-5.30

Notes.— (*) 7 minutes averaged for preparation, (f) 6 minutes aver-
aged for clearing up. (J) Averages to the hour. (P. 42.)

The afternoon's output is somewhat less than the

morning's, but in both spells the maximum output oc-

curs in the second, or, where the first period recorded is

half an hour, as at Peek, Frean's (Table V.), in the

first hour and a half, or second hour and a half. After
this there is the gradual decrease of output, till the last

hour's output may only total about 80 per cent, of the

maximum for the spell, less if it is the fifth hour (as

general in the morning), more if it is the fourth hour
(as general in the afternoon). The total of the records
of output of the three examples of soldering tins re-

corded at three different factories (Tables III. and V.,

Col. 3) is as follows:*

Hour of Spell Morning Hour of Spell Afternoon
1st 114.06 tins 1st 119.43 tins

2nd 167.44 '' 2nd 165.42 ''

3rd 159.59 '' 3rd 163.23 '*

4th 157.27 '' 4th 155.95 "

5th 138.96 ''

and the average hourly outputs added together of the

three examples of hand-labelling of tins recorded at two
different factories (Table V. and VI.) is as follows:!

* Weighted roughly in proportion to numbers and days at work ; ». e.,

Cadbury's -^ 5, Peek, Frean's 1, Jacob's X 3.

fTable VI. Col. 1 is reduced to average per girl, but there is no other

"weighting," since numbers X days at work are not very different in each

case, i. e., 8, 20, and 18.
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Hour of Spell Morning
1st 593.7 tins

2nd 669.0 ''

3rd 687.9 '*

4th 624.7 ''

5th _..... 574.3 ''

Hour of Spell Afternoon
1st 602.6 tins

2nd 622.9 "
3rd* ..'611.0 "

4th (not given in one
case)

(Pp. 34-35.)

Table V.—Processes at Peek, Frean & Co. April to

June, 1915.

Work.—9 \h. Tin. Tin. 4 & 9 lb. Tin. Biscuit. Cream
Straightening.* Labelling. Soldering. Stencilling and

Sandwiching.

Numbers.—6 for 3 couples, 6 days. 6 for 6 days. 6 couples for 6

6 days. days.

Workers.— Girls Girls 20-28 yrs. Girls 17-24 yrs. Girls.

21-24 years.

Pay.— Piece- Piece-Bonus. Piece-Bonus. Piece-Bonus.
Bonus.

Surroundings. — Normal. Normal. Normal.
Normal.

Average rate per hour per day per individual:

Of tins. Of trays
^ ^ of biscuits.

8:00- 8:30 151 148.4 31.8 3.50

8:30- 9:30 170.4 165.2 41.7 3.99

9:30-10:30 171.25 162.7 44.3 3.92

10:30-11:30 168.75 156.3 43.3 3.95

11 :30-12 :30 138.6 147.3 41.0 3.62

Dinner.

1:30- 2:30 160.6 144 39.55 3.63

2:30- 3:30 170.9 157 43.51 3.78

3:30-4:30 165.4 150.2 43.47 3.87
4:30- 5:30 149.7 150.7 43.0

5 :30- 6 :00 33.97

* Each tin had different-sized dents differently placed, all to be ham-
mered straight with mallet and wooden anvil.
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Table VI.—Output. Hand-Labelling of Tin-Boxes.

Report of Mr. Greenwood to the Fatigue Committee,
1914.

Total. Average.
8 girls. 4 girls.

Hours of Day. One day. Average of 5 days.

7:30- 8:30 2,032 191.3

8:30- 9:30 2,123 238.4

9 :30-10 :30 2,282* 240

10 :30-ll :30 1,922 228.2

11 :30-12 :30 1,663 219.1

1:30- 2:30 : 1,921 218.5

2 :30- 3 :30 1,956 221.5

3:30- 4:30 1,938 218.6t
4:30- 5:00 1,430$

(P. 46.)

The following would be the psycho-physical diagnosis

of a spell of factory work considered chronologically.

First hour : Fingers, arms, body and mind after their

rest are working slow, but sure. To increase the pace
and even perhaps to concentrate attention is uphill work
and a fight against subjective feelings of sloth. In an
emergency, however, muscles could be perfectly con-
trolled.

Second hour : Body and mind getting into their stride

again, are working very fast, but not perhaps so exactly.

Feelings of sloth are conquered, but there is a terrible

long prospect of work ahead. However, as work is run-
ning easily, the mind may think of pleasanter things:
attention scatters.

Third or third and fourth hour : Body and mind run-
ning on, but attention lost. If any sudden danger]
threatens or emergency arises, it may not be quickly]
enough perceived, and when perceived muscles may nol
be quick enough to prevent an accident; they can con-

* Ten minutes (10-10.10) spent at lunch is average.

t For 4 days average.

t Rate per hour.
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tinue rhythmically and automatically at the same work,

but for any change of movement that may be suddenly
called, there is insufficient control.

Last hour (fourth or fifth) : Body no longer running
automatically with the same ease, an effort of the will

required (spurt) to keep speed up; but the end is ahead,

with food and rest ; the attention awakes and control over
the muscles is braced up—danger is better perceived and
more quickly avoided. At the very end, however, even
this new attention and control may tire, as indeed the

whole body is tired, and only a rest can bring recovery.

(P. 31.)

The New Statesman. Vol. V. No. 129. Sept. 25, 1915.

Men as Machines.

It is one of the most unfortunate characteristics of

modem industry that the machine is no longer the imple-

ment or the instrument of the man, but the man is only

an appendage or extension of the machine.
The unfortunate results of this development "were well

brought out in a report on "Fatigue from the Economic
Standpoint" presented to the British Association and in

the discussion upon it at Manchester. You may quite

easily convert a human being into an extension of the
feeding apparatus of a machine which stamps soap, and
you will see him for a wage of some twenty shillings a
week repeat the operations of inserting a cake of soap,

pulling down a lever, and removing the cake of soap for
eight or ten hours a day. But unfortunately, despite the
efforts of employers and politicians to ignore the fact,

the man obstinately remains a human being and not a
machine. For it is characteristic of the human being
that, unlike the cogwheel and the lever, in him repeated
work, mental or physical produces fatigue. (P. 583.)

It is almost incredible that politicians, employers, and
even economists should still believe that longer hours
necessarily mean gi^eater production. They believe
it simply because they have come to regard the
manual worker either as a machine or as an
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economic abstraction. But even statistics show
that lie remains a human being. The statistics

are of two kinds, those relating to output and those relat-

ing to accidents. As regards the first, the most striking

are those which show the difference of output in the dif-

ferent hours of spells of work. In nearly all industrial

processes where investigations have been conducted the

same phenomena are observed. If the work is divided

into a morning and an afternoon spell of four or five

hours each, then in the first hour of the spell a man's or

a woman's output will be low, in the second hour it

bounds up and usually attains its maximum, after the

second hour there is a steady decrease in output until the

last hour, in which sometimes there is again a slight in-

crease. These facts show the exaggeration in much of

the talk about the deliberate limitation of output by
workers. They are found to exist when men and women
are on piecework—that is to say, where the incentive to

work is the same in the last hour as in any of the others.

If, then, there was any very extensive deliberate limita-

tion, one would expect to find no regular variations in the

output of the different hours, because all through the

spell the man would be producing deliberately less than
he was able to produce.

But the true explanation of this regularity of varia-

tion is that the most important factor in limiting output
is fatigue, which is scientifically defined as " a diminution
of the capacity for work which follows excess of work or
lack of rest." The smaller output of the first hour is due
to the worker not being warmed up to his work; his

muscles are stiff and he has not got into the swing of it,

mind and body are working slow. In the second hour
mind and body have got into their stride, the work is done
easily and automatically, and the output is large; but
after the second hour fatigue begins more and more to

exercise its influence, and mind and body begin to work
more and more slowly. But perhaps the most interesting
fact of all is the cause of that increase of output in the
last hour of a spell of work. It has two curious charac-
teristics; it is frequently found in men's work, rarely in
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women's, and it can often be analyzed into a marked in-

crease in the first half-hour of the last hour and a marked
decrease in the last half-hour. The explanation is that

a feeling of pleasurable excitement comes with the last

hour of work: it is due to the thought of food and rest

ahead ; the consequence is that for a time the feelings of

fatigue are thrown off, but very often this new and facti-

tious strength does not last out the full hour and before

the end of the spell fatigue reasserts itself with redoubled

power. (P. 584.)

These facts suggest certain conclusions. In the first

place, to treat the human being as a piece of iron or steel

does not make even for industrial efficiency if that effici-

ency is measured by output. The amount of rest required

if a man is to attain his maximum output has hardly been
studied at all by employers, but where it has been studied

the results were remarkable. There was a famous
"Scientific Management" case at the Bethlehem Steel

Works, in which by making a man rest for stated inter-

vals during the day his output was increased by 60 per
cent. In fact, there is good reason for saying that, if you
want to increase production, you should tell the workers
not to work more, but to rest more. Moreover, as Pro-
fessor Benjamin Moore pointed out in the discussion at

Manchester, at the present time people talk about the
industrial slacker and "pay little attention to the man
doing 70 hours a week." You get more work done in

three eight-hour shifts than in two twelve-hour shifts.

And men and women worked at high pressure for these
long hours day after day inevitably break down, because
"there is a physiological limit to which a man can be
speeded up without injuring him. '

' That, of course, did
not matter very much to the employer when his human
machine was cheap and plentiful, but it is hardly good
policy, when Mr. Lloyd George is crying aloud for work-
ers, by long hours and speeding up to lose those we have

^ through an "accident due to fatigue" or merely because,
unlike the mai^liines, they have passed the "physiological
limit." (P. 584.)
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Engineering, Vol. C. No. 2599. London, October 22, 1915.

Work-Weariness and a Three-Shift System. A
Letter from John E. Grant.

Some months ago, before the war, I substituted a
.three-shift system in place of a two-shift system on ac-

count of shortage of some special machinery. It was so
successful that it was retained and extended.

The original two-shift system was made up as fol-

lows :

A day shift from 7 a. m. to 5 p. m., with an hour's
break—12 noon to 1 p. m. On Saturdays the week ended
at 12 noon, and the total normal day-shift week was fifty

hours. The night-shift ran from 6 p. m. until 7 a. m.
next morning. There was a supper hour from 10 p. m.
until 11 p. m., and a breakfast half hour from 3 a. m.
to 3 :30 a. m. The total night-shift week was normally
571/^ hours. Also shop production was paid for on piece-

work and bonus plan, and it was found that the output
per man p^r hour on night-shift was 15 per cent, to 20
per cent, less than on the day-shift. The three-shift

system which displaced the two-shift system was made
up as follows: '^A" shift from 7:30 a. m. until 4 p. m.,

with meal half-hour from 12 noon to 12:30 p. m. ; ''B"
shift from 3:30 p. m. until 12 midnight, with meal half-

hour from 7:30 p. m. to 8 p. m.; '^C" shift from 11:30

p. m. until 8 a. m. next day, with meal half-hour from
3 a. m. to 3 :30 a. m. The shifts for the week finish

:

''A" shift, 4 p. m. Saturday.
"B" shift, 12 midnight Saturday.
''C" shift, 8 a. m. Sunday.
Any worker may obtain leave away on Saturday

afternoons by obtaining a substitute willing to take his

place from one of the other shifts, and we have no trouble
from what appears at first sight to be a formidable ob-

stacle.

There are thus three-shift weeks of 48 hours each, a
total of 144 hours, compared with the two-shift weeks of

50 hours and 571/2 hours—a total of 1071/0 hours; or, in

other words, we obtain an increase in the normal weekly
working hours of 34 percent. In actual fact it is worth
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more than this, as the output per man-hour is greater,

and we soon found that each man in his 48-hour week was
doing as much as he did before in the 50-hour day-shift

week, and the output has increased 50 per cent, in view
of the better value obtained from the night hours.

In the three-shift system we have each shift lapping
over the other to the extent of half an hour, or equal

to the meal half-hour. The half-hour is occupied in this

way. During the first 15 minutes the incoming worker
gets all his work and tools ready and clears up all ob-

scurities before he begins. He then takes over the ma-
chine, and for the remaining 15 minutes of the half-hour
the outgoing worker books in his work and attends to

the various small duties necessary to be done before he
leaves.

In changing the shifts at the end of every week, "A"
shift becomes ''C" shift, "B" -shift Taecomes ''A" shift,

and " C " shift becomes ' *B "^ shift.

The shift itself therefore is run at high pressure, and
the machine is kept running every possible minute.
There is no time to think of weariness, and the workers
are cheerful and energetic. . . .

Apart from the benefit of increased output, there is

also a gain in economy, due to lesser overhead charges,
even when increased maintenance cost, because of more
machine hours per week, is taken into account. (P. 430.)
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b. TEXTILE TRADES: COTTON, WOOL, LINEN, JUTE, ETC.

British Sessional Papers. Vol. III. 1816. Report from
the Select Committee on the State of the Children
Employed in the Manufactories of the United
Kingdom. Minutes of Evidence. 25 April-18 June^
1816.

Testimony of Eobert Owen:

You say you have tried the experiment, since the first

of January, of only ten hours and three quarters per
day; what was the result of that experiment?—The result

of the experiment, with regard to the persons employed
has been most favorable in everj^ way; the result to the
proprietors is much less unfavorable, under the most un-
favorable circumstances which it could be tried, than
could be supposed. The difference between our former
time of working and the present, is an hour per day;
for many years previous to the first of January last, the

hours of work at New Lanark were eleven and three-

quarters per day, exclusive of the time allowed for meals

;

since the first of January last the hours of work have
been ten and three-quarters; and I find by actual prac-
tice, made from very accurate calculation, that the dif-

ference to the proprietors, taking every circumstance in

the most unfavorable way in which they can be taken,

will not be more than one farthing per yard upon the

goods manufactured from the yam spun at that manufac-
tory; and I have everj^ reason to believe, from the pro-
gressive increase in the quantity which has taken place
regularly every month since this change took place, that

before the end of the year the yarn will be manufactured
as cheap, working ten hours and three quarters per day,

as ever we manufactured it, working eleven hours and
three-quarters per day. The present loss is not more
than one farthing in twenty-pence. Nay, so convinced
am I, from the very accurate calculations that have been
made upon the subject, and viewing the consequences in

the most extensive manner, which with all my experience
I could view them, I do not hesitate now to say, that al-

though no bill should be passed, although no restrictions

should take place with regard to hours, or the limitation
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of the children being admitted into the works, in a pe-

cuniary view only, I would not again alter the hours of

the New Lanark establishment. (P. 90.)

You have expressed your opinion, that before the
end of the year the loss of a farthing in twenty-pence,
which you mentioned as accruing from the alteration in

the hours of work, would vanish; from what did you
form that opinion? On the increased strength and ac-

tivity, and improved spirits, of the individuals, in conse-
quence of being employed a shorter time in the day.

Have you found that cause already operates in les-

sening the loss which at first happened from the change
of hours'? Regularly every month, from the first of
January last. (P. 93.)

Then the Committee is not to understand that the in-

creased quantity stated to have been produced, in pro-
portion to the hours of working, is solely to be attributed
to a diminution of the hours of work? I believe, in the
present instance, it is solely to be attributed to the dif-

ference in the hours of work, because I do not know that
there has been the smallest alteration in any of the other
circumstances; it is the same machinery, and, I believe,
the same quality of raw material. (P. 93.)

Do you, as an experienced spinner, or a spinner of any
kind, mean to inform the Committee, that the machines
that you employ for throstle and water spinning can
produce an additional quantity from any other cause
whatever but the quickening of the motion of the ma-
chine? Yes, as an experienced spinner, I do say that it

may.
Have the goodness to state from what cause it can

proceed? From saving breakage, from the superior at-
tention of the people to all their operations, from not
losing a moment when the work commences, or when it

ceases, and from the individuals in the previous process
paying much more attention in the preparatory stages
of the manufacture. (P. 94.)

If, therefore, the velocity of the machine has not been
increased, how do you account for the produce per spindle
being anything different from the proportion that would
arise from the difference of the hours of labor? I have
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endeavored to explain those causes which I conceive
would produce a difference. In addition, I can merely
state, that I have before me a comparative statement of
produce and prime cost, simply asked for by me from
the clerk, who has been long in the habit of giving me
these calculations; and these are the results, without, I

believe, the smallest difference in this statement from
any other statement which I have received for the last

fifteen or sixteen years. It is far from my wish to de-

ceive the Committee in any respect; and none of these
papers have been made for any particular purpose.
(P. 94.)

Eight Hours for Work. John Rae. London and New
York. Macmillan <& Co. 1894.

The first great general reduction of hours was the

reduction in the English textile trades by the Ten Hours'
Act of 1847, and it was regarded, not merely by employ-
ers, but by many even of its warmest promoters, with con-

siderable trepidation as a leap in the dark. It is true

that a whole generation before, the experiment of short-

ening hours on a very substantial scale had been tried

with signal success by Robert Owen, the Socialist, in that

great seedplot of fruitful social reforms, the famous cot-

ton mills of New Lanark. He ran those mills IQi/o hours
a day for the twelve years from 1816 to 1828. The hours
there seem to have been 16 at one time, and to have been
121/^ about the date of his new semi-philanthropic part-

nership with Jeremy Bentham and William Allen in 1814.

They were first reduced from 121^ to liy^, and then
finally from lli/^ to 101/2 in 1816. And what was the re-

sult? One of Owen's own work-people, John Alexander,
said to the Factories Inquiries Commission, that to his

surprise the quantity produced after the reduction of

1816 did not sensibly fall off from the quantity produced
previously, and that this was due entirely to the greater

personal exertions spontaneously elicited from the opera-

tives, among whom a general increase of cheerfulness

and alacrity was very observable at the time, though, he
added, it was not so great as the similar increase that

occurred when the hours had been on a former occasion
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reduced from 12i/^ to 11V2*- He makes no mention of

any improvement or speeding of machinery, but at-

tributes the whole result to the improvement in personal
efficiency. Lanarkshire cannot stand the competition of

Lancashire to-day though the hours are the same, but

during those twelve years Owen successfully competed
with all rivals, though he wrought two, three, or even
four hours less in the day. He tells us himself that when
he was in France in 1818, he was invited by the Due de la

Rochefoucauld to visit and inspect a cotton-spinning fac-

tory the duke had erected on his estate, and he examined
the whole administration of the business. "I found by
this investigation," says Owen, ''that I was manufactur-
ing the same numbers of fineness of yarn or thread, but
of much better quality, at the New Lanark establish-

ment in Scotland at 4d. per lb. cheaper than the duke.
One penny per lb. upon the annual produce at that time
at New Lanark was £8,000 Sterling, which when multi-
plied by four gives a gain upon the same quantity over
the duke's of £32,000 a year."t The New Lanark mills
continued to yield high profits. Bentham is said to have
declared that that was the only successful speculation he
ever embarked in, and Owen himself carried away from
the place a considerable fortune, of which he lost £40,000
in his ill-fated attempt to found a community ?.t New
Harmony. If he conducted a profitable business not
merely without the aid of "the last hour," from which
other employers alleged all their profit accrued, but with-
out the aid of the two last or even the three last hours, it

must manifestly have been because there lay no real ad-
vantage in the long houis elsewhere prevalent, and be-
cause, as Mr. Alexander intimates, his work-people ac-

tually did as muck in their short hours as the others did,
or as they had done formerly themselves, in the longer
day. Yet the world never seems to have discovered this
remarkable fact, in spite of the extraordinary attention
it then paid to the New Lanark institutions, and it kept
on prating about ''the last hour" for nearly a half cen-
tury longer. (Pp. 15-18.)

* First Report, p. 96.

t Life of Robert Owen, by himself, p. 169.
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Hansard's Parliamentary Debates. Vol. 74. 1844.

Lord Ashley

:

"It is a mistaken notion," writes this gentleman, *Ho
suppose that the produce of yarn or cloth from machin-
ery, would be curtailed in an arithmetical proportion to

the proposed reduction of working hours from 12 to 10,

because in very many instances the workman can produce
much or little during the day, as he feels disposed, or as
his strength enables him; and in my own trade in which
we employ at least 1200 hands, I have proved beyond a
doubt, that whenever we have reduced the hours for work-
ing from 12 to 10 per day, which is equal to one-sixth

the quantity of work produced has not fallen below one-

tenth or even one-twelfth. . . . All men will be able to

work much harder for 10 hours than they can for 12."

(Pp. 901-902.)

The countervailing advantages of reduced time are so

great, as compared with a reduction of wages, that they
readily accept the loss, and find their interest in the im-
provement of health of body and mind; in social and
domestic comfort ; in the practice of household economy

;

and especially in the prolongation, by 3 or 4 years, of

their working life, of their physical capacities to obtain a
livelihood. (Pp. 904-905.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXV. 1845. Reports

of Inspectors of Factories from 1st October, 1844,

to 30th April, 1845. Robekt Gtakdner, Mill-owner.

... I am quite satisfied that both as much yarn and
power-loom cloth may be produced at quite as low a cost

in 11 as in 12 hours per day ; at least, that it has been so

the last 12 months, in my mills at Preston. ... It is

my present intention to make a further reduction of time

to 101/2 hours, without the slightest fear of suffering loss

by it. " I find the hands work with greater energy and

spirit; they are more cheerful, and apparently more
happy. All the arguments I have heard in favour of long

time appear based on an arithmetical question,—if 11

m
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produce so much, what will 12, 13, or even 15 hours pro-
duce! This is correct, as far as the steam engine is

concerned; whatever it will produce in 11 hours, it will

produce double the quantity in 22. But try this on the
animal horse, and you will soon find he cannot compete
with the engine, as he requires both time to rest and
feed. (P. 27.)

. . . It is, I believe, a fact not questioned, that there
is more bad work made the last 1 or 2 hours of the day,
than the whole of the first 9 or 10 hours. There can be no
doubt but 11 hours are quite sufficient for any one to ex-

haust the whole of his or her strength in any one occu-
pation, situation, or atmosphere, although the work is not
laborious.

It can be no small gratification to any employer of a
large number of hands to see them healthy and happy,
with an opportunity of improving their minds. I beg to

state that about 20 years ago we had many orders for a
style of goods much wanted. To increase the quantity of
the work, I requested they (his employees) would work,
instead of 11, 12 hours. At the end of the week I found
they had got a trifle more work done ; but supposing there

was some incidental cause for this, I requested they would
work 13 hours the following week, at the end of which
they had produced less instead of more work. The over-

looker told me the hours were too long, and invited me to

be in the room with them the last hour of the day. I saw
they were exhausted, drowsy, and making bad work and
little of it, I therefore reduced their time 2 hours, as be-

fore. Since that time I have been an advocate for shorter

hours of labour. (P. 27.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXIII. 1851. Reports

of Inspectors of Factories for Half-year ending
31st October, 1850.

The unexpected and gratifying result mentioned in

former reports of the amount of work turned off in 10
hours, having kept up so much nearer to the product of

12 hours than was conceived by any one to be possible.
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has been confirmed by many instances stated to me during
the last half-year. This is accomplished partly by an in-

creased speed of the machinery, but chiefly by the closer

attention which the people give to their work, and are
enabled to give by the shortened duration of the daily
strain upon their physical powers. (P. 5.)

It is also worthy of note, that during a portion of the
last period the greatest amount of restriction ever con-
templated, either as to ages or as to hours of work, has
been in operation. . . . the power of production has
increased beyond that of any other period. (P. 65.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XL. 1852-1853. Reports
of Inspectors of Factories for half-year ending
30th April, 1853. Letter to Leonard Horner from
William Grant, concerning the effect of the ten-

hour day.

We employ nearly 600 hands, and out of that num-
ber I have no hesitation in saying there is not one person
would prefer to work even one hour per week longer than
they do at present. By extra attention, knowing that

their hours are shorter than formerly, and a little in-

crease to the speed, they make quite as much money as

ever they did. (Pp. 20-21.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXX. 1876. Factory and
Workshops Acts Commission.

Witness, Phillip Grant, representing operatives:

8582. During the agitation for the ten-hours bill in

the year 1844 or 1845 he (a cotton-spinner at Preston)
reduced his time voluntarily to eleven hours instead of

twelve, and at the end of twelve months he reported, as

Mr. Hugh Mason did, that he had got a better quality

of work and more of it in the eleven hours than he had
in the twelve, and that is obvious to anybody who under-

stands the process of following a machine. (P. 418.)
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Lectures on the Labor Question. The Nine Hours Move-
ment. Thomas Beassey. London, Longmans, 1878.

A reduction in the hours of labor does not necessarily

involve a corresponding reduction in the amount of work
performed. ... A few years ago M. Dolfuss, the great

manufacturer of Miihlhausen, offered to reduce the work-

ing hours in his establishment to the extent of one hour
a day, without reduction of pay, provided his work-people
would undertake to do an equal amount of work in the

shorter day. In a month after the offer was made the

hands in the employ of M. Dolfuss had succeeded in mak-
ing the production of the shorter day equal in amount to

the production of their former longer hours. (Pp. 9-10.)

Overwork is equally undesirable from a moral and an
industrial point of view. Adam Smith has said truly

that the man who works so moderately as to be able to

work constantly, not only preserves his health the long-

est, but in the course of the year, executes the greatest

quantity of work. (P. 12.)

The Eight Hours Day. Sidney Webb and Harold Cox.
London, Walter Scott, 1891.

The reduction in the hours of labor in the textile mills,

which may be said to have begun in the United Kingdom
from about 1817, has been continuous and considerable.

Seventy-five years ago men commonly worked 90 and 100
hours per week. By successive stages these hours
have been brought down to 561/2- At every stage
it has been conclusively "proved" by the manufac-
turers that the proposed new restriction of hours
would deprive them of all margin of profit, would
raise the price of the commodity, lower the wages
of the workers, and destroy the export trade. Cele-
brated economists were found to demonstrate that
the whole economic advantage of the running of the mill
at all lay conclusively in the 'Mast hour," and that its

prohibition would involve, accordingly, the cessation of
the industry. Yet the result has over and over again
shown that manufacturers and theorists alike were
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wrong ; the hours of work have been successively reduced,

without diminution of production, fall of wages, rise of

prices, or slackening of trade. (Pp. 94-95.)

British Sessional Papers, 1913. Report of the Chief In-

spector of Factories and Workshops for the year
1913.

Mr. Wilson (Glasgow) : ''Many textile factories now
start at 8 o 'clock, and manufacturers inform me that bet-

ter time is kept, and that there is less wastage and better

work with the shorter hours, while the decrease in output
is fractional only and in certain cases there is no reduc-

tion whatever. " (P. 60.

)

The most remarkable instance of a'reduction of hours
comes from Dunfermline, where an 8V2-hours day has
been established in all the linen-weaving sheds. Mr.
"Williams, after referring to a reduction of hours, which
took place some years ago in some of the large textile

mills in Scotland, gives the following quotation from the

report of Mr. Sumner (Dundee)

:

An important change was made last July in the hours
of labor of the Dunfermline linen trade, where there, are
ten factories employing between 4,000 and 5,000 workers,
chiefly women. Dunfermline has a population of only a
little over 28,000, and the linen manufacturers have to

draw their labor from the surrounding districts. In some
cases, workers were living seven or more miles from their

factory, and owing to the bad train and tram service at

that early hour had to leave home some time after 4 a.m.

to get to work at 6. In consequence of a general request
by the workers for a day of nine hours, divided into three
working periods of three hours each, the occupiers as a
body compromised to the extent of granting a day of eight
and a half hours, namely, from 8 a.m. to 5.30 p.m., with
only one break, from 12.30 to 1.30 for dinner. The
weekly total of working hours was thus reduced 15 per
cent. At the same time a 5 per cent, rise was allowed in,

the piecework rates, and the time workers were given thi

same weekly wages, although they had 15 per cent. les«

working time. From the workers' point of view thi
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change has been an nnqualified success. At first there

was some grumbling by the pieceworkers because of the

reduction in the total wages earned. The best and most
industrious, who had worked hard under the old system,

lost about 10 per cent. ; the less industrious ones, however,
found little change in their weekly total, as with the help

of the 5 per cent, rise and a little better application they
could earn the same wages as previously. Now that they
have had longer experience of the new hours, and the

winter weather has come, no one would like to revert to

the previous conditions, and some say they would not go
back to the longer hours even if they had the 5 per cent,

rise in wages continued. There is not the same unani-
mity among the occupiers; some were favorable, others
more dubious. One firm said they had increased their

wage bill by nearly 12 per cent, and their turnover by 6.7

per cent., and instead of having to take any labor that
offered they were getting all they wanted and of a better
and more permanent class. They had less sickness, much
less lost time, and better work, besides less expense of
coal and gas. (Pp. 59-60.)

Report of the Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of
Labor. 1870-1871.

A man can work ten hours in the mill, and working
with a will, and with the object of gaining one hour for
himself, he will make a machine produce in ten hours as
much as it will in eleven. He would be more attentive and
try to make as much pay as in eleven hours. I think it

will be found that much of the cloth made during the
eleventh hour is of poorer quality than the rest, and that
the necessity of looking it over the next day and fixing it

all right, lessens the product of that next day. If we
were to suppose two sets of operatives in the same busi-
ness, one working 11 hours and one working 10 a day,
other things being equal, there is no doubt that the 10-
hour set would hold out more years than the 11-hour set.
I certainly believe that the productive capacity of a set
of work-people may be lessened by increasing the hours
of their daily labor. (Pp. 499-500.

)
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Argument of Hon. William Gray on Petitions for Ten-
hour Law before the Massachusetts Committee on
Labor. February 13, 1873. Boston.

There are facts which . . . will show you . . .

the actual result of the introduction of ten hours nearly

six years ago. This corporation entered upon that change
in June, 1867. (P. 17.)

The speed of the looms was increased about 4 per
cent, the first month, and other machinery in about the

same ratio. All work which could be made job work was
so made . . . and the first month after the change
showed these results.

Observe the time had been reduced from 10% hours
to 10 hours ; the product was reduced 4 to 5 per cent. ; the
cost of labor was increased 2% per cent. ; the wages paid
were not essentially changed. In three years and a half

from the time of the change, the product of ten hours was
fully equal to the product of IO34 hours at the previous
date. . . . With no material change in machinery, the
following results appeared. . . .

First. We saw an improvement in the operatives
directly after adopting ten hours—^which improvement
has been going on ; and we have now the best set of work-
ers that have been in the mill for fifteen years. . . .

Second. We have had more continuous and uninter-
rupted work throughout the year than before. (P. 18.)

Report of the Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of
Labor. 1873.

The overseer (of Pemberton Mills, Lawrence) in-

formed us that they took the result of every half-hour's
work, and upon inquiring the relative product of the dif-

ferent hours, he assured us that invariably the last hour
was the least productive. (P. 246.)

Hon. William Gray, Treasurer of the Atlantic Mills.

Lawrence, began the ten-hour experiment with the opera
tives in his employ, June, 1867, and his testimony con-
cerning its practical and financial success may be re-

garded as nearly, if not quite, authoritative and decisive.
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Massachusetts Senate Docwments, No. 33. 1874.

The Committee on the Labor Question to whom was
referred so much of the Governor's address as relates to

Labor Reform, having considered so much thereof as per-

tains to the enactment of a ten-hour law, and having also

considered the petition of Wendell Phillips and others

for the passage of such a law, report: . . . Your Com-
mittee find that the manufacturers . of Fall River volun-

tarily adopted ten hours as the length of time their opera-

tives should work, and continued on this basis for twenty-

one months. They ceased only because the other manu-
facturers in the State would not adopt the same regula-

tion. They find further, that the Atlantic Mills, in Law-
rence, have long been run on these hours, and in both
these instances the corporations have paid large divi-

dends. Your Committee, therefore, are of the opinion
that while the lessening of the hours of labor as contem-
plated may reduce the profits, it will not diminish them
so much as to prevent a fair and honorable return for the
capital invested. (P. 2.)

Report of Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of Labor.
1881.

It is apparent that Massachusetts with ten hours pro-
duces as much per man or per loom or per spindle, equal
grades being considered, as other States with eleven and
more hours ; and also that wages here rule as high, if not
higher, than in the States where the mills run longer time.
(P. 457.)

But perhaps the most emphatic testimony is that of
another carpet mill employing about twelve hundred per-
sons. This mill, which has been running but ten hours
for several years, and has during this period tried the
experiment of running overtime, gives the following
results. The manager said: ''I believe, with proper
management and supervision, the same help will produce
as many goods, and of superior quality, in ten hours as
they will in eleven. I judge so from the fact that during
certain seasons, being pushed for goods, we have run up
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to nine o 'clock, and for the first month the production was
increased materially. After this, however, the help would
grow listless, and the production would fall off and the

quality of the goods deteriorate." (Pp. 460-461.)

The reason is, the flesh and blood of the operatives

have only so much work in them, and it was all got out in

ten hours, and no more could be got out in twelve ; and
what was got extra in the first month was taken right out
of the life of the operatives. (P. 461.)

Report of the Chief of Massachusetts District Police for
the year ending December 31, 1883.

It has been stated by those who have specially watched
the operation of the ten-hour law that ''its enforcement
has increased production and advanced the wages and
moral standing of the masses." (Pp. 17-18.)

Ihid. for the year ending Dec. 31, 1886,

One manufacturer stated to me a short time ago that

he had run his mill QQ hours per week, supposing that by
so doing he increased the production nearly one-eleventh,

but was persuaded last January to reduce his running
time to 60 hours per week, and at the end of six months
found that the production of his mill had increased nearly
ten per cent., while the quality of the work done was
more perfect. He also stated that no amount of argu-
ment could have convinced him that the results would be
as they have proven. This shows that an operative can
perform only a certain amount of labor though seem-
ingly light when such labor is required every working
day in the year. (Pp. 71-72.)

Report of the New York State Factory Inspector. 1887.

... As a rule, at the end of a year, they would not
have so much working time to their credit as those who
were not so overworked. It can be deduced from this that
it does not pay even the employer to insist upon exces-
sive hours of toil, and, indeed, the invariable testimony
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of the proprietors of those mills which, before the present

law was passed, ran eleven hours a day, is to the effect

that their product was not decreased by the reduction to

ten hours, but that the quality of the work was superior,

the employees worked more steadily, and were less inter-

fered with by sickness. (P. 28.)

Fifteenth Annual Report of the National Consimiers*
League, New York, 1916. Some Practical Ex-
periences in Shortening Hours of Labor. Address
by Mr. Feederick E. Hazard, President Solvay
Process Company, Syracuse, New York, Cleveland,
Ohio, November 4, 1915.

I took occasion to inquire about the changes in hours
at a woolen manufacturing establishment, and I found
that their results were slightly more favorable after re-

ducing their number of hours from eleven to nine and a
half in some departments, ten in others. They got as much
piece-work from weavers, for instance, in the shorter
time, as they did in the longer time; and in the other
departments . . . they found that they had increased
the speed of the shafting which controlled the spinning,
the carding, the combing and the other preparatory opera-
tions, so that they actually got as much work in the
shorter time as they did in the longer time. The woolen
industry is not upon an eight-hour basis, so far as I

know, anywhere. The particular mill at which I made
my inquiry is working on exactly as favorable conditions
as any other woolen mill, but I think that industry could,

in many ways, take advantage of the shorter hours, and
I believe that it could be worked out to be an advan-
tage.

Amtliche Mitteilumgen aus den Jahresberichten der
Gewerbe-Aufsichtsbeamten XVIII. 1895. [Official

Information from Reports of the (German) Fac-
tory Inspectors.'] Berlin, 1896.

The reports of amount and value of the work done
in the reduced working day are also of interest. The fact
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that the value of the work is not in proportion to the

hours of work is but slowly understood. A wool factory
reduced their working day by one hour, in accordance
with the law of June 1, 1891 ; subtracting the rest periods,

it now amounts to ten and one-half hours. The owners
assert that the amount and value of work done by both
males and females remain the same, while calls upon the

sick fund have greatly diminished. (P. 370.)

Ibid, for the year 1898.

In a jute spinning and weaving factory in Cassel the

ten-hour day was provisionally introduced at the re-

quest of the hands in September. Thus far it has worked
so well that the shorter day will probably be retained.

(P. 106.)

Jahresberichte der Gewerhe-Aufsichtsbeamten und Berg-
behorden fur das Jahr, 1904. Bd. II. Baden. [Re-

ports of the (German) Factory and Mine Inspec-
tors for the year 1904. Vol. II. Baden.] Berlin,

Decker, 1905.

It is satisfactory to find that many employers, instead

of returning to the longer hours usual before the (recent)

business depression, are keeping the shorter day perma-
nently, because they have come to see that the longer hours
formerly the rule do not mean a correspondingly larger

output. So, for instance, a large textile manufacturer of

the Oberland is retaining the 10 hours day, and it is so

much the more noteworthy because he is doing it in di-

rect opposition to most of his confreres, who all assert

emphatically that every reduction of working time under
11 hours must, in the textile industries, involve a cor-

responding loss in output. (Pp. 5-41.)
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C. METAL TKADES: IRON AND STEEL; TIN PLATE.

A Shorter Working Day. R. A. Hadfield of Hadfield's
Steel Foundry Co., Sheffield, and H. de B. G-ibbins,

M. A. Methuen S Co., London, 1892.

Asked whether he adopted the eight hours system as
an experiment or from conviction that it would be an ulti-

mate success, Mr. Allan* said : '*I adopted the eight hours
first because, under the old system, where the men
started work at six o'clock and worked till 8:30 in the
morning, or what is called a quarter, this short morning
division of the day, as I would call it, was so much taken
advantage of by the men and the lads for 'sleeping in*

that the actual time wrought throughout the week by men
and boys, on a fair average, was something like forty-

six to forty-eight hours per week. . . . Thinking over the
whole question and the best mode of overcoming these
irregularities and losses, I came to the conclusion that
an eight hours day would be more satisfactory to myself
as well as to the men. Besides, I had also in view the
fact that by an eight hours day, commencing at 7 :30 in

the morning, it would be more beneficial to the men and
the lads on physical grounds. Men who worked over-
time could not be expected to keep regular time in the
morning. Growing lads who went to night-classes or
places of amusement could not be expected to turn out
in the early morning. Hence it seemed to me the only
successful way to ensure regularity in time-keeping, less

possibility of loss, and better physical conditions for men
and lads was to commence at 7:30 in the morning, and.
have only one break in the day, thus getting a full forty-
eight hours' work in the week. For those reasons 1 was
induced, with the approval of the men, to commence an
eight hours day, agreeing with them that if the experi-
ment proved itself a success in six months the wages
which they agreed to forego—5 per cent.—should be re-

turned to them at the end of that time."

* Allan & Co. Scotia Engine Works, Sunderland.
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How It Has Worked.

"It must be borne in mind that in the management of

an engineering factory, if the books are properly kept,

the cost of each detail of an engine, and an engine as a
whole, can be had at any moment, and be compared with
other engines whether finished under a ten, nine, or eight

hours day. Hence six months' trial was long enough
to determine the labour cost of the engine finished under
the new system as against the old. Therefore, from our
costs, taken out very carefully and compared with sim-
ilar engines fitted under the ten, nine and eight hours
day, we found, much to our surprise, and paradoxical as
it may seem, that the cost of the engines was in no way
increased, in fact, if anything, rather decreased. It be-

came, therefore, a duty to return to the men the wages
which they sacrificed at the initiation of the system, as
there has been no diminution of output in the slightest

degree—rather the contrary. Our reason for that is

simply this : that the men and lads are in better physical
condition, and they lose no time now, while the machines
are kept constantly going by the same men for a straight

spin of S% hours for four days of the week, 8I/2 hours
another day and 4% hours on Saturdays, overtime, un-
less in special instances, being thus dispensed with.**

(Pp. 172-174.)

Mr. Harrison, the manager of the works, gave some
useful, practical information as to the success of the

eight hours system. A certain quantity of work, he said,

used to be turned out by each machine in a day's work
under the nine hours system. Incredible as it may seem
to some, he states that the same amount of work is turned
out by the same machine while worked for eight hours
only. He has only one explanation for this new state

of things, namely, that much time that was formerly
wasted is now utilized, and that the men go into their

work with much greater enthusiasm. It is a very easy
thing, he states, for men to do an additional hour's work
in a day, for the men stick to their work instead of wast-

ing five minutes here and there as formerly. (P. 179.)
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The Eight Hours Day. Report on a Year's Work with a
Forty-eight Hours Week in the Salford Iron
Works, Manchester. {Mather and Piatt, Ltd.)

William Matheb, M. P. Manchester, Guardian
Printing Works, 1894. Statistical Results.

Piecework.—Piecework from the first has been a
matter of considerable interest.

It was at the outset—^perhaps naturally—assumed
that men on piecework were already doing their best, and
If their period of work were shortened, their eaminga
would be diminished in a corresponding degree.

This anticipation has not been realized ; for, although
there is a falling-off in the percentage earned by piece-

workers over and above what they would have received
as day wages, it is slight in comparison with the reduc-
tion in the time, and particularly so in the later portion
of the year.

In order to judge better of the working out of the
system as regards piecework, the year has been divided
into three parts of approximately equal lengths.

In the first period the surplus over, day-work rates
was 1.76 per cent, less than the standard piecework
wages; in the second period 1.58 per cent, less than the
standard piecework wages; in the third period 0.78 per
cent, less than the standard piecework wages ; the aver-
age for the twelve months coming out 1.41 per cent, less

than the standard.
These figures show that as the year advanced there

was a steady adaptation to the altered conditions; and
it is reasonable to expect that the small difference re-

maining at the end of the year will soon disappear.
It must also be noted that in no single instance dur-

ing the year were piece-work rates advanced. In fact,

some reductions were made in a few special cases where
the rates were admittedly too high. Had these few
changes not been made, the difference between the two
periods would have been 0.5 per cent, only, instead of
1.41 per cent., a difference which is not at all unusual
between two years, as slight fluctuations in piecework
earnings have occurred from one year to another under
the old system. .(Pp- 19-20.)
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Conditions in British Iron and Steel Works. I. A Speech
delivered to the Special Commission on Hours of
Labour, International Association for Labour
Legislation, June 11th, 1912. John Hodge, M. P.

As the result of negotiations between ourselves and
the management of Bell Brothers, Port Clarence Works,
Middlesbrough (this firm were members of the Employ-
ers' Association), it was necessary, after an agreement
had been come to, that the consent of their Association
should be obtained. The Employers' Association, how-
ever, absolutely refused to grant the permission. The
management, however, were convinced that an eight-hour
day was a necessity, and would be of very great advan-
tage to the firm as well as to the men. It may be stated,

in this connection, that this firm had introduced a hot-

metal process : the pig iron from the blast furnaces, in-

stead of being cast into pig, being transferred to the open-
hearth furnaces in a liquid state; the work of the men
was very laborious in this process, as all the other materi-

als had to be handled without the aid of any machin-
ery. In conseqfuence of the refusal of the Employers'
Association to grant permission, the firm resigned their

membership, put the eight-hour shift in operation, and
it is worthy of note that the change was successful.

So anxious were the workmen to obtain an eight-hour

day in these works that the higher-paid men came to the

determination, so as to remove every argument of the

employers, that they would pay a percentage out of their

own wages so as to give the lower-paid classes of labour

an eight-hour day with themselves, and so get rid of the

argument of increased cost of production; but added to

this was a proviso that the average output of the melt-

ing shop should be ascertained, and such taken as a basis,

and for every extra ton of output over that average a

bonus should be given to the higher-paid men, so that

what they had given to the lower-paid men would come

back to them in greater volume as the output increased.

To-day, I believe, the contribution of the higher-paid men
is very small, if not entirely wiped out, as a result of

increased output. (Pp. 2-3.)
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In the Tin Plate trade of South Wales—and they have
an enormous foreign export trade—^the eight-hour day
is universal. In the Sheet Mill trade in South Wales the
eight-hour day is also in operation. That probably paved
the way for us to a considerable extent, as in our agitation
for an eight-hour day in that district with the Steel
Makers, we have met with less opposition from the em-
ployers than has been the case in other districts ; in fact,

I might say a much more generous consideration than
that shown by the employers in any other district. This
will be evident as I go on.

Some six or seven years ago I discussed this question
with Mr. Herbert Eccles, of Briton Ferry. Although the
subject had been discussed many times previously, this

time we came to an arrangement whereby he instituted

an eight-hour shift on his Open-Hearth plant. The men
whom this embraced were the smelters, the men who
make the gas, the men in the casting-pit, and the crane-
drivers, as well as the men who make up the ladles. Mr.
Eccles made a concession of some extra wages to the
ladle-men, so that the lower-paid men should not suffer,

while he asked nothing from the higher-paid men to make
up these wages. The experiment was to last for one year.

Some six weeks before the expiration of the year, in an
interview I had with Mr. Eccles, he stated that he was
not quite satisfied of the success of the experiment, but
he was not prepared to say it had been a failure, and he
desired that we should enter into a new agreement for a
second year, and that we agreed to do. Before six months
had expired Mr. Eccles had arranged for an eight-hour

day for every employee in his works.
Up to this point we had always been working for an

eight-hour day without extra cost to the employer. Mr.
Eccles, however, said this was impossible, as it would
make certain men, such as engine-men, crane-men, and
boiler-firemen such a low wage when divided by three,

that he would not be able to retain the type of men he
desired, and that in their case it would mean less than a
living wage. He had prepared a scheme for the men in

the rolling mills which, when totalled up, showed an esti-

mated extra wages expenditure per annum of £586. My
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observations upon this acceptance by him of the universal
eight-hour day are, that that experimental period had
demonstrated that, if he had gained nothing from the
change, he had lost nothing. In fact, I go further, and say
that, if he had not been convinced that better results
would accrue from the change, he would never have
agreed to an addition to his wages bill.

Shortly after the establishment of the eight-hour day
in these works, we asked for a conference with the Steel

Makers of South Wales, which was held at Swansea some
five years ago. Mr. Eccles was the Chairman of the Em-
ployers ' Association, and, after a discussion upon the
merits of the proposed change, as well as a discussion as
to its effect upon the life, the health, and the physique
of the workmen, the employers unanimously accepted the
principle of an eight-hour day. (Pp. 3-4.)

Report of the Special Commission on Hours of Labour
in Continuous Industries to the Seventh Delegates'
Meeting of the International Association for
Labour Legislation. Zurich, 1912. London. The
Pioneer Press, Ltd., July, 1912.

In the United Kingdom there has been of late years
in the iron and steel trade a marked tendency towards the
eight-hour system.

Mr. J. Hodge, M. P., reported to the Commission on
progress in the tin plate and steel industry. The British

Steel Smelters ' Amalgamated Society started a campaign
in favour of an eight-hour day about 25 years ago. As a
result all rolling mills (with 9,500 men) in the tin plate

and steel sheet industry in South Wales now work eight-

hour shifts. As regards the steel works of South Wales,
the system was adopted in principle by the Employers'
Association about five years ago, but they stipulated that

it must be introduced gradually. It is now practically

universal in the district. In the tin plate and steel works,

work ceases at the week-end, and the average working
week in South Wales ranges from 41% to 44% hours. In
England, the eight-hour system is not yet so general, but

a few months ago the men had a conference with the em-
ployers (England and Scotland), who have now asked
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the Society to draw up a practical plan for every indi-

vidual firm in the Employers' Association, so devised
that costs shall not be increased. The Society is accord-
ingly now at work on a plan, which they are hopeful will

be accepted. In the few steel mills where the eight-hour
day is already in operation in England the average week
is 46% hours.

Mr. P. Walls, J. P., representing the blast furnace-
men, informed the Commission that there are about 8,000

men in the continuous processes working on the eight-

hour system (which is general in the North of England),
and about 7,000 still on the 12-hour shift (mostly in the

Midlands, Scotland, and South Wales). These latter

work seven days a week, and 24 hours on end when the
shifts are changed. The eight-hour system has been in

operation in one district in the North of England for over
21 years, and in another for over 14 years, with excellent

results. (Pp. 4-5.)

The reports and speeches of Mr. A. H. Crosfield, Mr.
John Hodge, M. P., and Mr. Patrick Walls, J. P., contain
evidence to the effect that within a comparatively short

time after adopting shorter hours production has been
found to increase to such an extent, on account of the

more effective and accurate work of the men, that with-

out any increase in the piece rates, the same weekly earn-

ings were reached as had been received before with the

longer day. (P. 10.)

Rational Hours of Work. I. The Case for Reduction.
Shorter Hours and Greater Efficiency. A. H.
Crosfield. Reprinted from, the ^'Manchester
Guardian," June 27, 1913.

Even more striking is the splendid progress which
the eight-hour day has made throughout the steel trade,
especially in the steel sheet and tinplate trades of South
Wales. Mr. John Hodge, M. P., general secretary of the
British Steel Smelters' Association, recently gave the
International Association for Labor Legislation an in-

teresting account of the adoption by Mr. Herbert Eccles
of the eight-hour shift for his open-hearth plant at Briton
Ferry. The eight-hour day was adopted there for men
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engaged in various classes of work, and for the lower
paid men Mr. Eccles made a concession of extra wages
involving an estimated extra expenditure of £586 per
annum. Within less than two years of the introduction
of the system Mr. Eccles was so convinced of its ad-
vantages that it was adopted for every single employee
throughout his entire works. Conferences followed with
the rest of the employers in the steel trade of South
Wales, and the eight-hour day became the established

rule in the industry, and is now by general admission
a rQal and very substantial advantage both to employers
and employed. With regard to the economic results, Mr.
Hodge says, as a result of many conversations with them
on the subject, that "managers in South Wales are agreed
that, generally speaking, there has been an increase of

output in the rolling mills of at least 20 per cent., but so

far as the open-hearth melting process is concerned they
would not place the increase of output at more than 12i/^

per cent. '

' Mr. Hodge then quoted the opinion of Mr.
Eccles to the effect that ''if there had been no greater
gain than reform of the habits of some of the men the
change was worth it," the substance of his remarks be-

ing that it had made *'bad men good and good men
better."

Here, then, we have industrial undertakings on a very
large scale which afford us striking practical evidence of

enormous importance of the advantages of rational hours
of work considered from every point of view, whether
physical, ethical, or commercial. And this practical

testimony is just what scientific investigation leads us to

anticipate. (Pp. 3-4.)

The Eight Hours Day. Sidney Webb and Harold Cox,
B. A. London, Walter Scott, 1891. Appendix II.

Memorandum of a conversation tvith Mr. T. W.
Smith, of the firm of Caslon <& Co., Typefounders,
Chiswell Street, E. C, December 15th, 1890.

The change to the Eight Hour System came about in

this way: The improvements effected in type-founding
machinery during the last twenty years have made it
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possible for our men to turn out the same quantity of

work as formerly with much less exertion. We knew this

and they knew it. . . . We thereupon had a friendly talk

with the men in a general meeting, and told them that

if they would undertake to send us down the same quan-
tity of work as before, we were perfectly willing to re-

duce the hours, and still pay them the same wages. This
arrangement was agreed to, and has worked perfectly

since. (P. 257.)

Hours and Wages in Relation to Production. Lujo Brbn-
TANo. Translated by Mrs. Wm. Arnold. London,
Sonnenschein, 1894.

''In the parliamentary debate of the Miners* Eight
Hours ' Day, Chamberlain made the following statements

:

'When I was in business—I am speaking of twenty
years ago—my firm was working under great pressure,
twelve hours a day. Shortly afterwards the Factory
Acts were applied to Birmingham, and we reduced the
hours to ten a day. Some time later we voluntarily re-

duced the hours to nine a day, after the experiment at
Newcastle of a nine hours engineers' day. We were
working self-acting machinery. All the workmen -had to

do was to feed the machines and see the tools were kept
in order. In this case, if in any, the production should
be directly proportionate to the number of hours worked.
What is the fact? When we reduced the hours from
twelve to ten—a reduction of 17 per cent.—the reduction
in the production was about 8 per cent. When we again
reduced the hours from ten to nine—a reduction of 10
per cent.—the reduction of production was 5 per cent.*

*'

(P. 106.)

Report of the United States Industrial Commission. Vol.
XIV. 1901. Mr. William C. Redfield, Treasurer,
J. H. Williams & Co.

On January 2 last, after consultation with the leading
workmen, notice was given that the works would, on
March 1, be put on the basis of a 9-hour day with 10 hours
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pay, running 54 hours weekly for the wages theretofore
paid for 60 hours. This concession, made voluntarily
and unasked, was received cordially by the men, who have
shown their appreciation by working closely up to the
full 9 hours. Experience thus far has shown the 9-hour
day to be profitable, for the output of the works is slight-

ly larger than before. A comparison of a large number
of orders executed on the 9-hour basis with the same
number of orders for the same goods executed under
similar conditions on the 10-hour basis shows a slight

average gain in favor of the 9-hour day. There is a

slightly larger average output for the 9-hour day than
for the 10-hour day, though in every other respect the

work was done under similar conditions. There is

throughout an increased rate of hourly output and a total

output somewhat larger for the shorter working time.

(P. 659.)

The 9-hour day has been a gain and not a loss

—

demonstrably so where exact data can be had, satis-

factorily so even where the full details can not be se-

cured. This result is believed to depend in large degree
upon the willing and helpful spirit that exists in the
works. . . .

J. H. Williams & Co. believe that such success as

has been obtained arises largely because and not in

spite of the high and continuous wages paid to their

working force, and recognize thoroughly the intelligence,

efficiency, and, last but not least, the good will of that

working force. While none can estimate exactly the dif-

ference in production in the same works between a force

of men justly treated, earnest and zealous in their work,
and a similar force working merely because they must
live, the writer believes the difference between these two,

under conditions otherwise similar, may be that between
ruin and dividends.

Again, it should be said that the things above sug-

gested are done not as charity, but as matters of justice,

as privileges, and as sources of profit. The course thus

far taken will be followed because it is both a pleasant
and a profitable one. It pays because a man is more than

a machine, and the policy which treats him as a machine
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ignores one of the greatest factors in production, viz.>

human nature. It pays because the rate of wages is not
the chief factor in cost, but the rate of production. A
clean man produces more in the long run than a dirty

man. A well-informed man produces more than an ig-

norant man. A justly treated man produces more than
an unjustly treated man. A contented man is a better

and cheaper producer than a discontented man. A well-

paid man is a more economic producer than an ill-paid

man. It would often be well, when seeking to economize,
to give less attention to the pay roll and more in other
directions. (P. 660.)

The Eight Hour Day and Government Construction hy
Direct Labor. Ethelbert Stewart. Commons,
Vol. 10. May, 1905,

In the building of the two battleships, the Connecticut
and the Louisiana, we have a concrete case offering op-
portunity for the study and comparison, not only of con-
tract versus direct labor, but also of the eight-hour day
versus the ten-hour day. The former battleship is being
built by direct labor in the United States navy yards in
Brooklyn under the eight-hour day and by union men.
The battleship Louisiana is being built by contract by
the Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co., of
Newport News, Virginia, employing its men ten hours a
day. In chapter three of a report to Congress by the
Department of Commerce and Labor, we find a compara-
tive statement of the work on these two battleships up to
November 1, 1904. The information for this chapter was
gathered and compiled by Mr. Frank J. Sheridan, one of
the most accurate and painstaking agents of the Bureau
of Labor, and his figures may be depended upon. Mr.
Sheridan says in his report: "No other factor is con-

sidered than the productive ability of the two bodies of
men doing exactly the same kind of work, using the same
kind of tools and the same kind of material. It is prac-
tically all hand work, as the output of the automatic ma-
chines, with their speed limitations in production per
hour, does not enter into this work."
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The keel of the Louisiana was laid February 7, 1903.

She was launched August 27, 1904. On the date of

launching, the percentage of the hull work completed was
54.5. The keel of the Connecticut was laid March 10,

1903. She was launched September 29, 1904. Percentage
of hull work completed was 53.59. This is by far more
rapid work than has ever been done by contracting firms

building battleships heretofore, as it is well understood
that there is to be a race between the direct labor in the
navy yards and contract labor at Newport News. For
instance, the elapsed time between the laying of the keel

and the launching of the ship is 568 days for the Louisiana
and 570 days for the Connecticut, whereas in the three
battleships nearest the size of these two, the Georgia
was 1,135 days from the laying of the keel to the launch-
ing, the New Jersey 957 days and the -Virginia 684 days.

These ships have a displacement of 14,948 tons, as
against 16,000 tons of the two battleships under discus-

sion.

At the date of launching, the gross weight of the

structural material worked upon the Louisiana, the con-

tract ship, was 14,295,965 pounds. The net weight worked
into the hull was 12,216,154 pounds. The aggregate hours
of all employes engaged upon the work was 2,413,888.

The structural material worked into the hull of the Con-
necticut, the direct labor ship, at the date of launching,

showed a gross weight of 14,173,894 pounds. The net

weight of finished material worked into the hull was
11,391,040 pounds. The aggregate hours of employes
engaged on this work was 1,808,240. In other words, the

number of pounds worked in per hour was, for the Louisi-

ana 5.0608 ; for the Connecticut 6.2995. The average num-
ber of pounds worked in for ten hours or one day, in the

Louisiana was 50,608, while the average worked into the

Connecticut in a day of eight hours was 59,396 pounds.

The daily average of men working full time of ten hours
on the Louisiana was 500.8. The number of men work-
ing full time of eight hours on the Connecticut was 470.9.

This shows that the average production of a man per

hour on the Coimecticut exceeded by 24.28 per cent, the
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average production per man per hour on the Louisiana;
which explains why the progress on the Connecticut, as

shown in the report of percentage of work completed to

the Bureau of Construction, has kept pace with the work
<3ompleted on the Louisiana, namely : November 1, 1904,

the Louisiana reported 60.7 percentage completed, while

the percentage of completion of the Connecticut on the

same date was 63.9. (Pp. 284-285.)

So far, the claim of labor leaders that the eight-hour

day is productive of better work and just as much of it

in the skilled trades as the ten-hour day, seems to be
amply sustained. (P. 286.)

The Steel Workers. John A. Fitch. The Pittsburgh Sur-
vey, Russell Sage Foundation Publication. New
York. Charities Publication Committee, 1910,

Some of the rolling mills in England are also operated
on the eight-hour system. According to Mr. Hodge, one
mill where the system has lately been introduced is now
rolling as much steel in eight hours as it formerly did in
twelve. There is little opportunity for such a compari-
son in this country, but in one case that came to my notice

the same experience was reported, and I had opportunity
to verify the report by the statements of both the com-
pany officials and the employes. The Sharon Steel Hoop
Company, located at Sharon, Pennsylvania, is an inde-

pendent company engaged in the manufacture of hoop
steel and cotton ties. They employ about 1,200 men in

their plant, about 150 of whom are engaged on the three
finishing mills. These, from the time the plant was built

up to 1904, had worked on the two-turn system. As in
other hoop mills, a day's work was ten hours, the mill

stopping three times during that period for about half
an hour each time, to give the men opportunity to rest.

The work required such speed and agility that it was
held to be impossible for men to work continuously ten
hours, consequently the finishing mills were idle five to

seven hours out of the twenty-four.
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But in 1904 a change was made. The finishers were^
for the most part, members of the Amalgamated Asso-
ciation of Iron, Steel and Tin Workers. As usual the
company signed their scale, but did so with som€s.thing

of a protest, for they said it was higher than that paid in
non-union mills, with which they must compete. An ojfficer

of the union suggested that the company secure an ad-
vantage by putting on a third crew and eliminating the
periods of idleness. This was a revolutionary sugges-
tion, for there was no other hoop mill in the country oper-
ating with three crews. It was doubtful whether the
plan were feasible or possible. When the men heard of

it they objected. Their wages are based on tonnage, and
they thought an eight-hour day would mean less output
and lower wages. The company, however, decided to
give the plan a trial.

When the men drew their first pay, they found that
their earnings were not reduced. They had turned out
as much tonnage in eight hours as they had previously
in ten. It may have taken longer to convince the com-
pany that the plan was a good one, but it does not now
care to go back to the old system. Instead of there being
a period of idleness every day, the mills are operated con-
tinuously. There are no stops except to change rolls or
to make repairs. The rest periods have been eliminated
and the half hour for lunch as well. Instead, the com-
pany has provided ** spell hands," so that the men are
relieved in turn and each one has an occasional rest with
plenty of time for lunch, without stopping the mill. This]
makes it necessary to employ larger crews than formerl]
so that the labor cost per ton product is larger thanj
under the old system, but the general superintendent in-

formed me that the saving in fuel is so great and th(

profits are so increased by the larger output per dayi
that the extra labor cost is insignificant. . . .

Of course, this instance does not concern a large milV,
and even if it did, it would hardly be safe to draw con-

clusions from a single example, especially with reference]

to an increased tonnage. However, it is an interesting

case, and worthy of consideration. (Pp. 179-180.)
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Jdhresberichte der Gewerbe-Aufsichtsbeamten und Berg-
behorden fur das Jahr 1905. Bd. I. Preussen.
[Reports of the Factory and Mines Inspectors for
1905. Vol. I. Prussia.] Berlin, Decker, 1906.

Hours of work have been reduced from 11 to 10 in a
number of establishments—among others in all the day
work departments of the Bochum Mining & Steel Com-
pany. The fact that this change was made during the
height of the busiest season shows that the company did
not fear any appreciable loss in output. (P. I. 296.)

i
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d. MINES AND QUARRIES : COAL, SLATE, ETC.

Report of the United States Industrial Commission.
Final Report. Vol. XIX, 1902.

Eeduction of Hours in Mining.

The most important instance in recent years, of the

adoption of the 8-hour working day, has occurred in the

bituminous-coal mining industry. The strike of 1897
secured for the four leading Eastern coal States—Illi-

nois, Indiana, Ohio and Pennsylvania—^in the bituminous
mines the 8-hour day, and a similar reduction has been
obtained in other Western States. In Utah the 8-hour
day was secured in 1896 by action of the legislature in

a law applying to all mines and smelters. ...
In the Pennsylvania district the period is 9 hours

instead of 8, but includes the time spent in going to and
from the mouth of the pit. Strictly speaking, the reduc-
tion is more nearly from 10 hours a day to 9 hours a
day than from 10 hours to 8 hours. In Utah, however,
in the case of the smelting works, the reduction is much
more extreme, the hours, formerly 12 per day, being re-

duced to 8. This is a reduction of 33 1/3 per cent, in

the time, and would make necessary an increase of the
working force, provided there were no increase in effi-

ciency, by 50 per cent.

There is a general agreement that the fewer hours
in the coal mines have increased the energy of the work-
men, and that there has been little or no decrease in the
amount of work turned out during the day. The men
are stimulated *'to do a good, honest 8 hours' work*';
the foremen do not find them asleep, as they used to, or
lounging around or smoking. (Pp. 767-768.)

The two factors combined, namely, increased energy
on the part of the employees and increased economy on
the part of the employer, have certainly, in the mining
industry, maintained a daily output equal to that which
existed before the eight-hour day was introduced. This
is shown in the following table, compiled from the reports
of the United States Geological Survey and the Illinois

Commissioners of Labor, showing the production of coal
for the six years from 1895 to 1900

:
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Bitimiinoiis Coal Mining.

»

Per
cent.

Average Average Average mined
days number Total days output by ma-

Year. Output.

Short tons.

active. employed. worked. per day.

Short tons

chines.

COUNTRY AT LARGE.
1894... 118,820,405 171 244,603 41,827,113 2.84
1895 135,118,193 194 239,962 46,232,628 2.90 „
1896 137,640,276 192 244,171 46,808,832 2.72 19.17
1897 147,609,985 196 247,817 48,572,132 3.03 16.19
1898 166,592,023 211 255,717 53,956,287 3.09 20.39
1899 193,321,987 234 271,027 63,420,318 3.05 23.00
1900 212,513,912 234 304,975

OHIO.

71,364,150 2.98 25.15

1894 11,909,856 136 27,105 3,686,280 3.24
1895 13,355,806 176 24,644 4,337,344 3.08 .....,—

1896 12,875,202 161 25,500 4,105,500 3.13 26.16
1897 12,196,942 148 26,410 3,908,680 3.12 31.51
1898 14,516,867 169 26,986 4,560,634 3.18 35.78
1899 16,500,270 200 26,038 5,207,600 3.17 41.35
1900 18,988,150 215 27,628 5,940,020 3.19 46.53

PENNSYLVANIA.
1894 39,912,463 165 75,010 12,376,650 3.22 ......M

1895 50,217,228 206 71,130 14,652,780 3.43 ....««

1896... 49,557,453 206 72,625 14,960,750 3.31 12.29
1897 54,417,974 205 77,272 15,840,760 3.44 16.40
1898 65,165,133 229 79,611 18,230,919 3.57 25.34
1899 74,150,175 245 82,812 20,288,940 3.66 29.67

1900 79,842,326 242 92,692 22,431,464 3.56 33.65

ILLINOIS.*
1894 16,429,032 183.1 35,398 6,481,527 2.53

1895 17,026,429 182.2 35,539 6,475,315 2.63

1896.. 18,995,160 186.0 34,069 6,336,915 3.00 19.57

1897 19,365,847 185.5 31,084 5,766,260 3.36 19.66

1898 17,855,327 174.7 32,223 6,629,518 3.17 18.36
1899 22,497,067 205.7 34,031 7,000,324 3.21 24.90
1900 24,147,771 214.0 36,233

UTAH.
7,753,921 3.11 19.73

1894 431,550 199 671 134,329 3.21

1895 471,836 203 670 136,010 3.47

1896 418,627 202 679 137,158 3.05 0.18

1897... 621,560 204 704 143,616 3.62

1898 593,709 243 739 179,577 3.30
1899 786,049 265 743 196,895 3.99

1900 1,147,027 248 1,308 324,384 3.54

* Figures used for Illinois cover 92 per cent, of total employees and 96
per cent, of total output for all years, this being the proportion belonging to
shipping mines. (Pp. 770-771.)
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While the 8-hour day was introduced universally in

the bituminous mines in 1897, it applied to more than

half of the output of the entire country.

From this table it can be seen that during the two
years 1895 and 1896, under the ten-hour system, the aver-

age output per workingman per day was 2.9 and 2.72

tons; while in 1897, during the latter three months of

which the eight-hour day prevailed, the average output
per man was 3.03 tons per day; and for 1898, 1899 and
1900, three years of the eight-hour day in the majority
of the coal mines, the average output ranged from 2.98 to

3.09 tons. Each year of the eight-hour day shows for the

country as a whole a larger output per day for each
workman than the highest output of the ten-hour day.
The table also shows the increase in the use of machinery
already referred to.

Individual States, where there has been a great in-

crease in machinery, and where since 1897 the 8-hour day
is universal, such as Ohio and Pennsylvania, show an
increased output per day per man, as will be seen by the

same table. There is one State, Illinois, where the pro-
portion of coal mined by machines has remained fairly

constant, standing at 19.57 per cent, in 1896, increasing

to 24.9 per cent, in 1899, and falling to 19.73 per cent, in

1900. The table shoWs that in this State the highest out-

put per day for each workman was in 1897, when it

reached 3.36 tons. This was a year operated partly
under 10 hours and partly under 8 hours. Comparing
the two 10-hour years, 1895 and 1896, with the three
8-hour years, 1898, 1899, and 1900, it can be seen that
the output for each working day has considerably in-

creased, the 10-hour years showing an average output
per day for each employee of 2.53 to 3 tons, while the
8-hour years show an average of 3.11 to 3.21 tons. This
must be ascribed solely to the increased energy and
promptness of the workmen, since, as already stated,

the proportion of coal mined by machinery in that State
has remained constant.

In the case of Utah, where the law went into effect in

June, 1896, it will be seen that there is for the four com-
plete years of the 8-hour day, 1897 to 1900, an actual
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increase in the output per day above the figures for

1894, and that three of the four years show an increase

above the output for 1895.

These tables bring statistical evidence to support the

testimony of witnesses before the Industrial Commission
that in the industry of coal mining the shorter working
day has increased the efficiency of both the workman and
the management. (Pp. 770-772.)

A Handbook of Political Questions of the Day and the

Arguments on Either Side. Sidney Buxton, M.P.
11th Edition. London, John Murray, 1903. Legal
Limitations of Hours.

The Eight Hours' Bill for Miners is also specifically

•supported on the grounds

:

13.— (a) That the output depends largely on the effi-

ciency of the miner ; and with shorter and fixed hours he
could and would increase his individual output. He would
be healthier and stronger, would work harder and more
regularly, (b) That, with a re-arrangement of hours
waste of time would be avoided, most of the time now lost

over meals could be saved ; and the saving thus effected,

would in many cases more than compensate for the nomi-
nal reduction of hours, (c) That the short-time miners
turn out the most coal per man.

For instance, in Lancashire, where the men work nine
and a half hours, the output is estimated at 350 tons per
worker per annum; in Yorkshire, with eight hours, the
output is 350 tons ; in Durham and Northumberland, with
seven and a quarter hours, the output is 420 tons.

14.—That, thus, neither the output produced, nor the
wages earned, would in the end be affected. (Pp. 191-
193-194.)

The Eight Hours Day. Sidney Webb and Haeold Cox.
London, Walter Scott, 1891.

The Eight Hours Day was established in some of the
South Yorkshire coal mines about 1859. In 1860 the Gen-
eral Secretary to the Masters' Association stated as **a
fact that cannot be disputed, that the production under
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the eight hours system that has been introduced into the

South Yorkshire district this last twelve months, at some
of the largest collieries, is greatly in excess of what was
ever produced by an equal number of men when the men
worked twelve or thirteen hours." He went on to attri-

bute this to the greater energy and steadiness with which
the men worked on the shorter shift.* (P. 100.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXIV. 1892. Royal
Commission on Labor. Precis of Evidence. Group
A. Vol. I.

Testimony of Mr. Alfred Onions, Secretary for the
South Wales and Monmouthshire Miners' Federation.

He did not believe that the cost of production would
be really increased by shorter hours, or that the output
would be diminished. Such had not been the result of
similar reductions in Northumberland and Durham,
where the shortest hours are worked and the output is

largest. In 1872 a man produced 279 tons of coal per
annum. He can now produce 317 tons.f (P. 24.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXXVI. 1893. Part L
Royal Commission on Labor.

Testimony of Mr. W. A. Darbishire, Managing Direc-
tor of the Penyr-orsedd Slate Quarry Co., Ltd.

9084 ... I should doubt very much whether eight
hours would be desired, but I stated in my proof, and I
wish to state it distinctly, that it would not make any
material change in the business. I believe that exactly]
the same amount of work would be done in eight hours!
that is at present done in ten. I may say that as a matter^
of fact, whenever we have worked what is called short
time—for five days—the production has been as much, if

not more, than when we have been working six days.

* Report of Social Science Association on Trade Societies, 1860, pp. 45j
268.

t The "Times" Report on "the home coal industry in 1891" states : "The
mines, generally, have been working shorter time in 1890 and 1891 than in
previous years. Their average output per employe in 1890 was only 3C

tons, as compared with 320 tons in 1888."
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Eight Hours for Work. John Eae. London and New
York. Macmillcm S Co., 1894.

M. C. Grad states that, according to the President
of the Corporation of Miners in Germany, miners there
attain their maximum productivity with eight hours
effective work, and that when temporary prolongations
occur the product is only augmented to some extent for
the first three or four weeks, and after that it begins to

fall off till no more is got in ten hours than was got
before in eight. (Revue des deux Mondes, 1877, p. 132.)

(P. 53.)

In the Cleveland iron mines the men send out more
stone in the day now in their eight hours under ground
than they did formerly in their twelve hours, and this

result is in no way due to the introduction of machinery,
for machines are not used in more than five mines out of

the twenty-three, and the increase of production has oc-

curred in all, whether machines are used or not. (P. 54.)
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e. GEANITE AND STONE CUTTING.

United States Congress. Senate Document No, 1124,
62nd Congress. 3rd Session. 1913. The Eight-
Hour Day. Various Articles, Arguments, and
Bills relating to the Eight Hour Law. {Letter
from William J. Crawford, President, William J.

Crawford <& Co., Inc., to Mr. James Duncan, In-
ternational President Granite Cutters' Inter-
national Association. December 19, 1912.)

Dear Sir: For several months the writer has wished
to write to you and explain some facts which we are
sure will interest you and your fellow members.

There are few firms in the country who have kept a
comprehensive cost system extending over a period of
more than 30 years. Just 32 years ago, in January,
1880, we commenced to keep this record of the value of
each man and the exact cost of each piece of work, and
we have kept this ever since. In the part of this work
which will interest you we have a page for each granite
cutter, and following each entry of the piece of work he
takes up is the day and hour commenced, the day and
hour finished, the entire time consumed, the wages we
have paid, the quarry bill, and a column for loss and a
column for gain. In this way we are able to raise a
man's wages from time to time as he proves his worth.
We do this without request from the men, and in this

way we obtain the highest efficiency, and we can not re-

member when a man has asked us to raise his wages.
Now about the fact that I think will be of particular

interest to you. This cost system extends back to the

time when the day was 10 hours, and it shows that the

same man under identically the same conditions, accom-
plished more, of exactly the same kind of work when he

was working 9 hours, than he did when he was working
10 hours, and again when the hours were reduced to 8

hours this same man accomplished still more in an 8-hour

day than he did in a 9-hour day, or a considerable amount
more than he did when the day was 10 hours long.

My observation of the condition, and I am with our
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men from 8 a. m. until 5 p. m. is this, that as men work
to-day at the granite cutting trade, an 8-hour day is too
long, and I believe that any good granite cutter (and
I mean by this a man who uses his brains as well as his

muscles every .minute) could do just as much work in

7 or even 6 hours as he does in 8. This may sound radi-

cal, but from close study I find that 16 hours for ''rest

and refreshment" to a granite cutter is not sufficient to

make him approach his work in the morning in a per-
fectly rested condition.

We are glad to watch the efforts of a Matthewson,
Johnson, Joe Wood, or any of the other star pitchers,

and we would think McGraw, Griffiths, or Stahl, beside
themselves to put any one of these men in the box for
two consecutive days, of about two hours each day. Now
what granite cutter does not put as much of his brains
and muscles into his work every day as these stars exer-
cise? The shrewd manager knows he can get the best
results from a man whose brain and body are not
fatigued. We employers of granite cutters can learn a
lesson from them. Once in a while there is an Edison
who can work long hours profitably; but they are con-

spicuous by their rarity. The short life of the granite
cutters is due. not to the dust alone, but to the hard work
incident to the trade. (Pp. 16-17.)

Jahresbericht der grossherzoglich-badischen Fahrikin-
spektion fur das Jahr 1903. [Report of the Fac-
tory Inspectors of Baden for the year 1903.]

In many instances the efficiency of workmen has so
improved under shorter hours that where piecework
wages have remained unchanged they have been able to
earn as much as before.

In the Mannheim Granite and Sandstone Works be-

longing to Georg Hartman, employing on an average 120
men, the employers and men agreed to establish an 8I/2-

hour day while doing away with the half-hour rest pauses
formerly customary in the morning and afternoon. The
canteen, which had previously had an active trade in beer,
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was abolished. The firm states that so definite an in-

crease in working capacity and application has resulted,

that the output is scarcely, if at all, less than it was be-

fore with a working day of from 10 to 11 hours, while the

quality of work has noticeably improved. The sandstone
cutters are delighted with the restriction and hope much
from it in the way of improvement in the very bad condi-

tions of health hitherto prevailing among them. (P. 38.)

Jahresberichte der Gewerbe-Aufsichtsbeamten und
Bergbehorden fur das Jahr 1904. Bd. I. Preiissen.

[Reports of the (German) Factory and Mine In-

spectors for the year 1904. Vol. I. Pry^sia.]

Berlin, Decker, 1905.

A noteworthy instance of reduction of hours is found
in a large stone-working plant iq Trier. The working
time formerly was from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. for the day shift

and from 6 p.m. to 5 a.m. for night shift. . . . The ex-

periment of eight-hour shifts was tried. One shift was
from 5 a.m. to 1 p.m. and the second from 1 p.m. to

9 p.m. . . .

The result was surprisingly satisfactory for those
working with machinery on piecework. The output and
wages suffered a slight decrease for four weeks only, and
after that they rose, slightly with the inferior piece work-
ers, and with the most expert ones, to as much as 11 per I

cent, over that under the longer hours. This has been the
average for six years. The same satisfactory results
were observed with the other workmen. . . . They now

|

easily complete in eight hours the full amount of work
formerly done iq the longer day ; wages naturally remain
the same. Inquiries made of the men as to whether they

j

preferred the old arrangement were answered iq the
negative throughout. (P. I. 485.)
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f. GLASS AND OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS.

The Eight Hours Day. Sidney Webb and Harold Cox.

London, Walter Scott, 1891.

Herr Heye, the proprietor of the large glass works of

Gerresheim, near Diisseldorf, Germany, reduced the

working day from eleven, and in some cases twelve hours,

to a normal eight hours. He reports that in a very short

time there was produced, without increase of staff, as

much as before the reduction.* (P. 101.)

Gesammelte Abhandlungen. Bd. III. [Complete Works,
Vol. III.] Die Volkswirthschaftliche Bedeutung
der Verkiirzung des Industriellen Arheitstages.

[The Economic Significance of a Shorter Working
Day.] Ernst Abbe. Paper read before the Eco-
nomic Society at Jena in 1901. Jena, Fisher,

1906.

Beside the effect on production and international com-
petition involved in shorter working hours, the question
arises as to the effect of a shorter day on the workman's
strength. If he produces as much in shorter hours, does
he do this at the cost of his reserve energy? In a word,
does he use up his strength sooner by more intensive

work? If he did, this fact would be of far-reaching social

and economic import. (P. 204.)

The experiment made in the optical works in whose
management I had a part, and where the working day was
abruptly reduced from a nine to an eight-hour day at a
time of the most active production, . . . confirms, in the
most important and leading points, all that the far more
extensive experiences of England had demonstrated as
to the effect of shorter hours on output.

Our researches proved that this reduction from nine
to eight hours, that is, of more than 10 per cent, at one
bound, brought about not the least diminution of the
daily output, but increased it demonstrably even if only
to a slight extent. ... It would not be worth while to
add our testimony to that of England, if it were not for

* Revue des Deux Mondes, November, 1887, p. 138.
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the fact that we worked out our results in exact figures.

(P. 205.)

Our inquiries have this further credit, that they give

a decisive answer to the question: Does reduction of

hours mean a greater expenditure of strength for the in-

dividual? Is the work more wearing to the workman or

not?
Our observations enable us to reply with certainty in

the negative: the workmen are subjected to no greater

strain by executing in eight hours what they used to do in

nine, although they do, certainly, work with greater inten-

siveness during the shorter period. We gained an insight

into the actual factors that enable efficiency to rise with
shorter hours, and to rise in such degree that the results

are the same. To the question whether the difference is

accounted for by such special motives as good-will or
ambition for personal interest (as in piecework), we say,

decidedly: no. The satisfactory result is obtained inde-

pendently of such motives. And I regard this as one of

the most important points that our experience has
brought to light.

Finally, our observations have enabled us to explain
tTie connection between rapidity of work and shorter
working hours, and to show how the equalizing of effici-

ency is brought about. I am under the impression that
this has never been explained. (P. 206.)

Our working hours were first reduced gradually
through a period of 30-35 years, from 12 hours to nine,

then to eight. . . .

Some slight differences in output were noticeable
from the standpoint of the age of workers, but so insig-

nificant that they are negligible. The youngest workmen
had, to be sure, the best results, yet in no instance was
there any lagging worth mentioning among the older
ones. (P. 211). From our results it may be concluded:
Success under shorter hours is attained equally, with
but slight variations, by older and younger workmen.
(P. 212.)

The testimony of different individuals on time work
agreed that after the first few days no conscious effort

had to be made to keep up the pace of work. . . . Many
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were unconscious that they had done more until I proved
it to them. . . . All, even the older ones, averred that the

work was not more wearing; the last half-hour was not

harder than before. (P. 218.)

Piece workers, who, at first, made an effort that they

could not keep up, found that they had at first in reality

attempted to do much more than they had ever done
before. After relaxing to the pace that was permanently
endurable, they discovered that their output and earn-

ings were the same as previously, or slightly more. (P.

219.)

{Condensed from original.)

1. Reduction of working hours is not followed by a
reduction of output. Frequently a distinct increase in

output results. In our works, in a year, 30 men have done
as much under the 8 hours as 31 men had done in the

year before under 9 hours. (P. 222.)

2. In spite of good-will and obvious self-interest,

increased output is only temporarily attainable by
lengthening the hours of work, and after a short time the

output under lengthened hours falls back to what it was
in the shorter day.

3. Even where workmen have no interest in doing as

much in the shorter hours; where on the contrary they
have interests in not doing as much, nevertheless the
same result is obtained:—no diminution of product oc-

curs.

4. This seems to me conclusive evidence that the rate
of speed (short working hours resulting in heightened
intensity and long ones in diminished intensity) is an au-
tomatic and involuntary adjustment not realized by the
individual ; that many persons have no idea of it, and in-

deed do not believe it until the proofs that they have ac-

complished more in a short day are shown to them. (P.

223.)

In saying that recuperation must equal fatigue, I am
speaking of real things. . . . We may discern three
plainly separable factors in the production of fatigue,
and these, when added together, make an important
total.
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I. The first is the amount of the daily output, quite

independent of the time in which it is produced. When,
for instance, a man at a turning lathe, one who is dis-

tinctly skilful, has about 50 similar objects to make, he

must make a certain number of motions of the hand in

sequence and must exercise a certain number of sense
perceptions in order to control his work. He needs also

to exercise a certain number of impulses of the will.

Now, if instead of 50 objects he makes 100, then he has
done all these things twice as often—quite independent of

whether he has worked 5, 6 or 10 hours.
The amount of output gives an estimate by which to

measure the amount of strength expended. This is dif-

ferent with different persons. Greater experience, skill,

or quickness enables one to work with less expenditure
of strength than another. . . . Yet on the whole, with
persons who are working under similar conditions, there

is always a large number whose expenditure of strength
in the daily working hours is wholly proportionate to the

amount of their output.
II. The second factor in fatigue depends on the speed

with which work is done. In general it might be sup-

posed that when a given piece of work was performed in

a shorter time, a greater exertion of strength would be
necessary. But this is only true beyond certain limits.

Within certain reasonable limits, the same piece of work
can be done somewhat faster without increased outlay
of strength. If, for instance, one walks, say, four kilo-

metres, it is quite the same whether one walks a little

faster or slower, so long as one does not actually run.

This second factor, speed, is an important one in produc-
ing the same result with a shorter work day. (P. 229.)

III. The third, however, is the most important, in

my opinion, and is entirely analogous with what is called

in technical language concerning machinery, ''waste of

power," when the machines are running dead. (Kraft-
verbrauch fiir Leergang.) . . .

The consequence of the previously mentioned divis-

ion of labor is that, with few exceptions, all details of

industry are performed by persons who must either sit

or stand all day ; few have any chance for change within

r
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the limits of their working time. If we picture to our-
selves what it would be for a man to be obliged to sit,

or stand, without doing any work, but maintaining a fixed

position of the body for 8 or 10 hours, we know at once
that he would be fatigued even though he had done noth-
ing. My contention is that, as this fatigue represents an
outlay of strength required solely by sitting or standing
in the position needed by his work, and in the environ-
ment of work (with noise, confusion, the need of atten-

tion to protect himself and others from danger)—as this

purely passive fatigue, I repeat, forms a large part of
the day's work, every reduction of hours which results

in concentrating the usual output within the shorter
working day is a clear gain for the worker's strength.

If a man can do a certain day's work in 8 hours, and
he is compelled to spend 10 hours at it, then it is just

as if we said to him : you may do your work in 8 hours,
but then you must sit here for 2 hours more, in the same
position, listening to the same noise, paying the same
attention, being careful to avoid danger, but without
doing anything. And I maintain that, just as the shorter
time has been a definite saving for the ''wasted power"
of the machine, so the shorter day is a corresponding
saving of human strength, avoiding a waste of power
in men. (P. 230.)

The length of working hours, therefore, comes up for
consideration three times—twice in estimating the expen-
diture of energy (1. Shortened hours and increased in-

tensity ; exertion the same if certain limits of speed are
not exceeded. 2. In estimating the ''wasted power" of
man, analogy with the machine), and thirdly in consid-
ering recuperation (shorter work—^longer time for rest).

(P. 232.)

Without pressing mathematical conclusions further it

is evident that, when this relation of work to rest is cor-
rectly grasped, the shorter day not only leaves the day's

(output unchanged, but may improve it. (P. 232.)
It must be true that, if we could accurately gauge the

mathematical relation, we would find that there was an
**Optimum" for each person, namely, the shortest pos-
sible time in which the largest possible product could be
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achieved. Where this lies will depend largely upon the
thoroughness with which the single elements of fatigue

are studied.

How great the outlay of strength in lost time, wasted
energy, and speed is in individual cases, is essentially a
question of investigation. (P. 232.)

INCREASE IN EFFICIENCY UNDER THE EIGHT-HOUR DAY OF
233 PIECE-WORKERS AT THE ZEISS OPTICAL WORKS.—
CLASSIFIED BY AGES.

(Ages were reckoned from April 1, 1900. Length of service reckoned

according to years spent in the firm's employ after the eighteenth birthday.)

Ages

No. of

Work- Average

men Ages

Average

Length

Service

Average Piece-

Rate Earnings

per Hour in Pf.

9 Hr. 8 Hr.

Day Day
Ratio of

Increase

22-25 34 23.5 5.5 55.3 65.2

25-30 69 27.3 7.9 62.2 72.6

30-35 69 32.2 10.1 65.1 74.8

35-40 40 37.7 12.7 60.6 70.2

Over 40 21 45.3 15.3 63.3 74.3

Total 233 31.6* 9.6t 61.9 71.9

100 : 117.9

100 116.7

100 114.9

100 115.8

100 117.4

100 116.3

Maximum 53, minimum 22 years. t Maximum 33, minimum 4 years.

(P. 159.)
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INCREASE IN EFFICIENCY OF THE 233 WORKERS.
CLASSIFIED BY OCCUPATION.

Average Earnings per
Length Hour in Pf.

No. of Average Service 9 Hr. 8 Hr. Ratio of
Occupation Persons Age Years Day Day Increase

Optical Operations:

1. Lense - setters:

Fine hand
work 21 31.1 12.7 72.8 84.9 100 : 11G.6

2. Microscope
grinders, etc. 20 33.2 13.8 79.1 86.5 100 : 109.4

3. Other hand
grinders and
centerers, en-
tirely hand
work 59 26.1 7.5 60.4 70.5 100 : 116.7

4. Machine grind-
ers, entirely

machine work 19 32.1 5.8 52.2 62.0 100 : 118.8

Mechanical and Aux-
iliary Work:
5. Adjusting

rooms, entire-

ly hand work 22 31.7 8.2 65.5 76.7 100 : 117.1

6. Mounting
rooms, chiefly

hand work 20 36.9 11.6 66.6 78.5 100 : 117.9

7. Turning and
milling, en-
tirely machine
work 23 35.2 11.1 57.6 68.0 100 : 118.1

8. Polishers and
lacquerers, en-
tirely hand
work 17 34.7 11.2 53.8 63.3 100 : 117.7

9. Engraving, en-

tirely hand
work 5 27.2 6.8 56.1 66.9 100 : 119.3

10. Molders, entire-

ly hand work 6 36.2 9.7 56.4 64.8 100 : 114.9

11. Carpenters, part
hand, part
machine 15 35.2 10.5 52.3 62.9 100 : 120.3

12. Case makers,
chiefly hand
work 6 30.4 6.4 55.7 62.8 100 : 112.7

233 31.6 9.6 61.9 71.9 100 : 116.7

(P. 160.)
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Association Nationale Frangaise pour la Protection
Legale des Travailleurs. La Reglementation du
Travail dans les Usines a Marche continue. Rap-
port de F. Fagnot, Enqueteur a I'office du Tra-
vail. [National French Association for Labor
Legislation. Regulation of Working Hours in

Continuous Industries. Report of F. Fagnot, In-

vestigator for the Bureau of Labor.] Paris, Felix
Alcan, 1913.

(M. Wagret, head of a number of glass factories in

the north of France, spoke in the discussion as follows :)

The system of three shifts is in use in the factories

for window glass and glass bottles in the north. ... In the

second ... we have three eight-hour shifts with seven
and a half hours' effective work. This has "been going on
ten years. I must acknowledge that the men produce
just as much, if not more, in their seven and a half hours

'

actual work than during the ten hour day that pre-

ceded it.

This method of work, then, is very favorable. (P. 91.)
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g. CHEMICAI^.

Jahresbericht der grossherzoglichen hadischen Fahri-
kinspektion fur das Jahr 1901. {Reports of the

Factory Inspectors of Baden. 1901.] Karlsruhe,
Thiergarten, 1902.

The chemical works in Durlach resolved not to dismiss
any workmen in a certain slack season, shortening the
hours of labor instead. But the expected decrease in

output did not occur, so that occasional closing for a day
had to be resorted to. After this experience the firm re-

solved to retain the shorter hours even in recurring sea-

sons of full orders, believing that they can institute an
even shorter day without any reduction of product worth
speaking of. (P. 22.)

Fifteenth Annual Report of the National Consumers'
League. New York, 1916. Some Practical Eoc-

periences in Shortening Hours of Labor. Address
by Mr. Frederick B. Hazard, President Solvay
Process Company, Syracuse, New York, at Cleve-
land, Ohio, November 4, 1915.

I remember distinctly, and I think many of you must
also, when it was the rule for both men and women, in

almost every factory, to work twelve hours a day, be-

ginning at half past six in the morning and working until

half past six at night, with a poor half hour at noon,
usually spent in the plant, eating a cold lunch which they
had brought with them.

In my first experience in studying the business with
which I afterwards became identified, I went abroad to

the foreign works, and the system there was eleven hours
work for day time, thirteen hours at night. It is a
twenty-four hour job, a three hundred and sixty-five day
job, it doesn't stop any more than a blast furnace. The
method of changing shift, in order that one man might
not be compelled indefinitely to work the thirteen hours

at night, was for him to continue and work eleven hours
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in the day time, making twenty-four hours of continu-
ous work. Meantime his partner had had a rest, and
he came on comparatively fresh, much more so, certainly,

than the man who had just finished twenty-four hours.
I personally made that change a great many times, in

the course of my apprenticeship, and I can assure you
that for the last few hours my work was not worth what
I got paid, or what I would have got paid. It was not
worth anything, and my observation led me to the belief

that most of the men that worked on the basis were
equally worthless with myself before the end of their

long turn. It was also noticeable that accidents, to the

work and to the workmen, were more frequent on the

twenty-four hour shift than at any other time.

After my experience abroad, coming home, we es-

tablished the industry, which has since grown, and we
followed the practice of the foreigners, because we didn 't

know any better, for a few years. We found also, on in-

quiry, that it was a very common practice in this coun-

try to work on that same basis, eleven hours in the day
time and thirteen hours at night, and that practically

continues to this day in some industries and in some
localities. We came to the conclusion, however, twenty-
three years ago, that it would be possible to establish

three shifts of eight hours each and thereby much im-

prove the results both for the corporation and for the

workman. Now, please bear in mind that this is only

one phase of the problem ; this is the phase in which you
are considering twenty-four hours' work, not a day's
work, when the plant may be idle for sixteen hours, but
where the plant must be kept up to its utmost efficiency

twenty-four hours in each day.

Again, our problem differs from that which many
have to face, in the fact that we are dealing with large

units, large weights. The raw materials going in are

measured by tons, even by the hundred tons, the finished

products coming out are measured by the same units ; it

is a question of handling large things rather than small.

By small, I mean the kind of pieces which would be

handled in an automobile factory, or, smaller still, pieces
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which would be handled in the manufacture of clothing.

The problems of fatigue are necessarily quite different

from those found in the other cases, and I do not pretend
to speak of those problems which would be presented in

the handling of the smaller things ; but I can from experi-

ence speak somewhat of those problems of handling—the
larger units, the problem of dealing with the fireman who
handles his tons of coal per day, with the lime-burner
who handles his tons of limestone and of the burnt lime,

and with the packer who handles his tons of the finished

product. In those respects I know that we have made
an advance by going to the eight-hour basis.

Comparing the results attained in the first two years
after making the change, we find that there was some
increase in cost, total cost, per unit of product handled.
It was not increase of cost in material. There was of
course an increase in wages, since we decided that we
could not ask the men to materially reduce their income.
Since that time wages per unit of time, per hour, have
increased very greatly. In spite of that increase, the
total time consumed has decreased so that the result in

cost is less than it was before the eight-hour change was
made.

Instituts Solvay. Travaux de VInstitut de Sociologie
[Sociological Publications of the Solvay Insti-

tute.] line Experience Industrielle de Reduction
de la Journee de Travail. Par L. G. Feomont avec
une Preface de E. Mahaim. [An Industrial Ex-
periment in the Reduction of Hours of Labor.
L. G. Feomont, with Preface by E. Mahaim.]
Brussels, Misch et Thron, 1906.

The experiment which Mr. Fromont has carried on
for- more than twelve years at the Engis Chemical
Works, of which he himself is the founder and managing
director, is free from the possible objections indicated

(vagueness, inexactness of record, difference of condi-

tions, etc.) I know none of greater value as evidence.
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The work in question is that at the furnaces where
ore is roasted. . . . The productivity of the workman
is measured with absolute exactness, since his work is,

so to speak, weighed. Wages remained fixed by piece

work, by the ton, that is, of roasted ore; equipment has
not been altered but simply better utilized. In short the

general conditions of work have remained the same.
The results have been as follows : In an 8 hours ' day

{7y2 hours' actual work) the same men at the same fur-

naces with the same tools and raw material have pro-

duced as much as before in a 12 hour day (10 hours' ac-

tual work.)
It goes without saying that the cost of production

per ton is less, that wages are the same, and that both
employer and men are benefited. It is also not without
interest to note that the company, the Engis Chemical
Works, has not ceased to be financially successful.

(Preface, pp. XVI-XVII.)
The cause of the reduction of daily hours of work is,

theoretically, a victorious cause. It would be difficult to

find an economist worthy of the name who would main-
tain that reduction of working hours meant, always, or

necessarily, a reduction of output on the part of the

worker.
It is, on the contrary, generally held that the "day"

can be reduced, in many industries, without increasing

cost of production. Variations arise from kind and
number of industries, ext.ent of reduction and, above all

from the manner of its establishment; but the principle

itself is scarcely any longer contested.

It is worthy of note that this victory . . . was not
gained by theorists.

It has come as a result not of deduction from abstract

reasoning but of induction by men of affairs from ob-

served facts of experience. . . . (Preface, pp. XIII-
XIV.)

Every demand upon the sick benefits' fund left a

deficit which increased month by month. This fund was
established to pay not only for medical attendance and
medicines, but also a part of the wages of sick workmen
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during non-employment. . . . "We are considering solely

the legitimate charges on the funds, arising chiefly from
the fatigue and exhaustion from which the furnace men
suffered. (P. 47.)

Concerned as we were by the alarming deficits in

the sick benefit fund, we were still more alarmed by the

manifest and daily increasing debility of our men. It

was precisely the most industrious and loyal who gave
most evident signs of overwork and exhaustion. Every
one was growing discouraged. (Pp. 48-49.)

In the presence of these alarming difficulties ... it

was necessary to take counsel. . . . Must we have re-

course to a foreign labor-supply, and import stronger
work men from more favored countries! (Pp. 49-50.)

We decided to retain the same men, but to shorten
their hours of work. The new organization of industry
was planned for three shifts of men, each one being on
duty for eight hours, 7^ of which were actually spent at
work. The first shift worked from 6 a. m. to 2 p. m. with
half an hour of rest at 10 ; the second from 2 to 10 p. m.
with half an hour off at 6 ; the third from 10 p. m. to 6
a. m. with half an hour at 1 :30. In order that the same
men should not always work at night, a rotation was es-

tablished by which the second relay stayed on for 16
hours on Sunday night, leaving at 6 a. m. instead of at
10 p. m. This new system not only gave the men more
daily time, but also more Sunday rest than before.
(Pp. 54-55.)

Under the old plan the mills were working 20 hours
and shut down for four hours, while under the new sys-
tem they are working for 22i/2 hours, and work is inter-
rupted for only II/2 hours. The gain is thus 2i/^ hours in

24, or 10.5 per cent. During the 7^ hours of actual work
the gain in activity is

iM^= 0.7875 hour = 48 minutes.

(Pp. 62-63.)

What increase in productivity of plant and workman
was to be expected ?

The old production per man for 10 hours ' actual work
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was 1,000 kilos, that is 100 kilos an hour, which was
equivalent to 750 kilos for 7I/2 hours' actual work.

The old production, briefly stated, averaged 750 kilos

for 71/2 hours of actual work. Now, a daily gain of 21/2

hours gives us a daily increase of 2.5 x 100 = 250 kilos,

which, distributed among the three shifts, gives to each
^0- = 83 kilos. Each shift should then attain output of

750 -f 83 = 833 kilos in 7V2 bours of actual work, or

-f^ ^111.1 kilo per hour.

Figuring in another way, we reach practically the

same result. We have seen that the 10.5 per cent, gain in

activity is equivalent to 48 minutes for 7i/^ hours ' actual

work. This 48 minutes corresponds to a production of
^0°,^'^^ = 80 kilos, which added to the 750 as the minimum
expected would give a total of 830 kilos which we hoped
migbt be produced, that is for each shift^^= 111 kilos

per hour. (Pp. 63-64.)

Eight hundred and thirty kilos was to our mind a
minimum that ought to be greatly exceeded, and which
might easily reach tbe figure of 890 kilos. (P. 65.)

The workmen were at first opposed to the new system,
seeing in the sborter hours a diminished output and con-

sequently lowered wages. (P. 72.)

Patience and strict discipline were necessary to en-

force ample trial ... At first they began to realize the
benefit to their health and vigor . . . their confidence
returned and with their renewed zeal our expectations
were surpassed. Almost imperceptibly, the daily output
increased, and in less than six months from the beginning
of the new time scale the men had succeeded in producing,
in 7y2 hours of actual work, as much as they had formerly
turned out in 10. And their wages . . . for the eight
hours on duty came to be as high as formerly when they]
spent 12 hours in the mill. (P. 75.)

We have represented in dotted lines the curves we
expected to obtain and in solid lines the curves actually
achieved.
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Chart I, showing output per man, and per day, gives

us the curve M R instead of the lower curve estimated

N R.
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In Chart 11, showing earnings per man, and per day,

the estimated curve N'K' has become M*R*.
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Chart III, showing output per man, and per double
day, gives us an ascending curve S P, much more accen-
tuated than the estimated curve S Q.
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Similarly Chart IV, of wages earned per man, and per
double day, gives the more marked curve S 'P ' in place of

the expected curve S'Q'.
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Chart V, showing output per man and per hour, gives

ns the curve H K instead of the expected curve H L.

Similarly Chart VI, showing wages per man per hour,
gives us curve H'K' instead of the estimated curve H'L'.

Our estimates are accordingly exceeded

for output, by ^=^^

for wages, by ^^-^
J

=33.33%.
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(P. 79.)

CormniUee of One Hundred on National Health. Bulletin

No. 30. July, 1909. Report on National Vitality,

its Wastes and Conservation. Prepared for the

National Conservation Commission. Peofessob
Irving Fisher, Yale University. Washington,
Government Printing Office, 1909.

The Solvay Process Company, of Syracuse, installed

in 1892 a system of three eight-hour shifts in place of the

i
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two previous shifts of eleven and thirteen hours, re-

spectively. It was stated by the assistant general man-
ager in 1905 that the change had considerably lessened

the wear and tear on the men, and that they could be
called on to do their work at their highest state of ef-

ficiency, which had not been possible on the two-shift

basis. President Hazard of the company writes:

In general, I can say that the results of the change
from a twelve-hour shift for .an eight-hour shift were
very satisfactory and have continued to be so. While
the immediate result was to considerably increase the

cost per unit of product, the efficiency of the men gradu-.

ally increased, so that at the end of about one year the
first increase had been overcome and the cost per unit

of product fell to a point even lower than had been ob-

tained under the twelve-hour shift, and further the time
consumed per unit of pi*oduct has since been so reduced
that we are today and for some time have been operat-
ing with a smaller number of hours per unit of product
than we had under the twelve-hour shift.

Further proof of the benefits of the change to the

three-shift day is furnished by the records of the Solvay
Mutual Benefit Association for 1891 and 1904. The days
lost per man by sickness each year fell from seven and
one-half days in 1891 to five and one-half days in 1904.

(P. 46.)

Report of the Special Commission on Hours of Labor in

Continuous Industries to the Seventh Delegates'
Meeting of the International Association for
Labor Legislation. Zurich, 1912. London. The
Pioneer Press, Ltd., July, 1912.

Mr. A. H. Crosfield (who was for many years a lead-

ing member of the firm of Joseph Crosfield & Sons, large
manufacturers of soap and chemicals at Warrington)
said that while the adoption of the eight-hour shift

throughout the continuous process of Messrs. Crosfield 's

business had been absolutely justified in the result from
a commercial and economic standpoint, the employees
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had benefited by it enormously, both in mind and body;
indeed, he added that the same might be said of the re-

sults of working shorter hours in all the branches of

Messrs. Crosfield's business where they had been intro-

duced, both those which were continuous processes and
those which were not. Referring to the experience of

men who had worked both the 12-hour and eight-hour
shifts in continuous processes, and to the contrast be-

tween the state of affairs in those parts of the country
where the long hours were worked and those where the
eight-hour shift had been adopted, Mr. Crosfield summed
up and emphasized the comparison by saying that it re-

minded him of nothing less than the difference between
barbarism and civilization. (P. 9.)

Brunner, Mond & Co. state that the increase in out-

put and more regular and better work resulting from the

shorter shift more than counterbalance the increase in

wages. Sir Alfred Mond writes:
*

' If my own personal view is of any value, I have no
doubt in expressing the opinion that for furnaces requir-

ing continuous labor, the eight-hour shift is the right

system, and that with proper organization, better re-

sults will be obtained from a manufacturer's point of

view by men working a number of hours which enables

them to keep their minds and bodies fresh for work
rather than by attempting economy on the wages, by
working men beyond the limit of their best ca-

pacity." . . .

That positive economic advantages are accredited to-

the eight-hour shift, at least in some manufacturing
quarters, is shown by Mr. Crosfield's statement to the

effect that certain English employers with experience
of the three-shift system had said to him that they were
not at all anxious to see the same system introduced on
the Continent; they would prefer to keep the advan-
tages of it to themselves.
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h. CIGAKS.

Archiv fiir Soziale Gesetzebung und Statistik. Bd. VI.

1893. Eifi Experiment mit dem Achtstundentage.
[An Experiment with the Eight-hour Day.] Dr.

Otto Pringsheim. Berlin, 1893.

That production remains at the same height when
working time has been reduced by 18.4 per cent, has been
recently proved in Holland. In a cigar factory in Gouda,
with 26 workers (7 of these minors), the hours in accord-

ance with the law passed in 1889 were shortened from
111/2 to 9I/0. At the end of 1890 it was shown that the

output was even greater than before and the wages as
high also—in some cases higher. (P. 14.)

Amtliche Mittheilungen aus den Jahres-Berichten der
Gewerhe-Aufsichtsheamten. XVIII. 1893. [Offi-

cial Information from Reports of the (German)
Factory Inspectors.] Berlin, 1894.

In most establishments the working day was eleven
hours, but the ten-hour day was introduced in certain

ones. The shorter day turned out well in all cases.

(Liegnitz.)

In a cigar box and wrapper mould factory all adult
workers were given uniform working hours in summer
and winter—a nine-hour day, from seven to six, with two
hours free time at noon. The owner asserts that in this

shorter time no less work is done than formerly in the
longer time, the eleven-hour day. (Kassel.) (P. 155.)

Jahresbericht der grossherzoglich-hadischen FabriJcin-
spektion filr das Jahr 1900. [Reports of the Fac-
tory Inspectors of Baden for the year 1900.]
Karlsruhe, 1901.

A cigar factory in Biihl was forced by the workmen
to establish the 9-hour day. The employer found that
the diminution in product was an entirely negligible
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quantity. He is now convinced that, in cigar making,
the 9-honr day, if generally established, will, after a
certain transition period, give as abundant an output as

is now had with the 11 hours. (P. 20.)

Jahresberichte der Gewerhe-Aufsichtsheamten und
Bergbehorden fur das Jahr 1904. Bd. I. Preussen.
[Reports of the {German) Factory and Mine In-

spectors for the year 1904. Vol. I. Prussia.']

Berlin, Decker, 1905.

The owner of a cigar factory employing chiefly

women had, by experimentation, become convinced that
the introduction of a shorter working day would not in-

fluence output unfavorably. He therefore established
the 9 1/2 instead of the former 10-hour day. As the piece
workers were afraid their earnings would be lessened,

he could only get them to accept the new time by agree-
ing that the factory should be open half an hour earlier

for those who preferred working ten hours. But after

a very few weeks' time, all—^both men and women

—

were convinced that no loss of earnings was to be feared
from the shorter day. (P. I. 483.)
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1. SHOES.

Report of Neiv Jersey Bureau of Statistics of Labor and
Industries. 1905. The Eight-hour Movement:
How reducing the Hours of Labor has affected the

cost of Production.

The other experience is the case of a large shoe man-
ufacturing firm, located in Boston, Mass., where it em-
ploys nearly 3,000 people in its factories. The working
hours in this great establishment had been, up to July
1st, 1898, 59 hours per week. A change was made then
which brought working hours down to 53^2 per week;
no change was made in daily wages, and the result was
a reduction in the labor cost of one per cent., and at the

same time, the product per employe increased 2^^ per
cent. . . . (Pp. 226-227.)

The firm managers reasoned that an active 9-hour
day would be superior to a more or less inactive 10-hour
day; these expectations were fully justified by the fact

that a larger volume of work was turned out, and the

workmen averaged larger earnings in 9 hours than they
did in 10; there were fewer of them late starting in the
morning, and a steadier application to work was main-
tained during the day than was the case formerly. (P.

227.)

Jahresberichte der Gewerbe-Aufsichtsbeamten und Berg-
hehorden filr das Jahr 1903. Bd. I. Preussen.
[Annualjteports of the (German) Factory and
Mine Inspectors for 1903. Vol. I. Prussia.^ Ber-
lin, Decker, 1904.

The so-called English time has been introduced in

several shoe factories : The resultant reduction from 10
to 91/4 hours has not brought about any reduction in out-
put. Employers and workers are both pleased. (P.

219.)

Employers seem more and more inclined to establish
the ten-hour day ; various mills which formerly had long
hours, have adopted the ten-hour day without having
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experienced any disadvantage; others intend to intro-

duce it. (P. 275.)

The prejudice against a ten-hour day is fast disap-

pearing, as it comes to be understood that the produc-
tivity of the worker in the eleventh hour is proportion-
ately low. (P. 295.)

JahreshericMe der Gewerhe-Aufsichtsheamten und
Bergbehorden fur das Jdhr 1904. Bd. III. Hesse.
[Reports of the {German) Factory and Mine In-

spectors for the year 1904. Vol. III. Hesse.]
Berlin, Decker, 1905.

Strong efforts are being made to secure the 9-hour
day generally in the shoemaking trade. The opinion of

a manufacturer of shoes has been given in the following
words: ''The 9-hour day, which has been in force for 3

years in my factories, gives excellent results. I have
succeeded in abolishing the morning and afternoon paus-
es with their accompanying inevitable beer-drinking.

The men keep sober and steady, and turn out quite as
much work in nine as formerly in ten hours, as I had,
indeed, thoroughly convinced myself, in some weeks ex-

perimentation, would be the case. The power needed for
the machines is reduced 10 per cent, as a result of the
shorter hours ; one hour less of artificial light is needed
in winter ; two advantages, in my opinion, which of them-
selves are enough recommendation for shorter hours.
The workmen gain one hour more for themselves at the

same wages, and do not have the occasioji to spend their

money during working hours." (Pp. 6. 58-59.)

JahreshericMe der Gewerhe-Aufsichtsheamten und
Bergbehorden fur das Jahr 1907. Bd. III. Hesse.
[Annual Report of the {German) Factory and
Mine Inspectors for 1907. Vol. III. Hesse.] Ber-
lin, Decker, 1908.

An important example of reduced hours while wages
remained the same was given last year by the biggest
employer in the district. (C. Heyl.) Now, also, the large

i
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leather works of Doerr and Eeinhart have carried out

their long contemplated plan of a shorter working day,

with the result that 4,615 leather workers or about one-

third of the entire working population of Worms have
gained the advantage of an 8% hours working day.

The firm has come to the conclusion that a more
economical use of machine power, daylight, and working
time will be attained, quite aside from the benefit to the

men. With day wages raised somewhat, the workman
will earn quite as much as before, or even rather more.
With punctuality in beginning and stopping work the
pieceworkers will produce and will earn as much as
before. (Pp. 6.^2 and ^a.)
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j. MISCELLANEOUS INSTANCES.

American Labor Legislation Review, June, 1914. Work-
ing Hours in \Continuous Industries. Eight-
Hour Shifts in the Milling Industry. S. Thurs-
ton Ballard, Ballard & Ballard Milling Company,
Louisville, Ky.

While on two shifts we had twenty-two men on each
watch, making forty-four men to pack our output in

twenty-four hours. When we changed to the eight-hour

basis we required only fifteen men to a crew, or forty-

five men in all, so that practically the same number of

men were able to do the same work when they worked
only eight hours as they had before done when each
man worked twelve hours. Therefore, I have come to

the conclusion that, for any considerable length of time,

a man doing active or laborious work can do as much in

eight hours as he can in twelve. . . .

Therefore, from our personal experience, although
we pay our men the same wage for eight hours ' work as

we formerly paid for twelve, and in a few instances have
found it necessary to employ extra men, I feel sure that

in the quality of output and steadiness of running—in

dollars and cents—it has been a profitable investment.
(Pp. 117-118.)

The Eight-Hours' Bay. Sidney Webb and Harold Cox,
B. A., London, Walter Scott, 1891. Appendix II.

Memorandum of a Conversation with Mr. Mark
Beaufoy, M. P., Manufacturer of Vinegar, British
Wines, and Jams.

When I first obtained control of the business, I found
that during the months of October and November over-

time was habitual. The men often worked till 8 or 9
at night, and sometimes even till 11. I realized that they
were doing no good to themselves or to me, for such
long hours rendered them physically incapable of do-

ing good work. I put a stop to the system, and in order
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to compensate the men for the loss of overtime pay, I

revised the scale of wages in their favour. It was some
years later before I began to think of an Eight-Hours'
Day. . . . We have one complete year's experience.

During this year, from September 1889 to September
1890, WQ did more business than in almost any year I

can remember, but not one hour of overtime was worked.
The work was done by the same staff as before, with the

exception of three or four men added to relieve the gate

porters and watchmen, who had previously been on duty
12 hours at a time, and were now reduced to 8 hours.

(Pp. 262-263.)

Eight Hours for Work. John Rab. London and New
York, MacmUlan S Co., 1894.

Herr Freese, window-blind maker at Hamburg and
Berlin, having first abolished Sunday labour and over-

time and found it advantageous, then reduced his regu-

lar hours of work to nine a day in 1890, and finding that

again advantageous, tried the experiment of eight hours
a day in his Berlin factory for two months last year,

and with such satisfactory results that he adopted the
eight-hours system as a permanent arrangement in 1892.

. . . He employs various kinds of skilled labour, but
the result has been the same with all alike. . . . The
majority of the hands therefore earned better wages in

eight hours' work than in nine; when they earned less

there was no instance in which the decrease was as great
as the reduction of hours, 11-1/10 per cent., and the gen-
eral average of earnings was higher. More work, there-

fore, was done ^n an eight-hours ' day than in a nine-

hours ' one, and the result is attributed to greater punc-
tuality in attendance and greater energy in working.
The improvement in punctuality was attested by the

marked diminution in the fines for lateness in the morn-
ing and for absence on the Monday. . . . The old
men found it more difiicult, however, to keep up the more
energetic rate of work than the younger men, and probr
ably some of the cases of decreased earnings may be due

i
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to that cause. The machines wrought in the machine
rooms were circular saws and fluting planes, quite as

automatic, one may presume, as Mr. Seaton's lathe, but

the improvement in the product was more remarkable
in the machine work than in hand work, though it is

stated the speed of the machines was not increased and
could not be for fear they should get too hot. To this

it must be added that Herr Freese says that while the

quantity of the product has increased, the quality has in

no way fallen off, and that he has made no inconsidera-

ble saving in gas and fire. (Pp. 80-82.)

British Sessional Papers. Report of the Chief hv-

spector of Factories and Workshops for the year
1913.

In pickle factories in the Metropolitan area Miss Con-
stance Smith found the fact established that in nearly
all the hours worked are below those permissible, e. g.,

8 a. m. to 7 p. m., 8 a. m. to 6 p. m. (with Saturdays
8 a. m. to 1 p. m.).

Miss Smith.—Several employers have reduced hours
within the last two or three years, and were confident that

they, as well as their workpeople, had benefited by this

reduction. A partner in one large firm whose hours were
formerly 8 a. m. to 8 p. m., and are now 8 a. m. to 7 p. m.,

stated that, although obliged to engage extra hands on
making the change, the firm have found their annual cost

of production slightly diminished while their output has
considerably increased. The head of another consider-
able firm where the hours are 8 a. m. to 7 p. m. in winter
and 7 a. m. to 6 p. m. in summer, and no ''overtime"
has been worked by women for 10 years, was strongly
against any extension of these hours. (P. 97.)

The Economy of High Wages. Jacob Schoenhof. New
York and London, Putnam, 1892.

Close attention to speeded machinery is a much
greater nervous strain than was required by the hum-
drum of old routine and hand work. I have the state-

I
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ment of one of the largest dye-works in Zurich (mostly

hand work, of course) to the same effect. The works
employ some 450 hands. They formerly worked thir-

teen hours, with two hours for meals. The senior part-

ner had hard work to obtain the consent of the other

members of the firm to a reduction of the hours to twelve

a day, or ten working hours. They figured out to him
that it would entail a loss of 15,000 f. a year. The re-

duction of hours was introduced more as a trial than a

determined policy. But after the first year it was found
that not only was no loss sustained, but, on the con-

trary, the results were more satisfactory than those of

the preceding year. The facts were not so astonishing

as men's obstinate resistance to their application. (P.

393.)

JahresbericJite der Gewerhe-Aufsichtsheamiten v/nd Berg-
hehorden fur das Jahr 1905. Bd. I. Preitssen.

[Reports of the Factory and Mines Inspectors for
1905. Vol. I. Prussia.] Berlin, Decker, 1906.

A manufacturer of insulating apparatus reduced the
hours in one department from 8 to 7, leaving wages for
piece work the same, in spite of objections from the men,
who thought their earnings would be diminished. How-
ever, after a few days they found they could turn out
just as much as before with the longer hours. This in-

stance is the more remarkable because this company has
reduced hours of work from ten to seven, in the course
of about eight years, while maintaining the price of piece
work unchanged. They now seem to have reached the
utmost limits of their workmen's speed and their
machines' capacity, for they find it is impossible now to
do overtime for any length of time, as the output then
falls off in a quite marked degree. (P. I. 40.)

A number of large manufacturers have adopted the
plan of running their factories with two shifts of men,
closing only from midnight to 6 a. m., in order to utilize
the plants to the full extent. There is a general tendency
toward a simultaneous attainment of increased intensity
with correspondingly shortened hours of work.
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The experiments mentioned in last year's report, by
two of the largest industries in the district [a rubber
works of the General Electric Company at Oberspree and
Borsig's machine shop], reducing the hours of labor re-

spectively from 10 to 9 and from 91/2 to 81/^ hours, have
been declared to be thoroughly satisfactory. (P. 1.*^.)

The efforts of workingmen to obtain shorter hours of
work are continually resulting in success. Hours of

9, 8%, 81/2J or even 8, daily, are now not at all uncommon
in Frankfurt a. M. The employers are in general n>t

opposed, as they find that the output of the shorter day
is quite equal to what it was before. (P. I.^**.)
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k. GENERAL COMMENTS.

Fourth Annual Convention of the International Associa-

tion of Factory Inspectors of North America. Bos-
ton. Wright and Potter, 1890. The Restriction of
the Hours of Labor in Factories cmd Workshops.
L. R. Campbell, Maine.

The history of all successful movements for less hours
to constitute a day's work, as a rule, is that they have
been followed by a greater production in their several

lines; and, also, these reductions in the hours of labor

were generally followed by an increase of wages. (Pp.

43-44.)

In my State, since the adoption of the ten hours in

lieu of the eleven hours, in mills and factories where
machinery is employed, it is the universal verdict of

manufacturers that their product is as great under the
ten-hour system as it was under the eleven-hour system,
and I think that the same answer comes from every State
that has adopted the ten-hour system. (P. 47.)

Report of the New York Factory Inspector. 1894.

It must be said that not only was the time reduction
(60 hours a week) hailed with satisfaction by the hands
in the factories, but their employers, within a short period
from the date on which the law took effect, almost unani-
mously acknowledged that there was no reduction what-
ever in the amount of labor performed or the product of
their plants. (P. 32.)

Report of the Pennsylvania Factory Inspector. 1895.

I have come in contact with a number of operators
who state that their experience in working long hours
had been detrimental to their business, and injurious to
the employees, and by working shorter hours they get
a better production per hour, and a superior article, and
are now running their establishment less than the sixty
hours a week required by law. (P. 6.)
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Report of Chief of Massachusetts District Police. 1899.

One question has been raised from the beginning,

which is, whether or not legislation of this kind does

not make it impossible for our manufacturing industries

to compete successfully with those of other States of

the Union not having laws fixing the limit of hours of

labor for women and minors. ... To shorten the hours
of labor, it was said, would reduce the production of

our factories, and increase the running expenses, unless

wages should be cut down to meet the changed condition.

The evils predicted have not come to pass. It is at least

probable, if it cannot be claimed as an ascertained fact,

that, taking a reasonable period for the basis of compari-
son, better work and more of it is done by the operatives
than under the former system of unrestricted hours of

labor. ... It may be assumed that no legislation in this

Commonwealth would insist upon maintaining a policy

whose effect would be the destruction of our manufactur-
ing supremacy. ... It cannot be shown that the laws in

question have wrought injury to any interest; but it is

true that they have been highly beneficial to those most
deeply concerned. The condition of operatives, of women
and minors as well as men, has been greatly improved.
(Pp. 11-12.)

Fourteenth and Fifteenth Annual Conventions of the

International Association of Factory Inspectors

of America. Indianapolis, 1900. Niagara Falls,

1901. {Bound in New York State Department of
Labor Report, 1901.) The Shorter Workday in its

Effect upon the Personal Character of the Worker.,
John Holbeook, Deputy Commissioner of Laborj^
Michigan.

... It was feared by employers that to reduce the hours
of labor was to reduce the quantity of products, and thai
in the competition for markets the longer hours would
have a decided advantage over the shorter hours ; but it

has been demonstrated that the lessening of the hours
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of labor does not, within certain limits, result iii a de-

crease, but rather in an increase of products instead.

(P. 562.)

Report of the New York Department of Labor: On Fac-

tory Inspection. 1901.

Another phase of the subject has also come to the

front gradually in the course of this agitation for a

shorter work-day. It is that quality of product may be

improved by a shorter day, and by this improvement in

quality of the product has come to be considered the

improvement of the quality of the laborer himself. (P.

562.)

Report of the United States Industrial Commission.
Final Report. Vol. XIX. 1902.

... A reduction in hours has never lessened the

working people 's ability to compete in the markets of the

world. States with shorter work-days actually manufac-
ture their products at a lower cost than States with

longer work-days. (P. 788.)

Getting a Living: The Problem of Wealth and Poverty—
of Profits, Wages, and Trade Unionism. George
L. BoLEN. New York and London, The Macmillan
Company. 1903.

The longer the day the more the rest that must neces-

sarily be taken as the work is done. With a day of four-

teen hours, workers would need to be very slow to avoid
breaking down. A man who works every night, often
the case with a person doing his own work, accomplishes
something extra the first few days, but afterward weari-
ness usually makes his product smaller than it would
be if he worked only ten hours a day. Working seven
days a week, as in some industries and many localities

of Continental Europe, tends to make people very slow
and very dull. Then they are resting all the time as well
as working. (P. 405.)
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In any work not fixed in speed by steadily running
machinery, less is done in the tenth hour, by reason of

weariness, than in other hours ; and the work of the last

hour, like overtime work at night, weakens a person for

the next day. It is this weariness that causes accidents

to occur two or three times as frequently in the last hour
as in other hours—a fact proved by accurate European
statistics. With the steady machinery too, weariness, as

a rule, either lowers the quality of the work done, or by
frequent stoppage lessens its amount—often causing both
these losses. Therefore, with the encouragement of gain-

ing their demand, with the intelligence to be acquired in

leisure time, and by avoiding the weariness caused by
working long days, a force of men might turn out as

much value in product in nine hours as previously in ten,

leaving wage cost per unit of output as low as before. It

was for these reasons, apart from improvement of ma-
chinery, that daily output per worker was even increased
by shortening the factory day from twelve and eleven
hours to ten, with the result that there was a rise of

wages. (Pp. 407-8.)

Eleventh Special Report of the United States Commis-
sioner of Labor. 1904. Regulation and Restric-

tion of Output.

Considered solely with reference to speed or intensity

of exertion, a moderate reduction in the number of hours
of labor each day usually tends to increase the speed
rather than to restrict it. From the standpoint of exer-

tion a reduction of hours is exactly the opposite from a

restriction of output. (Pp. 15-16.)

The Eight Hours Dap. Sidney Webb and Harold Cox.
London, Walter Scott, 1891.

The reduction to eight hours has taken place without
any fall in wages, and with great advantage to all em-
ployed. In some cases production has not diminished
at all, nor cost of production increased. Prices have in

no case been affected, or the volume of trade reduced. In
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some cases a reduction of profit has taken place, but this

is attributed to the fact that business rivals are left free

to work the longer hours. In no case does the adoption
of the Eight Hours Day appear to have been followed
by any economic disaster. (P. 102.)

The successive reductions of the hours of labour which,

this century has witnessed have been attended, after a
very short interval, by a positive general increase in

individual productivity. In many cases it has been found
that the workers did more in ten hours than their prede-
cessors in twelve. The effort to get more than a cer-

tain amount of work out of a man defeats itself. Even
if an increase in quantity can be dragged out of that
terrible ''last hour" immortalized by Senior and Marx,
it is often at the expense of the quality of the whole.
And the speed of work lessens as the day advances. The
shunters of goods trucks in busy railway centres, working
twelve-hour shifts, do, as a matter of fact, dispose of 50
per cent, more trucks in the first six hours than in the
second. It is calculated that in one large station this

fact implies that the substitution of three eight-hour for
two twelve-hour shifts would enable two hundred more
trucks to be disposed of daily by the same actually work-
ing staff, at an additional cost in wages per truck of
only 25 per cent. (P. 103.)

Eight Hours for Work. John Rae. London and New
York, Macmillan & Co., 1894.

The whole history of the short-hours movement and
the special history of the eight-hours experiments seem
strongly to suggest . . . that if masters and men both

Jdo their part aright, we can in the great run of occupa-
tions, get as good a day's work done regularly in eight-
"lours as in any longer working day. This suggestion is

strongly supported (1) by the large number of experi-
lents in which the eight-hours system has succeeded

^compared with the small number and indecisive charac-
ter of those in which it has failed; (2) by the great
variety of occupations in which it has been successfully
tried; (3) by the number of cases in which production
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has been even increased by it, and sometimes without
piece-work, or any other special spur: In this last re-

spect the record of the eight-hours day is really more
striking than the record of either the ten-hours day or
the nine-hours day. (Pp. 93-94.)

A History of Factory Legislation. B. L. Hutchins and
A. Harrison, Second Edition. London, King,
1911.

. . . In such work as brass-stamping or pattern
making, for instance, any master will explain the loss in

economy of material and machinery that ensues from
fatiguing the hands. Mr. Arthur Chamberlain, though
himself an extreme opponent of legislative interference,

requires only forty-eight hours work a week in the

Kynoch Company's works, and considers the reduction
of hours profitable to the manufacturer. At Mr. Cad-
bury 's works at Boumeville the working day is only
seven hours and forty minutes long. After half a cen-

tury's experience of regulation, the best of the manu-
facturers, who may surely be supposed to know their

own business, are found voluntarily reducing the work-
ing day to one, two, or even three hours less than the
maximum permitted by law. (P. 198.)

Work and Wages: In Continuation of Earl Brassey's
'Work and Wages' and 'Foreign Work and Eng-
lish Wages.' Part III. Social Betterment. Syd-
ney J. Chapman, M. A. London and New York.

Longmans, Green & Co., 1914.

Other things being equal, the more effective the in-

struments of production are the better. In the instru-

ments of production labour is included. The physical

and mental vigour of the workers is therefore a national

concern, even if regard is paid solely to the output. (P.

5.)

Eoughly generalising from the totality of evidence,

we may affirm as follows. No instance appears in which
an abbreviation of hours has resulted eventually in a
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proportionate curtailment of output, and production in

the shorter hours has seldom fallen short, by any sub-

stantial amount of production in the longer hours. In

some cases the product, or the value of the product, has
actually been augmented after a short time and even be-

fore machinery could be improved or speeded up. For
some industries—for instance, for the Lancashire cot-

ton industry—a series of observations reaching back

about three-quarters of a century have been preserved,

and it would seem from them that the beneficial effects

wrought upon output by tbe shortening of hours were
substantially repeated, though, of course, in different

degrees, at each successive reduction of the working
day. It must be borne in mind, moreover, that not only

speed of work but a rise in the quality of the output and
a more careful use of machinery (materially reducing
the cost of repairs and time lost in repairs) are effects

to be expected ultimately from the shorter working day.

(Pp. 235-236.)

Jahresberichte der Gewerhe-Aufsichtsheamten im Kon-
igreich Wurttemherg fur da>s Jahr 1901. [Reports

of. the Factory Inspectors in the Kingdom of
Wurttemherg, 1901.] Stuttgart, Lindemann, 1902.

The productivity of the workers in the (previously
mentioned) trades where shorter hours have been es-

tablished has not fallen with the reduced hours of work,
and thereby fresh proof has been given that the quantity
of output does not rise and fall with length of working"
hours. (P. 13.)

Ihid. for the year 1902.

Special report made on questions as to the possibility
of shortening hours.

Industry would suffer no injury from shortening the
working day for women by an hour. (Legal day 11
hours.) Such a reduction would finally bring about a
general 10-hour day in all industries where men's and
women's work was correlated, and, while some diminu-
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, tion of product and wages might take place for a time,

output would finally be restored to its former level by
greater activity and improved devices, and wages would
also tend to return to their previous rate. (P. 179.)

Jahresberichte der Gewerhe-Aufsichtsheamten im K'6n~

igreich Wurttemherg fur das Jahr 1905. [Reports

of the Factory Inspectors in the Kingdom of
Wiirttemherg, 1905.] Stuttgart, Lindemann, 1906.

Earlier fears that the Saturday half holiday would
bring reduced output and lower wages have not been
realized.

The unanimous verdict of the employers affected by
the Saturday closing is rather a repetition of the opin-

ions given upon the shorter working day—that the work-
ing capacity of the women improves with the- shorter
hours, and that, as a result, the interests of neither em-
ployer nor employee are damaged. (P. 41.)

Many employers say tbat, with shorter hours, ''blue

Monday" has almost disappeared, and that men are

more punctual. Amount of production is hardly if any
less, and the saving in light and heat is considerable.

(P. 51.)

Jahresberichte der Gewerhe-Aufsichtsheamten und
Berghehorden fiir das Jahr 1906. Bd. III.

Elsass-Lothringen. [Reports of the {German)
Factory and Mines Inspectors for the year 1906.

Vol. III. Alsace and Lorraine.]

The ten-hour maximum working day is coming
more and more to be generally approved. Wherever
hours have been agreed upon by collective bargaining
they are even shorter. With shortening of hours comes
generally, too, the concentration of time spent in the

factories (by cutting out the pauses). It is repeatedly
stated by employers that the output under shorter hours
has not fallen off, and that, on the other hand, the costs

of production are lessened. (Pp. 26. 63-64.)
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Jahresherichte der Gewerbe-Aufsichtsheamten im Kon-
igreich Wurttemberg fur 1911. [Annual report

of the Factory Inspectors of Wurttemberg, for
1911.] Stuttgart, Lindemann, 1912.

First District: In the larger industrial plants work-
ing hours exceeding 58 per week are exceptions, since

the fixing of the maximum day for women, at that limit.

The efforts of the working people to obtain shorter

hours have by no means ceased, and are evinced in var-

ious trades by agitations which have resulted in their

favor. In the larger industrial centers such agitations

have had greater publicity, although the movement for

shorter hours. . . . has also made progress in re-

gions more largely agricultural. In order to preserve
his efficiency longer, a workingman stands much in need
of shorter hours than have hitherto prevailed, in pro-

portion as greater demands are now made on him with
regard to his output. The observation might also be
made that in the trades with shorter hours, the work-
ers after the day's work do not make the impression of

overtired people without interest in anything, and prob-
ably are still ready to seek opportunities for furthering
their mental development. An employer who introduc-

ed the 8y2-hour day some time ago, and who is a keen
observer, is said to have stated that when longer hours
were the rule, the output of his workers suffered both in

quantity and quality, and that the maximum degree of
productivity is attained for the average worker in a day
of about 8 hours. (Pp. 5-6.)

Second District: . . . The municipal gas works
(in Feuerbaeh) has introduced a three-shift in place of
the former two-shift system for fumacemen, thereby re-

ducing the working day from 12 hours to 8. . . . Es-
pecially noteworthy is the advalnce made in many fac-

tories of Feuerbaeh in the direction of Saturday half
holidays, especially as the employees in nearly all the
trades in question are exclusively or at least predom-
inantly men. There are now some 20 factories with
about 2,000 employees which close on Saturday at 12 or
at the latest 2 o'clock. This reduction, it is true, is ef-
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fected in most cases at the cost of protracted liours on

the remaining days of the week. (P. 6.)

Fourth District: A large noodle-factory in Pltider-

hausen reduced the working day from 10 to 9^^
hours. In the gas works of Heilbronn the three-

shift system was introduced for fumacemen. Ev-

ery shift lasts 8 hours; the first begins at 6 a. m., the

second at 2 p. m., the third at 10 p. m. Every week there

is an alternation of shifts, effected by letting two shifts

work 12 hours each over Sunday, while the third has

24 hours free. (P. 7.)

Le Premier Mai et la Journee de Huit Heures. [The First

of May and the Eight-Hour Day.] With Preface
by Jules Guesde. J. B. Coriolan and J. Mortair.
Paris, G. Crepin, {1891?).

One of the delegates of the French Government to

the ''Conference of Berlin," M. Belahaye himself, has
shown that wherever the shorter working day exists pro-

duction has increased.

This fact moreover is no longer a mystery to any
serious student of economy; investigation, indeed, of

labor conditions in other countries has proved for ex-

ample that in the mines of Germany where the eight-

hour day is established, production instead of decreas-
ing has notably increased. In the Massachusetts mills

where they have the nine-hour day the average yearly
production per workman is 9,136 francs. In New Jer-

sey where the working day is only 814 hours long the

average production per workman is 13,500 francs.

Even in Paris, in the mills where the working time
is 12 hours the production per workman averages 4,000,

francs; in the mills where the working time is only 10;

hours it rises to 5,600 francs.

Experience then proves that reduction of hours far

from decreasing production actua.lly increases it. The
reason is very simple: on the one hand the manufactur-
ers and mill-owners, forced to accelerate output to meet
the demands of their customers, must increase their
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number of employees, enlarge their factories, and per-

fect their equipment; on the other hand the workmen,
no longer exhausted by 12, 16, or 18 hours' work, work
with more energy, more briskness, and do more work.
(Pp. 17-19.)

La Revue de Paris. T. V. Sept.-Oct., 1907. La Journee
de Huit Heures. [The Eight-Hour Day.] Maxime
Leroy.

In his testimony during this inquiry (1902) M. Gril-

let, a factory inspector in Brittany, said :
" If we do not

go below a certain limit, say 8, 9, or 10 hours, according
to the different industries, we find that the reduction of

working hours has produced no appreciable loss of pro-
duction, and on the other hand, it has brought about an
often striking improvement in the quality of the pro-
duct."

He adds: ''It is certain that in proportion as work-
ing hours lengthen, the hourly output of the worker di-

minishes. What does the employer want to have from
his employee? Work, not simply his presence during
so much time. And what does the employer need to dot
To utilize the workman's strength to the best advan-
tage." (Pp. 838, 839.)

An das Schweis. Industriedepartement. Bern. Die Eid-
genossischen Fabrikinspektoren. [Report of the

Swiss Factory Inspectors to the Swiss Depart-
ment of Labor on the Revision of the Factory
Laws.] Schaffhausen, 1904.

. . . We have to examine the effects of shorter
hours upon our industry to find out whether they can be
introduced without injury to business. The statements
and opinions expressed by the various factory inspec-
tors in the course of recent years, as to the results of
experience in shortening the working hours wherever
this has been tried, have brought us to the conclusion
that a generally shorter day may be introduced without
injury. (P. 23.)
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It will be readily seen that these two questions,—the

extension of legislation to workers now unprotected by
law and the reduction of working hours are the most
important for revision. As to the latter we here state

our conviction that Swiss industry is well able to sub-

stitute a ten-hour for an eleven-hour day. This has in-

deed been done in the majority of factories now sub-

ject to the law and is moreover required by law in var-

ious cantons without, indeed, having brought ruin upon
industry. (P. 5.)

In no case where the 10-hour day has been introduced
is there any tendency to return to the 11 hours, because
both employers and workers find advantages in the

shorter time. Not only from individual branches of in-

dustry, but even from the ranks of the cotton factory
owners, who constituted the majority of the opposition,

the sentiment of all who have established the 10-hour
day is favorable to it. (P. 26.)
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The increased productivity of workers under shorter

hours is due to their heightened efficiency. Such effici-

ency springs from improved physical health and energy,

together with a change of attitude toward work and

employer. Greater promptness in starting in the morn-

ing and at noon, more interest and application on the

part of the workers and the elimination of *' soldiering"

and lost time contribute to the increased output under

shorter hours.

Bulletin of The Society to Promote the Science of Man-
agement. Vol. I, No. 6, November, 1915. Personal
Relationship as a Basis of Scientific Manage-
ment*. EicHARD A. Peiss.

1. Given two establishments in the same industry,

in the same locality, build for them the same buildings,

equip them with the same machinery and establish for

them similar methods of handling equipment and mate-
rials—yet, in the course of a short time, there will be a
difference in both the quantity and the quality of their

output. This difference in result will be caused by the

difference between the two in the quality of their per-

sonnel. For this reason alone the question of personnel
must ultimately be considered the real problem of man-
agement. . . .

5. The old type of management would at the best

consider expenditures for the development of personnel
as an unnecessary outlay forced upon it by unintelligent

public opinion, or would consider it a politic expendi-
ture which would bring a certain amount of cheap ad-
vertising at the expense of fair wages. The enlightened,
or scientific type of management would consider expen-
ditures of this kind not only wise, but also an invest-

* A paper read before the Society to Promote the Science of Manage-
ment, Philadelphia, Pa., October 23, 191S.
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ment bringing proportionately larger and more perma-
nent returns than all other kinds. Full value of all ex-

penditures or investments for upkeep and improvement
of a plant can be realized only when sufficient invest-

ment of both time and money has been made for the pur-

pose of improvement and upkeep of the personal side.

In fact the management which has the correct view-
point will find that the mechanical and material side of

the organization will be better developed as a necessary
incident to personal development than it would be where
this point of view is reversed. This is well illustrated

in the Clothcraft Shops and The Joseph & Feiss Com-
pany, where this philosophy has been the basis of its

development of Scientific Management. (P. 5.)

63. Eesults cannot be accomplished in the spirit of

charity, but must emanate entirely from a sense of jus-

tice. It must be understood that work along the lines

described above can never take the place of wages. Such
work must have as a reason for its existence not only
increased efficiency, but the increased reward to which
increased efficiency is entitled. Figure 6 is a chart show-
ing the progress of the Clothcraft Shops in respect to

wages and efficiency from June, 1910, to January, 1915.

This shows during this period an increase in production
of 42% ; an increase in the average individual hourly
wages of 4:5%, weekly wages 37% ; and a decrease in
total manufacturing cost of about 10%. During this per-
iod the weekly working schedule was reduced from fifty-

four to forty-eight hours. (P. 15.)
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RECORD OF PROGRESS.

American Labor Legislation Review, March, 1914.

Working Hours in Continuous Industries. Intro-

ductory Address. William C. Redfield, Secre-

tary of Commerce.

Long years ago, before the agitation for the reduc-

tion to the nine-hour day took place, my associate in

business came to the conclusion that there was what he
called "a tired hour," that it would be in his judgment
undesirable and unprofitable to continue running the fac-

tory as long as it was then run ; and after mature reflec-

tion, unasked and unexpected, he reduced the hours of

the shop from ten to nine, simply on the ground that he
believed it would be profitable to do so. The event, in

his judgment, proved his opinion to be sound; and at

the end of a very considerable period he was satisfied

that he had gained both in quantity and quality of out-

put as well as in the unconscious discipline which, in his

judgment and in my own, is self-enforcing upon an ade-
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quately paid and properly treated working force. He
often expressed to me the view that a further reduction

of time to eight hours was inevitable, merely on the

ground of its being profitable to do so. . . .

Only ten days ago, or less, I had the privilege of

meeting a very large manufacturer who has 6000 men
at work upon the eight-hour basis, competing actively

with other concerns which are running nine hours and
even longer. He tells me that nothing would induce him
to go back to the longer hours; that he does not under-
stand why his competitors do not see the profitableness

of the eight-hour day; that both he and his men are en-

tirely content to be running in a strictly competitive busi-

ness at eight hours per day, while all their competitors
are continuing to run nine hours; and that in his judg-
ment, as the leading manufacturer in the business, it

would be far better for their pockets, as well as for their

peace, if they also would take up the shorter day.
My own experience with manufacturers, and I have

known a great many of them and talked with many hun-
dreds of them in past years, has been that this subject,

like most of our human subjects, has been treated almost
altogether from the arithmetical point of view. . . .

A hundred times manufacturers have said to me,
*

' Take off one hour from nine and you reduce your out-

put one-ninth"—just as they had said to me before, "If
you take off one hour from ten, you reduce your output
one-tenth. '

' But as a matter of fact, we did not ; we in-

creased our output more than one-tenth. Therefore the
thought that seems to me essential on this whole subject
is to get away from mathematical dealings with man-
kind, and try to deal with them on the human side, as
they are. (Pp. 105-106.)

The Survey. January 3, 1914. Can, American Steel
Plants Afford an Eight-Hour Twrnf William B.
Dickson, Former First Vice-President United
States Steel Corporation.

A more specific question is : Can the manufacturers
afford an eight-hour day?
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I believe the advantages to be derived from more ef-

ficient, because less exhausted, workmen will, to a great
extent, offset whatever additional cost may be involved;

but aside from this, I am of the opinion that the steel

companies can today afford to change from a twelve-

hour to an eight-hour day in all those processes which
are necessarily continuous. In other departments a ten-

hour day is practicable, and perhaps advisable. (P. 376.)

A Documentary History of American Industrial Society.

Edited by John R. Commons, Ulrich B. Phillips,
Eugene A. Gilmore, Helen L. Summer, cmd John
B. Andrews. Vol. VIII. Labor Movement. Cleve-
land, The Arthur H. Clark Company, 1910. "New
York Weekly Tribu/ne," Oct. 16, 1847.

No, my friend! your mu^t is very positive, but it is

confuted by mountains of experience. Robert Owen ran
a whole village of cotton-mills for some twenty years,

working only ten hours per day, while his neighbors
and competitors all around ran from twelve to sixteen,

yet he made money as fast as any of them-—made all he
wished. The same experiment has been tried a thousand
times in a thousand ways, and with a uniform result.

Great Britain is now trying it by a law imperatively
forbidding more than eleven hours' work in a day in

factories during the present year, or more than ten
hours after this year. Does anybody believe her manu-
factures will be ruined under this law by American, Ger-
man and French rivalry? We are confident that very
nearly as much work would be accomplished in ten hours
as in twelve or thirteen, while a great saving would be
effected in lights, fuel, etc. You can't get more work
out of a man than there is in him; and if ten hours' ac-

tive, faithful labor per day is enough, protracting the
hours of toil to twelve or thirteen will effect no good
purpose. It is just like giving workmen liquor in order
to extract work from them; for a few days it may seem
to answer ; but after that the liquor only serves to extort
as much work as was formerly done without it, and
hardly that. (Pp. 196-197.)
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Maine Senate Document 19: Public Documents, 1848.

Report on Petition Praying Passage of Law Mak-
ing Ten Hours Legal Day's Work.

Everyone knows by observation and experience, that

a man can endure a certain amount of labor every day,

and that he must have a certain amount of rest; and
that if he is compelled to toil on day after day from early

morning till late at night, he may for a few days do
more work, but if long continued, he actually becomes
unable to accomplish as much per day as he could do if

permitted to divide his time more equally. . . . And
your committee are firmly of the opinion, from all the
facts and information they can procure, that men ac-

complish more work in ten hours, where that system is

reduced to practice, than where they work as long as they
can see. (Pp. 2-3.)

Massachusetts House Document No. 153. 1850. Minor-
ity Report of the Special Committee. Re Limita-

tion of Hours of Work.

Nor is it difficult to see, that the restriction of the

hours of labor, will harmonize with the true interest of

the manufacturing capitalist and employer. . . .

The employing manufacturers will generally find,

that, the higher the degree of intelligence which per-

vades the mass of their workmen, the better work they
will perform, and they will do their work to more ad-

vantage and profit for them. . . . Let, then, their^

hours of labor be reduced, and their general conditio!

and well-being thereby improved, and a better and more
intelligent class of persons will offer their services foi

this kind of employment ; and while remaining in it, they
will, with time and opportunity (which they do not now
have) for improvement, continually advance in general
intelligence, as it is the nature of the human mind to do
under proper circumstances. . . . The operatives

would thus become more valuable, as members of the

community, and at the same time, render a more profit-"

able service to their employers, by producing improved

,1'
'.
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fabrics. When it is taken into consideration, that, in

many articles of manufactured merchandize, it is the

best goods which command the markets, it will be seen

how important it is to the manufacturing interest, that

such regulations should be adopted, as will permanently
secure intelligent operatives in all its branches. . . .

(Pp. 28-29.)

Report of the Massachwsetts Bureau of Statistics of
Labor. 1881.

We have large mills, employing in the aggregate sev-

eral thousand persons, which have voluntarily adopted
ten hours in eleven-hour districts, bearing witness em-
phatically that they find the product of ten hours a day,

in the long run, so nearly or quite the same as that of

eleven hours, that their mills are as profitable to them
under the shorter as under the longer time. In addition

to this fact, and as partly explaining it, may be recorded
the words of great wisdom spoken by the managers

:

''Skill in management and thoroughness in discipline

are more important than the eleventh hour in the prod-
uct of a mill; and thorough discipline is much more at-

tainable under ten than under eleven hours. For men
and women are flesh and blood, and they cannot be held
up to such steady work during eleven hours as during
ten; the overseers are flesh and blood, and cannot hold
them up."

As incidentally illustrating the improvement that

may be made by "good management" joined with a re-

duction of hours, we relate the experience of a manager
of a cotton mill as he gave it to us. He said, "I took
charge of this mill about fifteen years ago, having al-

ready purchased an interest in it. The mill had been
running thirteen hours per day. Soon after I took
charge, I persuaded the rest of the directors to allow
me to reduce the hours to eleven. Before this the weekly
product of the mill had been ninety thousand yards of
print cloths. After it, with the same machinery, the
weekly product rose to a hundred and twenty thousand
yards. '

'
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Now granting, as should doubtless be done, that a

part of that increase was due to improved management,
yet it is clear that this improvement could not have been
made nearly so effective without the improved physical

conditions Avhich so great a reduction of the hours of

labor afforded; for it is impossible to secure as thorough
order, steadiness, and efficiency of work, under thirteen

as under eleven hours. Flesh and blood cannot endure
the strain. And the same principle applies to a reduc-
tion to ten. (Pp. 461-462.)

Report of the New York State Factory Inspector, 1890.

. . . Every important manufactory in this state,

which formerly required sixty-six or more hours of labor

as a week's work, is now running on sixty or less hours'
limit, and the testimony of the proprietors thereof is to

the effect that their production increased instead of

diminished at the same time. This enhancement of the

productiveness of their employees has not come through
increasing the speed of machinery, as some people sup-

pose, but it is believed that it has grown out of the more
contented minds and better rested bodies of the op-
eratives. (P. 26.)

The Eight-hour Movement. An Address Delivered Be-
fore the Brotherhood of United Labor at the
Armory in Chicago, February 22, 1890. Judge P.

Altgeld.

It is urged . . . that shorter hours mean reduced
production. ...

To this it is replied that it cannot be shown that there
will in the end be less production. On the contrary that

under shorter hours the laborers will have increased
vigor and higher intelligence, feel more interest in their

work—and will, in the end, accomplish not only as much
work but a higher grade of work, that, in fact, this is no
longer an open question, it having been settled by ex-

perience ; that when in England the reduction was made
from twelve and fourteen hours to ten—as soon as things
had adjusted themselves to the new conditions it was
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found that there was not only as much work done in ten

hours as had been in the longer hours, but that it was a
higher grade of work, and that when subsequently a
further change was made from ten to nine while there

was some falling off at first, yet owing to the introduc-

tion of better machinery and the improved condition of

workmen, the product soon increased to what it had been,

and that when in the New England States about the

middle of this century the manufacturers voluntarily re-

duced the hours of labor from twelve to ten, there was
scarcely any falling off in the production after the new
system was in full operation, while the condition of the

laborers and their families greatly improved in every
respect. (Pp. 4-5.)

Discussions in Economics and Statistics. Vol. II.

Francis A. mLKER, Ph. D., LL. D. The Eight-
hour-Law Agitation. New York, Holt, 1899.

There is little doubt that all the successive reduc-
tions in the working day which have thus far taken place
among certain laboring populations have resulted in an
immediate gain to productive power in the generation
following. It has probably never occurred that a reduc-

tion of working time has be'en all loss, since a somewhat
increased activity, a somewhat enhanced energy, has
characterized each part of the time remaining. (P. 387.)

Report of the New York Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1900.

In these days mere muscular strength is becoming a
minor qualification of a successful wage-worker, but
nervous force and energy are taking its place. The
machinery which now does the heavy work requires the

most careful and undivided attention, which wears upon
the workman's vitality with tremendous effect. Such
work demands even more of relaxation and leisure than
the manual toil that it supersedes, if the man is to pre-
serve his usefulness.

And modern industry demands not only, a heavy ex-

penditure of nervous > force on the part of the artisan,
but also a larger intelligence, which shall continue the
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succession of inventions that, united with its unrivaled
material resources and the organizing ability of its busi-

ness men, has made the United States so formidable a
rival of European industrial countries. . . . All ex-

perience . . . teaches . . . that a stronger and
more skilful and intelligent body of workmen will, either

by greater energy or by improved methods and ap-
paratus, more than make up for the loss of time. The
foremost industrial nations are those which have short
hours, and they do not fear the competition of long-hour
countries. (Pp. 80-81.)

United States Congress. House Report, No. 1793 {4405).
Hours of Laborers on Public Works of the United
States. Report from, the Committee on Labor.
Fifty-seventh Congress, First Session. 1901-

1902.

No reasonable person would, for a moment, entertain
the proposition that the work day should again be length-

ened to fourteen or twelve hours. . . It is nowhere
claimed, so far as your committee is aware, that any re-

duction in the hours of labor has had a detrimental effect

on business, on manufacturers, on labor as a unit, or
individual laborers. The advocates of the short-hour
theory, on the other hand, trace the moral, social, and
financial improvement of the laborer to this cause, and
allege that business was at no time injured, but improved,
if affected, and that production was stimulated and con-
sumption increased. (P. 9.)

Report of the United States Industrial Commission,
Final Report, Vol. XIX, 1902.

A representative of a large drop-forge establishment,*

testified, after three months' experience with the nine-

hour day, that there is a slightly larger average daily

output than there was for the ten-hour day in both day
work and piece work, though in every other respect work
was done under similar conditions. This has not been
due to the fact that methods were lax previously, for

Reports Industrial Commission, Vol. XIV, p. 659, et seq.
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there was rigid supervision under the ten-hour system.
A part of the gain has been made by reason of the fact

that under the nine-hour system the men go promptly
to work on the minute and work up to the very close of
the day ; also that a man can work nornially at a higher
rate of speed without pushing himself for nine hours
than he can for ten hours. The fundamental reason,
according to this witness, for the keeping up of the
amount of production is to be found in the spirit of
the men themselves. If the machines were operated at
the highest rate of speed and were in perfect condition,
and were continuously fed, a workman could not maintain
his output up to the same amount if the hours of labor
were shortened; but these perfect conditions are rarely,
if ever, found. It cannot be demonstrated mathematical-
ly just how it happens that a man can produce as much
in nine hours as he formerly could in ten hours, but as
a matter of fact it has been the experience of almost
every manufacturer, says this witness, that "a man can
and will and does do more the moment he is justly and
fairly and liberally treated." ... (P. 765.)

A representative of the Chicago bridge and structural

iron workers' union holds that the eight-hour day has
so increased -the efficiency of the laborer that there is

actually more work done in eight hours than was former-
ly done in ten hours.

A boiler manufacturer, having adopted the eight-

hour day, testifies that he does not think his men do as
much in eight hours as they did in nine hours, taking one
day as the basis of comparison; but that at the end of

the year he believes he would find that they had done just

as much as they did when they were working an hour
longer. ... A manufacturer of mining machinery
holds that it is to the interest of the manufacturer to em-
ploy his men only eight hours, since he gets better ser-

vices out of the men. Formerly, when the hours of ma-
chinists were reduced from twelve to ten, and again
when they were reduced from ten to nine, the same alarm-
ing predictions were made as now, when it is proposed
to reduce them from nine to eight; yet the inventions in

machinery have made it possible for manufacturers to
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reduce their hours and still make as much money as they
did formerly in the longer workday. This witness holds
that the eight hours in this industry are needed not. so

much to relieve the men of severe exertion as because a
better educated man is required to do the work. (P.

766.)

Organized Labor. John Mitchell. Philadelphia,
American Booh a/nd Bible House, 1903.

Owing to the fact that the work of the modern world
is becoming more and more a matter of nervous energy,
of skill, and intelligence, and less a matter of mere brute
force, the reduction of hours is not only of advantage,
but of absolute necessity. Even when work is simply
and purely physical, it is not economical to work long
hours, but a shorter day of labor is imperative when work
is intense or when intelligence, ingenuity, and inventive-

ness are required. You cannot get more out of a man
than is in him, and if you take too much one day, there
will be so much less to obtain on succeeding days. As
stated by Professor Clark of Columbia University: ''If

you want a man to work for you one day and one day
only, and secure the greatest possible amount of work
he is capable of performing you must make him work
for twenty-four hours. If you would have him work a
week it will be necessary to reduce the time to twenty
hours a day ; if you want him to work for a month a still

further reduction to eighteen hours a day. For the year
fifteen hours a day will do; for several years, ten hours;
but if you wish to get the most out of a man for a work-
ing lifetime, you will have to reduce his hours of labor
to eight each day."

The English mill owners in the beginning and middle
of the nineteenth century claimed that they would be
ruined if hours were reduced; and the same complaint
was made by the New England manufacturers in the
seventies and is being now repeated by the Southern mill

owners. Wherever the reduction has been made, how-
ever, the result has been a decided benefit not only to
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the workman but to his employer. In a succeeding chapter
I shall endeavor to show how short hours, like other
demands of trade unions, have benefited employers,
and how an absolute increase in the amount of work
performed during a day has frequently resulted from a
shortening of the working day. (Pp. 123-4.)

Getting a Living: The Problem of Wealth and Poverty—of Profits, Wages and Trade Unionism. George
L. BoLE'N. New York and London. The Macmil-
lan Company. 1903.

By diminishing the worker's fatigue, and by rais-

ing his eJBficiency through use of improved machinery,
the increase of his product has balanced both the suc-

cessive shortening of the day, at least down to ten hours,
and the repeated rise of his daily wages, . . .

Perhaps in all the trades shortening the day from
ten to nine hours, little or no diminution of product has
been noticed. Whether there is some diminution may not
be after all a serious matter to the employer generally,
since if he cannot preserve his profits by raising prices,

or by lowering wages, he can do so effectively by taking
up the slack in his methods, by hiring better men, by
driving them a little faster, and not by undertaking the
.less profitable work. In the latter particular, though he
does not maintain his aggregate of business and of profit,

he does maintain the profit rate. So far as faster and
steadier work is secured, the burden of maintaining a
shortening of the day falls on the workers. So far as
methods are improved and better machinerj^ adopted,
the burden falls on the employer. Generally a share is

thus borne by each, as in the case of raising wages by
union demand, and in both cases there is with each side

a strong inducement for progress. Hence, as a rule, the
shorter the day and the higher the pay, the greater is

each side's efficiency, and the better is the outfit of ma-
chinery. When by extension of the British factory law
about eight years ago the sweated laundry women of
London, too poor and ignorant to save themselves, were
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rescued from toil of inhuman length per day, machinery
was at once put in that kept prices and profits unchanged.
(Pp. 420-22.) . . .

So far therefore as further shortening of the day
takes place, it will come about gradually as heretofore,

in those trades suited to it, mainly by desire and demand
of the workers, but largely by realization among em-
ployers that natural con(fitions make a shorter day better

for all concerned. . . . The customary short day of

bankers and professional men, working under mental
strain, was found by all concerned to yield best results.

A shift of only four hours on duty, followed by eight

hours off, is willingly conceded to firemen on steam-
ships, such an arrangement being found necessary to

keep up steam and save men from breaking down. For
the same reason night work on daily papers was long ago
limited to about seven hours

The short day in building trades has been successful,

not only because of their local monopoly, but also because
it spreads over a longer time an amount of work that

seldom lasts all the year. Repeated shortening of the

factory day has come because it was found that strength
was saved, intelligence promoted, and that product and
wages were even increased, though there has generally
been some diminution of output for a while at first. (Pp.
423-4.)

United States Congress. Senate Document, No. 110.

Report on Conditions of Employment in the Iron
& Steel Industry in the United States. Vol. III.

Working Conditions & the Relations of Employers
S Employees. 62nd Congress, 1st Session, 1911.

Washington, 1913.

. . . Past experience indicates that considerable in-

creases in efficiency may be expected as a result of the

8-hour system. It is impossible to demonstrate this statis-

tically from the records of mills that have changed their

hours, for in every case for which accurate records were
obtainable some change either in equipment or in method
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of operation was made at the same time the mills went
on the 8-hoiir system. It may be noted, however, that

the steel company quoted above, in changing its blast

furnaces to the 8-hour system, found it possible to re-

duce the number of men on each shift sufficiently to coun-

terbalance the increase of 28.6 per cent, in their hourly

wages. Seven British blast-furnace operators stated be-

fore the recent international conference on continuous

industries* that the increase in output per employee had
compensated for the increased hourly rates paid their

employees on the introduction of the 8-hour system and
that they would not willingly return to the 12-hour sys-

tem. As the rate of production of a blast furnace is in-

fluenced in a less degree by the exertions of its labor
force than other departments of the industry, it would
seem theoretically to be the least likely to give improved
results under the 8-hour system. The Bessemer convert-

ers and the rolling mills on the other hand respond read-
ily to increased exertions on the part of a crew of work-
men, and it is principally in these departments that the

8-hour day has been introduced hitherto. Furthermore,
in these departments the workmen who work 12 hours in

the most exhausting positions are usually relieved after
30 minutes' work and rest for 30 minutes {i. e., two men
are provided for each job). Experience has shown that
with an 8-hour day 15 minutes' rest is sufficient to allow
full recuperation in such cases. In a great many cases
arrangements can be made to allow three men for every
two of such exhausting positions so as to provide this

rest of 15 minutes out of every 45 minutes. In all such
cases the change would more than compensate for an
increase of 25 per cent, in the hourly rate of wages.

Numerous illustrations of increases in productive effi-

ciency following the substitution of the 8-hour system
for the 12-hour system might be cited from other indus-
tries. It seems sufficient, however, to call attention to
the fact that the sheet and tin mills, in which most of the
material is handled by hand, were many years ago

* Report of the Special Commission on Hours of Labor in Continuous
Industries, London, July, 1912. (P. 14.)
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changed to the 8-hour system by the voluntary action

of the manufacturers in order to secure increased effi-

ciency and continuous operation of their mills. . . .

The significant fact is that practically every mill of this

kind in the United States is operated with three shifts

of 8 hours each and there is no desire on the part of either

the manufacturers or the workmen for the substitution

of the 12-hour system. (Pp. 185 and 186.)

With regard to the effects of seven-day work on the

efficiency of the workmen very little direct evidence could

be obtained except in one case. In one plant the records
for ore unloading day by day are available over a long
period of years. The records for the earlier years in

which the ore was handled on every day in the week
show practically a dead level throughout the week, no
one day being appreciably higher in the amount of ore
handled than any other. During 1910 no ore was stocked
on Sundays. The records for this year show that 7
per cent, more ore was unloaded on Monday than the
average for the remaining five days of the week. The
foreman of this plant stated that the men are fresher
and do more work on Monday after a full day of rest on
Sunday than on any other day in the week. (P. 383.)

The Limits of Efficiency. An Address before the Cleve-
land Chamber of Commerce, November 19, 1912.

William C. Redfield. Cleveland, 1912.

Some have perhaps resisted the idea of a shorter
working day, with sincerity, indeed, believing it to be a
matter of mere arithmetic that the shorter day must
cost more for labor than the longer did. But talk some
day with your family doctor and ask him what science

teaches about fatigue. He will tell you that fatigue is

the result of a definite poison, because the wastes in the
human body from exertion have accumulated faster than
the powers of nature can remove or replace them. It is

no dream, but a commonplace fact, known to physicians,
that fatigue is a form of poison. We should not think
that poisoned men could do good work, and yet the fact
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that men may be weary has possibly never occurred to

US as a reason for shutting the shop down a half hour

sooner. Yet, if by a shorter day men and women can

go without exhaustion to their homes, their work upon
the morrow will be better.

A great cement plant, with painful misgivings, caused

by arithmetic, went from the ten-hour day to the eight-

hour day without changing the wage. At the end of the

year they were glad, for they were doing better than
before. The same is true of a paper mill in New England
and of a shipyard in Scotland ; another in Massachusetts
has now made the change. Men wonder why it is so,

when it is quite in accord with the laws of the human
body and mind that it should be so. Men who are inno-

cent of precise knowledge of the human frame, have had
strong opinions about the shorter working day, yet this,

after all, is a question of exact knowledge of the human
machine.

Suppose some group of manufacturers, resisting the
eight-hour day, had employed a commission of physicians
to advise thereon, and these had reported that the ten-

hour day was better for men, that the longer work was
helpful to their bodies, and that a thorough study of the
human frame showed that the greater exertion meant
stronger men, and that fatigue was nothing of moment.
Then the resistance of the manufacturers would have
some scientific basis. But suppose, on the other hand,
the fact to be that fatigue is a cumulative thing, that
it is not always worked off, if it be excessive, in one
night's rest, but as a matter of fact it is a shortener of
life and has the same definite action towards reducing
the span of life that a planer has in finishing a casting.
These are or are not facts, and they are the controlling
facts, if they are facts at all. I suspect that our own
ignorance of the laws of fatigue has held back our effi-

ciency and that overtime has sometimes meant a tem-
porary profit at a permanent loss. (Pp. 10-11.)
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The New Industrial Day. William C. Eedfield. New
York. The Century Co. 1912.

"We are the most efficient people in the world, yet are

but beginning to be efficient. We have yet to learn to

utilize the brains of our workers as we utilize their

hands. The best plants anticipate and avoid waste so

far as may be by designing, making, operating, protecting

their machinery in accord with the laws of its being.

When we treat our men in the same way, using each of

them at the work he is fitted to do, training each in mind
and hand to use efficiently the best appliances under
working conditions that develop his mental and physical
manhood, then we shall save human waste and reach a
quality and quantity of product that will free us from
all doubts of our power to meet on equal terms the men
of any land. So long as we look first at the wage rate

and the past or present cost instead of at the product
rate and the possible cost we shall all be cowards. (P.

72.)

We may think well to crowd our machinery to its

limit and scrap it in a few years because a new invention
shall have then replaced it; but we must learn not to

crowd men that way, for we cannot scrap men. (P. 74.)

Another manufacturer says : ''When the time comes,
and I think its approach is near, that as much thought
and study and as big brains are devoted to the problem
of labor as have heretofore been devoted to and absorbed
by the problems of financing, selling, and equipment, when
we study the man behind the machine as closely as we
do the machine, we shall see ways of making the one fit

the other more closely than we do now."
All about great mills are instruments regulating ma-

chinery; means are provided that machines shall not be
overstrained, that their product shall be within their

power regularly to produce without damage to the ma-
chine ; we even care lest machines get overheated and, in

a true sense, lest they get overtired. We know that a
tired machine gives out and its life is neither so long as

it should be, nor its product so large nor so good as it

ought to be. We protect it against dust, we lubricate it,
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we even let it rest, yet that machine is dead, inert. When
shall we learn that to be most productive a living, respon-

sive man needs also not to be overstrained, that he needs

rest, that his product must for economy's sake be always
within and not beyond his powers? Until the course we
take with our machinery is recognized as of equal appli-

cation to our men and women workers we shall not have
solved the problem of production. So long as we extract

from men and women the most possible for the least re-

turn to them, we are working against the deepest laws
of nature and of finance ; our sight is short ; we are but
blind leaders of the blind. The normal resistance of a
working force to pressure under conditions of a narrow
wage and long hours is not an element that leads to con-

tinued profit. And here, once for all, let it be said that
no management is scientific or permanently profitable

which either promotes or permits human overstrain. (Pp.
142-143.)

If we may argue from English statistics, it seems
probable that about three million people in the United
States are seriously ill at all times, and we are told that
half of this can be avoided. The number who are slightly

ill, sick enough to reduce their eflficiency, but not enough
so as to give up their work, is probably larger, and the
presence of such men and women in our mills is a real

drain upon our industries. Time your machines ever so
carefully, a half-sick operative will not get the best re-

sults from them. Indigestion or a severe cold or a bad
headache does not allow him who endures it to do the full

work of a well person. Everyone knows also that he can-
not work efficiently when eyes or brain or hand are
fatigued. The factory in which the average of health is

high has at the same wage rate an advantage in labor
cost over similar plants in which health conditions are
poor, because of the greater and better product of well
men. Goods cost more which are made by tired hands.
For these reasons the management which has for years
given care to machinery, materials and methods begins
now to give thought to men, not merely as to their skill
or wages, but as to their physical fitness to earn their
wages to the full. ... No employer can make his men
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so behave outside of working hours as to keep them-

selves in health. Nevertheless, it still remains ''up to

him" to prevent their being over-strained nervously or

physically during the hours of toil. . . .

The present trend towards saving effort and keeping
the human mechanism in our factories in good working
order does not arise from altruistic motives, but from
economic ones. In actual practice in a mill it makes a

difference in the financial results whether among a thou-

sand men one hundred or three hundred or more are

out of health. Any large amount of impaired vigor

among his operatives is a condition whose continuance
an intelligent manufacturer should know that he can-

not afford. Still less can he afford to permit conditions

to prevail in his works that cause ill health, for that

injures all parties to industry. It pushes costs up, it

pulls wages down ; it enhances prices by diminishing both
quality and quantity of output. . . . (Pp. 157-8-9-60.)

We take great care of race horses because success

depends on their health and their ability to endure strain.

In the race of modern commerce the same is true of

men and the interests at stake are such as make it vital

that the human factor in our industries shall be fit. Some
far-sighted employers, having seen that it is profitable

so to do, have led the way in caring for their operatives
and the contagion of their example is spreading. What
is called "scientific management" aims to save waste of
human effort in unnecessary motions. It is quite as
important to save the loss to workers and employers
arising from needless weakening of physical powers by
causes which we know how to avoid. . . . (Pp. 162-163.)

Many of us have stopped too soon on the path of
scientific development of our industries. The man is

infinitely well worth study and infinitely more difiicult to
study than the machine. . . . We all believe in clean shops,^
but do we think enough of the human element to be care*'
ful to avoid sweeping when the men are about because
of the well-known fact that dust carries all manner oi

disease germs which men breathe? The working out oi

the machine has been a long evolution and the workinj^
out of the study of men may also be a long evolution.]
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It cannot be hastily done. It requires patience; so did

the machines. Yonr machines are complex; how much
more so the man with his human mind and heart. But
if patience is exercised, there is in the man the respon-

sive spirit the machine lacks, and that spirit led and
not driven, guided and not abused, is a power in industry

of which the wisest of us do not yet dream. Without
it, we may be able, or we may not, to profit temporarily.

With it, the age of industrial conquest opens. (Pp. 208-

209.)

Fifteenth Annual Report of the National Consumers*
League, New York, 1916. Some Practical Expe-
riences in Shortening Hours of Labor. Address
by Mr. Frederick E. Hazard, President Solvay
Process Company, Syracuse, New York, at Cleve-
land, Ohio, November 4, 1915.

I have regarded the shortening of the hours erf la-

bor as really a part of the general problem of maintain-
ing efficiency. The wise manufacturer will always en-

deavor to lay his plans ahead, to look forward into the

future as far as he is able, in order to plan his cam-
paign of production to meet the contract which he has
with the public by reason of the fact that he is in busi-

ness. He owes it to the public to deliver as much of
his product as the public demands, and it is as binding
a contract as if it were written in letters of gold. He
must do it. In order to do it, he prepares his buildings,
he fills them with the necessary machines and apparatus
of all kinds required to produce his particular merchan-
dise. He goes out and lays in stocks of the raw mate-
rial required. He buys those under as good conditions
as possible and for what appears to him a reasonable
time ahead. He takes all these material precautions. But
how many of the manufacturers of this country or of
any other country look to the supply of labor, without
which all efforts to produce any given article are with-
out value? How many, having a present supply of labor,
examine the supply with a view of conserving it, of keep-
ing it up to the same efficiency that is required from ma-
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chinery built of iron, steel, wood, or other materials!
An inanimate steam engine is subjected to a periodical

examination, and, if found defective, is shut down for

repairs, in order that it may be put in the most efficient

working order. We have our repair establishments for

the human frame, in hospitals, clinics, dispensaries,

and all the agencies of a sanitary character. But does
the average manufacturer make full use even of those!

Is the problem brought home to the average employer as

it ought to be? Does he consider that his labor is of

greater importance—I think I speak advisedly—than
his plant? Does he give to his employee the careful at-

tention that he gives to his steam engines and his

pumps? I think not, I fear not. But it is an idea which
is growing. There is a great deal more of that care

and attention than existed even a few years ago. Wheth-
er it is merely through self-interest or through a broad-
minded view of the necessities and the duties, is some-
what immaterial to me, provided only the idea shall

spread and become more universal, provided that the

manufacturer, the employer of labor, shall actually

give to his employees the same careful supervision and
attention that he gives to the inanimate engines and
pumps in his plant. I think there is the most important
point of maintenance which we can conceive of. I think

in that line we shall make the most important progress,

the truest conservation of energy, the truest advance to-

ward a more enlightened and prosperous industrial and
commercial activity.

Under the present emergency conditions with which
this United States is struggling, it may be a little diffi-

cult in the minds of some to do very much more than to

just keep ahead of the game and push and strive to get

out the goods that are required and drive every-

body up to the limit. But if the human engine is

driven beyond its limit of endurance, it breaks down,
and repairs to it are not always possible, and they al-

ways are more costly, both in time and in pain than the

repairs to the inanimate object. I therefore sincerely

hope that we shall be in this country sufficiently wise to

avoid that kind of overstrain, which is so easy to indulge
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in, and especially so nnder the emergency conditions.

I hope we can avoid it, and I hope that we can do more
than that—establish ourselves firmly in the way of main-

taining our existing supply of labor and in safeguard-

ing the continuance of that supply.

Address to the Superintendents of Manufactories, and
to those Individuals generally, who, by giving

employment to an aggregated population, may
easily adopt the means to form, the sentiments

and maimers of such a population. Eobebt Owen.
London, 1813.

Like you, I am a manufacturer for pecuniary profit.

But having for many years acted on principles the re-

verse in many respects of those in which you have been
instructed, and having found my procedure beneficial to

others and to myself, even in a pecuniary point of view,

I am anxious to explain such valuable principles, that

you and those under your influence may equally partake
of their advantages. (P. 259.)

From the commencement of my management I view-

ed the population, with the mechanism and every other

part of the establishment, as a system composed of many
parts, and which it was my duty and interest so to com-
bine, as that every hand, as well as every spring, lever,

and wheel, should effectually co-operate to produce the

greatest pecuniary gain to the proprietors.

Many of you have long experienced in your manu-
facturing operations the advantages of substantial, well-

contrived, and well-executed machinery.
Experience has also shown you the difference of the

results between mechanism which is neat, clean, well-

arranged, and always in a high state of repair ; and that
which is allowed to be dirty, in disorder, without the
means of preventing unnecessary friction, and which
therefore becomes, and works, much out of repair.

In the first case the whole economy and management
are good; every operation proceeds with ease, order,
and success. In the last, the reverse must follow, and a
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scene be presented of counter-action, confusion, and dis-

satisfaction among all the agents and instruments in-

terested or occupied in the general process, which cannot
fail to create great loss.

If, then, due care as to the state of your inanimate
machines can produce such beneficial results, what may
not be expected if you devote equal attention to your
vital machines, which are far more wonderfully con-

structed. . . .

Will you then continue to expend large sums of

money to procure the best devised mechanism of wood,
brass, or iron; to retain it in perfect repair; to pro-

vide the best substance for the prevention of unneces-
sary friction, and to save it from falling into prema-
ture decay?—And when in these transactions you es-

timate time by minutes, and the money expended for the
chance of increased gain by fractions, will you not af-

ford some of your attention to consider whether a por-
tion of your time and capital would not be more ad-

vantageously applied to improve your living machines?
From experience which cannot deceive me, I venture
to assure you, that your time and money so applied, if

directed by a true knowledge of the subject, would re-

turn you, not five, ten, or fifteen per cent, for your capi-

tal so expended, but often fifty, and in many cases a hun-
dred per cent.

I have expended much time and capital upon im-
provements of the living machinery ; and it will soon ap-
pear that time and money so expended in the manufac-
tory at New Lanark, even while such improvements are
in progress only, and but half their beneficial effects

attained, are now producing a return exceeding fifty

per cent., and will shortly create profits equal to cent,

per cent, on the original capital expended in them.
Since the general introduction of inanimate mechan-

ism into British manufactories, man, with few excep-
tions, has been treated as a secondary and inferior ma-
chine; and far more attention has been given to per-
fect the raw materials of wood and metals than those
of body and mind. Give but due reflection to the sub-
ject, and you will find that man, even as an instrument

1
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for the creation of wealth, may be still greatly improved.
(Pp. 260-261.)

. . . Let us not perpetuate the really unnecessary
evils which our present practices inflict on this large

proportion of our fellow-subjects. Should your pecu-

niary interests somewhat suffer by adopting the line of

conduct now urged, many of you are so wealthy that

the expense of founding and continuing at your respec-

tive establishments the institutions necessary to im-
prove your animate machines would not be felt. But
when you may have ocular demonstration, that, instead
of any pecuniary loss, a well-directed attention to form
the character and increase the comforts of those who are

so entirely at your mercy, will essentially add to your
gains, prosperity, and happiness, no reasons, except
those founded on ignorance of your self-interest, can
in future prevent you from bestowing your chief care on
the living machines which you employ. And by so doing
you will prevent an accumulation of human misery, of

which it is now difficult to form an adequate conception.

(Pp. 261-262.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXIII. 1850. Report
of Inspectors of Factories for Half-year ending
April 30, 1850.

I continue to receive favorable accounts of the work-
ing of the Ten Hours' Act. That great experiment,
dangerous as it appeared to many, and to myself among
others, because of so sudden a change from twelve to

ten hours, has succeeded, so far as it has yet been tried,

beyond what the most sanguine of those who were favor-
able to it ventured to anticipate. Where the law is fully

carried out, according to its true intention, the workpeo-
ple appear to value the limitation more and more in
proportion, as they have longer experience of its effects

;

and the masters appear to be getting daily better recon-
ciled to it

;
partly by finding that, by the increased alert-

ness of their workpeople, by the closer application they
are now enabled to give, together with some additional
speeding of the machinery not before tried, the produce
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is much nearer to that of twelve hours than it was con-

ceived possible it could be brought up to, but partly also

by the marked change for the better which they see in

the health, appearance, and contentment of their work-
people. (P. 5.)

The Half-holiday Question. John Lilwall. London,
Kent, 1856.

. . . It is a well-ascertained fact that the amount
of work done, whether in the case of a man who makes
an article or of him who sells it, does not depend so much
on the extent of time devoted to any given employment,
as upon the degree of application, energy, and cheerful-

ness of spirit which are brought to bear thereon. The
human frame and the human mind are so constituted

that they are capable of only a certain amount of con-

tinued effort. Let the natural bounds be but systemati-
cally extended, and so far from such excess being pro-

ductive, it will ordinarily be found that there will be

really less work done than when due regard is paid to

the capacity of the agent, and that it will also be of an
inferior description. This statement is borne out by the

experience of many scientific and practical, observant,

men, who have recorded their opinions on the subject.

. . . Mr. Eobert Baker, surgeon, of Leeds, also

observes:
'

' There is more work done now in ten hours and a half

in the factories in England than ever was in twelve or
fourteen, and there is no greater fallacy in the employ-
ment of physical strength than to suppose that long hours
are conducive to its profitable use." . . .

Mr. Leonard Horner, Government Inspector of Fac-
tories, says:

"It will be satisfactory to you to learn that the las|

year has afforded fresh proofs that the restrictions noi

regulating the labor of children, women, and young per-'

sons in factories, which have immensely improved their

condition in many respects, have not been attended with

the injurious effects upon trade which were apprehended.

i
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. , . This is accounted for, partly by the increased
stimulus given to ingenuity to make the machinery more
perfect and capable of increased speed, but it arises far

more from the workpeople, by improved health, by ab-

sence of that weariness and exhaustion which the long
hours occasioned, and by their increased cheerfulness
and activity, being enabled to work more steadily and
diligently, and to economize time, intervals of rest while
at their work being now less necessary."

Mr. Henry Millward, of the firm of H. Millward and
Sons, extensive needle manufacturers, of Redditch,
writes

:

''In reply to your note, I cannot have the slightest

difficulty in your stating . . the excellent effect I have
found the Saturday half-holiday and a general short time
in the week, has had on my people. I have adopted it

now more than two years, and it is valued by the men.
I have no hesitation in saying that my orders are got out
quicker and better than they were previous to it."

I think this varied testimony, considering its distinct-

ness of character, and the practical and highly respect-

able parties from whom it emanates, must be admitted
as conclusive by proving two points: First, that a cur-

tailment of the period of labor does not necessarily in-

volve a diminution of the work done; and secondly, that

such curtailment as is advocated in these pages would,
as a rule, be advantageous to the employers of industry.

(Pp. 34-37.)

Factory Act Legislation. The Cobden Prize Essay for
1891. ViCTORiNE Jeans. London, T. Fisher JJn-

tvin, 1892.

"The great improvements," wrote one of the inspect-

ors in 1858, "made in machines of every kind have raised
their productive power very much. Without a doubt the
shortening of the hours of labor . . . gave the impulse
to these improvements. The latter, combined with the
more intense strain on the workman, have had the re-
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suit that at least as much is produced in the shortened
(by 2 hours, or one-sixth) working day as was previously
during the longer run."

We may fairly conclude, then, that the first result

of the Factory Act was this—^it fostered the growth of

the factory system.
. . . The second great result,—the increase in the

vigor and intelligence of the laborer, and therefore, to

some extent at least, in his capacity for work. ... It is

perfectly certain that a fair portion of the increased pro-
duction may quite justly be put down to the improved
physical and mental energy of the mill-hands themselves.
That was Lord Shaftesbury's great argument. . . . He
brought forward a great many cases of equal or increased
production arising simply from improved vigor on the

part of the workmen in mills where owners had volun-
tarily reduced their hours by way of experiment.

**I could not understand," one master wrote, "how it

was that our men could turn off as much work (and some
a little more) in 11 hours as ever they did in 12. I said

to one of them, 'Jobn, will you tell me how it is that

you can do more work in 11 hours han you did in 12?'

*Why,' said he, 'we can lay to in 11 hours a day better

than we could in 12, because we get more rest at night
and we are in better spirits all the day through, and be-

sides, the afternoons were not so long.' "

''He could spin, he said, 10 years longer if Mr. G.

would keep on 11 hours. "...
The truth is, there is a law of '

' Diminishing Returns '

'

from labor as from land. . . . Dr. Cunningham 's verdict

is concise and to the point. '

' There is an amount of ten-

sion," he writes, "which the human frame can bear, and
to prevent men from going beyond it was really to estab-

lish the textile industries of Great Britain on a far

firmer economic basis." Factory legislation thus helps

forward production in the textile industries in two ways

:

by hastening the development of production on a large

scale or the factory system, and, secondly, by heightening
the eflQciency of each individual worker. But . . . the

first result has always a certain tendency to weaken the

force of the latter. (Pp. 31-34.)

1
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British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXXIV. 1892. Royal
Commission on Labor. Minutes of Evidence.
Group A. Vol. 1.

Testimony of Mr. Joseph Toyn, Cleveland Miners'-

Association.

1072.—He works very mucli harder, I quite agree with
that, than he used to do. His working time in the face

is seven hours, and he can certainly work better, brisker

and freer in the seven hours than he could before.

1078.—Do you think there is as great an output now
as there was when the hours were longer? There is a
larger output.

1079.—^A larger output arising from the number of
men? Per man.

1080.—That is, you think a man does more work and
better work in the short time than he did in the nine or
ten hours? He does.

1081,—There is less exhaustion and more energy in

his work? He works harder and freer than he did then,

of course.

A Shorter Working Bay. R. A. Hadfield of Hadfield's
Steel Foundry Co., Sheffield, and H. de B. Gibbins,
M. A. Methuen S Co., London, 1892.

It is almost a universal opinion in the colony that
the men work harder now while they are at their work,
and that they turn out work of a better quality, than
they did under the long hours system. (P. 73.)

*

It is a well-known fact that when physical exertion
is necessary, the longer the day the slower the workman
becomes. It may not be easy to find out the exact num-
ber of hours that an average healthy man can work with
the least possible detriment to himself, and with the
greatest possible advantage in the production of that
upon which he is engaged, but ... it seems to be an es-

tablished fact that a reduction of hours invariably re-
sults in better work, and that it does not necessarily of
itself diminish production. (P. 109.)
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However much it may be objected to by certain em-
ployers on the ground of lessened production, or of the

bogie of Continental competition, I fearlessly assert

there would be no diminution of the output, but rather

the contrary; since the men will be in a better physical

condition, and thus be enabled to do practically more
work, as I find in our own experiment. It is pitiful to

me to hear employers talking of dread and fear of 'for-

eign' competition. Why, the longer hours men work on
the Continent the better it is for us, as they are in a

worse physical condition to turn the work out. Tf long
hours meant increased production, why are they not
sending coals to Newcastle? (Pp. 175-176.)

The writer has some diffidence in referring to the

case of his own firm, Hadfield's Steel Foundry Co.
When, however, one can speak from actual experience,

it seems specially advisable to mention the results.

. . . The working hours per day were reduced from nine
and a half to nine, or the week's time from fifty-four to

fifty-one hours. . . . The wages remained as before.

That the change has been eminently satisfactory will

be seen from the results quoted, for although alterations

of method and organization were introduced about the

same time, no doubt contributing much to the satisfac-

tory results, still the writer, from many facts that have
come under his personal observation, considers that one
of the chief factors has been the better tone and morale
amongst the men. It is the old tale, that human nature
is not irresponsive to more trust and confidence being
placed in it. . . .

... As far as can be determined, practically the re-

duced hours have not added to the cost of production.
The management on its side has perfected better

methods, and the workers on their side have shown more
intelligent interest in carrying out the work to be done,

the result being that as much work has been done as in

the former long hours. The costs show, after carefully

comparing the time spent in the same class of work under
the old and new systems, that there is little or no appre-
ciable difference between the amount of work turned out

per man.
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One important improvement has been noticed. Tak-
ing the comparison haphazard, viz., for the months of
January 1891 and 1892, in the former case out of about
500 men seventy-two averaged half an hour late each
morning during the month, twenty-two averaged a com-
mencement of work at 9 a. m. In January, 1892, the
whole of the men, except a daily average of nineteen,
were in at work punctually at the starting time—6:30
a. m. The company has therefore clearly saved time,
which under the old regime must have been highly
wasteful through absence of the workers and foremen,
to say nothing of the demoralization under the old sys-

tem. (Pp. 147-8-9.)

The engineering foremen report that owing to the
men all starting together, instead of the previous desul-
tory system, much better results are obtained in the work.
In fact they consider the same jobs were turned out in
less rather than more time, and several cases of this

were instanced. Also that the men were making the work
more a personal matter; in other words, as the masters
showed more interest in them they are showing more
interest in the masters ' welfare. Similar results are re-

ported from all the departments, while the better super-
vision of the foremen and the commencement of work
with only 4 per cent, of absentees instead of 20 per cent,

must in itself be a considerable monetary saving.

(P. 149.)

The Eight Hours Day. Report on a Year's Work with a
Forty-Eight Hours Week in the Salford Iron
Works, Manchester. {Mather and Piatt, Ltd.)
William Mather, M. P. Manchester, Guardian
Printing Works. 1894.

I attribute the full maintenance of our production
through the trial year solely to the unimpaired and cheer-
ful energy on the part of every man and boy throughout
the day. We seem to have been working in harmony with
a natural law, instead of against it. (P. 25.)

Of this I am assured, that the most economical pro-
duction is obtained by employing men only so long ap
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they are at their best. When this stage is passed, there
is no true economy in their continued work. (P. 26.)

Ibid. Appendix. Extracts from Reports of Foremen of
Different Departments.

''Moral tone greatly improved, also greater capacity
for, and more general eagerness to commence work at

once. '

'

"Promptitude in starting work. In this connection
there is a very decided improvement, the men are
brighter and come to their work apparently feeling fit

for work and with powers of endurance quite equal to

the reasonable day before them. They seem to work al-

together more willingly, and having got over the overtime
bogie, are ready at any time to exert a little extra effort

rather than run the risk of working after hours. '

'

"From conversation with the men, and personal
knowledge of many, I think the eight hours day is highly
appreciated by them, and is conducive to their advance-
ment physically and morally, and as one of your fore-

men, should view with serious apprehension a return
of the old state of things."

"There is more life and spirit about commencing
work than under the old system, and it seems to give a

better tone to the whole day's work."
'

' During the past twelve months I am glad to be able

to report none of my men have come to work under the

influence of drink. Therefore, there has been no occas-

sion to turn them back in consequence."
"There has been less illness and less time lost through

the same. The men are also more punctual in their

habits." (Pp. 27-28.)

Eight Hours for Work. John Rab. London and New
York, Macmillan Co., 1894.

In the great mass of the staple industries of any
country, on the contrary—the industries requiring physi-

cal or mental exertion—it is possible by improvement in

the personal efficiency of the laborer to compress more
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work into any definite space of time than was done in it

before; and positive experience can safely be said to

encourage rather than discourage the hope that most
men will do as good a day's work in 8 hours as they can
do at all. This hope will appear more and more reason-

able as we consider the diverse sources from which the

improvement in the working powers of the laborer has
come in the past, and the unexhausted reserves of per-

sonal efficiency on which we may still call in the future.

(P. 95.)

The increase of product per hour, which we have
seen so generally accompanying the reduction of the
hours of work, has in some cases been aided by the im-
provement or speeding of the machinery in use, but the

aid derived from this quarter has been after all sur-

prisingly small, and in all cases much the greatest part
of the effect, in many cases the whole of it, must be
ascribed to the improvement and speeding of the per-
sonal agent in production. I have quoted the case of

cotton mills in Lancashire, of which the details are given
by Mr. Horner and in which out of £22 worth more work
done in the ten hours only £5 worth, or one-fourth of

the result, could be ascribed to increased speeding of
machinery, and the remaining £17, or more than three-

fourths of the whole, came from closer attention and
greater accuracy of work on the part of the operatives.

In Switzerland, the usual increase of speed in the ma-
chinery was only 2i/^ per cent., while the increase of

product per hour was 8 per cent. . . . The change from
which that mainly accrued was a change in the physical
and mental energies of the work-people themselves. In-

deed in many factories, and in some whole trades, no
other change had taken place.

Various expedients, no doubt, were often practised
for the purpose of whipping up these energies to their

utmost exertion. Piece-work may have been substituted
for day-work, or overlookers been paid a premium on the
output; but after all is told, there remains the great fact
without which no amount of whipping would have been
effectual, that under the shorter hours the workpeople
themselves brought with them every morning a greater
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store of energy to respond to such stimulation, and that

it flowed out more freely and readily into their labor

than before. (Pp. 96-97.)

The improvement in production obtained under
shorter hours is not obtained by working harder so much
as by working better and more accurately. It is a fruit

of the mind, of increased intelligence in working, not of

increased physical exertion. (P. 107.)

Mr. W. Glennie, an engineer, explained to the Labor
Commission that the reason Messrs. Allan and Co. get as

much work done in their eight-hours day as they got
before in their nine-hours one is "not because the men
work harder, but because they lay their mind to their

work better and work more intelligently." . . . Indeed,
intelligence and method are always the great reducers
of strain, the great savers of labor; and it is ever the
unskillful stroke that uses up the strength most. (P. 108.)

It is a common mistake to suppose that it is impos-
sible for any improvement in personal efficiency to tell

on the product of self-acting machinery, and that mis-
take is at the bottom of much of the opposition of em-
ployers on the proposal of an eight-hours day. . . .

It must be admitted that nothing does seem clearer

before we examine into the facts than that such a thing

is impossible, but nothing is better established by the

fact than that it is done constantly every day. What
can be nearer clockwork than a textile mill?—yet the

Ten Hours Act stopped this clockwork in every mill in

the country for 11 hours a week without making any ma-
terial difference in its weekly product. In some mills

the machinery was neither changed nor speeded and yet

it gave out the same quantity in 10 hours it used to do in

12, in consequence of nothing but the improved personal
exertion of the work-people. (Pp. 109-110.)

Our first false impressions on this subject, in which
so many of us remain, come from simply failing to ob-

serve two things: first, that with the most automatic
machinery in common use there is always plenty of room
for the ''ability and push" of the workman, of which
Mr. Whitwell speaks, to tell decisively on the result; the
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second, that the short-hour workman is a being of more
push and ability than the long-hour workman. (P. 111.)

The personal factor really counts for more in ma-
chine work than in mere hand work, and if shortening
the daily span improves the push or ability of the per-
sonal factor, that improvement will tell more on the
product of the machine than on the product of the hand,
because there is much more product to tell on. It may be
true enough that a lathe will not do as much work in 8
hours as it will in nine, if it is properly worked on hath
occasions; but the employer who made the statement, and
thought it so conclusive against the eight-hours day, did
not realize in the least the great practical importance
of the conditional clause in his sentence. The eight-hours
workman will necessarily work it better than the nine-

hours one, and the difference in the result may be really

very considerable, (P. 113.)

The world takes a long time to appreciate adequately
the enormous productive value of mere contentment and
cheerfulness of mind. . . . One of the first arid most
marked effects of shortening hours has been the greater
satisfaction and cheerfulness which the laborers feel in

their work. They come back to it in the morning with a
new spring and relish and they leave it in the evening
with hope and spirit. . . . The cheerful mind carries

a spontaneous vigor into labor and dispenses with much
of the necessity of constant superintendence and goading.
(Pp. 123-125.)

If we are justified in expecting the gift of leisure to

spread an active desire for mental improvement, we are
even better justified in expecting this spread of mental
improvement to result in very substantial gains in in-

dnstrial efficiency. Wc have seen employers remarking
a certain quickening of the intelligence in their men im-
mediately after the shortening of their working-dav.
The faculties which seem to have been somewhat torpid
and wandering under the long hours, concentrated them-
selves with more purpose and interest in their work
and produced better results. But I speak now of the in-

crease of intelligence to be expected from the larger op-
portunities for mental instruction afforded by the shorter
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day. We have begun to grow alive to the value of tech-

nical education, but for the ordinary workman the fruit-

ful thing is general education. (Pp. 136-137.)

Hours and Wages in Relation to Production. Lujo
Brentano. Translated by Mes. Wm. Arnold.
London, Sonnenschein, 1894.

Where, however, a rise in the standard of life has
come about as a consequence of increased wages and
shorter hours, experience shows that it induces greater

intensity of labor, since men whose requirements are
larger and their hours shorter are compelled to greater

industry, and that at the same time it makes that in-

tensive labor possible, owing to the fact that favorable
bodily circumstances and greater pleasure in labor make
the greater industry easier to such workmen than to those

whose requirements are small and who are badly nour-

ished, weary and depressed. (P. 48.)

lAfe and Labour of the People in London. Edited bt^

Charles Booth, Vol. IX, Pt. Ill, Ch. VII. The
Hours of Labour. Ernest Aves. London and
New York, Macmillan, 1897.

One great hindrance will have been removed when the

lesson of the elasticity of the power of human response
has been fully learned ; when it is realized, for instance,

that, even when machinery is used, and its speed and
capacity remain the same, output may often be main-
tained, even though hours be diminished. Even in fac-

tories, in which the operative is sometimes regarded as

of secondary importance to the machine, this ** reserve

of personal efficiency," to quote Mr. Eae's phrase, may
tell : while in the case of all skilled labour, in which ma-
chinery plays no part, the possible effects of this subtle,

imknown, and often unexpected expansion of individual

power, may be still more important, though more diffi-

cult to measure. . . .

The differences between one man and another are
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hardly greater than those that may be discovered between

a man and himself. Who, for instance, can measure the

difference, even in productive efficiency, between one who
is overworked, physically tired, and morally embittered

and degraded, and the same man, strong, keen, alert and
interested? Few more fatal fallacies have hindered the

path of industrial reform than this superficial assimip-

tion, happily dying with the century, that return can be
safely measured in terms of the hours of employment.
(P. 288.)

A Handbook of Political Questions of the Day and the

Argimients of Either Side. Sidney Buxton, M.P.
11th Edition. London, John Murray, 1903. Legal
Limitation of Hours.

The legal limitation of hours is supported on the

grounds : . . . 27. (a) That shorter hours, even though
not followed by any, or a proportionate reduction of

wages, would not in the end affect profits, (b) That dur-

ing the last thirty or forty years, the hours of labour
have been shortened and wages have largely risen, yet
profits have increased, (c) That the restrictions imposed
by the Factory Acts, the Mines Acts, etc., have not in-

jured but have improved the condition of the industries

to which they have been applied, (d) That the prophe-
cies of the ruin that would result from the limitation of
hours in factories have all been falsified. "While the con-
dition of the workers has been greatly bettered, the com-
mercial position has been improved, not impaired.

28. (a) That a shortening of the hours of labour is

compatible with the maintenance of the present aggre-
gate product of labour, (b) That each reduction or cur-
tailment of hours, whether brought about by Factory
Acts, or by agreement in a particular industry or busi-
ness, has been followed by an actual increase in the pro-
ductiveness of individual workers, (c) That experience
has shown that shorter hours mean more profitable
labour and more economical working. The speed and
efficiency of work diminishes as the day advances, and
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the great majority of accidents occur near the close of

the day's work; weariness makes a man less apt and
less careful, (d) That an individual worker might, and
very likely would, produce more in a single day of ten

or twelve hours, than another would do working eight

hours only ; but, by the end of the year, the latter would
have produced more and better work.

29. (a) That there would be a considerable saving in

the extra payments now made for '

' overtime " ; a system
of work uneconomical to employer and hurtful to em-
ployed, (b) That the workers would begin work more
punctually. (Pp. 166-7.) . . .

30. (b) That attention would be turned towards the
improvement of machinery, and production would be
more rapid and less costly than before.

31. That thus, while the probable economic effect

cannot be accurately ascertained, on the whole it is prob-
able that the amount of production would not be dimin-
ished, nor its cost increased. (Pp. 167-8.)

Industrial Efficiency. A Comparative Study of Indus-
trial Life in England, Germany, and America.
Akthur Shadwell, M. A., M. D. London, New
York, and Bombay. Longmans, Green S Co. 1906.

Probably no one will seriously deny that hours of
work may be too long or too short. They may be too long
because human nature has limits, as the saying goes ; rest

and recreation are physiological needs; the brain cells,

which are the motive power of all action, become ex-

hausted and faculties fail after a time, with the result

that bad work is produced. They may be too short, be-

cause the power present is not fully utilized, with the re-

sult that insufficient work is produced ; in the end it would
be bad work too, for powers disused atrophy and the less

people do the less they can do. (Hours, V. 2. P. 105.) . . .

The question is evidently complicated; but perhaps
some general principle can be laid down. I beg to offer
these suggestions: (1) prolongation of work becomes dis-

advantageous from the point at which the quality begins
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to fall off or the speed begins to slacken; (2)^ shortening

of work becomes disadvantageous from the point at which
full powers are left unutilized. Experience can alone

determine when these points are reached. They will

evidently vary in different branches of industry, in dif-

ferent countries and at different periods, as the pace of

working changes with improved machinery.
Turning to the lessons of experience we have strong

evidence of the advantage of shortening in the gradu^
substitution in England of 8-hour for 12-hour shifts, and
in the tendency, noted above, towards reduction both in

Germany and in the United States. This is, to a great
extent, a voluntary movement on the part of manufactur-
ers, and if they did not find it advantageous they would
not follow it. Even in those cases in which employers
have been forced more or less against their will to
shorten hours, as, for instance, in the case of railway ser-

vants, it has been found advantageous, and no one pro-
poses to return to the old practice of keeping signalmen
or engine drivers on duty for 20 hours or more. (Pp.
106-7).

The eight-hour shift has unquestionably proved
economically advantageous in England. (P. 112.)

A question here arises which has a very important
bearing on industrial efficiency. . . .

I refer to the relative energy put into their work by
the workers. This will obviously affect the number of
hours which can be worked with advantage. (P. 107.)

There is no doubt at all that men do work harder in

America. (P. 108.)

My belief is that with such a rate of work the longer
hours, though advantageous in some respects, are dis-

advantageous in others. (P. 111.)

The general tendency to shorten hours will doubtless
continue. Apart from the efforts of organised labour
and sympathetic reformers to effect reduction as a thing
desirable in itself, it will be inevitably brought about
by economic pressure,^ if the principles I have stated are
correct. For mechanical invention constantly increases
speed of working, which in turn involves more constant

L
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and concentrated attention, making greater demands on
the brain : and as the demands increase the time during
which they can be fully satisfied withort exhaustion

diminishes. In other words, extent varies inversely with
intensity. A reduction of hours becomes a condition of

efficient work and is therefore inevitable in many
branches of industry. But in those in which there is no
change of intensity, such as ordinary unskilled labour,

reduced time may mean diminished efficiency. (P. 113.)

The Case for the National Minimum. With Preface by
Mes. Sidney Webb. London, National Committee
for the Prevention of Destitution, 1913.

. . . The practical possibility of the Eight Hours
Day (or alternatively the Forty-eight Hours Week) de-

pends on three factors:

(i) The improved health and productive capacity of

the worker;

(ii) The more efficient arrangement of shorter hours;

(iii) The fact that production depends on the wages
paid rather than on the length of time worked.

These are not the theories of the arm-chair econo-
mist; they are based on a wealth of experience so great
that it is difficult to select specific instances for quota-
tion. Past reductions of hours from fourteen to twelve,

from twelve to ten, and from ten to nine hours per day
have resulted in greater output and increased wages.
Where reductions have been carried still further, to

forty-eight hours per week, similar results have followed.

Efficiency of Shorter Hours.—It is difficult to sepa-
rate the first two factors in the economy of the shorter
day, viz., the greater productive capacity of the worker
and the more effective Arrangement of his working day.
Two spells of work of four hours each would appear to

produce the greatest output with the least expenditure
of energy. This g^rrangement eliminates the slow and
ineffective spell of work before breakfast; it cuts out
one break of work per day with its waste of time in stop-
ping and re-starting; it almost eliminates loss of time
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from various causes, and it saves the energy of the

worker to the extent of one journey home and back. The
Eoyal Small Arms Factory at Enfield found that this

system reduced time lost by unpunctuality from five per
cent, to less than one-half per cent, while the engineer-

ing firm of S. H. Johnson & Co., Stratford, found its

economies so great that it was able to pay the same wage
for eight hours' work that it had previously paid for

nine hours. In other words, wages per hour were ad-

vanced 121/2 per cent.

Workers' Response to Improved Conditions.—Per-
haps the most effective factor ensuring the success of the

Eight Hours Day is the fact that in the manufacture of

material goods, the employer purchases and the worker
sells, not time but a certain amount of skill and energy.
Time is introduced only as a convenient method of cal-

culating wages. Output need not diminish with reduced
hours if the weekly wage is maintained at the original

level. The productive energy of the worker responds
readily to the changes of wage. If it is made possible

for the worker to earn the same wage for shorter hours,

his output will speedily attain its former level, though a
short period must be allowed for adjustment to the new
conditions. (Pp. 18-19-20.)

Die Arheiterfrage. [The Problem of Labor.'] Dr.
Hetnrich Herknee. Berlin, Guttentag, 1894.

Chap. I, Part III. The relation of wages and hours
to production.

The raising of wages and the reduction of hours
which have taken place in the last few decades are not
due solely to state intervention and the pressure of labor
unions. Increasing competition at home and abroad con-

tinually demands increasing efficiency. Experience has
proved that really good work can be permanently given
only by well paid workmen who are not overworked.
Schoenhof and von Schultze-Gaevemitz have amply
demonstrated that the heightened demands made upon
the workman by the pressure of competition in the mar-
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kets of the world have also been instnimental in pro-

curing more favorable conditions for him Keen-sighted
employers have long understood that the highly paid
workers, not the cheap ones, are the most economical
ones in the long run. Similar experiences have been col-

lected in regard to hours. Under modem conditions of
production it is not the long, exhausting work day of 13-

14 hours, but the moderate day of 8-10 hours, that yields

the best output. (P. 186.)

So, in every instance where wages have been raised

and hours reduced it has been proved that none of the

fears of those opposed to the change have been realized.

(P. 187.)

Deutsche Vierteljahrsschrift fur offentliche Gesund-
heitspflege. Vol. 43. 1911. Zur Phyziologie und
Pathologie der Arbeit, mit hesonderer Beruch-
sichtigung der Ermudungsfrage. {Physiology
and Pathology of Work, with Special Reference
to the Fatigue Problem.'] Dk. E. Roth.

The shortening of the work-period as such has a most
favorable influence, not only on the health and well-being

of the workers, but also upon their physical working-
capacity, as shown by the good results obtained in all

countries, through the diminution of the work-period»
Not only the hygienic but also the economic effect was
favorable, for the cost of production was not increased,

nor were the wages lowered. The timely shortening of

the day's work represents the equivalent of a greater
activity. Practice and habit lead to this goal. The in-

creased output is then no longer a conscious activity,

but it takes place unconsciously, so that the speedier
work involves no greater effort. Routine practice leads
to progressive adjustment of the muscles and nerves of
the workers and especially of their central organs, to

the action of the machines in factories. The effect of
practice does not uniformly increase with the duration
of the activity, but it is most marked at first, and then
gradually diminishes. (P. 651.)
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Eighth International Congress of Hygiene and Demo-
graphy, Budapest, 1894. Der Fhysische Ruckgang
der Bevolkerung in den modernen Culturstaaten

mit besonderer Riicksicht auf Oesterreich-Ungarn.
[The Physical Degeneration of the Population in

Modern Civilized Countries with Particular Ref-
erence to Austria-Hungary.] Dr. Julius Donath,
University of Budapest. Budapest, 1896.

Not only is the health of the labourer protected, more
leisure left him for family life and for the satisfaction of

mental and moral requirements, (for man does not live

by bread alone, the Scriptures say)—but,. as is undoubt-
edly most surprising to one unacquainted with the sub-

ject, his productivity is actually increased. A less ex-

hausted workman who is not, so to speak, a victim of

chronic fatigue in consequence of long continued over-

work, accomplishes more in a shorter period, does it

better and more surely, and at the same time, owing to

his less impaired power of attention, protects himself
more effectively from accidents while at work, and is

less subject to illness. And it requires no further ex-

planation to demonstrate that a population thus raised
to a materially and mentally higher plane offers also

a less favorable field for tuberculosis, alcoholism, and
syphilis,—these three fertile scourges of humanity.
(P. 617.)

Berichte der eidg. Fabrik und Bergwerkinspektorcn
iiber ihre Amtstdtigkeit in den Jahren 1898-1899.
[Reports of the (Swiss) Factory and Mine In-
spectors. 1898-1899.] Aarau, Sauerldnder, 1900.

The reductions of hours from 12 to 11 has justified

itself; it has had none but good results ; it has contributed
largely to restore order and regularity to industry.

The adversaries of the 11-hour day who predicted the
total ruin of many industries have had to abandon their
prejudices ; they now see, as we do, that instead of being
ruined our industries are developing in a most gratifying
way. We hope soon to have a similar experience with the
10-hour day.
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The man who works 11 hours per day will probably
produce more on a given day than he who works 10, but

this advantage is more apparent than real, and vanishes

with time, since prolonged work results in fatiguing the

workman.
Workers who are overstrained by long hours are less

efficient and less skilful than others, and in the end they
produce less.

. . . It is also an incontestable fact that reduction of

hours has a good moral effect. It is generally admitted
by employers that the deplorable habit of not working on
Monday is tending to disappear more and more among
the employees with reduced hours of work. (P. 146.)

La Revue Socialiste. T. XLI. Jan.-Juin. 1905. La
Journee de Huit Heures. [The Eight Hour Day.]
fiTIEN^NE BUISSON. PaHs.

The seemingly paradoxical result of equal production
with shorter hours of work can be attained, at least to a
certain degree, in industries where human labor plays the
most important part,—in a word, in all those lines where
the worker is not simply an attendant for a machine
which performs the work. In such industries the product
may remain equal, in spite of shorter hours, by reason
of the worker's increased application to the work. This
augmentation of output is quite possible. Physical
strength and concentrated attention cannot be exerted
during 10 or 11 hours with equal intensity. According to
the time of day, or the feelings of the moment, the worker
has more or less energy for his work ; nevertheless he is

human ; he is not a machine, and he is liable to ups and
downs. Then, in the workshop itself there are causes
for distraction ; in brief, without going into details, there
are various causes for inattention, or interruption, which
constitute waste time or a loss of output. These losses
in many trades may easily make a total of 45 minutes, or
an hour, or even more in a day of 10 or 11 hours. This is

true of day work; and a comparison of day work with
piece work in the same kind of trade will always prove it.

(Pp. 642, 643.)
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3. Shorter Hours Lead to Improvement in

Management.

The introduction of the shorter working day has acted

as a stimulus to heightened efficiency on the part of em-

ployers as well as on the part of workers. The curtail-

ment of hours has led to a new scrutiny of methods and

organization in manufacture. It has proved possible for

instance to lessen or eliminate ''lost time" by securing a

steadier flow of work and materials through the factory.

An added incentive is provided for installing improved

machinery and new processes of manufacture so that

output may be maintained under shorter hours.

The Establishment of Minimum Rates in the Tailoring
Industry under the Trade Boards Act of 1909. R.
H. Tawney. London. G. Bell S Sons. 1915.

In Hebden Bridge, for example, the order of the
Board of Trade making the minimum rates obligatory
was followed by a reduction of hours, in all except two
firms, from 58 to 52, and the general opinion is that the
women, who are employed on piece-work, turn out as
much in the shorter as they did in the longer week. Thus
the influence of the Trade Board upon hours, while in-

direct, has been real. It led employers to look for ways
of turning out their work without interruptions; and
when they had discovered them they found that they
could produce as much as before in a shorter time. (P.

64.)

The question of overlapping between departments,
which is mentioned in this instance, is, indeed, a crucial
one. Owing to the high degree of sub-division which ob-
tains in a clothing factory, the workers engaged upon one
process are dependent for work upon the workers en-
gaged in another. If a business is well managed there
is a regular flow of work through all departments, so that
none are congested and none are without employment.
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But to arrange the work so that it will go forward
smoothly and without interruption requires careful or-

ganization, and there is a constant tendency for one group
of workers to be overwhelmed with work while another
group is slack. The hardship which this inflicted on the

piece-workers who might have to wait for some hours
in the factory without earning any wages has already
been noticed. . . . Such defective organization is ex-

tremely uneconomical from the point of view of the em-
ployer, part of whose machinery and other capital is

standing idle. As the evidence already presented sug-

gests, business is largely governed by custom and defec-

tive organization has been tolerated. (Pp. 146-147.)

An assumption which is still not uncommon is that
the self-interest of competing employers is the guarantee
that the most efficient methods of industrial organization
will be adopted.

... In reality, except in a few strongly organized
industries, no assumption could be farther from the

truth. What is true is that competition does keep com-
peting employers up to the mark in those matters which
come within their immediate purview, and the signifi-

cance of which needs no special effort either for their

understanding or their application. . . . But there are a
large number of matters which do not ordinarily come
within the purview of more than a small number of ex-
ceptionally enlightened employers, because they have not
any immediate competitive significance, and, with regard
to these, the actual practice of employers is no guide to

the practice which is either economically or socially most
beneficial. (Pp. 156-157.)

The ordinary barrister does not spend time in con-
sidering how legal procedure can be improved. On the
contrary he finds Jamdyce v. Jarndyce a gold mine. The
ordinary employer of labour does not spend sleepless

nights reflecting whether by raising wages he could not
increase the efficiency of his employees, or whether he
could not meet the extra cost of better organization and
machinery, until the need of attending to such matters is

forced upon his attention. While to the outside observer
such matters appear fluid, to those actually engaged in
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the industry they usually pi esent themselves as conditions

which are more or less fixed, which "will last our time"
and to alter which would involve capital expenditure and
the tiresome work of reorganization. ... In fact there

are probably not many industries where the actual pro-

duct is identical with the potential product under good
conditions of labor and management. (P. 158.)

Fifteenth Annual Report of the National Conrsumers'
League. New York, 1916. Some Practical Ex-
periences in Shortening Hours of Labor. Address
by Mr, Frederick E. Hazard, President Solvay
Process Company, Syracuse, New York, Cleve-
land, Ohio, November 4, 1915.

It is not possible, however, to say that the total re-

duction (in cost of production) is caused by reason of
the change in working hours; many other factors come
in. The changes in the rate of the wages and hours is

always an incentive to the engineers and others in

charge, to devise ways and means of making labor more
efficient, by putting in mechanical contrivances ; and you
can readily conceive that in our problem, handling ma-
terial by the hundred ton lot, it was possible to devise
mechanical means of handling which would be cheaper
ihan the hand methods. That was done in very many
cases, so much so, in fact, that, looking over a composi-
tion of a group of workmen who before the change might
have been taken as representing an average rate, and
then looking at the corresponding work some years after

the change, I find that the unskilled laborer has to a
great extent disappeared ; his place is taken by mechani-
cal contrivances, and the more highly skilled laborer, re-

ceiving a greater rate of wages, has become a more im-
portant factor in the group.

Now, that does not mean that the men so eliminated
necessarily lose their positions. In a great many cases
and I think the majority of cases, those men really step
up into a better position, and it is only the less worthy
of them who are allowed to depart from a given plant
and must find their employment in other places at ap-
proximately the same level of intelligence.
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Report of the United States Industrial Commission.
Final Report, Vol. XIX, 1902.

It is true also that the higher the wages and fewer
the hours the greater is the pressure upon the employer
to substitute labor-saving devices and to be more careful
in his selection of high-grade workmen. No doubt it is

true that often a given automatic machine will not run
faster per hour in 8 hours than in 10 hours, but industry
has by no means reached the limit of invention. Inven-
tion will cease only when the employer ceases to adopt
new labor-saving machinery, and every reduction in

hours and in wages keeps the employer further and fur-

ther away from the sluggish policy. While a particular
machine will not go faster in 8 hours than in 10 hours,
the substitute for that machine, which the 8-hour day
presses upon the employer to adopt, will go faster. Less
hours in this way have an indirect as well as a direct

compensating effect. Not only do they make it possi-

ble for the workman to keep up his intensity of personal
exertion during each hour of the day and to work more
days at a high rate of speed, but they cause the em-
ployer to economize his labor at every point and to im-
prove its quality by better selection. One advantage to

the employer in less hours is the smaller number of
breakages and injuries to machinery, owing to more
alert attention on the part of the worlmien. For the same
reason it is often true that the quality of the work is

better. (Pp. 765-766.)

On the side of the employer there is abundant evi-

dence that the shortening of the working day in the mines
has strengthened the motive to greater economy of time
and better use of machinery and labor-saving devices. . .

.

While the introduction of machinery in bituminous
coal mining has for some time been advancing, the great-

est advances have occurred in the past four years, fol-

lowing tbe time when the 8-hour day was introduced.
The number of tons mined by machines in the entire

United States in 1891 was 6,211,732; this had increased
under the 10-hour day system to 22,649,220 in 1897, an
increase of 16,000,000 tons in six years. On the othei
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hand, from 1897 to 1900, a period of three years under
the 8-hour system, the number of tons mined by machines
rose to 52,790,523, an increase of 30,000,000 tons. The
proportion of the output mined by machines increased

from 6.66 per cent, in 1891 to 16.19 per cent, in 1897, and
then to 25.15 per cent, in 1900. It is doubtless true that

the use of machines would have increased whether or not
the eight hour day had been introduced, and it can not

be shown statistically that the fewer hours have stimu-

lated the introduction of machinery; but individual wit-

nesses who have appeared before the Commission have
asserted this to be the fact, and the large increase in ma-
chine mining seems to substantiate the claim. (Pp. 769-

770.)

Report of the Wisconsin Bureau of Labor -and Industrial
Statistics, 1903-1904.

Wherever a uniform standard of wages, hours of
labor, and wholesome sanitary conditions have been uni-

formly enforced, the result has been that laborers have
been stimulated to render greater services to their em-
ployers, and, in turn, employers strive to excel in im-
proved machinery and devices for the protection of em-
ployees, sanitation, and methods of production in gen-
eral. (P. 138.)

That the enforcing of a certain standard in regard to
hours of labor, wages, and sanitary conditions compels
employers to continually seek more improved machinery
and methods of production is as true in practice as in
theory. (P. 140.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XII. 1859. Report of In-
spector of Factories for Half-year ending 31st
October, 1858.

But the increase in the actual number of mills is not
the only measure of progression, for the great improve-
ments that have been made in machinery of all kinds have
vastly increased their productive powers, improvements
to which a stimulus was doubtless given, especially as
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regards the greater speed of the machines in a given time
by the restrictions of the hours of work. These im-
provements and the closer application which the opera-

tives are enabled to give have had the effect as I have
been again and again assured of as much work being
turned off in the shortened time as used to be in the
longer hours. (P. 10.)

Factory Act Legislation. The Cobden Prize Essay for
1891. ViCTORiNE Jeans. London, T. Fisher Un-
win, 1691.

Each succeeding experiment has proved legislation to

be justifiable not only on grounds sanitary, educational
and moral, but also when judged by the ''strictest rules

of Political Economy." All the English economists
were against the Act of 1844

;
probably there is hardly a

single writer of note who would wish to see that or any
subsequent act repealed today. The expected economic
results nowhere came to pass, because, wherever legis-

lation penetrated it acted as a stimulus to "invention"
in the best and widest sense of the word.

... Production will increase with the improved vigor
of the work-people and the use of better appliances,

wages will rise, foreign trade can be only temporarily
injured ; the whole basis of the industry must in the end
be made wider and stronger. (Pp. 83-84.)

The Eight-Hours Day. Sidney Webb and Harold Cox.
London, Walter Scott, 1891.

** Press of work arising at recurring seasons of the
year" does not necessarily involve the permission of
overtime. Such press can also generally be met, either

by taking more people into employment when the pres-
sure comes or by getting stock ready beforehand. Either
of these ways is preferable to overtime working. More-
over, as a matter of fact, there is a great deal of super-
stition about the necessity for overtime working at cer-

tain seasons. No better illustration of this could be
found than that of Mr. Beaufoy, related in the Appendix.

J
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An important part of Mr. Beaufoy's business is the

manufacture of British wines, and, as everyone knows,
British wines are consumed more freely at Christmas
than at any other time of the year. Consequently, here

appears a clear case for a season of overtime. And in

fact when Mr. Beaufoy succeeded to the business there

was no limit to the amount of overtime worked during
the months of October and November. But Mr. Beau-
foy on general grounds thought the system was bad, and
determined to put it down. He has put it down abso-

lutely and completely, and his business has benefited by
the alteration. (P. 160.)

A Shorter Working Day. E. A. Hadfield of Hadfield's
Steel Foundry Co., Sheffield, and H. de B. Gibbins,

M. A. London, Metkuen, 1892.

Yet production has not suffered. The reason is that

necessity, here as always, showed herself to be literally

the mother of invention, and the decrease of hours was
amply compensated by an increase of new machinery, ap-
pliances, and devices which have brought the develop-
ment of the manufacturing industries up to the present
point. Some fear that we have gone as far in our inven-

tions as it is possible for us to go, and that if we were
to reduce the hours of labor now we could no longer
compensate by increased facilities of production. But
we can hardly believe that this is the case. To take but
one example: The steam engine alone is as yet practi-

cally in its infancy, and one can hardly believe that there
is no room for further invention when we remember
that only 10 per cent, of the power generated by coal in

the steam engine is utilized while the remaining 90 per
cent, is wasted. (P. 88.)

One might say, almost without doubt, that as regards
many trades, by more systematic arrangement of work
and better organization, an extra hour might readily be
saved without any reduction in the amount of work
turned out. There is now often sheer waste of time.
There seems no reason why the workers should continue
to suffer from bad management, for they are in no way
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responsible for this, though all the same they do now
suffer for it. It is the directing hand of the employer
or manager, who has had, or should have had, more fa-

cilities by means of technical training, education and
other advantages, that is responsible in this direction.

(Pp. 120-21.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XVII. 1893. Report of
Chief Inspector of Factories and Workshops.

As far as this district is concerned, the only demand
for this overtime comes from an inconsiderable minority
of manufacturers. . . . Although there are more than
4,000 who could claim to make it (overtime) not more
than 200 . . .apparently do so. I am persuaded that in a
majority of instances in which overtime has been made by
these 200 employers, it has been brought about either by
greed, tyranny, or incompetence of the managers or em-
ployers. I believe that much of the apparent necessity
for working overtime is simply the result of want of
forethought and organization on the part of the em-
ployers and their managers. ... I came across a very
large firm employing several hundred work-people on
work of an exceptionally important and public nature.
It has been the custom in the works at the end of each
month to keep all hands, young and old, at work for
two days and nights. . . . They said their arrangements
could not possibly be interfered with without causing
serious public inconvenience. ... I answered that I

would allow them two months to rearrange their system
of working. . . . Before the two months were over I

met the manager of the works, who said that my visit

had been the best thing that had happened to them for

years, that the strain of working under the old system
had been almost unbearable as much to the managers
as to the work-people, that since my visit they had gone
carefully into the whole matter, had laid the facts be-

fore their customers and had so rearranged the system
of working that they could commence their undertakings
early in the month, and that there was now no further
necessity for the great strain at the end. If such a
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change as this could be brought about in a case of such
apparently exceptional difficulty, it is fair to assume
that most of the seasons of pressure which beset certain

trades can be provided for by forethought and arrange-
ment, but I am afraid that such forethought and ar-

rangement will never be exercised while the mischievous
expedient of overtime is made so easy. (Pp. 89-90.)

How little actual demand there is for overtime on the
part of protected hands, I think the return of this district

will show. Out of nearly 9,000 occupiers of factories and
workshops, only about 200 apparently avail themselves
of the permission to work overtime. (P. 91.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXXIV. Appendix
CXXIX. 1893. Royal Commission on Labor.
Group C. Summary of Evidence of Mr. C. B.
Bowling, Her Majesty's Inspector of Factories.

... I am persuaded that in the majority of in-

stances in which overtime has been made by these 200
employers (out of 4,000 in the district who could claim
it), it has been brought about either by the greed, tyr-

anny, or incompetence of the managers or employers.
I believe a large proportion of it results from want

of forethought and organization; a good deal from an
insatiable greediness and striving to steal a march on
their neighbors, which prompts many manufacturers
never to refuse an order, however unprepared they may
be to fulfiU it. ...

^

Of course the principal argument in support of this

allowance of overtime to the trades named in the sched-
ule, is that they are season trades, subject to recurring
pressure at certain times.

To a more or less degree this may be urged with re-

gard to the vast bulk of manufacturing industries of the
country, and if under a law framed for the protection of
young people from an undue strain on their mental and
physical powers, you are going to sanction any overtime
at all, I confess I cannot see where, without great in-

justice, you can draw the line. (P. 724.)
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British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXXIX. 1893. Royal
Commission on Labour. Minutes of Evidence.

Testimony of Mr. Tom. Mann.
2657.—^As you know very well, all over the country

three years ago, the Gas Workers' Union very success-
fully promoted a movement for eight hours amongst gas
stokers ? Yes.

2658.—Do you know that since then there has been
such a development in machinery for doing stokers*

work as there never was before? I believe that is so,

and I am very pleased to hear it.

2659.—That machinery was first introduced or first

proposed, or the first patent was obtained by Best &
Holden in 1860, and the matter has been dragging on for
thirty years doing little or nothing, but since 1889 the
gas undertakings throughout the country cannot get it

made quick enough? I am glad to hear it.

2660.—If I should see that by the application of the
eight hours' principle, the chief result would be the
stimulating of invention, then for that reason alone I

would go for it.

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXXV. 1894. Royal
Commission on Labour. Fifth and Final Report.
Part I. General Review of the Evidence.

In favor of intervention by the Legislature the chief

arguments put forward were as follows: . . .

(a) To diminish the hours of work in any trade is not
necessarily to diminish production. Experience shows
that in many industries reduction of hours is consistent

with maintenance, and even increase of output, and con-

sequently that in those trades the same number of men
working shorter hours can earn at least as much as when
they worked longer hours. This result may be due either

to the men working harder during the shorter hours and
wasting less time, or to the employer under stress of

competition introducing improvements in machinery or in

the organization of work. (P. 61.)
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Eight Hours for Work. John Rae. London and New
York, Macmillan S Co., 1894.

In some trades much of the time of the day used to

be taken up merely in waiting for work, and that time
was, after the Act of 1867, saved for actual work. A
female bookbinder said to the Factory Inspector in 1876,

''The work is now given out during the day in the fac-

tory more regularly and more promptly, and we never
lose time waiting for it as we used to do. I find I can
earn more money under the Factory Act than when we
had no regulations, and in book-sewing we are all paid by
piece-work." Complaints of this kind of unnecessary
waiting for orders or for materials were laid before the
Labour Commission by some of the Sheffield trades. The
''makers up" in the Britannia metal trade—a class com-
prising three-fourths of the persons engaged in the in-

dustry—are said to spend not less than a third of their

whole time, or about two days a week, in merely waiting
in this way for orders or materials without any reason
except the dilatory or indolent habits of management of

those they work for. Shorter hours generally cure this

evil, and sometimes raise the amount of the week's pro-
duction into the bargain, by merely compelling employers
into greater regularity. (P. 117.)

A shortening of hours has always two immediate ef-

fects—^it improves the mettle of the masters, and it im-
proves the mettle of the men. The masters set them-
selves at once to practice economies of various sorts, to
make more efficient arrangements of the work, to intro-

duce better machinery or to speed the old, to try the
double shift and other expedients to maintain and even
augment the production of their works. The men return
to their toil in better heart after their ampler rest, re-
invigorated both in nerve and muscle, and make up in
the result sometimes in part, sometimes wholly, by the
intensity of their labour for the loss of its duration. (P.
291.)
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Hours and Wages in Relation to Production. Lujo Bren-
tano. Translation by Mes. Wm. Arnold, London,
Sormenschein, 1894.

But more important still is the influence of high wages
and short hours on the practical application of inven-

tions already known. It is an old-established economic
maxim, to which the lectures of Hermann and Helferich

in particular have given emphatic expression, that it is

not the greater technical perfection of a process of pro-

duction, but merely its greater cheapness, that settles its

practical employment in industry. It is not enough to

invent a labour-saving process of production to ensure
its adoption; its application must cost less than the labour
it replaces. So the first result of a rise of wages and
shortening of hours is the practical application of better

methods of production, which from a purely technical

point of view have long been possible. Conversely these

perfected technical processes, in particular the faster,

more delicate machines which with fewer workmen turn
out a far greater production, are for the first time physi-

cally possible with superior workmen, well paid, well fed,

intelligent, strenuous, and eager. (Pp. 51-52.)

Thus high wages and short hours are the occasion and
condition of an increase in production by means of im-
proved technique. (P. 52.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XIX. 1895. Report of
the Chief Inspector of Factories and Workshops.

. . . Where organization and economy of manage-
ment exist, the necessity for overtime does not exist;

and that workrooms conducted under the apparent neces-

sity for overtime can prosper under its withdrawal is

shown by the fact that overtime has entirely ceased,
under the control of a new manager, in workrooms in

which under other management it had been excessive, and
that the development of business rather than its diminu-
tion had been the result.

Various employers of labour have shown it to be pos-
sible to satisfy the demands of a thoughtless public and
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at the same time to guard the health of their work-people.
(P. 12.)

The Case for the Factory Acts. Edited by Mrs. Sidney
Webb. London, Richard, 1901.

But the exemption from regulation is also responsible
for corresponding deficiencies in the technical adminis-
tration of the industry. The very fact that the employers
are legally free to make their operatives work without
limit, and to crowd any number of them into one room,
makes them disinclined to put thought and capital into
improving the arrangements.

. . . We might indefinitely prolong the list of ex-
amples of the effect of the Factory Acts in improving the
processes of manufacture. (P. 53.)

British Association for the Advancement of Science.
73rd Meeting. 1903. Women's Labour: Third
Report of the Committee . . . appointed to inves-
tigate the Economic Effect of Legislation Regulat-
ing Women's Labour. London, Murray, 1904.

So far as legislation has furthered the reduction of
hours to the period of greatest output, it has promoted
efficiency; and in many cases the Acts have only made
generally compulsory what the firms with most capital

and best management had already practised. (P. 339.)

History of Factory Legislation. B. L. Hutchins and
Amy Harrison. Westminster, King, 1903.

If it could be shown that this regulated industry, far

from suffering in competition with others, went ahead,
improved its machinery, and developed a higher standard
of comfort than its rivals, then, although the improve-
ment might not be due to the legislation, there would be,

at all events, a strong presumption that good and not
harm had been done. And this is what has taken place.

. . . The improvement in the regulated industry was
clear and conspicuous. (P. 121.)
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British Sessional Papers. Vol. XII. 1903. Report of

Chief Inspector of Factories and Workshops.

There is a growing disposition on the part of a num-
ber of employers to relinquish the habit of overtime as

not **worth the candle." ... It is significant that where
one occupier in a given trade avails himself of the per-

mission, there are several others, apparently engaged in

identical work, who never work overtime from year's end
to year's end. There may sometimes be exceptional cir-

cumstances to account for this, but I am inclined to be-

lieve that it is more often a question of management and
methodizing work. (P. 29.)

National Conference on the Prevention of Destitution.

1912. Papers and Proceedings. London. P. S.

King & Son, 1912. The Limitation of the Hours
of Work. George N. Barnes, M. P.

It is. true that shortened hours of labour, other things

being equal, must be accompanied by increased produc-
tivity per man per hour if price is to be maintained at

about the level as before the reduction. Experience has
shown that this increased productivity has always fol-

lowed, and that, indeed, long hours with cheap labour are
generally accompanied by slovenly management and lack

of organisation. Long hours and low wages benefit no-

body, because they relieve employers from the necessity

of proper organization and of the use of machinery and
scientific appliances. As wages are increased or hours
lessened employers immediately begin to increase out-

put by the introduction of labour-saving methods and
appliances. That is why the best organized trades are
also the most productive and successful trades, the im-
proved methods more than making up the relatively high
labour cost. As instances of this, one might cite the tex-

tile industries which have been subjected for many years
to legislation as well as to the pressure of strong trade
unionism. As a result, industry has been organized on
such a high plane of efficiency that it has now become one
of the staple industries of the country, and exports into i
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the markets of the world in competition with long hours
and low wage countries. The same might be said of the
ship-building industry. (P. 447.)

Der Acht-Stwrbdentag {The Eight Hour Day). A.
Koechlin-Geigy. Basel, Werner-Riehm, 1893.

The decisive factor for shorter hours is something
more powerful than manifestations, processions, and
revolutions—something beside which laws themselves
are only scraps of paper. This factor is industrial prog-
ress. The slowly growing training of the people in in-

dustrial work, their practice in the discipline and pre-

cision of great industries, the replacement of the old
hand tools by machines, of primitive machines by im-
proved types, of hand work by the almost unlimited
speed of mechanical power—these are the factors which
are working for reduction of hours. (P. 9.)

Drucksachen des Kaiserlichen Statistischen Amis, Abth.

fur Arbeiter Statistik, Erhebungen Nr. 3, Teil I.

1903. [Publications of the German Imperial Office

of Statistics, Department of Labor Statistics, In-

quiry No. 3, Part I. 1903.] Tiber die Arbeitszeit

der Gehilfen und Lehrlinge in Handelsgewerbe und
Kaufmdnnischen Betrieben. [On the Hours of
Shop Assistants and Apprentices.'] {Investiga-

tion made in 1901.) Berlin, 1904.

The blame for many bad conditions must be ascribed
to the absence of adequate legal restrictions on length
of working time. So long as working hours are not lim-

ited, the employer does not meet extra work by bringing
in extra help, but by overworking his staff by overtime

. for the work must be done. (P. 34.)

It is often hard to define "overtime." The line be-
tween "working time" and "overtime" is not easily

drawn unless "working time" is specifically limited by
law. . . . The testimony shows that many business firms
keep their employees busy until near midnight or even
1 a. m. Such overtime is often due to inadequate accom-
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modation or to poor management, and disappears when
these are improved. From Diisseldorf the reports stated

that this excessive overtime, often persisting for months
and running until late in the night, was complained of

by all who were affected by it as the greatest hardship
they had to endure. (P. 41.)

The chief complaint of employees as to late overtime
is not entirely of the overwork itself, but of the fact

that it is almost always avoidable. The causes of late

work are actually poor arrangements or insufficient per-

sonnel. (P. 43.)

.(.0
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4. Relation of Short Hours to Cost of Production.

The introduction of the shorter workday has not led

in the long run to an increase in the cost of production.

- This is due to two causes : first, because the labor cost is

only one item, and often a small item, in the total cost

of manufacture ; second, because the heightened efficiency

of both employers and workers under shorter hours

stimulates output and thus tends to equalize or even de-

crease the total costs.

Fourth Report of the New York State Factory Investi-

gating Commission. Vol. V. February 15, 1915.

Statement of N. I. Stone, former Chief Statistician,

United States Tariff Board.

The United States Tariff Board made an exhaustive

study of the cost of production in the paper, woolen and
cotton industries. The reason for the creation of the

Tariff Board and the object of its investigations was to

find the cost of production of various commodities as

compared with that in foreign countries, in order to fur-

nish Congress with a measure of protection for American
industries against the competition of the cheaper labor

of Europe. In every instance, the Tariff Board found
that there was no such thing as a cost of production;
that costs varied not only in the same industry and in

the same city, but in the same plant ; last, but not least,

that neither the total cost, nor the labor cost varied in a
direct ratio with the rate of wages paid.

\

Highly Paid Men Working Eight Hours Per Day Are
Cheaper Than Lower Paid Men Working Twelve
Hours a Day.

Thus in the paper and pulp industry it was found
that the labor cost of making a ton of news-print paper
in the United States varied from $2.19 to $7.26 per ton.*

• U. S. Tariff Board Report on Pulp and News Print Paper Industry, 191 1, p. 39.
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The most remarkable fact about it was that the mills

paying the lowest wages and having a twelve hour day-

had a higher labor cost per ton of paper than those pay-
ing the highest rates of wages and having an eight hour
day.

The solution of this puzzle lies in the chapter of the

report dealing with the ''EiBficiency of Equipment in

Paper Mills." Mills were found to vary greatly in this

respect. Some had machinery thirty years old, while
others boasted of machines with latest improvements.
The older machines had a capacity of 17 tons in 24 hours,

while the newer machines could produce 50 tons. The
result was that the machine cost of labor per ton of paper
was $1.84 on the old machine and only 82 cents with the

new, the same rate of wages being paid to the machine
tenders in each case.*

But important as the machine equipment is in de-

termining the efficiency of labor, the human equation is

subject to no less variation under certain conditions.

When the agitation for the removal of the import
duty on news-print paper resulted in an inquiry by a

special committee of Congress, a representative of one
of the largest paper mill companies in the country
pointed to the fact that they had recently reduced the

hours of labor from twelve to eight, without reducing the

weekly rate of wages, with the consequent increase of

33 per cent, in their labor cost. The figures secured by
the Tariff Board from the books of several mills, includ-

ing those to which reference was made before the Com-
mittee of Congress, showed a reduction in the labor cost

per ton of paper from $4.35 to $3.73 in 1909 under the

eight hour system. In other words, an increase in the

hourly rate of wages to the extent of 33 per cent, not
only failed to result in a corresponding increase in the

cost of labor per ton of paper, but, strange as it may
seem, was accompanied by an actual reduction in cost.

While the figures of $4.35 in 1908 happened to be the

highest in ten years, there was not a single year in that

decade under the twelve hour system which showed as

• Ibid., p. 52.
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low a cost as in 1909, the first year under the eight hour
system,* On the other hand, when it is remembered that

during a large part of the year 1909 the mills were idle,

owing to the strike for shorter hours and that costs are

usually above normal when a plant is started up after a
long period of idleness, there is every reason to believe

that the labor cost was still further reduced after 1909.

Yet it can not be said that there was a radical change
in the equipment of the mills to which these figures^ re-

late, immediately following the introduction of the eight

hour shift. The change was due largely to the increase

of the personal efficiency of the workers under the

shorter day. The duties of a machine tender in a paper
mill consist chieflj'- in watching the thin sheet of paper
as it first appears on the large cylinder of the machine.
A slight twist at the outset will result in reams of paper
being torn on the cylinder, with a mad rush of all the

tenders in an endeavor to set things right and will fre-

quently require a complete stoppage of the machine, all

of which greatly increases the cost of production. The
fatigue caused by twelve hours of such nervous and
physical strain resulted in a much greater proportion
of damaged paper and interruption of work than was the
case after the adoption of the eight hour day. With the
hours of labor cut down from twelve to eight, the machine
tender was relieved from duty during the last four hours,
when he used to be tired out most and when his alertness
and general efficiency were at their lowest ebb. The
change in working hours not only enabled him to leave
the mill less fatigued than formerly, but with the resting
period increased by four hours a day, the recuperation
was more thorough, so that his alertness of mind and
body was greater upon his return to work than it used
to be even during the first eight hours under the old
system. With his mind more alert, he was able to detect
in time imperfections which formerly escaped his atten-
tion. This resulted in so great an increase in the rela--

tive time the machines were in actual operation (free
from breakdowns and stoppages), accompanied by a re-

• U. S. Tariff Board Report on Pulp and News-Print Paper Industry, p. 79.
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dnction in the quantity of damaged paper on which labor
had been expended in the preceding stages of production
and therefore wasted, that the labor cost of production
of paper declined in spite of the increase in the hourly
rate of wages. (Pp. 657-659.)

The Survey. Vol. 31. New York, January 3, 1914. Three
Eight-Hour Tours in the Paper Mills of America.
Chakles Sumner Bied, President F. W. Bird S
Son.

I doubt very much whether the increased cost of labor
due to a change from the two-tour to the three-tour sys-

tem in a paper mill representing as it does, I think, ap-
proximately not over 2 per cent, of the average value
of the product, would be sufficient to drive any one out
of the paper business. Furthermore, I doubt whether it

is true that it costs even that amount, because I believe

that mills that run on the eight-hour basis or three tours

as compared to the twelve-hour or thirteen-hour basis,

produce more paper and better paper, due to the im-
proved spirit among the men and due to the physical
capacity of the men to do better work.

It wouldn't take much better spirit or much better

physical capacity on the part of the men to produce
enough better and enough more paper in any paper mill

to make up the difference between the labor cost of three-

tour as against two-tour systems. Furthermore, if it is

necessary for any mill in order to exist to employ men
seventy-two hours a week year in and year out, then the

sooner the mill is removed from the state and the coun-

try the better for the men and women of the country.

The public is becoming more alive each year to the

economic waste of excessive hours of labor. It will de-

mand legislation to correct these evils for they can be^

remedied satisfactorily in no other way. (P. 377.)
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United States Congress. Senate Document, No. 110. Re-
port on Conditions of Employment in the Iron (&

Steel Industry in The United States. Vol. III.

Working Conditions and the Relations of Employ-
ers and Employees. Sixty-second Congress, 1st

Session, 1911. Washington, 1913.

Maximum Cost of Change to Eight-hour Day.

The estimates show that the increase in the cost of

production of a ton of pig iron would be only 2.6 per
cent, of its cost if the workmen were paid the same
wages for 8 hours that they now receive for 12 hours
and if absolutely no variation followed the change. Simi-
larly the maximum increase in the cost per ton of the
principal products of the steel works and rolling mills

would be only 6 per cent. The reason for the small in-

crease in the cost of production as compared with the
assumed increase of 50 per cent, in the hourly rates of

wages lies in the fact that labor constitutes only a very
small part of the cost of production. In the production
of pig iron labor constitutes only 6.4 per cent, of the
total cost and for the five principal products of the steel

works and rolling mills only 17.1 per cent, of the total

cost.

Probable Cost of Change to Eight-hour Day.

If the workmen were given an increase of 25 per cent,

in the hourly rate of wages at the time of the change to

the 8-hour system instead of the 50 per cent, assumed
in the preceding discussion, the increase in the cost of

production per ton of pig iron would be only 1.3 per cent,

and in the cost of the principal steel products only 3 per
cent., even if no change in the efficiency of the workmen
occurred as a result of the change.

There is, however, every reason to expect that an
increase in efficiency sufficient to at least offset this esti-

mated increase in cost would follow the adoption of the
8-hour system. As a basis for this statement there is

not only the experience in other industries, but in the
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iron and steel industry there are the statements of the
British blast-furnace owners and the conclusive results

of tests of the 8-hour system in American steel plants.

These tests have shown that there is not only no increase

in the cost of production, but that where the success of

the process can be readily affected by the attention and
physical condition of the employees the quality of the
product has been greatly improved as a result of the
shorter working hours and numerous immediate econo-
mies have been effected which more than compensate for
the cost of the change. (Pp. 18-19.)

As, however, it is impossible to foretell with any ac-

curacy the influence of shorter hours on efficiency, the
following estimates as to the cost of introducing the 8-

hour day are made on the assumption that efficiency would
not be affected by the change. ...

Maximum Cost of Change to the 8-hour Day.

This estimate of the maximum cost of introducing the
8-hour system is based on the assumption that in making
the change wages are so readjusted that the workmen
would receive the same amount for working 8 hours that
they now receive for 12 hours. . . .

Increases in Eates of Wages Per Hour, Cost of Pro-
duction, and Selling Price Which Would Be Re-
quired to Introduce the 8-Hour System in the Blast

• Furnaces, on the Basis that Each Workman in Con-
tinuous Processes Earned the Same Amount for 8-

Hours' Work that He Now Receives for 12 Hours
and that Productive Efficiency Was Unchanged.

Amount Amount
under under

12-hour 8-hour Required increase

system system Amount Per cent

Average hourly earnings $ 0.172 $ 0.242 $0.07 40.6

Labor cost of production per ton .770 1.080 .31 40.6

Total cost of production per ton 12.100 12.410 .31 2.6

Average selling price per ton.... 18.000 18.470 .47 2.6
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Increases in Rates of Wages Per Hour, Cost of Pro-
duction, and Selling Price Necessary to Introduce
the 8-Hour System with Certain Other Changes in

Hours in Blast Furnaces, Steel Works, and Rolling
Mills, on the Basis that Each Workman in Continu-
ous Processes Earned the Same Amount for 8

Hours' Work that He Now Receives for 12 Hours
and that Productive Efficiency Was Unchanged.

Amount Amount
under under

12-hour 8-hour Required increase

system system Amount Per cent

Average hourly earnings $ 0.22 $ 0.30 $0.08 34.7

Labor cost of production per ton 4.22 5.68 1.46 34.7

Total cost of production per ton 24.79 26.25 1.46 6.0

Average selling price per ton 34.24 36.29 2.05 6.0

Probable Cost of Change to the 8-hour Day.

In the preceding statements have been presented the

maximum increases which could be reasonably supposed
to follow the introduction of the 8-hour system in the in-

dustry. It seems certain, however, that the steel manu-
facturers would not offer nor would the employees de-

mand the same earnings for an 8-hour day that they now
receive for working 12 hours . . . Most of the work-
men interviewed said that while they would not be able

to accept 8 hours ' work at their present hourly rates, they
would gladly secure an 8-hour day if they were given the
equivalent of 10-hours' pay at the prevailing rates per
hour. This would mean that the hourly rates must be
increased 25 per cent. . . .

It seems fair, therefore, to accept as a basis of esti-

mate for determining the probable cost of introducing the
8-hour day into, the industry generally that the hourly
rates of men now working 12 hours per day would have to
be increased approximately 25 per cent, and that the rates
of other workmen whose hours would be changed would
be increased proportionately. . . .
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Increases in Bates of Wages Per Hour, Cost of Pro-
duction, and Selling Price Necessary to Introduce
the 8-Hour System in the Blast Furnaces, on the
Basis that Each Workman in Continuous Processes
Earned the Same Amount for 8-Hours' Work that
He Now Eeceives for 10 Hours and that Productive
Efficiency Was Unchanged.

Amount Amount
under under

12-hour 8-hour Required increase

system system Amount Per cent.

Average hourly earnings $ 0.172 $ 0.207 $0,035 20.3

Labor cost of production per ton .770 .935 .165 20.3

Total cost of production per ton 12.100 12.265 .165 1.3

Average selling price per ton 18.000 18.235 .235 1.3

Increases in Rates of Wages Per Hour, Cost of Produc-
tion, and Selling Price Necessary to Introduce the
8-Hour System in the Blast Furnaces, Steel Works,
and Rolling Mills, on the Basis that Each Work-
man in Continuous Processes Earned the Same
Amount for 8 Hours' Work that He Now Receives
for 10 Hours and that Productive Efficiency Was
Unchanged.

Amount Amount
under under

12-hour 8-hour Required increase

system system Amount Per cent

Average hourly earnings $ 0.22 $ 0.26 $0.04 17.4

Labor cost of production per ton 4.22 4.95 .73 17.4

Total cost of production per ton 24.79 25.52 .73 3.0

Average selling price per ton 34.24 35.27 1.03 3.0

(Pp. 176ff.)
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The Economy of High Wages. Jacob Schoenhof. New
York and London. Putnam, 1892.

The length of the working-day is an index of the

productive ability of a nation. The application of the

most improved methods to production (implying a bet-

ter paid and better conditioned laborer) makes a short-

ening of hours practicable and even necessary, because
of both the physiological fact stated above and the

economic necessity. Production must go hand in hand
with consumption. If, by the too rapid introduction of

labor-saving devices, production runs ahead of demand,
it must adapt itself to the altered conditions by shorten-

ing the working time. . . . The great advances made
in the economy of production in the highest developed
industrial states have led directly to the short working
day, to the material, intellectual, and political advance-
ment of the laborer, and hence are the cheering and ele-

vating signs of a great and bright future. (Pp. 394-

395.)

The question of the relation of labor to the cost of
production resolves itself entirely to one of equipment.
Whether labor be equipped with all the improvements
and inventions or not, whether labor be well conditioned
and fed, or underpaid and overworked, decides the con-
test, not the relative difference in day wages. It is the

output after all that makes the price of a commodity.
(P. 102.)

Getting a Living. The Problem of Wealth and Poverty—
of Profits, Wages and Trade Unionism. G-borgb

L. BoLEN. New York and London. The Mac-
millan Company. 1903.

Wages have not varied according to the length of the
work day. Generally they have been highest where the

day was shortest. Wages depend less upon time than
upon skill and speed, upon the difficulty of doing the

work, and upon the machinery equipment for turning out

a large product value. (Pp. 405-406.)

In view of these facts it may be concluded with some
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certainty that the lowest cost of product, reaching, with
the price lowering involved, the greatest aggregate of

sales, and affording the largest total of net proceeds to

divide with workmen in wages—is obtained in the long-

est work day through which the best average speed of

continuous labor can be kept up without exhaustion to

the close of the last hour. . . . Making the day include

all these hours the workman of average strength can
bear without injury, reduces interest on capital, and other
fixed charges, to the lowest point per yard of product
that does not increase other expenses. (P. 409.)

American Labor Association Review. March, 1914.

Working Hours in Continuous Industries. Wm.
C. Ebdfield, Secretary of Commerce.

It is well to enumerate briefly the advantages of the
eight-hour system.

In the first place, all the records of actual experi-

ment to which I have had access, show that it promotes
efficiency and actually gives a lower cost of production
and a better quality of work than the twelve-hour sys-

tem, in spite of the liigher immediate wage cost. This
arises from the fact that under the shorter schedule of

hours the men work not only harder and faster, but also

more accurately so that the saving in material alone in

some cases has more than paid the extra wage bill.

Second, as a result of the better condition the men are
more regular, which in turn increases their efficiency.

Third, the eight-hour system is very flexible. (P.

112.)

Annals of the American Acadewiy of Political and
Social Science. Vol. LXIII. January, 1916.

The Work of the Federal Bureau of Labor Statis-

tics in its Relation to the Business of the Coun-
try. EoYAL Meeker, United States Commissioner
of Labor Statistics.

The studies made by the Bureau of Labor Statistics

also show that shortening the hours of labor has not
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thus far meant lengthening the labor cost sheet. Qnite
the contrary result has followed cutting out the seven-

day-week, granting the Saturday half-holiday, and nip-

ping off the last hour or half-hour from a long, fatiguing

day. Yet in the face of this experience in the best fac-

tories, many employers run their businesses as if profits

depended upon driving their employees at the maximum
speed for the maximum number of hours per week. (P.

267.)

The Eight Hour Day. Sidney Webb and Harold Cox.
London, Walter Scott, 1891. Appendix II. Letters,

etc., received from firms which have already
adopted an Eight Hours' Day. From Burroughs,
Wellcome S Co., Importers, Exporters and Manu-
facturing Chemists, Snow Hill Building, London,
E. €. 16th December, 1890.

Eeplying to your inquiries of the 11th inst., regarding
our experience with the Eight-Hour System, we beg to

say that our impressions are:

First.—We believe the amount of work produced in a
week is very nearly, if not quite, as great as when we
were working nine hours a day.

Second.—We think that the cost of production is not
materially increased.

Third.—At first there was a considerable amount of

overtime work. . . . Now, however, we have been able

to avoid overtime work almost entirely.

Fourth.—^Wages. We are glad to have been able both
to reduce the hours of work and to increase the amount
of wages at the same time. Of course, in the first in-

stance, this was money out of pocket and a loss to us,

but it is our opinion that in the long run the loss will be
made good to us on account of the hearty and friendly

interest which all our employes manifest in our business.

(Pp. 255-256.)
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British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXXVI. 1892. Part I.

Royal Commission on Labour,

Testimony of Mr. J. Keir Hardie, Ayrshire Miners*
Union.

12,876. ... I am speaking as a man with a practical

knowledge of mining in all its phases, and knowing what
does tend and what does not tend to increase the cost of
production, and the eight honrs day so far as Scotland is

concerned, would not add to the cost of production.
Testimony of Mr. Patrick Walls, National Associa-

tion of Blast Furnacemen (Cumberland and North Lan-
cashire District.)

14,425. . . . Another reason why it did not cost very
much more to place the men on the eight hours was that
the men can work proportionately harder in the eight

hours than they could in the twelve hours. It is well

understood that when a man is kept at work continuously
for twelve hours, and is working eighty-four hours a week
instead of fifty-six he can not do as much work propor-
tionately in each hour of the longer time. Consequently
the employers were able to do with less men per shift

on the eight hours shift than they formerly required on
the twelve hours, and when it takes about 2s. 3d. in labor

at the present time to produce a ton of pig-iron it former-
ly took about 2s. It has scarcely made 3d. a ton differ-

ence.

14,431. . . . Our men receive practically the same
wages, if not more, taking the average day's wages,
than the men in other districts do receive for twelve
hours.

A Shorter Working Day. R. A. Hadfield, of HadfieWs
Steel Foundry Company, Sheffield, and H. de B.

GiBBiNS. London, Methuen <& Company, 1892.

... In speaking of the value of overtime it must not

be forgotten that men generally work then under bad
supervision. Probably overtime from five to seven is
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only worth some 80 per cent, of the normal, which with
the time and a quarter charges equals an increase in cost

to the employer of some 50 per cent, over the normal.
When time and a half rates are in force the cost is prob-^

ably 70 to 80 per cent, in excess of the normal, to say
nothing of the inferior quality of the work. In other
words, if overtime is of regular occurrence, it would
really pay to increase the plant and employ more men,
which is what the workers wish. (P. 164.)

An eight hours day, with overtime reduced as much
as conveniently possible, would, for many reasons, pos-

sibly be found to act as ballast, being a steadying rather
than a disturbing element. Once get employers by actual

experience to see the matter in this light, and probablf
they would benefit as well as the workmen. (P. 118.)

(Messrs. S. H. Johnson and Co., of the Engineering
Works, Carpenter's Eoad, Stratford, England, stated in

reply to questions)

:

1.
—'

' They found no increase in cost of production, but
on the contrary a decrease.

2.
—

*'It is much appreciated by the men, their zeal

and efforts show it has given the greatest satisfaction.

3.
—'

' We have a more intelligent set of men.
4.
—''There are many incidental savings by shorter

hours.
5.
—''We get out more work.

6.
—"Also more time being afforded to the men and

lads to improve themselves, they attend technical classes

in the evening. Messrs. Johnson considers that the
workers secure a good two hours extra for recreation

and improvement.
7.—"The cost of production is not increased, and

from our experience of Continental workmen we do not
think they, working longer hours, could hold their own
with our men working shorter ones. '

'

Note.—At this time they had been having the eight-

hour day 31/2 years. (P. 140.)
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Ibid. Letter from Mr. William Allan. William Allan
and Co.

** Scotia Engine Works, Sunderland,
"February 26tli, 1892.

"Dear Sir:

"Your favor received, and I beg to reply to queries

seriatim

:

1. "So far as I can judge from the books and wages
bill, I believe the cost of production will be less than
formerly.

2. "The men are all in favour of the change and ex-

hibit what I would call a healthier tone, so much so that

we have had no 'sleepers in' since the new system was
adopted.

3 and 4. "In fact the change is so much appreciated
by all that the results will be in favor of an employer.
The foremen are all at their posts regularly so that the
work goes on briskly.

5. "Paradoxical as it may seem, I get fully more
work out than formerly; in fact I am surprised at how
the work is going ahead, having believed—^like so many
employers—that there would be a corresponding do-

crease in output. This is a fallacy, as the human machine
when in good order and contented can do more work than
when otherwise.

6. "Foreign competition is a 'bogie.* Long hours
do not mean greater output or lessened cost, else we would
be importing coals from Germany, etc. In some goods,
such as watches, clocks, hurdygurdies, etc., etc., it may
affect us, but in our staple industries, never—for, while
they have conscription abroad, our young fellows are
getting inured to the hammer and chisel instead of the

rifle, so we thereby produce better workers.
"I feel sure all adopting the eight hours system will

be in pocket by the change.
"I have given you my views from results and ob-

servations and have no reason whatever to regret the
change. To me it is really astonishing how my old views
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are demolished and fears dissipated by the new order
of things.

''Yours truly,

"William Allan.'*

Since writing the above Mr. Allan has (June, 1892

J

advanced the wages of his workmen 5 per cent, without
being asked. This is a very practical proof of how well
a shorter day pays him. (Pp. 144-145.)

Ibid. Letter from Messrs. Short Bros., Shipbuilders of
Sunderland.

"Sunderland, Feb. 26th, 1892.
' * Gentlemen :

"In reply to yours of the 25th inst., we have as you
know only worked on the eight hours sijice the 4th Janu-
ary, but from our short experience I can answer your
first question by saying we are satisfied it will not in-

crease the cost of production. * '

2. "The men appreciate the change.

5. "We have every reason to believe that our pro-
duction will be more.

7.
'

'My opinion is the long hours which the foreigner
works destroy his chance of competing with us in manu-
facture. Men become dawdlers if compelled to work
longer than their physical strength will allow. I be-

lieve we can produce at less cost in eight hours than the

foreigner (or Englishman) can in twelve hours.

"I may say last week our wages bill was more than
any week during the last year, showing that our men were
working better and more regularly.

"Yours faithfully,

"John Y. Shoet.''
(Pp. 145-146.)
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The Eight Hours Day. Report on a Year's Work with
a Forty-Eight Hours Week in the Salford Iron
Works, Manchester. (Mather and Piatt, Ltd.)
William Mathee, M. P. Manchester, Guardian
Printing Works, 1894. Statistical Results.

"We commenced the 48 hours system on Monday, Feb-
ruary 20th, 1893 ; but, for convenience, the period of the
experiment is comprised in the twelve months commenc-
ing March 1st and terminating February 28th, 1894.

Wages Cost.—The figures we have taken as the
standard with which to compare results are the averages
per year of the preceding six years, during the earlier

portion of which the number of hours worked per week
was 54, and 53 hours per week during the later portion.

The production during the two periods has been sim-
ilar in character, and the turnover in the trial year has
approximated to the average of the six years so closely

as to be practically the same. As regards quantity of

production, there was actually a larger output in the
trial year ; but o^ing to the prices in that year being con-

siderably lower than in the six preceding years, the
turnover did not increase with the amount of produc-
tion. This fact must be borne in mind in studying the
following statement as to the cost of wages.

On making up the books, we found that comparing the
ratio of wages to turnover in the trial year with the ratio

of wages to turnover in the six preceding years, there

was an increase of 0.4 per cent, in the former. But as in

the trial year selling prices were considerably lower, the
actual quantity produced, as represented by the equal
turnover of that year, was considerably larger than in the

six preceding years; therefore the ratio of the cost of

wages to the turnover in that year must have been pro-
portionately less. Had prices ruled the same, the turn-

over in the trial year would have been greater, and the

wages cost, instead of showing an increase of 0.4 per
cent., would have shown a decided decrease.

We have given no credit for this fact to the side of

the trial year, but show the actual result as given on the

comparison we have instituted, viz., an increase of 0.4

per cent, in the ratio of the wages cost to the turnover.
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TMs, however, does not exhaust the changes made by
the reduction of the hours. . . . We have found a marked
economy in gas and electric lighting, wear and tear of

machinery, engines, gearing, etc., fuel and lubricants, and
miscellaneous stores. On the other hand, we have ex-

amined the increased fixed charges due to interest of

plant and machinery, rent and taxes, permanent staff on
fixed salaries being employed 5 hours less per week.

The balance of debtor and creditor account on these
expenses is unmistakably in favor of the trial year. The
credit from these items to be carried to the trial year
is an amount equal to 0.4 per cent, on the net amount of
the year 's turnover. Thus, by a remarkable coincidence,

a saving of 0.4 per cent, is secured as a direct consequence
of the shorter hours, which counterbalances the debit of
0.4 per cent, in the increased wages cost.

Lost time.—The improvement in respect to lost time
is very marked. The proportion of ''time lost without
leave" to the total time worked averaged in the 53 hours
period 2.46 per cent., whereas in the 48 hours period it is

only 0.46 per cent. (Pp. 17-18.)

The chief points of interest arising out of the com-
parison made between the two periods for wages-cost of
work produced may be thus epitomised

:

In favour Against
of
48 hours.

Comparison of wages to turnover, made simply on the

net value of production and the wages thereupon 0.4%
Balance of account for "wear and tear," fuel, &c., as

against increased cost per hour worked, for fixed

charges, which must be credited to wages account 0.4%

Proportion of "lost time" to total time 2%
Difference in the amount of piece-work production as

shown by piece-work balances, in 3 periods of the

year:

1st period 1.76%

2nd period 1.58%

, 3rd period 0.78%

Difference of piece-workers' earnings after equalising

prices for fair comparison with preceding years

for the whole trial year 0.5%
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It will be clear from these figures that the wages-
cost of production in the forty-eight hours system re-

mains the same as it was under the fifty-three hours
system, when the new system is credited with the saving
in consumables, wear and tear, fuel, etc., which is the
direct consequence of the change without diminishing the
output of the Works.

The piece-workers have lost slightly on the year, but
the later months show this loss to be a vanishing quan-
tity. (P. 20.)

Even after a few months of its workings, I felt so
assured of the mutual benefits accruing both to Employ-
ers and Employed from our trial, that I felt it to be a
matter of public duty to apprise the heads of the Gov-
ernment Departments—the War Office, the Admiralty,
and the Post Office—of the advantages that would be
derived by the adoption in them of the forty-eight hours
week.

The Secretary of State for War, Mr. Campbell-Ban-
nerman, the First Lord of the Admiralty, Earl Spencer,
and the Postmaster General, Mr. Arnold Morley, respec-

tively invited me to meet the chiefs of their construction
departments from the Woolwich Arsenal Works, the

Dockyards, and the Post Office, to give the results of the

trial at the Salford Iron Works, and to state my reasons
for advising the immediate adoption of the 48-hours
week in their departments.

These responsible chiefs of important Government
departments, in which many thousands of men are em-
ployed in the mechanical trades, naturally required con-

vincing proofs that they would be justified in adopting
the 48 hours week on economic grounds, and on those

grounds alone. They approached the subject at our in-

terview with open minds, but with serious doubts as to

the possibility of accepting the advice I ventured to offer,

that they should at once adopt the new system. After
the conferences only a few weeks elapsed before the

Woolwich authorities heartily adopted the 48 hours week,

and since then the Dockyard authorities have announced
their determination to do the same. (P. 21.)
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Great Britain. Board of Trade Labour Gazette, July,
1905. Eight-Hour Day in Goverrmient Workshops.

In 1894 the hours of labor of about 43,000 work-people
in certain Government factories and workshops were re-

duced on an average of 48 per week. . . .

The reduced hours affected 18,641 work-people in

1894, whose working time was reduced 5% hours per
week on the average. . . .

When the 48 hours week was first adopted it was an-

ticipated that there would be a saving of time in stopping
and re-starting work at the breakfast hour, work not be-

ginning till after breakfast under the new system, and
also a saving of light and fuel. •

It was also expected that a later hour of starting work
would ensure greater regularity of attendance, that
there would be an improvement in the physical condition
of the men and an increase in their power of produc-
tion.

The fact that the reduction in the hours of work had
not reduced the output, or increased the cost of it, in

private factories in which the experiment had been tried,

also led the War Office to assume that the cost of produc-
tion would not be increased in their workshops.

It is stated that these anticipations have been justi-

fied, and that it is clear that no extra cost has been in-

curred by the public on account of the reduction of hours,
nor has the output of work been diminished. On the other
hand, the majority of the workmen being on piecework,
the average weekly earnings per man have not been sen-

sibly altered, although piecework prices have not been
increased. The day workers received an increased hourly
rate of pay to make their earnings per week of 48 hours
equal to those per week of 54 hours. It was not found
necessary to increase the number of day-workers. (P.

196.)
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Eight Hours for Work. John Rae. London and New
York, Macmillan S Co., 1894.

Sir Charles Tennant and Co. (now of St. Rollox Al-
kali Co.) have been working on the three eight-hour shift

system for the last 25 years in the vitriol department of

their works on the Tyne and for a shorter period in the

same department of their works in Glasgow, and in both
cases with such complete satisfaction that they have now
decided to extend the system to all the other departments.
(P. 78.)

Messrs. Thomas Bnshill and Sons are printers as
well as bookbinders in Coventry, and when they reduced
their hours in 1892 from. 54 to 50 a week—^not quite to the
eight-hour limit, but close on it—they experienced no
diminution of production whatever. Mr. Bushill informs
me by letter that now, after eighteen months' trial, the
results continue to be as favorable as at first, and that

though the old rate of wages has been maintained there
has never been any increase in the cost of production.
(Pp. 84-85.)

Report of the Special Commission on Hours of Labour in

Continuous Industries to the Seventh Delegates'
Meeting of the International Association for La-
hour Legislation. Zurich, 1912. London, The
Pioneer Press, Ltd., July, 1912.

Mr. Dyson (Secretary of the Amalgamated Society of

Paper Makers). Only one paper mill is at present
known to be working eight-hour shifts, starting at 12
midnight on Sunday and ceasing at 12 o'clock on Satur-

day night, each shift working 48 hours per week. (Pp.

4-5.)

Mr. Dyson certified that after reducing the working
hours in one paper mill where he was employed from 12

to 8 on each shift, it was found possible to increase the

speed of the machines gradually to such an extent as to

make (within nine months) the weekly wages equal to

what they were before with the same rates. (P. 10.)
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Conditions in British Iron and Steel Works. A Speech
delivered to the Special Commission on Hours of
Labor, International Association for Labor Legis-
lation, June 11th, 1912. Alderman P. Walls,

The question of cost seems to be a great obstacle, but
when the matter is fully considered this disappears. A
man can do more work per hour when worMng eight
hours than when working twelve hours. He is more
alert and physically fit.

Again, the furnaces benefit by being regularly filled.

There is an improvement both in quantity and quality.

I venture to assert that after a full experience of the
eight-hour system no employer would return to the
twelve hours. There has always been some additional

cost at the outset, but it has been compensated for
later on.

Jahresberichte der Gewerbe-Aufsichtsbeamten mid
Bergbehorden fur das Jahr 1904. Bd. I. Preus-
sen. [Reports of the (German) Factory and Mine
Inspectors for 1904. Vol. I. Prussia.] Berlin,

Decker, 1905.

The majority of employers are becoming more and
more convinced that, when overtime is worked regularly,

output does not increase in proportion to the lengthened
hours of work and additional wages. On the contrary,

it tends to decrease gradually so that finally overtime
becomes too expensive to be worth while. (P. 241.)

Instituts Solvay. Travaux de VInstitut de Sociologie
[Sociological Publication of the Solvay Institute.]

Une Experience Industrielle de Reduction de la

Journee de Travail. Par L. Gr. Feomont avec une
Preface de E. Mahaim. [An Industrial Experir-

ment in the Reduction of Hours of Labor. L. G.
Fromont unth Preface by E. Mahaim.] Brussels,
Misch et Thron, 1906.

After having brought out both the social and moral
advantages of the eight hour day, it remains for us to
establish its industrial advantages. The cost of pro-
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duction has in its turn undergone improvement, and it

is easy to gather from the figures quoted above what the

importance of this may be.

In all costs, we can distinguish between two distinct

kinds of charges, that is, the fixed daily overhead ex-

penses irrespective of the amount of output; and the

variable charges which are dependent upon and generally

proportionate to the amount of output. (P. 87-88.)

The new cost of production amounted to 80 per cent,

of the old cost; that is to say, the total fall in cost of

production was 20 per cent, of the original cost. (P.

93-94.)
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5. Long Hours Reduce Efficiency and Thus Result in

Inferior Output.

With excessive hours of labor, the efficiency of the

workers is so much reduced that output deteriorates both

in quantity and quality. Overfatigue results in ''spoiled

work" which must often be done over again the next day.

The early belief that profits were dependent on the last

hours of the working day has long been proved a fallacy.

On the contrary, the output of the last hours shows a

steady and marked decline.

American Labor Legislation Review, March, 1914.

Working Hows in Continuous Industries. Work
Periods in- Continuous Day and Night Occupa-
tions. Basil M. JManly, United States Bureau
of Labor.

There is reason to believe that experience will show
the twelve-hour day to be one of the costliest things in

industry, not only in its direct effects as a cause of ac-

cidents, but in its direct effects as a prime cause of in-

efficiency and waste. (P. 114.)

Report of the Mcbssachusetts Bureau of Statistics of
Labor, 1871.

The operatives vary in perfectness and productive-
ness as the day progresses ; and if there should be a re-

duction to ten hours there would not be a loss of one-
eleventh of the product. ... I think it will be found
that much of the cloth made during the eleventh hour is

of poorer quality than the rest, and that the necessity
of looking it over the next day and fixing it all right
lessens the product of that next day. ... I certainly
believe that the productive capacity of a set of work-
people may be lessened by increasing the hours of their
daily work. The question is not legitimately one of
arithmetic, nor can it be settled by argument about one-
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eleventh less or one-tenth more. It is a question to be
settled by actual results on long-continued trial. (Pages
499-500.)

Report of the Chief of Massachusetts District Police for
the Year Ending December 31, 1885.

It must of course be admitted, that there is a limit

to human endurance. If one labors twelve hours a day,

it cannot be maintained that he will do as much work
in the last two hours, nor do it as well, as in any previous
two hours of the same day. Jaded by excessive toil, the

brain becomes sluggish and the fingers clumsy. It is

not an assumption, but an acknowledged fact that under
the improved condition resulting from shortening the

number of hours of labor, operatives produce in the
shorter period at least the same amount of work; and
many manufacturers admit that in the last two hours
in any given day under the old system, work so much
inferior was produced, that what was gained in quantity
was lost in quality. The shortening of the number of

hours of labor, if the time thus gained for leisure is used
for proper purposes, becomes one of the best means
for the elevation of the people thus affected. (Pp. 19-

20.)

The Economy of High Wages. Jacob Schoenhof. New
York and London. Putnam, 1892.

Once recognize the fact that, after all, man is the

great wealth-producing machine, the source of all wealth,

then all our efforts will be directed to' the elevation of

this machine to the highest potentiality.

What is labor? Physical and muscular exertion. It

becomes economically valuable by intellectual guidance.

. . . But to this we must add the further and most
important fact, that labor, be it ever so intelligently con-

ducted, will always remain physical exertion. This is

to say that labor is an expenditure of vital force. Un-
less this is replaced by wholesome nutrition (air, light,

sanitation, and even cheerful surroundings, are part of
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wholesome nutrition), the frame will work itself out, and
labor will become economically of smaller and smaller

value.

Another fact of vital importance is the time during

which the human frame is capable of its best exertion.

In going over the contentions, not of fifty years ago, but

of the present day, we find the assertion, by the defend-

ers of long hours in factories, that the last hour is the one
that gives all the profit. This is not borne out by the

facts. It is found by all who employ machinery that the

work of the last hour is the least satisfactory, and the

work of the first hour the best and most copious. I

frequently found that after working extra hours many
of my help came late the next morning or stayed away
a day; others showed a lack of spirits and less efficiency.

The spirit was wanting, the frame was tired. I gave it

up after repeated experiments, and reaped better re-

sults with regular hours and premiums for any quantity
beyond the daily averages of output. (Pp. 392-393.)

Getting a Living. The Problem of Wealth and Poverty,
Profits, Wages and Trades Unionism. George
Lewis Bolen. New York, Macmillan, 1903.

Chap. 15. Shorter Workday.

If in the tenth hour as much work has been done as
the average for the previous nine hours, a reduction of

time to nine hours per day, at the same pay, would be
an increase of wages by eleven and one-ninth per cent.,

unless the extra hour of rest increased the hourly prod-
uct. But in any work not fixed in speed by steadily run-
ning machinery, less is done in the tenth hour, by reason
of weariness, than in other hours ; and the work of the
last hour, like overtime work at night, weakens a person
for the next day. It is this weariness that causes ac-

cidents to occur two or three times as frequently in the

last hour as in other hours—a fact proved by European
statistics. With the steady machinery, too, weariness,
as a rule, either lowers the quality of the work done, or
by frequent stoppage lessens its amount—often causing
both these losses. (Pp. 407-408.)
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Report of the Nebraska Bureau of Labor and Industrial

Statistics. 1907-1908.

Of his experience . . . one manufacturer . . . says:

''When the business first came under my control, the

men were working a nominal nine-hour day. But the

real day was much longer. Recourse was had to over-

time on the slightest provocation, and during the months
of October and November overtime was the daily rule.

In those months we have to get ready our goods for

Christmas consumption, and the men used to be at work
night after night till 8 or 9 o'clock. I have known them
to leave the factory as late as 11 o'clock. When I com-
plained of the system I was told that it was absolutely

necessary; that the work could not be gotten through
otherwise. However, I knew that it was bad for myself
as well as for the men. A man who has done a reason-

able day's work is not fit to give good work at night,

and if he makes the attempt his work next morning suf-

fers. So I put my foot down and stopped the practice

almost entirely." (P. 189.)

Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Number 118. April, 1913.

Ten-Hour Maximum Working-Day for Women and Young
Persons.

It has not infrequently been contended that the effect

of shorter working time in increasing output is not to be
found in Oriental countries, but this doubt has recently

been removed. In three factories in Calcutta electric light

was introduced in 1907, and the number of hours worked,
which was formerly III/2 to 13i/^, was increased to 14i/2-

This led to a decrease of output. The productivity of

these factories per hour was greater in 1906 than in 1907.

The amount of work performed is shown in the table fol-

lowing :

i
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DIFFERENCE IN PRODUCTIVITY BETWEEN SHORT HOURS IN
1906 AND LONG HOURS IN 1907.

Per cent, of production in

1906 over 1907 in

:

Factory Factory Factory
Hours per day No. 1 No. 2 No. 3

Production in

:

13J^ hours' work over 14J^ hours' work 8.87 15.85 4.49

13J4 hours' work over 14i^ hours' work 17.32 26.54 5.04

13 hours' work over 14J^ hours' work 9.14 22.19 4.56

12J^ hours' work over 14J/2 hours' work 10.96

12J4 hours' work over 14J/^ hours' work 12.08 19.21

12 hours' work over 14J^ hours' work 10.09 15.65 5.68

11J4 hours' work over uyi hours' work 4.61 9.36 17.17

(P. 46.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XIII. 1843. Children's
Employment Commission. John Lawson Kjbn-

NEDY, Esq., Lancashire.

408. . . . Practically it has been found that the

attention of the workman, on which the application of his

skill and the productiveness of the machine under his

care depend, cannot be sustained beyond a certain daily

period. From this cause, namely, the impossibility of

keeping up the attention, care, and skill of the workman in

applying the machinery, night work has been generally
abandoned in the cotton-spinning trade; and it is, more-
over, an important fact that those establishments in this

district which resorted systematically to night work
have almost without exception become bankrupt. I have
been assured by printers themselves that the rule as to

the unprofitableness of long hours of work for long con-

tinued periods is equally applicable to the (calico-print)

trade. I have been favoured by an influential house in

the print trade with an inspection of those books which
show the rates of production in their roller printing ma-
chines during a period of 4 months when they worked
unusually long hours, viz., 15 hours a day, under a pe-
culiar stress of business. The machines never stopped
from morning till night and there was no intermission
at the dinner hour. From the beginning of the first

month to the middle of the second the production kept
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very steady, scarcely varying from week to week, with
a comparatively low proportion of spoiled work, towards
the end of the second month a gradual decrease in the

proportion of the machines was perceptible, attended by
increased proportion of spoiled work. Towards the end
of the third month, and throughput the fourth, the pro-

duction of the machines arrived at their minimum, and
the proportion of spoiled work its maximum. The pro-
portion of spoiled work from the beginning of the first

to the end of the fourth month actually doubled itself,

whilst the average production of the machines decreased
from 100 to 90 per cent, during the same time. In fact

the amount of spoiled work increased to such an alarm-
ing degree that the parties referred to felt themselves
compelled to shorten the hours of labour to avoid loss,

and as soon as the alteration was made the amount of

spoiled work sunk to its former level. The men were
paid extra wages for their extra exertions, and there was
no intention or motive on their parts to produce this re-

sult. It is, I am informed, the general experience of this

branch of trade that under whatever circumstances night
work is tried the produce is distinguished by a larger
share than ordinary of spoiled work. (P. 72.)

Hansard's Parliamentary Debates. Vol. 73. 1844.

Mr. Vernon Smith:

But he would venture to say, that though the diminu-
tion of time was one-sixth, the diminution of profitable

labour would be much less because the last 2 hours would
be the least efficient owing to the exhaustion caused by
the previous 10 hours of labour. But he could not think

that the commerce of this country was really in so tick-

lish, hazardous and perilous a state, as to depend upon
so small an amount, more or less, of additional labour.

... If the proposed diminution of labour should in-

duce some evils as regarded our commerce, it appeared
to him that the change would be attended, on the other
hand, with great advantage to the country. (Pp. 1404-

1405.)
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Hansard's Parliamentary Debates. Vol. 74. 1844. Let-
ter in Bolton Free Press {April, 1844).

''There is also another consideration for employers,
namely, that in a day's work of 12 hours, the last hour
by reason of the exhaustion and listlessness of the work-
ers, is the least productive in quantity, and the least sat-

isfactory in quality." (P. 911.)

"The probability is, that the twelfth hour produces
more spoiled work than any other 2 hours of the day.**

(P. 911.)

Hansard's Parliamentary Debates. Vol. 92. 1847.

The Earl of EUesmere:

. . . Deductions are made, when the article is

brought in by the operative, for waste and spoil. . . .

From such information as I can obtain, it is my firm be-
lief that nine-tenths of that spoiled will arise in the last

weary hour of the operatives' present average toil. I
have never met with any man of any class, conversant
with thfe subject, who has not laid much stress on this

circumstance. (JP. 898.)

The Bishop of Oxford

:

Could they for a moment conceive, that by limiting
the labour of the factory worker to 10 hours a day in-

stead of 12, they would sweep away all the manufactur-
ers of the country, and drive them abroad? . . .

Could their Lordships believe that upon the last 2 hours'
labour . . . tending upon that machinery after long,

unceasing, and heart-consuming attention, when nature
almost refused to perform her functions—could their
Lordships believe that upon those 2 last hours depended
all- the profits and accumulations of the manufacturers?
He believed that the work done in those 2 last hours was
infinitely inferior in quality to that which was done in
any other portion of the day. It was demanding work
when nature refused the power of working. (Pp. 939-
940.)
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British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXIX-XXX. 1876. Fac-
tories and Workshops Acts Commission.

Witness, A Manufacturer. Vol. XXX.

10,947. ... I think there is very little advan-
tage in overtime, people are worn out at night and do
not work with the same vigor in the morning. (P. 535.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXIII. 1877. Reports of
Inspectors of Factories.

. . . There was such a brisk demand for bricks, that
they wanted to increase their production, and deter-

mined to work half an hour overtime 3 nights a week.
After trying it some little time they found the number
of bricks turned off decreased, that on mornings suc-

ceeding the days on which they worked half an hour after

the usual time for ceasing work the men invariably came
late, and worked less time and less assiduously than
when they worked regularly, and so they returned to

regular hours. (P. 15.)

A Shorter Working Day. R. A. Hadfield of Hadfield's
Steel Foundry Co., Sheffield, and H. de B. Gibbins,
London, Methuen S Co. 1892.

Moreover, even from an employer's point of view,
overtime and long hours are often even in the ordinary
way not economical. . . .

Let the unsolicited testimony of one of the cleverest

and best of our shipbuilding engineers in this country
speak for itself. The managing director of one of the

largest shipbuilding firms in the North of England
(Earles), which employs a capital of some half million

sterling, and has 3,000 or 4,000 hands, stated publicly,

''that he considered overtime was the curse of the
trade." This is a plain matter-of-fact statement, and
most masters who know anything about cost of worE
must admit that it is true. (P. 162.)
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British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXI. 1894. Report of
the Chief Inspector of Factories and Workshops,

Some employers, too, hold the opinion that in propor-
tion as work-people suffer in health their work suffers
in execution, and that in addition to this consideration
has to be reckoned that of an extra expenditure in gas,
which considerably weakens an already doubtful advan-
tage. (P. 11.)

It is not likely that work done during these . . .

hours of overtime, or on days following overtime, will

equal either in quantity or quality that done when regu-
lar hours only are worked. (P. 15.)

In connection with overtime I think that very often
the occupiers and managers of works object to it while
they take advantage of the privilege. They naturally
recognize that after a spurt comes reaction and that late

hours tell against good work the next day. (P. 301.)

Eight Hours for Work. John Rae. London, Macmillan,
1894.

But for the last 60 years we have been slowly learn-

ing the lesson that all this successive prolongation of
working hours, which was near eating the heart out of
the labouring manhood of England, was also, from the
standpoint of the manufacturers' own interest, a grave
pecuniary mistake. In their haste to be repaid their ex-

penditure on machinery, the manufacturers were really

wearing down the most precious machine they had got
—their great machine mere, as Blanqui called it, on
which the success of all the rest depended. They found
that with this flesh and blood machine an hour's more
running in the day did not mean an hour's more product
in the day, but that really, after a certain limit, an ex-

tra hour of repose has much higher productive value
than an extra hour of work. ... A French manu-
facturer once said to Guizot: ''We used to say it was
the last hour that gave us our profit, but we have now
learnt it was the last hour that ate up our profit," and
though we still hear much fright expressed about the
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competition of the pauper and long hour labour of other

countries, we are coming more and more to perceive that

Mr. Mundella is probably right in saying it is really

their long hours that save us from their competition,

because their long hours impair the personal efficiency

of their labour and the competition between the nations

is growing every day more and more to be mainly a com-
petition in personal efficiency. (Pp. 11-12.)

To all these diverse economies of time we have still

to add the saving of the time spent in repairing spoiled

work, caused through excessive hours, and of the time
sometimes wilfully wasted through ill-feeling arising

from the same source. Mr. Thomasson, of Bolton, we
are told by Lord Shaftesbury, used to say there was more
spoiled work done in the last hour of the twelve-hours'

day than in any other two hours; and a manager said

to Mr. Homer that it generally took the first hour of the

day to put to rights the things that had been done wrong
in the last hour of the preceding day. The mere saving
of materials in cases like these is of course very im-
portant, for the price of raw material constitutes con-

stantly a larger and larger share of the value of commo-
dities, as compared with the price of labour, and a little

less waste of raw materials every day will soon tell on
the profitableness of the business. When we add to it

the saving of gas and fuel, and in the yearly expendi-
ture on repairs of machinery, arising from the greater
care which employers admit is bestowed on the machin-
ery by the men under a short-hour system, the whole
economy amounts to a very considerable gain. But at
present I am speaking merely of the saving of effective

working time, and the time wasted in avoidable repairs
of bad work is one item worthy of attention.

Then think of the time intentionally wasted. Mr.
Spill, an India-rubber manufacturer, informed the
Children's Employment Commission that he found work-
ing overtime extremely unprofitable, because his men
used to loiter over their work in the regular hours in
order to get better pay for it bv doing it during over-
time. (Pp. 121-122.)
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Hours and Wages in Relation to Production. Lujo Been-
TANO. Translated by Mks. Wm. Arnold. London

f

Sonnenschein, 1894.

Before the passing of the Ten Hours Act, individual

manufacturers who were agitating for that law had set on
foot experiments in their factories, with the view of

testing the assertion that the lowering of the working
day from 12 to 10 hours would ruin the cotton industry.

These cases made it quite clear that the question was not
merely the arithmetical one,—if 12 hours produce x, what
will 10 produce? It was found that the work done in

the last two hours was so small that in the experimental
shortening of the working day from 12 to 10 hours the
output was not one-sixth but only one-twelfth less than
formerly. In addition to this, it was found that just in

those last two hours a great deal of material was spoiled

by the wearied and therefore careless operatives. When,
therefore, the Ten Hours Act was actually passed,—it

became generally apparent that, as Ernest von Plener
said in his work on factory legislation, ''the mere length-
ening of the working day of a workman was not equiva-
lent to the increase of his productive capacity ; the opera-
tives, especially the younger ones, no longer exhausted
by excessive bodily effort, produced the same amount,
and frequently even turned out more in the shorter
time." (Pp. 29-30.)

It has been everywhere observed that the workmen
in countries where work-time is short produce more than
in those where it is long. ... I myself was told in
March, 1890, by an overseer in Mr. Mathers' machine
works in Salford, . . . that he had worked in Dres-
den, England, and America; and he said that the great-
er efficiency of the American workman was a result of
his shorter hours. In the same way he had observed an
increase of production in Salford as often as the work-
time was shortened; in Saxony, on the other hand, one
of the chief reasons of the inferior efficiency of labour
was the length of the working-day. . . . And Bras-
sey says' of the Eussians, that one English workman pro-
duces as much in ten hours as two Russians in sixteen.
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In complete harmony with the above, it has been
further observed that in one and the same country, work-
ers with regularly short hours outstrip those who regu-

larly work longer. (Pp. 32-33.)

At the Congress of Hygiene at Vienna, in 1887, the

Swiss factory inspector, Schuler, reported that in Swit-

zerland experience had shown that the legal reduction

of the working day from twelve to eleven hours, i. e., by
81/2 per cent., had led, in short, to a falling off in the less

well-equipped cotton-spinning factories of only 3 per cent.

in production, while in the well-equipped ones it was only
2 to ll^ per cent. In Miihlhausen, Dolfuss reduced his

working day from twelve to eleven hours, and promised
his operatives that their wages should remain unaltered
if they produced the same quantity of work as before.

At the end of a month it was seen that not only as much
work was done in eleven hours, as formerly in twelve,

but 5 per cent. more. (Pp. 35-36.)

Life and Labour of the People in London. Edited hy
Chakles Booth. Vol. IX. Pt. III. Ch. VII. The
Hours of Labour. Ernest Aves, London and New
York, The Macmillan Co., 1897.

In the case of overtime . . . many employers,
while accepting the necessity of occasional spells of it,

are strongly opposed to its more prolonged use. They
find that "it does not really pay;" that after a very
short time "the extra hour you get at night is taken off

the next morning ; and that you '

' do not get a consistent
extra hour for the extra hours, even on machines al-

though they depend less on the physical state of the
man." (P. 289.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. X. 1901. Report of Chief
Inspector of Factories.

I hope and believe that employers are at least begin-
ning to recognize that employment of their hands over-
time is a short-sighted policy and really bad economy.
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Some, I know, think so. There is also a waning inclina-

tion, I believe, on the part of the employed to grasp at
the chance of making extra wages by overtime. If so, it

is, I think, a healthy sign on both sides ; health and full

efficiency while at work being better than extra wages
and long hours, better also in its results to the employer.
(P. 158.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XII. 1902. Report of
Chief Inspector of Factories.

I think employers are beginning to look askance at
overtime because it has to be paid for and sometimes at
enhanced rates, resulting often in poorer work and less

output the following days, and damage to the power of
the work-people. (P. 34.)

Report of the 72nd Meeting of the British Association for
the Advancement of Science. 1902. London, Mur-
ray, 1903. Women's Labour: Second Report of
the CofYimittee . . . appointed to investigate

the Economic Effect of Legislation Regulating
Women's Labour.

. . . The Factory Acts, after being bitterly op-
posed by the manufacturers, taught them a valuable
practical lesson of the bad economy of excessive work.
Mr. Baker has recorded a case of a Birmingham firm of
button-makers who in 1866 became so dissatisfied with
the conditions and mode of life of their work-people that
they voluntarily applied the provisions of the Factory
Act for textiles (1844) to their own factory and found
its advantage. . . . The tendency is evidently in

the direction of a still further shortening of hours in

some quarters. "There may be a limit to which hours
can be profitably reduced, but we haven't found it yet*'
was one remark. . . . (Pp. 296-297.)
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Report of the 73rd Meeting of the British Association

for the Advancement of Science. 1903. London,
Murray, 1904. Women's Labour: Third Report of

the Committee . . . appointed to investigate

the Economic Effect of Legislation Regulating

Women's Labour.

. . There is a general consensus of opinion that

overtime is wasteful and expensive, entailing higher

wages and fixed expenses for inferior work, and hence

its diminution tends to efficiency. Very few, indeed,

seriously desire to increase the length of the week's work,

and many by their action have shown that it is best kept

below the legal maximum. (P. 339.)

Journal of State Medicine. London, October, 1914. Occu-

pational Fatigue. Professor Sir Thomas Oliver.

University of Durham; late Medical Expert Home
Office Committee on Dangerous Trades.

It goes without saying that too long hours are a source

of fatigue. In a large factory which I recently visited

in the IJnited States, where work of a specialized charac-

ter is carried on, requiring careful and steady use of the

eyes, the manager informed me that when the firm was
unusually busy, the men had occasionally worked over-

time. When one hour was added to the day's work with-

out a break, the results, after a few days' trial, began to

dwindle, also when the men left the factory at the usual
time in the evening, went home, had a meal and returned
to the factory and did two hours' extra work, not only
after a time did production diminish, but on the following
days so many mistakes occurred, and so badly was the
work done, that in consequence of the amount of the
material spoiled and the reduction in the Avages which
this entailed, it was found not to be worth while working
overtime. The strain upon the eyes was more than the
men could bear. ... (P. 344.)
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Work and Wages: In Continuation of Earl Brassey's

'Work and Wages' and 'Foreign Work and Eng-
lish Wages.' Part III. Social Betterment.

Sidney J. Chapman, M.A., London and New York,
Longmans, Green and Co., 1914.

Let us suppose that the following table represents

at a given time the value of labour of a given kind per
week, in relation to the length of the working day, when
all the reactions, as regards, for instance, the efficiency

of labour and the provision and arrangement of other

agents, have taken place:

Value of labour
Hours per day. per week in shillings.

6 34
7 38
8 40
9 41
10 40
11 39
12 37

The fall in the value of labour, after the working day
exceeds nine hours, is due to the fact that diminished
weekly productivity more than counteracts the direct

effect of the extension of the daily time for work. The
diminished weekly productivity may be due to impaired
vitality—^physical, mental, or moral—or to some extent
to irregularity, where that is possible, as in the case
of colliers. The damage to productivity may be inflicted

directly by excessive work, or it may be indirectly conse-
quent upon it, the prime cause consisting in the use of
stimulants, or recourse to unhealthy excitement in periods
of leisure, reactions which are only to be expected when
work is very exhausting or very dull. The use of leisure
affects, of course, mental vitality, culture and character,
and it will therefore be observable as a rule that labour
which has had its hours reduced will be capable after
a time—when the use of leisure has been improved and
the improvement has produced its effects—of managing
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satisfactorily more complicated machinery; and will be
generally more responsible and trustworthy, and there-

fore less in need of continuous watching and direct-

ing. (Pp. 239-240) ...
Suppose the efficiency of labour at the time is that

associated with a customary working day of ten hours.

The product of the tenth hour would not be zero. The
ultimate effect of extending the working day beyond nine

hours is loss, in the case put above, not because the

product of the last fraction of the ninth hour is zero, but
because the product of the last fraction of the ninth hour
just equals the ultimate reduction of the product of the

other hours that would be occasioned by the lengthening

of the working day. (P. 241.)

A rough calculation for a particular industry of the
saving in hours which might be effected by the continu-
ous; running of plant will not be altogether irrelevant,

though actually any further adoption of the shift sys-

tem would usually take the form of two shifts only, the
works being closed for eight hours or so during the night,

instead of continuous running. In the industry for which
figures have been obtained, interest and depreciation
would be reckoned ordinarily at 10 per cent, on the capi-

tal—about half for each—while wages would be in the
neighbourhood of 12i/^ per cent. Now, it being assumed
provisionally that the depreciation charge varies as the
hours worked, that the rate of interest is a constant,
that the equipment of the industry remains as before
and labour tends neither to leave the industry nor to
flood into it, and that other costs of production are not
affected, we find that hours could be reduced from ten
to eight without any loss of wages, were the continuous,
running of plant substituted for the ten-hours day. Sim-
ilarly, it can be shown that two shifts of little more than
eight and a half hours each would yield the same wages,
on the assumption stated, as the ten-hours day under the
single shift system. (Pp. 248-249.)

Without a more general recourse to shift systems,
there seems to be little immediate prospect of such addi-
tional leisure for the mass of the population. (P. 251.)
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British Sessional Papers. Report of the Chief Inspec-
tor of Factories and Workshops. 1914.

Emergency Overtime.*

. . . With the outbreak of war questions immedi-
ately arose as to what amount of latitude ought to be
sanctioned. . . . Not only was there extreme pres-

sure in factories engaged in the manufacture of the ordi-

nary munitions of war, untold quantities of clothing of

all kinds were required; there was an instant demand
for camp equipment. . . . The problem at once arose,

how was the situation to be met? On the one hand un-
restricted overtime was clearly impossible; it could only
result in a serious breakdown of labour; on the other
hand the greatest possible output was required to satisfy

the country's needs. Where was the line to be drawn?
. . . The sole problem now was to determine what the

need of the different branches of industry were, what
amount of overtime could properly be worked in each,
and what scale of hours was likely to give the largest
amount of production. (P. 55.)

Woollen and Worsted Industry.

At the end of two months th-e whole situation was
reviewed, and further conferences were held both in

Yorkshire and in Scotland. There was still the same
need for overtime, but the fact that production had been
gradually falling off suggested that some reduction of
hours ought to take place. A number of firms both in
Yorkshire and in Scotland had already found it neces-
sary to reduce their hours, and the workers' representa-
tives in Yorkshire were strongly in favour of reduction.

Boots.

In many cases the periods of employment for which
sanction was sought were beyond all reason, and the
claims had evidently been put forward without proper
consideration as to what was physically possible, or as
to what the results of excessive hours might be in rela-

* Since this was written it has been found possible in some industries e. g
wool, clothing, boots, to reduce the overtime still further or even discontinue itT

'
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tion to production. At the conferences, however, it was
generally recognized that, as the work consists largely

of manual labour of a rather heavy character, little ad-

vantage is to be gained from long spells of overtime
which only result in undue fatigue. . . . After some
discussion, during which different totals of hours were
suggested for different departments, it was agreed that

a weekly total of 60 hours (exclusive of meal-times)

would meet all requirements, if this limit were accom-
panied by certain provisions allowing some elasticity in

the arrangement of the daily hours of work. (P. 57.)

The effects of continued overtime on production are
so intimately connected with those bearing on the health

of the workers that a separate analysis of this side of the
question is almost uncalled for; yet the period under re-

view has not been without its lessons. Though it has
been found impracticable to give the results statistically,

since the variations in work from week to week make
comparisons most difficult, instances have repeatedly
come to light where it has been found that production
has gradually fallen away when long spells of overtime
have been worked. Thus in the woollen trade it was found
advisable, after overtime had been worked from Mon-
day to Friday each week for nearly three months, to

knock it off on one day in the middle of the week; in

some of the largest ordnance factories where work has
been going on day and night for seven days a week, it

has been found desirable if not to abolish Sunday work,
at least to reduce it to a minimum. ' * The men get stale, '

^

it is said, ''and their tempers are upset." Again a re-

markable instance is afforded by the clothing trade.

When the pressure first arose it was noticeable that
whereas no applications for latitude were received at all

from some of the largest manufacturers, others desired
to work overtime for two hours every evening of the
week. Amongst the former were some of the most exper-
ienced in the trade, who believed they could obtain a maxi-
mum of output by working within the limits of the ordi-

nary statutory hours. The others commenced their over-
time but quickly learned that they had over-estimated
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the capacity of their workers and readily agreed to ma-
terial reduction of their orders. And so too, in other

trades, there has been noticeable a general tendency to

reduce the overtime. The whole experience of these last

months leads unquestionably to the conclusion that while

long and even excessive hours can be worked with ad-

vantage for short periods, continued overtime, if not
kept within proper limits, soon fails in its object and
ceases to aid production. (Pp. 59-60.)

The testimony of the Inspectors on the whole has
gone to show that the main resistance to excessive over-

time in the greater normal industries, comes more from
the employers' side than from any other, although there
have been marked exceptions to this rule, and the method
of approach to the problem of obtaining the best output
has varied greatly among them. It is highly satisfactory

to lead off the account of the employers' work in this

matter with the example of a crown factory where the
experience is, says Miss Squire, that any lengthening of
the day beyond 6 p. m. and a total of 8i/^ hours' work
daily exhausts the workers and is of no advantage in

increasing output. . . .

Miss Squire.—A well-known wholesale clothier em-
ploying 1,000 women on Government contracts gave it as
his well-considered opinion that the full period allowed
under the Factory Act, 8 a. m. to 8 p. m., is sufficient, and
* * any work beyond this is quite useless : it exhausts the
workers and does not pay." (P. 40.)

Miss Constance Smith.—In the month of October,
when applications for orders were general in London,
the great Bristol clothiers were for the most part carry-
ing out their contracts within the Factory Act day. Two
firms only had emergency orders, and they were not us-
ing them to the full. Where overtime was worked at all,

it was under Section 49 ; but in several instances this had
been tried and discontinued, the managers finding that
an hour and a-half's overtime after 8 p. m. on three
nights in the week had an injurious effect upon output,
as well as upon health if carried on beyond a fortnight
at the outside. In one case, where this bad effect showed
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itself at the end of the second week, the manager per-

suaded the directors to return as an experiment for a

week to normal hours; the output and quality of the

work improved so much during this week that the firm

decided to keep to normal hours altogether. It would
appear as if the question of carrying out contracts within

the Factory Act day, if not within the normal clothier's

day (some of the Bristol factories worked 9-7) were
largely one of thorough organization and complete
knowledge on the part of the managers of the rise or fall

of output in each week, in proportion to hours worked
and number of hands employed. Certain keen-sighted
managers found their disapproval of overtime strength-

ened by the results of the short time worked in the early

weeks of the war. One responsible for a factory employ-
ing over 2,000 women and girls, where the normal day
is 7-6, told me that when this day had to be reduced to 8-5

by reason of cancelled orders, he found the girls ' output
remained the same.

Miss Tuylor.—The outstanding feature was the re-

fusal of the great majority of the occupiers of the larg-

est and the better conducted factories in Leeds to enter-

tain the idea of systematic overtime beyond the ordinary
period of employment allowed by the Factory Act. Their
reasons were, I gather, two-fold. In the first place, over-
time beyond the usual limits is never financially bene-
ficial for the output decreases relatively, while the
standing charges for power, light, &c., remain the
same. . . .

Miss Vines in Glasgow found considerable divergence
of opinion among manufacturers. One member of a
large firm making military uniforms informed her that
overtime did not pay, but that as it increased his work-
ers' earnings he was obliged to continue it lest his work-
ers should leave for another factory. The manager of

a powder bag factory on the other hand found after some
weeks' experience that the pieceworkers were making
less during overtime than during the normal period of
employment. The experience of this occupier is more
than matched by that reported by several during the
short-time period e. g. (a) a cardboard box manufacturer
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who told me he had put his workers on shorter hours only

to find that their output and earnings were equal to those

on the full factory day; (b) a biscuit manufacturer, (c)

an apron manufacturer who reported a similar result to

Miss Constance Smith and Miss Squire respectively.

(P. 4L)

Berichte Uber die FabriJcinspektion. 1884: 1885. [Re-
ports of the {Swiss) Factory Inspectors, 1884-

1885.] Aarau, Sauerldnder, 1886.

The argument that hours of work, if prolonged beyond
a certain point, result in increased production has been
disproved by the experience of a factory where ... to

avoid over-production the hours were reduced to one-half
the usual number during the summer. According to cal-

culations the output should have been reduced by 50 per
cent. ; actually it only fell 10 per cent. True that in this

factory hand work played an important part: yet does
not this result prove that workmen, overstrained by ex-

cessive toil and worn by fatigue in excess of their strength
undergo a deterioration of their productive facilities?

In proportion as fatigue enfeebles in them that master
faculty—application—they come in fact to produce less

and less in lie same extent of time. (P. 65.)

Berichte der eidg. Fahrik- und Bergwerkinspektoren
iiber ihre Amtstdtigkeit in den Jahren 1898-1899.

[Reports of the (Swiss) Factory and Mine Inspec-
tors for 1898-1899.] Aarau, Sauerldnder, 1900.

The upholders of a shorter maximum working day all

energetically oppose the frequent and widespread legal

exemptions for overtime, and in this campaign they are
often supported by employers who have come to regard
overtime as unprofitable and who therefore do not use it.

(P. 57.)
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Archiv fur Soziale Gesetzgebung und Statistik. Bd.
VIII. 1895. Zur Verkurzung der Arheitszeit in

der Mechanischen Textilindustrie. [The Reduc-
tion of Working Hours in the Mechanical Textile

Industry.] Rudolf Martin, Referendar in the

Statistical Office of the Kingdom of Saxony.

The mechanical textile industries of Germany suffered

greatly after 1830, because, protected by a high tariff

but with no protective labor laws she sought her economic
salvation through long hours of work and low wages—^in

a word, through defective conditions of labor. Depend-
ing on her long hours and low wages she neglected to

improve her technic, whilst England, with a ten-hour

day for women and children established as far back as

1850, and higher wages . . . made vast strides.

. . . The melancholy result was that the history of

cotton mills ... in the 70 's was a history of bank-
ruptcy. (P. 261.)

Gesammelte Ahhandlungen. Bd. III. {^Complete Works.
Vol. III.] Die Volkswirthschaftliche Bedeutung
der Verkiirzu/ng des Industriellen Arheitstages.
[The Economic Significance of a Shorter Working
Day.] Ernst Abbe. Paper read at the meeting
of the Economic Society at Jena in 1901. Jena,
Fischer, 1906.

The more clearsighted of our overseers had often said
that, when there was great pressure of work and over-
time was necessary—perhaps rising from 9 to 10 hours
daily, the results were only satisfactory for a short time
—perhaps 14 days, not longer. After that a correspond-
ing rate of output was not obtainable even though there
was a 25 per cent, increase in the rate of wages. The
men got listless and surly and things did not go well.

I had doubted this, and made an experiment to test

it. . . . The men were anxious to please me, and
had promised to work overtime . . . being glad of
the extra income before Christmas. . . . After one
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week the extra output began to fall, and by the third and
fourth week it had practically fallen to nothing.

It is therefore impossible, even with good will and
self-stimulation to increase output over and above the

regular day's work, except for a short time.

I am glad to see that this is corroborated by the fac-

tory inspector of Brandenburg in 1900. In his report
we find the testimony of a factory owner, who had found
that it was only worth while to work overtime when work
pressed, for about 14 days. After that the working ca-

pacity flagged. Fourteen days was our limit also, as we
found.

From all this I estimate the importance of good will

and initiative as follows: Workmen are incapable of

maintaining increased productivity during a lengthened
working day, beyond a certain short time; and likewise,

the individual's ill will alone does not cause a lessened
output under shorter hours. (P. 220.)

The English examples of work under trades unionism
have shown that even when the men felt an interest in

doing less work in a given time, from the viewpoint of

making more work for the unemployed, their efficiency

and output under reduced hours were nevertheless the
same. I therefore regard it as settled, that no motive
is necessary, no will power, no driving of self interest

is needed, to bring about this adjustment of rapidity of
work to the shortened working hours, but that it is auto-

matic and would occur even if the workers were dis-

contented. (P. 221.)

Jahresberichte der Gewerhe-AufsicMsheamten und Berg-
Itehorden fur das Jahr 1903. Bd. III. [AnrmaX
Reports of the {German) Factory and Mine In-

spectors for 1903. Vol. III.] Berlin, Decker,
1904.

Mecklenburg Schwerin.
Abnormally long hours of work are gradually disap-

pearing, partly by the influence of the trade unions and
their demands for a shorter day, partly because of the
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legal restrictions, but also because employers are gen-
erally beginning to realize their' ineffectiveness. (P. 7-^.)

Jahresherichte der Gewerhe-AufsicJitsbeamten und Berg-
behorden fur das Jahr 1904. [Reports of the {Ger-
man) Factory and Mine Inspectors for 1904. Vol.

III.] Berlin, Decker, 1905.

Alsace Lorraine.
The abandonment of extremely long hours in Lor-

raine is due less to the efforts of the unions than to

the effect of legislation. It is due most of all to the

steady if slow increase of insight among employers, that

a permanently long working day is useless. . . . Only
force of habit and the stupidity of some employers—also

of some workers—explain the persistence of long hours
in the face of all the favorable testimony for the shorter

day. (P. 26-62.)

Jahresherichte der Gewerbe-Aufsichtsbeamten im Konig-
reich Wilrttemherg fur das Jahr 1905. [Reports

of the Factory Inspectors in the Kingdom of
Wiirttemberg, 1905.] Stuttgart, Lvndemann, 1906.

Employers agree that overtime work is, essentially, ir-

rational, because as a rule wages for overtime are higher,

while the productivity of the worker retrogrades with
longer hours. (P. 53.)

Revue Internationale de Sociologie, November-December,
1895. Le Travail Humain et ses Lois. [The Laws
of Human Work.] Francesco S. Nitti, University

of Naples. Paris, Giard et Briere, 1895.

The workman who persists in working despite his

fatigue not only makes a greater organic effort with
more trouble but produces an inferior mechanical result.

(P. 1029.)

. . . These facts explain how it is that people sub-

jected to long hours of work finally produce inferior out-
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put; and they explain, too, what seems at first an eco-
nomic paradox, that the whole cost of industry is ordi-
narily less in countries where the hours of work are short
than in those where they are long. (P. 1029. j

One of the most intelligent oi the Swiss factory in-

spectors said long ago on this point, ''Germany and
France, apparently will not reduce their hours of work;
Austria has an animated opposition going on to reduc-
tion of hours ; Italy retains night work. Their workmen
will become less and less capable of productive labor
whilst ours will advance and then we shall see once more
what we have seen several times before, namely, that we
shall excel our neighbors." (P. 1029.)

Bulletin de l'Inspection du Travail. Ministere du Com-
merce, de rIndustrie, des Postes et des Tele-

graphes. Fasc. 5 and 6. Travaux originaux des
Inspecteurs. [Original Contributions by the In-

spectors.'] Etude sur VInfluence de la Reduction
de la Journee de Travail sur le Rendement In-
dustriel. [The effect of Shorter Hours on Pro-
duction.'] M. Grillet, Inspector at Rennes. Paris,

1892.

The most striking and happy results of the reduc-
tion of hours effected within the last four years (brought
about in two steps: first to lOi/^, then to 10 hours) has
been, that many employers are more ready to agree to

the principle of limiting the adult worker's hours of

labor; that the general and uniform application of a
shorter day has been facilitated, and that upright and
reliable employers are able to affirm that this reduction
of 1/22 in the length of hours has not brought about any
sensible loss of output. (P. 425.)

One thing is certain : in proportion as the daily dura-
tion of working hours is prolonged, the production per
hour decreases. What does the employer want of his

^v^orkmen? Hours of work, not hours of presence. What
does he need? To secure the best possible use of his

workman's strength. Now, to attain that, it is essential
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that the worker should have rest periods sufficiently long-

to completely repair his vitality. (P. 426.)
M. Riviere in a report to the International Congress

for Labor Legislation in Paris, July, 1900, set forth in

masterly fashion the disadvantages of long hours of
work from the industrial, not the sentimental point of
view. We have reached the same conclusions by a differ-

ent route.

Now, if workmen are employed steadily eight hour^
a day for a certain time, say two months, then nine hour*
for an equal period and then in succession for 10, 11, 12,

13, 14 hours, it can be shown that the production per
hour is at first nearly the same (in 6, 7, 8 or 9 hours of
work) and that, consequently, the daily output is directly

proportioned to the length of the working day. After
that, in proportion as length of working time increases,
production per hour decreases and as a result, daily out-

put does not keep pace with daily hours of work. (P.

426.)

It can be stated positively that the workman's daily

output diminishes progressively, starting with such a
period as we have just mentioned, and becomes station-

ary after from 8 to 15 days have elapsed. It is natural
that it should be so. Taking one single day, after a cer-

tain number of hours have elapsed fatigue comes on
(later, if the workman is fit; sooner if he is already
fagged by previous work) and his productive capacity
sinks. The hourly output decreases toward the end of
the day while at the same time duration of work is pro-
longed. Then, when the workman resumes his work on
the following day, his fatigue of the day before has not
all disappeared. His daily output, is then, a little less

every day than it was the day before, working hours be-

ing the same, until finally at the end of a certain period,

an equilibrium is arrived at.

It is evident that the contrary will be true if hours of
work are reduced. The output per hour will rise until,

again, an equilibrium is established.

The result is, that when the employer increases work-
ing hours considerably, and for a considerable length of
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time, the final hours of every day bring him a certain

loss, varying in different industries.

The personal interest of the employer, then, is, not
to overpass the '^maximum day," that duration of time
during which the worker's productivity is at its best. (P.

426.)

Our observations enable us to say positively : If it is

not carried beyond a certain limit of hours, eight, or nine,

•or ten a day according to the industry, reduction of

working hours has not only not caused any sensible

diminution in output, but instead, has resulted in an
often notable improvement in the quality of the product.
(P. 428.)

These results have not only been demonstrated in

liand work, where the workman's share in production is

direct but also in machine work, where the workman's
part is primarily to supervise the machine. For then,

by reason of the shorter sojourn in the factory the work-
man is more alert, more ready; he loses less time; feeds
his machine more rapidly, and this quite unconsciously,
just because he feels more able. (P. 428.)

M. Benedict B—having successfully tried the 12, then
the 11, 10, and finally the 8-hour day in his factories,

definitely established the 8-hour day because it assured
him not only the best hourly output but also the best daily
output. . . . Naturally (he told us) one of his women
could produce more in 9 or 10 hours, but only tempo-
rarily. According to his opinion, every industry has its

maximum day which ought not to be overpassed and
. . . in his, this maximum is eight hours. If a rush
of work comes, he requires his workwomen to work for
nine hours, and the output keeps up if two conditions are
observed: 1. that supervision is good; 2. that overwork
does not last for a long stretch of time. (P. 434.)

M. Moussard, carriage maker, said:

In our shop the men do as much in 10 hours as former-
ly in 12, because, with 12 hours they became fatigued and
worked without energy. In 10 hours they work steadily.

(P. 435.)
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Royaume de Belgique, Conseil Superieur du Travail, 9e
Session, 1907. [Belgian Higher Council of Labor,
Ninth Session, 1907.] Reglementation de la Duree
du Travail des Adultes. [Regulation of Hours of
Work for Adults.] Discussion.

M. G. Helleputte

:

It has been established by figures which it is impos-
sible to disregard that what is lost in time is regained
in work-intensiveness, and this is not surprising. It is

impossible that product should be proportioned to the
number of hours, for the work of a fatigued organism
is not as effective as that of a fresh and able organism.
We have but to recall our own experiences to see this.

If one could trace from hour to hour the curve of ef-

fectiveness of the workman, one would very probably
find that it rose in the morning, rapidly attained a maxi-
mum, and fell toward evening to a point which descended
as the working day increased.in length.

Cut off the last hour experimentally and you do not
reduce, proportionally, the output of a given workman;
cut it off permanently and the workman, thanks to the

longer rest, becomes more alert and vigorous. His curve
of work will be enlarged. It is understood, of course,

that this reduction is not carried to extremes. (P. 13.)
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C. RELATION TO WAGES.

Statistical evidence tends to show that wages are not

decreased by the reduction of hours. In sonie cases there

may be temporary decrease for a short time, before in-

dustry adjusts itself to a change in hours, but after a

short period the gain in the workers' efficiency from

shorter hours and their consequent increase in output

tends to balance completely the curtailment of their work-

ing time. Wages are almost universally higher in indus-

tries in which the short workday has been established than

they are in wholly unregulated trades.

Moreover, even when the shorter day has resulted in

a slight temporary decrease in wages, the majority of

workers have willingly suffered the reduction, in order

to gain the increased health and leisure consequent upon

shorter hours of labor.

United States Bureau of Labor Statistics Monthly Re-
view. Volume II, No. 2. February, 1916.

Eeduction of Hours of Labor in the Machine Trades.

A movement for the reduction of hours of labor, nota-

ble for its rapid progress, has taken place in the machine
trades since late in the summer of 1915. It has chiefly

affected the firms having contracts for making war muni-
tions, though not exclusively restricted to such establish--

ments. The demands for reduced hours have usually

come from machinists, although other occupations have
joined, and in most establishments all employees have re-

ceived the benefits in the reduction of hours which have
been granted to machinists. Eeduced hours of labor have
in practically all cases been effected with no reduction in

weekly wage, and in many cases with increased wages.
(P. 37.)
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Report of the Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of

Labor. 1871.

I have worked what is called ten hours a day, and the

ten-hour system always has a good influence on the work-
people. We don't lose one-eleventh of the pay—every-

body knows that. I didn't lose a single cent, because I

didn't get so much exhausted. (P. 498.)

To prove the soundness of the ten-hour claim, the

operatives instance the reduction in the past, from sixteen

to fourteen, to thirteen and to twelve, and from twelve to

eleven hours. They also point to the twenty-one years'
experience in Great Britain, where the reduction was
made in 1850 from twelve to ten, a reduction of one-sixth

of the working day. (Pp. 557-558.)

Report of the Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of
Labor. 1881.

It is apparent . . . that wages here rule as high if not
higher than in the States where the mills run longer time
{i. e., than ten hours a day). (P. 457.)

Still another case is that of a carpet mill employing
about seventeen hundred persons. Twenty-five years ago
the hours were reduced directly from twelve to ten. . . .

The establishment has been run by the same manage-
ment from then till now, without a break and with great
success ; and yet the average pay in it is higher than in

any other mill, with possibly one or two exceptions, which
we found. (P. 460.)

The Willimantic Linen Company of Connecticut ran
its mills eleven hours per day till about two years ago,
when it was determined as an experiment to run ten hours.
. . . Wages have remained intact so far as the hours of
labor are concerned. (P. 461.)

... It was quite generally conceded (by manufactur-
ers) that even if, at first, there was a reduction of wages,
yet by a year's time (only one person said more) the
market would have readjusted itself, and the wages for
ten hours would have become the same as they were be-

fore for eleven. A half-owner of six mills stated the case
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thus: '*If all the mills would run but ten hours, there

would be a diminution in the product of perhaps five per
cent. That slight diminution would after a while so

empty the market that prices would rise much more than
five per cent., and so we could pay the same prices for ten

as now for eleven hours' work, and then make more
money than we are now making." And the principle

involved in this statement was very generally conceded
by manufacturers. . . . That is, a large portion of the
manufacturers have come to see, what is undoubtedly
true, that the width of the margin between cost and price,

and so the possible amount of wages which can be paid^

are not so much determined by the volume of the product
alone, as by the relation between the amount produced
and the amount consumed. (Pp. 462-463.)

Within a year's time the market would adjust itself

entirely to the shorter day, the operatives would have as
good a living with ten, as now with eleven, eleven and
a half, and twelve hours. (P. 464.)

Nearly all of the operatives who can bear a cut-down,
and live, that is, those above five or six dollars a week^
would prefer to take a pro rata loss of wage, if necessary,

to get ten hours. Ten hours anyway, and run the risk of
less pay—this is the general position. The piece hands
would spur themselves to more close attention to their

work. Every one in the mill would expect and help main-
tain a more thorough discipline. To gain an hour a day,

an hour and a half, and in the case of many hundreds two
hours a day, year in and year out, what exertions would
they not put forth? and whatever of the product of the
time over ten hours they could not make up if the market
^went against them, so that the mill could not pay the full

amount of the old wage, that small reduction they would
rather submit to, than to work more than ten hours, for,

as one of them most aptly said, '4f we didn't have it in
our pockets, we'd have it in our bones." (P. 465.)
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A Documentary History of American Industrial Society.
Edited by John R. Commons, Ulrich B. Phillips,
Eugene A. Gilmore, Helen L. Sumner and John
B. Andrews. Vol. VIII. Labor Movement.
Cleveland, The Arthur H. Clark Company, 1910.

Nile's Register, Sept. 26, 1840, p. 59. Letter from
President Martin Van Buren to certain political

inquirers.

The ten-hour system, originally devised by the

mechanics and laborers themselves, has by my direction

been adopted, and uniformly carried out at all public

establishments, and . . . this mitigation of labor has
been accompanied by no corresponding reduction of

wages. I also caused it to be distinctly intimated in the

month of March last, to the officers of such of these estab-

lishments as might contemplate a reduction of wages,
that in my opinion the present peculiarly uncertain state

of things, which it is believed results from circumstances
that cannot be permanent in their operation, does not
present a just and proper basis for a reduction of wages.
(P. 85.)

Massachusetts House Documents No. 153. 1850. Mi-
nority Report of the Special Committee Re Limita-
tion of Hours of Work.

Already, even with the powerful example of the cor-

porations against them, in many places the mechanics
and laboring people, in various trades and employments
which are carried on by individual enterprise, have es-

tablished by mutual arrangement with their employers
the ''ten hour system" of labor. In the city of Boston,
in many branches of industry, laborers work but ten*

hours a day. By this arrangement they have secured to

themselves more time for relaxation and mental improve-
ment, and without a consequent reduction of wages.
They receive on an average as high, and in some cases

higher daily wages, than those who work more hours.

In these cases of reduction of the hours of labor, the

inexorable law of supply and demand, as fixing the rate

of wages, has been vindicated ; for the reduction of the
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hours of labor did not reduce its daily wages, but in some
cases, a reduction of the hours was followed by an in-

crease of wages. (P. 26.)

The Industrial Situation and the Question of Wages.
Jacob Schoenhof. New York. Putnam's, 1885.

Hand in hand with increasing earnings has gone a cor-

responding reduction in the hours of labor. It is a very
reassuring fact that the working hours are shortest to-

day in countries where wages and productiveness are
highest. While the week in England averages 54 to 56
hours, Germany's and France's week still averages 72
hours, with many industries at 78 hours. Switzerland has
sometime ago adopted a normal working day of 11 hours.
The report of the Factory Inspectors for 1882 and 1883
finds much to say on the improvement the act has worked
in the condition of the working people. As with all inno-
vations of this kind, of course, many manufacturers ex-

press disparaging opinions, while a great many more
make favorable comment on the results achieved thereby.

Massachusetts has fixed 60 hours by statute without hav-
ing experienced any incursion by competing neighboring
States, which still adhere to longer hours. It has been the

common experience, wherever tried, that shorter hours
enable the workman to put more energy into his

work. . . .

In the United States the extent of the working day in

cotton-mills is quoted by Mr. Atkinson as having been 13

hours in 1840; this was by degrees reduced to 11 hours,

and since 1883 to 10 hours in Massachusetts, with other

States beginning to move in the same direction, the State

of Rhode Island having adopted a 10-hour day within a
month of this writing. (Pp. 127-28.

)

Report of the New Jersey Bureau of Statistics of Labor
and Industry. 1886.

The Factory Acts were believed to be the death-blow

to English manufacturers, and they have made labor

more efficient, more intelligent, more decent, and more
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continuous without trenching on profits. (P. 231, foot-

note.)

In 1851 and 1852 those who advocated that ten hours
should be a legal day's work were denounced as dema-
gogues, and the ten-hour plan as a humbug which could
only tend to reduce the wages proportionately, while all

kinds of evil results were sure to follow its application,

especially to agricultural labor. But we have seen ten
hours become the rule ; wages have not fallen, and many
of those who prophesied disaster are now as loud in their

praises of its beneficence as the friends of the change.
(P. 232.)

Report of the New York Factory Inspectors. 1894.

This material reduction (from 10 to 15 per cent, in

many industries) in the working time was not accom-
panied by any reduction in the pay of those interested.

(Pp. 31-32.)

Report of New York Bureau of Labor Statistics. 1900.

In all those departments of the factory in which wages
are paid by piece-work—and these constitute probably
not less than four-fifths of the whole, the proportion to

fixed daily wages being daily on the increase—it has been
found that the quantity produced in ten and one-half

hours falls little short of that formerly obtained from
twelve hours. In some cases it is said to be equal. This
is accounted for partly by the increased stimulus given to

ingenuity to make the machines more perfect and capable
of increased speed, but it arises far more from the work-
people by improved health, by absence of that weariness
and exhaustion which the long hours occasioned, and by
their increased cheerfulness and activity, being enabled
to work more steadily and diligently and to economize
time, intervals of rest while at their work being now less

necessary. (Pp. 49-50.)
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The Arena. Vol. XXIV. 1900. New York, Alliance,

1900. The Eight-Hour Day by Legislation. Edwin
Maxey, Southern Normal University, Tenn.

According to the best authorities wages are more
likely to be raised than lowered, though it is possible they
may remain stationary. . . . New York State witnessed,

in 1887, 2,256 strikes for shorter hours, and in every one
of the trades where a reduction of hours was obtained a
positive increase in wages is also reported. In 1860, six

years after the enactment of the ten-hour law in Massa-
chusetts, as a result of an argument made before the legis-

lative committee by Edward Atkinson, who had always
been an active opponent of the law on the ground that its

operation was injurious to the working man (as they had
to work for one-eleventh less than similar laborers in

other States), the legislators ordered the Labor Bureau
to investigate the hours of labor and wages paid in Massa-
chusetts, the other New England States, and New York.
This was done, and the result was as follows

:

In Maine, average hours 66 1/8 ; average wages per week, $7.04

In New Hampshire * * 66 1/7 ; average wages per week, 7.44

In Connecticut '
' 66 1/4 ; average wages per week, 7.81

In Rhode Island '
' 66 ; average wages per week. 8.01

In New York '
' 65 1/4 ; average wages per week, 7.57

In Massachusetts *
* 60 ; average wages per week, 8.32

The result of this investigation—proving as it did that

the average wage in Massachusetts was 65 cents more
for 51/2 hours less per week than the average in Maine,
New Hampshire, Connecticut, Rhode Island, and New
York—was far more eloquent than any words Mr. Atkin-
son could utter. (Pp. 236-237.)

United States Congress. House Report No. 1793. Hours
of Laborers on Public Works of the United States.

Report from the Committee on Labor. 57th Con-
gress. 1st Session. 1901-1902.

Economists who advocate the eight-hour day contend,
with great plausibility, that the shorter day results in an
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increase of wages without an increase of price, as greater

consumption enlarges production, and the larger the scale

of production the cheaper the given article is produced;
that the laborer, when he has the leisure resulting from
the shorter hours, has new aspirations, ambitions, and
greater personal self-respect, and, as before stated, wants
a better house, better furniture, better clothes, better

food, and becomes a great deal better consumer ; that the

scale of wages is controlled by the wants of the laborer

in any given state of society rather than by the "iron
law of wages"; that modern men cease to work under
normal conditions if the proceeds of their labor do not
satisfy their normal wants; that therefore the social

status of the laborer controls the law of wages to as great
an extent as the law of wages controls the status of the

laborer. (P. 9.)

Report of the United States Industrial Commission.
Final Report. Vol. XIX. 1902.

Furthermore, a reduction of hours is not accompan-
ied by a permanent reduction in the daily rates of pay.
Doubtless it is good policy for labor organizations, in de-

manding a reduction of hours, to concede a temporary
reduction in the rate of pay per day, which might be
.consistent with an increase in the rate per hour. The
i^ranite cutters adopted this plan, and when their hours
were reduced from 10 to 9 they accepted a drop of 25
cents a day in wages. One year later they regained the
wages of the 10-hour day, again they dropped 25 cents
in order to get the 8 hour day, and in another year they
regained the 25 cents. A reduction of hours is the most
substantial and permanent gain which labor can secure.

(P. 773.)

Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Labor, No. 80.

January, 1909. Woman and Child Wage-Earners
in Great Britain. Victor S. Clark, Ph.D.

It is no longer argued by people familiar with indus-

trial history that shorter hours necessarily mean lower
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wages. But this argument was used extensively when
the earlier British acts were passed. Here again, as in
case of the shortening of hours, it is difficult to separate
the effect of state regulation from the effect of other
causes, but the upward tendency of the wages of women
ajid children during the past century is a matter of statis-

tical verification. The following table gives the most
authoritative statement of the increase of the wages of
women since 1820. The table shows the average relative

wages of all women wage-earners, by decades, as stated
in percentages of the average wage during the ten years
ending with 1900. To show that there was more than a
normal increase in women's wages, as compared with the
wages of unregulated men's labor, the relative wages of
workers of both sexes combined, using the decade ending
with 1900 as the base, is given in a parallel column.

Eelative Wages in the United Kingdom, 1820 to 1900.

Relative Wages of
Women Employees of

Decade Ending Employees Both Sexes

1830 58 65
1840 56 60
1850 58 60
1860 62 65
1870 75 75
1880 93 95
1890 95 90
1900 100 100

Between 1830 and 1850 women's wages may have de-

clined less than those of men because they were already
near the subsistence level. An English authority, to

whom these statistics are due, says: ** Factory legisla-

tion has not lowered wages, but has been accompanied by
a decided and progressive increase." It is not to be
understood that factory laws are given as the cause of

this increase, but they may have contributed to it by
improving the efficiency of workers.
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The wages of women in industries regulated by the
factory acts are generally better than those in unregu-
lated industries. Among the best-paid women factory
workers of England are the cotton operatives of Lan-
cashire. This condition, however, is probably less an
effect of the law than of the fact that the law happens
to apply to a better grade of workers. (Pp. 53-54.)

Trades may be mentioned, like some kinds of dec-
orating and polishing, where neither machinery nor labor
unions have influenced conditions, in which wages have
risen as working hours grew fewer. But workers in these
trades were benefited by the rising standard of living of
their fellow-workers in other industries, and their rate
of compensation was affected by the competition for labor
caused by high wages in other occupations.

The statistics available indicate that the enactment of
the successive laws shortening the hours of labor did not,

in the particular industries affected, interrupt the pro-
gressive improvement of wages that has marked the last

century. (P. 55.)

Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Number 118. April, 1913.

Ten-Hour Maximum Working-Day for Women and
Young Persons.

Since 1895 wages have increased by nearly 24 per
cent. When we remember that it is precisely during the

last 15 years that American industrial activity has in-

creased to the greatest extent, we are bound to acknowl-

edge the importance of these figures. It is now a well-

known fact that the adoption of a 10-hour or a 9-hour day
has not affected the amount or value of the output even

in the case of establishments where machinery is pre-

dominately used.

The necessity of diminishing the hours of labor is still

more apparent in the case of establishments where

workers who are subject to increasing pressure of work
are unable to transfer some of the pressure to a machine.

For instance, when thft Norwegian Factory Act of 1909

i
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was under discussion, the director of the Norwegian State
workshops declared that approximately the same amount
of work was done in 53 hours per week as was formerly-
done in 60 hours. It was reported that in other industries
in which the work is done at piece rates, the difference in
the wages earned by persons working 8 and 10 hours daily
was almost inappreciable. (P. 47.)

Annual Report of the Secretary of Internal Affairs of
Pennsylvania. Part III. Report of the Bureau
of Industrial Statistics. 1913-1914. The Henry
Ford Plan.

This co-operative relation has enabled the Ford
establishment to increase the average wage of its 15,000
employes from 29 cents per hour to 61 cents per hour,
with prospects of still greater increase after the more
perfect mobilization of its immense forces. The in-

crease of wages was attended by reduction in the hours
of labor per day, to permit the working of three shifts

of eight hours each, if necessary. Nevertheless, the
daily Ford earnings are still more than those of a ten
hour day in many establishments, under the old system.
These conditions are due largely to very superior organi-

zation and the extraordinary efficiency attained by the

men whose co-operative spirit is well-nigh invincible.

This is all the more surprising when we are told that these
working people were not employed because of their ex-

ceptional skill or experience, but were mainly and simply
ordinary workmen, with various grades of intelligence,

and more than one-half are foreigners, drawn from about
fifty nationalities. (P. 57.)

The appeal to worth and manhood was squarely made
and the result'has usually been a new man, living among
new environments with a strong inclination for all the

privileges of American citizenship. There has been a
marked increase of naturalizations and extraordinary
improvement in the habits, living conditions, health, men-
tality and morals of the working people. . . .

The Ford plan has made it possible to increase the
production efficiency by at least 20 per cent. (P. 59.)
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Principles of Labor Legislation. John E. Commons.
University of Wisconsin. Former Member Wis-
consin Industrial Commission. John B. Andrews,
Secretary of the American Association for Labor
Legislation. Harper S Brothers. New York and
London. 1916.

This increase of output through increased efficiency

probably largely explains why wages have seldom fallen,

but have frequently even risen after a reduction of hours,
and why the industries in which wages are highest are
often those in which hours are shortest. Practical experi-
ence, therefore, gives weight to the old eight-hour league
slogan

:

Whether you work by the piece or the day,
Decreasing the hours increases the pay.

(P. 203.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. X. 1840. First Report
from Select Committee on the Act for the Regula-
tion of Mills and Factories.

Witness, L. Horner, Inspector of Factories

:

1616.—You are aware that the persons working in fac-

tories have for a succession of years petitioned Parlia-
ment for a reduction of the hours of labour in factories

to 10; are you also aware that in all the petitions they
have ever sent they have never expressed any opinion
whatever as to what the wages would be, but they have
constantly complained of the hardship they had to endure
by being worked longer than their physical powers
afforded them means of doing compatibly with their

health, and that they have been willing to make the ex-

periment of limiting it to 10 instead of 12, provided an
Act was passed for that purpose regardless of the conse-

quences that might befall them in the rate of wages'?—

I

am strongly impressed with the belief that the workers
who have come forward in that way, have done so under
a conviction that there would be no reduction in wages
eventually, although it might take place at first, but that
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they would get in a short time as much for 10 hours*
labour as they at present get for 12 hours' labour. (P.
121.)

A Few Words on the Ten Hours Factory Question,
Edmund E. Labkin, M. A. London, Richardson,
1846.

It is consolatory and encouraging to find that so far
as experience can be a guide to us in determining this

important question, it goes to prove that the diminution
of profits and wages would not be so great under a system
of shortened time, as to deter us from making trial of this

great social experiment. . . . The trial has been made,
not indeed of reduction to Ten, but to Eleven hours of
work ; and the result has been not merely so slight a dimi-
nution of produce as to justify a further experiment, but
no diminution whatever thereof, nor, consequently, of the
wages of the producers. (Pp. 21-22.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXII. 1849. Reports
of Inspectors of Factories for Half-year ending
30th April, 1849.

Referring more particularly to the Cotton district, it

may be premised that, shortly before the passing of the
Ten Hours Act, a general reduction in the rate of wages,
to the extent of 10 per cent., was adopted by the masters,
and submitted to by the work people ; but this did not pro-
duce, even at that critical moment, any remonstrances on
the part of the work people against the law, which was
then impending over them, for further limiting their

hours of work, whence it may be inferred that they had
calculated not only what would be its effects upon their

earnings in the factories, but also how it would affect

their condition in other particulars. . . .

From the inquiries which I have made, I find it indeed,
to be generally represented that, notwithstanding this re-

duction in the rate of wages and the abridgment of the
hours of work, the Ten Hours Act has not effected any
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diminution in the earnings of the work people which is

not practically counterbalanced by some equivalent ad-

vantages which they gain from the shortening of the work-
ing day. In the first place, it would seem that the diminu-

tion in the amount of net wages, actually received in cash

at the end of the week or fortnight, is by no means pro-

portioned to the reduction in the number of the hours of

labour; for it is stated that the ''two last" hours of the

12 were not those in which the greatest energy, activity,

and vigilance were available ; that, by shortening the day,

the hands are now enabled, in 10 hours, to do more work,
and do it better, than they could in the first 10 hours of

a longer working day; that by improvements in the con-

struction as well as by accelerating the speed of the ma-
chinery, a greater amount of work is turned off in the

same time than before, that, in fact, they get through their

work with more hearty good-will, with greater care and at-

tention, and in better spirits, and that, by turning their

work better out of hand, their earnings are not diminished
by so many abatements, stoppages, and fines for negli-

gence and for bad or damaged work, as used to curtail

their receipts under the system of longer hours. . . .

(Pp. 19-20.)

Ibid. Appendix. Evidence of the Opinions of Persons
Employed in Factories, Respecting the Ten Hours
Act, Collected in September, October, and Novem-
ber, 1848.

Cotton Mill A. No. 2, Manager, and No. 3, Bookkeeper,
spoken together : . . . added, that the spinners are mak-
ing nearly as much (in 10 hours) as they did when work-
ing 12 hours, partly by a little increased speed, partly by
some improvements in the machinery, but chiefly by
greater attention and economy of time ; that by shorten-
ing the hours they are able to keep up their exertions.

(P. 27.)

Nos. 29, 30, 31, 32. Adult males. Mule spinners. All
said they would much rather work 10 hours with less

wages than go back to 12 with higher. ''No one who has
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felt the good of the 10 hours would willingly go back to

12. '
' They said that they have better appetites and better

health. (P. 28.)

Cotton Mill F. No. 16. Manager. . . . Many of the

hands in this mill make nearly as much as they used to

do ; there has been no alteration in the speed of the ma-
chinery, ' 'but they stick closer to their work. " (P. 27.)

Nos. 75 and 76. Adult males. Weavers. Say, that

there is not so much difference in the amount of work they

can turn off, so that their wages have not been much less

than when they worked 12 hours ; they make it up by in-

creased exertion, and they do not find themselves so much
fatigued by thus working more closely as they were by
the long day's work. (P. 29.)

Cotton Mill W. No. 89. Owner. Afterwards added
since the 10 hour restriction began, they have paid the

overlookers by piecework instead of fixed wages as

formerly, and they are making nearly as much in the 10

as they did in 12. That by their greater vigilance in look-

ing after the workers the produce has been increased. (P.

30.)

Cotton Mill E. No. 14. Mill-owner. Extract from
letter to Mr. Horner, dated 18th October, 1848

:

. . . My weavers do not suffer in their wages to
the extent of reduction in the working hours. I pay more
money now than I formerly did in proportion to the time
worked. I account for this by unusual exertion on the
part of the work people, coupled with greater strength for
the work, from having more time to recruit themselves.
(P. 37.)

No. 143. Overlooker of the card room. . . . He was
not averse to the reduction either in time or wages, and
remarked that 'Howards the close of the 12 hours' day^
he could not do his duty satisfactorily, as the hands were
too much jaded to attend to their work, and many of them
fast asleep." He added, ''that there is not half the num-
ber off sick since the 10 hours have been worked, that
the hands work more cheerfully, and that there is less
trouble in keeping them up to it." He had never heard
one express a wish to return to longer hours. For his
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own part, he declared, that although he now has less

money to spend, there is much greater happiness in his

family. (P. 72.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXXIV. 1860. Reports
of Inspectors of Factories for half-year ending 31st

Oct., 1859.

Two other arguments formerly in great repute with
the opponents of any Factory Bill these Acts have en-

tirely refuted ; the one the certain reduction of wages con-

current with the reduction of the working hours; the
other, the ''pro-rata" limit which the same reduction of
hours would place upon the textile production of the coun-
try to the disparagement of our commerce. In no branch
of textile labor are wages reduced since 1833, but there is

an average increase of 12 per cent, and in one instance of
40 per cent. I do not mean to say that whole branches of
manual labor have not ceased, nor to deny that machin-
ery has replaced it here and there, but if it has other
branches of industry have supervened. (P. 53.)

The Eight Hours Movement. Tom Mann. London,
William Reeves, 1889.

Employers and employes alike continue to use argu-
ments about the effect of shorter hours and higher wages,
which have, again and again, been confuted by the ex-

perience of our own and other countries. It is said, now,
that the Eight Hours Bill would raise the price of labour,

and, consequently, the cost of production, to such an
extent that the trade of the country will be destroyed, and
masters, as well as men, be involved in one common ruin.

Exactly the same cry was raised by the opponents of the

Ten Hours Bill and of the Nine Hours Movement. Yet in

those cases, it is certain that not only have the operatives

reaped considerable benefit in the shape of shorter hours
and higher wages, but also that the cost of production

has enormously decreased, and that the manufacturers,

nevertheless, have obtained a larger aggregate profit than
before, though their proportion of the greater output may
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have diminished. Improved methods of production have
so increased the output, that the employers can pay a
higher wage for fewer hours work, sell the articles
cheaper, and still obtain a larger income for themselves.
There is no reason to doubt that similar results will follow
a further reduction of hours, and increased demand for
commodities owing to a greater purchasing power among
the workers. (P. 6.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXXIV. 1892. Royal
Commission on Labour. Precis of Evidence^
Group A. Vol. I.

Testimony of Mr. W. H. Lambton, Sec'y of the "Dur-
ham County Colliery Enginemen's Mutual Aid Ass'n**
and Sec'y of the ** National Federation of Colliery En-
gineers. *

'

One-third of the men work eight hours ; when this was
granted no reduction of wages followed, but the men
refused an offer of SSy^ per cent, advance rather than
work again twelve hours. (P. 11.)

Testimony of Mr. Enoch Eees, Agent for the Anthra-
cite Miners' Ass'n.

When the system of working nine hours a day was
adopted many of the men thought that the change would
diminish their earnings; but, as a matter of fact, they
have since obtained better wages, and are more active^

healthy and intelligent than when they toiled long hours
under ground. Since the change their work has been
observed to be more methodical. (P. 26.)

A Shorter Working Day. E. A. Hadfield, of EadfieWs
Steel Foundry Co., Sheffield, and H. de B. Gibbins,

M. A. London, Methuen S Co., 1892.

Another- instance, the Huddersfield Corporation

Tramways may be cited. . . . Formerly the trams ran

fourteen hours per day, and the men worked twelve hours

(two hours off). Under the new system two shifts are

employed, each working an eight hours day. The man-

ager states that by the change he has, in the first place^.
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obtained a good reserve of experienced hands in case of
emergency, and that the work is certainly done
better. ...

The wages previous to the alteration were, drivers
32s., conductors 23s. per week, based on a twelve hours
actual working day. Now they stand at 26s. and 21s. per
day of eight hours. In other words the advance on the old
rate per hour has been 25 per cent, and 50 per cent, re-
spectively. Here is another of those proofs that long
hours often mean not only positive degradation to the
human being enslaved by them, but proportionately lower
wages too. . . . By giving more leisure time you will

get a better class of men, as Messrs. Johnson found, who
will make themselves worth the higher wages. (Pp. 142-

143.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXXII. 1893. Royal
Commission on Labour. Precis of Evidence.

Testimony of Mr. C. S. Caird, a shipwright employed
in Her Majesty's Dockyard at Pembroke, representing
the Pembroke branch of the Ship Constructive Associa-
tion.

An analysis of the earnings of the men uniformly em-
ployed at piece work shows that they earn, and, there-

fore, produce, as much during the short days of winter as

during the long days of summer. The Ship Constructive

Association, therefore, considering the day of eight hours
to be sufficiently long, has officially declared itself in

favour of the eight hours' movement. (P. 60.)

Ihid. Vol. XXXIV. Royal Commission on Labour.
Precis of Evidence.

Testimony of Mr. George Mitchell, Scottish Chemical

Worker.
Mr. Thomas Steele represented the Tyneside and

National Labourers ' Union. Two modes of working pre-

vailed. In some factories on the Tyneside there were

three shifts of eight hours each ; and in others two shifts.
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the day shift consisting of eleven hours, and the night
shift of thirteen. . . .

There was practically little difference in the wages
earned by the eight-hour men and twelve-hour men, be-
cause they were on a piece-work system, and the piece-
work prices in the eight-hour factories were at least one-
fourth higher than in the twelve-hour works. The cost of
production w^as not materially increased, because the out-

put for the twelve hours was very little larger than for
the eight hours. Where the eight-hour shifts were em-
ployed, improved machinery was used, and this enabled
the men to turn out the same amount of material in a
shorter time. . . .

Only one factory on the Tyne still adhered to the two-
shift system, the others had all adopted the three-shifts,

either through the voluntary action of the employers or
under pressure from the Union. (P. 20.)

Ihid. Vol. XXXIX. Part I. Royal Commission on
Labour. Minutes of Evidence.

Mr. Henry Meyers Hyndman

:

The trades which are best paid to-day are precisely

those that work the shortest hours, and as was got out

by one member of the commission on inquiry of Mr.
Giffen, it appeared that during the last 20 years, although
undoubtedly the hours have been consistently reduced,
especially in the higher skilled trades, such as the en-

gineers and so forth, the amount of wages which have
been paid has increased. (P. 595.)

Eight Hours for Work. John Eae, London and New
York, Macmillan S Co., 1894.

The surest inference as to wages that we can draw
from the actual facts is that wherever production has not
been diminished by the shorter hours, wages have not
been diminished, and that when wages have been reduced
in the expectation that production would be reduced, they
have afterwards been raised again on discovering that
production was fully maintained. . . .
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The result is due solely to the circumstance, which we
know from the factory inspectors and other witnesses,

that the operatives came to turn out as much work in

the day after the Ten Hours Act as they had done before

it and naturally came to earn as high wages. What hap-

pened was exactly what happened in Mr. Allan's works,

and Mr. Brunner 's and many others ; wages were lowered
for a time in anticipation of a lowered production and
raised again immediately this anticipation was found to

be false.

This, again, is precisely what we should be taught to

expect to happen by a consideration of the general causes
that govern the rate of wages. Temporary or auxiliary

causes may occasion fluctuations one way or other in the

movement of wages, but the one great cause by which its

general level is ruled is the productiveness of labour
itself. (Pp. 227-228-229.)

If shorter hours caused shorter production in the
great body of the workshops of the country, shorter hours
would obviously reduce the rate of wages, because, in the
first place, the employers could not afford to pay the same
wages for less work, and because, in the second, the de-
mand for labour would necessarily fall greatly off when
everybody produced less wealth, and had less means of
buying goods and employing labour. (Pp. 230-231.)

The effect of shorter hours on the general wages of
labour depends entirely on their effect on production. If
they lessen production generally, they will lower wages
generally, but they have not, in fact, lowered production
generally in the past, and they have consequently not low-
ered wages. The men have unconsciously or from design
worked better in the shorter hours, and the masters have
been led to make more effective arrangements, and in-

troduce improved methods of production, and there is no
reason to think they will be unable—there is, on the con-
trary, every reason to think they will be able—to con-
spire together to produce the same result again. (Pp.
242-243.)
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Journal of the Royal Statistical Society. Vol. LXV. 1902.

Factory Legislation considered with reference to

the Wages, etc., of the Operatives protected there-

by. George Henry Wood.

In summing up the impressions gathered from the

foregoing review, we find that in one or two cases the

limitation of hours of labour by Factory Acts has, for

the time being, reduced wages, especially of time workers,
but that as soon as the industry affected has become set-

tled under the new conditions, wages have risen to a
higher point than previous to the passing of the Act, and
that this has been ascribed by competent observers to the

increased efficiency of the operative and the increased in-

tensity of the work. (Pp. 305-306.)^
^

During the era of Factory Legislation, that is, since

the *"*Ten Hours" Act, and its extension, in a more or
less modified form, to other industries than textiles,

women's wages have risen by about QQ per cent., while
the average increase for the United Kingdom is about
45 per cent. . . . But the chief point to be noticed is that
factory legislation has not lowered wages, but has been
accompanied by a decided and progressive increase. How
far this legislation has caused this increase I am not pre-

pared to say, but in so much as by reducing hours of

labour, raising the minimum age of entrance to the fac-

tory and so insuring a certain amount of education, im-
proving the sanitary and other accommodations of the
worker, and regulating dangerous trades it has increased
the standard of efficiency and encouraged a higher stand-
ard of living ; it seems to have been a factor making for
the increase. (Pp. 308-309.)

We may now shortly summarize in a few words what
we have seen. It is not certain that there is always a
direct connection between Factory Legislation and
women's wages, but as a rule the effect of each limitation

of the hours of labour has been to raise wages, though for
a while they may have faUen a little. This usually ope-
rates through an increase in the efficiency of labour,
which maintains or increases the former output in the
lessened hours. While such an increased efficiency is
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maintained, the expenses of production are not increased,

and no damage is done to foreign trade in the product of

the industry affected. . . . All these effects have been

for the general good,—women have shared in the progress

of the past sixty years, and their wages have risen with

men's but at a faster rate and more consistently. (P.

313.)

Report of the 72nd Meeting of the British Association for
the Advancement of Science. 1902. London, Mur-
ray, 1903. Women's Labour. Second Report of
the Committee . . . appointed to investigate

the Economic Effect of Legislation Regulating
Women's Lal^our.

... To the third question (whether legislation re-

stricting women's labour has raised or lowered wages)
the answer (from the employers) was in almost every
instance that wages had not been affected. Many were
agreed that the legislation on the whole had improved
health, and consequently efficiency. (P. 290.)

Report of the 73rd Meeting of the British Association for
the Advancement of Science. 1903. London, Mur-
ray, 1904. Women's Labour. Third Report of
the Committee . .

.' appointed to investigate
the Economic Effect of Legislation Regulating
Women's Labour.

The experience of a merino factory in Nottingham-
shire is very interesting : '

' The reduction of hours in 1875
did not reduce wages. The men and girls at first asked
for a rise of piece prices as compensation for an antici-

pated loss. The employer promised to consider it in a
while, if the loss actually took place and became per-
manent. In 4 weeks it was found, however, that earnings
were^ equal in 56% hours to what they had been in the
previous 60-hour week. To the employer there was, in-jj

the winter, an actual gain, as the same work being done
in 31^ hours less, and the hours not worked being taken
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off the evening when artificial light was needed, less gas.

was burnt. The same firm reduced to 551/2 hours volun-
tarily in 1900, and again no loss was occasioned to the
operatives." (P. 338.)

Industrial Efficiency: A Comparative Study of Industrial
Life in England, Germany, and America. Arthub
Shadwell, M. a., M. D. London, New York, and
Bombay, Longmans, Green and Co. 1906.

If reason fails economic pressure will enforce the prin-
ciple both on employers and employed, just as it is

steadily shaping the course of labour conditions in the
direction of shorter hours and higher pay. It is economic
pressure at the back of organized labour which has forced
employers out of the blind way of keeping men at work
as long and paying them as little as possible; and the
same pressure at the back of employers is forcing men
out of the equally blind way of doing as little and trying
to get as much as possible. Industrial victory will rest

with those who most fully and speedily recognize the
situation. . . .

In a Prussian mill which competes successfully with
Bradford and Lawrence, and sells its goods in the Eng-
lish and American markets, the weekly hours in 1895 were
64-^1, and the average earnings of male workers were
21.42 shillings a week; in 1899 with the same hours the

earnings had risen to 23.58 shillings; in 1903 the hours
were reduced to 60 without any diminution of earnings;

in 1904 the mill was working short time, namely 54 hours,

yet the earnings were then precisely the same as they had
been with 6434 hours in 1895. (Pp. 143-144.)

National Conference on the Prevention of Destitution.

1912. Papers and Proceedings. London, P. S.

King & Son, 1912. The Reduction of the Hours of
Work and the Limitation of Overtime. Discussion.

Mr. H. Barrass (Edmonton Urban District Council)

said that he had been working under the eight-hour sys-

tem ever since 1894 in a Government factory, and he-
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might mention he was one of those who took a great part
in the bringing about of that system in the Government
factories. After that system had started the manager
decided to time the men and find out strictly the hours
they made and the money they received. They took six

weeks working under the nine-hour system and six weeks
under the eight-hours system. After that had been done,
the manager stated that the men had made more regular
time, that the wages had been greater, and that the ex-

penses for fuel and light had been much reduced under
the eight-hours system compared to what they had been
under the nine-hour system.

The Chairman : Will you explain how the wages were
greater? Do you mean that the men produced more?

Mr. Barrass explained that the greater portion of the
men were on piecework, and when they worked under the
nine-hours system they very often lost an hour in the
morning, but when they only had eight hours in which to

do the same amount of work they left off losing an hour
and made the full time. That system had been in vogue
ever since 1894, and he had asked some few weeks ago
what was the percentage of lost time with the men to-day.

He was told that it did not amount to i/^ per cent, of the

workmen employed in the factory, but under the nine-

hours system the loss of time had been 5 or 6 per cent.

The men were now more contented at being able to do the

work in quicker time and to get away for recreation and
to take part in municipal affairs. If it acted like that in a
Government factory, it would act similarly in private

firms. When the system was introduced in the Govern-
ment factory the whole of the rates of the men were raised

so as to bring the amount of the day rate money up to the

amount under the nine hours, and it was an understood
thing that if any of the pieceworkers found that through
working only eight hours they could not earn the^ same
amount of money as under the nine-hours system, it was
to be reported to the officials in order to be investigated

and the price raised to bring it up to that amount. But
although there were 3,000 men at that time at work, not

one of the pieceworkers applied for his piecework rate to
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be raised, so it did not entail any extra amount in price.
(P. 463.)

Conditions in British Iron and Steel Works. A Speech
delivered to the Special Commission on Hours of
Labour, International Association for Labour
Legislation, June 11th, 1912. Alderman P. Walls.

There are, according to the Labour Gazette, about
twenty-four thousand men employed about blast furnaces
in Great Britain, but a large number are what we term
day-men. That means that they do not work day and
night shifts. There are about eight thousand on the eight-

hour shift, and about seven thousand still working on the
twelve-hour shift.

The eight-hour shift is general in the North of Eng-
land. In certain portions of the Midlands, in Scotland,
and in South Wales the twelve-hour shift prevails. This
is not a matter of competition but of organization. In the
districts where the eight-hour shift is worked, wages are
from 25 per cent, to 30 per cent, higher than where twelve-

hour shifts are worked.

The Case for the National Mimimum. With Preface by
Mes. Sidney Webb. London. National Commit-
tee for the Prevention of Destitution, 1913.

Wages Under Eeduced Hours.—^It is necessary to in-

sist that reductions of hours shall not be accompanied by
reduction of wages. It will be no gain to the worker to

purchase increased leisure at the cost of diminished
wages. Moreover, it has been seen that the only method
of maintaining production at its old level after a reduc-
tion of hours, is to pay wages sufficient to call for the

requisite skill and energy. Several examples to this

effect have already been given. A further one is given
by Mr. Alderman P. Walls, J. P. (Blastfumacemen), in

the following words:
"In the districts where the eight hours shift is

worked wages are from 25 per cent, to 30 per cent, higher
than where the twelve hours shifts are worked."
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Australian experience points to the same conclusion.

In the four industries where the Wages Boards intro-

duced the forty-eight hours' week in Victoria, wages
were simultaneously advanced as follows:

Average Enhancement of Weekly Wages.

Trade Men. Women.
From To From To
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Boot 27 7 33 8 12 7 14 7

Clothing 35 8 39 6 15 8 18 3

Aerated Water ... 26 8 28 6

Saddlery 27 8 34 5 14 5 17 2

Similarly in New Zealand where the awards are more
localized than in Australia, in the long list of awards
there are numerous instances of reductions of hours ac-

companied by stationary or by rising wages. Thus over
a wide range of experience it can be demonstrated that
reductions of hours are possible without any necessity
for reduction of wages. (Pp. 21-22.)

Bulletin de I'Office du Travail. Ministere du Commerce,
de VIndustrie, des Pastes et des Telegraphes.
Tome XII. Mars, 1905. [Bulletin of the French
Labor Office. Vol. XII. March, 1905.] L'Appli-
cation de la Loi de Dix Heures et les Salaires.

[Wages and the Application of the Ten Hour
Latv.]

The rise in piece-work prices is very variable and in

most cases difficult to estimate; ... at Troyes, in cer-

tain cotton-spinning mills, the rise in price was com-
bined with an increase of speed so as to enable the work-
ers to earn the same daily wage. . . .

The maintenance of the old piece-work prices does
not always result in diminished wages. According to the

inspectors, the piece-worker in hosiery factories may in

large part make up for reduction of hours by increased
activity: employers and operatives are said to agree in
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this: ''exact experiments have proved that the working
day of the male or female operative may even be reduced
helow ten hours without diminishing- production or in

consequence the wages that vary with; moreover, un-
der certain conditions of methodical organization, it has
been possible to maintain the wages of needle-workers
with a day of 8I/2 to 9 hours. '

' In the dye-works at Aubo
also, it is said that the piece-workers can make up for
the loss of working time; the employers moreover re-

quire a minimum output for piece-workers as well as day-
workers . . . and this minimum output has remained the
same for 10 hours as for 101/2- • • •

Of the 5,982 workers paid by the hour, the day, the
month, or the week, in regard to whom we can secure
definite information as to whether their wages were af-

fected or not by the 10 hour day, 75.6 per cent, continued
to receive their former wages. (Pp. 204-205.)

Ibid. May, 1905.

Building Trades.

In no case has the ten hour day resulted in a de-

crease of the previous daily wage. As the great ma-
jority of workers in the building trades were paid by
the hour, wages were maintained by an increase in the

price per hour; sometimes this increase was exactly

proportioned to the reduction of working time; it was
often larger, so that the 10 hour workman found him-
self with a larger daily wage than he had received for

10 and i/> hours, 11 hours, 11 and 1/0 hours, and even
12 hours. ^ (P. 430.)

Summary.

. . . The substitution of piece work or pay by the

liour for payment by the day has been very rare in the
introduction of the 10 hour day; in general, we might
almost say always, where workmen were paid by the day,
their previous wage was maintained.

As for those paid by the hour, we may consider those
ivhose hourly wage was raised as having had their previ-

%ik
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OTIS day's wage maintained, the increase in hourly wage
being in general calculated to make up exactly for the

reduction of working hours. The maintenance of the

daily wage by the raise of hourly wages is not nearly
so general as the maintenance of wages paid by the day

;

more than % of the workers by the hour have neverthe-
less benefitted by it. . . .

To sum up, if we put aside the 47,769 piece-workers,
for whom we cannot exactly determine the effect of re-

duction of hours on daily wages, it is evident from the
two tables given that for the 95,570 other workers the

10 hour day has not resulted in decreased wages except
in the case of 8,320 of them, and that for the remainder
of 87,250 who form 91.3 per cent, of the total, the former
daily wage has been maintained if not increased. (P.

434.)

Gesammelte Ahhcmdlungen. Bd. III. 1906. {Complete
Works. Vol. III.) Die VolhswirthschaftUche
Bedeutung der Verkurzung des indiistriellen Ar-
heitstages. {The Economic Significcmce of a
Shorter Working Day.] Ebnst AbbS. Two Lec-
tures read before the Economic Society at Jena,
November 6 and December 5, 1901.

Comparison of Hourly Earnings of 233 Piece-Workers
in the Zeiss Optical Works.

In the last year of the Nine-Hour System (April 1,

1899-April 1, 1900) and in the first year of the Eight-
Hour System (April 1, 1900-April 1, 1901).

Year
Total Number Piece- Earnings

work Hours (in Marks)

Earnings.
per Hr.
(in Pf.)

Ratio
of Increase

1899-1900

1900-1901

559,169

Average per man 2400 345,899

509,599

Average per man 2187 366,484

fil.9

71.9

100:116.1

(P. 158.)
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The last column shows, then, that the pay per hour
rose in the ratio of 100:116.2; but the ratio of 8:9 is

100 :112.5. If the wages per hour had risen in the ratio of

100 :112.5, the men would have earned exactly the same in

8 hours as before in 9, and would also have done just the

same amount of work, since with piece-work prices re-

maining the same the wages are the measure of produc-
tion. Now if the ratio is not 100:112.5, but 100:116.2,

that is, 3 3/10% more, the day's output has risen by
3 3/10%, that is, by 1/30 of the former day's output. In
the second year, then, every 30 of these 233 operatives did
as much as 31 did the year before, or each man in the
second year did ten extra days' work. That is no in-

significant difference. (P. 211.)

What interpretation can be put upon the fact that the
last column shows an increase of 3 3/10% in the day's
output ? . . . I have thought over very carefully what
possible causes might have been at work. One thing must
be dismissed in advance, the idea of any change in busi-

ness conditions : there was no difference in the two years
in the demands made upon the shops. ... At last it

occurred to me that there might have been differences of
the weather in the two years, . . . for extremes of tem-
perature cripple work greatly. But the meteorological
tables show that the years were alike with respect to the
weather also.

I have no course left but to say that the cause of
this variation in the day's output of 1/30% is precisely
the change in working-time and what is involved in it.

In our case I think we can say with decisiveness what was
merely assumed in earlier instances, that the reduction of
working-hours may bring about not only no decrease but
even an increase, paradoxical as it may sound, of the
resultant work. (Pp. 213-214.)
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C. RELATION TO REGULARITY OF EMPLOYMENT.

Wherever the hours of labor have been shortened em-

ployment tends to become more regular. In place of al-

ternating periods of intense overwork and periods of

idleness, employers have found it possible to distribute

work more evenly throughout the year. No incident of

industrial life is more disastrous to the worker than the

irregularity which characterizes most industries. The

"rush" season of long hours often strains health and vi-

tality beyond the power of recovery during the slack sea-

son.

Work and Wealth: A Human Valuation. J. A. Hobson.
New York, The Macmillan Company, 1914.

If all unemployment could be spread evenly over the
working year, taken out in a shortening of the ordinary
workingday, and in the provision of periodic and sufficient

liolidavs, an immense addition would be made to the sum
of industrial welfare. Thus, without any reduction in the

aggregate of labor-time, a sensible reduction in the human
cost of labor might be achieved, if law, custom, or organ-
ized labor policy made it impossible for employers to vary
violently or suddenly the volume of employment and to

sandwich periods of overtime with periods of short-time.

These baneful irregularities of employment appear in-

evitable so long as they remain permissible, as do sweat-
ing wages and other bad conditions of labor. When they
are no longer permissible, the organized intelligence of

the trade will adjust itself to the new conditions, generally
with little or no loss, often with positive gain. (P. 229-

230.)

The human wastes or excessive costs, entailed by con-

ditions of employment which impose unequal burdens
upon workers with equal capacity to bear them, or which
distribute the burden unequally in time over the same set

of workers, alternating slack periods with periods of ex-
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cessive over-time, are obvious. Unfortunately the opera-

tion of our industrial system has not hitherto taken these

into sufficient account. Though the physical, moral and
social injuries, due to alternating periods of over and
under work, are generally admitted, the full costs of such
irregularity, human and even economic, are far from be-

ing adequately realized. While some attempts at "de-
casualisation" are being made, the larger and, more
wasteful irregularities of seasonal and cyclical fluctua-

tions are still regarded as irremediable. By the workers
themselves and even by social reformers, the injury in-

flicted upon wages and the standard of living by irregu-

larity of employment is appreciated far more adequately
than the related injury inflicted on the physique and
morale of the worker by sandwiching periods of over-
exertion between intervals of idleness. . . .

Over a large number of the fields of industry the ex-

cesses and defects of such irregularity prevail to an ex-

tent which adds greatly to the total human cost of the
products. (Pp. 79-80.)

Principles of Labor Legislation. John R. Commons, Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, and John B. Andrews, Sec-
retary American Association for Labor Legisla-
tion. New York, Harpers, 1916.

Shorter hours likewise tend to steady employment.
When no restrictions are placed on hours of work in a
seasonal industry, the tendency is to concentrate the work
in a brief, busy season with long hours of overtime. Hour
regulation except in the case of perishable products and
those subject to change in fashion, forces a more even
distribution of the work over a longer period. When the
woman's eight-hour law was in force in Illinois factories
inspectors noted ''a greater uniformity of work and
rest" as one of its results. (Pp. 203-204.)
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Massachusetts House Document, No. 153, 1850. Minority
Report of the Special Committee Re Limitation of
Hours of Work.

Taking all the factories in the State into considera-'

tion, they probably do not keep their machinery in ope-

ration, on an average through a series of years, more
than sufficient time to make ten hours a day for the

whole time. They run a portion of the time from eleven

to fourteen hours a day, and at other times, in conse-

quence of over-stocked markets, many of them are

obliged to stop entirely. The operatives are thus sub-

jected at times, to the evils of excessive labor, and at

other times, to the no less evil of being altogether un-
employed. If the hours of labor were restricted, both
evils would in a great measure be avoided, and the ad-
vantages of greater regularity and safety be secured to

both employers and employed. (P. 30.)

Report of the Ulinois Factory Inspectors. 1693.

A valuable result of the new law already to some ex-

tent obtained, is the greater uniformity of work and rest.

. . . Formerly the custom prevailed of working overtime
in many trades during a part of the year and then closing
the factory outright, or working three or four very long
days a week. This irregularity is one of the most cruelly
demoralizing experiences . . . injurious alike to health
and to every habit of thrift and persevering effort. (Pp.
18-19.)

Some Ethical Gains Through Legislation. Florence
Kblley, General Secretary of the National Con-
sumers League. New York and London. Mac-
millan, 1905.

In the needle-trades, the effectual establishment of
the legal working day and the working week serves,
wherever this has been accomplished, as for instance, in
Massachusetts, to mitigate both the enforced overwork
and the enforced idleness which characterize those trades
when left to the free play of industrial forces. Where the
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working time is effectively limited, preparations are

made systematically, in advance of the height of the sea-

son, for meeting the coming pressure. Space and ma-
chinery are provided, and extra hands are trained, by
preparing stockwork, for the finer work to be demanded
of them later. Thus some of the unemployed are tem-

porarily absorbed into the regular industrial army, and
the contrast between the extremes of the seasons is miti-

gated. (Pp. 120-121.)

Report of the Wisconsin Bureau of Labor and Industrial

Statistics. 1907-1908. Part VII. Women Work-
ers in Milwaukee Tanneries. Irene Osgood,

Special Agent.

These illustrations are sufficient to indicate the im-
portance of considering irregularity of employment,
overtime and undertime, in any study of wages. It affects

the wages, habits and morals of employees more than any
other factor in the industry. Certainty of an occupation,

and regularity of work are practically essential to the
welfare and happiness of those who earn their living day
by day. (P. 1060.)

Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Labor. No. 80.

January, 1909. Woman and Child Wage-Earners
in Great Britain. Victoe S. Clark, Ph. D.

Though in many factories the later laws have not re-

duced hours of work, they have exercised an important
influence in making these hours more regular. Irregu-
larity is due principally to two causes, both of which are
in great part remediable. The first is the bad working
habits of the operatives themselves. In the old days
workmen would lay off the first part of the week and then
try to make up wages by excessive hours just before pay
day. This is still an evil where manufacturing is carried
on in the homes. The second cause is the seasonal demand
for goods in some industries, which presses manufac-
turers for heavy deliveries in certain times of the year.
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They used to meet this by putting on extra employees,

sending work to outworkers, and by overtime. These
were uneconomic expedients, and under the influence of

the factory regulations a better distribution of work
throughout the year has in many trades already been ac-

complished. . . . Factory accommodations are more ade-

quate than formerly, so that extra hands can be taken on
when needed. This causes some irregularity of employ-
ment for these temporary employees ; or rather it might
be said that they are given an opportunity for em-
ployment that would not exist if the regular hands
worked longer hours. (P. 52.)

The great effect of this act (1867) stipulating a normal
day was to lessen irregularity rather than to lessen hours
worked per week, for even before 1867 the hours of work
in a week often would not exceed 60. The need for al-

teration was not so much due to the number of hours as

to the irregularity of work. At times of pressure em-
ployers worked their employees any number of hours
they pleased, and the irregular habits of the work people
themselves often compelled employers to work long hours
to make up for lost time. (P. 53.)

. . . There are some material and moral benefits to be
traced directly to the factory laws. They have made the
hours of work more regular, relieving workers of the
tyranny of their own bad habits and of inefficient indus-
trial administration, whereby formerly they experienced
alternations of idleness and excessive labor, injurious
alike to their health and morals. (P. 72.)

United States Congress. Senate Document, No. 110. Re-
port on Conditions of Employment in the Iron and
Steel Industry in the United States. Vol. III.

Working Conditions and the Relations of Em-
ployers and Employees. Sixty-second Congress,
1st Session, 1911. Washington, 1913.

It might be expected that in an industry where there
was so much pressure for Sunday and overtime work
there would be constant employment throughout the year.

Asa matter of fact, however, the' iron and steel industry
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is more irregular in its operation and shows greater

fluctuations in its labor force during the course of the

year than any of the larger manufacturing industries

whose demand is not seasonal. This high degree of ir-

regularity of emplojTuent was the subject of more fre-

quent complaint on the part of the workmen interviewed

than any other condition connected with the industry.

Some of the managers and superintendents also consider

it one of the greatest obstacles to securing a highly ef-

ficient working force.

Both the overtime work and the irregularity of opera-
tion are in large part results of the same cause, which is

one of the fundamental policies in, the present day man-
agement of the industry. This policy consists in run-
ning a department at top speed and under the heaviest
pressure while there is an active demand for its particu-

lar products and then shutting it down as soon as the
market becomes weak. During these periods of heavy
pressure the production is large and the immediate costs
frequently are far below normal, presenting a fine show-
ing for the mill when only a single month's cost sheets
are considered. When the mill is shut down, however, not
only do the heavy fixed charges continue and the ma-
chines depreciate, but the workmen lose their skill and
efficiency rapidly and the working organization is fre-

quently injured by the loss of the best workmen who leave
to seek places elsewhere. Some of the best managers as-

sert that the losses from these causes more than counter-
balance the gains secured during the months of rush
work, and they are confident that they could make a better
showing in economy of production for the year as a whole
if the mills were operated regularly at a moderate pace.

The irregularity of employment constitutes a ground
of complaint on the part of the employees not only be-
cause it considerably reduces their annual income, but
because it makes it impossible for them to make or carry
out any plans extending at all into the future. . . .

The reports of the Immigration Commission show how
during the long periods of depression in the steel indus-
try the families of steel workers are supported by the
work of the women and children in cigar factories and
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other so-called ''complementary" industries. These in-

dustries locate in the steel towns to take advantage of the

large supply of woman and child labor which can not be
utilized in the steel mills. (Pp. 21-22.)

English Factory Legislation, Ernst von Puineb. London,
Chapman and Hall, 1873.

By establishing a uniform and restricted working day,

the Legislature exerted a most beneficial influence over
the whole working class; the compulsory fixed time for

commencing and leaving off work acted as a salutary

check upon idleness as well as against excessive zeal, both
of which are alike injurious to morals and health. Fortu-

nately both working men and masters alike are generally

beginning to appreciate the advantages which regularity

in the working system and in the mode of living, resulting

from a judicious adjustment of the working hours, con-

fers on all concerned, and thus it has come to pass that

factory legislation, which on its first introduction was
ridiculed as a monstrosity and prima facie, an abortive
experiment, and which, moreover, was attacked and set

at nought as an infringement on personal and industrial

liberty, is today recognized in England as one of the

soundest foundations of social reform and one of the most
beneficial institutions of the State. (Pp. 114-115.)

British Sessional Papers^ Vols. XXIX-XXX. 1876. Fac-
tory and Workshops Acts Commission. Vol.

XXIX. Report. Appendix E. Report of Confer-
ence of Members of Women's Trade Unions on the
Factory and Workshops Acts, 1875.

. . . The permission granted to season trades for the
extension of the hours to fourteen per day, during certain

periods of the year, should be withdrawn, with the view of
equalizing the work throughout the year. . . .

Bookbinders complained that the trade was most un-
necessarily considered by the law a season trade, . . .

The existence of the modification made employers care-

less of due economy in time. (P. 193.)
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British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXIX-XXX. 1876.

Factory and Workshops Acts Commission. Vol.

XXIX. Report.

A very large number of the orders of customers,

which it has been usual to keep back till the last minute,

and then throw upon the already fully burdened workers,

not merely can be quite as easily given so as to have
plenty of time for their completion, but also will be so

given, and are in fact so given, when and as often as the

customer is made to recognize that he otherwise runs the

risk of not having his orders completed in time to suit his

own convenience. It is from their feelings that this is so

that the workers in some of the most overworked of

trades, and a few of the sub-inspectors, have represented
to us that what is needed from a reform of the Factory
Acts is not a further restriction of hours, but the total

abolition of all modifications whatever. We so far concur
in this that we believe it is not necessary to retain in all

the Acts any provisions by way of relaxation which it is

unadvisable to grant once and for all to the whole trade.

(Pp. XLI-XLII.)

The Eight Hours Bay. Sidney Webb and Harold Cox,
B. A. London, Walter Scott, 1891.

If it were known beforehand that excessive hours
of work were absolutely forbidden, then the general
public and the shopkeepers would make their arrange-
ments accordingly. If, for example, Jones knows that,

owing to the operation of an Eight Hours' Act, a pair
of trousers cannot possibly be made in less than three

days, he will take care to give three clear days' notice
to his tailor. Or to take a still more homely illustration,

the housewife who knows that she cannot buy bread on
Sunday will take care to order a double supply on Satur-
day. In the same way, if the biscuit trade, the fancy
box trade, and the artificial flower trade were subject to

the same rigid law as the cotton trade, every one would
soon accommodate himself or herself to the necessities

of the case. Orders would be given longer in advance,
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and the work would be spread more equally over the

whole year, to the great advantage of the workers.
In support of this contention we cannot do better

than quote the opinion of Mr. Lakeman. This most ener-

getic of factory inspectors has frequently stated, as the

result of his long experience in watching almost every
industry in the kingdom, that overtime is in most trades
an utterly unnecessary evil. For a particular illustra-

tion we may further appeal to the opinion of the head
of a large firm of tobacco manufacturers in Southwark.
This gentleman informed one of the present writers in

the course of conversation that he always refused to

allow overtime. '' Possibly," he said, ''we lose a few
orders in consequence, but we get a more regular and
steady business, and we prefer it." Nor would even
the few orders be lost if the rule applied to all com-
peting firms. (Pp. 161-163.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXXIX. Part I. 1893.

Royal Commission on Labour. Minutes of Evi-
dence,

Testimony of Mr. William Allan, Allan & Co.,

Marine Engine Builders.

. . . Irregularity of employment is the first and
obvious effect of the system. . . . Until all the men in

a trade are in steady employment, overtime is clearly

uncalled-for in practice as it is wrong in principle, that

is systematic overtime ; occasional or incidental overtime
to meet emergencies will always be unavoidable, and
does no harm. The real cause of overtime will be found
in the cupidity of employers. In busy times an em-
ployer is tempted to take on more work than he can
hope to accomplish within the legitimate hours of labour.

Hence his resort to systematic overtime. No employer,
once aware of the capabilities of his establishment, has
a right to do this unless he is prepared to employ extra
shifts of men. But, in any case, overtime would not be
possible unless the men themselves were amenable to the
prospect of increase of gains. The system is thus de-

moralising as well as pernicious economically. The uni-
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versal limitation of the hours of labour to that term
during which the human machine can do its work without
fatigue or weariness is only a question of time. The
principle is being recognized more and more; its

economic value is attested alike by analogy and experi-

ence. Therefore, the absurdity of permitting overtime
whilst agitating for shorter hours is apparent. No man
can work systematic overtime without physical degenera-
tion. (P. 465.)

Eight Hours for Work. John Eae. London and New
York, Macmillan & Co,, 1894.

Even in trades where the irregularities of the work-
hours have come from the dilatoriness of customers in

sending orders or from the exigencies of the seasons,

greater regularity has generally resulted from a short-

ening of the day. Orders arrived in better time, and
the work was better distributed through the year. (P.

118.)

Getting a Living: The Problem of Wealth and Poverty—of Profits, Wages, and Trade Unionism. George
L. BoLEN. New York and London, The Macmillan
Company. 1903.

The weariness of the workmen next day brings loss

to the employer also, especially when they are paid by
time. And unless the hurried job is one that must be
done quickly or not at all, it is not an addition to the

business of the trade. It would otherwise be done later

in regular hours, and would postpone a little further
the dull season of partial employment. Wise employers
know overtime is bad. (P. 409.)

A Handbook of Political Questions of the Day and the
Arguments on Either Side. Sidney Buxton, M. P.
11th Edition. London, John Murray, 1903. Legal
Limitation of Hours.

The legal limitation of hours is supported on the
grounds: . . . 37. (a) That the limitation of hours
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would lead to a more uniform output year by year, and
thus tend to diminish, the great fluctuations in trade:

Inflations and depressions so injurious to all classes,

(b) That the limitation of hours, and especially the pro-

hibition of '^ overtime," would lead to a more steady
and equal production over the year; and thus tend to

diminish over-pressure at one period of the year, and the

under-pressure at another.

38. That the abolition of systematic ''overtime"
would tend to make work and wages more regular and
less spasmodic. The existence of "overtime" is largely

due to the irregularity and uncertainty of employment.
(P. 169.)

British Association for the Advancement of Science.

73rd Meeting. 1903. Women's Labour: Third
Report of. the Committee . . . appointed to in-

vestigate the Economic Effect of Legislation
Regulating Women's Labour. London, Murray,
1904.

Employees, so far as their opinions have been gath-

ered, are unanimous in approving the restriction to the

maximum allowed. . . . The Acts have had consider-

able effect in spreading work more uniformly through
the week, month, or year, where there is occasional
pressure. . . . (Pp. 340-341.)

•

British Sessional Papers. Vol. X. 1905. Report of
Chief Inspector of Factories and Workshops.

I am glad to be able to report, however, that many
employers are beginning to aim at better economic con-

ditions for those they employ. They recognize, and
rightly, that it is better if possible to spread their

orders over a longer period for execution and to induce

their clients to fall in with this idea, than to have a
tremendous rush for a short time and then be forced to

turn away many of their better trained and more highly
skilled workers at short notice. (P. 232.)
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A History of Factory Legislation. B. L. Hutchins and
A. Habrison, Second Edition. London, King,
1911.

. . . The " Manchester School" had taken it as

self-evident that the output of industry must be reduced
in proportion to the reduction of hours. The inspectors

went about making friends with the manufacturers and
studying the relation of hours and wages in concrete in-

stances, and discovered, with a surprise that now-a-days
strikes us as naive, that the output of eleven hours'
work might be greater than that of twelve.* Evidence
accumulated that the long hours customary in other

trades, far from being productive, positively tended to

irregularity of trade, periodical slackness alternating

with seasons of excessive hurry and work, an amount of

labour being put into a few months that might with bet-

ter organization, have occupied a year. (Pp. 122-123.)

Seasonal Trades. Edited by Sidney Webb and Abnold
Freeman. London, Constable (& Co., 1912.

Introduction.

Considering the paramount importance of regularity

of employment in preserving the standard of life, an im-

portance even transcending that of the wage, it seems
extraordinary that no Trade Union regulations have
been devised to insure continuity of employment. . . .

The main point of attack on the part of Trade Unions
at the present time seems to be overtime. . . .

The Lancashire cotton operatives resist overtime on
principle and thereby greatly diminish the tendency to

seasonal fluctuation in the trade which emanates from
the dealings on the Stock Exchange. The recent intro-

duction of heavier locomotives on the railways and the

consequent reorganisation of traffic might have meant
wholesale discharges had not the Railway Servants'
Association made arrangements to minimise the effects

of the transition from busy to slack seasons by shorten-

* See Factory Inspectors' Report, May, 1845, p. 20.
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ing hours, paying out-of-work benefit and acting as

labour excbanges in the trade. . . .

The unions have found a vulnerable point of sea-

sonal irregularity in overtime, for from it arise some of

the worst evils of irregularity. But the trades in which
overtime is found to the greatest extent are often those

where the workers are least organised to resist it, and
the law, if there is any, is often evaded. Without doubt
seasonal unemployment and under-employment could be

much diminished by distributing the work more evenly

throughout the year by means of restriction of overtime,

general shortening of the working day, and short time
rather than dismissal during slackness. (Pp. 61-63.)

Short of extending to the men the protection of the

Factory and Workshop Act in regard to the limitation

of hours, there seems to be no effective means of check-

ing the excessive overtime worked at present in the

trade. The whole paraphernalia of men, women, flaring

gas, machines, iron, and garments cannot be smuggled
away as the one or two offending women ; and an 8 a. m.
to 8 p. m. time limit, or other limit on the basis of a fixed

period for all alike would be checked at once by the Fac-
tory Inspector. Nor would the regulation affect em-
ployment in the West End trade to any great extent. Ex-
cept in so far as the bespoke garment can be interchanged
for the high-class ''readymade" or ''wholesale bespoke"
garment, trade cannot leave the district ; and here, as we
have seen, it is already passing to the factory. The
West End customer will be compelled to wait, if the

West End firm is compelled to withstand his call for un-

due haste ; and the effect will be for the customer to exer-

cise a greater forethought in orders for bespoke gar-

ments, with the result to eliminate the "special," to pro-

long the busy season, and to confine hours within normal
limits throughout the year. (P. 89.)
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National Conference on the Prevention of Destitution.
1912. Papers and Proceedings, London, P. S. King
(& Sons, 1912. The Limitation of Overtime. Alex
Gossip, General Secretary, National Amalgamated
Furnishing Trades' Association.

In addition to the extra hours of work, with all this

means in an unhealthy atmosphere such as usually obtains
in workshops and factories, the invariable accompani-
ment of overtime is a feverish unrest and unhealthy
excitement due to the pressure which the foreman nearly
always brings to bear upon the workmen. In too many
instances this means a resort to alcoholic stimulants,
with all their evil effects upon the tired and weary
worker. (P. 452.)

About fourteen years ago, owing to the excessive and
systematic overtime which was being worked in several
of the cabinet-making districts in Scotland, the Trade
Union determined to place further restrictions upon its

working, and were successful in reducing it to a maxi-
mum of five hours per man per week, irrespective of the
number of hours he might have put in during the regu-
lar recognized working hours of the day. This was
found to be very successful, and many of the employers
told the writer afterwards that it had been a good thing
for them, as they had been forced to adopt better

methods and look a little more ahead than they had
previously been in the habit of doing, thereby admitting
that the previous systematic overtime had not been neces-

sary at all. (P. 454.)

(Mr. A. A. Watts, a compositor, spoke as follows:)

. . . He also could not see how any keen employer could

be in favor of overtime, as the productivity of the worker
certainly decreased as the overtime went on. He always
got the best work out of the men in the first four or five

hours in the morning, and he considered that from 7 in

the morning to mid-day would be as good a working day
as they could have. The overtime system was also ex-

pensive, and he did not see why any employer should
keep it up. (P. 464.)

Mr. Fred Hughes (Birmingham N. C. P. D.) spoke
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^s follows: . . . Cycle accessories was a seasonal trade,

and although they had got a working week of a certain,

specified number of hours, the men were not actually

working those hours because there was a great amount
of short time, and it did seem that if the hours were lim-

ited to a greater extent than they were there would be a

great deal less short time. Instead of waiting for the

rush of the season's trade, the firm would so organize its

work as to prepare for that rush in advance; and even
in the case of contract work he did not think there was a
necessity for the constant spells of ''rush" which,meant
that more men had always to be kept on hand than were
actually wanted at other times. He thought that the

limitation of hours might avoid that. With regard to

office staffs, they were subject in an extraordinary degree
to systematic overtime, and when it occurred for eight

months out of the twelve, it was clearly due to under-
staffing, and he thought that if the staffs were increased
it would simplify the unemployment problem. Slovenly
management was no doubt often the cause. A friend of
his, after some years in one office, ultimatelv reached the
position of managing clerk, and one of the first things he
did was to prohibit overtime entii ely. He made it a rule

that at 5 :30 every evening every book was to be closed,

and that any work unfinished was to be taken on the
next morning by the clerk in charge of that particular
work. The result was that in six months' time the same
amount of work was done by the same staff without the
necessity for any overtime at all, and there was a saving]
in gas and, in the winter, in coal. All that happened to

the staff was that instead of working late at night and
slacking in the morning, they came fresh in the morning^
and got through more work than they could possibly do
in the hours of the evening. There was a distinct gain
in health and increased leisure and opportunities for the
workers concerned, and there was also a gain to the firm.

(Pp. 465-466.)
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Report of the New Zealand Department of Labour.
1895.

That the Inspector should have full power over per-
mits for overtime is essentially necessary, for the pliy-

sique and strength which would enable one person or set

of persons to work very long hours with impunity may
be absent in the case of others. Few trades are entirely

healthy; almost every industrial employment has its own
particular disease and its own particular drawback.
Even shop-assistants suffer from too long standing.
Overtime-work at all is a thing to be deprecated. It is

generally unnecessary and preventable, and I look for-

ward to a time when the general public will be educated
highly enough to desist (except under absolute necessity)

from rushing to their trades-people with sudden orders
for clothing, etc., when a little forethought for the health
and comfort of those employed would dispense with un-
due haste caused by obedience to some whim of fashion.

Overtime-work engenders habits of irregularity, and the
small extra money earned is often dearly gained by the
draft upon future strength, and by the slackness of em-
ployment which results in the relaxation from full ten-

sion. (P. 3.)

Jahresberichte der Gewerhe-Aufsichtsheamten im Konig-
reich Wurttemberg fur das Jahr 1902. [Reports

of the Factory Inspectors in the Kingdom of Wiirt-
temberg for 1903]. Stuttgart, Lindemann, 1904.

But it is urgently necessary that the abuses (of over-

time) which have become common should be prevented
and that the habit of some employers of working overtime
to the utmost legal limits, should be stopped by the grad-
ual restriction and ultimate prohibition of all overtime.
.... These abuses are repeatedly spoken of in the re-

ports, . . . employers compelling their women to work
at times, with feverish intensity for 13 hours, while per-
haps a little later there is no work or scarcely any. (P.

194.)
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Handworterhuch der Staatswissenschaft. Bd. I. \}Coin-

pendium of Political Science. Vol. /.] Edited hy
Drs. J. Conrad, Professor of Political Science in

Halle; L. Elster, Ober Reg. Rath in Berlin; W.
Lexis, Professor of Political Science in Gottingen
and Edg. Loening, Professor of Law in Halle.

Arheitszeit. [Hours of Work.] Dr. H. Herkner,
Berlin. Jena, Fischer, 1909.

A rigid limitation of the daily hours of work is often

advocated, to be only relaxed under circumstances of

extraordinary urgency, with the idea that thus the ex-

tremes in the lives of workers, the evil alternation be-

tween forced production and crises might be obviated.

(P. 1204.)
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VII. UNIFOBMITY ESSENTIAL TO JUSTICE TO
EMPLOYEES.

Few employers are able to grant their employes re-

duction of hours, even if they are convinced of its ad-

vantages, while their competitors are under no such obli-

gation. The uniform requirement of limited working

hours, therefore, not only checks the unscrupulous em-

ployer, but makes it possible for the enlightened and hu-

mane employer to shorten the working day without fear

of underbidding competitors.

Massachusetts House Documents. No. 80. 1855. Report
on Ten-Hour Petition.

If the large manufacturing companies reduce their

hours of labor, all the smaller corporations immediately
follow their example. The reason for this is found in

the fact that the most intelligent portion of the operatives
invariably seek employment at such places as run theiir

machinery the least number of hours ; and as the intelli-

gent operative is the most profitable to the compan^,
hence the fact, if the smaller corporations wish to retain

their good help, they must conform to the same ruleia

adopted by the larger ones. (P. 4.)
'

'

' I

Report of the Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of La-
bor. 1881.

As a further result, we have found that a large ma-
jority of the manufacturers would prefer ten hours to any
greater number, ''if only all would agree to it." Re-
peatedly has it occurred, when our agents have made
known their errand, that almost the first words of the
manufacturer would be, *'It (ten hours) would be better
for manufacturer and operative, if it could only be
made universal"; and these words, always spoken ^o
spontaneously as to show that they were the expression
of a settled conviction, may be fairly taken to express
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the united wisdom of the manufacturers of textile fabrics
in New York and New England. (P. 458.)

As one reason for this it was constantly said, that,

if all worked but ten hours, then it would be the same
for all, and so everybody would have just as fair a
chance for success under ten as now under more hours.
<P. 459.)

Report of the United States Industrial Commission on
the Relations and Conditions of Capital and La-
bor Employed in Manufactures and General
BusiMess. Vol. XIV. 1901.

Testimony of Mr. Thomas O'Donnell, Secretary of

the Fall River Mule Spinners' Association, and of the

National Spinners' Association:
It is what I might term sometimes the selfishness

probably of some of our manufacturers that would keep
the mills open at night. I do not think it is the press
of orders, for this reason: In enlarging their plants,

sometimes we have had an instance of it in this city

where a manufacturer made an addition to his plant, and
instead of supplying it with machinery for the various
departments, he only supplied it with machinery for one
department. The result was that, in order to get the

necessary product to run that department, he had to run
the other department nights. Now, when he built the

addition, if he had equipped it with the requisite ma-
chinery, he would not have had to do that. This was one
instance, but during all the progress and history of the

cotton industry in this city our manufacturers always
have got along without working overtime to fill their

orders up to 2 or 3 years ago, and the innovation in this

matter by this man was the cause mostly. He was the

Cause of the other manufacturers wanting to do the

same. If he had never done it, there would not have been
any other manufacturer in the city of Fall Eiver attempt-
ing it, and they said :

*

' Stop him from doing it, and we
will stop doing it.

'
' That shows that they were doing it

for their own protection. (Pp. 570-571.)
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Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Labor, No. 80.

January, 1909. Woman and Child Wage-earners
in Great Britain. Victor S. Clark, Ph. D.

Two distinctions need to be made at the outset—^be-

tween the average and the abnormal day in all establish-

ments, and between the average and the abnormal estab-

lishment. For instance, in a clothing factory, the average
working hours throughout the year may be 54 a week;
but during the spring and autumn these hours, unless
regulated, may rise to 66 or 72 a week. Likewise, of
several boot and shoe factories a majority, and those
generally the largest and best establishments, may have
a 54-hour week, while a number of small shops, ranking
as factories under the law, may work their hands 6Q
hours a week. Furthermore, of a number of clothing

factories, several may be able to keep very near the
54-hour weekly average throughout the year, while sup-
plying the same trade and competing successfully with
factories that work short hours some months in the year
and e?:cessively long hours the remaining months.

These time variations, as well as the wage variations
described later, found in competing industries in the
same vicinity, indicate a margin within which the con-
dition of workers might be improved without increasing
the maximum labor cost of production, so as to raise the
market price of the articles manufactured. For it is not
reasonable to suppose that mills which regularly work
fewer hours at higher wages than establishments which
compete with them are working at a loss. Indeed, they
are generally making a satisfactory profit. If so, it fol-

lows that the other establishments are either making an
excessive profit out of their employees or that they are
operating under uneconomic conditions. If the entire
production of the articles in question could be centered
in the best-organized mills, the articles could be sold at

the same price, and the workers enjoy the advantage of
shorter hours and higher wages. So far as legislation*

is able to hasten the uniform application of these super-
ior conditions of production in any industrv, by requir-

ing the conditions observed in the best mills to be en-
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forced in all, it is serving the workers without taxing
the rest of the community, unless it be a few incompetent,
over-grasping, or it may be merely unfortunate employ-
ers. English factory legislation—at least the modem
acts—has followed the principle of bringing average con-

ditions of employment up to the best conditions of em-
ployment in each industry. (P. 48.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXVI. 1847-1848. Re-

j

ports of Inspectors of Factories for the half-year

,^
p. ending April 30, 1848.

' Justice requires that, when the law interferes with
the productive power of capital, all who are in the re-

stricted trade should be kept to one rule as to time ; and
it was upon the urgent representation of mill-owners that

such was notoriously not the case, that in the amended
Bill of 1844, restrictions were proposed to check such
fraudulent over-working . . . (P. 7.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXII. 1849. Reports

of Inspectors of Factories. Appendix. Evidence
of the Opinions of Persons employed in Factories,

respect'ing the Ten Hours' Act, collected in Sep-

;

tember, October and November, 1848.

E. J. Saunders, Inspector

:

Former reports from some of my colleagues and from
myself, declare clearly the opinion, that nothing but one
uniform set of hours for all the persons employed in the

same mill, in each of the protected classes, can effectually

guard such operatives from overwork. (P. 107.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XVI. 1867. Reports of
Inspectors of Factories.

With respect to overtime, competition in commerce is

successful often by decimal profits. If a man has 50,000

spindles, and each spindle revolves 4,000 times a minute,

and at each revolution wraps round the bobbin three

and a half inches of thread, it is easy to see bow valuable
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minutes become, and what moral energy it must some-
times require on the part of the manufacturer to resist

the winding on of a few more yards. Thus the power given
in the Bleaching and Dyeing Works Act to make up time
said to be lost, from any cause whatever, offers an equally
irresistible temptation to a bleacher with not a very
susceptible conscience, to add to the profit of his day
against the conscientious labor of a neighboring bleacher,
who would deem it a degradation to be suspected of over-
work. It also places the conscientious bleacher at a very
great disadvantage with his neighbor in the same mar-
ket, besides exciting acrimonious feelings between them,
weakening also the law, and the power of its administra-
tors. (Pp. 56-57.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XIV. 1868-1869. Reports
of Inspectors of Factories for half-year ending
October 31, 1868.

Every manufacturer ought to feel perfectly satisfied

that the restrictions upon the labor of his ''hands"
should be neither more nor less than those upon his com-
petitors, and he ought to be recognizant of what his com-
petitors are able to do and are doing. (Pp. 15-16.)

Feeling that uniformity of working is essential to a

just administration of the law, I have endeavored to ob-

tain this uniformity for all establishments in which the

occupations are precisely the same in establishments

whether under the Factory Acts or under the Workshops
Acts. (P. 19.)

Report of the Birmingham and District Trades
Council upon the Factories Act and the Workshops Bill.

We are of opinion—2nd. That any measure for the

regulation of the labor in factories should apply to all

equally irrespective of the number employed therein,

whether it be a detached building, or part or parts of

a dwelling house so occupied. 3rd. That *11 should be

subject to the same system of inspection and penalties for

non-compliance. (P. 313.)
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British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXIX-XXX. 1876. Fac-
tories and Workshops Acts Commission.

Vol. XXIX. Report.

Mr. Redgrave states : "I believe that the difficulty in

making (The Acts) uniform arises from the fact that the

circumstances of the different trades vary very much,

—

but then all the main features of the restrictions could be
made very fairly uniform without injury to the employ-
ers at all."

Similarly Mr. Baker urges, in reference to the pres-

ent unequal condition of the law, that "we should, as far

as we possibly can, equalize it all,
'

' and again to a ques-

tion as to the reason for including all trades under the

latest of the Factory Acts, he says, 'Hhe one great evil

is that they work different hours." (P. 14.)

A Shorter Working Day. R. A. Hadfield, of Hadfield's
Steel Foundry Co., Sheffield, and H. de B. Gibbins,

M. A. London, Methuen, 1892.

Again the writer is inclined to think that shorter hours
would eventually tend to more uniform output, and to

some extent, assist in modifying the serious fluctuations

of business which are baneful alike to master and man.
There is nothing that an employer peruses with more
interest than his order sheets. Now, under the present
system, too often there is extremely high pressure at one
time, followed by a reversal which is exceedingly disas-

trous to all concerned. Trade suddenly expands, ma-
chinery is wanted in haste, telegrams fly to and fro,

promises are made which often cannot be performed. If

an order of importance is given probably penalties are
specified. The manufacturer is in a state of feverish
anxiety until the matter is cleared off his books. Over-
time must be worked, and there is high pressure all

round. If a uniform day existed, and overtime were
made more difficult all employers in each particular
branch being on the same footing would alike work under
the same conditions, and would not have the same tempta-
tions as at present to outbid one another and work at

such high pressure. (Pp. 116-117.)
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British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXXIX. Part I. 1893.

Royal Commission on Labour. Minutes of Evi-
dence.

Testimony of Mr. Tom Mami.

4390. ... In some of the earlier Factory Acts al-

most every enactment was guarded by permission to work
overtime in various circumstances. For various reasons
those exceptions have been very largely diminished in

amount, and in, I believe, all cases, it is held with ad-
vantageous results upon the regularity of employment.
I think that irregularity comes very largely from the
freedom which the employer has to pile up the labor at

any time that he pleases, and that if he were prevented,
and all his rivals were prevented from doing that, there
would be no necessity on the part of any of them to do
it. At the present time an employer very often puts on
overtime, or, in the case of East London, says that work
must be done by tomorrow, when he knows that it will

take all night to do it, merely because he is afraid that
if he is not as compliant as all that, some other rival will

be more compliant, and he will lose the order. But if he
were prevented from exercising that option, as I be-

lieve, to the detriment of the workers, he would find that
his rivals would be equally prevented, and that there

would be no need at all for that overtime. (P. 293.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XXI. 1894. Report of the

Chief Inspector of Factories and Workshops.

I believe, therefore, that although a withdrawal of the

overtime exception would meet with protest from em-
ployers who have developed its use from an exception

into a principle, there are some who would welcome, and
many who would be indifferent to such an amendment;
that the large class of employers engaged in the textile

and allied trades from whom permission to work over-

time has been rigidly withheld, would greet as a measure
of justice its withdrawal now from trades, logically no
more entitled to the exception than their own; and that

by the workers its abolition would be welcomed with feel-

ings of the warmest gratitude. (P. 11.)
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The Case for the Factory Acts. Edited by Mrs. Sidney
Webb. London, Richard, 1901.

Now and again an employer complains of some hard
experience, and forgets that a departure from rigid rule

would destroy the certainty which he feels that the law
is treating him exactly as it is his competitors. Such a
feeling of security is essential to business enterprise. (P.

93.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. X. 1901. Report of the

Chief Inspector of Factories and Workshops.

... A lack of loyal adherence to reasonable hours
of employment by many laundry occupiers increases the

difficulty for those who make the attempt in real earnest-

ness. Many employers gladly welcome further regula-

tion as a means of organizing and controlling their work-
ers. "What is the use of my making the effort to so or-

ganize my work that the laundry shall close at 8 p. m.
like other reasonable work-places do," said a disheart-

ened employer; ''all the neighboring laundries are open
until nine, ten, or even eleven o'clock. If we all had to

keep the same rules and close at the same time, the law
would work fairly ; as it is I must just scramble on with
the others in the stupid expensive old way." (P. 385.)

British Sessional Papers. Vol. XII. 1903. Report of
the Chief Inspector of Factories and Workshops.

After six years* experience of the effect of the pres-
ent regulations, it is impossible not to feel greatly de-

pressed by the result; the elasticity of the law has tended
to encourage rather than check these unsettled hours.
(P. 174.)

The innumerable loopholes and subterfuges which it

affords to a sharp and unscrupulous employer places his

more stupid or more scrupulous competitor at an unfair
disadvantage, which is preventable, and therefore should
be prevented. The broad, clear limitations, easily un-
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derstood and capable of being exactly and thoroughly en-

forced, which apply to other industries under the Act, im-

pose the same obligations and provide the same protec-

tion for all alike. This is impossible where regulations

cannot be properly enforced and can be continually

evaded with success. (P. 174.)

Handworterbuch der Staatswissenschaften. Bd. I.

[Compendium of Political Science. Vol. I.] Edited
by Drs. J. Conrad, Professor of Political Science in

Halle; L. Elster, Ober Reg. Rath in Berlin; W.
Lexis, Professor of Law in Halle. Arbeitszeit.

[Hours of Work] . Dr. H. Herkner, Berlin. Jena,
Fischer, 1909.

As reduction of hours, under some circumstances, is

entirely in the interests of intelligently managed enter-

prises, it has not been uncommon for employers to estab-

lish a shorter day of their own accord.

It is doubtful whether the State would have arrived

at the restriction of hours so soon, had it not been for

the experiments of such enlightened men. Nevertheless,

it would not do to leave the whole domain of hours en-

tirely to the growing insight and good intentions of em-
ployers. They are not always enlightened, and further-

more there are many cases which need reduced hours,

but where it is not to be expected that the employers
would think so. (P. 1217.)
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VII. PEOGRESS OF THE SHORTER DAY.

A. STATISTICAL EVIDENCE.
Statistics show that in certain important manufactnr-

ing industries, a trend towards shorter hours of labor is

manifest. In these industries the relative full time

hours (irrespective of unemployment and irregularity)

have tended slowly but steadily to decrease.

Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Labor, No. 77*

Washington, 1908. Wages and Hours of Labor in

Manufacturing Industries, 1890 to 1907.

As compared in each case with the average for the
years from 1890 to 1899, the average wages per hour in

1907 were 28.8 per cent, higher, the number of employees
in the establishments investigated was 44.4 per cent,

greater, and the average hours of labor per week were
5.0 per cent, lower. (Pp. 1-2.)

Relative Employees, Hours Per Week, Wages Per Hour,
Full-time Weekly Earnings Per Emplovee, 1890 to

1907.

(Relative numbers computed on basis of average for
1890-1899=100.0.)

Full-time
weekly

Tear Employees Hours per week Wages per hour per employee

1890 94.8 100.7 100.3 101.0

1891 97.3 100.5 100.3 100.8

1892 99.2 100.5 100.8 101.3
189.^ 99.4 100.3 100.9 101.2

1894 94.1 99.8 97.9 97.7

1895 96.4 100.1 98.3 98.4

1896 .. 98.6 99.8

99.6

99.7

99.6

99.5

1897 100.9 99.2

1898 106.4 99.7 100.2 99.9

1899 112.1 99.2 102.0 101.2

1900 115.6 98.7 105.5 104.1

1901 119.1 98.1 108.0 105.9

1902 123.6 97.3 112.2 109.2

1
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Fnll-tlme
weekly
earnings

Year Employees Hours per week Wages per hour per employee

1903 126.5 96.6 116.3 112.3

1904 125.7 95.9 117.0 112.2

1905 133.6 95.9 118.9 114.0

1906 142.9 95.4 124.2 118.5

1907 144.4 95.0 128.8 122.4

(P. 7.)

• While wages per hour were higher in the manufactur-
ing and mechanical industries in 1907 than in any other
year covered by this report, the regular hours of labor
per week were lower in 1907 than in any other year of

the period. The table shows that in 1890 the relative

hours of labor per week were 100.7, which means that

they were 100.7 per cent, of the average hours of labor
per week for the ten years from 1890 to 1899, or 0.7

per cent, more than the average for that period. From
1890 the weekly hours decreased until 1894, when the

relative number was 99.8. In 1895 there was a slight

increase, after which there was a gradual decrease to the

minimum in 1907, the relative number for that year be-

ing 95.0, or 5 per cent, less than the average hours worked
during the base period, 1890 to 1899. It is seen from the

table . . . that during the period covered the changes
have not been so marked in hours of labor as in wages per
hour, but the general course has been toward a reduc-

tion. The table on page 4 shows that the hours of labor

in 1907 were 5.7 per cent, lower than in 1890, while wages
per hour were 28.4 per cent, higher in 1907 than in 1890.

(P. 8.)

Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics,

No. 128. Washington, 1913. Wages and Hours
of Labor in the Cotton, Woolen and Silk Indus-
tries, 1890 to 1912.

Cotton Goods Manufacturing and Finishing.

General Summary.

This study shows, for cotton-goods manufacturing,
rates of wages per hour, and nominal full-time hours per
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week for the years 1907 to 1912, inclusive, and in addition
it sunnnarizes data published in previous reports of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, and thus furnishes a com-
parison for the 23-year period, 1890 to 1912, inclusive.

This study also shows wages and hours of labor in cot-

ton-goods finishing for 1911 and 1912.

This present report and also previous reports show
wages and hours of labor for each of the most important
productive occupations in cotton-goods manufacturing,
but do not show data for all the occupations in the in-

dustry. The occupations for which data are shown in

this report . . . include a very large proportion of the
total employees on productive work and more than two-
fifths of the total employes engaged in both productive
and nonproductive work. (P. 5.)

Relative Nominal* Full-time Hours per Week and Rela-
tive Rates of Wages Per Hour in Cotton-Groods
Manufacturing, 1890 to 1912. (Data are included
from 26 establishments, 1890-1903 ; 23 establishments,

1903, 1904; 30 establishments, 1904, 1905; 30 estab-

lishments, 1905, 1906; 38 establishments, 1906, 1907;
36 establishments, 1907-1910; 59 establishments,

1910, 1911; and 88 establishments, 1911, 1912.)

For definition see p. 91».

Tear

Belatlre nominal
full-time hours

per week

Relative
rate of wages

per hour

Average,
1890

1890-1899 100.0 100.0

100.5 101.6

1891 101.2 99.4

1892 101.6 99.2

1893 100.0 105.0

1894 97.5 98.9

1895 99.8 98.2

1896 99.5 104.1

1897 99.1 100.4

1898 100.3

100.3

96.7

1899 95.8

i
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Year

Relative nominal
full-time hours

per week

Relative
rate of wages

per hour

1900 100.1 108.4
1901 99.9 108.8
1902 99.5 113.3
1903 99.3 117.5
1904 99.2 117.1

1905 99.2 118.7
1906 98.7 131.3
1907„ 97.5 149.8
1908 96.3 148.4
1909 96.4 143.0

1910 94.1 147.7
1911 94.1 149.1
1912 92.4 164.1

(P. 8.)

Woolen and Worsted Goods Manufacturing.

This present report and also previous reports show
wages and hours of labor for each of the most important
productive occupations in woolen and worsted goods
manufacturing, but do not show data for all the occupa-
tions in the industry. The occupations . . . include a
very large proportion of the total employees on produc-
tive work and more than two-fifths of the total employees
both in productive and non-productive work. (P. 110.

J
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Eelative Nominal Full-time Hours Per Week and Eela-
tive Eates of Wages Per Hour in the Principal Occu-
pations in Woolen and Worsted Goods Manufactur-
ing, 1890 to 1912. (Data are included from 16 es-

tablishments, 1890-1903; 17 establishments, 1903,

1904; 27 establishments, 1904, 1905; 26 establish-

ments, 1905, 1906; 29 establishments, 1906, 1907; 19
establishments 1907-1910; 27 establishments, 1910,

1911; and 46 establishments, 1911, 1912.)

Year

Relative nominal
full-time hours

per week

Relative
rate of wastes

per liour

Average, 1890-1899 .... 100.0 100.0

1890 101.0 99.6

1891 101.0 99.3

1892 101.0 100.7

1893 99.5 105.7

1894 99.0 94.9

1895 100.1 95.3

1896 100.1 98.1

1897 98.4 100.4

1898 99.9 103.3

1899 100.0 102.3

1900 99.8 111.3

1901 99.9 111.9

1902 98.8 114.9

1903 98.7 118.7

1904 97.9 115.4

1905 98.5 119.3

1906 98.4 127.1

1907 97.9 135.3

1908 97.7 128.1

1909 97.8 129.0

1910 96.1 132.5

1911 96.2 133.3

1912 94.6 149.1

(P. 112.)
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Total Number of Employees in Woolen and Worsted
Goods Mamifaeturing and Number of Employees in

Establishments From Which Data Were Secured in

1912.

Number of employees re-
ported by United States
Census Office.

Establishments furnishing Information to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1912.

1910. 1905.

,
Number

Number of
establishments. On pay roll

of employees—-^
For

whom data
were secured.

163,192 141,998 46 43,504 17,505

According to the census of 1905 and to the census
of 1910, more than 90 per cent, of the total number of
employees in the industry are found in the States in

which the establishments furnishing information to the

Bureau of Labor Statistics are located.

The number of employees in the establishments from
which the Bureau secured 1912 data was equal to 26.7

per cent, of the total in the industry in 1910. (P. 120.)

SUk Goods Manufacturing.

This study of wages and hours of labor in silk-goods

manufacturing shows rates of wages per hour and nom-
inal full-time hours per week for the years 1907 to 1912,

inclusive. . . .

This present report and also previous reports show
wages and hours of labor for each of the most important
productive occupations in silk-goods manufacturing, but

do not show data for all occupations in the industry. The
occupations include a very large proportion of the

total . . . employees on productive work and
approximately two-thirds of the total employees both in

productive and non-productive work. (P. 171.)

Silk Goods Manufacturing.

Relative Nominal Full-time Hours Per Week and Rela-

tive Rates of Wages Per Hour in Silk-Goods Manu-
facturing, 1890 to 1912. (Data are included from 12
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establishments, 1890-1903; 12 establishments, 1903,

1904; 18 establishments, 1904, 1905; 19 establish-

ments, 1905, 1906; 19 establishments, 1906, 1907; 10
establishments, 1907-1910; 42 establishments, 1910,

1911; and 42 establishments, 1911, 1912.)

Relatlre nominal Relative
full-time hours rate of wages

Year per week per hoar

Average, 1890-1899 100.0 100.0

1890 102.6 98.6

1891 102.9 93.2

1892 101.9 98.6

1893 98.8 102.0

1894 98.6 102.9

1895 98.5 101.5

1896 99.0 106.5

1897 99.1 99.1

1898 99.3 98.4

1899..... 99.5 97.4

1900 - 99.6 98.4

1901 99.2 98.1

1902 98.7 101.4

1903 98.8 102.6

1904 „ 97.2 101.8

1905__ „ 98.2 102.5

1906 98.4 106.1

1907..._ 98.0 112.1

1908„__ _ 97.6 109.2

1909 97.5 110.5

1910- 97.4 112.5

1911 97.4 113.3

1912 96.6 117.1

(P. 174>
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Total Number of Employees in Silk-G-oods Manufactur-
ing and Number of Employees in Establishments
From Which Data Were Secured in 1912.

Number of employees re-
ported by United States
Census Oflace.

Establishments furnishing information to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1912.

1910. 1905.

, Number of employees s
For

Number of whom data
establishments. On pay roll. were secured.

99,037 79,601 42 17,579 11,534

According to both the census of 1905 and the census

of 1910, more than 95 per cent, of the total number of

employees in the industry are found in the states in which
the establishments furnishing information to the Bureau
of Labor Statistics are located.

The number of employees in the establishments from
which the Bureau secured 1912 data was equal to 17.7

per cent, of the total in the industry in 1910. (P. 183.)

Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics,

No. 129. Washington, 1913. Wages and Hours of
Labor i/n the Lumber, Millwork and Furniture In-

dustries. 1890 to 1912.

Lumber Manufacturing.

The occupations for which data are shown in this re-

port . . . include more than three-fifths of the total

employees. (P. 6.)

Relative Nominal Full-time Hours Per Week and Rela-

tive Rates of Wages Per Hour in Lumber Manufac-
turing, 1890 to 1912. (Data are included from 56

establishments, 1890-1903; 49 establishments, 1903,

1904; 69 establishments, 1904, 1905; 68 establish-

ments, 1905, 1906; 75 establishments, 1906, 1907; 40
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establishments, 1907-1910; 245 establishments, 1910,

1911; and 301 establishments, 1911-1912.)

Relative nominal Relative
full-time hours rate of wages

Year per week per hour

Average, 1890-1899 100.0 100.0

1890 100.4 101.9

1891 100.2 101.4

1892 100.2 101.5

1893 100.0 99.9

1894 100.0 96.7

1895 99.9 97.0-

1896 :.. 100.1 97.4

1897 99.9 97.7

1898 99.6 101.5

1899 : 99.8 104.5

1900 99.5 105.4

1901..........: 99.3 108.6

1902 98.7 112.1

1903 98.3 114.2

1904 97.8 112.3

1905 97.6 116.3

1906 96.6 124.4

1907 96.4 129.6

1908 96.6 118.7

1909 96.5 121.6

1910 96.5 130.0

1911 96.5 129.9

1912 96.6 131.5

(P. 8.)
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Total Number of Employees in Lumber Manufacturing
and Number of Employees in Establishments From
Which Data Were Secured in 1912.

Number of emijloyees re-
ported by United States Establishments furnishing Information to the
Census Offlee. Bureau of Labor Statistics In 1912.

, Number of employees ^

For
Number of whom dxta

1010. inor>. establishments. On pay roll. were secured.

547,178 404,626 301 49,822 30,189

According to both the census of 1905 and the census
of 1910 more than 80 per cent, of the total number of
employees in the industry are found in the 20 states in
which the establishments furnishing information to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics are located.

The number of employees in the establishments from
which the Bureau secured 1912 data was equal to 9.1

per cent, of the total in the industry in 1910, and the
number for which the Bureau secured detailed informa-
tion in 1912 was equal to 5.6 per cent, of the total in the
industry in 1910. (P. 14.)

Millwork.

The occupations for which data are shown in this re-

port . . . include more than five-eighths of the total

employes. (P. 86.)

Eelative Nominal Full-time Hours Per Week and Eela-
tive Rates of Wages Per Hour in the Millwork In-
dustry, 1890 to 1912. (Data are included from 94
establishments, 1890-1903; 112 establishments, 1903,
1904; 113 establishments, 1904, 1905; 116 establish-

ments, 1905, 1906; 120 establishments. 1906, 1907; 62
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establishments, 1907-1910; 232 establishments, 1910,

1911; and 269 establishments, 1911, 1912.)

Relative nominal Relative
full-time hours rate of wage*

Tear per week per hour

Average, 1890-1899 100.0 100.0

1890 101.3 99.2

1891 100.6 100.4

1892 100.7 100.1

1893 100.1 100.0

1894. 100.3 97.0

1895 99.7 98.1

1896 99.0 99.3

1897 99.6 100.0

1898.„ 99.4 101.7

1899._ 99.2 104.1

1900 98.9 105.9

1901 98.7 108.6
1902 97.7 112.5
1903 97.2 116.5

1904 97.9 115.7

1905 98.1 116.7

1906 96.9 120.6

1907 96.7 124.5
1908 96.7 123.4

1909 96.7 124.9

1910 96.9 127.8
1911 96.8 129.0
1912 96.2 132.3

(P. 88.)

1
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Total Number of Employees in the Millwork Industry
and Number of Employees in Establishments From
Which Data Were Secured in 1912.

Number of employees re-
ported by United States Establishments furnishing Information to the
Census Office.* Bureau of Labor Statistics In 1912.

, Number of employees >

For
Number of whom data

1910. 1905. establishments. On pay roll. were secured.

112,392 97,674 269 20,972 13,323

* The designation used by the United States census is "Lumber, Planing,
Mill Products," including Sash, Doors and Blinds.

According to both the census of 1905 and the census
of 1910 more than 60 per cent, of the total number of

employees in the industry are found in 11 States in which
the establishments furnishing information to the Bureau
of Labor Statistics are located.

The number of employees in the establishments from
which the Bureau secured 1912 data was equal to 18.7

per cent, of the total in the industry in 1910, and the
number for which the Bureau secured detailed informa-
tion in 1912 was equal to 11.9 per cent, of the total in the
industry in 1910. (Pp. 93-94.)

Furniture Manufacturing.

The occupations for which data are shown in this re-

port . . . include almost three-fifths of the total em-
ployees. (P. 123.)

Eelative Nominal Full-time Hours Per Week and Rela-

tive Rates of Wages Per Hour in Furniture Manu-
facturing, 1890 to 1912. (Data are included from 58
establishments, 1890-1903; 61 establishments, 1903,

1904; 63 establishments, 1904, 1905; 63 establish-

ments, 1905, 1906; 67 establishments, 1906, 1907; 52
establishments, 1907-1910; 128 establishments, 1910,

1911; and 199 establishments, 1911, 1912.)
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Relative nominal Relative
full-time hours rate of wages

Year per week per hour

Average, 1890-1899 100.0 100.0

1890 101.3 100.5

1891 100.7 101.5

1892 99.8 102.5

1893 99.9 101.1

1894 98.2 99.4

1895 99.8 97.9

1896 100.0 97.7

1897 99.6 100.2

1898 100.4 98.0

1899 100.3 102.0

1900 100.2 102.4

1901 99.3 107.3

1902 98.3 114.1

1903 98.1 115.2

1904 97.3 117.5

1905 :: 96.6 121.0

1906 95.8 125.7

1907 95.7 127.3

1908 95.9 127.5

1909 „ 95.5 126.7

1910 95.1 130.5

1911 _ 94.5 132.1

1912 93.9 135.1

(P. 125.)

Total Number of Employees in Furniture Manufacturing
and Number of Employees in Establishments From
Which Data "Were Secured in 1912.

Number of employees re-
ported by United States
Census OflBce.

Establishments furnishing information to tht
Bureau of Labor Statistics In 1912.

lOin. 1905.

f Number of employees s

For
Number of whom data

establishments. On pay roll. were secured.

123,426 110,133 199 23,259 13,111
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According to both the census of 1905 and the census
of 1910, more than 88 per cent, of the total number of
employees in the industry are found in the 13 States in

which the establishments furnishing information to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics are located.

The number of employees in the establishments from
which the Bureau secured 1912 data was equal to 18.8

per cent, of the total in the industry in 1910, and the
number for which the Bureau secured detailed informa-
tion in 1912 was equal to 10.6 per cent, of the total in the
industry in 1910. (P. 133.)

Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics,

No. 153. Washington, 1914. Wages and Hours of
Labor in the Lumber, MilVwork and Furniture In-

dustries. 1907 to 1913.

Lumber Manufacturing.

It will be observed that the general tendency of the
several occupations is toward a reduction of working
hours and an increase in rates of wages per hour and of
earnings per full week. No data are available to show
the amount of work afforded employees each year or the
variation from year to year. The relative full-time hours
per week indicate the change in the hours of labor of
employees working full time, but do not reflect in any
way the greater or less amount of full-time work af-

forded. (P. 9.)

Relative Full-time Hours Per Week, Rates of Wages
Per Hour and Full Time Weekly Earnings in Lum-
ber Manufacturing, 1910 to 1913.

(1913=100.0)

Relative Relative
full-time rate of Relative full-

hours per wages per time weekly
Year week hour earnmgs

1910 100.5 94.6 94.9

1911 100.5 94.9 95.3

1912 100.7 96.2 96.7

1913 100.0 100.0 100.0

(P. 10.)
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The full-time hours of labor per week shown in the

tables of the report are the regular full-time hours of

work of the occupation under normal conditions in the

establishment. The working time is the hours on duty
including intervals of waiting for work. The full-time

hours per week and the relatives based thereon do not
in any way indicate the extent of unemployment. Em-
ployees may work overtime, or broken time, or be laid

off, or a temporary reduction may be made in working
hours, without such change affecting the full-time hours
per week, as presented in this Bulletin. (P. 15.)

Total Number of Employees in Lumber Manufacturing
and Number of Employees in Establishments for

which Data are Shown for 1913.

Number of employees re-
ported by United States
census of 1910.

Establishments for which data are shown by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics for 1913.

f Number of employees ^

For
Number of whom data

establishments. On pay roll. are shown.

547,178 361 67,092 34,328

The number of employees in the establishments from
which the Bureau obtained 1913 data was equal to 12.3

per cent, of the total in the industry in 1910, and the
number of such employees for which the Bureau presents
detailed information for 1913 was equal to 6.3 per cent,

of the total in the industry in 1910. (P. 15.)



Relative Relative
full-time rate of Relative full-

hours per wages per time weekly
week hour earnmgs

100.9 94.2 94.9

100.9 95.3 96.2

100.4 97.7 98.0

100.0 100.0 100.0
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Mill Work.

Relative Full-time Hours Per Week, Rates of Wages Per
Hour, and Full-time Weekly Earnings in the Mill-

work Industry, 1910 to 1913.

(1913=3100.0)

Year

1910
1911
1912
1913

(P. 83.)

This report on millwork includes establishments en-

gaged in the manufacture of sash, doors, blinds, frames,
fixtures, and building trim. . . . (P. 86.)

Total Number of Employees in the Millwork Industry
and Number of Employees in Establishments for
which Data are Shown for 1913.

Number of employees re-
ported by United States Establishments for which data are shown by
census of 1910.* the Bureau of Labor Statistics for 1913.

,. Number of employees h

For
Number of whom data

establishments. On pay roll. are shown.

112,392 344 24,616 16,251

According to the census of 1910, more than 64 per cent,

of the total number of employees in the industry are
found in the States in which the establishments furnish-
ing information to the Bureau of Labor Statistics are
located. The number of employees in the establishments

• The designation used by the United States census is "Lumber, planing
mill products," including sash, doors and blinds.
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from wMch the Bureau secured 1913 data was equal to

21.9 per cent, of the total in the industry in 1910, and the

number for which the Bureau presents detailed informa-
tion for 1913 was equal to 14.5 per cent, of the total in the

industry in 1910. ... (P. 87.)

Furniture.

Relative Pull-time Hours Per Week, Rates of Wages Per
Hour, and Full-time Weekly Earnings in Furniture
Manufacturing, 1910 to 1913.

(1913=100.0.)

Relative Relative
full-time rate of Relative full-

hours per wages per time weekly
Year week hour earnmgs

1910.

1911.

1912.

1913..

102.8 92.7 96.1

102.1 94.5 97.3

101.6 96.5 98.2

100.0 100.0 100.0

(P. 109.)

Total Number of Employees in Furniture Manufactur-
ing and Number of Employees in Establishments for
which Data are Shown for 1913.

Number of employees re-
ported by United States
census of 1910.

Establishments for which data are shown by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics for 1913.

,. Number of employees .

For
Number of whom data

establishments. On pay roll. are shown.

123,426 231 31,245 17,378

(P. 112.)

According to the census of 1910, more than 87 per
cent, of the total number of employees in the industry

are found in the States in which the establishments fur-
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nishing information to the Bureau of Labor Statistics are
located. The number of employees in the establishments
from which the Bureau secured 1913 data was equal to

25.3 per cent, of the total in the industry in 1910, and
the number for which the Bureau presents detailed in-

formation for 1913 was equal to 14.1 per cent, of the

total in the industry in 1910. ... (P. 113.)

Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics,

No. 137. Washington, 1913. Wages and Hours of
Labor in the Building and Repairing of Steam
Railroad Cars. 1890 to 1912.

By nominal full-time hours per week is meant the
usual full working time, such as prevails when there is

no industrial depression, overtime rush, or other unusual
factor affecting the industry.* (P. 5.)

Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics,

No. 163. Washington, 1914. Wages and Hours of
Labor in the Building and Repairing of Steam
Railroad Cars. 1907 to 1913.

Car Building.

Year

Relative
full-time

hours per
week

Relative

rate of
wages per

hour

Relative full-

time weekly
earnings

1910

1911

1912

1913

101.1

100.4

100.7

100.0

91.0

94.0

94.1

100.0

91.8

94.3

94.8

100.0

(P. 11.)

* For tables showing increase or decrease in full-time hours per week
see Bulletin No. 137, pp. 8-11.
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This report includes ' information obtained from es-

tablishments engaged in building and repairing steam
railroad cars, both passenger and freight, and both
wood and steel. (P. 15.)

Total Number of Employees in Car Building and Repair-
ing and Number of Employees in Establishments for
which Data are shown for 1913.

Number of employees re-
ported by United States
census of 1910.

Establishments for which data are shown by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics for 1913.

f Number of employees .

For
Number of whom data

establishments. On pay roll. are shown.

325,260 73 71,341 42,281

According to the census of 1910 more than 77.7 per
cent, of the total number of employees in the industry are
found in the States in which the establishments furnish-

ing information to the Bureau of Labor Statistics are
located. The number of employees in the establishments
from which the Bureau obtained 1913 data was equal to

21.9 per cent, of the total in the industry in 1910. (P. 17.)

Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics^

No. 161. Washington, 1914. Wages and Hours of
Labor in the Clothing and Cigar Industries. 1911

. to 1913.

Men's Clothing.

Year

Relative
full-time

hours per
week

Relative
rate of

wages per
hour

Relative full-

time weekly
earnings

1911
1912
1913

105.6

105.4

100.0

86.0

88.1

100.0

90.3

92.3

100.0
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From the table above it is seen that the relative (or

index) numbers for full-time hours per week in the manu-
facture of men's ready-made clothing decreased from
105.6 in 1911 to 100.0 in 1913; or, in other words, full-

time hours per week were 105.6 per cent, in 1911 of what
they were in 1913, and in 1912, 105.4 per cent, of what
they were in 1913. The relative number for rates of

wages per hour increased from 86.0 in 1911 to 88.1 in

1912 and 100.0 in 1913. The increase in full-time weekly
earnings was somewhat less than in rates of wages per
hour because of the reduction of hours in the industry.

Relative full-time weekly earnings increased from 90.3

in 1911 to 92.3 in 1912, and to 100.0 in 1913. (P. 11.)

The material for this report was obtained from es-

tablishments making men's outer garments—coats, pants,

vests, and overcoats—for the trade; or in other words,
what is commonly known as men's ready-made cloth-

ing. ...
The number of establishments and shops for which

comparable data are presented are as follows

:

For 1911 and 1912, from 80 identical establishments
and 158 identical shops.

For 1912 and 1913, from 117 identical establishments
and 221 identical shops. (P. 14.)

Total Number of Employees in Men's Clothing Manu-
facturing and Number of Employees in Establish-
ments for which Data are Shown for 1913.

Number of employees
reported by United

States Census Establishments for which data are shown by the
Office, 1910. Bureau of Labor Statistics for 1913.

f—No. of employees—

s

Number For
of estab- Number of On whom data
lishments. separate shops. pay roll. are given.

191,183 117 221 22,766 18,197

Men's factory-made clothing is made almost exclu-

sively in large cities. The table shows 191,183 persons
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employed in this industry in 1910. Of this number
134,281, or 70.2 per cent., were employed in the 7 cities

in which data were collected. . . . Data are presented
in this bulletin for 18,197 employees in 1913, or 9.5 per
cent, of the total number of employees in the industry in

the United States in 1910. (P. 15.)

Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics,

No. 154. Washington, 1914. Wages and Hours of
Labor in the Boot and Shoe and Hosiery and
Underwear Industries. 1907 to 1913.

In order that the summary figures in regard to rates

of wages and hours of labor in the two industries covered
in this Bulletin, heretofol'e published for the years 1890
to 1912, may be available for reference, the tables follow-

ing are reproduced from Bulletin No. 134.
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Relative Full-time Hours Per Week and Relative Rates
of Wages Per Hour in Boot and Shoe Manufacturing,
1890 to 1912. (Data are included from 46 estab-

lishments, 1890-1903; 50 establishments, 1903, 1904;
52 establishments, 1904, 1905; 52 establishments,

1905, 1906; 54 establishments, 1906, 1907; 26 estab-

lishments, 1907-1910; 60 establishments, 1910, 1911;
and 81 establishments, 1911-1912.)

Relative Relative
full-time bours rate of wages

Year per week per hour

Average, 1890-1899 100.0 100.0
1890 100.3 98.5

1891 100.6 97.5

1892 100.2 99.3

1893 100.0 100.6

1894 : 100.0 99.8

1895 100.0 101.4

1896 100.0 100.5

1897 99.8 100.7

1898 99.7 100.5

1899 99.6 101.8

1900 „ 99.3 104.1

1901 99.6 104.1

1902 1. 98.4 108.0

1903 97.0 113.2

1904 97.1 116.9

1905 96.8 119.9

1906 96.3 121.8

1907 96.0 128.0

1908 95.9 125.5

1909 95.7 130.4

1910 95.5 129.6

1911 95.3 131.7

1912 93.9 132.8

(P. 119.)
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Eelative Full-time Hours Per Week and Relative Rates
of Wages Per Hour in Hosiery and Underwear
Manufacturing, 1890 to 1912. (Data are included
from 8 establishments, 1890-1903; 9 establishments,

1903, 1904; 22 establishments, 1904, 1905; 25 estab-

lishments, 1905, 1906; 30 establishments, 1906, 1907;
15 establishments, 1907-1910; 62 establishments, 1910,

1911; 62 establishments, 1911, 1912.)

Relative Relative
full-time hours rate of waees

Year per week per hour

Average, 1890-1899 100.0 100.0

1890 101.1 105.6

1891 101.1 106.9

1892 101.2 100.3

1893 100.5 100.1

1894 94.8 96.7

1895 100.4 102.8

1896 100.3 99.3

1897 100.3 96.1

1898 100.3 96.4

1899 100.2 93.2

1900 98.9 95.4

1901 98.8 102.0

1902 98.9 111.0

1903 97.9 117.6

1904 97.8 114.8

1905 97.7 119.9

1906 97.2 126.9

1907 96.8 133.4

1908 96.5 133.7

1909 96.6 134.1

1910 94.8 135.5

1911 94.7 135.8

1912 93.1 143.7

(P. 127.)
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Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics,

No. 177. Washington, 1915. Wages and Hours
of Labor in the Hosiery and Underwear Industry
1907 to 1914.

Relative Full-time Hours Per Week, Rates of Wages
Per Hour, and Full-time Weekly Earnings, 1910 to
1914, Together with Per Cent, of Increase or De-
crease in Specified Years, in the Principal Occupa-
tions.f

Hours per week. Wages per week. Weekly earnings.

Per cent, of in- Per cent, of in- Per cent, of in-
crease ( +) or de- crease ( -H) or de- crease ( +) or de-
crease ( — ) in. crease (— ) in. crease ( — ) in.

Year Each Each Each
Relative 1914 as specified specified Relative specified

full- com- year as 1914 as year as full- 1914 as year as
time pared com- Relative com- com- time com- com-
hours with pared rate of pared pared weekly pared pared
per each with wages with with earn- with with
week speci- year per hour each year ings each year
(1914- fied pre- (1914- specified pre- (1914- specified pre-
100) year ceding 100) year ceding 100) year ceding

The Industry:
1910 105 -5 84 +19 89 +12
1911 105 -5 <¥ 85 +18 +1 89 +12 *1
1912 103 -3 -2 90 +11 +6 93 + 8 +4
1913 101 -1 -2 97 + 3 +8 98 + 2 +5
1914 100 ... -1 100 +3 100 +2

In the above table it will be observed that the gen-
eral tendency is toward a reduction of working hours
and an increase in rates of wages per hour and of earn-
ings per full week. This table does not consider the
amount of work afforded employees each year or the

variation in the volume of employment from year to year.

The relative full-time hours per week indicate the
change in the hours of labor of employees working full

time, but do not reflect in any way the greater or less

amount of full-time work afforded. This point is further
discussed on page 27. (P. 13.)

The full-time hours of labor per week shown in the

general tables of the report are the regular hours of
work of the occupations under normal conditions in the

t Summary only given here. * No change.
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establishments. The figures given show the average full-

time hours per week of the employees in each occupation

and the number of employees whose full time came within

specified classification limits. The working time is the

hours on duty, including intervals of waiting for work.
The full-time hours per week and the relatives based
thereon do not in any way indicate the extent of unem-
ployment. Employees may work overtime, broken time,

or be laid off, or a temporary reduction may be made in

working hours without such change affecting the full-time

hours per week as presented in this bulletin.

The full-time weekly earnings tabulated are the earn-

ings per week of employees working full time, or the
earnings on broken time reduced to equivalent earnings
for a full week. In considering changes in full-time earn-
ings per week, notice should also be taken of changes in

full-time hours of labor per week. A reduction in the
hours of a pieceworker may reduce his earnings in a
week and leave his earnings per hour unchanged, while a
reduction of hours for a week worker will, if his weekly
rate remains the same, increase his rate per hour. (Pp.
27-28.)

Total Number of Employees, Census 1910, and Number
of Employees in Establishments for which Data are
Shown in this Report for 1914.

H(Dslery. Underwear. Total.

^ a £1 a
pa

ms v< n mz VI m H2 vai
%^ a O i> O 4> VI o O V
o 2 o 2J o 2 V

Number of employees -^
>>

^1
t«. •5 >,

reported by United
States Census,

1910.
a-
3

S a-"
3

u= ft

a
3

oJS
a"
s

£> a
a
3

ir /^ z. Z Z z

129,275 42 17,361 40 15,008 82 32,369

According to the census of 1910, more than 91 per
cent, of the total number of employees in the industry
are found in the States in which the establishments fur-
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nishing.information to the Bureau of Statistics are lo-

cated. The number of employees for which the Bureau
secured 1914 data and for which detailed information for
1914 is presented in this report was equal to 25 per cent,

of the total in the industry in 1910. (P. 26.)

Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics,

No. 178. Washington, 1915. Wages and Hours of
Labor in the Boot and Shoe Industry. 1907 to

1914.

Boot and Shoe Manufacturing.

Relative Pull-Time Hours Per Week, Rates of Wages
Per Hour, and Full-time Weekly Earnings, 1910 to

1914, together with per cent, of Increase or Decrease
in Specified Years, in the Principal Occupations. (34
in number.)

Hours per week. Wages per hour. Weekly earnirsrs

Per cent, of in- Per cent, of in- Per cent, of in-
crease ( -f-) or de- crease (+) or de- crease (+) or de-
crease ( — ) in. crease (— ) in. crease (— ) in.

Each Each Each
Year Relative specified specified Relative specified

full- 1914 as year as 1914 as year as full- 1914 as year as
time com- com- Relative com- com- time com- com- L

pared Ehours pared pared rate of pared pared weekly pared
per with with wages with with earn- with with
week each year per hour each year ings each yearl
(1914- specified pre- (i^l^r specified pre- (1914- specified pre-
100) year ceding 100) year ceding 100) year ceding

The industry:
1910 103

103
102
101
100

-3
-3
-2
-1

-1
-1
-1

89
91
92
99
100

+12
+10
+ 9

+ 1

+2
+1
+8
-fl

92
94
93
100
100

+9
+61911 +2

1912 — 1
1913 +8
1914 *.

(P.13.)

In the above table it will be observed that the general
tendency is towards a reduction of working hours and an
increase in rates of wages per hour and of earnings per
full week. (P. 13.)

This report includes establishments whose principal

* No change.
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or only products are shoes made by the McKay, welt, or
turn process. . . .

In addition to the 84 establislunents from which data
were secured for 1913 and 1914, data were secured from
7 establishments for 1914 only, making a total of 91 estab-

lishments from which data for 1914 are presented. (P.

21.)

Total Number of Employees in Boot and Shoe Manu-
facturing and Number of Employees in Establish-
ments for which Data are Shown for 1914. (This
table includes 7 establishments from which data were
secured for 1914 only.)

Number of employees re-
ported by United States
Census, 1910.

Establishments
arc shown by
for 1914.

and
the

employees
Bureau of

for
Lab

which data
or Statistics

Number of
establishments.

Number of
employees.

198,297 91 53,071

According to the census of 1910, more than 97 per
cent, of the total number of employees in the industry
are found in the States in which the establishments fur-

nishing information to the Bureau of Labor Statistics are
located. The number of employees for which the bureau
secured 1914 data and for which detailed information
for 1914 is presented in this report was equal to nearly
27 per cent, of the total in the industry in 1910. (P. 22.)
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B. THE RECORD OF 1915.

During 1915 shorter hours have been gained by many-

workers, primarily the machinists and the employees of

munition plants and of other establishments filling war

orders. From these the movement of shorter hours has

spread to many other trades.

United States Bureau of Labor Statistics. Monthly
Review. Vol. I. October, 1915. No. 4.

Movement for Reduction of Hours of Labor in the Ma-
chine Trades.

A movement for the reduction of hours of labor,

notable for its rapid progress, is that which has taken
place in the machine trades within the last few months.
It has chiefly affected the firms having contracts for the

making of war munitions, though not exclusively re-

stricted to such establishments. The demands for re-

duced hours have usually come from the machinists, al-

though other occupations have joined, and in most es-

tablishments all employees have received the benefits

which have been granted to the machinists. Reduced
hours of labor have in all cases been effected with no
reduction in weekly wage and in many cases with in-

creased wages.
A partial list of the firms which have established the

8-hour day within the past two months has been fur-

nished the bureau by the International Association of

Machinists. The following firms have established an
8-hour day, these in most cases involving a reduction of

7 hours in the working week. These changes, it should
be stated, were made without a strike except in five

firms.

Ansonia, Conn.

:

Bridgeport Body Co.

O. K. Tool Holder Co. Bridgeport Brass Co.

Bridgeport, Conn. Bridgeport Metal Goods Co.

American-British Manufacturing Bryant Electric Co.

Co. Bullard Machine Co.

Batcheller Corset Co. Burns & Bassick Co.
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Crawford Laundry.

Electric Cable Co.

Grant Manufacturing Co.

Harris Engineering Co.

Harvey Hubble Co.

Hawthorne Co.

International Silver Co.

Locomobile Company of America.

Remington Arms Co.

Remington Union Metallic Car-

tridge Co.

Sprague Motor Co.

Standard Manufacturing Co.

Warner Corset Co.

Wolverine Motor Co.

Chicago, 111.

:

Automatic Electric Co.

Plainfield, N. J.

:

Bosch Magneto Co.

Pond Machine Tool Co.

Potter Press Co.

Sauer Motor Truck Co.

Scott Printing Press Co.

Vitaphone Co.

Hall Printing Press Co.

Raleigh, N. C:
Raleigh Iron Works.

Springfield, Mass.:

Bosch Magneto Co.

Westinghouse Co.

Taunton, Mass.:

Call & Carr Co.

Mason Machine Co.

Miehle Printing Press Co.

Toledo, Ohio:

Bunting Brass & Bronze Co.

Toledo Machine & Tool Co.

Willys-Overland Car Co.

Du Pont Powder Works of Wil-

mington, Del., and other points.

The following firms have established a 54-hour week,
reducing hours from 55, 58, and in some cases 60 per
week:

Springfield Mass.

:

Hendee Motorcycle Co.

Taunton, Mass.:

Bell & Dyer Co.

Evans Machine & Stamping Co.

Lincoln & Williams Twist Drill

Co.

Vans Machine & Stamping Co.

Toledo, Ohio:

Acklyn Stamping Co.

Advance Machine Co.

Toledo Electro Plating Co.

Derby, Conn.

:

Dairy Machine Co.

United States Bureau of Labor Statistics. Monthly Re-
view. Vol. II. February, 1916. No. 2.

Reduction of Hours of Labor in the Machine Trades.

A movement for the reduction of hours of labor, nota-
ble for its rapid progress, has taken place in the machine
trades since late in the summer of 1915. ...
A partial list of the firms which had established the

8-hour day or granted a reduction in hours up to the mid-
dle of September was published in the October, 1915,
issue of the Review. The International Association of
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Machinists has furnished the bureau a list supplementing
the earlier list of firms which had granted reductions of
hours up to the end of 1915. The following firms have es-

tablished an 8-hour day, with reductions in most cases
of 7 hours in a working week.

Bridgeport, Conn.:

American Graphophone Co.

Lake Torpedo Boat Co.

Meriden, Conn.

:

New England Westinghouse Co.

New Haven, Conn.

:

Geometric Tool Co.

Sheldon, Conn.:

The R. N. Basset Shop.

Wilmington, Del.

:

Vogel Machine Co.

Chicago, 111.:

Stewart Warner Speedometer Co.

Western Electric Co.

Baton Rouge, La.:

Standard Oil Co.

Baltimore, Md.

:

Pool Engineering Co.

Universal Machine Co.

Lowell, Mass.

:

Heinze Electric Co.

U. S. Cartridge Co.

Springfield, Mass.

:

Barley Machine Co.

Barney & Berry (Inc.).

Bausch Machine Tool Co.

Bay State Corset Co.

Blake Machine Co.

Duckworth Chain Co.

Gilbert & Barker Co.

Hendee Motorcycle Co.

Kibbie Candy Co.

Knox Automobile Co.

Knox Motor Co.

National Equipment Co.

Package Machinery Co.

Rider Bagg Co.

Russell Machine Co.

Stacy Machine Co.

United States Saw Co.

Detroit, Mich.:

Siewek Bros.

The Studebaker Corporation.

Camden, N. J.

:

Victor Talking Machine Co.

Garwood, N. J.

:

Bell Electric Co.

Hyatt Roller and Bearing Co.

Perth Amboy, N. J.

:

American Smelting & Refining Co.

Annes-Potter Brick Co,

Barber Asphalt Co.

Lyons-Flynn Co.

Perth Amboy Dry Dock.

Raritan Dry Dock Co.

Raritan Copper Works.
R. & H. Chemical Co.

Shantz & Exkert.

Standard Cable Co.

Union Lead Co.

United States Cartridge Co.

Patrick Whites.

Plainfield, N. J.

:

Manganese Steel Safe Co.

South Plainfield, N. Y.

:

Spicer Manufacturing Co.

Trenton, N. J.

:

J. L. Mott.

Harry Stahl.

E. Wilkes.

New York City and vicinity

:

Adriance Machine Co.

Acme Die Casting Co.

Auto Press Co.

Blair Machine Co.

Bliss Manufacturing Co.

Cameron Machine Co.

Carpenter Tool Co.
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Hoe Printing Press Co.

Doehler Die Casting Co.

W. W. Kellog Co.

Notham Manufacturing Co
hours).

Rockwell Engineering Co.

Schroeder Machine Co.

Sperry Gyroscope Co.

Wappler's Electric Co.

Cincinnati, Ohio

:

United States Printing &
graph Co.

United States Playing Card Co.

Cleveland, Ohio:

Cleveland Automatic Co.

F. B. Stearns Auto Mfg. Co.

Sewer & Morgan Co.

Springfield, Ohio

:

Springfield Machine Tool Co.

Toledo, Ohio:

(49 American Can Co.

Bock Bearing Co.

City Machine Tool Co.

Consolidated Manufacturing Co.

O'Neill Machine Co.

Youngstown, Ohio:

William Todd Co.

Litho-Pittsburgh, Pa.:

Pittsburgh Machine Tool Co.

Providence, R. I.

:

Providence Engineering Co.

Milwaukee, Wis.

:

Milwaukee Die & Casting Co,

hours a week).

(44

The following firms have granted reductions in hours,

although the hours are still somewhat in excess of the

straight 8-hour day:

Forty-nine and one-half hours per week.

Columbus, Ohio.—Heame Manufacturing Co., Rudd
Manufacturing Co., Shiriner Co., Modern Tool & Die Co.

Fifty hours per week.

Connecticut.—New Departure Eoller Bearing Co.,

Bristol; Birmingham Foundry & Machine Co., Derby.
New Jersey.—^Wickes Bros., Jersey City; J. A. Roebling
Co., Trenton. New York City and vicinity.—Davis Bour-
ville Co.

Fifty-four hours per week.

Connecticut.— Hendee Machine Co., Torrington.
Pennsylvania.—Westinghouse Co., East Pittsburgh. (Pp.
37-38.)
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The Survey. April 1, 1916. The Sudden Spread of the

Eight Hour Day.

Twenty-five years ago in England, the skilled me-
chanic was building his Utopia out of ** eight hours for
work, eight hours for play, eight hours for sleep and
eight bobs a day." In America this movement has
lagged among the machinists. At the outset of the war,
the skilled men, though they had their two dollars a day
or more, had by no means reduced their working day to

eight hours. In the last twenty months, however, they
have done more to effect that standard than in the
twenty-five years preceding the war.

On January 1, 1915, only 7,000 members of the In-

ternational Association of Machinists were working the
eight-hour day; on January 1, 1916, 60,000 men were
working eight hours. . . .

The awakening of the machinists seems to have come
first to public notice in March, 1915, when there was a
slight stir in Worcester, Mass., and scores of machinists
were reported as joining the local union. In August the
movement was well on its way. In September, even the
corset manufacturers in Bridgeport, Conn., and that
neighborhood, beginning to feel the pressure from the

demand for labor in the munitions plants, shortened the
working day of the girls to eight a day. In the last six

months, the movement has swept not only through the
munitions plants and the corset factories, but through
automobile and motor cycle works, paper mills and skate
making establishments, the garment trades, and shops
making musical instruments.

Centers where sudden and wholesale changes have
occurred, which are easily traceable through the news-
paper accounts, are Bridgeport, Conn., where more than
fifteen firms reduced hours; Perth Amboy, New Jersey,

from which came the nonchalant report that after strikes

in twenty-one shops, thirteen shops conceded immedi-
ately; Springfield, Mass., Plainfield and Bayonne, New
Jersey. In Wilmington, Del., the shorter work day was
granted to the employes of the Du Pont Powder factory^

and the Gulf Refining Company in Port Arthur, Texas,
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gave it to 2,125 men. Fourteen or more small firms fol-

lowed the movement in New York City. In Toledo, Ohio,

the three largest firms to fall into line were the Willys-

Overland Automobile Co., the Bunting Brass and Bronze
Company, and the Toledo Machine and Tool Company.

Aside from a few scattered changes in the south and
middle west, the war demand has made itself felt most
widely in the sea board states. In these states official

returns as to the extent of the movement are obtainable.

The Department of Labor of New Jersey reported that

25,395 persons in twenty-four various plants of that state

had for the first time benefitted during the past year by
the eight-hour day. Out of all these, only one firm, the

Victor Talking Machine Company, employing 7,500 men
and women, is not * * engaged in the production of one or
another kind of war material for the European belli-

gerents. '

' The New York Department of Labor reported
gains by 850 metal workers and 850 magneto workers in

the city of New York. The Connecticut Bureau of Labor
estimated that 30,000 machinists in the munitions plants
alone were affected. . . .

To interpret the attitude of employers toward this

activity letters were sent by The Survey to 125 firms
reported in the American Federation of Labor News Let-
ter and by the Federal Bureau of Labor Statistics as
having recently adopted the eight hour day. About one-
half replied and some of the answers are illuminating.

Only one firm, The Brown and Sharpe Manufactur-
ing Company, of Providence, E. I., was belligerent in its

opposition to the eight hour day. . . . Half a dozen
other firms expressed themselves against the change on
economic grounds. A Massachusetts firm, manufactur-
ing motors, which reduced the daily hours of work of 315
men at the request of a committee of employes contended
that '

' the ultimate effect in our opinion will be increased
cost to consumer and a disadvantage in competition with
foreign producers for the world market." One or two
other companies wrote in similar vein that the ultimate
effect they look for is ''decreased efficiency, and in-

creased cost to producer and consumer." Two or three
plants reported decreased output because of the reduc-
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tion in the working hours, but accepted it as a permanent
condition since ''the eight-hour day was shortly coming
into general use in this country."
A printing press manufacturing company replied that

it thought there might be increased efficiency **by resort-

ing to driving;" that "all shops will run the eight

hours" and the ''management must wake up to ways and
means of increasing production." Another wrote that
one effect of the change would be that the "unions will

ask for further reductions in hours. '

' On the contrary, a
Cleveland maker of automobiles "found that the ma-
jority of the men prefer the longer hours—^We feel sure
that if we were to take a vote in our shop to-day, the

men would ask to go back to the fifty-four hour a week
basis." "But of course they would expect no cut in

pay, '

' he adds. It was in October that this firm granted
a reduction of seven hours per week to its employes,
with the same pay, and time and one-half for overtime.

These were the negative or near negative replies.

They were exceeded in number by the employers who,
in answering the question, "What was the result of the
change from the longer work day, increased efficiency

or decreased output?" and "What in your opinion will be
the ultimate effect?" were positively and explicitly

favorable to the change. In all these plants, the change
is of course too recent for the evidence to be accepted
as final either one way or the other; the thing is in

progress but the testimony is fresh, and elicited at a
time when both managers and men are alert to the con-

trasts between old and new schedules.

A western manufacturer who gave the eight hour day
to 1700 men and women, writes, "while the time that has
elapsed has been quite short, we feel that increased ef-

fort has resulted, partly due to appreciation on the part
of the employes of the fact that they now receive 54
hours pay for 48 hours work, and partly through the

fact that the higher rate of wages has improved the qual-

ity of workers ; that is, numerous high grade mechanics
who have been earning less money elsewhere, have come
to us. . . . Immediately after the change went into

effect, there was naturally a considerable decrease in out-
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put, but this has partly been made up since that time
through the increased effort mentioned above."

^'Less discontent and greater relative efficiency, with
practically the same production in forty-eight hours as
formerly" was reported by the Sperry Gyroscope Com-
pany of Brooklyn which granted the eight hour day last

September to 480 employes.
Another Brooklyn corporation wrote that the change

has resulted in increasing both the quality and the quan-
tity of the work of the men per hour. The voluntary
reduction of the hours of work of its employes to forty-

eight per week by the Universal Machine Company in

Baltimore has already resulted in increased efficiency ac-

cording to the management and they believe that in the

end, too, there will be '

' finer work, increased output per
hour, on account of the men being happy and contented. '

'

The Vitaphone Company of Plainfield, New Jersey,

on September 29, 1915, went on the eight-hour basis.
'

'We had contemplated for some time adopting the eight-

hour day as we felt that it would only be a question of

time before it would be demanded by the union. Our
results were at first decreased output and a slight in-

crease in efficiency, but we feel that it will be only a
question of time before we get both increased effidenoy

as well as increased output. " " Satisfactory '

' results pre-
vail in the Studebaker Company's plant in Detroit where
between 6,000 and 7,000 men have recently been given
the eight hour day. Of two smaller firms making a
change one said, ''The men seem very well contented
and we seem to be getting the work out just as rapidly
as with the ten hour day." The other said, "We believe

it possible to get a better class of mechanics and at the

same time improve the efficiency of the workmen."
More extended testimony came from the Victor Talk-

ing Machine Company, at Camden, New Jersey, and from
the Eemington Arms and Ammunition Plant in Bridge-
port. The former folded the following announcement in

the pay envelope of each of its employes on October 1:
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Why the Victor Talking Machine Company Changed to

the Eight-hour Day

!

*'The Victor Talking Machine Company has changed
from the standard working hours to the eight-hour basis,

without reduction in wages, for the reason that, after a
thorough investigation into the conditions in our manu-
facturing departments, the Directors have concluded it

was the right thing to do and the right time to do it. A
resolution, embodying this change was adopted by a
unanimous vote on September 22 to go into effect at the
earliest possible date. There had been no demand for
such a change on the part of the employees of the Com-
pany, who number 7,500.

''The change will reduce the company's profits on
the present volume of business about $1,000,000 for the
first year. The company expects that it can, by certain
adjustments and improvements, gradually restore its

profits to normal, but the changes necessary to accom-
plish this result are expected to consume about three
years.

''The equipment of special automatic machinery and
the unusual efficiency organization in the Victor plant
requires an intensity of application on the part of a cer-

tain proportion of skilled operators that cannot be main-
tained with satisfactory results under the old schedule

of hours.

"The company believes that the new schedule of

shorter hours will result in the production of goods of a

higher grade than was possible under the old schedule.

The company believes that the shortening of the hours
will greatly reduce the nervous strain which is so evident

in modern industrial organizations.

"The company also hopes that the new hours will

increase the spirit of co-operation which it is anxious to

promote in its organization.

"The company feels certain that it will not fail to

achieve the economizing of the new schedule, nor will it

fail to secure superior quality of goods, nor will it fail,

eventually, to secure even greater reimbursement for its

employees than under the old system, unless the com-
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pany's business is interfered with by the influence of
unwise legislation, tending to place the control of the
market value of its goods in the hands of cut-price con-
spirators, or unless the co-operation expected on the part
of the employees does not materialize, owing to the in-
fluence of a misguided policy based on the theory of lim-
iting individual efficiency.

''The company must receive fair and standard prices
for its goods or it cannot pay satisfactory wages for
eight hour work. The company must also receive a
fair day's work if the eight hour day is to be a success.
Nothing but honest co-operation between labor and capi-
tal can replace drudgery and dissatisfaction. '*

The Remington Arms Company adopted the eight
hour day on August 1, 1915, and 1,000 men were then
affected. On January 15, 1916, 6,500 more men were
granted the shorter working hours. To quote :

*
' The

company could foresee that the eight hour day would
sooner or later be universal. They believed that it was
fair in principle and they wished to show their willingness
to concede to a popular sentiment which they considered
just, and so they instituted the eight hour day at their

works. This action, however, was entirely voluntary, as
no demand had been made upon them.

*'As the output previous to the adoption of the eight-

hour day was very small the exact difference is difficult

to determine, but experience has since led the company
to believe that the output has been increased by the

change. . . . They believe that the eight-hour day pro-

vides increased efficiency in the quality of the work per-

formed and adds to rather than diminishes the quantity

of the out-turn."
Another verv large firm, employing 11,500 men and

women, felt that they could not yet report on the success

or failure of the change to a forty-eight hour week for

their employees, but their concession, the company said,

was due to tie fact that the demand and public discussion

of the subject seemed so general.

Running through most of this testimony from these

employers is this suggestion that they were but antici-

pating the inevitable adoption of the shorter working
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day. ''Sooner or later," they forecast, despite the fact

that the issue, as they faced it, was an emergency one,

"the eight-hour day will be universal." . . .

In the last ten months nearly 100,000 men and women
have won the eight hour day. . . . Their gains have given
such impetus to the issue that among 175,000 anthracite

miners and 350,000 members of the railroad brother-

hoods, the employees of two basic industries, it has been
the keynote of this spring's demands.
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OF EXCESSIVE HOURS OF LABOR.

The preceding section has shown the trend toward

shorter hours in some important lines of industry. But

side by side with those who have benefited from the in-

troduction of the shorter day, other workers in various

trades are still employed twelve hours a day or more.

Thus, for instance:

The investigation of the United States Bureau

of Labor showed that in 1910, 62.79% of over 31,-

000 men employed in blast-furnaces worked 84 hours

and over per week, that is 12 hours a day on 7 days in

the week. Only one per cent, were customarily employed

60 hours per week. Nearly 43% of the 173,000 employes

in the iron and steel industry were employed at least 72

hours per week, or 12 hours per day on 6 days in the

week.

While these are examples of extreme hours of em-

ployment in the absence of all regulation, such extremes

are not confined to the steel industry alone.

In railroading, for instance, during the year 1913,

261,332 men are recorded as exceeding sixteen hours'

work. Almost 200,000 of these men worked between 16

and 21 hours on a stretch.

According to the Census of 1910, men were employed

72 hours and over per week in the following among other

industries

:

Sugar and Molasses

Factories* 95. per cent, of 4,127 employes

Do not include sugar refineries.
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Blast Furnaces 85.9 per cent, of 38,429 employes

Ice 64.4 per cent, of 16,114 employes

Glucose and Starch 57.8 per cent, of 4,773 employes

Gas 57.4 per cent, of 37,215 employes

According to the Census, men were employed more

than 60 hours per week in the following among other

industries

:

Blast Furnaces 96.4 per cent, of 38,429 employes

Sugar 95. per cent, of 4,127 employes

Ice 77.6 per cent, of 16,114 employes

Gas 72.9 per cent, of 37,215 employes

Glucose and Starch 71.9 per cent, of 4,773 employes

Sulphuric, Nitric, and

Mixed Acids 64.1 per cent, of 2,252 employes

Butter, Cheese and

Milk 42. per cent, of 18,431 employes

Paper and Wood Pulp 41.1 per cent, of 75,978 employes

Steel Works and Boil-

ing Mils 34.2 per cent, of 240,076 employes

Flour Mill and Grist

Mill 30.7 per cent, of 39,453 employes

Coke 24.5 per cent, of 29,273 employes

Petroleum 23.5 per cent, of 13,929 employes

Salt 23. per cent, of 4,936 employes
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Since Collective Bargaining Has Proved Ineffectual in

Checking these Abuses, the Need of Legislation to Limit Such

Excessive Hours of Labor is Unmistakable.

Principles of Labor Legislation. John R. Commons, Uni-
versity/ of Wisconsin, former Member Wisconsin
Industrial Commission; John B. Andrews, Secre-
tary, American Association for Labor Legislation.
New York and London, Harper, 1916.

In spite of the general tendency in this country to-

wards a shorter workday, the old ideal of ''eight hours
for work, eight hours for rest, eight hours for what you
will" has not yet been realized by the majority of Ameri-
can wage-earners. Out of the 6,615,046 wage-earners
enumerated in 1909 by the Census of Manufactures, only
7.9 per cent, were employed in establishments where the
eight-hour day prevailed. ' * Prevailing hours '

' for three-

quarters of them were from fifty-four to sixty weekly.
But no fewer than 344,011 or 5.2 per cent, of the whole
number worked where prevailing hours were between
sixty and seventy-two weekl> ; 116,083 worked in estab-
lishments where the seventy-two-hour week prevailed, and
114,118 where the prevailing hours were more than
seventy-two. Out of the eighty-six principal manufactur-
ing industries employing more than 10,000 wage-earners
in 1909, twenty employed over 10 per cent, of their work-
ers more than sixty hours a week. Among those exact-

ing more than seventy-two hours weekly from several
thousand employees were beet-sugar, cement, chemical,
glucose, and sugar and molasses factories, coke-works,
gas-plants, the manufacture of ice and lime, petroleum
refineries, blast-furnaces, and rolling-mills. Among rail-

road employees, also, continuous service for long periods
is very common. Records of the Interstate Commerce
Commission show that during the year ending June 30,

1913, 261,332 railroad men were reported as on duty for

periods exceeding the legal limit of sixteen hours, and
that over 33,000 of them worked more than twenty-one
hours continuously. ...
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Then, too, many employees are working seven days a
week. Investigations show that much of the present-day
continuous operation of industries involves work seven
days a week. For instance, in Minnesota in 1909, 98,558
men, or approximately 14 per cent, of the gainfully em-
ployed males in that State, were working seven days a
week. In New York in 1910, out of 179,000 union mem-
bers in a number of specified industries, almost 20 per
cent, were engaged in seven-day labor.

Worst of all, many establishments which operate con-
tinuously, such as iron and steel plants, paper-mills, and
glass and chemical works, combine the twelve-hour day
with the seven-day week, and in not a few cases require
their employees to alternate weekly or fortnightly be-
tween day and night shifts, working twenty-four hours
without rest when the change is made. (Pp. 200-201.)

Aside from voluntary reductions by individual em-
ployers there are two methods by which the desirable
goal of shorter daily and weekly hours has been reached,
by labor organization and by labor legislation. Many
workers, prominent among whom in this country are
printers, granite-cutters, cigar-makers, and building-
trades workmen, have gained the nine- or eight-hour day
by organization. But the present prevalence of longer
hours of labor in the United States shows that the unions
alone have not been everywhere adequate to the task.

It has so far proved difficult to form stable labor organi-
zations among women and among some classes of un-
skilled men workers. In some cases, too, as in the Pitts-

burgh steel plants, large scale business has used its power
to stamp out labor organization. After a century of
effort probably four-fifths of those employed in trade,

transportation, and manufacturing are still unorganized,
and in recent years there has been a growing demand for
the protection of unorganized workers by legislation. (P.

204.)
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The Survey. Vol. 31. New York, January 3, 1914. Edi-
torial.

The twelve-hour day hangs like a dead weight on
the workers in the continuous industries of America. It

means bad citizenship, broken home life, limp workman-
ship. . . .

Twelve-hour shifts rule more or less completely not
only in steel and paper mills, but in the manufacture of

cement, beet sugar and artificial ice, in heat, light and
power plants, water works, railroad shops, bakeries, ho-

tels and restaurants. In most of these establishments
work must keep up for twenty-four hours without a
break; but there is no reason why the men should work
twelve hours on end. The choice lies between two shifts

of twelve hours or three shifts of eight. There is no
other choice. The cracking of the twelve-hour day would
mean four hours' leisure for every day, 1,200 hours a
year for every man, to put into fatherhood, citizenship,

recreation—into the ampler life. (Pp. 413 and 414.)
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United States Congress. Senate Document, No. 110.

Report on Conditions of Employment in the Iron
and Steel Industry in the United States. Vol. I.

Wages and Hours of Labor. 62nd Congress. 1st

Session, 1911. Washington, 1911.

A brief summary of the conditions as regards earn-
ings, hours, and days worked per week in the industry is

given in the table which follows.

SUMMARY OF EARNINGS AND HOURS OF LABOR, BY BRANCHES OF THE
INDUSTRY.

No. of
plants

No. of
em-

ployees

Earnings per hour Hours per week

oyees
)rking

Per cent, of em-
ployees earning

% of emp!
customarily w

4>g OJBranches of Industry Un-
der
16

cents

Un-
der
18

cents

25
cents
and
over

84
hrs.

and
over

72
hrs.
and
over

60
hrs.
and
under

Blast furnaces 156 31,354 31.70 65.96 7.70

*

62.79

*

68.55

*

10.71

I"

87.88

Steel works and rolling
mills:
Bessemer converters
Open-hearth fur-

naces
Puddling mills and

crucible furnaces.

Rolling mills
Tube mills

24

80

58

212
12

5,618

14,618

7,489

43,631
4,252

13.88

20.04

17.53

15.88
8.77

47.03

48.80

27.89

40.25
47.81

26.36

23.75

51.46

32.45
11.71

18.08

23.65

.65
t

8.28
1.55

65.61

76.29

3.85

t
40.68
3.71

17.84

8.07

72.47

31.23
65.85

24.07

30.20

1.-42

t
10.00
1.93

Total, steel works
and rolling mills 212 75,608 16.30 41.61 31.03

t
10.85

t
43.69 31.79

t
13.65

Power, mechanical
and yard force 168 65,744 18.45 51.22 22.64 11.70 28.94 55.56 19.34

Grand total 338 172,706 19.92 49.69 23.60
§

20.59
§

42.58
§

37.02
§
29.28

Not including 31 employees who worked 2 days only, and 2 employees who worked
three days only.

tNot including 2 employees who worked 1 day only.
JActual number of plants. The total number of plants can not be obtained by simple

addition of the number of plants having the specified departments, as many plants have
two or more departments. For example, many plants with blast furnaces have also steel
works and rolling mills.

§Not including 2 employees who worked 1 day only, 31 employees who worked 2
days only, and 2 employees who worked 3 days only. (Page xvii.)

The fact that stands out most strikingly in any study
of the labor conditions in the iron and steel industry in

the United States is the unusually long schedule of work-
ing hours to which the larger number of the employees
in this industry are subject.
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During May, 1910, the period covered by this investi-

gation, 50,000, or 29 per cent., of the 173,000 employees
of blast furnaces and steel works and rolling mills cov-

ered by this report customarily worked 7 days per week,
and 20 ner cent, of them worked 84 hours or more per
week, which, in effect, means a 12-hour working day
every day in the week, including Sunday. The evil of

7-day work was particularly accentuated by the fact de-

veloped in the investigation, that the 7-day working week
was not confined to the blast furnace department where
there is a metallurgical necessity for continuous opera-

tion, and in which department 88 per cent, of the em-
ployees worked 7 days a week; but it was also found
that, to a considerable extent in other departments where
no such metallurgical necessity can be claimed, produc-
tive work was carried on on Sunday just as on other

days of the week. For example, in some establishments
the Bessemer converters, the open-hearth furnaces, and
blooming rail, and structural mills were found operating
7 days a week for commercial reasons only.

The hardship of a 12-hour day and a 7-day week is

still further increased by the fact that every week or

two weeks, as the case may be, when the employees on
the day shift are transferred to the night shift, and vice

versa, employees remain on duty without relief either 18
or 24 consecutive hours, according to the practice adopted
for the change of shift. The most common plan to effect

this change of shift is to work one shift of employees on
the day of change through the entire 24 hours, the suc-

ceeding shift working the regular 12 hours when it comes
on duty. In some instances the change is effected by
having one shift remain on duty 18 hours and the suc-

ceeding shift work 18 hours. During the time that one
shift is on duty, of course, the employees on the other
shift have the same number of hours of relief from duty.

(P. XIV.)
Since the beginning of the present investigation, how-

ever, this matter of abolishing 7-day work for the indi-

vidual employees in the blast furnaces, as well as in other
departments of the industry, has received the attention

of the American Iron and Steel Institute, and through a
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committee of that organization a plan has been pro-

posed whicli gives each employee one day of rest each
week. A number of the plants throughout the coun-
try have, at the instance 'of the Institute, adopted this

plan or some modification of it, and have successfully

operated it for several months. . . .

Nothing has been done by the manufacturers nor have
any proposals been made to lessen the proportion of men
working 72 hours or more per week. It was found in

this investigation that nearly 43 per cent, of the 173,000
employees in the iron and steel industry were working
at least 72 hours per week, or 12 hours per day for 6
days a week. This proportion remains unchanged, being
unaffected by the plan to give the men who were work-
ing 84 hours per week one day of rest in seven. (P. XV.)

Hours of Labor.

Customary working hours per full week were reported
for 24,689 employees in special occupations in 156 blast-

furnace plants. For 67.11 per cent, of the 24,689 em-
ployees the customary working time was 84 hours or
more per week. This means at least a 12-hour day for
every day in the week, including Sunday. It will be
shown later, however, that a far larger proportion work
7 days per week than would be suggested by this table.

It may be noted that 93.35 per cent, of these employees
fall in two groups—60 and under 72 hours and 84 hours
and over per week. The customary working hours for
only 1 per cent, of the 24,689 employees were less than
•60 per week.

The following table shows the classified customary
working hours per week for each district and for the
total of all districts:
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Per Cent, of Employees Customarily Working Each
Classified Number of Hours Per Week, by Districts

—

Blast Furnaces.

Per cent of employees whose cus-
Average tomary working hours
customary per week were:

Normal working
,.

^
,

number of hours 60 and 72 and 84 and
Districts employees per week Under 60 over over over

New England 328 76.9 4.27 36.59 1.22 57.93

Eastern 4,232 78.4 1.89 26.47 7.11 64.53

Pittsburgh *9,555 78.7 .87 26.21 8.38 64.54

Gt. Lakes & Middle
West 6,290 79.4 .68 24.99 3.12 71.21

Southern 4.284 79.4 .65 27.12 2.15 70.07

Total, all districts *24,689 78.9 1.00 26.24 5.65 67.11

Not including 31 employees who worked 2 days only and 2 employees who
worked 3 days only.

The proportion of employees whose customary work-
ing time per week was 84 hours and over is approximately
the same in the Great Lakes and Middle West district

and in the Southern district, the percentages being 71.21

and 70.07, respectively. The proportion is somewhat
lower in the Pittsburgh district and in the Eastern dis-

trict, the percentages in those two districts being 64.54

and 64.53, respectively, and considerably lower in the
New England district, where the percentage is 57.93.

Only 328 employes are included, however, in the New
England district.

A further combination shows that the customary
working time is 72 hours per week or over for 74.33 per
cent, of the 6,290 employees in the Great Lakes and Mid-'
die West district, for 72.92 per cent, of the 9,555 em-
ployees in the Pittsburgh district, for 72.22 per cent, of
the 4,284 employees in the Southern district, 71.64 per
cent, of the 4,232 employees in the Eastern district, and
for 59.15 per cent, of the 328 employees in the New Eng-
land district.

Days Per Week.

Seven days or turns per week was the customary
working time for 22,531, or 91.26 per cent, of the 24,689
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employees in the special occupations in the 156 blast-

furnace plants. Six days per week was the customary
working time for 2,136 employees, or 8.65 per cent, of

the total. In the case of the 15 employees reported as

working 5 days per week, this probably represents the

time which they were employed at the specific occupa-
tion in which they were reported, they being employed
at other work for the remainder of the week.

The proportion of employees whose customary work-
ing time per week was 7 days in each of the 5 districts was
as follows

:

Per Cent, of Employees Whose Customary Working
Time Was 7 Days Per Week, By Districts—Blast
Furnaces.

Per cent, of em-
ployees whose

,.
customary work-

Normal number ing time was 7

Districts. of employees. days per week.

New England 328 96.65

Eastern 4,232 87.36

Pittsburgh *9,555 89.95

Gt. Lakes and Middle West 6,290 93.28

Southern 4,284 94.65

* Not including 31 employees who worked 2 days only and 2 employees
who worked 3 days only.

In general it may be said that in May, 1910, all the

employees directly connected with the operation of blast

furnaces were working 7 days or turns per week, the

small number working 6 days being employed in such
occupations as yard laborers or stockers, whose services

can be dispensed with on 1 day without interfering with
the operation of the furnaces. (Pp. 11, 12 & 13.)
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Ibid. Vol. III. Working Conditions and the Relations

of Employers and Employees. 62nd Congress, 1st

Session, 1911. Washington, 1913.

Working Hours in 1912.

For the greater part of the workmen in the iron and
steel industry the condition as regards working time
may be briefly stated as the combination of a schedule of

unusually long hours of labor with an alternation of day
and night work and with frequent extended periods of

overtime. Approximately one-half of the employees in

the iron and steel industry have a regular working-day of

12 hours, usually from 6 a. m. to 6 p. m. when on the day
shift and from 6 p. m. to 6 a. m. when on the night shift.

Every week or two weeks practically all of these 12-hour
workmen change from the day shift to the night shift, or
vice versa, and must consequently accustom themselves
to the changed conditions of eating and sleeping. Apart
from the difficulty of making this periodic readjustment
of habits, to which all of the workmen interviewed testi-

fied, there is in the case of the married employees the

added hardship of almost complete separation from their

wives and children. Furthermore, at the end of the 12-

hour day, whether on the day shift or the night shift, the

workmen are, as is shown elsewhere, liable to be called

upon to work 12 hours more in place of absent workmen,
or to work for several hours until some repair job is

completed. Many cases were encountered in the investi-

gation where workmen were on duty continuously for 36
hours, often without an hour's sleep or rest and some-
times without even hot food. Moreover, a large number
of the employees work every day in the week, including

Sunday, and, at the time the shifts are changed from day
to night, these workmen are on duty continuously for

either 18 or 24 hours. In May, 1910, 30 per cent, of the
employees worked 7 days a week, but during the past
year (1911-12) a number of companies have made such
arrangements that none of their employees is permitted
to work more than 6 days per week. Between 40 and 50

per cent, of the employees formerly working 7 days per
week have been affected by these arrangements for 6-
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day work, but this still (August, 1912) leaves more than
15 per cent, of the employees in the industry generally

and more than 50 per cent, of the blast-furnace workmen
on a regular schedule of 7 days a week with a long turn
of 18 or 24 hours at the change of shift.

Such a schedule of working hours is now recognized
by the leading steel manufacturers and the public, as

well as by the workmen, to be undesirable socially and-

productive of industrial inefficiency. The 7-day week has
been particularly condemned and certain steps for its

elimination have already been taken. The 12-hour day
has likewise come to be regarded as undesirable and cer-

tain definite recommendations for its abolition have been
made. (Pp. 159 and 160.)

Hours of Labor in the Steel Industry. A Communica^
tion to 15,000 Stockholders of the United States
Steel Corporation. Written, after full investiga-

tion by John A. Fitch, for Charles M. Cabot, 95
Milk Street, Boston, a stockholder of the Steel
Corporation. Boston, 1912.

In Pittsburgh in 1907, I talked with men who had
worked in repairing break-downs in steel mills thirty-

six and forty-eight hours continuously, without rest or

sleep, and who expected to have to do it again. Such
periods of overwork were not regular. They did not
come every week or every month. Yet, most of the ten-

hour machinists that I met had at different times worked
anywhere from twenty-four to forty-eight hours at a
stretch. In McKeesport I accidentally met a man on
the street one day and walked a block with him, and he
told me that he had worked thirty-six consecutive hours
at the steel mill the week before. Since 1907, 1 have mel
steel workers in all parts of the United States who have
at times been obliged to put in just such terrific periods

of overtime.
A twelve-hour man, you would naturally think, would

be relieved by a man on the other shift at the end of his

twelve hours. He generally is. But I have talked in

the last year with twelve-hour steel workers who haye
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been obliged to work thirty-six hours at a stretch be-

cause the other man did not relieve them. Such cases

occurred not in any emergency, not because of a break-
down, but in the regular routine of events in the running
of the mill. It is all very simple. Jones goes to work
in the morning and works until night—twelve hours.

Smith should take his place at that time, but Smith's
wife is sick and he doesn't come out. The mill doesn't

stop when Smith's wife is sick. It needs a man in a cer-

tain position, and what are the odds whether his name
be Smith or Jones? Jones stays and works the night
shift. Next morning his own day shift begins again; so

he works that, too, before he goes home, making a total

of thirty-six hours on duty.

Let me be more specific. It was a man in Lackawanna^
N. Y., an employe of the Lackawanna Steel Company,
who had had several times exactly the experience de-

scribed here, who told me about his working schedule
just the week before I saw him. On Saturday, October

9, 1910, this man went to work at six in the morning and
worked continuously until two o 'clock Sunday afternoon,

thirty-two hours. Monday should regularly have been
his day off, but the man on the other shift for some rea-

son could not work that day, so he went out again at six

in the morning and did the other man's regular work.
Monday night he worked his own shift again, finishing his

twenty-four hour stretch Tuesday morning. From Satur-
day morning to Tuesday morning there is a total of

seventy-two hours. This man worked fifty-six of the

seventy-two—a period out of which a brick-layer, a
plumber, or a compositor would have worked twelve
hours, four of them on Saturday and eight on Monday.

If these statements seem incredible, turn to the de-

cision of the Supreme Court of the State of Indiana in

the case of Republic Iron and Steel Company vs. Ohler.*

The facts of the case are reviewed in the opinion of the

Court. Ohler got hurt at four o 'clock in the morning of

December 20, 1899, while working in a rolling mill at

Frankton, Ind., a plant that has since been abandoned^

* 161 Indiana—393.
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He had begun the shift that ended so disastrously in the

morning of December 18, forty-eight hours before. And
he had worked, repairing a break-down, all of these
forty-eight hours. At the end of the thirty-sixth hour,
he had told the foreman that he didn't believe that he
could stand it any longer. The foreman told him that

he must stay until the job was finished, as he wanted to

start the mill the next morning at six o'clock. Ohler
remembered that when, a few months previously he had
refused to work on a Sunday, he had been discharged by
this same foreman; so he stayed on and worked twelve
hours longer and then he got hurt. (Pp. 5-6.)

Half the steel workers in America have a regular
twelve-hour day. A third of those actually engaged in

manufacturing processes, the United States Bureau of
Labor says, worked in 1910 not only twelve hours a day
but seven days a week; thousands of ten-hour men also

worked a seven-day week. Fifty thousand or more
throughout the country faced at intervals varying from
two weeks to a month a solid stretch of work eighteen
or twenty-four hours long. Ten-hour men may at any
time be called upon to work twelve hours as a regular
thing, while before all of the workers, whether listed in

the ten- or the twelve-hour class, there looms the ever
imminent possibility of the stretching of a six-day week
to seven days, of seven days to eight, and the drawing out
of a single shift to lengths that approach and occasionally
even reach the limit of a whole weeks' work in other
and more favored crafts. (P. 9.)

Republic Iron & Steel Co. v. Ohler, 68 N. E. Reporter, 901
{1903)

:

At the time the plaintiff sustained the injury allegedj

he had been working continuously, at the instance and
request of the defendant, in the said factory, for a period
of forty-eight hours, without any sleep; and when he
was ordered by said foreman to hold the rod; by reason
of his continuous work, without sleep, he did not realize

or appreciate the danger to which he was being sub-
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jected. ... It is disclosed that after he had worked
continuously some thirty-six hours in turning the rod,

he informed Kelley, the foreman, that he did not believe

he could endure the labor any longer; but the latter in-

formed him that he must continue at work until the rod
was finished. It is not reasonable to assert that a man
who has labored continuously for a period of forty-eight

hours without sleep, or for even a much shorter time, is

in his normal condition, or that he, under the circum-
stances, can properly exercise all of the faculties or
senses with which he is endowed. ... A human being
deprived of sleep for the period which appellee was, be-

comes dull in intellect and apprehension, and necessarily
must be more or less unmindful of his surroundings. . . .

The jury had the right at least to consider this feature
of the case, as bearing upon the question whether, under
all of the circumstances, appellee apprehended and ap-
preciated the danger to which he was subjected.

The Steel Workers. John A. Fitch. The Pittsburgh
Survey. Russell Sage Foundation Publication.

New York. Charities Publication Committee.
1910.

A comparison with European practice is illuminating.

A recent writer on the subject of American industrial

conditions reports more overtime and Sunday work in

America than in either Grermany or England, and fewer
holidays. The working day is longer in America than
in England, and less time is allowed for meals. The
eight-hour day has been developed much farther in Eng-
land than in America, and it has, he states, been very
successful. America has not a single blast furnace with
an eight-hour work day, but furnaces in the north of
England have the eight-hour day in successful opera-
tion.

The open-hearth furnaces are operated on the twelve-
hour basis in Allegheny Qounty, and as far as I have
been able to learn, on this basis everywhere else in the
United States. With a few exceptions they have always
been operated on that basis. In Wales, on the contrary,
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there are a number of open-hearth plants where an
eight-hour day is established. John Hodge, M. P., sec-

retary of the British Steel Smelters, Mill and Tin Plate
Workers, is authority for the statement that there are
seven establishments in Wales and two in England where
the three-shift system is in operation. . . .

In England the system is reported by Mr. Hodge as
satisfactory, and the eight-hour work day is growing in

popularity. (Pp. 177-178.)

American Labor Legislation Review. March, 1914.

Working Hours in Continuous Industries. Long
Hours in Railroading. Austin B. Garretson,
President, Order of Railway Conductors.

If we go back before there was any effort to regulate

hours of labor in this service, before there were organi-

zations in existence strong enough to voice the determin-
ation of the men that they would have amelioration of

their conditions, twenty-four, thirty-six, fifty, seventy or

even 100 hours were not uncommon in continuous service

with no opportunity for rest, and slight opportuniiy for

food. More than twenty times in my own career as a
freight conductor I have been on duty for seventy-two
hours. (P. 122.)

It would probably excite doubt if I told you what
was the limit of service I have ever known performed
by men continuously, but I am not making a statement
that is not capable of absolute demonstration. I have
known one case in which a train crew put in only two
time slips in one calendar month, and were continuously
on duty except for one interval of a day and a half be-

tween the two trips, and the end of the month did not
finish the second trip. The general manager of the

railway upon which it happened, when I produced the

time slips forty days after that, in a collective deal where
ten general managers were representing forty-nine rail-

ways, identified the slips without my giving the name of

the road, and added, **By heaven, I don't know whether
they aye in yet!" (Pp. 124-5.)

For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1913, a total of

i-r
,'"
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261,332 men are recorded as exceeding sixteen hours.
But that does not tell you much unless you get the sub-

divisions of that 261,000. Seventy-one thousand of these

cases were between sixteen and seventeen hours ; 70,000
more between seventeen and eighteen hours ; 40,000 above
eighteen hours and less than nineteen hours ; 15,000 above
twenty and less than twenty-one hours. Then they run
in the thousands until there were 1,095 cases above
twenty-seven hours and less than twenty-eight hours.
Then they run in hundreds until, when we get up to over
forty hours and less than sixty-five hours, there were
less than twenty-five instances in the year. And from
sixty-five hours and upwards—they took the limit off

—

there were 213 instances. And they call this a civilized

country! . . . Probably one-third of the men engaged
in train and engine service work in excess of ten or
twelve hours. (P. 126.)

Constitutional Amendments Relating to Labor Legisla-

tion and Brief in Their Defense. Submitted to the

Constitutional Convention of New York State by
a Committee organized by the American Associa-
tion for Labor Legislation. June 9, 1915.

Need of Regulation of Hours of Labor for Adult Males.
Existing Conditions.

Unregulated hours of labor mean overwork. There
is a general belief that the tendency in this country is

everywhere toward shorter hours of labor. A study of

the situation demonstrates that this belief is not justified

by the facts. While there is a marked tendency in cer-

tain industries and in certain localities toward an eight-

hour day, that tendency is not universal and there are

large and important industries, some of the most im-

portant of them being largely represented in New York,
in which there is no movement whatever toward a shorter

work day but instead the standards of fifty years ago
are maintained.

Extent of the Evil.

The two tables reproduced as Appendix II of this

Brief are compiled from Volume X of the 1910 Census
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Reports. Table I shows the industries where a coii-

siderable proportion of the employees are working re-

spectively 60 hours, 60 to 72 hours, and 72 hours and
over per week. (P. 14.)

TABLE I.

NUMBER OF U. S. WAGE-EARNERS, AND PER CENT. OF TOTAL, WORKING
SPE'OIFIED NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK, BY INDUSTRIES.

Industry.

Cotton
Hosiery and Knit Goods. .

.

Woolen Goods
Silk
Cordage and Twine, Jute
and Linen

Dyeing and Twisting Tex-
tiles

Oilcloth and Linoleum
Blast Furnaces
Steel Works and Rolling

Mills
Wire
Electrical Machinery, Ap-

paratus and Supplies
Shipbuilding, including Boat

Building
Agricultural Implements. .

.

Slaughtering
Butter, Cheese and Milk . .

.

Flour Mill and Grist Mill. . .

Ice
Glucose and Starch
Salt
Sugar
Canning and Preserving ....

Lumber .

Musical Instruments
Chemicals
Explosives
Fertilizer
Essential Oils
Paint and Varnish
Sulphuric, Nitric and Mixed

Acids
Coke
Petroleum
Soap
Gas
Steam Laundries
Turpentine and Rosin
Boots and Shoes
Leather
Gloves and Mittens
Paper and Wood Pulp
Printing and Publishing ....
Automobiles
Carriages and Wagons
Glass
Brick and Tile
Pottery, Terra Cotta and

Fire Clay .

.

Garnets and Rugs

Total
Wage
Earn-
ers
Em-

ployed
1909

378,880
129,275
168,722
99,037

25,820

44,046
5,201

38,429

240,076
18,084

87,256

40,506
50,551
89,728
18,431
39,453
16,114
4,773
4,936
4,127

59,968
695,019
38,020
23,714
6,274

18,310
290

14,240

2,252
29,273
13,929
12,999
37,215

109,484
39,511

198,297
62,202
11,354
75,978

258,434
75,721
69,928
68,911
76,528

56.168
33,307

Hours per week.

60
hrs.

119,226
49,934
45,300
12,881

6,023

12,639
2,727
1,149

82,130
10,232

5,874

14,038
16,307
64,776
6,379

19,060
2,007
1,251
2,991

42,908
469,292
10,789
6,581
5,344

14,502
172

3,440

555
11,629
1,894
4,706
5,806

36,884
19,607
29,339
30,981
1,122

22,941
10,911
22,280
27,771
10,764
50,613

21,909
12.084

Per
Cent.

31.4
38.6
26.8
13.0

23.3

28.6
52.4
2.9

34.2
56.5

6.7

34.6
32.2
72.1
34.6
48.3
12.4
26.2
60.5

71.5
67.5
28.2
27.7
85.2
79.2
59.3
24.1

24.6
39.7
13.5
36.2
15.6
33.6
49.8
14.7
49.8
9.8

30.1
4.2

29.4
39.7
15.6
66.1

39.1
36.2

Bet.
60 &
72

64,687

1,075

667

1.628

4,657

30,267

1
131
638

6,825
4,660
1,975
672
550

2,904
90,983

2,650
136

1,408
15
67

446
3,904
673
23

5,786
598
997
221

2

14,882
488
48

406
3,423
1,979

967

Per
Cent.

17.0

".6

2.5

3.6

10.5

12.5

37.0
11.8
12.2
14.1
11.1

4.8
13.0

8.6
2.2
7.6
5.2

19.8
13.3

15.5
.5

19.5

.5

4.9
2.5

72
hrs.
and
over

215
4,927

33,033

52,318

40

1
494
932

7,470
10,549
2,760
587

3,920
2,495
2,312

4,767

l',i89
28

463

997
3,280
2,588

2
21,363

147
172
12
7

16,457
231

1,407
59

4.133
493

434

Per
Cent.

3.8

86.9

21.7

18.9
65.4
57.8
11.9
95.0
4.1

15.6

6.4
9.6

44.3
11.2
18.5

57.4

21.6

1*.9

5.9

Per
Cent.
60
hrs.
and
over

48.6
42.4
27.4
13.0

25.9

82.2
62.4
99.6

68.6
66.6

6.7

34.6
32.3
73.4
76.6
79.0
90.1
98.1
83.9
95.0
80.6
80.9
28.2
56.2
87.4
93.4
74.1
27.8

88.7
64.2
37.0
36.2
88.6
34.a
52.6
14.T
49.8;

9.8
71.4
4.5
31.3
40.a
26.5
69.3

41.5
36.2
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It appears from these figures that 85 per cent, of all

employees in blast furnaces in 1909 worked 72 hours or
more per week. The same schedule of hours was fol-

lowed by 21 per cent, of the steel workers, 18 per cent, of

the workers in flour mills, 65 per cent, of those engaged
in ice manufacturing, 57 per cent, of those in glucose
and starch factories, 95 per cent, of the workers in sugar
refineries, 15 per cent, of those in chemical plants, 44 per
cent, of the workers in acid factories, 18 per cent, of the

petroleum workers, 57 per cent, of the gas workers and
21 per cent, of the paper workers.

These are but a fraction of those working 60 hours
or more per week. Taking only those industries where
the hours of labor ran 60 hours or more for at least 50
per cent, of the working force, we have oilcloth and
linoleum 52 per cent., blast-furnaces 99 per cent., steel

works and rolling mills 68 per cent., wire 56 per cent.,

slaughtering 73 per cent., butter, cheese and milk 76
per cent., flour mills 79 per cent., ice 90 per cent., glucose
and starch 98 per cent., salt 83 per cent., sugar 95 per
eent., canning and preserving 80 per cent., lumber 80 per
cent., chemicals 56 per cent., explosives 87 per cent., fer-

tilizer 93 per cent., essential oils 74 per cent., acids 88
per cent., coke 64 per cent., gas 88 per cent., turpentine
52 per cent., paper 71 per cent., brick and tile 69 per
cent.

These figures, limited to manufacturing plants alone,

indicate that there is a vast amount of employment in-

volving 10 hours a day and over. The column '

' 72 hours
and over" leaves room for speculation as to the maxi-
mum limits of the working day. A 60-hour week of

course means 10 hours a day and a 72-hour week means
a 12-hour working day.

In this list the transportation industries are not in-

cluded. Sixteen hours a day is the maximum that a
railroad employee engaged in the operation of trains

can legally be employed. The record of actions brought
by the Interstate Commerce Commission against rail-

roads for exceeding this 16-hour limit indicates the ex-

tent of inhuman hours of labor in that field. Hours of

labor on street car lines extend to enormous periods of
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overtime by the swing run system which employs a man
for a few hours during the rush hour in the morning and
then lays him off to wait until the rush hour in the
evening, when he is to complete his working day. There
is nothing that he can do in the interim. He must be on
call. Usually he cannot go home. His actual working
day extends from the time he starts work in the morn-
ing until he is through with his last trip at night. (Pp.
14-15.)

The tables quoted are inadequate because they stop
at 72 hours a week. There is no intimation given of the
84-hour week which marks the continuous industries.

Eighty-four hours means 12 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Industries where the 7-day week prevails to a greater or
less extent are blast furnaces and steel mills, ice fac-

tories, sugar refineries, chemical factories, coke ovens,
paper and pulp mills and gas plants. (P. 17.)

Most of the work done in steel works and rolling

mills has no technical requirements necessitating seven-
day labor. Nevertheless, such labor is often required.
A report made to the Senate by the United States Bureau
of Labor on Conditions in the Bethlehem Steel Works in

1910 (Senate Document No. 521, 61st Congress, Second
Session) showed that out of 9,184 men on the pay roll in

January, 1910, 4,041, or 43 per cent, of the entire pay
roll, worked 7 days a week. A majority of these men
were in departments which were thus operating for com-
mercial reasons alone, that is, to facilitate the production
of steel. (P. 17.)
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HOURS OF LABOR AND REALISM IN CONSTITU-
TIONAL LAW*

npHE Massachusetts Supreme Court was called upon
recently to consider the constitutionality of the fol-

lowing statute:

** Employees in and about steam railroad stations in

this Commonwealth designated as baggage men, labor-

ers, crossing tenders and the like, shall not be employed
for more than nine working hours in ten hours' time ; the

additional hour to be allowed as a lay off.
'

'

The increasing demand for shorter hours of labor

throughout the industrial world, the likelihood that such

demand will receive legislative recognition, the nation-

wide importance of the attitude of the judiciary toward
such legislation; conversely, the attitude of public opin-

ion upon the continued exercise by the courts of their

traditional power under the American constitutional sys-

tem—all these considerations, and more, justify a con-

stant critique within the profession of the point of view,

no less than the explicit factors, which control judicial

decisions upon social and industrial legislation.^

The question before the Massachusetts Supreme
Court was not a new question. Necessarily, therefore,

the court had to consider the applicable precedents, and
the legal thinking which was embodied therein.^ What

* For laborious help in the preparation of this article I am indebted to

one of my students, Mr. Howard F. Burns.
* Valuable contributions have been made in recent years which will be

referred to later, particularly the admirable papers of Professor Ernst
Freund, "Limitation of Hours of Labor and the Federal Supreme Court,"
17 Green Bag 411; Judge Learned Hand, "Due Process of Law and the

Eight Hour Day," 21 Harv. L. Rev. 495 ; and Professor Roscoe Pound,
"Liberty of Contract," 18 YalE L. J. 454.

^ This paper will concern itself wholly with the validity of the regula-

tion of hours of labor as a problem in what Mr. Justice Holmes calls the

"apologetics of the police power." Therefore, objections to the specific

statute under consideration because (1) it fails to make provision for emer-
gencies. (2) it is a denial of the equal protection of the laws by reason

of arbitrary classification, and (3) it interferes with a field taken over

by Congress in the Hours of Service Act of March 4, 1907, or special

arguments in its favor, based (a) on the power to amend corporate charters,

and (6) on the fact that a special obligation may be imposed on public-

service companies, are all put on one side.
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then was the legal background? It will be serviceable

perhaps briefly to summarize the state of the authorities

dealing with regulation of the hours of labor. Such a

summary will tell a useful tale of legal history; it will

do more—it may guide us not a little in the solution of

present-day constitutional problems.
For the purpose of legal analysis, these cases fall into

three groups:^ (a) regulation of the labor of women and
children; (b) regulation of labor in dangerous or pecu-

liarly unhealthful employments; and (c) regulation of

labor in industry generally.

(a)

—

Regulation of Labor of Women and Children

1876 Commonwealth v. Hamilton Mfg. Co., 120 Mass.
383, sustained a law prohibiting the labor of women and
children for more than sixty hours per week in manufac-
turing establishments. The statute was sustained as a

matter of course. No reference whatever was made to

the Fourteenth Amendment and counsel was apparently
unable to ''refer to any particular clause of the [Massa-
chusetts] Constitution to which this provision is repug-
nant" (p. 384).

1895 Ritchie v. People, 155 111. 98,* invalidated an
eight-hour law for women as "a purely arbitrary restric-

tion upon the fundamental right of the citizen to control

his or her own time and faculties" (p. 108).

1902 Wenham v. State, 65 Neb. 394,^ sustained a sixty-

hour per week law for women on the ground that

"women and children have always, to a certain extent,

been wards of the state"; and that while ''the employer
and the laborer are practically on an equal footing . . .

these observations do not apply to women and children '

'

(p. 405).

* Cases involving the validity of legislation as to hours of labor upon
public works or work done for the public are not considered. All recent
important authorities now sustain such legislation, not as an exercise of
the police power, but as an assertion by the state of its right to regulate
the conditions under which public work shall be done. Atkin v. United
States, 191 U. S. 207 (1903) ; People v. Crane, 214 N. Y. 154, 108 N. E.
427 (1915), affirmed, 239 U. S. 195 (1915) ; H^im v. McCall, 214 N. Y. 629,

108 N. E. 1095 (1915), affirmed, 239 U. S. 175 (1915).

*40 N. E. 454. '91 N. W. 421.
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1902 State V. Buchanan, 29 Wash. 602,^ sustained a
ten-hour law for women in mechanical and mercantile

establishments.

**It is a matter of universal knowledge with all rea-

sonably intelligent people of the present age that con-

tinuous standing on .the feet by women for a great many
consecutive hours is deleterious to their health. . . .

While the principles of justice are immutable, changing
conditions of society and the evolution of employment
make a change in the application of principles absolutely

necessary to an intelligent administration of govern-

ment. In the early history of the law, when employments
were few and simple, the relative conditions of the citizen

and the state were different, and many employments
and uses which were then considered inalienable rights

have since, from the very necessity of changed condi-

tions, been subjected to legislative control, restriction,

and restraint" (p. 610).

1907 People v. Williams^ 189 N. Y. 131,^ declared in-

valid a statute prohibiting night work of women because
"it is, certainly, discriminative against female citizens,

in denying to them equal rights with men in the same
pursuit" (p. 135).

1907 Burcher v. People, 41 Colo. 495,® nullified an
eight-hour law for women and children because (1)

under the Colorado Constitution the legislature must
specifically designate what pursuits are unhealthful ; and
(2) even if the court had power to pass on the issue "the
laundry business must be considered healthful ; for coun-

sel themselves, in their stipulation of facts, on which the

record shows the cause was decided, are in accord that

such occupation is healthful" (p. 504).

1908 Midler v. Oregon, 208 TJ. S. 412, sustained the

constitutionality of a ten-hour law for women in any
mechanical establishment or factory or laundry.

"The legislation and opinions referred to . . . may
not be, technically speaking, authorities, and in them is

'70 Pac. 52. " ^ ' '93 Pac. 14.

~
. ^81 N. E. 778. . -. .

•
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little or no discussion of the constitutional question pre-

sented to us for determination, yet they are significant

of a widespread belief that woman's physical structure,

and the functions she performs in consequence thereof,

justify special legislation restricting or qualifying the

conditions under which she should be permitted to toil"

(p. 420).
''The limitations which this statute places upon her

contractual powers, upon her right to agree with her
employer as to the time she shall labor, are not imposed
solely for her benefit, but also largely for the benefit of

all" (p. 422).

1910 Ritchie & Co. v. Wayman, 244 111. 509,^ sustained
a ten-hour law for women in any mechanical establish-

ment, factory or laundry. A heroic effort is made to

distinguish the first Ritchie case from the second Ritchie

case. It is true that one was an eight-hour law and the

other was a ten-hour law, but the two cases are, in fact,

irreconcilable in their underlying point of view.

1914 Sturges v. Beauchamp, 231 U. S. 320, sustained
the Illinois Child Labor Law as an exercise '

' of the pro-
tective power of government. '

'

1914 Riley v. Massachusetts, 232 U. S. 671, sustained
a Massachusetts fifty-four-hour per week statute.

1914 Hawley v. Walker, 232 *U. S. 718, sustained an
Ohio nine-hour statute.

1915 Miller v. Wilson, 236 U. S. 373 ; Bosley v. Mc-
Laughlin, 236 U. S. 385. In these two able opinions by
Mr. Justice Hughes the United States Supreme Court
sustained the extremest regulation of hours of labor to

date—California statutes limiting the labor of women
in certain pursuits to forty-eight hours per week.

"It is manifestly impossible to say that the mere fact

that the statute of California provides for an eight-hour

day, or a maximum of forty-eight hours a week, instead

of ten hours a day or fifty-four hours a week, takes the

case out of the domain of legislative discretion. This
is not to imply that a limitation of the hours of labor

•91 N. E. 695.
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of women might not be pushed to a wholly indefensible

extreme, but there is no ground for the conclusion here

that the limit of the reasonable exertion of protective

authority has been overstepped" (p. 382).

1915 People v. Schweinler Press, 214 N. Y. 395.^0 The
Court of Appeals sustained a statute prohibiting night

work for women and with courageous frankness ex-

pressly overruled People v. Williams, supra.

''Impairment caused by exhaustion or even ordinary
weariness must be repaired by normal and refreshing

sleep and rest if health and efficiency are to be pre-

served" (p. 401).
''

. . . surely it is a matter of vital importance to

the state that the health of thousands of women working
in factories should be protected and safeguarded from
any drain which can reasonably be avoided. This is not
only for their own sakes but, as is and ought to be con-

stantly and legitimately emphasized, for the sake of the

children whom a great majority of them will be called on
to bear and who will almost inevitably display in their

deficiencies the unfortunate inheritance conferred upon
them by physically broken down mothers" (pp. 405-406).

(b)—Regulation of Labor in DAfNGEEOUs Employments

1898 Holden v. Hardy, 169 U. S. 366,^1 sustained a
Utah statute limiting to eight the hours of labor in

underground mines. Familiar as this case is, a few
sentences from the powerful opinion of Justice Brown
will bear re-quoting: •

"The enactment does not profess to limit the hours
of all workmen, but merely those who are employed in

underground mines, or in the smelting, reduction or re-

fining of ores or metals. These employments, when too
long pursued, the legislature has judged to be detri-

mental to the health of the employes, and, so long as

"108 N. E. 639.

"It is worth while to note that Mr. Justice Brewer and Mr. Justice
Peckham dissented.
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there are reasonable grounds for believing that this is

so, its decision upon this subject cannot be reviewed by
the Federal courts" (p. 395).

''The legislature has also recognized the fact, which
the experience of legislators in many States has corrobo-

rated, that the proprietors of these establishments and
their operatives do not stand upon an equality, and that

their interests are, to a certain extent, conflicting. The
former naturally desire to obtain as much labor as pos-
sible from their employes, while the latter are often in-

duced by fear of discharge to conform to regulations
which their judgment, fairly exercised, would pronounce
to be detrimental to their health or strength. In other
words, the proprietors lay down the rules and the labor-

ers are practically constrained to obey them. In such
oases self-interest is often an unsafe guide, and the legis-

lature may properly interpose its authority" (p. 397).

''The question in each case is whether the legislature

has adopted the statute in exercise of a reasonable dis-

cretion, or whether its action be a mere excuse for an
unjust discrimination, or the oppression, or spoliation

of a particular class" (p. 398).

1899 In re Morgan, 26 Colo. 415.^^ The opinion of the

United States Supreme Court in Holden v. Hardy, supra,
was not convincing to the Supreme Court of Colorado
and with sturdy independence that court nullified a sim-
ilar eight-hour law as to underground mines.^^

'

' The result of our deliberation, therefore, is that this

act is an unwarrantable interference with, and infringes,

the right of both the employer and employe in making
contracts relating to a purely private business, in which
no possible injury to the public can result" (p. 450).

"58 Pac. 1071.

"To avoid the grotesque clash between state courts and the Supreme
Court as to the scope of constitutional protection of the same fundamental
rights, a recommendation to leave the protection of such rights entirely to

the Fourteenth Amendment, and therefore omit the corresponding provi-

sions of the Bill of Rights in our state constitutions, has received the sup-

port of distinguished members of the profession and of statesmen like

ex- President Taft and ex-Attorney-General Wickersham.
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1902 Re Ten Hour Laiv for Street Railway Corpora-
tions, 24 R. I. 603,^^ in an advisory opinion declared con-
stitutional a ten-bour statute for employees operating
street railways.

1904 Ex parte Boyce, 27 Nev. 299;^^ followed in Ex
parte Kair, 28 Nev. 127: ibid., 425 (1905) ;i« and

1904 State v. Cantwell, 179 Mo. 245,^^ sustained an
eight-hour law for underground mining work.

1911 Baltimore & Ohio R. R. v. Interstate Commerce
Commission, 221 U. S. 612, sustained the constitution-

ality of the Hours of Service Act of March 4, 1907.

'

' The fundamental question here is whether a restric-

tion upon the hours of labor of employes who are con-

nected with the movement of trains in interstate trans-

portation is comprehended within this sphere of author-

ized legislation. This question admits of but one answer.
The length of hours of service has direct relation to the

efficiency of the human agencies upon which protection

to life and property necessarily depends. This has been
repeatedly emphasized in official reports of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, and is a matter so plain as

to require no elaboration. In its power suitably to pro-

vide for the safety of employes and travelers, Congress
was not limited to the enactment of laws relating to me-
chanical appliances, but it was also competent to con-

sider, and to endeavor to reduce, the dangers incident

to the strain of excessive hours of duty on the part of

engineers, conductors, train dispatchers, telegraphers,

and other persons embraced within the class defined by
the act. And in imposing restrictions having reasonable
relation to this end there is no interference with liberty

of contract as guaranteed by the Constitution" (pp. 618-

619).

"54 Atl. 602."' "^
' "80 Pac. 463; 82 id., 453.

,, "75Pac..l. ..;.,. ,. ..
,

" 78 S. W. 569.

I'vri' . : ::.
'

' '- _r;,:;:„,
c^ .': : <

• ........
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(c)—Regulation of Hours of Labor in General

1894 Low V. Rees Printing Co., 41 Neb. 127/^ declared
unconstitutional an eight-hour day for mechanics and
laborers, both because it was class legislation and viola-

tive of liberty of contract. After naively regarding it

as irrelevant to consider the impulse back of such legis-

lation,^^ the court nullified the statute as an attempt by
the legislature to "prohibit harmless acts which do not
concern the health, safety, and welfare of society" (p.

147).

1905 Lochner v. New York, 198 U. S. 45. In this well-

known case the Supreme Court invalidated a ten-hour
law for bakers. Speaking for the five majority judges,
Mr. Justice Peckham declared that "to common under-
standing the trade of a baker has never been regarded
as an unhealthy one" (p. 59), and therefore

"the act is not, within any fair meaning of the term, a
health law, but is an illegal interference with the rights

of individuals, both employers and employes, to make
contracts regarding labor upon such terms as they may
think best, or which they may agree upon with the other
parties to such contracts. Statutes of the nature of that
under review, limiting the hours in which grown and
intelligent men may labor to earn their living, are mere
meddlesome interferences with the rights of the indi-

vidual . . ." (p. 61).

The vigorous dissenting opinions of Harlan, White, Day,
and Holmes, JJ., are familiar. But the following from
the opinion of Mr. Justice Holmes pithily and completely
puts the other point of view in the clash of ideas then
before the Court

:

, -^ ,,,.•,

.

"I think that the word liberfy in the Fourteenth
Amendment is perverted when it is held to prevent the
natural outcome of a dominant opinion, unless it can be

" 59 N. W. 362.

""For some reason, not necessary to consider, there has in modern
times arisen a sentiment favorable to paternalism in matters of legislation"

(p. 135, italics ours).
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said that a rational and fair man necessarily would
admit that the statute proposed would infringe funda-

mental principles as they have been understood by the

traditions of our people and our law. It does not need

research to show that no such sweeping condemnation
can be passed upon the statute before us. A reasonable

man might think it a proper measure on the score of

health. Men whom I certainly could not pronounce un-

reasonable would uphold it as a first instalment of a gen-

eral regulation of the hours of work" (p. 76).2<'

1909 State v. Mihsiceh, 225 Mo. 561,^1 invalidated a
six-days act—rest one day in seven—for bakers as an
arbitrary infringement of liberty of contract.

1912 State v. Lumber Co., 102 Miss. 802,^2 sustained

a ten-hour law for labor employed in manufacturing.

The court decided that the Lochner case did not control

on the facts, and, significantly, relied on the dissenting

opinions in that case for the statement of the governing
principles.

''It would not be unreasonable for the legislature to

decide that it would promote the health, peace, morals,

and general welfare of all laborers engaged in the work
of manufacturing or repairing if they were not permitted
to extend their labor over ten hours a day,.and the legis-

lature could also decide that the best interests of the

people in the state would be promoted by limiting the

time of work of this numerous class of its citizenry to

the time mentioned. In fact, when we consider the pres-

ent manner of laboring, the use of machinery, the appli-

ances, requiring intelligence and skill, and the general

present day manner of life, which tends to nervousness,

it seems to us quite reasonable, and in no way improper,
to pass such law so limiting a day's labor" (p. 834).

On rehearing the decision was affirmed,^^ the court
taking occasion to comment upon

** See the elaboration and application of this last thought in Mr. Justice

Holmes's dissenting opinions in Adair v. United States, 208 U. S. 161,

190 (1908), and Coppage v. Kansas, 236 U. S. 1, 36-27 (1915).
" 125 S. W. 507.
"' 59 So. 923.
=• State V. Lumber Co., 103 Miss. 263, 60 So. 215 (1913).
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"the notable fact that it is rare for the seller of labor

to appeal to the courts for the preservation of his in-

alienable rights to labor. This inestimable privilege is

generally the object of the buyer's disinterested solici-

tude. Some day, perhaps, the inalienable right to rest

will be the subject of litigation . .
."^^ (103 Miss. 267-

268).

1913 State v. Barha, 132 La. 768,2^ held unconstitu-

tional an eight-hour law for stationary firemen, both
because it constituted an arbitrary classification and
impaired the liberty of contract.

1914 State v. Bunting, 71 Ore. 259,^® sustained a ten-

hour law for labor in factories. In this case the court
again found the dissenting opinions of the Lochner case
rather than the decision on the facts of that case the

relevant authority.

"A certain minimum of physical well-being is neces-

sary in order that social life may exist, the usefulness

and intelligence of the citizens be increased, and the
progress of civilization accelerated: Freund, Police

Power, sees. 8, 10. . . . The required minimum of well-

being varies in different periods, but rises with advanc-
ing civilization until it includes a certain standard of

comfort. ... It is an undeniable fact that prolonged
and excessive physical labor is performed at the expense
of the mental powers, and it requires no argument to

show that a man who day in and day out labors more
than 10 hours must not only deteriorate physically, but
mentally. ... In view of the well-known fact that the
custom in our industries does not sanction a longer serv-

ice than 10 hours per day, it cannot be held, as a matter

" See a similar observation in Holden v. Hardy, 169 U. S. 369, 397,
supra: "It may not be improper to suggest in this connection that although
the prosecution in this case was against the employer of labor, . . . his

defence is not so much that his right to contract has been infringed upon,
but that the act works a peculiar hardship to his employees, whose right to

labor as long as they please is alleged to be thereby violated. The argu-
ment would certainly come with better grace and greater cogency from
the latter class."

"'ei So. 784.
" Appeal now pending before the Supreme Court of the United States.
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of law, that the legislative requirement is unreasonable
or arbitrary as to hours of labor. ... It is urged. . . .

that if it is possible for the legislature to make the dec-

laration that to work in a factory more than 10 hours in

one day is injurious to the health, then that body can

make four hours a day's work, and require two hours of

the work to be performed before 8 o'clock a. m. It is

sufficient to say that the question of four hours consti-

tuting a day's labor, or when any part of it shall be done,

is not now before this court" (pp. 267, 272, 273).

1915 People v. Klmck Packing Co., 214 N. Y. 121."

''The right to rest"—or rather the need for leisure—to

which the Supreme Court of Mississippi adverted in

1912, quickly received authoritative recognition from the

New York Court of Appeals. In this case there was sus-

tained a statute requiring one day of rest in seven. The
proper sphere of legislative discretion and a correspond-
ingly limited scope of judicial review are put most excel-

lently by Judge Hiscock:

*
' Our only inquiry must be . . . whether it can fairly

be believed that its [the statute's] natural consequences
will be in the direction of betterment of public health and
welfare, and, therefore, that it is one which the state for

its protection and advantage may enact and enforce. It

seems to me very clear that we may answer that it is such

an one. ... A constantly increasing study of industrial

conditions I believe leads to the conviction that the

health, happiness, intelligence and efficiency even of an
adult man laboring in such employments [factory and
mercantile] as those mentioned in this statute will be
increased by a reasonable opportunity for rest, for out-

door life and recreation, for attention to his own affairs,

and, if he will, study and education.

"Then we come to the question what is a reasonable
opportunity, and within wide limits that problem is for

the legislature. Anybody would probably say that one
day in thirty or sixty would be too little and one day in

each two days_extravagant. Between these extremes

" 108 N. E. 278.
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none can safely assert that the mean adopted by the leg-

islature of one day in seven is unreasonable" (p. 127-

128).28

A study of these opinions indicates a change not only

in the decisions but in the groundwork of the decisions.

We find a shift in the point of emphasis, a modification

of the factors that seem relevant, a different statement

of the issues involved, and a difference in the technique

by which they are to be solved. The turning point comes
in 1908 with Muller v. Oregon^ AVhile lone voices of

wisdom had been heard for almost two decades,^" and the

tendency was clearly in its direction, yet this case marks
the culmination.

Prior to 1908 the decisions disclose certain marked
common characteristics

:

(1) Despite disavowal that the policy of legislation

is not the courts ' concern, there is an unmistakable dread
of the class of legislation under discussion.^^ Intense
feeling against the policy of the legislation must inevit-

ably have influenced the result in the decisions. In truth

this presents the point of greatest stress in our consti-

tutional system, for it requires minds of unusual intel-

lectual disinterestedness, detachment, and imagination
to escape from the too easy tendency to find lack of

power where one is convinced of lack of wisdom.

** Since the decision of the Massachusetts case under discussion the
Supreme Court of Louisiana has again declared unconstitutional an eight-

hour law for stationary firemen partly as unfair classification (because
applying only to cities over 50,000) and partly as an impairment of liberty of
contract. 77 So. (La.) 70 (1915).

"208 U. S. 412, supra.
'" See the dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice Holmes in Commonwealth v.

Perry, 155 Mass. 117, 123 (1891) ; Thayer, Legal Essays, 1 ; 26 Greek Bag
511, 514.

** "The tendency of legislatures, in the form of regulatory measures, to

interfere with the lawful pursuits of citizens, is becoming a marked one in

this country, and it behooves the courts, firmly and fearlessly, to interpose

the barriers of their judgments, when invoked to protest against legislative

acts plainly transcending the powers conferred by the Constitution upon
the legislative body." People v. Williams, 189 N. Y. 131, 135, 81 N. E. 778,

780 (1907).
"This interference on the part of the legislatures of the several states

with the ordinary trades and occupations of the people seems to be on the

increase." Lochner v. New York, 198 U. S. 45, 63 (1905).
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(2) Legislation is sustained as part of the prevailing

philosophy of individualism, as an exceptional protection

to certain individuals as such, and not as a recognition

of a general social interest. Thus legislation is sup-

ported either because women and children are wards
of the state, are not sm juris, or to relieve certain needy
individuals in the community from coercion.^^ The un-
derlying assumption was, of course, that industry pre-

sented only contract relations between individuals. That
industry is part of society, the relation of business to

the community, was naturally enough lost sight of in the

days of pioneer development and free land.^^

(3) The courts here deal with statutes seeking to

affect in a very concrete fashion the sternest actualities

of modern life : the conduct of industry and the labor of

human beings therein engaged. Yet the cases are de-

cided, in the main, on abstract issues, on tenacious theo-

ries of economic and political philosophy. There is lack

of scientific method either in sustaining or attacking leg-

islation. Legislation is sustained or attacked on vague
humanitarianism, on pressure of immediate suffering,

or ''common understanding." This is not the fault of

the courts. It was characteristic of our legislative pro-
cesses, as well as of the judicial proceedings which called
them into question. It was true, substantially, of the
social legislation of the nineteenth century.'^'^

The courts decided these issues on a priori theories,

on abstract assumptions, because scientific data were
not available or at least had not been made available
for the use of courts. But all this time scientific data
had been accumulating. Organized observation, inves-
tigation, and experimentation produced facts, and sci-

ence could at last speak with rational if tentative author-
ity. There was a growing body of the world's experience
and the validated opinions of those competent to have

'^Holden v. Hardy, 169 U. S. 366, 397; supra.
"^ See the stimulating paper, "Labor, Capital and Business at Common

Law," by Edward A. Adler. 29 Harv. L. REv. 241, particularly 262-274.
'* The earliest Factory Act was the "work of benevolent Tories." DicEY,

Law and Opinion in England, 2 ed., p. 110, and Lecture VH, particularly

pp.. 220 et seq., 228, 229 ; Goldmark, FatiguE and Efficiency, ch. L
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opinions. Instead of depending on a priori controversies

raging around jejune catchwords like ''individualism"

and ''collectivism," it became increasingly demonstrable
what the effect of modern industiy on human beings was
and what the reasonable likelihood to society of the

effects of fixing certain minimum standards of life.

The Muller case, in 1908, was the first case presented

to our courts on the basis of authoritative data. For
the first time the arguments and briefs breathed the air

of reality. The response of the court on this method of

presenting the case is significant.

"In patent cases counsel are apt to open the argu-
ment with a discussion of the state of the art. It may
not be amiss, in the present case, before examining the

constitutional question, to notice the course of legislation

as well as expressions of opinion from other than judi-

cial sources. In the brief filed by Mr. Louis D. Brandeis,
for the defendant in error, is a very copious collection

of all these matters. . .
.^^

'

' The legislation and opinions referred to in the mar-
gin may not be, technically speaking, authorities, and in

them is little or no discussion of the constitutional ques-
tion presented to us for determination, yet they are sig-

nificant of a widespread belief that woman's physical

"Muller V. Oregon, 208 U. S. 412, 419 (1907). The great mass of data
contained in the brief is epitomized in the margin of the court's opinion.
Miss Josephine Goldmark, Publication Secretary of National Consumers'
League, collaborated with Mr. Brandeis in the preparation of this and subse-
quent briefs, which are now available in part II of Miss Goldmark's book.
Fatigue and Efficiency.

The present-day demand for scientific ascertainment of facts for legisla-

tion and administration is strikingly illustrated by Miss Lathrop in her
Third Annual Report as Chief of the United States Children's Bureau
(1915). "The whole field of child labor is thus far singularly barren of
scientific study. . . . Full and intelligent protection of the physique and
mental powers of the youthful workers in this country requires costly and
laborious studies in laboratory and in workshop. . . . The Children's Bureau
now desires to call attention to these studies and to submit the reasonable-

ness of spending money to make them. It proposes a later presentation of
carefully considered plans for which certain preparatory studies are now
goinc forward. The more rapidly the restrictive child labor legislation

becomes uniform, the more evident must be the need of studying the

welfare of the young worker within the occupation, so that we may secure

just standards for the use of labor, as new standards for material are being
developed" (pp. 23, 24).
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structure, and the functions she performs in consequence
thereof, justify • special legislation restricting or quali-

fying the conditions under which she should be permitted
to toil. Constitutional questions, it is true, are not set-

tled by even a consensus of present public opinion, for it

is the peculiar value of a written constitution that it

places in unchanging form limitations upon legislative

action, and thus gives a permanence and stability to

popular government which otherwise would be lacking.

At the same time, when a question of fact is debated and
debatable, and the extent to which a special constitU'-

tional limitation goes is affected by the truth in respect
to that fact, a widespread and long continued belief con-

cerning it is worthy of consideration."^*^ (Italics ours.)

That upon such showing the Supreme Court should
sustain the contested statute was inevitable. But the

MuUer case is "epoch making," not because of its deci-

sion, but because of the authoritative recognition by the

Supreme Court that the way in which Mr. Brandeis pre-

sented the case—the support of legislation by an array
of facts which established the reasonableness of the leg-

islative action, however it may be with its wisdom—laid

down a new technique for counsel charged with the re-

sponsibility of arguing such constitutional questions, and
an obligation upon courts to insist upon such method
of argument before deciding the issue, surely, at least,

before deciding the issue adversely to the legislature.

For there can be no denial that the technique of the brief

in the Muller case has established itself through a series

of decisions within the last few years, which have caused
not only change in decisions, but the much more vital

change of method of approach to constitutional ques-

tions.^^

The most striking illustration is the attitude of the

New York Court of Appeals in People v. Schweinler

" Muller V. Oregon, 208 U. S. 420-421.

"See briefs in Ritchie & Co. v. Wayman, 244 111. 509, 91 N. E. 695

(1910) ; Hawley v. Walker, 232 U. S. 718 (1914) ; Miller v. Wilson, 236

U. S. 373 (1915) ; Bosley v. McLaughlin, 236 U. S. 385 (1915) ; Stettler v.

O'Hara, 69 Ore. 519, 139 Pac. 743 (1914) (and brief in the same case now
pending before the Supreme Court of the United States) ; People v.

Schweinler Press, 214 N. Y. 395, 108 N. E. 639 (1915).
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Press.^^ In that case, it will be recalled, the court cour-

ageously overruled People v. Williams, supra^^ and sus-

tained a statute prohibiting night work for women. We
find a careful ascertainment of facts by the legislature

as the basis of its action, and thereafter a careful pres-

entation of facts before the court to support the^ legis-

lative reason. Not only was there a presentation of

facts in 1915 such as counsel failed to make in 1907, but

there was a presentation of new facts acquired since

1907. If the point of view laid down in this case be sedu-

lously observed in the argument and disposition of con-

stitutional cases, it is safe to say that no statute which
has any claim to life will be stricken down by the courts.

''While theoretically we may have been able to take

judicial notice of some of the facts and of some of the

legislation now called to our attention as sustaining the

belief and opinion that night work in factories is widely
and substantially injurious to the health of women, ac-

tually very few of these facts were called to our atten-

tion, and the argument to uphold the law on that ground
was brief and inconsequential.^"

''There is no reason why we should be reluctant to

give effect to new and additional knowledge upon such

a subject as this even if it did lead us to take a different

view of such a vastly important question as that of public

health or disease than formerly prevailed. Particularly

do I feel that we should give serious consideration and
great weight to the fact that the present legislation is

based upon and sustained by an investigation by the

legislature deliberately and carefully made through an
agency of its own creation, the present factory investi-

gating commission."*^

These recent cases, dealing with regulation of the

hours of labor, do not stand apart but illustrate two dom-
inant tendencies in current constitutional decisions

:

(1) Courts, with increasing measure, deal with legis-

"214 N. Y. 395, 108 N. E. 639 (1915).
"189 N. Y. 131, 81 N. E. 778 (1907).
*• People V. Schweinler Press, 214 N. Y. 395, 411, 108 N. E. 639, 643

(1915).
*^Ibid., 214 N. Y. 395, 412-413, 108 N. E. 639, 644 (1915).
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lation affecting industry in the light of a realistic study

of the industrial conditions affected.*^

(2) The emphasis is shifted to community interests,

the affirmative enhancement of the human values of the

whole community—not merely society conceived of as

independent individuals dealing at arms ' length with one

another, in which legislation may only seek to protect

individuals under disabilities, or prevent individual ag-

gression in the interest of a countervailing individual

freedom.^^
As a result we find that recent decisions have modified

the basis on which legislation limiting the hours of labor

is supported. As science has demonstrated that there

is no sharp difference in kind as to the effect of labor on
men and women, courts recently have followed the guid-

ance of science and refused to be controlled by outworn
ignorance. And so we find the Supreme Court of Ore-
gon, in sustaining the ten-hour law for men, observing
that "legislative regulation of the hours of labor of men
and that of women differ only in the degree of necessity

therefor. "^^ True enough, we are not out of the woods
of difficulty by saying the question is a matter of differ-

ence of degree. But once that is recognized, once we
cease to look upon the regulation of women in industry
as exceptional, as the law's graciousness to a disabled

class, and shift the emphasis from the fact that they are

women to the fact that it is industry and the relation of

industry to the community which is regulated, the whole
problem is seen from a totally different aspect. Once
admit it is a question of degree, there follows the recog-
nition—and the conscious recognition is important

—

that we are balancing interests, that we are exercising
judgment, and that the exercise of this judgment, unless

so clear as to be undebatable, is solely for the legis-

lature.*''

" McLean y. Arkansas, 211 U. S. 539, 549-550 (1908) (it is significant

that Mr. Justice Brewer and Mr. Justice Peckham dissented) ; Baltimore
& Ohio R. R. V. Interstate Commerce Commission, 221 U. S. 612, 619
(1911).

" People V. Klinck Packing Co., 214 N. Y. 121, 128, 108 N. E. 278, 280
(1915).

"State V. Bunting, 71 Ore. 259, 271, 139 Pac. 731, 735 (1914).
** Price V. Illinois, 238 U. S. 446, 452 (1915).
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What, then, are the common factors in the labor of

men and women that would make a limitation of the

hours of labor, in employments not dangerous or inher-

ently unhealthy, to ten hours -or nine hours an exercise

of legislative discretion not beyond the pale of reason-

able argument, and therefore to be respected by the

courts ? They are

:

(1) ''The common physiological phenomenon, fa-

tigue," and the need of rest to repair the waste of the

toxin.* ^ Can the point where the line is to be drawn
possibly be drawn a priorif Or, at the least, in the light

of modem physiology is any layman entitled to say that

a limitation of routine manual labor of masses of men
to nine hours is a capricious and wilful oppression, with-

out sustaining reason?*'^

(2) An enlarged conception of leisure and the tend-

ency to regard not only its relation to the immediate
effects upon animal health but also its bearing on the

industrial output and the demands of citizenship.**

(3) Experience, based upon adequate trial, with the

gradual reduction of labor and the slow increase of hours
of leisure encouragingly demonstrates that such limita-

tion of labor and increase of leisure have been put to

fruitful uses. The tried measures of curtailing manual
labor have added to the sum total of that by which we
measure the civilized aspects of life.*^

This then was the "state of the art" which con-

fronted the Massachusetts Supreme Court in passing
upon the constitutionality of the nine-hour law in ques-
tion. One would suppose that in the light of all this it

would be an easy matter for the court to hold that a
nine.hour day is not '

' so extravagant and unreasonable,
so disconnected with the probable promotion of health

^ See GoLDMARK, Fatigue and Efficiency, ch. 2. The scientific views
set forth in Miss Goldmark's book recently formed the basis of an arbitra-

tion judgment, in Australia, by Mr. Justice Higgins, in the Waterside
Workers' case (not yet reported).

" Price V. Illinois, 238 U. S. 446, 452 (1915), supra.
** See e. g. Hobson, Work and Wealth, particularly chapters XIV and

XV; Taussig, Inventors and Money Makers, pp. 63, 65 et seq., 71 et seq.;

U. S. Commissioner of Labor Statistics Royal Meeker, 63 Annals Amer.
Acad, of Pol. and Soc. Sci., 262, 267.

** See Goldmark, Fatigue and Efficiency, p. 279.
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and welfare that its enactment is beyond the jurisdiction
of the legislature, '

'°^ or, at the very least, that, since the
subject is ''debatable, the legislature is entitled to its

own judgment. "°^

Quite the contrary. The court held that the statute
"is an unwarrantable interference with individual lib^

erty and an interference with property rights, and there-
fore contrary to constitutions which secure these funda-
mental rights. "^2

How could such a result have been reached?

(1) The case was inadequately presented. The court
was not called upon to pass on the validity of the statute
as such, but upon an agreed statement of facts under the
statute to the effect that there is nothing inherently
unhealthy about the work which the employee did, as it

was half performed in the open air and was not ardu-
ous.^^ The assumption back of such a statement is that
where work is not inherently unhealthy it is immaterial
how long such work is pursued. Thus a wholly unscien-
tific concession of fact was made, and therefore a wholly
unscientific issue was presented to the court. But even
such an issue was not supported by the available body of
scientific facts. No attempt was made to bring to the
attention of the court a detailed, painstaking, thoroughly
marshaled array of facts to explain and to fortify the
experience and theory back of labor legislation. In other
words, the case was not argued in the way in which the
decisions in the Muller case, the second Eitchie case, the
Hawley case, the Miller case, the Bosley case, and the
Schweinler case demanded that it should be argued.

(2) One can therefore understand why the court
found the case ''governed" by the Lochner case, supra.^*
Nevertheless, one is compelled to conclude that the illum-
ination that has been cast upon the Lochner case during
the past decade does not leave to that case any principle
which ipso facto controls the validity of specific meas-

* People V. Klinck Packing Co., 214 N. Y. 121, 127, 108 N. E. 278, 280
(1915).

" Price V. Illinois, 238 U. S. 446, 452 (1915).
"Commonwealth v. Boston & M. R. R., 110 N. E. (Mass.) 264 (1915).
" Commonweafth v. Boston & M. R. R., 110 N. E. (Mass.) 264 (1915).
"Lochner v. New York, 198 U. S. 45 (1905).
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ures regulating hours of labor. The principle of the

Lochner case is simple enough : that arbitrary restriction

of men's activities, unrelated in reason to the ''public

welfare," offends the Fourteenth Amendment. As to

the principle, there is no dispute. But the principle is

the beginning and not the end of the inquiry. The field

of contention is in its application. The Lochner case,

judged by its history and by more recent decisions of the
Supreme Court, does not in itself furnish the yardstick
for its application.

(a) It is now clearly enough recognized that each
case presents a distinct issue; that each case must be
determined by the facts relevant to it ; that we are deal-
ing, in truth, not with a question of law but the applica-
tion of an undisputed formula to a constantly changing
and growing variety of economic and social facts.^^ Each
case, therefore, calls for a new and distinct considera-
tion, not only of the g'eneral facts of industry but the
specific facts in regard to the employment in question
and the specific exigencies which called for the specific

statute.

(h) The groundwork of the Lochner case has by this

time been cut from under. The majority opinion was
based upon *'a common understanding" as to the effect

of work in bakeshops upon the public and upon those en-
gaged in it. ''Common understanding" has ceased to
be the reliance in matters calling for essentially scien-

tific determination. "Has not the progress of sanitary
science shown," Professor Freund pertinently inquires,

"that common understanding is often equivalent to pop-
ular ignorance and fallacy?"^® On the particular issue
involved in the Lochner case "study of the facts has
shown that the legislature was right and the court was
wrong. '

'^^ Either because matters as to which the court
of its own knowledge cannot know, or, because not know-

" See People v. Schweinler Press, 214 N. Y. 395, 411-412, 108 N. E. 639,
643 (1915) ; Bosley v. McLaughlin, 236 U. S. 385, 392 et seq. (1915) ; Miller
V. Wilson, 236 U. S. 373, 382 (1915) ; McLean v. Arkansas, 211 U. S.

539, 549-550 (1908).
•• 17 Green Bag 411, 416.
" Professor Roscoe Pound, "Liberty of Contract," 18 Yale L. J. 454,

480, and n. 123.
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ing, it cannot assume the non-existence of facts, con-

tested legislative action should be resolved in favor of

rationality rather than capricious oppression. Happily
the fundamental constitutional doctrine of the assump-
tion of Tightness of legislative conduct, where the court
is uninformed, is again rigorously being enforced, by the
United States Supreme Court.^^

(c) So far as the general flavor of the Lochner opin-
ion goes, it surely is no longer "controlling." If the
body of professional opinion counts for anything in the
appraisal of authority of a decision (itself decided by
a divided court, and since departed from in effect in an
important series of cases), it has been impressively ar-

rayed against this decision. If ever an opinion has been
subjected to the weightiest professional criticism it is

the opinion in the Lochner case. Judge Andrew Bruce,
Professor Ernst Freund, Judge Learned Hand, Profes-
sor Eoscoe Pound—to mention no others—surely speak
with high competence upon this subject. Nevertheless,
the body of persuasive authority which their writings
present was not brought to the court's attention and
failed to be considered in the disposition of the case.^^

The circumstances which resulted in this decision re-

veal anew a situation of far-reaching importance. For
it affects the very bases on which constitutional decisions
are reached and, therefore, affects vitally the most sensi-
tive point of contact between the courts and the people.

" Thus, in one of its latest opinions, the Supreme Court refused to upset
a "police measure" with the following language:

"Petitioner makes his contention depend upon disputable considerations
of classification^ and upon a comparison of conditions of which there is no
means of judicial determination and upon which nevertheless we are ex-
pected to reverse legislative action. ..." Hadachek v. Sebastian, 239 U. S.
394, 413 (Dec. 20, 1915).

Here, as elsewhere in the law, Mr. Justice Holmes long ago put the
matter with acute finality : "I cannot pronounce the legislation [prohibiting
fines against weavers for defective workmanship] void, as based on a false
assumption, since I know nothing about the matter one way or the other."
Commonwealth v. Perry, 155 Mass. 117, 124-125, 28 N. E. 1126, 1127
(1891). As to the reasonableness of the legislature's belief that a system
of fines affords dangerous temptations for oppressive use see R. H. Taw-
nEy, Minimum Rates in the Tailoring Industry, pp. 60 and 95.

"A. A. Bruce, "The Illinois Ten Hour Labor Law for Women," 8

Mich. L. Rev. l; G. S. Corwin, "The Supreme Court and the Fourteenth
Amendment," 7 Mich. L. REv. 643; Ernst Freund, "Limitation of Hours
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The statute under discussion may well have been of no
particular social import. The decision which nullified

it, one may be sure, offers no intrinsic obstruction to

needed legislation, and in itself has merely ephemeral
vitality. But, unfortunately, the evil that decisions do
lives after them. Such a decision deeply impairs that
public confidence upon which the healthy exercise of ju-

dicial power must rest.

Under the present-day stress of judicial work it is

inevitable that courts, on the whole, can only decide spe-

cific cases as presented to them.^^ In other words, the
substantial dependence upon the facts and briefs pre-
sented by counsel throws the decision of the courts
largely upon those chances which determine the selection

of counsel. These are, of course, necessary human draw-
backs, and the practice works out well enough in contro-
versies where purely individual interests are represented
by counsel. This is not the situation in cases such as the
one before the Massachusetts court. The issue submit-
ted to the court in fact was the issue as determined by
the District Attorney of Worcester and counsel for the
Boston and Maine Railroad. In truth, the issue was be-

tween the Court and the Legislature. In such a case
either the legislative judgment should be sustained if

there is "no means of judicial determination" that the
legislature is indisputably wrong,^^ or the court should
demand that the legislative judgment be supported by

of Labor and the Federal Supreme Court," 17 GreEn Bag 411, "Constitu-
tional Limitations and Labor Legislation," 4 III. L. Rev. 609 ; L. N. Greeley,
"The Changing Attitude of the Courts toward Social Legislation," 5 III.

L. Rev. 222 ; Learned Hand, "Due Process of Law and the Eight Hour
Day," 21 Harv. L. Rev. 495 ; Sir Frederick Pollock, "The New York Labor
Law and the Fourteenth Amendment," 21 L. Quart. Rev. 211 ; Roscoe
Pound, "Liberty of Contract," 18 YalE L. J. 480. Cf. Mr. Wigmore's
comment on "The Qualities of Current Judicial Decisions," 9 III. L. Rev.
529, 530-1.

But see Atkins v. Grey Eagle Coal Co., 84 S. E. 906 (1915), where the

Court of Appeals of West Virginia sustained a truck act, in effect over-

ruling the decision in State v. Goodwill, 33 W. Va. 179 (1889), and cited

among its authorities Professor Pound's article, "Liberty of Contract," 18

Yale, L. J. 480.

"See Mr. Justice Swayze in "The Growing Law," 20 YalE, L. J. 1,

18-19. People v. Schweinler Press, 214 N. Y. 395, 411, 108 N. E. 639, 643

(1915).

"Hadacheck v. Sebastian, 239 U. S. 394, 413 (1915). Price v. Illinois,

238 U. S. 446, 452 (1915).
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available proof.^^ j^ would seem clear that courts have
inherent power to accomplish this by indicating the kind
of argument needed to reach a just result; or even by
calling for argument from members of the bar—officers

of the court—of particular equipment to assist in a given
problem.^^ If legislation be necessary New York fur-
nishes an example in its recent enactment authorizing
the courts to request the attendance of the attorney
general in support of an act of the legislature when its

constitutionality is brought into question.^^
These, after all, are only expedients. Fundamental

is the need that the profession realize the true nature of
the issues involved in these constitutional questions and
the limited scope of the reviewing power of the courts.®'^

With the recognition that these questions raise, substan-
tially, disputed questions of fact must come the invention
of some machinery by w^hich knowledge of the facts,
which are the foundation of the legal judgment, may be
at the service of the courts as a regular form of the ju-
dicial process. This need has been voiced alike by jurists
and judges.^^ Once the need shall be felt as the common
longing of the profession the inventive powers of our
law will find the means for its satisfaction.

Felix Frankfurter.
Harvard Law School.

** Professor Ernst Freund, "Constitutional Limitations and Labor Legis-
lation," 4 III. L. Rev. 609, 622.

•^ It is interesting to note that the chief arguments in the series of cases
beginning with the Muller case were made by an amicus curiae, Mr. Louis
D. Brandeis, in behalf of the National Consumers' League.

" New York Laws, 1913, ch. 442, p. 919.
" See 28 Harv. L. Rev. 790.
•* Professor Roscoe Pound, in "Legislation as a Social Function," 7

Pub. Am. Soc. Soc'y, 148, 161 : "In the immediate past the social facts
required for the exercise of the judicial function of law-making have been
arrived at by means which may fairly be called mechanical. It is not one
of the least problems of the sociological jurist to discover a rational mode
of advising the court of facts of which it is supposed to take judicial notice."

So (in dealing with a somewhat similar problem) Judge Learned Hand,
in Parke Davis & Co. v. Mulford & Co., 189 Fed. 95, 115 : "How long we
shall continue to blunder along without the aid of unpartisan and authori-
tative scientific assistance in the administration of justice, no one knows;
but all fair persons not conventionalized by provincial legal habits of mind
ought, I should think, unite to effect some such advance." Cf. also,

Steenerson v. Great Northern Ry., 69 Minn. 353, 377, 72 N. W. 713, 716

(1897).
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